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Compact quantum dynamics, based on the Lie algebra so(n), is known to be relevant to the 
description of the internal motion of the electron and neutrino. It is shown here that a compact 
dynamics can also be based on u(n). In both cases there exists a contraction to a noncompact 
algebra containing a Weyl-Heisenberg subalgebra and consequently, there also exists an 
approximation scheme defined entirely by the contraction process, in which a sequence of 
compact systems described in terms of finite square matrices of increasing size, approaches a 
noncom pact system of the usual type, described in terms of operators on a Hilbert space. 
Particular boson realizations of so (n) and u (n) are shown to be especially convenient for the 
discussion of the contractions. Some simple illustrative examples of compact systems are 
treated algebraically and numerically in order to show how their properties approach those of 
the corresponding noncom pact systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of a "compact quantum system" based on 
the representation theory of the Lie algebra so (n ), has been 
developed by Barut and Bracken. I

,2 The idea arose from 
their reappraisal3.4 of the Zitterbewegung of Dirac's elec
tron, which was shown to be describable as a compact quan
tum oscillator associated with the four-dimensional spinor 
representation of so (5). 

The essence of the idea in general is to modify the com
mutation relations satisfied by the Hermitian coordinate op
erators Q; and momentum operators P; (i = l, ... ,n) ofasys
tern with n degrees of freedom so that they generate the 
compact Lie algebra so(n + 2) rather than the Weyl-Hei
senberg algebra W n , which can be recovered from so(n + 2) 
by contraction. One has in place of the canonical commuta
tion relations (i,j,k,1 = l, ... ,n), 

[Q;.Qj] = (i).2/Ii)Sij' [P;,Pj ] = (i1i/).2)Sij' 

[Q;.Pj ] = iMijJ, [Q;,Sjk] = ili(8;k Qj - 8ijQk) , 

[P;,Sjk] = ili(8;kPj - 8ijPk ) , (1.1) 

[Q;.J] = - (i).2/Ii)P;, [p;.J] = (i1i/).2)Q;, 

[J,Sij] =0, 

[Sij,Skl] = ili(8;kSjl + 8jlS;k - 8jkSi/ - 8i/Sjk) . 

The Jij [= -~; = (1I1i)Sij] span an so(n) subalgebra, 
and one can see that the algebra (1.1) as a whole is 
so(n + 2) by setting 

J;n+1 = -In+ l ; = (1I).)Q;, 

J; n + 2 = - I n + 2; = (). /1i)P; , 

I n + I n + 2 = - I n + 2 n + I = J. 

The positive constant). appearing here has dimensions of 
length and is, initially at least, to be regarded as arbitrary. A 
compact quantum system is defined by specifying)., togeth
er with a particular Hermitian finite-dimensional represen
tation of so (n + 2), and a particular dynamics. Because the 
time evolution of states in the finite-dimensional state space 
is assumed to be governed in the usual way by Schrodinger's 

equation, the dynamics of a system is governed by a choice of 
Hamiltonian operator H. This should be some Hermitian 
operator on the space [for example, the representative of 
some element of the enveloping algebra ofso(n + 2)]. 

There is a contraction 1,2 of so(n + 2) into the semidi
rect sum k n of Wn and so(n), the latter being the group of 
rotations of the n-vector coordinate and momentum opera
tors q;. p; which are obtained from the Q;. P; by contraction, 
and which generate Wn in the usual way with canonical com
mutation relations. This indicates that a compact quantum 
system can be regarded, in a sense defined by the contraction 
process, as an analog of a corresponding quantum system of 
the usual (noncompact) type, described in an infinite Hil
bert space. 

It is the main purpose of the present work to explore this 
relationship between noncompact quantum systems and 
their compact analogs through consideration of simple but 
hopefully typical examples. We are interested especially in 
the way in which the spectrum of a particular Hermitian 
operator for a noncom pact system is approximated by the 
eigenvalue spectra of corresponding operators (matrices) in 
a sequence of compact analogs of increasing dimension as 
the contraction limit is approached. In order to consider 
such aspects, it is evidently not sufficient to consider the 
contraction at the level of the abstract Lie algebra: the con
traction of suitably chosen sequences of representations of 
so(n + 2) into appropriate Hermitian representations of k n 

must be considered. 
Although the concept of contraction of Lie groups and 

algebras is well known,5.6 most discussions at the level of 
representations have been limited to special cases.7

,8 Of par
ticular relevance to our work here is the discussion by Bacry 
et al,9 of the contraction of SO(3) XR into the oscillator 
group Osc( 1); although we are interested in a different con
traction, ofso( 3) into WI' and its generalizations, their tech
nique using the Dyson-Vilenkin realization 10 of so (3) is 
ideal for our purposes. A natural generalization of this real
ization was given by Exner et al. II for the classical Lie alge
bras, in terms of conjugate coordinate and momentum oper-
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ators, though they did not discuss contractions of these 
realizations. Their realization of so (n + 2), rewritten in 
terms of boson operators, is used in what follows. 

It has been found that, apart from so(n + 2), one can 
use u(n + I) to define another type of compact quantum 
system with n degrees offreedom. Accordingly, in what fol
lows, we shall refer to orthogonal or unitary compact quan
tum systems as appropriate. We shall also use the realization 
of u (n + I) given (essentially) by Exner et al. II when we 
discuss unitary systems and the associated contraction of 
u (n + I) to w rt -e u (n). The commutation relations in the 
unitary case are (i,j,k,l = l, ... ,n) 

[Q;,Qj] = (iJ..2/ft)Lij, [P;,Pj ] = (ift/J..2)Lij, 

[Q;,Pj ] = ifl8ijM - iTij , 

[QoM] = - (2iJ.. 2/ft)Po [P;,M] = (2ift/J..2)Q;, 

[Q;,Lk/ ] = ift(Di/Qk - D;k Q/) , 

[P;,Lk/] = ift(Di/Pk - D;k P/) , 

[Qi,Tkd =iJ.. 2(Dik P/ + Di/Pk ) , 

[POTkd = - (ift2/J.. 2)(DikQ/ + Di/Qk) , 

( 1.2) 

[T,j, Tk/] = ift(DikLj / + DjiLik + DjkLi/ + Di/Ljk ) , 

[Lij,Lk/] = ift(DikLjI + DjiLik - Di/Ljk - DjkLi/) , 

[Tij,Lkd =ift(Di/1}k + DjiTik -Dik 1}/-Djk Ti/)' 

TheKij = (1/ft)Lij( = -Kji) spananso(n) subalgebraof 
the u(n) subalgebra spanned by the Kij and Mij = (1/ 
ft) Tij ( = Mji)' and one can see that the algebra (1.2) as a 
whole is u(n + I) by setting 

and 

Min+1 =Mn+ li = (l/J..)Qi, 

Kin+1 = -Kn+li = - (J../ft)Pi , 

M n + 1n + 1 =M. 

The boson realizations of so (n + 2) and u (n + I) that 
we use ll contain several parameters. One is a scaling param
eter, the others determine and label the representations in
volved. For appropriate values of these labels, finite-dimen
sional representations are obtained. More precisely, in the 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space on which act the boson 
operators in one of these realizations, the invariant subspace 
spanned by all vectors that can be obtained by the action of 
the basis operators on a vacuum vector, is finite dimensional 
and carries a representation of so (n + 2) or u (n + I). In the 
contraction processes the dimension of this subspace in
creases and becomes infinite in the limit. 

After discussing these contractions in what follows, we 
go on to look at some orthogonal and unitary compact quan
tum systems that are analogs of well-known noncompact 
systems. We shall look in particular at the behavior under 
contraction of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian operator, 
and of the distribution of probability over the eigenvalues of 
a coordinate operator when the system is in an energy eigen
state. 

One motivation for studying compact quantum systems 
is the possibility that such systems may be involved in the 
internal structure of "elementary particles." This motiva
tion also lies at the heart of other recent approaches to finite 
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quantum systems. 12,13 Compact quantum systems of the or
thogonal type are known, through their application to the 
Zitterbewegung of the electron3,4 and neutrino,14 to be rel
evant to this purpose in some cases. Whether or not other 
orthogonal or unitary systems are relevant remains un
known. 

There is another motivation, however, for their study. 
In computer studies of noncom pact quantum systems, one is 
forced to consider finite-dimensional approximations whose 
effects on the spectra of the noncommuting observables may 
be difficult to take into account. Replacing a noncom pact 
system by a sequence of compact analogs in spaces of in
creasing dimension, related by the process of group contrac
tion, may provide a suitable framework for computer studies 
in situations where it is desirable to be able to characterize 
exactly the nature of the approximation process. In this con
text, the contraction parameter gives a measure of the size of 
the finite-dimensional approximation, and hence of the fine
ness of the "discretization." It is difficult to give it a more 
physical interpretation. The concept of an approximation 
scheme based on a group (or Lie algebra) contraction may 
well be extended to operator equations other than Schro
dinger's equation, in areas other than quantum mechanics. 

It is intended to carry out in later work computer studies 
of compact analogs of classical systems that exhibit chaotic 
behavior, and to see how they behave as the contraction limit 
is approached. Before doing that, it is necessary to under
stand how elementary compact quantum systems behave, 
and that is the major objective of the present work, as we 
have already indicated. 

II. CONTRACTION OF LIE GROUPS 

Let G be a Lie group, given locally by its generators Xi 
and corresponding parameters a i (i = l, ... ,n). The genera
tors satisfy commutation relations of the form 

[Xi,X}] = <Xk , 

where the c~ are the structure constants of G. Let the X; and 
a i be SUbjected to a linear transformation 

Yi = U{Xj' ai = bjU; , 

a;Xi = bjU;Xi = bj~. 

New structure constants are defined by the commutation 
relations of the Yi and these are easily related back to the old 
structure constants. 15 The inonii-Wigner contraction 
chooses the matrix U to depend linearly on a positive param
eter E in such a way that one obtains 

r 

Ya = Xa + E I V~Xb (a = 1, ... ,r) , 
b=1 

Ya = EXa (a = r + 1, ... ,n) , 

r 

aq=bq+E I bPv~ (q= 1, ... ,r), 
p=l 

aq=Eb q (q=r+ 1, ... ,n). 

In the contraction limit E -+ 0, a new Lie group G' with new 
parameters b ,q and generators Y; is formed. The Lie group 
thus obtained is called the contraction of the group G. A 
generalization suggested by Wigner5 involving the use of 
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higher orders of E is taken up in this paper. The contraction 
used here is quadratic in E. Alternatively, this can be regard
ed as a two stage linear contraction. I

,5,6 An example of a 
contraction, quadratic in E, is given in Ref. 8 with regard to 
de Sitter groups. 

A. Contraction of the relevant Lie algebras 

The Lie algebra so(n + 2) has basis operators 
JAB ( = - JBA ), A,B = 1, ... ,n + 2, which satisfy the com
mutation relations 

[JAB,JCD ] = i({)ACJBD + {)BDJAC - {)ADJBC - {)BCJAD )· 

When this Lie algebra is contracted as (with r,s = 1, ... ,n), 

J":s=J,st J~n+I=EJ'n+I' 

J~n+2 =EJ,n+2' J~+ln+2 =cJn+ 1n +2 , 
(2.1 ) 

in the limit, the Lie algebra Wn i> so(n) results 1 with the 
operators J~n + 1 , J~n + 2' J~ + 1 n + 2 spanning the Wn com
ponent. The limiting commutation relations of this compo-
nent are 

[ J ~ n + 1 ,J ~ n + 2] = i{) ,J ~ + 1 n + 2 , 

[J~n+I.J~n+tl = [J~n+2.J~n+2] =0. (2.2) 

[J~n+I.J~+ln+2] = [J~n+2.J~+ln+2] =0. 

so one can regard J ~ n + 1 • J ~ n + 2 as being mapped onto can
onically conjugate operators q " p,. although not necessarily 
in that order. 

The Lie algebra u(n + 1) with generators 
MPQ( =MQP )' KPQ( = -KQP )' p.Q= 1 ..... n + 1, which 
satisfy the commutation relations 

[MpQ.MRS ] 

= i({)QRKpS + {)QSKpR + {)PRKQS + {)PSKQR ) • 

[KpQ.KRS ] 

= i({)PRKQS + {)QSKpR - {)QRKpS - {)PSKQR ) • 

[MpQ.KRS] 

= i({)psMQR + {)QSMpR - {)QRMps - {)PRMQs) • 

can be contracted in a similar way; with i.j = 1 ..... n. set 

Mt=Mij' Kt=Kij' 

M~n+1 =EMjn + l • K~n+l =EKjn + l • 

M~+ln+1 =cMn+ ln + l · 

(2.3 ) 

The result here. in the limit E ..... O. is the Lie algebra 
Wn i> u(n) with the operatorsM~n+ I. K~n+ I' K~+ I n + I' 

spanning the Wn subalgebra. Note that the way in which the 
parameter A appears in ( 1.1) and (1.2). compared with the 
way E appears in (2.1) and (2.3). precludes the identifica
tion of A as the contraction parameter. 

B. Contraction of representations 

The solution of physical problems in quantum mechan
ics involves the calculation of eigenvalues of various opera
tors such as the Hamiltonian. In the present context. we 
therefore require a knowledge of representations of the Lie 
algebras so(n + 2) and u(n + 1) associated with the com-
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pact quantum systems under discussion. and also a knowl
edge of how these representations may be contracted. 

In general. there are two methods of contracting repre
sentations.5 These are (1) the method of E-dependent simi
larity transformations; and (2) the method of the sequence 
of representations. Only the second method is of interest 
here. 

In this second method. a sequence of representations of 
the uncontracted Lie algebra is chosen. dependent on some 
parameter I [such as the representation label in the sequence 
of symmetric representations of so(n + 2)] which. in the 
cases we consider. determines the finite dimension of each 
representation in the sequence. The parameter is then varied 
according to some power of E. The relationship E = 1/$ has 
been chosen for the boson realizations presented in this pa
per. As E ..... O. the dimension of the corresponding represen
tations approaches infinity. 

The representation of the contracted Lie algebra ob
tained in this way may be reducible even though each repre
sentation of the contracting sequence may be irreducible. 
and we may need to project onto an irreducible component. 
The use of the boson realizations II as follows avoids this 
difficulty; projection onto the desired irreducible component 
is automatic. However. when we turn in Sec. IV C to nu
merical calculation using matrix realizations. the difficulty 
will appear. 

III. THE REALIZATIONS AND THEIR CONTRACTIONS 

Realizations for a number of classical Lie algebras 
[gl(n + 1). 0(2n + 1). 0(2n). sp(2n) 1 have been given by 
Exner et al. II These are used in a slightly modified form for 
the purposes of this paper. As has been shown. II these real
izations have a recurrent structure. above and beyond the 
normal chain of inclusion 

so(n + 1) >so(n) > ... >so(2). 

u(n + 1) >u(n) > ... >u(1). 

that allows the construction of a representation with any 
desired labeling. 

A. The so(n + 2) realization 

Let 0,. a,. r = 1 ..... n. be n boson pairs satisfying the 
commutation relations 

[a,.as ] ={)rs. [a,.as ] =0. [a"as ] =0. (3.1) 

These boson pairs (creation and annihilation operators) act 
on a Hilbert space of vectors constructed from a vacuum 
vector 10) for which aj 10) = O. The vectors 

-k-/ -mIO) (k I 0 1 2 ) a l a2 ... an • ..... m = ...... 
form a basis for the Hilbert space. At this point it is conven
ient to introduce the number operators 

N j = aja j (no i sum. i = 1 ..... n) • 

N = NI + ... + N n = asas (summation convention) . 

A realization of the Lie algebraso(n + 2) can be formu
lated as follows. Let 
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Jrs = -Jsr = -i(aras -asar) +Srs' 

J r n + I = - I n + I r 

+ ikasSsr , 

Jrn +2 = -In+2r 

+ kasSsr , 

I n + I n + 2 = - I n + 2 n + I = asas - 1= N -I 

(r,s = 1, ... ,n) . 

(3.2) 

The variable k is an arbitrary real/complex scaling param
eter and the S rs ( = - Ssr ), with commutation relations 

[a;,Srs 1 = [a;oSrs 1 = 0, 

[Sij,Srs 1 = i(o;rSjs + ojsS;r - O;sSjr - OjrS;s) (3.3) 

(i,j,r,s= 1, ... ,n), 

span a representation of so (n) in a space distinct from the 
Hilbert space on which the creation and annihilation opera
tors act, and are used to establish the recurrence property. 
The Srs could be replaced by a matrix representation of 
so(n), or by a boson representation generated by anew set of 
(n - 2) creation and annihilation operators, which would in 
turn have provision for the inclusion of a further distinct 
representation ofso(n - 2), and so on. The Casimir opera
tor G for this representation ofso(n + 2) is 

G=!JrsJrs +Jrn+IJrn+1 +Jrn+2Jrn+2 +J~+ln+2 

(3.4 ) 

where I is the identity operator. 
Suppose that the representation ofso(n) spanned by the 

Srs is the irreducible one labeledl5 (/1,/2, ... ,lm), where 
m =!n ifn is even, and m = !(n - 1) ifn is odd, and the I's 
are all integral or all half-odd-integral, with 
11>/2>···>l/m l>0. (If n is odd, the modulus signs can be 
dropped.) Suppose also that 1- lid is a non-negative in
teger. The operators Jrs ' Jrn + I' Jrn + 2' and I n + I n + 2 span 
an irreducible representation of so(n + 2) labeled 
(1,/1"",1 m ), in the space obtained by the action of these oper
ators on the vacuum vector 10). IftheSrs vanish, we have the 
symmetric representation (/,0, ... ,0) ofso(n + 2). 

B. Contraction of the representation 

The contraction of this representation is made via the 
substitution € = (11$) in Eq. (2.1). A change of variable is 
also required. Let 

br =(lI/il)ar, br=/ilar (r=1, ... ,n). 

Then in the limit of the contraction, as I ..... 00, € ..... O, 

J':. = - i(brbs - bsbr) +Srs, 

J~n+ I = (1/~)((1/k)br + kbr), 

J~n+2 = (i/~)((1/k)br - kbr), 

J~+ln+2 = -1. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

TheoperatorsJ~n + I' J~n + 2' J~ + I n + 2 obviously form the 
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basis for a Hermitian representation of W n , of the type used 
in ordinary quantum mechanics. 

C. The u(n+1) realization 

A similar recurrent realization is easily developed for 
the Lie algebra u (n + 1). Using the same set of creation and 
annihilation operators as before, with i,j,s = 1, ... ,n, let 

Mij = Mji = (a;aj + aja;) + Rij' 

M;n+ I = Mn+ I; = - (lIk)a; + ka;(N -I) 

- (k /2i)as (S;s - iRis) , 

M n+ln +1 = -2(asas -/) = -2(N-/), (3.7) 

Kij = - Kj; = - i(a;aj - aja;) + Sij' 

K;n+ I = - Kn+ I; = - i( lIk)a; + ka;(N -I)} 

+ (k/2)as(Sis - iRis) . 

Again the k is an arbitrary real/complex scaling parameter 
and theRij( = Rji) andSij( = - Sj;) appearing have a sim
ilar function to the Sij in the so(n + 2) formulas. Here 
though, the Rij and the Sij' which have the commutation 
relations (i,k,l,r,s = 1, ... ,n), 

[a;oR rs 1 = [a;,R rs 1 = [a;,Srs 1 = [a;oSrs 1 = 0 , 

[Rkl,R rs 1 = i(OlrSks + OlsSkr + OkrSls + 0ksSlr) , 

[Skl,Srs 1 = i(OkrSls + OlsSkr - OlrSks - 0ksSlr) , 

[RwSrs 1 = i(OksRlr + olsRkr - OlrRks - 0krRls) , 
(3.8) 

span a representation ofu(n), which may in turn contain a 
further distinct representation ofu(n - 1), and so on. 

Suppose this representation of u(n) is irreducible, la
beled l5 (/1,/2, ... ,1n) by n non-negative integers satisfying 
11>/2>", >In, and suppose 1 is a non-negative integer with 
1>/1, Then the representation (/,/I, ... ,ln ) ofu(n + 1) is ob
tained. 

D. Contraction of the representation 

The proposed contraction of this representation is simi
lar to that ofthe representation ofso(n + 2) with the same 
substitution € = 11$ in Eq. (2.3). A change of variable is 
again necessary; 

bs = (lI$)as' bs =$as (s= 1, ... ,n). (3.9) 

The result of the contraction is as follows: 

Mt = b;bj + bjb; + Rij , 

Mrn+ 1= - (lIk)b; + kb;), 

M~+ln+l =2, 

Kt = - i(b;bj - bjb;) +Sij' 

Krn+ I = - i((1/k)b; - kb;}. 

E. The so(3) and u(2) realizations 

(3.10) 

A realization of su (2) can be derived from the realiza
tion ofu(2). This su(2) realization is shown to be isomor
phic to the so(3) realization. Let 

XI = !(MII - M 22 ), X 2 = - !MI2, X3 = - !K12 • 
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Then the X; are su(2) generators satisfying 

[Xj>Xj] = iEijkXk , 

and 

XI = J23, X 2 = J31 , X3 = J I2 , 

with J23, J31 , J 12 being the soC 3) generators, if the following 
substitutions are made: 

au (2) = - iaso (3)' au (2) = i aso(3) , 

RU (2) = 0, IU (2) = 2/so (3) • 

IV. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 

A number of simple compact quantum systems are ex
amined here in detail. These include the one-dimensional 
harmonic oscillator (HO) and the one-dimensional finite 
square well problem. Each compact quantum system is mod
eled using an appropriate Lie algebra (and a sequence of 
representations) in such a way that, under the process of 
contraction, the analogous noncom pact quantum system is 
described in the limit. The principle aim is to calculate the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian operator 
(from which the entire dynamics can be derived), and to 
examine the effect of group contraction on these. However, 
only in a few special cases is it possible to calculate these 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors analytically; the numerical 
method used in the square well problem provides a general 
framework for one-dimensional problems in which the posi
tion coordinate values are not constrained in any way. We 
expect also that, in addition to the energy spectrum, all other 
physical properties of a noncom pact system will be approxi
mated as the contraction limit is approached. To support 
this, we calculate, for the compact oscillator and square well 
problems in one dimension, the distribution of probability 
over the eigenvalues of the coordinate operator when the 
system is in a low-lying energy eigenstate. The resulting his
tograms are compared with the well-known probability den
sity functions (in position space) for the appropriate bound 
states of the corresponding noncom pact systems. 

A. The free particle 

The kinematical Lie algebra for the description in ordi
nary quantum mechanics of a free particle of mass m is WI 

with a pair of conjugate position and momentum operators q 
and p, satisfying the usual commutation relations, and a 
Hamiltonian operator H = p2/2m. 

Let a be an arbitrary fixed length scale, and let J I , J2 , J3 

be the generators of a (21 + 1 )-dimensional irreducible ma
trix representation of the Lie algebra so(3), in which J3 is 
diagonal. Denote by ¢1'¢2""'¢21 + I' the eigenvectors of J3 
corresponding to eigenvalues -I, -I + 1, ... ,1, and take 
¢I = (1,0, ... ,0), ¢2 = (0,1, ... ,0), etc. A compact quantiza
tion of the problem is obtained by putting 

Q = (al..jT)JI , P = - (fzla..jT)J2 • 

The contraction of so (3) to W I is obtained by considering a 
sequence of representations with I- 00. We see that 

[Q,P] = (ifzll)diag(/,I- 1, ... , -I) -iii diag(1,l, ... ) , 

provided we project in the limit onto the subspace spanned 
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by the vectors ¢1'¢2"" . It becomes immediately obvious that 
if the matrix elements and eigenvectors were labeled in a 
different manner, the result [Q, P] - - ifzI could be ob
tained. In fact, the representation of WI obtained in the limit 
is clearly reducible, and we have to bear that fact in mind 
when considering the limits approached by the spectra of the 
operators. In the matrix representation ofso(3) for given I, 
the eigenvalues of J2 are - 1, ... ,1. Now let 

H=~=~.!.J~ . 
2m ma2 21 

Consequently the eigenvalues of Hare 

~[(_/)2 (-1+1)2 (/_1)2!!...] 
ma2 21' 21 , ... , 21 ' 21 ' 

which in the case of half-integral I are 

~[.!. .!. ~ ~ ~ ~ II] 
2ma2 41' 41 ' 41 ' 41' 41 ' 41 , ... " . 

These approach the quasicontinuum [0, (0), in the limit 
I- 00, as expected. It can be seen that each point in the limit
ing spectrum is doubly degenerate. (In the case of integral I, 
the zero energy eigenvalue is the only nondegenerate eigen
value.) This clearly reflects the fact that the representation 
of WI obtained in the limit is reducible. 

B. The harmonic oscillator 

The general isotropic n-dimensional HO has n conju
gate position/momentum pairs q;, p; satisfying the standard 
commutation relations. If m is the mass of the oscillator, and 
w the common angular frequency of oscillation. then 

H = !((1lm)p;p; + mliiq;q;) (sumril. conv.) . 

A compact analog of this system can be described in terms of 
u(n + 1) by replacing q; andp; by 

Q; = ~ (fzI2Imw) M; n + I' P; = - ~ (fzmwI2/)K; n +, , 

respectively, with M;n+ " K;n+' as in (3.7) for example. 
The problem can also be described in terms of so (n + 2) by 
the substitutions 

Q; =~ (fzllmw )J; n +" P; = - ~ (fzmwll)J; n + 2 • 

with J; n + I' J; n + 2 as in (3.2), but the calculation of the 
eigenvectors of H is then rather complicated for n > 2. This is 
due to the presence in the so(n + 2) operators of terms in 
asas' not present in the u(n + 1) case. There is a natural 

length scale a = ~fzlmw in both cases. Using a symmetric 
realization ofu(n + 1) (one in which Rij = Sij = 0), 

H = !((1lm)P;P; + mw2Q;Q;) (summ. conv.) 

= (fzwI4/)(M;n+ ,M;n+' + K;n+ ,K;n+') 

= (fzwI4/)( - 2)[ (N + n)(N -I) + N(N -1- 1)] , 

where N is the previously mentioned number operator. In 
the Hilbert space generated from the vacuum vector 10), the 
energy eigenvectors are of the form 

a;'" ... a:"IO). ml, ... ,mn = 0,1, ... , 

whereM = m l + ... + m n • the total number of quanta, is 
never larger than I in this finite-dimensional space. The ener
gy eigenvalues are 
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= - (w12/)[ (M + n)(M -I) + M(M -1- 1)] 

-+w(M + (nI2») as 1-+ 00 • 

As remarked above, the realizations for so ( 3 ) and su ( 2 ) 
[derived from u (2) ] are isomorphic. This obviously implies 
that the results for any problem described in terms of so (3 ) 
or u(2) will be the same. However, the results from the 
so ( 4) and u (3) descriptions of the two-dimensional oscilla
tor are quite different. The u (3) results may be deduced 
directly from the general case above. The energy eigenvalues 
are 

E",,,, = - (wI2/)(n, + n2 + 2)(n, + n2 -I) 

+ (n, + n2)(n, + n2 - 1 - I» 
and the eigenvectors are just o~ '0;'1 0). The so ( 4 ) description 
yields energy eigenvalues 

E",,,, = (wI2/)(2/(n, + n2 + 1) 

- 2m(n, - n2) - 2(ni + n~»), 
where m in this equation is the spin term S'2' The energy 
eigenvectors are (0, + i(2 )n,(0, - i( 2 )n'IO). The energy 
eigenvalue expressions in the u(3) and so( 4) approaches 
give the same result in the limit 1-+ 00, viz., 
E",n, = w(n, + n2 + 1), whatever the value of m. 

The u (n + 1) description for the n-dimensional isotrop
ic HO can be generalized to the anisotropic oscillator. The 
Hamiltonian operator will now be of the form H 
=H, + ... +Hn, where 

and 

Q; =~(1i/2Im;{J);)M;n+" P; = -~(Iim;{J);l2/)K;n+" 
Using the number operators N;, 

H; = - (w;l2/) [(N; +n)(N-/) +N;(N-I-l)], 

with eigenvalues 

- (w;l2/) [(m; +n)(M-/) +m;(M-I-l)]; 

the vectors 0'[" ... 0:"10), m" ... ,m" = 0,1,2, ... , M 
= m, + ... + m" <I, are common eigenvectors. In the 
limit 1-+ 00, 

Em""mn=w,(m,+-!)+ ... +wn(mn +-!)· 

C. A numerical example: The finite square well 

As remarked earlier, very few problems can be solved 
analytically in these compact descriptions. Therefore, in 
most cases, it will be necessary to resort to numerical compu
tation on matrix representations. The problem below shows 
how a particular class of problems can be treated. The only 
restriction on the potential function V( q) is that it be defined 
for all values of the position coordinate q. 

Consider a particle of mass M with Hamiltonian opera-
tor 

H = L + V(q), where V(q) = to, v.for 
Ifjql >1

01
1
2

, 12 
2M - 0' or q <0 . 

As in the case of the free particle, an irreducible (21 + 1)-
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dimensional matrix representation of so(3) (again with J3 

diagonal) is used, with the further requirement that the ma
trices J" J2 , J3 be Hermitian. The Casimir operator is 

J2
=Ji +n +J~ =1(1+ 1)121 +" 

where 1 is the identity matrix. There is an orthonormal basis 
of column vectors 11m) in which 

J211m) = 1(1 + 1) 11m), J3 11m) = mllm) . 

The ith element of 11m) is 0;,/ + m +' (using the Kronecker 
delta). The unitary matrix 

rotates the labels of the generators; i.e., 

stJ,S = J3, stJ2S = J" stJ3S = J2 . 

1. so(3) quantization 

Let 

Q= (ol$)J" P= - (lilo$)J2 • 

Thus 

1i
2 

I 2 (0 ) 
H = M02 21 J 2 + V $ J, . 

Now V(Q) = V(ol$)Jd is most readily calculated in a 
1 

basis in which Q is diagonal, for then 

V(Q) = diag(V(q _/),oo.,V(ql»)' 

where q _I,.oo,ql are the eigenvalues of Q. Since Q is not diag
onal in the basis 11m), we observe that 

stQS= (01$)J3 , Q(Sllm» = (oml$)(Sllm», 

hence 

V(Q) = SV(aJ3/$)St = S diag(V(q _I ),00', V(ql »st , 

where 

m {o, if Iml$1 >1, 
qm = l71 and V(qm) = _ v'

o
, 

v' if Iml$1 <1 . 
Introducing the dimensionless parameter 

k = V;) M02/1i2 
, 

the problem can be rewritten as 

StHS= 1i\[~Ji +/(_I-J3)], 
Mo 21 $ 

where lis diagonal with eigenvalues 1m = (k IVo) V(qm)' 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this transformed Ham
iltonian are readily calculated numerically. 

2. Position probabilities 

If ifJE is a normalized eigenvector of H corresponding to 
energy eigenvalue E, then let ifJ E be expanded in terms of the 
basis vectors 11m); 

1 1 

ifJE = I Cm 11m), where 
m~ -I 

I C:'Cm = 1. 
m~ -I 

Alternatively, ifJE can be expanded in terms of the orthonor
mal position eigenvectors SlIm); 
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, , 
tPE = L CmS 11m), where L C!,Cm = 1. 

m~ -, m~ -, 

For the energy eigenstate tPE' C!, Cm is the probability that 
the position coordinate (which takes on values from the set 

of eigenvalues of Q) of the system is aml,fT. 
The eigenvectors of S t HS are then 

, 
SttPE = L Cm 11m) , 

m~ -, 

corresponding to the same energy eigenvalues E, and the 
coefficients Cm can be read off directly. 

3. Numerical calculations 

If spinor representations (!), (n, (~) ,,.., of so(3) are 
considered, then an even potential V(q) [i.e., 
V( q) = V( - q) for all q] will always lead to a double de
generacy of all the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix H. 
In what follows, these eigenvalues will only be listed once, 
and scaled in units offz2/Ma2. 

For the finite square well (of depth parameter k = to) 
lying between - ~< (q/a) <! in terms of the dimensionless 
position coordinate q/a, the first few scaled dimensionless 
energy eigenvalues are shown (to four decimal places) in 
Table I. 

The ordinary (noncom pact) quantum finite square well 
(with depth parameter k = 10) has only two bound states 
with energy values -7.7050and -1.8628 (calculatednu
merically by solving SchrOdinger's time-independent equa
tion in one dimension), and there is a continuum of unbound 
energy states with non-negative energy. 

Figures 1 and 2 show histograms of probability distribu
tion over coordinate eigenvalues corresponding to the bound 
energy eigenstates in a compact approximation 
(d = 21 + 1 = 100, k = 10). The bars of the histogram rep
resent the probabilities associated with the (scaled) position 
eigenvalues qm/a of Q /a which run from 

q _,Ia = -,fT::::: - 7.0356 to q,/a = .Jl :::::7.0356. For 
comparison, the dotted lines show the probability density 
functions p(x) = t/J(x)*t/J(x) for the bound states of the 
noncompact problem found by solving Schrodinger's equa
tion. The histograms (calculated so that the sum of the 
heights is 1) have been sketched rescaled so that the area 
under each histogram is the same as the area under the corre
sponding curve. The probability density functions are given 
by 

TABLE I. Energy eigenvalues for the finite square well in four compact 
approximations. 

d=21+ 1 1st eig. 2nd eig. 3rd eig. 4th eig. 5th eig. 

100 - 8.2400 - 3.5907 0.01 \0 0.0429 0.0991 
200 -7.8324 - 2.2367 0.0053 0.0216 0.0480 
400 -7.7412 - 1.9639 0.0026 0.0\05 0.0236 
800 -7.7385 - 1.9527 0.0012 0.0051 0.0116 
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2.04---------------, 

- .10 7.10 

FIG. I. Distribution of probability over position values for the first energy 
eigenstate of the compact finite square well problem. 

2.0-+-------------, 

0.0-+------

-7.10 0.0 
-----~% 

7.10 

FIG. 2. Distribution of probability for the second energy eigenstate. square 
well problem. 

1.0 -+---------------, 

0.0-+----
-710 

FIG. 3. Distribution of probability over position values for the first energy 
eigenstate of the compact simple harmonic oscillator problem. 
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1.0-+-------------, 

-710 7.10 

FIG. 4. Distribution of probability for the second energy eigenstate, oscilla
tor problem. 

p(x) =Ae2~-2EX, x=qla< -!, 

[
sin

2 
] p(x) = B 2 ~2(E + k)x, 

COS 

1 1 --.,;;:x.,;;:-
2 2 ' 

p(x) =Ae-2~-2EX, x>!. 

The values for the coefficients A, B and the energy eigenval
ue E are determined in each case in the usual way by contin
uity of p(x) and dpldx at x = ±!, and the normalization 
condition f~ "" p(x)dx = 1. The "cos2 

.. term is chosen for 
the first bound state and the "sin2 

.. term for the second. 

Each bar of the histogram is 1I,j[ wide (the distance 
between position eigenvalues) so the probability density 

functions are plotted from x = - (l + !) /,j[ :::: - 7.10 to 

x = (l + !)I,j[ ::::7.10. 
Figures 3 and 4 show a similar treatment for the first two 

eigenvalues 0.5 and 1.4898 of the simple HO in a compact 
approximation (d = 21 + 1 = 100). The dotted lines repre
sent the normalized probability density functions p for the 
energy eigenvalues 0.5 and 1.5, which are given by 

p\/2(x) = (lI[-ii)e-x' and P3l2(X) = (2I[-ii)x2e-
x2

• 
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Again, the histograms have been scaled to give equal areas 
with the density functions. 
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Multivariable continuous Hahn polynomials 
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A multi variable generalization of the continuous Hahn polynomials is presented; it is a 
( 4p + 4) -parameter family, where p is the number of variables. It is shown that they are 
orthogonal with respect to subspaces of equal degree and biorthogonal within a given 
subspace. In the simplest case the multivariable weight function takes the form 
sech[ 1T(X I + X2 + ". + xp )]sech( 1TXI ) sech ( 1TX2) " . sech ( 1TXp )' 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete vari
able occupy an important place among the special functions 
of mathematical physics. These are the difference analogs of 
the Jacobi, Laguerre, and Hermite polynomials and include 
the Hahn, Meixner, Krawtchouk, and Charlier I polynomi
als among others. They appear in a number of problems of 
theoretical and mathematical physics, group representation 
theory, and computational physics, as well as other fields. 

Quite recently (1985) Atakishiyev and Suslov2 con
structed continuous analogs of the Hahn and Meixner poly
nomials by analytically continuing the discrete variable and 
parameter into the complex plane. The previously unknown 
continuous Hahn polynomials were shown to be real and 
orthogonal with respect to a real weight function. It was also 
demonstrated that they are closely related to unitary irredu
cible representations of the Lorentz group SO( 3, 1 ). Soon 
after Askey3 presented a complex generalization of these 
polynomials and their weight function. More recently Bend
er, Mead, and Pinsky4 have considered a specific class ofthe 
continuous Hahn polynomials and derived a number of in
teresting properties including a close connection with the 
Heisenberg algebra; they also note several additional appli
cations. 

In this paper we present a multi variable generalization 
of the complex continuous Hahn polynomials. These are a 
(4p + 4 )-parameter family, where p denotes the number of 
variables. It is first shown that these polynomials are orthog
onal with respect to subspaces of equal degree. That is, the 
inner product of any two polynomials not of the same degree 
vanishes. Then we demonstrate that within a given subspace 
of equal degree these polynomials are biorthogonal. We also 
discuss some specific examples where the weight function 
takes a relatively simple form. 

We begin with the multi variable conformal polynomials 

C l'o' 'I'p+ I ( ) 
n,n,"'np XI' x 2,· .. ,xp 

-I[ IT Ck) r(nk +f.lk) nk - jk ] 

- {;.} k = I 'k r(n k + f.lk - jk) Xk 

X r(N +f.lp+ I) (X _1)J, 

r(J +f..lp+ I) 

and the dual conformal polynomials 

(1.1 ) 

D I""'I'P+'( ) 
n n . "n XI' x 2, .. ·,xp 

"=:2N+f..l- 1)I[fICk) x~k-h ] 
{;.} k= I 'k nk! r(nk + f..lk - jk) 

Xr(2N +f..l- J -1) (-l)J, (1.2) 
r(N + f.lp+ I) 

which were introduced by Lam and TratnikS in the context 
ofSU( 1,1) group representations. These are polynomials in 
the p variables XI,X2, ... ,xp over the p-simplex Xk > 0, 
k = 1,2, ... ,p, XI + X 2 + ... + xp < 1, which are associated 
with the following weight function: 

•. ).<," 'I'p+ I [lIP .flk - I] I'p+ I - I 
W (XI' x 2, ... ,xp ) = .JCk (1 - X) . 

k=1 
(1.3 ) 

The p + 1 parameters f..l1>f..l2""'f..lp+ I identify a particular 
family of polynomials and their weight function whereas the 
set of p non-negative integers n l ,n2, ... ,np label the members 

of a given family. The -fA} denotes summation indices 
jl,j2, .. ·,jp, which run over non-negative integers fromjk = ° 
tOjk = nk , k = 1,2, ... ,p, the shorthand notation 

P P P P+ I 

x= I Xk, N= L nk, J= Ljk' f.l= L f..lk 
k=1 k=1 k=1 k=1 

( 1.4) 

is being employed, and the degree of a polynomial is simply 
given by N. The conformal and dual conformal polynomials 
are each orthogonal with respect to subs paces of equal de
gree, that is, 

f dx l '" f dxp C~ (x)C~. (x)uf'(x) = 0, if N =l=N', (1.5) 

and 

f dx l " J dxp D~ (x)D~. (x)uf'(x) = 0, if N =l=N', (1.6) 

where we are using a condensed notation and the integration 
is over the p-simplex, while in general these two families are 
biorthogonal: 

fdXI"JdXp C~(x)D~.(x)uf'(x) = kI]/5nknk . (1.7) 

In a manner analogous to the single variable case2
•3 the 

conformal and dual conformal polynomials are discretized 
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and then analytically continued to complex values of the 
discrete variables and parameters. In this manner we obtain 
the multi variable continuous Hahn polynomials in the p 
variables X I'X2' ... ,xp , 

P a, b, c, d (x x x) 
n."2",onp l' 2"'" P 

= iNI [ IT Ck) q nk + ak + bk ) 
{M k=1 'k nk!rUk+ak+bd 

r Uk + ak + Uk) ] r(N + A + d ) 
X . q ak + IX k ) r(J + A + d ) 

Xr(N+J+A +B+c+d-l)( _l)J, (1.8) 
r(N+A+B+c+d-l) 

and their biorthogonal counterparts 

Q a, b, c, d (x X x) 
"."2"·onp .' 2"'" p 

= ( - i)N I [ IT Ck) q nk + ak + bd 
{;k} k= I 'k nk! rUk + ak + bd 

X rUk + bk - ixk ) ] 

qbk -iXd 

X r(N+c+d) r(N-J+~+iX)( _l)J, 
r(N-J+c+d) r(C+IX) 

( 1.9) 

as well as the weight function 

W
a, b, c, d(X X X) 

l' 2"'" p 

= LUIr(ak +ixk)r(bk -iXk )] 

Xr(C + iX)r(d - iX). ( 1.10) 

The (2p + 2) complex parameters ak' bk, c, d, k 
= 1,2, ... ,p, label the different families and we have defined 

(1.11) 

As usual i denotes the square root of minus one and the 
remaining notation is as we discussed previously. This multi
variable extension of the Hahn polynomials is nontrivial in 
that the polynomials and weight function do not factor with 
respect to the independent variables. When no confusion 
arises we simply write Pn (x), Qn (x), and w(x) for the 
polynomials and weight function, respectively. 

This Pn (x) is of degree nk in the variable x k, Qn (x) is of 
degree N in x k , and both are of total degree N. In the next 
section we demonstrate that each of these families is orthog
onal with respect to the degree N, analogous to (1. 5) 
and (1.6). 

II. ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTIES 

We will have frequent use of the following multiple inte
gral, where nk and m k are non-negative integers: 

f: 00 dx l" J: 00 dxp LUI r(nk + ak + ixk ) 

Xr(mk +bk -iXk)]r(c+iX)r(d-iX). (2.1) 

The p integration contours are simply the p real axes if 
Re(ak ),Re(bk ),Re(c),Re(d) > 0, k = 1,2, ... ,p. In the more 
general case the contours are deformed to separate the in
creasing sequences of poles of the integrand from the de
creasing sequences, which is possible whenever the increas
ing sequences do not have any poles in common with the 
decreasing sequences. In the remainder of this manuscript 
the contours will simply be written as the real axes but 
should be interpreted as above if necessary. 

The above integral can be calculated by repeated use of 
the single integral formula6 

f: 00 dx rea + ix)r(fJ + ix)r(15 - ix)r(y - ix) 

= (21T) rea + 15)r(a + y)r(fJ + 15)r(fJ + y) , 

rea + fJ + 15 + y) 
(2.2) 

and in this manner we obtain 

f: 00 dxl" J: 00 dxp LQ/(nk + ak + iXk )r(mk + bk - ixk ) ]r(c + iX)r(d - iX) 

r(c+d)r(N+A+d)r(M+B+c)IIf=lr(nk +mk +ak +bk ) 
= (21T)P , (2.3 ) 

r(N+M+A +B+c+d) 

which can be verified by induction on p. 
Now we discuss some properties of the polynomials 

Pn (x); in particular, we consider the following inner prod
uct: 

1== f: 00 dx l'" f: 00 dxp Pn (x)w(x) 

II
p r(mk + bk - Uk) 

X , 
hI r(bk-ixk ) 

(2.4) 

where again the m k are non-negative integers 
(M == l:f = I m k ). We demonstrate below that if N > M then 
this integral vanishes. 
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Substituting expressions (1.8) and (1.10) into (2.4) 
and then using the integral formula (2.3) we obtain 

I==iN(21T)P r(c + d)r(M + B + c)r(N + A + d) 
r(N + A + B + c + d - 1) 

X LUI r(n
k 

+n:; + bk
) ] 

X I [IT C.k) r(mk + jk + ak + bk )] 
{;k} k=1 k r(jk+ak+bk) 

xr(N +J+A +B+c+d-1)( -1)J. (2.5) 
reM + J + A + B + c + d) 
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We ignore the multiplicative constant outside the summa
tion and denote the remainder as I '. Then consider first the 
special case N = M + 1, in which case 

l' = L IT Ck) r(mk + jk + ak + bk ) ( - l)h . (2.6) 
Uk}k=I'k r(jk +ak +bk ) 

Introducing a set of real variables Zk, k = 1,2, ... ,p, this sum
mation can be written as follows: 

_ lIP (a )mk mk+ak+bk-l(l )nk - - Zk -Zk . 
k=1 aZk zk=1 

(2.7) 

If N = M + 1, as we supposed, then n k > m k for at least one 
of the k values. In this case at least one factor of (1 - Zk) will 
survive the differentiation, and then will vanish upon setting 
Zk = 1. 

Now consider the general case N> M, which is treated 
in a similar manner. First we write 

r(N+J+A +B+c+d-l) 

r(M + J + A + B + c + d) 
(2.8) 

where the a l are some constants independent of J. Then 
from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.8) we have 

l' = L N-f-1aIJ 1 IT C·k) 
Uk} 1 = 0 k = I k 

X r(mk ~ jk + ak + bk ) ( _ 1 )h, (2.9) 
rUk + a k + bk ) 

and if we again introduce the variables Zk, k = 1,2, ... ,p, 

I I = [IT (~)mk Z;k + ak + bk - I] 
k=1 aZk zk=1 

XL N-f-1aIJ1IT C.k)( -Zk)j., 
Uk} 1=0 k= I k 

(2.10) 

and then use the identity 

Jl IT C.k)( - Zk )jk 
k=1 k 

= (- ± Zk~)1 IT C.k)( - Zk )j., 
k=1 aZk k=1 k 

(2.11 ) 

we obtain 

N-M-I ( P a )1 P 
X L al - L Zk- II (l-Zk)nk. 

1=0 k=1 aZk k=1 

(2.12) 

One can easily verify that the highest derivative acting on the 
product rr~ = I (1 - Zk ) nk is of order N - 1. So as before, at 
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least one factor of (1 - Zk)' for some k, will survive the 
differentiation, and then will vanish upon setting Zk = 1. 
Thus we have shown 

f: "" dx l '" f: "" dxp Pn (x)w(x) 

II
p r(mk + bk - iXk) 

X =0, 
k=1 r(bk-ixk ) 

ifN>M. (2.13 ) 

An arbitrary polynomial can be written as a linear combina
tion of products of the form rr~= I r(mk + bk - ixk )/ 
r(bk - ixk ) for different values of mk. In particular we can 
write 

(2.14 ) 

where a( jl,j2, ... ,jp) are some constants. Then we immedi
ately deduce from (2.13) that 

f: "" dx l'" f: "" dxp Pn (x)P m (x)w(x) = 0, if N i=M, 
(2.15 ) 

and thus thePn (x) are orthogonal with respect to subspaces 
labeled by N, which, however, says nothing about the differ
ent polynomials of the same degree. 

Now we demonstrate the analogous result for Qn (x). 
Consider the inner product 

f: "" dx l'" f: "" dxp Qn (x)w(x) 

II
p r(mk + ak + ixk ) 

X , 
k = 1 r(ak + ixk ) 

(2.16) 

which upon substituting (1.9) and (1.10) and the use of 
(2.3) yields, apart from a multiplicative constant, 

L ITC.k) r(mk +jk+ ak+ bk)(_I)jk. (2.17) 
uk}k=1 k rUk+ak+bk) 

This is identical to (2.6) which in tum is equal to (2.7) 
which is clearly zero for N> M. Thus 

f: "" dx l'" f: '" dxp Qn (x)w(x) 

II
p r(mk + ak + iXk) 

X =~ ffN>~ 
k=1 r(ak+ixk ) 

(2.18 ) 

and if we write 

rUk +ak +ixk ) 

r(ak + ixk ) 
(2.19) 

where a' (jl,j2, ... ,jp) are some constants, then we immedi
ately deduce that 

f: '" dx l'" f: "" dxp Qn (x)Qm (x)w(x) = 0, if N i=M. 
(2.20) 

Thus the Qn (x) are also orthogonal with respect to sub
spaces labeled by N. 

Although thepolynomialfamiliesPn (x) and Qn (x) are 
each orthogonal among themselves with respect to degree N 
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they are not so for different polynomials of the same degree. 
In Sec. III we demonstrate that these two families form a 
biorthogonal system, that is, they are orthogonal to each 
other with respect to degree and within a subspace of equal 
degree. 

=(~)n 2"+fJ-2= r(a+fJ-l) (3.2) 
az z= 1 r(a + fJ - n - 1) , 

where fJ is also some constant. This can then be used repeat
edly to derive the formula5 

III. BIORTHOGONALITY OF Pn(x) AND Qn(x) 

We begin by presenting several identities that will be of 
use. The first, 

r(a+ 1) = (-I)j r( -a+j) 
r(a ±j + 1) r( - a) , 

(3.1 ) 

where a is some constant, can be verified by inspection. The 
second identity is the following: 

r(a+fJ-l) 
(3.3 ) r(a+fJ-N-l) , 

which can be verified by induction on p. 
We turn now to calculating the inner product 

± (n) r( a) r({3) 
j=O j r(a-j) r(fJ-n+j) f: 00 dx l " J: 00 dxp Pn (x)Qm (x)w(x), (3.4) 

n (n)[( a)j ] [( a)n-
j 

] = L - 2"-1 - zP- 1 

j=oj aZz=1 aZz=1 
which, upon substituting (1.8 )-( 1.10), and then using the 
integral formula (2.3), becomes 

iN( _ i)M(21T}P r(N + A + d)r(M + B + c)r(M + c + d) [IT r(nk + ak + bk )] 
r(N+A+B+c+d-l) k=1 nk!mk! 

XL L [ IT C. k) (mk) r(jk + lk + ak + bk ) r(mk + ak + bk ) ] r(N + J + A + B + c + d - 1) ( _ 1)1+ L. 

{i.}{lk} k=1 k lk r(jk+ak+bk)rUk+ak+bk) r(M+J+A+B+c+d) 
(3.5) 

The subsequent manipulations of (3.5) essentially follow those of Lam and Tratnik5 for the conformal polynomials. 
We use identity (3.1) to write 

(_l)/kr (jk +lk +a
k 

+b
k

) = r(jk +ak +bk)r( -jk -ak -bk + 1) (3.6) 
r( - jk - lk - ak - bk + 1) 

which, when substituted into (3.5), gives 

iN{ _ i)M(21T)P r(N + A + d)r(M + B + c)r(M + c + d) [IT r(nk + ak + bk )] 
r(N+A+B+c+d-l) k=1 nk!mk! 

LL[ITCk)(mk) r(-jk-ak-bk+l)r(mk+ak+bk) ]r(N+J+A+B+C+d-l) J 
X{i.}{lk} k=I'k lk r(-jk-Ik-ak-bk+l)r(/k+ak+bk) r(M+J+A+B+c+d) (-1). 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where the second step follows from identity (3.1). Substituting this result into (3.7) we obtain the somewhat simplified 
expression 

iN+M(21T}P r(N+A+d)r(M+B+c)r(M+c+d) [IT r(nk +ak +bk )] 
r(N+A +B+c+d-1) k=1 nk!mk! 

XL [ IT nk! ] r(N + J + A + B + c + d - 1) ( _ 1)J. 
{;k} k=1 (nk-jk)!(jk-mk)! r(M+J+A+B+c+d) 

If we reverse the order of the sumsjk --nk - jk and use identity (3.1) to write 

(-l)Jr(2N -J+A +B+ c+d-1) = r( - 2N -A -B- c-d+ 2)r(2N +A +B+c+d-l) , 
r( -2N-A -B-c-d+2+J) 

then (3.9) becomes 
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(_i)NiM(21Tyr(N+A+d)r(M+B+c)r(M+c+d) [fI r(nk+ak+bk )] 
r(N+A+B+c+d-l) k=1 mk!(nk-md! 

r(2N + A + B + c + d - I) r( - 2N - A - B - c - d + 2) 
x~~~--~--------~--~----------------------

r(N+M +A +B+c+d) r( -N -M -A -B-c-d+ 2) 

We can now use identity (3.3) to perform the {ik} summations, and we can also use identity (3.1) once more to write 

r(-2N-A-B-c-d+2) r(2N+A+B+c+d-l) = (_l)N-M ,(3.12) 
r( -N -M -A -B-c-d+ 2) r(N +M+A +B+c+d) (N +M +A +B+c+d-I) 

we have finally, for the inner product (3.4), 

iN(-i)M(21TV r(N+A+d)r(M+B+c)r(M+c+d) [IT r(nk+ak+bk)] __ I __ 
(N + M +A + B + c +d -1)r(N +A +B+c + d -1) k=1 mk!(nk - mk)! (M -N)! ' 

(3.13) 

which is clearly zero unless nk = m k for every k. That is, 

f: co dx l '" f: 00 dxp Pn (x)Qm (x)w(x) = hn JJ/nkmk' (3.14) 

where the normalization constant is given by 

h = (21T)P r(N + A + d)r(N + B + c)r(N + c + d) IT r(nk + ak + bk ) . 
n (2N+A+B+c+d-1)r(N+A+B+c+d-l) k=1 nk! 

(3.15) 

IV. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 

It is interesting to note that the conformal polynomials can be recovered from the multivariable Hahn polynomials by a 
limit transition. Ifweputak = bk = fikl2, c = fip+ 1/2 - iA., d = fip+ J2 + iA., replacexk by AXk' multiply the polynomi
als by A - N, and then take the limit A -> 00 , one finds 

lim A - Npn (AX) = r(N + fip+ I) [ IT r(nk + fik )]D~ (x), 
1.-00 (2N+fi-1)r(N+fi-l) k=1 

(4.1 ) 

lim A - NQn (AX) = [ fI _1_] C~ (x), 
A-co k= 1 nk! 

which elucidates the close connection between these two families. 
Now let us consider a few specific examples where the weight function takes on a more familiar form. If ak = b %, 

k = I ,2, ... ,p, and c = d * and the real parts are greater than zero then one can easily verify that the weight function is pure real. 
More specifically if ak = bk = tk + 1, c = d = tp+ 1 + 1, where t l,t2, ... ,tp+ I are non-negative integers, then using known 
properties of the gamma function I we can write (apart from a multiplicative constant) 

[
p (1TXk) Ik( X~)] (1TX) I

P+'( X2) 
w(x) = II . II 1 + 7. II 1 + -. - , 

k=lsmh(1Txk )jk=1 1k smh(1TX)jp+,=1 .1;+1 
(4.2) 

which in the simplest case tk = 0, k = 1, 2, ... ,p + 1, reduces to 

w(x) = . [ 
p (1TXd] (1TX) 

JJI sinh ( 1TX k ) sinh ( 1T X) 
(4.3) 

Another interesting family is that for the parameter values ak = bk = fk +!, c = d = fp+ 1 +!, where again f l , t2,· .. ,tp+ I 
denote non-negative integers. In this case we can write I for the weight function (apart from a multiplicative constant) 

[ 
p Ik { X2}] Ip+ I { X2} 

w(x) = II sech( 1Txk) IT 1 + . k 2 sech(1TX) II 1 +. 2 ' 
k=1 jk=1 Uk-~) jp+I=1 Up+I-!) 

(4.4) 

which in the simplest case tk = 0, k = 1,2, ... ,p + I, reduces to just a product of hyperbolic secants: 

w(x) = L~\sech(1TXk) ]seCh(1TX). (4.5) 

We display below a few of the two variable polynomials for the latter case: 
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POO(XI,XZ) = 1, 
PIO(XI,XZ) = 3x l , 

Qoo(XI,XZ) = 1, 
QIO(XI,XZ) = 2x1 + Xz, 

QOI (x I'XZ ) = XI + 2xz, POI (xl,XZ) = 3xz, 

PZO(xl,XZ) = - i + lOx~, 
PI I (xl,XZ) = i + 20xlx z, 

POZ(xl,XZ) = - i + lOxL 

Qzo(xl,XZ) = -! + 6x~ + 6x lx z + xL 

QII (xl,XZ) = -! + 3x~ + 8x lx z + 3xL 

Qoz(XI,XZ) = -! + 6x~ + 6x lx z + x~. 

Notice that these polynomials have all real coefficients, 
which is not obvious from the defining equations (1.8) and 
(1.9). In fact they are real whenever ak = b t, k = 1,2, ... ,p, 
and c = d *, and if in addition the real parts of these param
eters are greater than zero then the weight function is also 
real. This point will be discussed in a future publication 
where we also consider symmetry properties, Rodrigues
type formulas, and the discrete analog of these polynomials. 

We are also currently investigating analogous multivar
iable extensions of other families of hyper geometric orthogo
nal polynomials. 
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An elementary quantum mechanical example of canonical commutation relations not 
equivalent to the Schrodinger representation is discussed. It demonstrates that the "Nelson 
phenomenon" occurs in a natural situation. 

In this short paper I should like to present an elementary 
example demonstrating that in quantum mechanics, for sys
tems with a finite number of degrees offreedom, representa
tions of the canonical commutation relations occur that are 
not equivalent to the Schrodinger representation and that 
cannot be integrated to the Weyl form (thus avoiding the 
applicability of the uniqueness theorem of von Neumann 1). 

The example is related to an idealized description of the 
Aharonov-Bohm effect. I do not claim originality for this 
example, on the contrary, I am convinced that there are 
quite a number of experts aware of the situation (see, e.g., 
Ref. 2). However, the example is so simple that it should be
of general interest, in particular since it demonstrates that 
the "Nelson phenomenon" occurs quite naturally. 

In a theoretical description of the Aharonov-Bohm ef
fect, a charged particle---e.g., an electron-is considered 
outside a cylinder extending from - 00 to + 00, say along 
the z axis containing in its interior a magnetic flux parallel to 
its axis. The electron is (approximately) confined to the out
side of the cylinder where there is (approximately) no mag
netic field. Then the state space for the electron is 2'2 (H3 

cylinder). In a limiting case (rather difficult to realize in 
experiment by very low energy electrons), the radius of the 
cylinder may be considered to tend to zero, if the flux inside 
is kept fixed. Disregarding the degree of freedom parallel to 
the z axis, we are left with only two degrees of freedom and 
the canonical operators in Schrodinger representation heur
istically may be chosen to be 

1 a 
P=--+eA, q=x, 

iCJx 
(I) 

x: = (x,y) is the multiplication operators, A is the vector 
potential, A = (a/~x2 + y2)e (or is gauge equivalent to 
this), e = ( - y/~x2 + y2,xlR+?) is the unit vector in 
tangential direction. The charge e will be absorbed into the 
real flux a. 

For giving (1) a definite meaning as operators on 
2'2(H2 - 0) = 2'2(R2), we have to specify the domains in 
particular of Px and py . Because of the singularity of A at 0, 
we take for both domains the dense set 

{} = {q?E.@'(H2): supp ~j) (O,O)}, 

the C'X> functions of compact support vanishing in neighbor
hoods of the origin. This {} is invariant under P and under the 
multiplication operators x and y, and on {} the canonical 
commutation relations are fulfilled. Among these relations 
are 

[Px,Py]~ = 0, Vq?E{}, 

because rot A = 0 outside (0,0). To be specific, we now fix 
the gauge as specified. 

Consider, Px . Apparently, it is Hermitian on {} and 

• _ 1 a y 
Px~ - ---:- -a ~ - a 2 .:2~' 

I X X +y 
with the derivative as distribution at least for ~ vanishing at 
the origin. If the solutions of the differential equation 

p~t/!= ± it/! 
are considered, 

tP = c(y)e"FXeiaarctan(x/y) 

( - 1T 12 < arctan S < 1T 12, for - 00 < S < 00 ), it follows that 
Px has vanishing deficiency indices3

; hence, from a theorem 
of von Neumann, the (unique) closure.ox of Px is self-ad
joint. 

The eigenvalue equation 

(~-ia 2Y 2)tP=iktP 
ax x +y 

has the solutions 
tPk = c(y)eikxeiaarctan(x/y) 

= c(y)eikxeia(arctan(x/y) - n0( - y») 

(2) 

(2') 

[0(s) : = 1, for s>O, 0(s) : = 0, for s<O]. Observe that 
the last exponent of (2) is smooth in x; however, it is discon
tinuous in y at y = 0 with jump 1T, whereas the corresponding 
bracket in (2') is discontinuous inyonly atthepositivex axis 
with a jump Of21T! For every fixedy, the {t/!kh is complete 
for 2'2(HI). 

Similarly, py has eigenfunctions 
t/!; = d(x)eilYe - ia arctan (y/x) 

= d(x)eilYe - ia(arctan(y/x) + n0( - x») 

(3) 

(3') 

(with jumps in x by 1T at x = 0 and by 21T at the negative y 
axis). 

Because of arctan s + arctan ( 1/s) = (1T/2)E(s) [with 
E(S) = 1, for s>O, E(S) = - 1, for s<O], it is easy to see 
that a simultaneous complete set of eigenfunctions of Px ,Py 
exists in the case where a = 0, ± 1, ± 2, .... It does not in the 
other cases! 

It also follows from (2) [or (3)] that.ox (or.oy) is 
unitarily equivalent to (1/i)(a lax) [or (lli)(a lay)] on a 
suitable domain; however, the unitary intertwiner in general 
depends on y (or x)! Likewise, for the exponentiated unitar
ies, 
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/apx = e - ia arctan(xly) e ia( l/i)8xeia arctan(xly) 

= e - ia arctan(xly) e ia arctan! (x + a)IY1/a( l/i)8x , (4) 

since e
ia

( l/i)8x implements the shift in the x direction on 
,2"2(R2), and 

e ibpy = eia arctan(ylx) /b( l/iJ8Ye - ia arctan(ylx) 

= e ia arctan (ylx) e - ia arctan! (y + b)lxleib(\/i)8y • (5) 

Hence the canonical operators for each separate degree of 
freedom (p x ,q x ) and (Py,qy ) are unitarily equivalent to the 
Schrodinger representation. However, in general, this is not 
the case for both degrees of freedom together [and, in gen
eral, there is no vector in ,2"2(R2) annihilated by both ax 
and ay ' a: = (1Iv'1) (q + ip), i.e., the representation is 
"non-Fock"]. In fact, a simple calculation leads to 

- ibpy iapx ibpy _ ia[(E(X) _ E(X + a»)[E(y) - E(y - b»))(1T12) iapx 
e e e -e e • 

Observe that [ ... ] in the exponent assumes values from 
{a, ± 4}. Hence /apx and e

ibpy commute if and only if a is 
integer. 
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So much for the interesting aspects of the example in 
sufficient detail and precision [a mathematically more com
plete treatment would just directly start from the unitary 
equivalences ( 4) and (5) and the infinitesimal generators on 
suitable domains]. An essential aspect of Px ,Py is that they 
provide an example of Nelson's type4 for two operators es
sentially self-adjoint on tJ, commuting there, leaving tJ invar
iant, but with noncommuting spectral measures. Its nice fea
ture is that it is directly related to a physical situation. Per
haps it should also be mentioned that p; + p; is not 
essentially self-adjoint on tJ (for integer as well as for nonin
teger a).5 

I J. von Neumann, Math. Ann. 104, 570 (1931). 
2K. Sekine, Proceedings of the 2nd International Symposium on Foundations 
of Quantum Mechanics, Tokyo, 1986, p. 127. 

3M. Reed and B. Simon, Methods of Modern Mathematical Physics (Aca
demic, New York, 1975), Vol. II, Chap X. 

4E. Nelson, Ann. Math. 70, 572 (1959); see, also, Ref. 3, Vol. I, Chap. VIII 
5, pp. 237 and 306. 

'S. N. M. Ruijsenaars, Ann. Phys. (NY) 146, 1 (1983); see, also, Ref. 3, 
Vol. II, p. 161. 
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Elliptical billiards and Poncelet's theorem 
Shau-Jin Chang and Richard Friedberg8

) 
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(Received 14 August 1987; accepted for publication 2 March 1988) 

Two- and three-dimensional billiard systems with elliptical and ellipsoidal boundaries, 
respectively, are studied. It is known that the trajectory of such a two-dimensional system 
generates a caustic conic curve. Many properties of the elliptical billiard system in the language 
of projective geometry can be described. One of these properties is that if a trajectory is closed 
after p bounces, then all trajectories sharing the same caustic conic are also closed after p 
bounces. In projective geometry, this is known as Poncelet's theorem. Many of the two
dimensional results are extended to three dimensions. In particular, it is shown that all straight 
segments of a trajectory in a three-dimensional ellipsoidal billiard system are always tangent to 
two caustic quadrics. If a trajectory is closed after p bounces, then all trajectories sharing the 
same two caustic quadrics are also closed after p bounces. A generalized Poncelet's theorem in 
three dimensions is thus established. On the basis of numerical studies, it is conjectured that 
this generalized Poncelet's theorem is also valid for an arbitrary finite number field. The 
implications of the results are discussed and their extension to n dimensions is outlined. 

"On a cloth untrue, 
With a twisted cue, 
And elliptical billiard balls." 
-W. S. Gilbert, The Mikado 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Birkhoff introduced the notion of a billiard system to 
describe the motion of a free particle inside a closed curve. 
The particle reflects perfectly at the boundary and follows a 
straight-line path between the bounces. I He found that the 
billiard system has an invariant measure, and by the use of 
Poincare's method of the return map,2 it can be cast as a 
discrete area-preserving mapping problem. 

It has been long known that the trajectory of a billiard 
system with an elliptical boundary always generates a caus
tic curve. This curve is a conic section confocal to the origi
nal ellipse. Keller and Rubinow3 and Sinai4 are among the 
earliest investigators of such a system. Sinai gave a simple 
geometrical proof of the existence of a caustic conic which 
we shall review in Sec. II. 

Many properties of the elliptical billiard system were 
known in different forms to nineteenth century mathemati
cians. Given the existence of the inner caustic conic, we can 
describe the trajectory of a billiard as a collection of straight
line segments joining on the outer conic, and tangent to the 
inner conic. Since the concepts of "straight line," "conic," 
"intersection," and "tangent" are projectively invariant, we 
can translate many of the physical properties of our billiard 
system into the language of projective geometry. One of 
these properties is that if a trajectory is closed after p 
bounces, then all trajectories sharing the same caustic conic 
are also closed after p bounces. In projective geometry, this is 
known as Poncelet's theorem.s This theorem was studied 
and extended by many nineteenth century mathematicians. 

a) Visiting from Barnard College and Columbia University. New York. 
New York 10027. 

Jacobi recognized certain algebraic relations between the 
geometrical construction of Poncelet's theorem and the ad
dition formula for elliptical functions. 6

•
7 Hart gave a purely 

projective geometrical proof that relies entirely on finite 
operations.8 Hart's result showed that Poncelet's theorem 
can be extended to any number field system including all the 
finite number fields. 

In this paper, we extend many of the results to three and 
higher dimensions. Making use of elliptical coordinates,9 we 
can separate the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. From the equa
tions of motion in this new coordinate system, we can show 
that the trajectory of a particle in a three-dimensional ellip
soid gives rise to two caustic quadric surfaces that are confo
cal to the original ellipsoid. We have established a three
dimensional extension of Poncelet's theorem in real space. 
(A quite different three-dimensional version of Poncelet's 
theorem has been proved by Griffiths and Harris. 10 We are 
indebted to Dr. Harris for guiding us to the earlier literature 
on the subject.) In addition, we have numerical evidence 
that this extension is valid over finite number fields as well. If 
this is true, it has several important implications. In algebra, 
this theorem suggests that there exists multidimensional ad
dition theorems for a set of generalized elliptical functions. 
In geometry, it suggests the existence of a purely projective 
geometrical proof for our three-dimensional Poncelet's 
theorem. We have not quite been able to construct such a 
proof, but we suspect that one exists. In physics, this exten
sion (which we have proved in real space) tells us that if any 
trajectory in a three-dimensional ellipsoid is closed after p 
bounces, then all the trajectories which share the same caus
tic quadric surfaces are also closed after p bounces indepen
dent of the starting point. In addition, all these trajectories 
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have the same period in time and the same total path length 
in space. The latter statement depends on the special proper
ties of the confocal quadric surfaces and not on the invariant 
properties of projective transformations. In quantum phys
ics, the above facts have important implications for the sta
bility and nature of WKB wave functions. II 

II. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Keller and Rubinow3 and Sinai4 discussed the motion of 
a free point particle (called a billiard) inside an ellipse. The 
billiard moves along a straight line between bounces, and 
reflects at the elliptical boundary according to the law of 
reflection for a light ray. Every segment or its extension of 
the trajectory is tangent to a unique conic confocal with the 
original ellipse. This conic forms a caustic to the trajectory, 
and may be either an ellipse or a hyperbola. In this section, 
we shall study the motion of these trajectories explicitly in 
the two-dimensional model. 

We follow Sinai4 to give a simple geometrical prooffor 
the existence of the caustics. In Fig. 1 (a), we consider the 
trajectory ofa billiard as AlA, AA2 where the billiard has a 
bounce at A. Let F I and F2 be the foci, and let BI and B2 be 
the reflections ofF I and F2 relative to AlA and AA2, respec
tively. Draw F2BI and it intersects AlA at C I. Similarly, 
draw F IB2 and it intersects AA2 at C2.1t is a simple matter to 
show that FICI + F2C I = F2BI and it is the smallest sum of 
distances from FI and F2 to any point on AlA. Similarly, 
F IC2 + F2C2 = FIB2 and it is the smallest sum of distances 

(a) 

A 

(b) 

FIG. 1. (a) When a particle travels outside the foci F, and F2• different 
segments of the trajectory. here A,A and AA2• are tangent to the same inner 
ellipse. Points B, and B2 are the images of F, and F2 with respect to lines 
AA, and AA2• respectively. Points C, and C2 are the intersection of F2B, 
and AA,. and ofF,B2 and AA2• respectively. (b) When the particle travels 
between the foci. the caustic curve is a hyperbola. The construction is simi
lar to case (a). One can establish easily the following equalities: 
F2C, - F,C, = F2B,. F,C2 - F2~ = F,B2• and F2B, = F,B2· 
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from the foci to points on AA2. The law of reflection implies 
that LAIAFI = LF2AA2 which leads to congruent triangles 
AF2BI and AB2F I. This implies F2BI = FIB2 and conse
quently FICI + F2C I = F IC2 + F2C2. Thus an ellipse de
fined by the foci at F I and F2 and with the sum of distances 
given above will be tangent to AlA and AA2 at C I and C2. 
Further iterations of the trajectory indicate that they should 
all be tangent to the same inner ellipse as shown. If the initial 
trajectory falls between F IF2, the caustic curve becomes a 
hyperbola. One can construct easily a similar geometrical 
proof in this case as well. [See Fig. 1 (b) . ] 

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL HAMIL TON-JACOBI 
EQUATION 

The Lagrangian for the billiard system is 

L=!(x2+.J?)-V(x,y), (3.1) 

where V = 0 inside and V = 00 outside the ellipse 

x2/a2 + y2/b 2 = 1. (3.2) 

We introduce the elliptical coordinates (p,e) by Ref. 9 

x = c coshp cos e, (3.3a) 

y = c sinhp sin e, (3.3b) 

where 

(3.4 ) 

is ! the distance between the foci. It is straightforward to see 
that the p = const curves are ellipses and e = const curves 
are hyperbolas. Both families of curves share the same foci at 
( ± c,O) as shown in Fig. 2. 

In terms of the elliptical coordinates, the Lagrangian 
and Hamiltonian of the billiard system become 

L = (c/2)(sinh2 p + sin2 e)(p2 + 02) - V(p,e) (3.5) 

and 

H = [2c(sinh2 p + sin2 e)] -I (p; + p~) + V(p,e), 
(3.6) 

respectively, where for simplicity we have chosen the mass of 
the billiard to be 1. 

To facilitate the transition to three dimensions, we shall 
introduce the Jacobi variables (A I ,A2 ) here, and put A = a2 

andB = b 2. We express the ellipse associated withp = const 
as 

x 2/(A -AI) +y2/(B-A I ) = 1 

with 

A - Al = c2 cosh2 p, 

B - Al = c2 sinh2 p. 

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional elliptical coordinates. 
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These expressions define AI' Similarly, we can express the 
hyperbola () = const as 

x2/(A -A2) +yl(B-A2) = 1 (3.9) 

with 

A - A2 = c2 cos2 
(), 

B - A2 = - c2 sin2 
(). 

The ranges of parameters for A I and A2 are 

- 00 <AI <B <A2 <A. 

(3.1Oa) 

(3.1Ob) 

(3.11 ) 

Even though the transformation from (x,y) tOA I' A2 is single 
valued, the inverse is not unique. There are four points in the 
xy plane which give the same (A I,A2)' We can remove this 
ambiguity by assigning a discrete index to denote in which 
quadrant the point resides. However, this ambiguity does 
not affect any of our conclusions. Since A I and A2 are single
variable functions of p and (), respectively, we can obtain the 
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian in terms of A I and A2 straight
forwardly, 

L = !(gIA i + g2A ~) - V(A I,A2)' 

H = !(pi!gl + P~/g2) + V(A I,A2), 

with 

gl == (A2 - AI)/[4(A - AI)(B - AI)], 

g2 == (AI - A2)/[ 4(A - A2)(B - A2)], 

where 

V = 0, for AI >0, V = 00, for AI <0. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.15 ) 

To achieve a separation of variables while treating Vas a 
proper limit of a finite V, we choose 

V(A IA2) = [1!(A2-AI)]VE(A I), (3.16) 

where 

VE(A I) =0, forAI>E, 

VE(A I) = VolE, Vo>O, for AI < -E, 
( 3.17) 

and V
E 

is continuous in the region ( - E,E). The Hamilton
Jacobi equation is 

+ (A - A2) (B - A2) (aW)2] 
AI -A2 aA2 

+ 1 V
E 

(AI) = a, the energy. 
A2 -AI 

To achieve the separation of variables, we postulate 

W= WI(A I) + W2(A2) 

and then multiply (3.18) by (A2 - A I) obtaining 

2(A -AI)(B-AI)(~J2 

- 2(A - A2) (B - A2) (dW2)2 + VE (AI) 
dA2 

=a(A2-AI)· 

We then have the separation equation, 
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(3.18 ) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

2(A _A I)(B_At)(dWt)2 + VE(A t ) +aAt 
dA t 

= 2(A - A2)(B - A2)(dW2)2 + aA2 
dA2 

= aa', separation constant. 

The momenta associated with AI and A2 are 

= dWt _ (a(a' -At) - VE(A t ) )112 
Pt- dA t - 2(A -AI)(B-At ) , 

_ dW2 ( a(a' - A2) )112 
P2= dA2 = 2(A -A2)(B-A2) , 

(3.21) 

(3.22a) 

(3.22b) 

where the signs of the square roots are determined by requir
ingpiAito be positive. From the reality of Pt and P2' we find 

At <a' <A2. (3.23) 

Depending on the sign of a' - B, we encounter two dif
ferent physical situations: 

case 1: O<A t <a' <B <A2, 

case 2: O<A t <B <a' <A2. 

(3.24a) 

(3.24b) 

In case 1, variable A t oscillates between 0 and a'. The 
trajectory bounces at the outer ellipse at At = 0 (because of 
V

E
) and comes to touch (i.e., is tangent to) the inner ellipse 

at At = a', as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Since this confocal conic 
depends only on the separation constant a', it is the same 
conic for all segments of the trajectory and hence forms a 
caustic curve. Variable A2 is the one associated with angle () 
and it oscillates between Band A. Every oscillation leads to 
an increase of () by 21T. In this case, the trajectory moves 
outside the foci. 

In case 2, variable A t oscillates between 0 and B. The 
trajectory passes through the x axis between the foci (at 
At = B) and bounces at the outer ellipse (at At = 0). Vari
ableA2 now oscillates in a restricted region a' <A2 <A which 
corresponds to the region between two branches of the hy
perbolaA2 = a' [see Fig. 3(b)]. The turn at the upper limit 
corresponds to the crossing of the vertical axis which has no 
special meaning. The turn at the lower limit A2 = a' corre
sponds to the ray being tangent to the hyperbola A2 = a'. In 
this case, we have the hyperbola as the caustic conic. 

The energy a and the separation constant a' are con
stants of motion. We choose them as the generalized mo
menta. The coordinates conjugate to a and a' have trivial 
time dependence, 

aw 1 ( 1 )1I2[f ( a' - At )112 
Q= aa =2 2a dA t (A -At)(B-At) 

+fdA ( A2-a' )112] 
2 (A - A2 ) (A 2 - B) 

= t+ const, 

Q' = aw = ~(!!...)112 
aa' 2 2 

X [f dA t -;::::===:::;=====1 ~===:::;:::::
~(a' -AI)(A -At)(B-At) 

(3.25a) 

- f dA2 1 ] = const, 
~ (A2 - a')(A - A2)(A2 - B) 

(3.25b) 
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(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 3. The separation constant a' determines the caustic conic. (a) For 
a' <B, the particle starts at P, on the outer elJipse (A, = 0), touches the 
innerellipseatQ, (A, = a'), and returns to the outer ellipse (A, = 0) at P2• 

Thus, the value of A, oscillates one period between 0 and a' for every 
bounce. (b) For a' >B, the value of A, starts from 0 at P" increases mono
tonically to B as the particle crosses F ,F2, and returns to 0 at P2• Thus A, 
oscillates between 0 and B. The end point at A I = B does not correspond to 
any caustic curve. The caustic hyperbola A2 = a' corresponds to the end 
point of an oscillation in variable A2• 

where we have ignored Ve in the expressions, and replaced it 
by a restriction on the integration limits. Since the square 
root in the ith term of Q has the same sign as that of dA;, the 
integrals follow contours that half-encircle a branch point at 
each turn. However, the omission of Ve makes it appear that 
the contour for Al jumps over the branch cut. 

Equation (3.25b) determines Az implicitly as a function 
of A I' We can express (3.25b) in terms of elliptic integrals. In 
particular, in case 1, we have (see Ref. 7, p. 597) 

r' dA 

L, ~ (a' - A) (A - A) (B - A) 

2 F(tPI(AI)lk Z
), 

~A-a' 
= 

fA dA 

JA, ~ (A - a')(A - A)(A - B) 

= 2 F(tP2(A2)jk Z
), 

~A-a' 

where 

F(tPlk z) == f' dO(1 - k 2 sinz (}) -I/Z, 

k Z = (A - B)/(A - a'), 

COS2tPI(A) = (B-a')/(B-A), 

cos2 tP2(A) = (A - B)I(A - B). 

(3.26a) 

(3.26b) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

Note that k is the eccentricity of the inner (caustic) ellipse, 
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and tPl and tP2 are functions only of Al and A2, respectively. 
Within a straight segment, we have from (3.25b) 

F(tPl (AI) Ik 2) - F(tP2(A2) Ik 2) = const. (3.30) 

This equation determines the trajectory of the billiard. [The 
minus sign in the second term comes from the factor 
(a' -A2)-1 in (3.25b) relative to (3.25a).] 

In one bounce, the first term of (3.30) changes by 
2F(tPl (0) Ik 2), and therefore so does the second. Thus the 
initial and final A2 of a bounce are related by 

(3.31) 

We can use Eq. (3.31) to determine the condition for 
the trajectory to form a closed orbit (i.e., a cycle). For each 
of these cycles, we introduce a pair of integers (p,q), called 
the winding numbers, where p represents the number of 
bounces and q the number of 21T rotations in 0 (circuits 
about the inner ellipse) within each period. 

In going around the caustic once, tP2(A2) changes by 21T 
and hence F(tP2(A2) Ik 2) changes by 4K where K = F( 1TI 
21k 2). Therefore (3.31) gives 

2pF (tP I (0) Ik 2) = 4Kq (3.32) 

on summing over p bounces. 

Note that b = .JB is the semiminor axis of the outer 

ellipse, and b ' == ~ B - a' is the semiminor axis of the inner 
(caustic) ellipse. Hence cos tPl (0) = bib', and we can write 
(3.32) as 

b 'Ib = cn(2qK Ip). (3.33 ) 

It is important to note that all cycles with the same winding 
numbers share the same caustic, independent ofthe starting 
points. From (3.25a) we can also show thatthetotal time (if 
the energy is fixed), or more generally the total traveling 
length, of periodic orbits of the same winding number is in
dependent of the starting points. 

IV. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

We can generalize the billiard problem to three dimen
sions by considering the motion inside an ellipsoidal surface, 

x 2 I a2 + y2 I b 2 + r /c2 = 1. (4.1 ) 

In the following, we shall denote a2
, b 2, c2 by A, B, C, respec

tively. The three-dimensional generalization ofa conic con
focal to (4.1) is 

x 2 y2 r 
--+--+---1=0. (4.2) 
A -A B-A C-A 

Depending on the value of A, we can have either an ellipsoid, 
a hyperboloid of one sheet, or a hyperboloid of two sheets. 
See Figs. 4(a)-4(f) for these surfaces. 

At any given point in space, we can find three mutually 
orthogonal confocal quadric surfaces passing through it. 
The A 's associated with these surfaces are the Jacobi vari
ables describing the point. This will be our new coordinate 
system. Locally, the coordinate system determines the Car
tesian coordinates of a point unambiguously. Globally, the 
A 's do not determine the point uniquely. The eight points 
with the same lxi, Iyl, and Izl have the same A'S. However, 
this ambiguity is not important to our application, and can 
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(a) 
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z 

x 
(b) 

y z 

x 
y 

(d) 
y 

(e) 

FIG. 4. Confocal quadric surfaces associated with different values of A.. (a) 
A. < C. The quadric is an ellipsoid. (b) A. = C. As A. approaches C from be
low (A. = C - 0), the ellipsoid flattens into an ellipse in the xy plane. At 
A. = C + 0, the quadric surface becomes the whole xy plane with the ellipse 
removed. (c) C <A. <B. The quadric is a hyperboloid of one sheet. (d) 
A. = B. At A. = B - 0, the hyperboloid flattens into the region between the 
branches of a hyperbola in the xz plane. At A. = B + 0, the quadric becomes 
the outside regions of the same hyperbola in the xz plane. (e) B <A. <A. The 
quadric becomes a hyperboloid of two sheets. At A. = A, the quadric be
comes the whole zy plane. No real quadric exists for A. > A. 

be removed simply by assigning some signature labels to 
these points. 

To find (x2,,r,r) in terms of our new coordinates 
(...1 1,..1.2,..1.3)' we first obtain a cubic polynomial inA by multi
plying the left-hand side of (4.2) by (A - A) 
X (B -A)(C - A), giving 

F(A) == (A - A)(A - B)(A - C) + x2(A - B)(A - C) 

+ ,r (A - A ) (A - C) + r (A - A ) (A - B) 

(4.3) 

The last expression follows from the fact that the root of 
F(A) are AI' ...12, and ...13' We can evaluate x2 in (4.3) by 

x2 = lim [F(A)/(A - B) (A - C)] 
A-A 

giving 

2 (A -AI)(A -A2)(A -...13) x = --'-----'''-'---..::..;",''----=--

(A -B)(A - C) 
( 4.4a) 

Similarly, we have 

2 (B-A I )(B-A2)(B-A3) 
y = (B - A)(B - C) , 

(4.4b) 

2 (C - AI)(C - A2)(C - ...13) 
Z = . 

(C -A)(C- B) 
(4.4c) 
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We can determine the range of A's as 

- 00 <AI <C<A2<B<A3<A. (4.5) 

From (4.4) and after some algebra, we can work out the first 
fundamental form as 

d~ = (dX)2 + (dy)2 + (dZ)2 

(4.6) 

where 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.7c) 

It is pleasing to see that the A 's do form an orthogonal basis 
as promised. 

In the new coordinate system, the Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian for a free particle moving inside an ellipsoid are 

L = ~(x + Y + z) - V(x,y,z) 

and 

H = ~(pi IgI + PVg2 + PVg3) + V(A I.A2.A3) 

= 2[ (A -AI)(B-AI)(C-AI)pi 

(...12 - ...1 1 )(...13 - AI) 

(4.8) 

+ cyclic perms. of sUbSCriPtS] + V(A I,A2,A3), (4.9) 

respectively, with 

PI = g)'I, P2 = g2..i2, P3 = g~3' 
The potential V is chosen to be zero inside the ellipsoid 
A I = ° and 00 outside the same ellipsoid. The Hamilton
Jacobi equation is 

2(A -AI)(B-AI)(C-AI) 

(...12 -...11)(...13 -AI) 
+ cyclic perms. of A's + V(A I.A2.A3) 

= a, the energy. (4.10) 

Just as in the two-dimensional case, we need to replace this 
singular V(A I .A2,A3 ) by a smooth function which repro
duces V in the appropriate limit. A possible choice of such a 
function is 

V(A I,A2,A3) = VE(AI)/[ (...12 - ...1 1)(...13 - AI)], 

where 

VE(A) =0, forAI>E, 

= VolE, Vo > 0, for A I < - E, 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

and VE is continuous in region ( - E,E). As E -+ 0, we recover 
V(x,y,z). We can solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation by 
choosing 

(4.13 ) 

and by introducing the separation constants ai, a" via 
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2(A - AI)(B - AI)(C _AI )(dWI(A I»)2 + VE(A I ) 
dAI 

= a(A I - a')(AI - a"), (4.14a) 

2(A _ A2)(B _ A2)(C _ A2)(dW2(A2»)2 
dA2 

= a(A2 - a')(A2 - a"), (4.14b) 

2(A - A3)(B - A3)( C _ A3)(dW3(A3»)2 
dA3 

=a(A3-a')(A3-a"). (4.14c) 

By the use of the identity 

(A I - a') (A I - a") + (A2 - a') (A2 - a" ) 

(AI - A2) (AI - A3) (A2 - AI) (A2 - A3) 

(,1.3 - a') (,1.3 - a" ) 1 + =, 
(,1.3 - AI )(,1.3 - ,1.2) 

(4.15 ) 

which is valid for all a', a" , we can show that the Hamilton
Jacobi equation (4.10) is indeed separated and satisfied. 
From (4.14), we obtain the momentum with respect to the 
Ai as 

dWI (a(A I -a')(A I -a") - VE (A I»)1I2 
PI = dAI = 2(A -AI)(B-AI)(C-AI ) , 

(4.16a) 

dW2 ( a(A2 - a') (,1.2 - a") )112 
P2= dA2 = 2(A-A2)(B-A2)(C-A2) , 

(4.16b) 

dW3 ( a(A3 - a') (,1.3 - a") )112 
P3= dA3 = 2(A-A3)(B-A3)(C-A3) . 

(4.16c) 

In (4.16) and hereafter, the signs of the square roots are 
chosen such that Pi and Ai shall have the same sign. From 
( 4.16), we can integrate to obtain 

f (a(AI-a')(AI-a") - VE(A I»)I12 
WI(A I ) = dAI , 

2(A -AI)(B-AI)(C-A I) 
( 4.17) 

f ( a(A - a')(A - a") )1/2 
W2(A2) = dA2 2(A -12)(B-A:)(C-A2) , 

(4.18 ) 

and a similar equation for W3 (,1.3)' The presence of VE (AI) 
implies that the particle bounces at AI = O. We can suppress 
the VE term in (4.17) after we impose an integration limit at 
AI = O. The quantities a, a', a" are identified as the energy 
and conserved momenta. The equations of motion in terms 
of the new coordinates are 

_aw 1 [f ( (AI-a')(AI-a") )112 Q--=- dAI 
- aa -J8a (A -AI)(B-AI)(C-AI ) 

+ cyclic perms. of A 's] 

= t + /3, /3 = const, 

Q ' aw /3' = -= , const, 
aa' 

aw 
Q"= --=/3", const, 

aa" 
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(4.19a) 

(4.19b) 

(4.19c) 

where the explicit integral representation of Q ' and Q " will 
be given in (4.21) below after we fix the order of a's. Equa
tions (4.19b) and (4.19c) describe the particle trajectory. 
By evaluating Q' and Q" at each bounce (AI = 0) we can 
find out how A2 and A3 vary at subsequent bounces. We can 
use (4.19a) to evaluate the time between bounces. 

As we trace a particle along a straight-line segment and 
its extension from - 00 to 00, the A 's change continuously 
and return to their original values. Thus each of the A 's must 
reach at least a maximum and a minimum. We need at least 
six turning points, and they occur at 0, A, B, C, a', and a" . To 
achieve a real motion (i.e., all p's are real), we require, in 
addition to 

AI < C <,1.2 <B <A3 <A, (4.5') 

the following restriction on a' and a": 

AI <a' <A2<a" <,1.3' (4.20) 

In (4.20), we have chosen without losing any generality 
a' < a" . How a particular Ai behaves depends on the signs of 
a' - C and a" - B. This leads to the following four possible 
ranges of A'S: 

(1) 0<,1.1 <a' <C<A2<a" <B<A3<A, 

(2) 0 <AI <a' < C <,1.2 <B <a" <A3 <A, 

(3) O<A I <C<a' <A2<a" <B<A3<A, 

(4) 0<,1.1 <C <a' <A2 <B <a" <A3 <A. 

In case ( 1 ), we have one ellipsoid (AI = a') and one hyper
boloid with one sheet (,1.2 = a") as caustic surfaces. The 
turning points at A, B, and C are associated with the cross
ings of the xy, yz, and zx planes and have no physical signifi
cance. The turning point A I = 0 corresponds to the bounce 
at the outer ellipsoid. Only the turning points at a',a" are 
associated with the vanishing of Pi' and lead to the tangent of 
the trajectory to the quadric surfaces. Similarly, we have in 
case (2) one ellipsoid (AI = a') and one hyperboloid with 
two sheets (,1.3 = a") as caustic surfaces. In case (3), we 
have two hyperboloids with one sheet (A2 = a', ,1.2 = a") 
and in case (4) we have a hyperboloid with one sheet and a 
hyperboloid with two sheets (A2 = a', ,1.3 = a") as caustic 
surfaces. Since the separation constants a' and a" are con
stants of motion, all line segments of a given trajectory share 
the same caustic surfaces, as promised. 

It is known in two dimensions that trajectories showing 
the same caustic conic always have the same period. In the 
following, we shall generalize this result to three dimensions. 
We first evaluate the derivatives of W's with respect to a's 
explicitly in (4.19b) and (4.19c). Depending on whether 
a' >,1. or a' <A, the differentiation of ~const(a' - A) gives 
either a positive or a negative factor. The net result is 

f PI dAI f P2 dA2 f P3 dA3 
2(a'-A I ) 2(A2-a') 2(A3-a') 

=/1(,1.1) -/2(,1.2) -/3(,1.3) =/3', const, (4.21a) 

f P2dAI + f P2dA2 - f P3 dA3 
2(a"-A I ) 2(a"-A2) 2(A3-a") 

=gl(A I ) +g2(Az) -g3(A3) =/3", const, (4.21b) 

where f's and g's are monotonically increasing functions of 
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their arguments. As theA's goes through a complete period, 
the J's and g's increase by fixed amounts independent of 
their starting points, 

of; (Aj) lone period ==Fj , (4.22a) 

ogj(Aj)loneperiod==Gj. (4.22b) 

If the trajectory has a period, the A 's have to return to their 
original values after completing some integer numbers of 
cycles. We denote these integers by (/.,/2,/3 ), and shall refer 
to them as winding numbers. From (4.21), we have 

I.F. - 12F2 - 13F3 = 0, 

I.G. + 12G2 -/3G3 = 0. 

( 4.23a) 

(4.23b) 

Next, we consider an arbitrary starting point but with the 
same separation constants a' ,a". This implies automatically 
that it shares the same caustics. We follow the trajectory 
until the A. variable has completed I. cycles. Then, Eq. 
( 4.21) becomes 

I.F.-oJ; -oJ; =0, 

I.G. + Og2 - Og3 = 0. 

Subtracting (4.24) from (4.23), we have 

(oj; - 12F2) + (oj; -/3F3) = 0, 

(Og2 - 12G2) - (03 - 13G3) = 0, 

which implies 

(oj; -/2F2) (Og2 -/2G2) 

= - (oj; -/3F3)(og3 -/3G3). 

( 4.24a) 

(4.24b) 

(4.25a) 

(4.25b) 

(4.26) 

It is easy to see that the left-hand side of (4.26) is either zero 
or positive. It is zero only if A2 completes exactly 12 cycles. 
Similarly, the right-hand side of (4.26) is either zero or neg
ative. It is zero only if A3 completes exactly 13 cycles. Equa
lity (4.26) thus implies that A2 and A3 complete exactly 12 
and 13 cycles, respectively. Hence the trajectory is periodic 
with the same winding numbers (/.,/2,/3 ), From (4.19a), we 
also know that these orbits also have the same period in time, 
or equivalently, in length. 

v. PONCE LET'S THEOREM 

Let us return to two dimensions. Because of the theorem 
of Sinai (Sec. II), the specification of the particle trajectory 
is redundant. We have so far specified it by requiring pairs of 
successive chords to satisfy the law of reflection at the outer 
conic; then the theorem tells us that each chord is tangent to 
an inner conic confocal with the outer one. In the present 
section we shall suppose that the two conics are given, and 
that the trajectory consists of chords all tangent to the inner 
conic, and each intersecting its successor at the outer one. 
Then the law of reflection appears as a consequence, pro
vided that the conics are confocal. 

We wish here to concentrate on periodic trajectories. 
We note that (3.33) is both a necessary and a sufficient con
dition for the trajectory to close after p bounces, no matter 
where it starts. Therefore the analysis of Sec. III leads to the 
following conclusion. 

If the two conics are chosen so that some trajectory 
closes after p bounces, then every trajectory closes after p 
bounces. 
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A periodic trajectory may be regarded as a polygon cir
cumscribed about the inner conic and inscribed in the other. 
Therefore we may restate our conclusion: If a polygon is 
inscribed in one conic and circumscribed about another, 
then every point on the former conic is a vertex of some 
polygon (with the same number of sides) having the same 
property. (In projective geometry over a field not algebrai
cally closed, one must stipulate that the starting point lies on 
a tangent to the inner conic. ) 

The reader may object that we should have specified 
that the conics be confocal. But the result as just stated in
volves only entities and properties (straight lines, conics, 
incidence, tangency) that are preserved by projective trans
formation; and by counting degrees offreedom one may ver
ify that any pair of conics in the same plane may be projected 
into a pair of confocal conics. Therefore the above statement 
holds for any two conics; they need not be confocal or even 
concentric. (Of course, if they are not confocal, the law of 
reflection is not obeyed. ) 

This projective theorem about a polygon and two conics 
has long been known under the name of Ponce let's theorem. 
Poncelet's proof 5 was not strictly geometrical inasmuch as it 
made use of the point where a line is stationary under a given 
infinitesimal algebraic displacement. However, this concept 
can probably be made finite by means of the modem notion 
of differential forms. 

The theorem was later discussed by Jacobi6 who ana
lyzed the case of two arbitrarily placed circles (projectively 
equivalent to the general case) and recognized certain rela
tionships between successive chords as identical to the addi
tion formulas for elliptic functions. He was thus led to an 
understanding of the role played in this theorem by elliptic 
integrals and elliptic functions, and obtained equations 
equivalent to our (3.31)-(3.33). 

Although (3.33) involves a transcendental function, it 
can be converted for any integer p to an algebraic relation 
between b 'Ib and k, by applying Jacobi's addition formula 
p - 1 times and using the fact that cn(2qK) = ( - I)Q. In 
1858 Cayley gave an elegant form of this relation for arbi
trary p.5 Cayley's work stimulated a concise paper by Hart, 
in which Poncelet's theorem was proved for the first time 
entirely by finite operations-specifically, the constructions 
of projective geometry. 8 

To understand the principle behind Hart's construc
tion, we may reexamine Eq. (3.31). As was quite clear to 
Jacobi, the elliptical integral 

M(A,B) == feB ----;:::===d=(}=====_ 
JeA ~1 _ k 2 cos2 () 

may be viewed as a metric along the outer conic, and Ponce
let's theorem follows from the fact that all chords tangent to 
the inner conic subtend the same arc "length" on the outer 
conic according to this metric. For if we compare two trajec
tories ABC ... Z and A'B'C' .. .z' then M(A,B) = M(A',B') 
since AB and A'B' are both tangent to the inner conic. Since 
the metric is obviously additive, it follows that 
M(A,A') = M(B,B'). Continuing the argument we find 
M(A,A') =M(B,B') = ... =M(Z,Z');thereforeifZ=A 
then Z' = A'. So if one trajectory closes the other does too. 
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Let us denote the outer conic by qo and the inner by ql' 
Hart's implicit idea was that if AA', BB', ... all subtend the 
same length we should be able to find a third conic q; to 
which they are all tangent. The statement that M(A,B) 
= M(A',B') implies M(A,A') = M(B,B') would then be 
replaced by the statement that if AB and A'B' are tangent to 
the same ql' then AA' and BB' will be tangent to the same q;. 
In this way the proof could be carried through by purely 
geometric means, without referring to a metric or introduc
ing elliptic integrals at all. 

In choosing q;, we must note that the modulus k ap
pears in the definition of the metric. In Sec. II we observed 
that k was the eccentricity of ql' but that holds only when qo 
and ql are confocal. In general, k is the eccentricity of the 
conic to which ql is carried by the projective transformation 
that renders it confocal with qo. Thus k = k(qo,ql) is a pro
jective invariant of the two conics. Now, clearly, Hart's idea 
will not work unless k(qo,q;) = k(qo,ql)' For if q; defines 
the wrong metric on qo' its tangents will not subtend "equal" 
arcs according to the metric defined by ql' and it will not be 
tangent both to AA' and BB', etc. Therefore it is necessary to 
define a family F of conics such that k(qo,q) = k(qo,ql) for 
all qEE'. Let the outer and inner conics be the loci of the 
equations Qo = 0, QI = 0, respectively. LetFbe the family of 
conics Q = 0, where Q is a linear combination of Qo and QI' 
(In projective geometry F is called a pencil of conics.) Then, 
as Jacobi had pointed out, k(qo,q) is the same for all qEE'. 
(See the Appendix.) The pencil F is thus the basic tool in 
Hart's construction. (The importance of this pencil had al
ready been stressed by Poncelet as well as Jacobi and Cay
ley. 5.6.12) 

The actual proof, of course, makes no mention of the 
modulus k. It is based on the following (slightly restated) 
lemma. 

Let the line 1o intersect the conic q at PI' P3, and the 
conic q' at P2, P4 • Let 11""'/4 be the tangents to the respective 
conics at these points. Let Ii' Ij intersect at Pij' Then the 
pencil of conics generated by q and q' has a member qo pass
ing through the four points P 12 , P23 , Pw P41 [Fig. 5 (a)]. 

The proof of Hart's lemma is as follows: for i = 0, ... ,4, 
let Ii be the locus of Li = 0; then q is the locus of L ~ = aLIL3 
for some a. (This can be shown by projecting 13 to 00 and PI 
to the origin, and rendering II perpendicular to 10; then q is a 
parabola with vertex at the origin.) Likewise q' is the locus of 
L ~ = a'L2L4; therefore the conic aL IL3 = a'L2L4 lies in the 
same pencil as q and q'. This conic clearly passes through the 
four points specified since L IL3 and L2L4 both vanish at each 
point. 

The proof can be run backward to establish a converse: 
if qo and q are given together with all points and lines in the 
figure, the existence of q' follows. For qo must satisfy an 
equation of the form L IL3 = bL2L4, since b can be chosen so 
that this equation holds at a fifth point of qo' and five points 
determine a conic. Eliminating the term LIL3 between this 
and the equation for q, we obtain the linear combination 
L ~ = abL2L4 which describes a conic of the pencil (qoq). 
This conic is tangent to 12 and /4 as desired. 

Hart, like Poncelet, actually proved a generalized 
theorem on the triangle, in which each side is tangent to its 
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FIG. 5. (a) Hart's lemma. The conics q. q' have been shown as fully inter
secting (four unlabeled points) although our usual picture for PonceJet's 
theorem shows them as nonintersecting in real space. The fact that q. q'. qo 
belong to the same pencil is thus exhibited by the fact that they all pass 
through these four points. as well as the ones mentioned in the lemma. (b) 
Hart's construction for Poncelet's theorem. All the chords AA·. BB· •...• ZZ' 
will be tangent to q; . 

own fixed conic of the pencil. From this one may derive the 
theorem for polygons by triangUlating the polygon. We shall 
argue directly to the polygon. 

Assume we have two trajectories AB· .. Z and A'B' ... Z' 
[Fig. 5 (b)]. Let ql be tangent to AB at PI and to A'B' at P3• 

We draw the line 1o through PI and P3, intersecting AA' at P2 

and BB' at P4 • Then if we denote AB, AA', A'B', BB' by 
11, ... ,/4 , respectively, the converse to the lemma shows that 
the pencil (qo,ql) contains a conic q; tangent both to AA' at 
P2 and to BB' at P4 • 

Now we work forward from BB', renaming the points 
and lines: thus il = BC tangent to ql at PI' and i2 = BB' 
tangent to q; at P2 (formerly called P4 ). We draw io through 
PI and P2, intersecting ql again at P3 and q; again at P4 , and 
denote i3, i4 the tangents to ql' q; at P3 and P4, respectively. 

The lemma now tells us that i3 and i2 intersect at a point 
P23 which lies on qo. For it must lie on a conic of the pencil 
(ql,q;) which also passes through PI2 = B, and only one 
conic ofthe pencil can pass through B. Therefore P23 = B', 
and i3 = B'C'. Likewise the lemma shows that PI4 = C, 
P3 = C', and i4 = CC'; hence q; is also tangent to CC'. 

Proceeding by repetition one establishes that q; is tan
gent to ZZ', so that if Z = A then Z' = A'. The full proof 
contains an additional argument to show that ZZ' is the right 
tangent from Z to ql (the same as AA') and not the other 
one. Lebesgue, who gave essentially the same proof in a long 
memoir in 1921, explores this point in greater detaiLS We 
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have also omitted the reasoning that excludes various degen
erate situations in the proof as given above. However, this 
sketch should make it clear that nowhere is there any use of 
transcendental functions or of the notions of continuity and 
differentiation. 

The existence of a proof of this kind is actually implicit 
in Jacobi's method, which has been put in a modem form by 
Griffiths and Harris. 1o They show that the set of all entities 
consisting of a point on qo and one ofits tangents to ql consti
tutes an Abelian variety and is therefore subject to a family of 
algebraic transformations which guarantee the existence of a 
finite proof of Poncelet's theorem such as the one given ex
plicitly by Hart. Although these transformations correspond 
to the addition laws for elliptic functions, they are algebraic 
consequences of the geometric premises and do not depend 
on differential arguments. 

Because of Hart's proof or the" Abelian variety" argu
ment, Poncelet's theorem must hold for projective geome
tries over arbitrary fields, even discrete ones; we have veri
fied this in a number of cases. However, when we proceed to 
three dimensions, we encounter a somewhat mysterious situ
ation. 

VI. PONCELET'S THEOREM IN THREE DIMENSIONS 

We are not concerned here with the three-dimensional 
version given by Griffiths and Harris, which involves a poly
hedron and two quadric surfaces, but with a quite different 
one to be extracted from Sec. IV, involving three quadrics 
and a skew polygon. The analysis of that section shows that 
there is an analog to the theorem of Sinai, which states that if 
a trajectory is defined as a sequence of chords of an "outer" 
quadric qo linked successively by the law of reflection, then 
there exist two "inner" quadrics ql and q2' both tangent to 
every chord of the trajectory; moreover qo, ql' q2 are all "con
focal" in the sense that they are surfaces of the same system 
of ellipsoidal coordinates. It also yields an analog to Ponce
let's theorem, which says that if such a trajectory closes after 
p steps, then every point on qo belongs to a trajectory which 
also closes after p steps and whose rays are tangent to the 
same pair ql,q2' But we immediately encounter difficulties in 
putting this analog in projective form. 

First of all, it is no longer true that any three quadrics in 
space can be projected into a confocal triplet in the sense 
above. Suppose the equation of a quadric q is written Q = 0, 
where 

3 3 

Q = L qijxjXj + L qOjXj + qoo, 
ij 

(6.1 ) 

and let IIQII stand for the 4x4 matrix Ilqijll; thenifqisthe 
locus of (4.2) we have 

IIQII-I 

-1 

A 

B 
-A 

c 

o 

1 
(6.2) 

But the three quadrics qo, ql' q2 of Sec. IV are all loci of 
equations obtained from (4.2) by varying A; therefore the 
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matrices IIQolI-l, IIQdl- l, IIQ211- 1 are linearly dependent. 
This is a projectively invariant statement which can be ex
pressed by saying that qo, qIJ q2 belong to the same range of 
quadrics, a range being the dual of a pencil. Therefore our 
projective theorem will apply only to three quadrics belong
ing to the same range. 

Second, the theorem of Sinai in two dimensions had a 
converse: if two tangents were drawn to q I from a point on qo, 
they would satisfy the reflection law at qo provided the two 
conics were confocal. But in three dimensions there exist 
four lines la' Ib' Ie' Id that can be drawn from a given point 
on qo so as to be tangent to both ql and q2' These four can be 
paired in three ways (ab)(cd), (ac)(bd), (ad)(bc) and 
only one of these pairings will satisfy the law of reflection. 
Moreover, the four lines la, ... ,ld are determined by the roots 
of a quartic which in general has the maximal Galois group 
S4; thus there seems to be no algebraic way to choose the 
right pairing. 

To overcome this difficulty one must use one's knowl
edge of the quadric qo, which in ellipsoidal coordinates is the 
locus of AI = const. Through a given point on qo there must 
pass two other quadrics q, q in the same range as qo, ql' q2' 
defined by A2 = const and A3 = const. Each of the three pair
ings of la'''''/d will satisfy the law of reflection on one ofthe 
three qo, q, q. The "right" pairing has its planes of reflection 
normal to qo, so that they intersect in the normal to qo. Now, 
the concept "normal" is not projectively invariant, but tan
gent is, and the normal to qo is also tangent to q and q. Hence, 
we may now state our three-dimensional version of Ponce
let's theorem. 

Suppose that three quadrics, qo, q IJ q2 belong to the same 
range R. Suppose that a polygon exists in three-space, in
scribed in qo and with each side tangent to both ql and q2' 
such that any two successive sides, intersecting at P on qo, 
determine a plane that contains the common tangent at P to 
the other two quadrics of R that pass through P. Then every 
point of qo lying on a common tangent toql' q2 is a vertex ofa 
polygon of the same order possessing the same properties. 

The arguments of Sec. IV suffice to establish this 
theorem in real space. Note that in real space the three qua
drics qo, g, q are always distinct; in more general projective 
spaces one may encounter degeneracies requiring a special 
prescription for pairing the four tangents. Putting this prob
lem aside for the moment, we now ask whether a finite (alge
braic or geometric) proof can be found for our three-dimen
sional Poncelet theorem. Again we find new obstacles in our 
way. 

Poncelet's proof, even if rendered algebraic, identifies 
the point of tangency to ql with the stationary point of a 
moving line. But in the three-dimensional configuration 
neither point of tangency (to q I or q2) is the stationary point. 

If we think of generalizing Hart's proof, we would need 
an auxiliary pair of quadrics, q;, q;. To make the proof work, 
this pair must define the same two-dimensional metric sys
tem on qo as the pair ql,q2; in other words the integrands of 
(4.17) and (4.18) must have the same form when ql' q2 are 
replaced by q;, q; and the Cartesian axes are rescaled to 
make qo, q;, q; confocal. But of course it is also necessary 
that qo, q; ,q; belong to a single range; otherwise they cannot 
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be rescaled to be confocal at all. As shown in the Appendix, 
there is only one free parameter (not two) in choosing qi , qi . 
Therefore if Hart's construction is to be applied to a pair of 
trajectories AB ... and A'B' ... , then with A given the choices 
of A' that can be handled fall into a one-parameter family. 
But such a family cannot in general cover the two-dimen
sional surface of qo. So it seems that Hart's method will not 
suffice to prove the full three-dimensional theorem. 

Alternatively one may try to generalize the approach of 
Griffiths and Harris, who reformulate Jacobi's treatment for 
two dimensions in terms of the algebraic variety in which 
each point is specified by choosing a point on the outer conic 
together with a tangent to the inner conic, with the restric
tion that the latter be incident on the former. Poncelet's 
theorem follows from the existence of an Abelian group of 
holomorphic translations on this variety. 

Weare not sufficiently grounded in pure mathematics 
to understand whether this argument is genuinely algebraic, 
as it appears superficially to depend on the properties of the 
complex field. However, we can elucidate the parametriza
tion of the corresponding variety in the three-dimensional 
theorem. 

In two dimensions one may parametrize the variety E 
(Ref. to) by x, y, and P2 with the restrictions 

x2/(A -AI) +y2/(B-A I) = I 

and 

P~ = (a' - A2)/[ (A - A2)(B - A2)] 

(we have omitted the inessential constant a12) where A I is a 
fixed constant, and A2 is defined as the other root of the 
quadraticx2/(A - A) + y2/(B - A) = 1 afterA - AI isfac
tored out. Thus x and y determine a point on the outer conic, 
and the sign of P2 tells which tangent to take. 

In parametrizing the (two-dimensional) variety in the 
three-dimensional case, one must be careful not to include 
too much information. If ,.1,2' ,.1,3' P2' P3 are all known, then we 
can not only identify the tangent we have arrived by as well 
as the one we shall leave by, but we can also distinguish 
between the other two tangents. This last bit of information is 
superfluous to the problem. 

Therefore the appropriate parametrization includes x, 
y, z, P2 P3' and P2 + P3 with appropriate restrictions. Note 
that ,.1,2' ,.1,3 are now roots of a cubic of which one root A I is 
fixed; therefore ,.1,2,.1,3 and ,.1,2 + ,.1,3 are rational functions of 
x,y,z. It follows that P~P;, P~ + P~ are also rational in x, y, z. 
The sign of P2 P3 tells us which of the two legitimate trajec
tories (plane of incidence must contain a line tangent to both 
,.1,2 = const and A3 = const) we are on; then the sign of 
P2 + P3 tells which direction to choose along that trajectory. 
But no direction is specified along the other legitimate trajec
tory at the point; this would be superfluous. 

The differential forms 

and 

[dQ"] = P2 dA2/(a" - A2) + P3 dA3/(a" - A3 ) 

can be expressed in terms of the above parameters since they 
are symmetric in the exchange 2+-+3. Since these forms are 
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linearly independent in terms of those parameters, it appears 
(if we only understood the rules of argument) that a finite 
proof might be constructed along these lines. But we leave 
this to others more qualified. (We are grateful to Grayson 
for some expert advice on these mysterious matters.) 

VII. ITERATIVE CONSTRUCTION 

We can investigate our model from a different ap
proach. Instead of solving the trajectory of the Hamilton
Jacobi method, we can study the trajectory by following the 
slope of the ray and the reflection point on the outer quadric. 
This is a simple generalization of Birkhofrs approach. I We 
denote a ray by a set of numbers (m l,m2,m3), proportional 
to the direction cosines. We denote the point of reflection by 
(x,y,z) and its normal by (n l,n2,n3 ). To within a normaliza
tion factor, we can write 

nl=xIA, n2=yIB, n3 =zIC. (7.1) 

We denote the slope of the subsequent ray by m', and the 
normal of the subsequent reflection point by n' [see Fig. 
6(a)]. It is straightforward to show that with suitable nor
malization 

m' = m - 2n(m'n)ln2, 

n' = n - 2Qm'(m"n)/(m'Qm'), 

where Q, Qm, and (mQm) are 

Q=[l~A l~B ~ l' 
o 0 lIC 

Qm = (m/A,m2IB,m 3/C), 

(mQm) = milA + mVB + mVC. 

(7.2) 

(7.3 ) 

(7.4 ) 

(7.5 ) 

(7.6) 

Repeated applications of (7.2) and (7.3) generate all the 
subsequent m's and n's. 

NotethatEqs. (7.2) and (7.3) are homogeneous in both 
m and n. Thus the absolute scales of m and n can be arbitrary 
in the iteration equations. From (7.2) and (7.3), we can 
construct easily three invariants 

(0) (b) 

P~ 
Po 

(7.7a) 

FIG. 6. For simplicity, we have made these drawings in two dimensions. (a) 
The propagation and reflection of a particle inside an e\lipse (or an ellip
soid). Note that m and m' make an equal angle to the normal n. (b) A 
geometrical construction of 1.1. and v from m and n. Using the outer auxiliary 
circle (or sphere in three dimensions), we can relate v, v' to the points of 
reflections on the e\lipse (ellipsoid) straightforwardly. Vector 1.1.' makes an 
equal angle to v and v'. 
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(7.7b) 

and 

(nAn) =Ani +Bn~ +Cn~. (7.7c) 

Using the definition ofn in (7.1), we find that the condition 
(nAn) = 1 leads to the equation of the outer ellipsoid. 

There is a duality transformation which interchanges 
the role of m and n. We define 

J.L = (/Q.m l,.jQ;m2,,/Q;m3 ), 

v = (n l//Q.,n2/.jQ;,n3/,/Q;), 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

where QI' Q2' and Q3 are diagonal elements of Q in (7.4). 
Then 

and 

f.l·V = m'n, 

f.l2 = (mQm), 

(vQv) = n2. 

(7.10) 

(7.11 ) 

(7.12) 

In terms of f.l and v, we have 

J.L' = J.L - 2Qv(w v )/(vQv), (7.13) 

v' = v - 2J.L'(f.l'·v)If.l,2, (7.14) 

which are indeed the same as (7.2) and (7.3) with m, n 
interchanged. This scale transformation makes the outer 
quadric surface into a sphere, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The 
new direction cosines of the ray and the normal, f.l and v, 
transform according to (7.13) and (7.14). In this new 
frame, v and v' are pointing along the radial directions. It is 
easy to see that they are indeed related by a reflection around 
J.L'. 

We shall now give an independent proof of Sinai's 
theorem. We begin with a ray with slope m and passing 
through Xo = (An l,Bn2,Cn3 ). The equation for the ray is 

x = Xo + km. (7.15) 

The condition that this ray be tangent to a confocal quadric 

x 2 y2 r 
--+--+--=1 (7.16) 
A -A. B-A. C-A. 

at x is 

~+ m2 y +~=O. (7.17) 
A -A. B-A. C-A. 

Substituting (7.15) into (7.17) and expressing Xo in terms of 
n, we obtain 

k _ (AmInI Bm2n2 Cm3n3) -- --+--+-
A-A. B-A. C-A. 

X __ 1_ + __ 2_ + __ 3_ 
[( 

m2 m 2 m2)] -I 
A -A. B-A. C-A. . 

(7.18) 

Substituting (7.15) into (7.16) and making use of (7.18), 
we obtain an equation in A., m, n, 

(AnI + kml)2 + (Bn2 + km2)2 + (Cn3 + km3)2 
A-A. B-A. C-A. 

=Ani+Bn~+Cn~. (7.19) 

Note that we have replaced 1 in the right-hand side of (7.16) 
by (nAn). This makes Eq. (7.19) homogeneous in both m 
and n. 
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Even though Eq. (7.19) looks complicated when (7.18) 
is inserted explicitly, it becomes quite simple after we multi
plyitby appropriate combinations of (A - A.), (B - A.), and 
( C - A. ). The final expression is 

m2(nAn)A. 2 - {AB [(ni + n~ )m2 - (m ln2 - m2nl)2] 

+ BC [(n~ + n~ )m2 - (m2n3 - m3n2)2] 

+ CA [(n~ + ni )m2 - (m3nl - mln3)2]}A. 

+ ABC(m'n)2 = O. (7.20) 

It is transparent that the coefficients of A. 2 and 1 are invariant 
under iterations (7.2) and (7.3). With a little work, we can 
also show that the linear term is also invariant under such 
iterations. This middle term is an independent quartic invar
iant which cannot be expressed in terms of the quadratic 
invariants. Thus we show that the quadratic equation (7.20) 
is invariant under interations (7.2) and (7.3). Since the 
roots of (7.13) determine the inner quadrics which are tan
gent to the rays, these inner quadrics are also invariant under 
iterations. This implies the existence of two caustic surfaces 
as promised. The reduction of our method and conclusion 
from three dimensions to two dimensions is straightforward. 
We can obtain equations analogous to (7.1 )-(7.14) by treat
ing m,n as two-dimensional vectors. The two-dimensional 
equivalent of (7.20) is a linear equation 

m2(nAn)A. - AB(m'n)2 = 0, (7.21) 

which implies a single caustic curve. In two dimensions, m2
, 

(m'n), and (nAn) are the only invariants under iterations 
(7.2) and (7.3). There are no independent quartic invar
iants. 

In Secs. III and IV, we have shown by the Hamilton
Jacobi method that all the trajectories tangent to the same 
caustic curves or surfaces have the same period, independent 
of starting points. In Secs. V and VI, we have given a projec
tive geometrical proof of this result for the two-dimensional 
model. The existence of a purely geometrical proof showed 
that the result is also true in different prime number fields. 
Numerically, we can apply the iteration equations in an arbi
trary number field, and verify that the periods are indeed 
independent of the starting point when they are tangent to a 
fixed conic. What comes as a surprise is that the same result 
appears also to be valid numerically in three dimensions 
when the trajectories are tangent to two fixed quadric sur
faces. At the moment, we are not able to provide a geometri
calor an algebraic proof which can be extended into finite 
number fields. 13 

To understand the iteration equations in a finite number 
field, we need to examine some singular cases which can 
arise in it general field. We consider a finite number field 
defined by mod p, where p is a prime. The equation for a 
quadric confocal to the outer one is still 

x 2 y2 r 
--+--+--= 1, modp. 
A-A. B-A. C-A. 

(7.22) 

The outer conic is given by A. = O. We can describe a ray as 
before by a linear equation. A ray is tangent to a quadric if 
they have a double root at their intersection. A quadric is a 
caustic to a ray if it is tangent to every segment of a trajec
tory. We can establish the existence of the caustic quadric 
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surfaces in a finite number field, and the associated A obeys 
the same equation (7.20). We denote the A associated with 
these two caustic quadrics by Al and ,.1.2' For simplicity, we 
choose A, B, C, AI' and ,.1.2 such that none of A - A, B - A, 
and C - A is a multiple of p. 

In the case of real numbers, n2 and (mQm) are always 
positive and nonvanishing. The iterative equations (7.2), 
(7.3) are well defined. For a finite field, however, n2 or 
(mQm) may become zero after some number of iterations 
even if we begin with finite n~ and (moQmo). Here, we de
note the m and n associated with the zeroth iteration by mo 
and no. Equations (7.2) and (7.3) are no longer valid when 
n2 or (mQm) = O. We need to pay special attention to these 
singular cases. Note also that the duality transformation in
troduced earlier is still valid in a finite field. From an alge
braic point of view, we can treat the case n2 = 0 and 
(mQm) = Oin the same way. In the following, we shall con
centrate on the n2 = 0 case. The (mQm) = 0 case follows 
with a minimal modification. 

The first singular case is 

n2 = 0 but (nQn) =1=0. (7.23 ) 

Equation (7.2) is not defined when n2 = O. Hence we 
first keep n2 undetermined and work out the formula for m" 
in terms ofm and n by applying (7.2), (7.3), (7.2) in succes
sion. We shall find that m" is given by an expression that 
remains well defined when n2 = 0, provided that nQn =1= O. 
Therefore we can simply continue the iteration from m", 
provided we count the "missing" ray m' when evaluating the 
period. 

To obtain the formula for m", we shall use symbols 
o [ n2 

] , 0 [ n4
] to indicate terms of the corresponding order in 

a formal power series expansion. This is only a shortcut to 
avoid writing the full expressions, which are all rational 
functions. The procedure is valid in finite as well as contin
uous fields. 

It is convenient to introduce an m' that is finite at 
n2 =0, 

m'=:n2m' = - 2(m'n)n + O(n2). 

We can compute easily that 

(m'Qm') = 4(m'n)2(nQn) + O(n2). 

We can now evaluate n' as 

n' = n - 2Qm'(m"n)/(m'Qm') 

= n + 2Qm'(m'n)n2/(m'Qm') 

= n - Qnn2/(nQn) + O(n4). 

From (7.26), we obtain both 

000' = O(n4) 

and 

which imply 

n2 + n,2 = O(n4), n2/n,2 = - I + O(n2). 

Now, it is straightforward to work out m", 
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(7.24) 

(7.25 ) 

(7.26) 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

(7.29) 

m" = m' - 2(m"n')n'ln,2 

= m - 2(m'n)0In2 - 2(m'n)n'ln'2 

= m _ 2(m'n)n _ 2(m'n) [n _ Qnn
2 + o(n4)] 

n2 n,2 (nQn) 

= m - 2(m'n)Qn _ 2(m'n)n(~ + _1_) + O(n2) 
(nQn) n2 n,2 

= m - 2(m'n) Qo - Cn + O(n2). (7.30) 
(nQn) 

It is easy to see from (7.29) that the coefficient Cis finite as 
n2 

-- O. We can obtain C either directly from (7.26) by keep
ing the O( n4

) terms, or by using the invariant property 

,,2 2 4(m'n)(mQn) m = m - ---'-----=--

giving 

(nQn) 

+ 4(m'n)2(nQ2n ) + 2(m'n)C= m2 
(nQn)2 

C=:2(m'n) (11n2 + lIn,2) 

= 2( (mQn) _ (m'n)(nQ2n»). 
(nQn) (nQn)2 

(7.31 ) 

(7.32) 

It is simple to verify that all three conservation laws 

m,,2 = m2, (m" 'n) = - (m'n), 

and 

(n'An') = (nAn), 

are obeyed. 
A second, more singular case is specified by 

n2 =(nQn)=0 but (nQ 2n) =1=0. (7.33) 

Here m' and m" are undefined but mm is finite. We shall omit 
the algebra, and only summarize the results. The proper lim
its at n2 = 0 are 

n' = n + Qn(m'n)/(mQn), 

m"=:n2m" = - 2(m'n)0, 

n" =n, 

m"'= -m. 

(7.34a) 

(7.34b) 

(7.35a) 

(7.35b) 

(7.36 ) 

It is straightforward to show that the conservation laws 

m",2 = m2, (n" An") = (nAn), 

(m""n") = - (m'n) 

are all satisfied. We believe that (7.34)-(7.36) give the cor
rect continuation of (m,n) over the singular region defined 
by n2 = (nQn) = 0 even in finite number fields. 

In a three-dimensional space, we do not need to consider 
the more singular case ofn2 = (nQn) = (nQ2n ) = O. In the 
three-dimensional space, Q obeys a cubic equation. If all 
three scalar products vanish, we then have (nAn) = 0 which 
implies that the outer ellipsoid is degenerate. We shall not 
consider such a case here. 

Knowing how to continue over the singular m and n's, 
we are able to test numerically over finite number fields what 
the caustic surfaces are and what the relations of the caustic 
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quadric with the periods are. Not surprisingly, we verify that 
a trajectory is tangent to the same caustic quadric surfaces 
after each iteration. As we have mentioned earlier, we are 
surprised to find that all the trajectories that share the same 
caustic surfaces have the same period independent of the 
starting points. We have made an exhaustive search covering 
all prime number fields with prime numbers smaller than or 
equal to 23, and covering all different and nonzero param
eters A, B, C, a', a". We consider only the nondegenerate 
case m2 i=0, nAni=O. The continuation procedures that we 
have introduced to go through singular points are essential 
for giving these constant periods. We almost always encoun
ter these singularities at some point on the trajectory. The 
period is always the same whether the trajectory encounters 
a singularity or not, as long as it is tangent to the same caustic 
quadrics. 

VIII. EXTENSION TO n DIMENSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

We can generalize many of our results, including Ponce
let's theorem, to n dimensions. The family of confocal qua
drics obeys 

n x; L ---1 =0. (8.1) 
;=IA; -A 

The independent solutions to (8.1), AI.A2"".An , form 
an orthogonal basis and are the n-dimensional elliptical 
coordinates. We have verified that all equations in Sec. IV 
can be extended to n dimensions. The Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation is separable. The n - 1 separation constants a; 
(i = 1,2, ... ,n - 1) give rise to (n - 1) caustic confocal qua
drics. We establish the following Poncelet's theorem in n 
dimensions: If one trajectory forms a closed polygon after p 
bounces, then all trajectories sharing the same n - 1 caustic 
quadrics are also closed after p bounces independent of the 
starting point. As a billiard system, the total time period and 
length of these trajectories are the same. 

We can generalize the iteration approach in Sec. VII to n 
dimensions simply by treating m and n as n-dimensional vec
tors. Equations (7.1 )-(7.19) follow with trivial modifica
tions. To obtain the generalization of (7.20), we begin with 
the analogs of (7.18) and (7.19), 

k = - L A;m;n; (L~) -I (8.2) 
; A; -A ; A;-A 

and 

'" (An; + km;)2 _ '" A. 2 
~ A; -A £.. ,n, 

= L A;n; +2k
L

A;min; 
; Ai -A i Ai-A 

2 

+k2 L~- LAin;=O. 
i Ai-A 

(8.3 ) 

By the use of (8.2), we can combine the k and k 2 terms in 
(8.3) into a single k-term, giving 

A L A;n; + k L Aimin; = O. 
; A; -A Ai-A 

(8.4) 

Eliminating k between (8.2) and (8.4), we have 
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A L Ain; L ~ - (L A;mini)2 = O. (8.5) 
i A; -A j Aj -A i Ai-A 

The coefficients of the double poles in (8.5) all vanish identi
cally. We can express (8.5) as the sum of single poles, 

C. L -'- = 0, (8.6) 
i A;-A 

where the residuals Ci obey 

Ci = -A;n; L mJ 
j 

(8.7) 

We can express (8.6) as an (n - l)th order polynomial 
equation which implies the existence of (n - 1) independent 
caustic confocal quadric surfaces. These C; 's provide n alge
braic invariants. The iterative approach is applicable to all 
finite number fields. 

We have not yet checked systematically whether this 
version of the Poncelet's theorem is valid for n-dimensional 
finite number fields. 

We can solve the elliptical billiard system both classical
ly and quantum mechanically. This system may provide us 
with a good testing ground for studying the quantum to clas
sical transition. It may also serve as a starting point for ana
lyzing nearly integrable systems. 

The constancy of the total length for periodic orbits 
sharing the same caustic quadrics has important implica
tions in quantum wave functions. In the WKB approxima
tion, the phase factor of a wave function is proportional to 
the total length of the trajectory divided by fl. A resonance 
occurs when the phase factor associated with a closed orbit is 
a multiple of 21T. The constancy of orbital lengths implies 
that the WKB wave functions associated with trajectories 
sharing the same caustic quadrics become resonant simulta
neously. 
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APPENDIX: CHOICE OF QUADRICS IN HART'S 
CONSTRUCTION 

Let us first consider two dimensions. We are given a pair 
of confocal conics Qo = 0 and QI = 0, where 

Qo = x 21A + riB - 1, 

QI =x2/(A -a l ) +y2/(B-a l )-1. 
(A1) 
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We wish to find a conic Q; = 0 which can be carried 
into Q] by a rescaling (say x-+x/s,y-+ Y/'T/) that atthe same 
time renders it confocal with Qo. This means that 

Q; =s2x2/(A-a])+'T/2y2/(B-a])-1 (A2) 

and the rescaling must carry Qo into Qo, which is confocal 
with Q] and hence with Qo. Therefore 

Qo = XZ/AS2 + y2/B'T/2 - 1, (A3) 

where 

AS 2 - B'T/z = A-B. 

Then we have 

A(S2_1) =B('T/z-l) =fl 

from which one easily deduces that 

a](Qi - Q]) =fl(Q] - Qo)' 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A6) 

Therefore Q; belongs to the pencil generated by Q] and Qo. 
Conversely, ifQ i is any member of this pencil, (A6) is 

satisfied for some fl; and then working backwards one can 
derive all the previous equations, showing that Q i satisfies 
the initial requirements. 

In three dimensions we have 

x 2 y2 z2 
QO=A+li+C- 1, 

x2 yZ z2 
Q]=--+--+---l, 

A-a] B-a] C-a] 
x 2 yZ Z2 

Q2=--+--+---1, 
A - a2 B - a z C - a 2 

(A7) 

but now the same rescaling must be applied to all three qua
drics simultaneously. Hence 

, S2X2 'T/2y2 ; 2Z2 
Q] =--+--+---1, 

A-a] B-a] C-a] 

, S2X2 'T/2l ;2z2 
Q2=--+--+---1, 

A - a 2 B - a 2 C - a 2 

(A8) 

must share a set of parameters. 5. 'T/, ;. Again Qo must be 
confocal with Qo. which means it belongs to the same system 
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ofJacobi variables. This requires (A4) as well as 

B'T/2-C;2=B-C. (A9) 

Hence 

(AW) 

which shows as before that Q;. Q ~ belong. respectively, to 
the two pencils generated by Q] and Qo and by Q2 and Qo. 

However. (AW) also shows that Q;. Q ~ are simulta
neously determined by a single parameter fl. The initial re
quirement, then, will not be satisfied if they are chosen inde
pendently from their respective pencils. 
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A new, geometrical account of the existence of alternative (s-equivalent) Lagrangians is given 
for a particle moving in three-dimensional Euclidean space under the influence of a central 
force. The fact that the Lagrangian for this familiar problem is not unique was pointed out by 
Henneaux and Shepley [J. Math. Phys. 23, 2101 (1982)]: the present analysis makes the 
reasons for the phenomenon more transparent than theirs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a 1982 paper Henneaux and Shepley' showed that the 
Lagrangian describing the classical motion of a particle 
moving in three-dimensional Euclidean space under a cen
tral force, that is to say, a force derived from a spherically 
symmetric potential function, is not unique. The usual free
doms of mUltiplication of the Lagrangian by a constant and 
the addition to it of a total time derivative are not at issue 
here. Rather than the trivial equivalence thus defined we 
shall be concerned with what Henneaux and Shepley' (and 
others) have called solution equivalence or s-equivalence: 
Two Lagrangians, not trivially equivalent, are said to be s
equivalent if their Euler-Lagrange equations have the same 
solutions. The existence of s-equivalent Lagrangians has 
been a topic of some considerable interest over the last few 
years and has led to the publication of quite a number of 
papers? However, it remains true to say that there are no 
known necessary and sufficient conditions for a dynamical 
system to admit s-equivalent, but not trivially equivalent, 
Lagrangians. One case, which might be described as the de
composable case, has been completely analyzed by Marmo 
and his co-workers.3 The case of the spherically symmetric 
potential may perhaps be considered as being at the opposite 
end of the spectrum. Our excuse for revisiting this problem, 
and presenting a new solution, is that we believe that our 
geometrical constructions, while clarifying what happens in 
this particular case, also contain indications of how the gen
eral problem might be tackled. 

Henneaux and Shepley' showed that the essential free
dom in the Lagrangian is a function of two variables, which 
upon examination of their paper, is revealed to be a function 
on the unit sphere. The term to be added to the standard 
Lagrangian to obtain an s-equivalent one is determined from 
this function by quadratures. One example in which the new 
Lagrangian can be given explicitly is 

L' =L + yJ/r, 

where L is the usual Lagrangian, L ' is the new one, y is a 
constant, and J is the magnitude ofthe angular momentum. 
These results follow from the application of Henneaux's' 
method of tackling the inverse problem of Lagrangian dy
namics, which uses the exterior calculus but is basically alge-

braic and analytical. Our approach in this paper is, by con
trast, geometrical, in the sense that it is concerned with 
geometrical features of the velocity phase space of the sys
tem. 

We have shown in a previous paper4 that the Lagran
gians of the class displayed above are the only ones that are 
themselves spherically symmetric; our argument, not sur
prisingly, was concerned with the action of the rotation 
group on the system. Group theory will play a much less 
prominent role here, but it will become apparent how that 
result fits in with the more general picture to be painted 
below. 

II. BACKGROUND 

We shall need the following general results5 concerning 
the differential geometry of Lagrangian systems. 

The velocity phase space of a Lagrangian system is the 
tangent bundle TM of a differentiable manifold M, the con
figuration space of the system. A tangent bundle is equipped 
with two natural geometric objects: a type (1,1) tensor field 
called the vertical endomorphism, denoted S and given in 
adapted coordinates by S = a / aua ® dxa; and a vector field, 
the dilation field, denoted fl. and given in coordinates by 
fl. = ua a /aua

• Conversely, a manifold, necessarily of even 
dimension, which carries a type (1,1) tensor field with the 
same properties as S and satisfies some appropriate topologi
cal conditions is affinely equivalent to a tangent bundle6

• 

when a choice of vector field with the requisite properties t~ 
play the role of fl. is made it becomes equivalent linearly to a 
tangent bundle. 

A vector field r on TM is called a second-order differen
tial equation field if it satisfies S( n = fl.; this is a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the projections onto M of its 
integral curves to be solution curves of a system of second
order ordinary differential equations x" = F"(x,x). 

A Lagrangian is simply a smooth function L on a tan
gent bundle TM. We shall have to deal with functions de
fined not on the whole manifold TM, but only on an open 
submanifold of it; however, we shall use the same terminol
ogy. The Cartan form {J)L of L is the two-form given by 
(J) L = d (S (dL ») and the energy function of L is given by 
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E L = l!.. (L) - L. The Lagrangian is said to be regular if w L 

is symplectic, in which case there is a unique vector field r 
such thatirwL = - dEL (where idenotes the interior prod
uct) and r is a second-order differential equation field, the 
Euler-Lagrange field of L. Any Cartan form satisfies 
is(x) WL = - S(ixWL) for any vector field X on TM. The 
map LI---+w L is linear over the reals and its kernel consists of 
functions of the form l' + k, where 1'is a total time derivative 
and k is constant. 

The inverse problem of Lagrangian dynamics (or of the 
calculus variations) is the problem of stating necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a given second-order differential 
equation field r to be the Euler-Lagrange field of some regu
lar Lagrangian. A partial solution consists of giving neces
sary and sufficient conditions for a two-form 0 to be the 
Cartan form of some Lagrangian for which r is the Euler
Lagrange field. Such conditions have been given in various 
differing ways by several authors, including Henneaux.) We 
give them here in the form most suitable for later use.7 The 
two-form 0 is (locally) a Cartan form for r if and only if it 
satisfies the following three conditions: (i) 0 is closed, (ii) 
o is zero when both its arguments are vertical (with respect 
to the tangent bundle projection), and (iii) .!frO = O. 

We shall also need one particular result of Henneaux's) 
analysis: The Lagrangian for nonradial motion for the cen
tral force problem in two dimensions is unique up to trivial 
equivalence. 

III. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC POTENTIALS 

The velocity phase space for the particular problem at 
hand is T'l!~, where 'l!~ is the three-dimensional Euclidean 
space with its origin removed. We consider T'l! ~ as the set of 
pairs of vectors (x, u). Let T'l! ~ + be the open submanifold of 
T'l!~ consisting of those points for which xxu#O; then 
there is a smooth map J of T'l!~ + onto the unit two-sphere 
y2 defined by 

J(x,u) = (xxu)/lxxul. 

Then J defines a fibration of T'l!~ + over y2 in which the 
individual fibers are the tangent bundles of two-planes in 
'l! ~, the two-planes of constant direction of angular momen
tum. For any spherically symmetric potential function Von 
'l!~ the Euler-Lagrange field r of the Lagrangian 
L(x,u) = !lul2 - V(x) is everywhere tangent to the fibers 
of J, in fact, for any function/on y2 the function J*/is a 
constant of the motion. In geometrical form this expresses 
the usual reduction of a three-dimensional central force 
problem to two-dimensional considerations familiar from 
elementary orbit theory. 

The ambiguity in the choice of Lagrangian for motion 
under a spherically symmetric potential is a direct conse
quence of the existence of this geometrical structure asso
ciated with the dynamical system. 

Proposition 1: Let W be an arbitrary two-form on y2; 
then J*w is a (necessarily degenerate) Cartan form for r. 

Proof: We have to show that 0 = J*w satisfies the con
ditions stated in Sec. II. 

Closure: Since w is a two-form on a two-dimensional 
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manifold dw = 0, therefore dO = d(J*w) = J*dw = O. 
Evaluation on vertical vectors: Consider the vertical sub

space of T(x,u) T'l!~ + for (x,u)ET'l!~ + . The kernel of J. 
restricted to this subspace is two-dimensional: It consists of 
the vertical lifts to T'l!~ + of vectors tangent to the two-plane 
of constant direction of angular momentum determined by 
(x,u). Let w!?e a vertical vector at (x,u) complementary to 
the kernel of J •. Then any vertical factor u may be uniquely 
written u = Uo + kw, with J. UO = 0 and k some real num
ber. Thus if v = Vo + lw is also vertical and similarly decom
posed, then 

O(u,v) = O(uo,v) + kO(w,v) = O(uo,v) + kO(w,vo); 

however,O = J*w vanishes ifone of its arguments lies in the 
kernel of J •. 

Vanishing Lie derivative: Since r is tangent to the fibers 
of J, J. r = 0 and therefore irO = irJ*w = O. It follows 
that 

.!frO = irdO + d(irO) = O. 

In fact, r is a characteristic vector field for 0 and it is well
known that the Lie derivative of a closed form with respect 
to any characteristic vector field is zero. • 

Thus given a two-form w on y2 we can obtain a degen
erate, possibly local, Lagran&ian for r, namely the function 
from which the Cartan form J*w is derived. Then the sum of 
this and the standard Lagrangian is an alternative Lagran
gian for r. The freedom in the choice of a two-form on y2 is 
essentially the same as the freedom in the choice of a func
tion on y2, namely the coefficient when the two-form is 
expressed as a multiple of the volume two-form. 

Note that the new Lagrangian is defined only for nonra
dial motion. In fact, if one calculates W L + J*w explicitly 
one sees that it can never be extended smoothly to the whole 
of T'l! ~ (unless w = 0). It is clear from the same calculation 
that the new Lagrangian may very well fail to be regular at 
points of T'l! ~ + . 

The relation between the construction explained above 
and the spherical symmetry of the system, in the sense of its 
invariance under rotations, may be seen as follows. The rota
tion group SO (3) acts on 'l! ~ in the usual way; this action 
extends to an action on T'l!~ via the complete lift and T'l!~ + 
is invariant. The map J is equivariant under the action of 
SO(3) on T'l!~+ and the usual action on Y2: For any 
gESO(3), 

Jog =g0J. 

Thus the two-form J*w (on T'l!~ +) is invariant under 
SO (3) if and only if w (on y2) is also invariant. However, 
this is so only if w is a constant multiple of the volume two
form on y2. It is this case that leads to the Lagrangian 
L+rJ/r. 

The converse, that every alternative Lagrangian for a 
spherically symmetric potential can be obtained in this way, 
follows, of course,' from the analysis of Henneaux and 
Shepley.) It is, however, instructive to rederive this result 
using the methods adopted here. Our argument takes advan
tage of the fact that one can specify the fibration on which 
our construction depends in another way, without appealing 
directly to angular momentum. Consider the vector fields 
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aa aa aa aa 
X -, U -, x -, u-axa axa aua aua 

on T'lf~ +: They are linearly inde~ndent (over the algebra 
of functions) and annihilated by J.. In fact, these vector 
fields span a distribution ~ that is integrable in the sense of 
Frobenius's theorem and whose leaves are the fibers of the 
fibration J: T'lf ~ + -+.5"'2. This distribution ~ has two signif
icant properties (in addition to being integrable): It contains 
the Euler-Lagrange field r and it is invariant under the ver
tical endomorphism S. In fact, provided the force is nowhere 
vanishing, ~ may be specified as the smallest integrable dis
tribution containing r invariant under S. 

In order to derive our result we shall have to assume that 
the energy associated with the alternative Lagrangian is 
smooth everywhere on T'lf~, in particular on the zero sec
tion: However, this appears to be assumed implicitly in the 
work of Henne au x and Shepley! in any case. We assume also 
that the potential function never vanishes. 

Proposition 2: Let L I be an alternative Lagrangian for r 
such that EL , is smooth on T'lf~. Then, up to trivial equiv
alence, 

(i)L' = (i)L + (i)* 

where L is the standard Lagrangian and (i)* is the pullback to 
T'lf ~ + of a two-form (i) on the leaf space T'lf ~ + / ~ = .5"'2. 

Proof: It follows from the fact that the Lagrangian for 
the two-dimensional central force problem is essentially 
unique that the restriction of L I to any leaf of ~ is of the 
form kL + 1", where k is constant and 7 is a total time deriva
tive, both on the leaf. Thus there are functions, still denoted 
k and 7, on T'lf~ + such that L '= kL + 7, with k constant 
and 7 a total time derivative on restriction to any leaf of ~ . 
Now a = S(n belongs to ~ and therefore a(k) = 0 since 
k is constant on each leaf, and a ( 7) = 7 because 1", being a 
total time derivative, is linear in the fiber coordinates on each 
leaf. The energy associated with L I is given by 

Now ELand E L' are smooth everywhere on T'lf ~ and E L is 
nonzero on the zero section, so k is smooth in some open 
neighborhood of the zero section. However, a(k) = 0; it 
follows that k is independent of the fiber coordinates on 
T'lf ~ + . Furthermore, since both ELand E L' are constants of 
the motion, so is k, so that r (k) = 0; however, from this and 
the independence of k of the fiber coordinates it follows that 
k is constant. By invoking trivial equivalence we may there
fore, withoutloss of generality, take k to be 1. We therefore 
have (i) L' = (i) L + (i)r and E L' = E L' Now L I is a Lagrangian 
for r, so 

i,(i)L' + dEL' = i,(i)L + dEL = 0; 

this means that 

i,(i)r = O. 

Thus the characteristic distribution of (i)r contains r. How
ever, (i)r' being a Cartan form, must satisfy is(X)(i)r 

= - SCi X(i)r) for any vector field X, as we pointed out ear
lier; in particular, this means that the characteristic distribu
tion of (i)r is invariant under S. Furthermore, (i)r is closed, 
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from which it follows that its characteristic distribution is 
integrable. Thus the characteristic distribution of (i) is inte
grable, contains r, and is invariant under S; howev~r, ~ is 
the smallest such distribution and so the characteristic dis
tribution of (i)r contains ~. Finally, since the Lie derivative 
of a closed form by a characteristic vector field is zero, the 
Lie derivative of (i)r by any vector field in ~ is zero. These 
are just the conditions which ensure that (i)r passes to the 
quotient T'lf~+ /~ = .5"'2. • 

It is interesting to note that the dimension of ~ drops 
from 4 to 2 when one goes outside T'lf~ +. Also, the action of 
SO(3) leaves ~ invariant and therefore permutes its leaves' 
in fact, each leaf of ~ is a section of the action of SO ( 3) i~ 
the sense defined in our earlier paper. 4 

IV. TOWARD GENERALIZATION 

It seems clear from the foregoing analysis that the ana
log of the distribution ~ has an important role to play in the 
problem of ambiguity of Lagrangians. In general, for a given 
second-order differential equation field r on a tangent bun
dle TM, the distribution ~ (the smallest integrable distribu
tion on TM which contains r and is invariant under S) will 
be the whole module of vector fields on TM. However, there 
are certainly cases of interest in which ~ is smaller: The 
extreme case occurs when r is a spray, in which case ~ is 
spanned by rand a. 

To conclude this paper, we therefore prove some results 
about 9 that should be relevant to this problem. 

Proposition 3: Each leaf of ~, if it projects onto a 
smooth submanifold of M, is the tangent bundle of its projec
tion. 

Proof: We show first that, for every vertical vector field 
VE~, there is a vector field XE9 such that V = S(X). Since 
V is vertical it satisfies S( V) = 0 and 2" ,S( V) = V. Thus 

V = [r,S( V)] - s([r,V]) = S([ V,r]) 

and we may take X = [V,r]E~. 

The restriction of the tangent bundle projection 1T to a 
leaf {' of ~ is a submersion of it onto its image, which by 
assumption is a submanifold of M. The restriction of S to {' is 
an integrable almost tangent structure by the result first 
proved. We may therefore identify {' with the tangent bun
dle of the leaf space ofthe kernel distribution of the restric
tion of S to {' once a zero section of {' has been chosen. How
ever, the intersection of {'with the zero section of TM gives a 
zero section for {'and the quotient space may be identified 
with 1T( {'). • 

Proposition 4: If the distribution ~ is invariant under a 
type ( 1,1) tensor field T then it is invariant under 2" , T. In 
particular,9 is invariant under 2"~S, k = 1,2, .... 

Proof: By assumption , T(X)E~ for every XE~. Thus 

2",T(X) = [r,T(X)] - T([r,X])E9 

and so 9 is invariant under 2", T. • 
Proposition 5: If ¢ is a diffeomorphism of M for which 

the complete lift (p to TM is a symmetry of r, then (p per
mutes the leaves of 9. If G is a group of Lie symmetries ofr, 
then there is an action of G on the leaf space TM /9 which 
makes the projection TM -+ TM /9 equivariant. 
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Proof' Consider the distribution ~* f/) : It contains r be
cause ~ is a symmetry, it is invariant under Sbecause ~ is a 
complete lift, and it is integrable because ~ is a diffeomor
phism. Thus f/) f;.~. f/); however, since ~ is a diffeomor
phism, f/) = ~. f/) . The results for Lie symmetries follow .• 
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N = 2 supertori (N = 2 super-Riemann surfaces of genus 1) are classified according to their 
superconformal equivalence classes. A detailed description of the corresponding supermoduli 
space is based on this classification. Superelliptic functions are constructed and used for 
representing the supertori as algebraic varieties in projective superspace. The boundary of 
N = 2, genus 1 supermoduli space is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of Riemann surfaces has become a natural 
framework within which (bosonic) string theory is formu
lated. 1 Its counterpart in superstring (fermionic string) 
models is the theory of super-Riemann surfaces (SRS's), 
whose rich structure is only beginning to be explored, both 
by physicists and mathematicians.2

-
5 SRS's enter the phys

ical theory as the world sheets of a closed oriented super
string, and in order to sum over all superstring configura
tions we have to integrate over the corresponding 
supermoduli space,6 describing superconformally inequiva
lent SRS's. Much work has still to be done before our under
standing of the structure of supermoduli spaces is complete. 
In addition, the representation ofSRS's as algebraic curves, 
besides the pure mathematical interest in it, may be appro
priate for application of algebraic or number-theoretic meth
ods in the context of superstring theory. Such methods are 
desirable as offering a hope for nonperturbative superstring 
calculations. 7 

The present work is concerned mainly with genus 1, 
N = 2 SRS's (N = 2 supertori), where N is the number of 
fermionic (anticommuting) coordinates that join the single 
bosonic (commuting), complex coordinate describing an 
underlying ordinary RS. Just as ordinary tori, supertori are 
obtained by taking the quotient of the superplane by the ac
tion of a supergroup generated by two commuting super
translations. We work out in detail the supermoduli space 
and use superelliptic functions for representing the supertori 
as algebraic curves, following the approach of Refs. 3 and 4 
where the N = I case is treated. The N = 2 case does not 
exhibit merely the features of a "product" of two N = 1 
cases. There is now an interplay not only between each one of 
the two fermionic coordinates and the bosonic one, but also 
an interplay among the two fermionic coordinates them
selves. This new feature manifests itself in the U ( 1) symme
try present in the N = 2 superstring8

; in superstring models 
with N = 2 SUSY on the world sheet such symmetry is used 
for achieving space-time-supersymmetric compactifica
tions.9

•
10 As a result we get a bosonic supermodulus, in addi

tion to two fennionic ones and the ordinary bosonic modulus 
(genus 1), representing the freedom to rotate the fermionic 
coordinates one to another as we go along a cycle of the 
underlying ordinary torus.5 This freedom also enables a 
smooth transition between all the different spin structures 

that are embedded in the N = 2 supertori, by going along 
continuous paths in the supermoduli space. It may be useful 
for studying the N = 1 superstring as embedded in the N = 2 
supermoduli space.5 

In Sec. II we discuss N = 2 SRS's in general and find the 
generic form of a superconformal transformation that can be 
used to define their transition functions. Section III concen
trates on N = 2 supertori and their superconformal equiv
alence classes. The technical tools needed for the classifica
tion are described in Appendix A. In Sec. IV we describe the 
genus 1 super-Teichmiiller space, and use the supermodular 
group in order to obtain from it the supermoduli space. A 
discussion of the embedded spin structures concludes this 
section. Superelliptic functions, meromorphic superfunc
tions that are defined on supertori, are constructed in Sec. V 
for the various supertorus classes. We find sets of them that 
are complete, in the sense that any meromorphic superfunc
tion on a supertorus can be rationally expressed in terms of 
the functions in the corresponding set. Rational equations 
involving superelliptic functions enable us to embed the su
pertori into projective superspaces, where the image of the 
supertori is obtained as the locus of points satisfying a set of 
polynomial equations. The embeddings, discussed in Sec. 
VI, allow us to study the compactification of the super
moduli space by adding to it points at infinity, corresponding 
to singular, pinched supertori. Section VII is devoted to con
clusions and open problems. Subtleties that arise from the 
use of rigorous supermanifold theory II were deferred to Ap
pendix B. 

II. N=2 SUPER-RIEMANN SURFACES 

A N = 2 SRS is described locally by one complex bo
sonic coordinate Z and two complex fermionic coordinates 
e i (i = 1,2), lumped together to form one superspace coor
dinate Z = (z,e) = (z,e l,( 2), with superconformal transi
tion functions between overlapping coordinate patches. A 
~a~formation from one coordinate patch U (Z) to another 
U (Z) is superconformal if the following condition holds in 
the overlap region2

•
5

: 

(2.1 ) 

where D is the two-component covariant derivative whose 
components are 
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a . a 
D. =-+()'-
'a()j az' 

a 
{Dj,Dj } + = 2Dij az (iJ = 1,2). 

(2.2) 

By solving the condition (2.1), one can show that any super
conformal transformation is of the form 

z(z,() =j(z) + h(z)[()TO(Z)tI(z)] 

- () I() 2(det 0) [d1T 

€tI(Z)], (2.3), 

8{z,() = tI{z) + h(z)O T{Z)() + () 1()2(det O)€ dtl , 
dz 

where the bosonic analytic functionsj(z), h(z), and the col
umn vector tI{z) of two fermionic analytic functions satisfy 

dj = h 2(Z) + dtl
T 

tI(z). (2.4) 
dz dz 

Here O(z) is an arbitrary bosonic, analytic 0(2) matrix, 

o T(Z)O(Z) = 1 = (~ ~), det O(z) = ± 1, (2.S) 

and € is the antisymmetric 2 X 2 matrix (0_ I ~). Here and in 
what follows () is treated as a two-component column vector. 
The Lie superalgebra of this supergroup of transformations 
is the N = 2 superconformal algebra (SCA) in two dimen
sions (one complex dimension). 8 

As an important special case of these transformations 
we have the supergroup SPLN = 2 (2,C) of superconformal 
automorphisms of the N = 2 super-Riemann sphere SC! 
(we follow the notation of Ref. 3), 

Z(z,() = (az + b)/(ez + d) 

+ (ez + d) -2{() TO(yz + D) (1 + !DTy) 

- () 1()2(det 0) [DTq(ez + d) 

+ 2 dYIY2Z - 2eD ID2]}, 

8(z,() = (yz+D)/(ez+d) 

+ (ez + d) -1(1 + ~DTy + !YIY2DID2)0 T() 

+ () I() 2(det 0) (ez + d) -2€(dy - CD), (2.6) 

where a, b, c, d are bosonic constants (normalized so that 
ad - be = 1), Y and D fermionic constant column vectors, 
and 0 a bosonic constant 0 (2) matrix. The corresponding 
Lie superalgebra osp (2,2) is a subalgebra of the N = 2 SCA, 
generated by the four bosonic and four fermionic generators 
L ± I' Lo, To, G ~ 1/2' G ~/2 (i = 1,2).5 Notice that if we allow 
o tobezdependent, (2.6) is still asuperconformal automor
phism of the supersphere, but we lose the closure of the 
whole family of these transformations. This can be seen 
more easily from the algebra point of view [where such z 
dependence implies the joining of all T m (m61) to the above 
set of generators], from the commutation relation 

[T m,G ~] = i€ijGjm + n (i,j = 1,2, m61, nE~ + Z). 
(2.7) 

Assuming a uniformization theorem holds, as was 
proved to be the case for N = 1,3 every N = 2 SRS M is the 
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quotient ofSC!, SC2 = CI,2, or SH2 (the N = 2 super-Rie
mann sphere, superplane, or upper half-superplane, respec
tively) by a discrete group G which is a subgroup of 
SPL2(2,C). The group G must act properly discontinuously 
on the Riemann surface Mo which is the body of M (i.e., the 
surface described locally by the ordinary complex coordi
natezo, the non-nilpotent part ofz). This ensures thatM can 
be endowed with the DeWitt topology (trivial in the soul 
directions) which is necessary for physics applications. Fur
thermore, as in the N = 1 case,3 we demand that G leave the 
"metric" defined on the covering space invariant (the "me
trizability" condition). We will be interested only in SC2 as 
the covering space, and the metric (more precisely, the norm 
of the even component of the supergravity frame field) in 
this case is 

(2.8) 

The group G is isomorphic to TTl (M) = TTl (Mo) and is 
unique up to a conjugation G-G = h -IGh, where h is an 
arbitrary superconformal transformation such that G still 
satisfies the above conditions imposed on G. 

III. N=2 SUPERTORI 

We now concentrate on supertori, N = 2 SRS's of genus 
1. Every supertorus can be obtained as the quotient ofSC2 by 
an Abelian group G, generated by two transformations of the 
form (2.6). The metrizability condition, i.e., the invariance 
of (2.8) under G, requires both generators to have e = 0, a/ 
d = 1 = ad, and Y = O. Without loss of generality we can set 
a = d = 1, since the other choice a = d = - 1 accompanied 
by certain b, D, and 0, is equivalent to having a = d = 1 and 
- b, - D, - 0 instead [this is true due to the fact that 

det 0 = det( - 0) in our N = 2 case, contrary to what one 
has when N = V for example]. We further want G to act 
properly discontinuously on the body of the supertorus and 
so b must have a nonvanishing body, bo#O. We conclude 
that each one of the two generators of G induces a transfor
mation of the form 

Z{z,() = z + b + () TOD (bo#O), 

8(z,() = 0 T() + D, 
(3.1 ) 

which is a N = 2 supersymmetry transformation ("super
translation") accompanied by a global rotation in the () 
plane, with or without reflection. The Lie superalgebra of 
the supergroup of transformations of the form (3.1) is gen
erated by L_ I , To, and G ~ 1/2 (i = 1,2). Notice that z-de
pendent rotations were excluded here also by the metrizabi
lity condition, since by (2.5) O(z) is either ofthe form 

eos r(z) 
R(r(z»)= . 

sm r(z) 
- sin r(z»), 
cos r(z) 

detR = + 1, 

(3.2) 

or of the form 

M(r(z»)=R (r(z»)K, 

where I = (~ ~J detM= -1, (3.3 ) 
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and so 

dz + () T d()-+( 1 + 2() 1()2 ~:)dZ + () T d() (3.4) 

under (3.1). 
Representing the transformation (3.1) by an ordered 

triplet (O,b,b), the commutator of two generators 
A = (O,b,o) and A ' = (O',b ',b') is given by 

A '-IA -IA 'A 

= (00'0 TO'T,bT(I + OT + 0' - 0'0 T)b' 

+ b'TOb' - bTO'b,O'[OO'Tb 

+ O(b' - b) - b'l). (3.5) 

The b term of the resulting transformation is a pure soul 
(nilpotent), showing that if A and A' do not commute the 
DeWitt topology would be violated. [Since the commutator 
(3.5) belongs to the group G by which we take the quotient 
of the superplane, we are led to identification of points whose 
z coordinates differ only in soul. This implies a nontrivial 
topology in the soul directions as opposed to the trivial, non
compact DeWitt topology.] 

In order to find and classify all the commuting gener
ator pairs we have to distinguish between four different gen
eral cases. First, without loss of generality, we order the pair 
(A,A ') in such a way that 

1m 'T> 0, 'T=b /b '. (3.6) 

We now employ the following notation5
: we say that the 

supertorus that is the quotient of SC2 by G generated by 
(A,A ') is of the type 

all 

UU if det 0 = 1 and det 0 ' = 1; 

UT if det 0 = 1 and det 0' = - 1; U, Untwisted, 

TU if det 0 = - 1 and det 0' = 1; T, Twisted, 

TT if det 0 = - 1 and det 0 '= - 1. (3.7) 

For ensuring commutativity of A and A 'we need first of 

OO'OTO'T = I. (3.8) 

Equation (3.8) is automatically satisfied in the UU case be
cause SO ( 2) is Abelian, and so in this case 0 and 0' are of 
the form R(r) and R(r') [see (3.2)] with r, r' arbitrary 
bosonic constants. In the UT case we have 0 = R(r) and 
0' = M(r') [see (3.3)], and (3.8) holds only when r = Oor 
rr, i.e., 0 = ± 1, while r' is arbitrary. Similarly, in the TU 
case 0 = M(r) with arbitrary rwhile 0' = ± I, and finally 
in the TT case 0 = M(r) with arbitrary r and we must have 
0' = ± o. The other two commutativity conditions, name
ly, 

bT(ll + 0 T + 0' - 0'0 T)b' + b'TOb' - bTO'b = 0, 
(3.9) 

OO'Tb + 0(0' - b) - 0' = 0, (3.10) 

will be studied below separately in each case. 
We now use conjugations by superconfortnal transfor

mations in order to bring the pair of generators in each case 
to a canonical form. This will allow us to classify all the 
superconformally inequivalent supertori and so describe the 
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super-Teichmuller space ST g = I,N = 2 of N = 2 SRS's of ge
nus I, Details about the specific conjugations used can be 
found in Appendix A; here we only refer to their types as 
listed there. We start with the simpler cases where at least 
one ofthe generators in the pair is "twisted." 

UT case: We have to distinguish once more between two 
different subcases. 

(I) If 0 = - 1 we can use conjugations of the types 
(A2) and (A3) to get a pair of the form A ( - I,'T,O) and 
A 'elI, l,b'), whereupon (3.10) requiresb' = O. The canonical 
form for the generator pair in this case is therefore 

UTI:A( -I,'T,O) and A '(l[,I,O), (3.11 ) 

where 1m 'T> 0, otherwise 'T arbitrary. 
(II) If 0 = 1, conjugations (A2) and (A3) bring the 

I" pair of generators to the form A (I,'T,(g'») and A '(1,1'(0'») 
with bIb; = 0, as required by (3.9) and (3.10). Applying a 
conjugation (A4) to this case we get the canonical form 

UTII: A (1,'T,(g») and A '(lI,I,O), (3.12) 

with arbitrary 'T (1m 'T> 0) and b (one fermionic constant 
here, and nota column vector). Conjugations (A2) or (A3) 
show that (3.12) with the parameters ('T, - b) or the pa
rameters ('T,o) gives rise to equivalent supertori. We express 
this fact by writing b - - b, for this UTII case. 

TU case: Similarly to the UT case we get two possible 
canonical forms: 

TUI: A (1I,'T,0) and A '( - 1,1,0), 

TUII: A (lI,'T,(g») and A' (l,1,0), 

with arbitrary 'T (1m 'T> 0) and b- - bin (3.14). 
TT case: Here we get 

TTl: A (1I,'T,0) and A '( -1I,1,0), 

TTII:A (lI,'T,(g») and A '(lI,I,O), 

with arbitrary 'T (lm'T>O) andb- -bin (3.16). 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15 ) 

(3.16) 

The above three cases are trivial generalizations of what 
one has in the N = 1 case.3 They can be thought of as "tensor 
products" of the different cases found there (see discussion 
on the embedded spin structures in Sec. IV). "New" features 
are found only in the following case. 

UU case: We start with a generator pair of the "raw" 
formA (R(r),b,b) and A '(R(r'),b ',b'). Here we treat rand r' 
as ordinary complex numbers and refer the reader to Appen
dix B for a discussion of the complications that arise if we 
allow them to have nilpotent parts. 

(I) If rand r' are not both zero (mod 2rr) then we can 
always bring either b or b' to zero by conjugation (A2), and 
then (3.10) requires also the other to vanish. Conjugation 
( AS) enables us now to get the canonical form 

UUI: A (R(r),'T,O) and A' (ll,I,a), ( 3.17) 

with arbitrary 'T (1m >0) and r (including r = 2rrm, mEZ). 
Conjugation (A2) shows the equivalence ('T,r) - ('T, - r). 

We remark that by using a "complexified" basis for the 
(already complex) () plane, () ± = () I ± j()2, the action of 
the transformation A on a superspace coordinate 
Z = (z,() ± ) takes the diagonalized form 
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A (R(r),T,O): Z ..... Z+T, O+->e-i'O+, O-->e+i'O-. 

(3.18 ) 

This form suggests the terminology U ( 1) supertori that is 
also used to describe the UUI type of supertori.s However, 
one should not be misled by this terminology to think that r 
is necessarily real. 

(II) If r = r' = 0 then by conjugation (A6) we get the 
canonical form, 

UUIl:A(l,T,c5) and A '(1,1,0), (3.19) 

with arbitrary l' (1m l' > 0) and c5 = (~~). Conjugation (A2) 
shows the equivalence (T,c5) - (T,Oc5) for arbitrary OEO(2). 

The UU case is the only one where the two I and II 
subcases cross. Namely, the supertori, UUI with r = 0 
mod 21T are equivalent to the supertori UUIl with c5 = 0, for 
the same T. 

IV. SUPER-TEICHMULLER AND SUPERMODULI 
SPACES 

We are now at a position to describe the super-Teich
miiller space ST g = I,N = 2' It consists of seven disconnected 
pieces, which we denote by STflI

, STIft, STITt, STf2TII
, 

STIfII, STITII
, and STf2u, corresponding to the various types 

of supertori discussed in the previous section. The three 
pieces representing the UTI, TUI, and TTl types are each a 
copy of the upper half-plane H with the coordinate 1', i.e., 
three copies of the ordinary Teichmiiller space TI of ordi
nary tori. The three pieces representing the UTIl, TUIl, and 
TTII types are each a copy of the disconnected piece ST It + 
of STg = I,N= I representing tori with the trivial spin struc
ture3; it is obtained from ct,1 with coordinates (T,c5) by re
stricting Tto lieinH and identifying the points (1', - c5) with 
(T,c5). The seventh piece can be thought of being composed 
out of two different pieces that cross each other. The first, 
representing the UUI type of supertori, is obtained from C2

,0 

with coordinates (T,r) by restricting l' to lie in H and identi
fying (T,r) - (1', ± r + 21Tn) for any neZ. This identification 
gives this piece the topology of TI X (Z2-orbifold of a cylin
der) ~ TI X (C*/Z2)' where C* = C - {O}; the coordinates 
on TI X (C* /Z2) are ( l' ,p = ei

') and the Z2-orbifold structure 
is obtained by identifying ( l' ,p -I) - ( T,p). The second piece, 
that corresponds to UUIl supertori, is obtained from CI

,2 

UTI (II) -> TTl (II), 1'-+1' + 1, (c5-+c5); 

TUI (II) -> TUI (II), 1'-+1' + 1, (c5-+c5); 

S: TTl (II) -> UTI (II), 1'->1' + 1, (c5->c5); 

UUI->UUI, 1'-+1' + 1, r->r; 

with coordinates (T,c5 + ,c5 _ ), where c5 ± = c5 1 ± ic52, by re
stricting l' to lie in H and identifying 
(T,c5 +,c5_) - (T,c5_,c5 +) - (T,kc5+,k -1c5_) for any invert
ible bosonic constant k. The two pieces are connected 
through the identification of points (T,r = 0) of the first 
with points (T,c5+ = 0,c5_ = 0) of the second, for the same T. 

Note that the Grassmannian nature of c5+, c5_ makes it 
difficult to analyze the topology of the fermionic piece of 
STf2u and find admissible coordinate charts on it. Such anal
ysis is essential for endowing this space with a supermanifold 
structure, which one expects it to have. Were c5+, c5_ ordi
nary complex numbers, this sector would have been C2/ -, 
where - is the above equivalence relation. Now, C2/ - is 
isomorphic to the complex plane with an additional point P 
"above" the origin; the open sets (in the topology induced 
from the standard one on ( 2) are the usual open sets in C, 
and also PU [N(O) - {O}], where N(O) is any open neigh
borhood of the origin in C. This result is obtained by noting 
that two pairs of complex numbers are equivalent under 
- iff the products within each pair are equal, unless they 
both vanish. For pairs of fermionic numbers this statement 
holds in one direction only, because of the noninvertibility of 
such numbers. Here C2/ - is a non-Hausdorff manifold of 
one complex dimension, a dimension smaller by one than 
that of C2, the space we started with. This last feature does 
not seem to be carried on to the Grassmannian case, where 
we deal with CO,2/ - . 

In order to find the supermoduli space SMg = I,N = 2 of 
N = 2 supertori we have to describe the action of the super
modular group on ST 1,2' The supermodular group is genera
ted by two transformations that can be realized as acting on 
generator pairs (A,A ') that characterize supertori, 

S:(A,A')->(AA',A'), T:(A,A')->(A,-I,A). (4.1) 

Starting from a canonical pair (A,A '), that corresponds to a 
point ofST 1,2' we transform it according to (4.1) and conju
gate the resulting generator pair to bring it back to a canoni
cal form, from which the transformed point of ST 1.2 can be 
read off. It turns out that S sends the l' coordinate to l' + 1, 
leaving unchanged all other coordinates (when present). 
However, in some cases it transfers points from one discon
nected piece ofST1,2 to another, according to the following 
assignment: 

(4.2) 

UUIl -> UUIl, 1'->7' + 1, (c5+,c5_) -> (c5+,c5_). 

In a similar notation 

UTI (II) -> TUI (II), 7'-> - 1/7', (c5->7'- 3/2c5); 

TUI (II) -> UTI (II), 1'-> - 1/7', (c5->7'- 3/2c5); 

T: TTl (II) -> TTl (II), 7'-> - 1/7', (c5-+7'- 3/2c5); (4.3) 

UUI->UUI, 7'-> - 1/7', r-+r/7'; 

UUIl -+ UUIl, 7'-> - 1/7', (c5 +,c5 _) -+ 7'-3/ 2 (c5 +,c5 _). 
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The sign ambiguity in T- 3/2 is immaterial since we anyway 
identify - ~ with ~. 

SM I ,2 is obtained by taking the quotient ofST I ,2 by the 
supermodular group, generated by Sand T. The resulting 
space consists ofthree disconnected pieces which we denote 
by SM~2' SM~~, and SM?2U

• 

SM~2 is a three-sheeted cover of the ordinary g = 1 
moduli space, i.e., of MI = H /SL2(Z) = {TEll 1 -! 
<Re T<!, 1 TI > t} with the standard identification of the 
edges (a point in SM~2 is therefore specified by one bosonic 
supermodulus). The edges of the covering sheets are identi
fied according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1. 

SM~~ is obtained from the product space SM~2 X co. I , 
which is a trivial fiber bundle of fiber coordinate ~ over 
SM~2' by identifying ~ - i~ in each fiber. This last identifica
tion, which extends ~ - - ~ that we had already in the su
per-Teichmiiller space, can be inferred from the action of T2 
on ST~~; it gives the fiber a structure of a Z4-orbifold which is 
singular at ~ = O. On SM~~ we have two supermoduli, one 
bosonic and one fermionic. 

SM?2U consists of two connected pieces originating from 
the two pieces ofST?2u, A point in the first piece is specified 
by a pair of bosonic supermoduli (T,r), where rEMI , and in 
addition to the identification (T,r) - (T, ± r + 211'n) we 
have also (T,r) - (T, ± r + 211'nT) for any nEZ. The new 
equivalence arises from the old one when combined with two 
T operations: (T,r) - ( - 1/T,rh) - ( - 1/T, ± r/ 
T + 211'n) - (T, ± r + 211'nT). We conclude that for a given 
T, r lies on the Z2-orbifold obtained by taking the quotient of 
a torus of periods 211' and 211'T by the equivalence relation 
r - - r. This orbifold has the topology of a sphere with four 
singular points [at r = d, 11', 11'T, and 11'( 1 + T)] where the 
curvature diverges. 12 We can arrive at the same result taking 
an algebraic point of view.s The UUI supertori can be 
thought of as a pair of conjugate line bundles [of fiber co
ordinates () + and () - -see (3.18)] over an ordinary torus, 
which are both of zero degree since their transition functions 
e ± ir are constants. 13 Therefore, r is essentially a coordinate 
on the Picad torus Pico( T( T) ) of the torus characterized by T, 

which is indeed a conformally equivalent torus of the same 

s 

UT TU 

FIG. 1. The construction of SM:, from three covering sheets of MI with 
identifications of their edges (Sec. IV). Notice, in particular, the resulting 
identifications of the points 1-3-4-6-7 -9 and 2-5. 
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period ratio, in our g = 1 case (our discussion actually con
stitutes an alternative derivation of this classical result in 
algebraic geometry). However, since the order within the 
pair of conjugate line bundles characterizing a UUI super
torus is immaterial, basically because () + and () - are inter
changeable [e.g., via conjugation (A2) ], we have to take the 
above Z2 quotient of Pico( T( T) ) in order to get a description 
of inequivalent supertori. The second piece of SM?2U can be 
written as MIX (CO,2/_), where - identifies points 
(~+,~_) in CO,2 according to (~+,~_) - (~_,~+) 
-i(~+,~_)-(k~+,k -I~_) for any invertible bosonic k. 
The second equivalence was obtained by considering the ac
tion of T2 on ST?2u, The connection between the two pieces of 
SM?2U is induced from the connectedness ofST?2u, One can 
think of the continuous transition from the first piece to the 
second as being accompanied by a trade in of the bosonic 
supermodulus r by two (not completely independent) fer
mionic supermoduli (~+,~ _ ). 

We close this section with a discussion of the relation 
between N = 1 and N = 2 supertori. N = 1 supertori are nat
urally described by spin bundles of fiber coordinate () over 
ordinary tori,3 having one of four possible spin structures. 
The spin structures specify the way by which a fiber above a 
point of the torus is identified with itself after being trans
ported back to the same point along the two cycles of the 
torus. In terms of the fiber coordinate (), they specify 
whether it changes sign or not when we go along each cycle. 
In the N = 2 supertori a two-dimensional fiber of coordi
nates () i (i = 1,2 or i = +, - ) replaces the one-dimension
al spin bundle. One can contemplate eliminating the two () 
coordinates one at a time in order to find the "embedded spin 
structures" in the N = 2 supertori. For this procedure to 
make sense, the elimination must leave a single () that does 
not mix with the one we eliminated under translations along 
the cycles of the torus, i.e., we must perform the elimination 
using supetori that are described by a "diagonalized" basis of 
the () plane. The generator pairs (A,A ') in their canonical 
forms (3.11)-(3.16), (3.18), (3.19) give us precisely the 
desired representation, if we use the () 1,2 basis in (3.11)
(3.16) and() ± in (3.18) [either basis in (3.19)]. We get the 
following embedded spin structures for the various types of 
N = 2 supertori (the pairs of signs specify the sign flips of the 
remaining () coordinate under translations along the 1 and T 

cycles, respectively): 

Type 

UTI 
TVI 
TIl 
UTII 
TUII 
TIll 
UUI (r=O) 
UUI (r = 11') 
UUII 

Embedded spin structure 
eliminating () 2 «() -) eliminating () I «() + ) 

+ 
+ 
+ + 

++ + 
++ + 
++ 
++ ++ 
+ +-
++ + +. 

(4.4) 
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Note that the notion of embedded spin structure makes sense 
in the UUI case only when r = 0 or 1T [see (3.18)]. Different 
spin structures can be "connected" by moving along contin-

I 

uous paths in SMI,2' the parametrization space of N = 2 su
pertori. In this way we find the spin structure content of the 
three disconnected components of SMI •2 to be 

SM~~ SM~2U 
(4.5) 

spin structure content: + ++,+-,-+,-- ++,+-

In the N = 1 case,4 it is possible to connect only the nontri
vial spin structures + -, - +, - -, whereas the trivial 
one + + is isolated. We see that the presence of two fer
mionic coordinates and the freedom to rotate one to the oth
er, that we have in the N = 2 case, enables one to connect all 
the possible spin structures (in the SM~~ piece of the super
moduli space). 

v. SUPERELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 

In this section we construct meromorphic functions on 
the supertori. They correspond to meromorphic functions 
on the covering space 1(;1.2 that are invariant under the gener
ator pair (A,A ') characterizing the supertorus in question, 
and we shall refer to them as "superelliptic." We have to 
consider each type of supertori separately. 

UTI: Any meromorphic function on I(; 1,2, depending im
plicitly on r, can be expanded in the form 

m(Z;r) = Fo(z;r) + () IFI (z;r) 

+ (}2F2(z;r) + () 1(}2F3(z;r), (5.1) 

with F j (i = 0,1,2,3) meromorphic functions on 1(;1.0. For 
being superelliptic in the UTI case, m(Z;r) must be invar
iant under both transformations (3.11), 

A: z-+z+r, (}I-+_(}I, (}2-+_(}2; 

A': z-+z+l, () I-+(} I, (}2-+_(}2. 
(5.2) 

Therefore, the functions F j must change sign when translat
ed along the two cycles of the underlying ordinary torus in 
the following way: 

z-+z + 1 z-+z + r 
Fo + + 

UTI: FI + 

F2 

F3 + 

We see that Fo must be an ordinary elliptic function, whereas 
FI> F2, and F3 are meromorphic sections of the spin bundles 
over the torus, with + -, - -, and - + spin struc
tures, respectively. Using the results obtained in Ref. 4 we 
conclude that these functions can always be written in the 
form 

UTI: Fo(z;r) = 8'o(z;r)' (an arbitrary elliptic function), 

FI (z;r) = 8'1 (z;r)' (an arbitrary elliptic function), 
F 2 (z;r) = 8'3 (z;r) . (an arbitrary elliptic function), 

F3(z;r) = 8'2(z;r)' (an arbitrary elliptic function), 
(5.3 ) 
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I 
where 8'o(z;r) == 1 and 

8',(z;r) ==~8'(z;r) - 8'(cu,;r) 

~' (O;r)~, (z;r) 
(r= 1,2,3). 

~, (O;r)~(z;r) 
(5.4 ) 

Here 8'(z;r) is the Weierstrass function of periods 1 and r, 
and cu I = 1, CU2 = r /2, cu3 = (1 + r) /2; the ~ functions (not 
to be confused with the fermionic coordinates ()) are as in 
Ref. 14. 

UTIL' Here it is more convenient to write the generic 
superelliptic function in the form 

m(Z;r,8) = EI (z,() l;r,8) + () 2E2(z,(} l;r,8). (5.5) 

Then the invariance under the pair of transformations 
(3.12), 

A: z-+z+r+(}18, (}1-+(}1+8, (}2-+(}2; 
(5.6) 

forces EI to be aN = 1 superelliptic function (of the trivial 
spin structure + + ),4 that can be expressed as a rational 
function of 

mN~ , (z,() ';r,8) = 8' (z;r + () 18) (5.7) 

and the two derivatives Dlm l, Dim l = aml/az. E2 can be 
expressed as 8'2(z;r + () 18) times some N = 1 superelliptic 
function. 

A similar treatment of the TU and IT cases brings us to 
the following summary of superelliptic functions for the 
twisted supertori: 

I subcases: m(Z;r) = Fo(z;r) + () IFI(z;r) + (}2F2(z;r) 

+ () 1(}2F3 (z;r). (5.8a) 

II subcases: m(Z;r,8) = EI(z,(} l;r,8) + (}2E2(z,() l;r,8), 
(5.8b) 

with 

Fj(z;r) = 8',(z;r) I(z;r), (5.8c) 

E j (z,() ';r,8) = 8' s (z;r + () 18)' Sj(z,(} l;r,8) 

==m l.s (z,() l;r,8) 'Sj(z,(} l;r,8), (5.8d) 

wherej(z;r) is an arbitrary elliptic function, Sj(z,(} \r,8) an 
arbitrary N = 1 ( + + ) superelliptic function, and the val
ues for rand s are assigned according to the following tables: 

r assignment s assignment 
UT TU TT j UT TU TT 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 2 2 2 3 
2 3 3 1 
3 2 1 3 

(5.8e) 
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In the I subcases the functions p, p', and p, (r = 1,2,3) 
form a complete set of superelliptic functions, in the sense 
that all the functions appearing as coefficients of 1, (J I, (J 2, 
and (J I (J 2 in the generic form (S. 8a) can be expressed as ra
tional functions of them. Similarly, the functions 911, Dlm l , 
iJ.R1/az, and one appropriate 911,. [according to (S.8e)], 
form a complete set of superelliptic functions for the II sub
cases. 

UUL' In this case we write the superelliptic functions in 
the form 

91 (Z;r,r) = Fo(z;r,r) + (J + F _ (z;r,r) 

+ (J - F + (z;r,r) + (J +(J - F3(z;r,r), (S.9) 

and then the invariance under the two transformations in 
(3.17), namely, 

A: z ...... z+r, (J+ ...... e-i'(J+, (J- ...... e+i'(J-, 

A': z ...... z+l, (J+ ...... (J+, (J- ...... (J-, 

implies that 

Fo(z + l;r,r) = Fo(z;r,r) = Fo(z + T,r,r), 

F + (z + l;r,r) = F + (z;r,r) = e + i'F + (z + r;r,r), 
F _ (z + l;r,r) = F _ (z;r,r) = e - i'F _ (z + r;r,r), 
F 3(z + l;r,r) = F 3(z;r,r) = F 3(z + T,r,r). 

(S.lO) 

(S.l1 ) 

Thus Fo and F3 must be ordinary elliptic functions (possibly 
r dependent), whereas F ±' although unchanged under 
z ...... z + 1, gain constant phases under z ...... z + r. The latter 
are therefore meromorphic sections of line bundles of zero 
degree over the torus, and we can construct them by taking 
the quotient of two theta functions 14 with displaced argu
ments. A particular form, which will be used later, for the 
desired F + is 

ct>(z;r,r) ={)(z + r/21T;r)/{)(z;r), (S.12) 

and for F_ we take ct>(z;r, - r). Any other F+ (or F_) 
satisfying (S.ll ) can be expressed as the particular choice ct> 
multiplied by some elliptic function. This ct>(z;r,r) has sim
ple poles and simple zeros at z = 0 and - r/21T mod ( 1,r), 
respectively. Whenrapproaches21T(m + nr) (m,nEl) (the 
lattice points defining the Picard torus) the poles and zeros 
cancel each other and ct> becomes entire: 

ct>(z;r,r = 21T(m + nr») = {)(z + m + nT,r)/{)(z;r) 

(S.13) 

Only for these special values of r do there exist entire func
tions F ± satisfying (S.ll), namely (S.13) up to a constant. 
Notice also that as r varies from 0 to 1T, ct> interpolates 
between 1 and PI (z;r) (up to constants), which are sections 
of the trivial line bundle and the ( + - ) -spin bundle over 
the torus, respectively.15 Together p, p', and ct>(z;r, ± r) 
form a complete set of superelliptic functions on the UUI 
supertori; ct> can be thought of as the "supersymmetric 
partner" of the Weierstrass function p in this case. 

UUII: The superelliptic functions in this case naturally 
generalize those of the N = 1 ( + + ) supertori. The typical 
function is 

(S.14 ) 
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which is clearly invariant under the two transformations in 
(3.19). All the covariant derivatives ofm, obtained by apply
ingDi = a/a(Ji + (Ji(a/az) (i = 1,2)toit, aresuperelliptic 
as well. The first few examples, with their expansions in the 
fermionic coordinates (J i, are listed below: 

91 = P + (JT~fiJ - (J1(J2~1~2fJ, (S.lSa) 

Dm = ~fiJ + (p' - ~1~2fJ€)(J + (J 1(J2(€~) fiJ' 

(matrix notation!), (S.lSb) 

D ID 2m = ~1~2fJ + «(J T€~)fiJ + (J 1(J2p", (S.lSc) 

m' =Dim =D~m = p' + (JT~fiJ' - (J1(J2~1~2fJ', 
(S.lSd) 

where the prime and the dot denote partial differentiation 
with respect to z and r, respectively, and on the rhs's p and 
its derivatives are always evaluated at (z;r). It is shown in 
Appendix B that m, DIm, D2m, and 91' form a complete set of 
superelliptic functions for the UUll supertori. 

VI. SUPERTORI AS ALGEBRAIC CURVES 

In this section we derive differential equations, relating 
superelliptic functions to their derivatives, and use them to 
embed the N = 2 supertori into projective superspaces. In 
addition to the two UU cases we treat only the UTI and 
UTII cases as representing the twisted sector (the other 
cases can be handled in similar ways). 

UTI: This case is very similar to that of N = 1 supertori 
with the nontrival spin structures (namely + - in (J I and 
- - in (J 2). The final result is obtained immediately from 

Ref. 4. The supertorus, characterized by the single bosonic 
supermodulus r, is embedded into the projective superspace4 

p2.6 by the map 

(z,(J I,(J 2) ...... [x,y, 1;tPl,IPI,tl,tP3,IP3,t3] 

= [p(z),p'(z),l;(J Ipl(Z),(J Ip; (z),(J IpPI(Z), 

(J2P3(Z),(J2p; (Z),(J2 pP3 (Z)]. (6.1) 

The image of the supertorus is described by seven polynomi
al equations 

y2 = 4x3 - g~ - g3' 

2(x - el )IPI = ytPl' 2(x - e3)IP3 = ytP3, 

YIPI = 2(x - e2)(x - e3)tPl' 

YIP3 = 2(x - el ) (x - e2)tP3' 

tl = XtPl' t3 = XtP3' 

(6.2a) 

(6.2b) 

(6.2c) 

(6.2d) 

where e, = p(w,;r), g2(r) = 60l:'(m + nr)-4, g3(r) 
= 140l:'(m + nr)-6 are r-dependent constants [l:' de

notes summation over all integer pairs (m,n) =1= (0,0) ]. They 
satisfy the relations 

e,=I=e., for r=l=s (r,s=1,2,3), 

el + e2 + e3 = 0, 

g2 = - 4(e le2 + e2e3 + e3el ) = 2(ei + e~ + e~), 
g3 = 4e le2e3• 

( 6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

(6.3c) 

(6.3d) 

Equations (6.2c) are necessary only for the embedding of 
the points z = w, (r = 1,3), forcing tP, to vanish there; Eqs. 
(6.2b) fail to set the constraints which are required by (6.1). 
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Notice that the points z = ° are embedded according to 

(0,0 1,0 2) -+ (0,1,0;0,0, - 0 1/2,0,0, - ( 2/2). (6.4) 

The superconformal structure of the supertorus can be speci
fied by a rational, meromorphic one-form on pM that agrees 
with the "metric" dz + ° T dO on the image of the super
torus. One such one-form is 

dx + <PI d<p1 + <P3 d<P3 . (6.5) 
Y x- e l x - e3 

UTII: As in the previous case, we make small variations 
on results that were obtained in Ref. 4 in order to get the 
differential equations relating different superelliptic func
tions that are used for the embedding. The supertorus is em
bedded this time into pJ,5 via the map 

(z,O 1,( 2) -+ [x,y,u, 1;<p,tP,~,1],5'] 

= [ml,m; ,mi, I;Dlml,Dlm;, 

02ml,2,02m;,2,02(ml,2 )2m;.2]' (6.6) 

wherem l ,ml ,2 [given by (5,7), (5.8d),and (5.4)] and their 
derivatives are all evaluated at (z,O I), and they depend im
plicitly on the two supermoduli r,8. When embedding the 
points z = (iJr one must take care and expand all the superel
liptic functions in the fermionic coordinates before taking 
the limits Z-+(iJr' In particular 

(6.7a) 

1] = 02~(p - el)(p - e3)[ 1 +!O 18(~ - el)/(p - el ) 

+ (~ - e3 )/(p - e3 »)), (6.7b) 

5'=..l02p'~p -e2[1 +..l018 
2 2 

x(~-el +2 ~-e2 + ~-e3)]. (6.7c) 
p - el P - e2 P - e3 

The image of the supertorus is defined by the equations 

y2 = 4x3 - g2X - g3 + 2<PtP, 

2ytP = (12x2 - g2)<P - 8(gzX + g3)' 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

2[ (x - e2)y + e28<p] 1] = y2~, (6.8c) 

2[ (x - e2)(g2x + g3) + 2e2<PtP] 1] = y(g2X + g3)~' (6.8d) 

y21] = 2{(x - el)(x - e3)y - 8<p[e2(x + 2e2) - .ik2]}~' 

y(g2X + g3)1] = 2{(x - e\)(x - e3)(g2x + g3) 

- [2e2(x + 2e2) - !k2]<PtP}~' 

(6.8e) 

(6.8f) 

(6.8g) 

(6.8h) 

Equations (6.8a)-(6.8c), (6.8g), and (6.8h) are sufficient 
for the embedding except at the points z = (iJr (r = 1,2,3). 

I 

They fail at these points since they admit solutions (e.g., 
x = er , Y = 0, u = e;, <p = er8, tP = k8 with arbitrary k, ~, 
and 1] arbitrary, 5' = 0) that are not the image under (6.6) of 
any point on the supertorus. Equations (6.8c), (6.8e) are 
analogous to (6.2b), (6.2c) of the UTI case, and can be 
obtained from the latter by the "supersymmetric continu
ation" r-+r + 0 18. In the derivation we used the relations 
(6.3) and the identity 

0 18 = (Dlmllm; )8. (6.9) 

Equation (6.9) is in fact the source of the problem we have at 
the points z = (iJr' where Y = 0, because of the Y = m; in the 
denominator. Equations (6.8d), (6.8f) are obtained from 
(6.8c), (6.8e) using (6.8b). They "cure" the problem at 
z = (iJr but are not sufficient by themselves because they in
troduce new (noncoincident!) problems at points where 
(gzX + g3) vanishes. The points z = ° are mapped by the 
above embedding into 

(0,0 1,0 2) -+ (0,0,1,0;0,60 1,0,0, - ( 2). (6.10) 

A rational, meromorphic one-form on p3,5 that agrees with 
the metric dz + ° T dO on the image of the supertorus is 

y dx + <p d<p + y~ d~ 
y2 + <PtP (x - e2)y + e28<p 

(6.11) 

UUL' In addition to p and p' we want to use <I> [defined 
in (5.12)] and possibly its derivatives for embedding UUI 
supertori into projective superspace, and so we need equa
tions that relate these functions. The theory of elliptic func
tions enables us to derive such equations (we use the nota
tion and conventions of Ref. 14). Starting from the more 
symmetric function (whose pole structure, however, is not 
appropriate for the embedding purpose) 

cP(z;r,41Tu) =<I>(z - u;r,41Tu) 

= {}(z + u;r)/{}(z - u;r), 

where we set u = rI41T, we get an elliptic function 

cP' (z;r,41Tu) 

cP(z;r,41Tu) 
a 1 a 1 =-In{} --In{} 
az z+u az z-u 

= i. ln 0'1 - 21]I(z + u) az z+ u 

- [i.ln 0'1 - 21]1 (z - U)] az z-u 

( 6.12) 

= ~(z + u;r) - ~(z - u;r) - 41] lu 

= 2~(u;r) - [p' (u;r)/(p (z;r) 

(6.13 ) 

where 1]1 = ~q;r).16 For getting an equation that involves <I> 
we translate z in (6.13) by + u, and then use the addition 
formula for the Weierstrass function p and its differential 
equation (6.2a), to obtain 

<1>' (z;r,41TU) 

<I> (z;r,41Tu) 
= 2;(u) - 41]

l
u _ _______ ---'p'-'_(_u_) _______ _ 

H!P'(z) - p'(u»)/(p(z) - p(u)W - p(z) - 2p(u) 

_ 2f-() 4 2p'(u) [p(z) - p(U))2 
- ~ U - 1] l u - , 

p"(u)[p(z) - p(u)) - p'(u)[p'(z) - p'(u)] 
(6.14 ) 
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suppressing the 'T dependence of the rhs. A few observations are in order: (1) <1>'/<1> has simple poles at z = 0 and - 2u 
mod ( 1, 'T), and accordingly both sides of (6.14) are infinite there. (2) As it stands, the rhs of (6.14) is not well-defined for 
r = 41TU = 0 mod(41T,41T'T) because the functions ~(u), p (u), p'(u) diverge there, but in the limit u--+O we get a meaningful 
result and (6.14) still holds. (3) A similar problem is encountered at z = u mod ( 1, 'T), for a fixed u i= 0 mod ( 1, 'T), because 
both the numerator and the denominator on the rhs vanish there. At these points the polynomial version of (6.14), when used 
as an embedding equation, would not put any constraint on the projective superspace coordinates, and we will have to 
complement it by an additional equation. As the source of the problem lies in the singularity of the addition formula for 
p (z + u) at the points where it degenerates into the "duplication formula" p (2u) = Hp" (u)/p(U)]2 - 2p (u), we use a 
different version of it which does not have this flaw, 

p(z + u) = 4 [p2(Z) + p(z)p(u) + p2(U) -W2]2 _ p(z) _ p(u) (6.15) 
p'(z) + p'(u) 

(it is obtained from the original formula by noting that 

[p'(Z)]2 - [p'(u) f = 4[p(z) - p(u)] [p2(Z) + p(z)p(u) + p2(U) - ~2])' 

Equation (6.14) can now be rewritten in a form nonsingular atz = u mode (1,'T) (singular, however, at some other points), 

-<1>-' (.:,..z.:...;'T.:...,4_1TU--,-) = 2~ ( u) - 411I u 
<I> (Z;'T,41TU ) 

!p'(u) [p'(z) + p'(U)]2 
( 6.14') 

Ignoring for a moment the points z = 0, a UUI super
torus (characterized by the bosonic supermoduli 'T, r) is em
bedded into C2.4 by 

(z,O +,0 -) --+ [x,y;tP +,t/J +,tP -,t/J -] 

= [p(z),p'(z);O+<I>_(z),O+<I>'_ (z), 

0-<1> + (z),O -<1>'+ (z)], (6.16 ) 

where <I> ± = <I>(z;'T, ± r). The derivatives <I>'± are neces
sary for embedding the points z = + r/21T = + 2u 
mode 1,'T) where <I> ± vanish, for ri=O mod (21T,21T'T) . When 
r = 0 mod(21T,21T'T) we can avoid using them, and in fact 
embed the supertorus minus the points z = 0 into the smaller 
space C2

•
2

, by 

(z,O +,0 -) --+ [x,Y;tP+,tP-] 

= [p [(z),p' (z);O + e21Tinz,O - e - 21TinZ] 

for r= 21T(m + n'T); m,nEZ]. ( 6.17) 

The embedding equations are in general 

y = 4x3 - g2X - g3' (6.18a) 

± 2p'(u)[x - p(u)ftP± 

= {t/J ± ± [2~(u) - 41J 1u]tP ± } 

x{p"(u) [x - p(u)] ± p'(u)[y ± p'(u) n, 
(6.18b) 

± !p'(u)[y + p'(u) ]2tP ± 

= {t/J ± ± [2~(u) - 41Jlu ]tP ± } 

x{p" (u)[x2 + p(u)x + p2(U) - ~2] 

± p'(u)[x + 2p (u)] [y + p'(u) n, (6.18c) 

where u = r/41T, as before. If (6.17) is used for the special 
cases r = 21T(m + n'T), then only (6.18a) is needed. In order 
to embed the points z = 0 as well, we have to add two fer
mionic coordinates and go to p2,6 
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(z,O +,0 -) --+ [x,y, l;tP+,t/J +,s +,tP-,t/J -,s -] 
= [p(z),p'(z),I;O+<I>_(z), 

0+<1>'_ (z),O + p<l> _ (z),O -<I> + (z), 

0-<1>'+ (z),O - p<l> + (z)], ( 6.19) 

and in addition to (6.18), the image of the supertorus obeys 

s± =xtP±· (6.20) 

The points z = 0 are embedded by (6.19) according to 

(0,0 + ,0 - ) --+ (0, 1,0;0,0, [ {)( 2u) /2{} , (0) ] 0 + ,0,0, 

- [{}(2u)/2{}'(0)]O -I. (6.21) 

Equation (6.21 ) is singular for the special cases 
r = 41TU = 21T(m + n'T), because the theta function vanishes 
at m + n'T. What happens is that <1>, which generally has a 
simple pole at the lattice points, becomes analytic there when 
r = 21T(m + n'T), and the additional coordinates needed for 
the embedding into projective superspace must be obtained 
from 0 ± <I> + by multiplying them by an elliptic function of 
higher singularity at z = 0. Since we are forced to use a dif
ferent form for the embedding of supertori with the special r 
values, we might as well extend the simpler form (6.17), 
instead of (6.16), to projective superspace [in these cases 
t/J ± are proportional to tP + in (6.16) ]. We get a nonsingular 
embedding into p2.4 by -

(z,O +,0 -) --+ [x,y, l;tP+,s +,tP-,s _] 

= [p(z),p'(z),I;O +e211'inz, 

0+ e21Tinzp' (z),O - e - 211'inz,O - e - 211'inzp' (z) ] 

[for r= 21T(m + n1T),m,nEZ], (6.22) 

with the equations 

y = 4x3 - gzX - g3' 

s±=ytP±· 

Ezer Melzer 
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As a side (nonsupersymmetric) result of the above dis
cussion we get an explicit algebraic embedding of zero-de
gree line bundles over the torus into projective space. It is 
obtained by ignoring one of the 0 ± coordinates and treating 
the remaining one as an ordinary, complex local coordinate 
on the fiber. Nontrivial line bundles [r#21T(m + n7)] are 
embedded into p5 and trivial ones into pi, where the embed
ding equations are easily obtained from (6.18)-(6.20) and 
(6.23), respectively. 

A one-form on p2.6 that reduces to the metric on a super
torus that is embedded by (6.19) is 

{
I + [~'(O) ]2 tP+t/J- + tP-t/J+ } dx 

~(2u) 2[x-&:>(2u)] y 

[ ~'(O) ]2 tP+ dtP_ + tP- dtP+ (6.24) 
- ~(2u) 2[x - &:>(2u)] , 

for its derivation we used the relation 

ct> (z)ct> (z) = - -- [&:>(z) - &:>(2u)]. [ ~(2U) ]2 
+ - ~'(O) 

(6.25 ) 

A one-form on p2.4 that plays a similar role for the embed
ding (6.22) is 

(1 + 41TintP+tP_)(dx/y) + ~(tP+ dtP- + tP- dtP+), (6.26) 

where n is the integer such that r/21T = n7 mod 1. 
UUIl: Following the N = 1 ( + + ) case we embed a 

UUIl supertorus (characterized by the supermoduli 7, 0 1, 

O
2

) into p3.4 by 

(z,O 1,( 2) ---> [x,y,u,1;tPI,tP2,t/JI,t/J2] 

(6.27) 

I 

where Vl(z,O I,02;7,01'OZ) is defined in (5.14). The embed
ding equations 

y2(y2 _ 4x3 + g2X + g3 - 2tPTt/J) 

+ 0102tPltP2(g2X + g3) = 0, 

y(2yt/J - 12x2tP + g2tP + Og2X + Og3) 

- d 0102(g2X + g3)tP - Og2tPltP2] = 0, 

(y2 _ 4x3 + g2X + g3 - 2tPTt/J)0 = 0, 

(6.28a) 

(6.28b) 

(6.28c) 

(6.28d) 

can be obtained from (5.15), using the Weierstrass equation 
(6.2a) and its derivatives [see also (B9), (BlO)]. Notice 
that Eqs. (6.28b), (6.28c), are written in matrix notation. 
Equation (6.28c), obtained from (6.28a), is needed for re
moving the arbitrariness that is encountered when y = O. It 
is redundant, however, in the trivial case 0 = 0 for which we 
have to use different embedding equations [obtained from 
(6.28) by setting 0 = 0 and cancelling all overall y factors], 
or use an altogether different embedding into a smaller space 
as in (6.22). It seems, without any obvious reason, that we 
cannot avoid using exceptional embeddings for both the 
UUI and UUIl cases at the trivial point where they cross. 

The points z = 0 are embedded by (6.27) according to 

(6.29) 

as can be seen from 

(6.30) 

A rational, meromorphic one-form on p3.4 that reduces to 
the metric dz + 0 T dO on the image of the supertorus is 

2y3(y dx + tPT dtP) + (gzX + g3)tPltP2(OTE dtP) + h (X)0102(tPTE dtP) 

2y3(y + tPTt/J) + (g2x + g3)tPltP2(OTEt/J) + h(X)0102(tPTEt/J) 
(6.31 ) 

where h is the rational function such that 

h(&:» = 2[&;>(&:>')2 - 2pp'&:>' + p2&:>"]. (6.32) 

The rhs of (6.32) is clearly even in z, and the fact that it is an 
elliptic function can be verified directly by using 

(6.33 ) 

Finally we discuss how the compactification ofSM I •2 is 
achieved by adding to it points with 7 = i 00 • The SM~2 piece 
is compactified by adding only two distinct points, one for 
each of the UT and TU covering sheets of MI (see Sec. IV). 
The point at infinity of the IT sheet is identified with that of 
UT under the action of the generator S of the supermodular 
group. For the compactification of the SM~~ piece we use the 
embedding equations of the corresponding supertori to find, 
as in Ref. 4, that only two points have to be added also in this 
case. Recall that SM~~ is a Z2-orbifold of SM~2 xeO.I, and 
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the compactification is achieved by compactifying the SM~2 
component as described above and identifying all the points 
along each eO.1 fiber over the two additional points at 
7 = i 00. We arrive at this result by noting that the fermionic 
supermodulus 0 disappears from the embedding equations 
[see, e.g., (6.8)] in the limit 7--->ioo, and so there are only 
two singular supertori in that limit (once more the UT and 
TT ones are identified) and not two families labeled by O. 
Essentially the same thing happens when we compactify the 
SM~UII part of SM~2U; the (0+,0_) dependence disappears 
from the embedding equations as 7 ---> i 00 and only one point, 
or a fiber with all its points (0+,0_) identified, has to be 
added at 7 = i 00. The compactification of the SM~2UI part 
has not been worked out yet. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have studied N = 2 supertori and some 
of their algebro-geometric properties. Superconformal 
equivalence classes of supertori were characterized by a total 
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number of four parameters (supermoduli), two bosonic and 
two fermionic. Some parameters vanish identically in each 
piece of the parameter space which therefore does not con
tain a four-dimensional component (excluding the possibil
ity of having nilpotent bosonic supermoduli). Most notably, 
in the presence of two nonvanishing bosonic supermoduli all 
the fermionic ones can be "gauged away," and the resulting 
configuration corresponds to a special family of "untwisted" 
supertori. Spin structures of the ordinary torus were seen to 
be naturally embedded in N = 2 supertori, and all the four 
different spin structures were shown to be continuously con
nected along paths in the supermoduli space. 

Results in the theory of superelliptic functions were ob
tained. We found sets of a small number offunctions in terms 
of which one can rationally express any meromorphic super
function on a supertorus of any type. In particular, in the set 
related to the special untwisted supertori, the fermionic su
perelliptic functions that join the bosonic Weierstrass func
tion and its derivative were constructed from the ratio of two 
displaced theta functions. The superelliptic functions were 
used for embedding the supertori into projective supers pace 
where their image was written as the locus of zeros of sets of 
polynomials. The superconformal structure on the super
torus was encoded in a rational one-form on projective su
perspace that reduces on the image of the supertorus to the 
even component dz + () T d(} of the supergravity frame field. 
The embedding equations facilitated the study of the com
pactification divisor of the genus 1 supermoduli space. 

Some mathematical points have still to be clarified. 
( 1) How can we define admissible coordinate charts, if 

such exist, on the untwisted sector of super-Teichmiiller 
space. This is important for understanding the supermani
fold structure of the supermoduli space and for defining an 
integration measure on it. 

( 2) Straighten out the discrepancy between the two ap
parently different descriptions of the untwisted sector of su
per-Teichmiiller space, as obtained using the physically intu
itive approach (Secs. III and IV) and using rigorous 
superspace theory (Appendix B). 

(3) Complete determining the boundary of the untwist
ed sector of supermoduli space. 
More advanced questions in the theory of N = 2 SRS's are 
not likely to be answered before further developments of the 
algebraic geometry of SRS's in the N = 1 case are made. 
Some of the open problems are the derivation of an addition 
law for the superelliptic functions and finding a more natural 
way of specifying the superconformal structure on the em
bedded supertori,4 as well as constructing the supermoduli 
spaces for higher genera and embedding the corresponding 
SRS's into projective superspace. 
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APPENDIX A: CONJUGATING SUPERTRANSLATIONS 

In this appendix we summarize the conjugations, by 
various superconformal tranformations h, that are used in 
Sec. IIIfor bringing generator pairs (A,A ') of the form (3.1) 
to canonical forms 

(A,A ') -+ (h -IAh,h -IA 'h). (AI) 

The resulting pair is required to have the form (3.1), so that 
it also gives rise, like the original pair (A,A '), to a well-be
haved supertorus in the sense described in Sec. III. 

The first type of conjugation we consider is performed 
by transformations of the form (3.1), for which we use the 
notation introduced in the text. 

A,.. -1 AT AA 

h = (0,0,8), h = (0 ,0, - 08), 

A = (0,b,8) -+h -IAh 

= (000 T,b + ~T( I + 0)8 _ ~TO~, 

0[8-(l-OT)~]), (A2a) 

andsimilaryforA' = (O',b ',8'). Notice that bchanges only 
by pure soul terms so that 1m (b / b ') 0 remains unchanged, 
and we do not have to worry about reordering the (A,A ') 
pair. As a special case, when ~ = 0, we get 

-1 A A. T A 

A = (0,b,8) -+h Ah = (000 ,b,08). (A2b) 

The following observations are important. 
(1) When det 0 = 1, i.e., 0 = R (r) [using the notation 

introduced in (3.2), (3.3) ], 0 is brought by the conjugation 
(A2) either to itself or to its t~nspose (inverse) R( - r), 

depending on the sign of det O. When det 0 = - 1, i.e., 
0= M(r) = R(r)lI, we can choose 0 = R( - r/2) and 
"canonize" 0 into 1I = (b 0_ I) (at the expense of rotating 
8). 

(2) 8 can be conjugated to zero only if the matrix 
1 - 0 T is invertible, which is the case only when det 0 = 1 
and 0 =1= 1 [more precisely, if we allow 0 to have ~oul terms, 
0 0 = body ( 0) =1= 1]. In particular, choosing 0 = 1 and 
~ = (1- 0 T)-18, we get 

(R(r),b,8)-+(R(r),b - 8T[ 1 - R( - r)] -18,0) 

if ro =1= 0 mod 21T. (A2c) 

If 0 = 1I [as we saw above, any M(r) can be brought to this 
. A A 0 

form] then the best we can do IS choose 0 = 1,8 = «(1/2).5
2

)' 

and get 

(lI,b,(~J ) -+ (lI,b,( ~I) ). (A2d) 

Now choose h to be a transformation ofthe form (2.6) 
with c = 0 = Y= 8,0 = 1, and d = a-I (a must be invert
ible) , i.e., 

h: {~= a
2
z, 

() = a(}, 

and we get 

A = (0,b,8)-+h -IAh = (0,a2b,a8). (A3) 

The following conjugations (A4) - (A6) will in gen
eral spoil the required form (3.1) of (A,A '), but for certain 
commuting pairs of generators that we encounter in Sec. III 
they are well behaved. Hence we just state the tranformation 
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h that is used without the explicit action on a generic gener
ator. 

get 
In (2.6) take a = b = d = 1, c = 0, 6 = y, and 0 = 1 to 

h: {~= (z + 1) (1 + {} Ty - 2{) 1{}2yly2 ), 

{} = {} + (z + l)y + {} 1{}2EY, 

A AT "'}"'2 
h -I: {z = ~(l - {} Y - 2{) ~ YIY~) ::- 1, 

{} = {} - z( Y + 2YIY2E{}) - {} I{} 2Ey. 

(A4a) 

Taking I instead of 1 we get a slightly different form: 

h: {~= (z + 1) (1 + {} TIy + 2{) 1{}2yly2 ), 
{} = I{} + (z + 1)r- {} 1{}2EY, 

A AT AIA2 
h- I. {z=z(~-{} y-2{) {} r1Y2 ) A-AI, 

. (}=I[{}-z(y+2YIY2E{}) _(}1{}2EY]· 

(A4b) 

For treating the UU case we need conjugations by trans
formations that are not elements ofSPL2 (2,C), namely ones 
that involve rotations in the {} plane whose angle is linear in z 
(the corresponding generator is T I ). The simplest such con
jugation makes use of 

h: A {
z=z, 

{} = R(tz){}, 
(A5) 

with t a bosonic constant. A more complicated one is defined 
through exponentiation of elements of the N = 2 SCA (we 
could not find an explicit expression for the corresponding 
supergroup element), 

h = exp(itlTI + yTGI/2 )' (A6) 

where tl and Yi (i = 1,2) are constants (bosonic and fer
mionic, respectively). For being able to work with this repre
sentation we note (using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula l7

) that 

A (R(r),b,6) 

= exp{[b + (r/3)sinc- 2 (r/2)6162 ]L_ I + irTo 

+ sinc- l (r12) [6 TR( - r/2)G_ 1/2 ]}, (A7) 

where 

. _ r [CO (_ 1 )nrn] - I 
SlOC I r = -- = L . (A8) 

sin r n=O (2n + 1)! 

What makes (A 7) useful is the fact that for nilpotent r both 
the sum in (A8) and its inverse are finite! We remark also 
that on the lhs of (A7) we may have r = 21Tn + (nilpotent 
part) (nEZ) without affecting A, but on the rhs r always 
stands for the nilpotent part only. The conjugation is done in 
the "algebra level" using the expansion 

e-XeY~=exp{Y+ [y,x] + (l/2!)[[y,x],xl + ... }, 
(A9) 

and the (anti-) commutation relations of the N = 2 SCA.8 

APPENDIX B: RIGOROUS SUPERSPACE THEORY 

In this appendix we study the consequences of employ
ing more rigorously the Rogers supermanifold approach to 
our discussion, and also use it for carrying out a proof that 
was omitted from the main text. Basically, we introduce an 
underlying Grassmann algebra generated by some large 
number (but finite) of anticommuting elements, and consid-
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er all the coordinates and parameters involved in the discus
sion as being valued in it. For more details the reader is 
referred to Ref. 11. The main difference between this ap
proach and the more intuitive, physical one is that bosonic 
variables are not treated as ordinary complex (or real) 
numbers but as possibly having additional nilpotent parts 
("souis"). This allows us to have consistent, direct interpre
tation of expressions like those appearing in (3.1), for in
stance, where we add a nilpotent term {} T06 to the bosonic 
coordinate z. 

Most of our results in the main text remain unchanged; 
we need only change the interpretation of the variables in
volved. New features appear, however, in the treatment of 
the UUIl type of supertori in Sec. III, where we bring gener
ator pairs that characterize this type of supertori into a ca
nonical form. More explicitly, we have to consider supertori 
whose generator pair is of the form 

A (R(r),T,6) and A '(R(r),1,6') 

with ro = r~ = 0 mod 21T, (B1) 

i.e., rand r are both pure soul instead of being simply zero 
(mod 21T). The commutativity conditions (3.9), (3.10) re
quire in this case 

6TW + R(r)(6' - 6) 1 = 0, 

R(r)[l - R(r)]6 = R(r)[l - R(r) ]6', 

which can be shown to be equivalent to 

6TR «r' - r)/2)6' = 0, 

r sinc - I( ~ )R ( ~ )6' = r sinc - I( ; )R ( ; )6 . 

(B2a) 

(B2b) 

(B3a) 

(B3b) 

Here rand r are pure souls, any 21Tm terms having been 
removed, and the sinc - I function is defined in (A8). As
suming (B3) to hold we can use conjugation (A6) with 

r (
1 r2). -2( r )$0:' $0:, 

tl = - 2+"3 SlOC 2 UlU2' 

Y = sinc -I ( ~ )R ( ~ )6', 
(B4) 

which brings 6' to zero without changing the form (3.1) of 
the generator pair. Now conjugations (A3) and (A5) are 
used for bringing r to zero, and we arrive at the canonical 
form 

A (R(r),T,6) and A '(1,1,0). (B5) 

Here ro = 0 mod 21T, 1m 1'>0, and 6 is an arbitrary fer
mionic column vector; the conditions (B2) are automatical
ly satisfied and do not impose further constraints. Conjuga
tion (A2) can be seen to give rise to superconformal 
equivalences within the family of supertori described by 
(B5), namely, 

(T,r,6) -(1', (det 0)r,06 + r~), (B6) 
A A 

where 0 and 6 are arbitrary, and l'differs from l' only by a 
nilpotent term depending on r, 6, 0, and~. We could not find 
a way to use (B6) nor find some other conjugations that 
further simplify (B5) and avoid the "gauge freedom" ex
pressed in (B6). An even more disturbing problem is the fact 
that the bosonic parameter r is restricted to have a vanishing 
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body, and as such it cannot play the role of a coordinate on 
the super-Teichmuller space, which is expected to have the 
structure of a supermanifold. It would be nice to be able to 
conjugate rto zero, hence reproducing the result of the main 
text, or conjugate it to be proportional to ~1~2 through an 
unconstrained bosonic constant. Finding the necessary con
jugations or proving that they do not exist is difficult, be-

s: UUII- UUII 7-7 + 1, r-r, ~-~; 

cause it is hard to sort the conjugations that do not spoil the 
form (B5) of the generator pair out of the vast number of 
superconformal transformations (2.3). 

Replacing the UUII canonical form (3.19) by (B5) re
quires a revised form for the action of the supermodular 
group on the corresponding piece ST?2UII of the super-Teich
muller space, which can be shown to be described by 

(B7a) 

7- - ~ [ 1 - ;7( 1 - ~ )sinc-
2
(; )~1~2]' 

T: UUII- UUII r_;[ 1 - ;7 sinc-
2
(; )~1~2]' 

£ -1/2 sin(r/27) £ 
u-+T u, 

sin(r/2) 

where T2 sends (7,r,~) to (7, - r,i~). Notice that when 
~ = 0 or r = 0 (B7) reduces to (4.2),(4.3) for the UUI or 
the UUII case, respectively. We have not worked out the 
superelliptic functions nor the embedding into projective su
perspace of the UUII supertori described by (B5). 

We turn now to a proof of the completeness of the set of 
superelliptic functions!H, DI!H, D2 !H, and !H' in the UUII case 
with r = 0 mod 21T. We use the same method used in Ref. 4 
for proving that the set !HI' DI!H I, and !Hi is complete for 
N = 1 ( + + ) supertori. An arbitrary superelliptic func-
tion is expanded in the form (5.1), • 

I (Z,0;7,~) = Fo(Z;7,~) + 0 IFI (Z;7,~) 

+ 02F2(Z;7,~) + 0 102F3(Z;7,~), (B8) 

and we express 0 I, 0 2, 0 10 2, and the functions F j in terms of 
lR, DIlR, D2lR, and !H' up to terms of higher order in the 
generators of the underlying Grassmann algebra. This is 
done by first notingthatthe bodies Fj,o of F j (i = 0,1,2,3) are 
all ordinary elliptic functions that can be written as rational 
functions of t' and t", and replacing the latter by !H and !H', 
respectively, we get superelliptic functions Fj that differ 
from Fj,o only in soul. Next we use the identities 

O=--~....£...+- ~TE - ~E-D9t . 1 [ (D9t)']., D9t 
!H' t" 2 !H' t''' !H" 

(B9) 

o 10 2 = DI!HD2!H _ ~(D T!H E~) + ~ ~ (~)2 
(!H')2 t"!H' I 2 t" , 

(BlO) 

for writing 

1 = F: + DI!H F D2!H F + DI!HD2!H F +1-. 
o !H' I+!H' 2 (lR,)2 3 

(Bll) 

The functions Fj depend on (z,O) only through !H and !H', 
andj is defined to be the function that satisfies (B 11) and so 
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(B7b) 

is necessarily superelliptic. It can be expanded once more in 
the form (B8) where this time the expansion functions are at 
least of first order in the Grassmann generators. We repeat 
the above process inductively to fully express the (z,O) de
pendence ofl through!H, DI!H, D2!H, and !H', which proves 
our claim. 
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Transversality theory is used to study the curvature of generic space-times in general relativity 
and some applications to unique determination of the metric by the curvature are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In general relativity the physical space-time metric can 
only be measured with finite accuracy. Thus, as pointed out 
by Hawking, I when proving theorems it is sufficient for 
physical purposes to show that they hold generically, i.e., 
that they hold for almost all metrics in an appropriate sense. 
This can be formulated mathematically by defining a proper
ty to be generic if it holds for an open dense subset of the 
space of all Lorentz metrics on a given manifold in a suitable 
topology. In this paper the Whitney C k topologies are used. 
The relative merits of this choice and others are discussed in 
Refs. 1-3. 

The main results in this paper are concerned with cer
tain generic properties of the curvature of space-time. Prop
ositions 6.1-6.3 discuss the Riemann tensor, energy-mo
mentum tensor, and Weyl tensor, respectively. Section II is 
concerned with matrices that represent the components of 
the curvature at a point of space-time. It is shown that the set 
of matrices of a given algebraic type is a regular4 submani
fold of the relevant matrix space and a method is given of 
calculating the dimension of such a submanifold. In Sec. III 
the maps sending a metric to the various types of curvature 
are studied. The methods used are local, working in Rie
mann normal coordinates. Section IV presents some results 
on transversality required in the main proofs. The idea is to 
identify natural submanifolds ofthe bundle J 2 L of two-jets of 
Lorentz metrics defined by conditions on the curvature and 
compute their codimensions. It is then possible to define a 
generic set of metrics by requiring them to be transverse to 
these submanifolds. This transversality condition ensures 
that the subset of space-time on which one of these curvature 
conditions is satisfied is a regular submanifold and that its 
codimension is the same as that of the corresponding sub
manifold of J 2 L. In Sec. V this procedure is carried out using 
the information obtained in Sees. II and III. In Sec. VI the 
main results are stated together with some corollaries on the 
determination of the metric by the curvature and on holon
omy groups. 

II. SOME RESULTS ON MATRICES 

A. The Riemann tensor case 

Consider the action of the Lie group 
G = G1(6,R) xGl(6,R) on M 6 (R), the space ofreal 6X6 

a) Present address: Max-Planck-Institut fUr Astrophysik. Karl-Schwarzs
child-Strasse 1. 8046 Garching bei Miinchen, Federal Republic of Ger
many. 

matrices, given by¢(P,Q),X) = P -IXQ. The orbitofa ma
trix X under this action consists of all matrices with the same 
rank as X. Let Y be the set of symmetric matrices in M 6 (R) 
and let H be the subgroup of G consisting of elements that 
map Y onto itself. The transformations arising from the 
action of H include all congruence transformations (i.e., the 
case P - I = Q T) and so the action of H on Y has only finite
ly many orbits. In each one finds a diagonal matrix each of 
whose entries is ± 1 or 0, i.e., the Sylvester canonical form. 
It will be shown that each orbit is a regular submanifold of 
Y and that these manifolds "fit together nicely." To make 
the latter precise some definitions are required. 

Definition 2.1: Let Cbe a closed subset of smooth mani
fold X. A finite set Ao, ... ,Aq of regular submanifolds of X is 
said to be a stratification of C if 

(i) Aj+ I ,\A j + I CAo U' .. U Ai' for each i, 
(ii) dim A j < dim A j + I , for each i, 
(iii) Ao U' .. U Aq = C. 
Definition 2.2: A stratification Ao, ... ,Aq of C is said to be 

smoothly locally trivial if given XE Aj there is an open neigh
borhood U of x, manifolds Yand Z, a stratification A ~ , ... ,A ~ 
of a closed subset C' of Yand a diffeomorphism! Y X Z ..... U 
so that 

(i)/(C'XZ) = cnu, 
(ii) /(A ; XZ) = Aj n U, for each i, 
(iii) A; is a single point. 

Intuitively this says that near x the given stratification looks 
like the product of Aj with a stratification of lower dimen
sion. 

Now let Jbe the matrix 

diag{~l , - 1~1} 
PI P'1. 

and consider the orbit d in Y containing the matrix 
Xo = [~g]. If PU) is a path in G1(6,R) with P(O) = I, de
fine X(t) = P(t)Xo P T(t). Then 

dd
X 

(0) = dd
P 

(O)Xo + Xo dp
T 

(0) . 
t t dt 

Let II be the plane through Xo that is the union of the vectors 
(dX Idt) (0) for all such paths. Let III be the plane through 
Xo that is the orthogonal complement of II with respect to 
the inner product (X,Y) = tr(Xy) on d. Here III consists 
of all matrices of the form [~ ~ ] where S is symmetric. Then 
Xo is the only matrix of rank PI + P2 in Ill. Let K be the 
subgroup of H that fixes Xo and let Vbe a submanifold of H 
with the property that TeH = TeK + Te v.5 Define a map/ 
from V X III to Y by/(v,x) = ¢(v,x). The Jacobian of/at 
(e,xo) is nonsingular. It follows by the inverse function 
theorem that there are open neighborhoods UI of e in V and 
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U2 of Xo in III such that the restriction of! to UI X U2 is a 
diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood U of Xo in Y. 
Also !-I (d) = UI X {Xo} and so d n U is a regular sub
manifold of d. Since H acts transitively on d it follows that 
d is a regular submanifold of Y. By the same token any 
other orbit d' is a regular submanifold of Y. It follows that 
if A i is the set of symmetric matrices of rank i then the A; 
form a smoothly locally trivial stratification of Y. To see 
this take U2 as the manifold Y in Definition 2.2 and let 
A ; = A; n U2• Then theA; form a stratification of Yand all 
the conditions of the definition are fulfilled. From the explic
it form of II 1 that is the normal plane to the orbit at Xo it can 
be seen that for PI + P2 = 5,4, and 3 the codimension of the 
orbit (i.e., dim Y - dim d) is 1, 3, and 6, respectively. 

The normal space of d at Xo (i.e., the plane through the 
origin parallel to Ill) contains no matrices of rank 6. Using 
the action of H it follows that the normal plane of d at any 
point contains no matrices of rank 6. Thus if Zo = [_0] b], 
where I is the 3 X 3 identity matrix, Zo is never normal to any 
orbit except the trivial orbit {O}. This fact will be important 
later. 

B. The energy-momentum tensor case 

Let 1] be the matrix diag { - 1,1,1, I}. A 4 X 4 matrix X 
will be called self-adjoint if 1]X = X T1]. The self-adjoint ma
trices form a ten-dimensional linear subspace T of M 4 (R). 
Let if = { PEGI ( 4,R): P T 1]P = 1]}. Here if is the Lorentz 
group and it acts on T by similarity: (P,X) -. P -IXp. All 
matrices in a given orbit of this action have the same eigen
values. 

If P is a point of space-time and we choose a coordinate 
system so that the matrix of components of the metric at pis 
1] then the matrix of components Ta b of the energy-momen
tum tensor at P is self-adjoint. Hall6 has given canonical 
forms for Ta b under the action of the Lorentz group. His 
results are expressed in terms of a null tetrad. If we trans
form to an orthonormal tetrad we obtain canonical forms for 
self-adjoint matrices under the action of !Z by similarity. 
There are four cases corresponding to Eqs. (3 )-( 6) in Hall's 
paper: 

[Pd 1 
±1 0 

~l +1 PI+ 1 0 
(2.1 ) 

0 0 P2 
0 0 0 P3 

[1 

0 -1 

~l PI (2.2) 
1 PI 
0 0 P2 

[P' 
-P2 0 

~l P2 PI 0 
(2.3) 

0 0 P3 
0 0 0 P4 

diag{PI,P2,P3,P4} . (2.4) 

Each orbit under the action of !Z on T contains at least one 
matrix in one ofthe canonical forms (2.1)-(2.4). 
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Following Ref. 5 the set of matrices in Tof a given Segre 
type7 will be called a bundle. It is a union of orbits. For XoET 
let II be the tangent plane at Xo to the orbit d containing Xo 
and let III be the normal plane to d at Xo with respect to the 
inner product (X, Y) = tr (XY T). Suppose that Xo is in one 
of the canonical forms introduced above and let H be the 
subgroup of!Z that leaves Xo fixed. If Vis a submanifold of 
if with Te if = Te V $ TeH then as in Sec. II A there are 
open neighborhoods UI of e in Vand U2 of Xo in II 1 and a 
diffeomorphism! from UI X U2 onto an open neighborhood 
UofXo' 

Here Xo is block diagonal with blocks of order nl>".,n k , 

where n l + ... + nk = 4. Identify the vector space 
M n, (R) $ ... $Mnk(R) with the linear subspace of 
M 4 (R) consisting of block diagonal matrices with blocks of 
these orders. It is possible to express Xo as XI $ . . . $ X k, 

where, for each i, X; has only one eigenvalue and X; and Xj 
do not have the same eigenvalue unless i = j. Let T; 
= Tn M n , (R), let d; be the set of matrices in T; similar to 

Xi> and let B; be the set of matrices in T; with the same Segre 
type asX;.1t can be shown8 that the normal space to d atXo 
is the direct sum of the normal spaces to the d; at X;. Also if 
Y = Y1 $ . . . $ Yk belongs to a sufficiently small neigh
borhood of Xo then Y is similar to Xo if and only if Y; is 
similar to X; for each i = 1,,,.,k. 

Let T; be the matrices of trace zero in T; and let Z; be 
the scalar multiples of the identity matrix of order n; so that 
T; = T; $Z;. Then B; = (B; n Tn XZ; because adding a 
scalar multiple of the identity to a matrix does not change its 
Segre type. Now B; n T; consists of a single orbit [except in 
the case of the canonical form (2.1) where it may consist of 
two orbits corresponding to the two choices of sign in the 
canonical form]. It can be shown by a case by case check,8 

using the canonical forms given, that there is an open neigh
borhood of a matrix in the normal plane to B; n T; at that 
matrix that only intersects B; n T; at a single point. Thus 
the normal plane to d; at X; intersects B; precisely in the set 
X; + Zi> i.e., {X; + Y: YE Z;} within some neighborhood of 
X;. The conclusion is that there is an open neighborhood U2 

of Xo in III such that U2 nB = U2 n(Xo 
+ (ZI $ ... $ Zk»)' It then follows from the existence of 

the diffeomorphism from UI X U2 to U constructed earlier 
that B is a regular submanifold of T. In fact the union of the 
bundles of a given dimension is a regular submanifold of T 
and as in Sec. II A it follows that these submanifolds form a 
smoothly locally trivial stratification of T. 

The above argument also gives a method of calculating 
the dimensions of the bundles. Consider the Segre type 
{1,1 ( II )}. This means that the canonical form is (2.4) with 
P3 = P4' By direct computation the Lorentz matrices that 
leave this fixed are those of the form 

o 
±1 
o 

where A is a 2 X 2 matrix with A T A = I. Thus H is one di
mensional in this case. Thus the dimension of the orbit is 
dim d - dim H = 5. Since there are three independent 
eigenvalues and hence three blocks in the decomposition of 
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Xo, dim B = 5 + 3 = 8. For Segre type {1,(1Il)} the ca
nonical form is (2.4) with P2 = P3 = P4' In this case H con
sists of all matrices of the form [±Ol ~], where A is a 3 X 3 
matrix with A T A = 1. Thus H is three dimensional and the 
dimension ofthe orbit is 3. Since there are two independent 
eigenvalues the dimension of the bundle is 3 + 2 = 5. This 
method can be used to calculate the dimension of any of the 
other bundles. 

C. The Weyl tensor case 

Consider the set Z of symmetric complex 3 X 3 matrices 
with zero trace. An argument similar to that of Sec. II B, this 
time making use of the Petrov canonical forms, shows that 
the bundles of matrices of given Segre types in Z (which 
correspond to the Petrov types) form a smoothly locally 
trivial stratification of Z. We regard Z here as a real ten
dimensional manifold. More details can be found in Ref. 3 
where it is shown that the bundles of matrices of types I, II, 
D, and III are of dimensions 10, 8,6, and 6, respectively. 

III. THE DEPENDENCE OF CURVATURE ON THE 
METRIC 

A. The Riemann tensor 

Let M be a fixed four-dimensional manifold and let J 2 L 
be the bundle of two-jets of Lorentz metrics9

. The Riemann 
tensor of any Lorentz metric has the symmetries 

(3.1 ) 

Rabcd = Rcdab , (3.2) 

Ra[bcd] =0, (3.3) 
where square brackets denote antisymmetrization. Equation 
(3.3) is the algebraic Bianchi identity. Let Kbe the bundle of 
tensors with the symmetries (3.1 )-(3.3) over M. The com
ponents of the Riemann tensor at a point depend only on the 
components of the metric and their first and second partial 
derivatives at that point. This means that the map sending a 
metric to its Riemann tensor arises from a map R: J 2L_K. 
The aim is to show that R is a submersion. 

Let !?It be the vector space of sets of components with the 
symmetries (3.1 ) - ( 3.3) and let !!2 be the vector space of sets 
of components with the symmetries 

Qabcd = Qbacd , 

Qabcd = Qcdab , 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

Qa(bcd) =0, (3.6) 

where round brackets denote symmetrization. Define a lin
ear map <1>: !?It -!!2 by <I> (R abcd ) = ~(Racbd + R adbc ) and a 
map '1': !!2 -!?It by 'I' (Qabcd) = j (Qacbd - Qadbc ).10 Then 
<I> 0 'I' and 'I' 0 <I> are the identity maps on !!2 and !?It, respec
tively, and hence <I> and 'I' are isomorphisms. 

Now let (M,g) be a space-time. GivenpEM, we can set 
up Riemann normal coordinates in a neighborhood of p. 
Then II gab, cd belongs to !!2 at p and Rabcd = - ~'I' (gab,cd) at 
that point. The given coordinate system on a neighborhood 
U of p identifies the parts of J 2L and Kover U with open 
subsets of Euclidean space and it is sufficient to check that 
the coordinate representative of the map is a submersion. 
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The formula for Rabcd shows that by leaving the components 
gab and gab,c at P unchanged and altering gab,cd at p the com
ponents Rabcd at p can be changed in any desired direction. 
More precisely, given any vector Vat Rabcd (p), there exists a 
curve of two-jets ofmetrics (gab' gab,c' gab,cd (t») such that the 
resulting curve of Riemann tensors Rabcd (t) has tangent vec
tor v at t = O. It follows that R is a submersion. 

B. The energy-momentum tensor 

Let S be the bundle of symmetric second-order covar
iant tensors over M. Then the energy-momentum tensor in 
the form Tab is a section of this bundle. The map sending a 
metric to its energy-momentum tensor arises from a map E: 
J 2 L _ S. This map is a submersion. For working in Riemann 
normal coordinates as in Sec. III A it is clear that by chang
ing gab,cd at P in an appropriate way the components Tab at p 

can be changed in any desired direction. 

C. The Weyl tensor 

The corresponding discussion for the Weyl tensor is a 
little more complicated and will be left until Sec. V. 

The point of these results is that in what follows we need 
to know, for instance, that if A is a submanifold of K then 
R -I (A) is a submanifold of j2 L. It is a consequence of the 
theorems quoted in the next section that this follows from 
the fact that R is a submersion. On the other hand, the in
verse image of a submanifold under an arbitrary smooth map 
may be very complicated and is not, in general, a submani
fold. For example, if f R2 - R2 is defined by 
f(x,y) = (x,x(y - x 2 ») and A = {(x,Y)ER2

: y = O} then 
f-' (A) is not a submanifold of R2. 

IV. REMARKS ON TRANSVERSALITY 

Definition 4.1: Let X, Y be smooth manifolds, f X - Ya 
C k map, and Y I a regular submanifold of Y. Here fis said to 
be transverse to Y I if at each point pEX one of the following 
conditions holds: 

(i) f(p)ltY, 
or 

(ii) f.,p (TpX) + Tf(p) Y I = Tf(p) Y. 

(Heref.,p denotes the differential offatp). 
A fundamental property of transverse maps is the fol

lowing. 12 

Theorem 4.1: LetX,Y,j,Y, be as above. Thenf-'( Y I ) is 
a regular submanifold of X and its codimension in X is equal 
to that of Y I in Y. 

In what follows it will be necessary to consider maps 
that are transverse to several submanifolds. In order to dis
cuss this situation another definition is required. 

Definition 4.2: A stratification Ao, ... ,Aq is called a sub
manifold complex 12 if given a sequence {x n } in Aj converg
ing to yEAj there is a sequence {En} of d planes 
(d = dim Aj) with En C TXn Aj converging to Ty Aj. 

It is not difficult to show that a smoothly locally trivial 
stratification is a submanifold complex; the converse is not in 
general true. If Ao, ... ,Aq is a submanifold complex andfis 
transverse to each Aj thenf- I (Ao) , ... ,/-1 (Aq) also form a 
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submanifold complex. 12 There is an analogous definition for 
subbundles. 

Definition 4.3: Let Ebe a fiber bundle over a manifold X 
with projection 1T and typical fiber Y. Submanifolds Ao, ... ,Aq 
of E are said to form a subbundle complex of E if there is a 
submanifold complex Zo, ... ,Zq of Y with the following prop
erty: given xEX there is a neighborhood U of x and a diffeo
morphism! 1T-

1
( U) ...... U X Ysuch thatf(A j ) = U XZj for 

each i and the projection off( e) on U coincides with 1T( e) for 
each eE1T- 1 (U). 

A subbundle complex of a jet bundle J k E is called natu
ral iffor each x the map fin Definition 4.3 can be chosen to 
be the trivialization of J k E associated with a trivialization of 
E. The following jet transversality theorem for bundles has 
been proved in Ref. 3 by modifying arguments from 
Hirsch. 12 

Theorem 4.2: Let E be a fiber bundle over X and Ao, ... ,Aq 
a natural subbundle complex of JkE. Let irE denote the 
space of C' sections of E with Whitney C' topology. Then 
for r>k + 1 the set of C' sections of E whose k-jet prolonga
tions are transverse to Ao, ... ,Aq is open and dense in irE. 

V. GEOMETRY OF THE ALGEBRAIC TYPES OF 
CURVATURE 

A. The Riemann tensor 

It was shown in Sec. II A that rank gives a smoothly 
locally trivial stratification (and hence a submanifold com
plex) AO, ••• ,A6 ofthe space Y of symmetric matrices. It was 
also shown that Zo = [_0/ ~] is never normal to any nontri
vial orbit. Thus if Y' is the orthogonal complement of Zo in 
Y the inclusion map Y' ...... Y is transverse to A 1, ••• ,A6' It 
follows that AonY', ... ,A6nY' form a submanifold com
plex in Y'. If K is the bundle (introduced in Sec. III A) of 
tensors with symmetries (3.1 )-( 3.3) then a coordinate sys
tem on an open subset U of M gives a correspondence 
K I u ...... U xY'. [Taking the orthogonal complement of Zo 
corresponds to imposing the algebraic Bianchi identity 
(3.3).] In this way a submanifold complex of K I U is deter
mined. This is independent of the coordinate system chosen 
and so a submanifold complex of K is determined. The mani
folds composing it have the same codimensions in K as 
AO, ••• ,A6 have in Y. If R: J 2L ...... K is the map introduced in 
Sec. III, then, since R is a submersion, it is transverse to each 
of these manifolds. It follows that their inverse images under 
R, call them Bo, ... ,B6, form a submanifold complex of J2 L. In 
fact, because of the way they were constructed, Bo, ... ,B6 form 
a natural subbundle complex of J 2 L. From Theorem 4.1 the 
codimension of B j in J 2 L is equal to the codimension of A j in 
Y. 

B. The energy-momentum tensor 

Now let Lo be the set of 4 X 4 symmetric matrices of 
Lorentz signature and let Y" be the full set of symmetric 
4 X 4 matrices. Consider the set of elements (g, T) of 
Lo X Y" for which 71 T has a given Segre type (where 71 is as 
in Sec. II B). This is a product of a bundle (in the sense of 
Sec. II) with Lo and so is a regular submanifold of LoX Y". 
Furthermore, the collection of such manifolds form a sub-
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manifold complex. Fix goELo. Choose a neighborhood Yof 
go in Lo and for gEY let X(g) be a matrix that maps the 
standard basis of R4 to a g-orthonormal one and that de
pends smoothly on g. (The possibility of doing this follows 
from the fact that the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization 
process is smooth.) Let ¢ be the map sending (g, T) to 
(g,x T(g) TX(g»). It is a diffeomorphism from Y X Y" to it
self. Also g-l T has the same Segre as TJX T(g) TX(g). Thus 
the set {(g,T): g-IT has a given Segre type} is a regular 
submanifold of Y X Y" and these manifolds form a subman
ifold complex of Y X Y".1t is then easily seen that the same 
is true for the whole of Lo X Y" . 

Let S be the bundle of symmetric second-order covar
iant tensors as in Sec. III B. A coordinate system on an open 
subset UofM gives a correspondenceS I U ...... U xY" and C' 
Lorentz metrics on U are in one-to-one correspondence with 
C'maps U ...... Lo. Let F be the typical fiber of J 2 L. Then the 
restriction of the map E: J 2 L --+ S of Sec. II to the part of J 2 L 
over U corresponds to a map from U X F ...... U X Y" that is 
actually of the form (ldu,E '), where Id u is the identity map 
on U. Since E is a submersion, E ' is also. 

Let p be the natural projection of F on Lo and consider 
the map pX T: U XF--+LoXY" that sends (x,e) to 
(p(e),E' (e»). ThenpX Tis transverse to the submanifolds of 
Lo X Y" defined by the Segre types. It follows that the sets of 
two-jets of Lorentz metrics whose energy-momentum ten
sors have the various Segre types form a submanifold com
plex B a,oo.,B ~ in J 2L I U. Since the definition of the Segre 
type for the energy-momentum tensor is coordinate inde
pendent this defines a submanifold complex of J 2L, which 
we also denote by B a,oo.,B~. In fact because of the way these 
manifolds were constructed they form a natural subbundle 
complex. Thecodimension of B ; inJ 2L is equal to that of the 
corresponding submanifold of self-adjoint matrices in T. 

C. The Weyl tensor 

Let V = R4 and let 71 be as above. Let C be the linear 
subspace of V ® V * ® V * ® V * obtained by raising the first 
indexwith7JofallmembersofV*® V*® V*® V*sati~ying 
conditions (3.1) - ( 3.3). Let C TJ be the subspace of C for 
which contraction on the first and third indices gives zero. 
Thus if p is a point of space-time and we choose a coordinate 
system in a neighborhood of p so that the matrix of compo
nents of the metric at pis 71, then the components of the Weyl 
tensor at p belong to CTJ' If Z is the set of 3 X 3 complex 
symmetric matrices then it is well known 13 that there is an 
isomorphism CTJ"""z. From Sec. II C the sets of matrices in 
Z of the different Segre types form a submanifold complex in 
Z. This gives rise to a submanifold complex in CTJ via the 
above isomorphism. In this case the various bundles (in the 
sense of Sec. II) correspond to the Petrov types. 

Again let Lo be the set of symmetric 4 X 4 matrices of 
Lorentz signature. GivengELo construct a vector space Cg in 
the same way as CTJ was constructed from 71. Then there is a 
naturally defined vector bundle over Lo whose fiber is Cg. To 
demonstrate this it suffices to construct trivializations for it. 
As in Sec. V B define a function X on some open neighbor
hood Y of goELo with the property that X(g) takes the stan-
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dard basis ofR4 to a g-orthonormal one. Then for each g in Y 
themapX(g): V--+ Vinduces a map from V® V· ® V· ® V· 
to itself that restricts to an isomorphism ¢Jg: Cg --+ C'Tj' Define 
a map 

¢J: U ({g}XCg)--+YXC'Tj by¢J(g,x) =¢Jg(x). 
geY 

Then ¢J is the required trivialization. The collection of such 
¢J's forms a vector bundle atlas for a bundle E over L o' More
over if ¢J1,¢J2 are two such maps then ¢J; 1 0 ¢J1 preserves Pe
trov type. Thus there is a submanifold complex of E corre
sponding to the Petrov types. 

Let Ube an open subset of M covered by a single coordi
nate system. As in Sec. V B let F be the typical fiber of J2 L. 
Given a coordinate system on U, a Lorentz metric on U 
corresponds to a map U--+Lo' The Weyl tensor of such a 
metric can then be regarded as a map from U to E. The map 
sending a metric to its Weyl tensor is then induced by a map 
C: U X F --+ E. By a similar argument to those of Sec. III it can 
be shown that C is a submersion. It then follows that there is 
a natural subbundle complex of J 2 L representing the Petrov 
types. It will be denoted by B ~, ... ,B ;'. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Proposition 6.1: Let M be a four-dimensional manifold, 
r'L the space of C r Lorentz metrics on M with Whitney C r 

topology. Then there is an open dense subset Wof r'L 
(r>3) such that ifgEWits Riemann tensor has rank 6 every
where except possibly on a three-dimensional regular sub
manifold of M where it has rank 5 and a one-dimensional 
regular submanifold where it has rank 4. 

Proof: Let Bo, ... ,B6 be the natural subbundle complex of 
J2 L constructed in Sec. V A and let Wbe the set of C r met
rics whose two-jet prolongations are transverse to Bo, ... ,B6 • 

Then it follows from Theorem 4.2 that Wis open and dense. 
If gE W then applying Theorem 4.1 and using the codimen
sions of Bo, ... ,B6 gives the desired result. 

This proposition has interesting consequences relating 
to work of Hall 14 concerning the following question. Given a 
tensor R "ocd that is the Riemann tensor of some Lorentz met
ric on a manifold M is there any other metric with the same 
Riemann tensor? In Ref. 14 sufficient conditions on the Rie
mann tensor are given to ensure that the only such metrics 
are those related to the original metric by a constant confor
mal rescaling. In particular, it is shown that if the Riemann 
tensor has rank of at least 4 at every point of space-time then 
the metric is determined up to a constant factor. Thus we 
have the following corollary. 

Corollary 1: In r'L (r> 3) it is generic for a metric to be 
uniquely determined up to a constant conformal factor by its 
Riemann tensor. 

Remark: Hall and Kay 15 have shown how the property 
of unique determination ofthe metric is closely related to the 
holonomy group of space-time. It turns out that Proposition 
6.1 also has consequences for the holonomy group, namely 
that for a generic metric the local holonomy group at each 
point of space-time is equal to the full identity component of 
the Lorentz group. More details are given in Ref. 15. 

Proposition 6.2: Let M and r'L be as in Proposition 6.1. 
Then there is an open dense subset W' of r'L (r>3) such 
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that if gE W: (i) its energy-momentum tensor has Segre type 
{I,ll I} or {zzll} on an open dense subset of M; or (ii) ifits 
energy-momentum tensor satisfies the weak energy condi
tion 16 then the Segre type is {I, Ill} at all points of M except 
possibly on some two-dimensional submanifold where it is 
{l,l(1l)}. 

Proof: Let B o, ... ,B ~ be the natural subbundle complex 
of J 2 L constructed in Sec. V B and let W' be the set of C r 

metrics whose two-jet prolongations are transverse to 
B o, ... ,B~. Then it follows from Theorem 4.2 that W' is open 
and dense. 

Suppose now that gE W'. The only Segre types for which 
the corresponding bundles of matrices are of maximal di
mension are {I, Ill} and {zzll}. Thus B ~ consists precisely 
of those two-jets of metrics whose energy-momentum ten
sors are of one of these types. Part (i) of the proposition now 
follows from Theorem 4.1. Now suppose that the energy
momentum tensor of g satisfies the weak energy condition. 
Consider a Segre type whose corresponding bundle B of self
adjoint matrices lies in the closure of the set of matrices 
whose eigenvalues are not all real. Then the energy-momen
tum tensor of g never takes on that Segre type. For if it did so 
at a point pEM the components of the energy-momentum 
tensor in a chart about p would give a map into the self
adjoint matrices whose image intersectedB. SincegEW' this 
map would be transverse to B and it would then follow from 
the local triviality of the stratification by bundles that the 
image of this map also contained matrices with nonreal 
eigenvalues. Thus at some point close to x the energy-mo
mentum tensor would have Segre type {zzl1} or {zz(1l)} 
and would necessarily fail the weak energy condition. 16 The 
only Segre types that do not lie in the closure of the set of 
matrices whose eigenvalues are not all real are {I,IIl}, 
{I,I (11 )}, and {I, (111 ) }. The dimensions of the corre
sponding bundles of self-adjoint matrices were calculated in 
Sec. II B. Part (ii) of the proposition now follows from 
Theorem 4.1. 

Proposition 6.3: Let M and r'L be as in Proposition 6.1. 
Then there is an open dense subset W" of rr L (r> 3) such 
that if gE W" its Weyl tensor has Petrov type I at all points of 
M except possibly on a two-dimensional regular submani
fold of M where the type is II and isolated points where it is 
III or D. 

Proof: Let B ~ , ... ,B ;' be the natural subbundle complex 
of J 2 L constructed in Sec. V C and let W" be the set of C r 

metrics whose two-jet prolongations are transverse to 
B ~ , ... ,B ;'. Then from Theorem 4.2 the set W" is open and 
dense. Now apply Theorem 4.1 and use the dimensions stat
ed in Sec. II C. 

Like Proposition 6.1, Proposition 6.3 has consequences 
for the unique determination of the metric by its curvature. 
This time, however, the curvature in question is not the Rie
mann tensor but the sectional curvature function. Recall 
that if a non-null two-space is spanned by vectors xa,ya then 
its sectional curvature is defined to be 

Rabed xQ yb XC yd 

(xa x a) (yc yC ) - (xa ya)2 

Hall l7 has shown that if two metrics have the same sectional 
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curvature function and do not have constant curvature on 
any nonempty open set then they are conformally related. 
Moreover, if the conformed factor is not everywhere equal to 
1 then there is a nonempty open set where the Weyl tensors 
of both metrics vanish and other special conditions are satis
fied. On the other hand, if a metric has constant curvature on 
some open set then its Weyl tensor vanishes there. Thus if 
any metric is not uniquely determined by its sectional curva
ture function then its Weyl tensor must vanish on some non
empty open subset of space-time and the Petrov type is O. 
Comparing with Proposition 6.3 we obtain the following 
corollary. 

Corollary 2: In rr L (r> 3) it is generic for a metric to be 
uniquely determined by its sectional curvature function. 

In view of the present interest among physicists in high
er-dimensional space-times it is interesting to ask whether 
the corollary to Proposition 6.1 is valid for Lorentz metrics 
on manifolds of dimension greater than 4. The author has 
shown that in fact this is true but the techniques used in this 
paper are not directly applicable in that case. The proof will 
be given in a future publication. 
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GR ""-de Witt supermanifolds were recently introduced by Rogers [Commun. Math. Phys. 
105,375 (1986)]. It is shown that these supermanifolds correspond to objects in a specified 
category of extended graded manifolds (subject only to the condition L > 2q), and some 
conclusions are drawn about their structure. In particular, it is shown that a GR "" -de Witt 
supermanifold is always a vector bundle over its body. Finally it is shown that extended graded 
manifolds are always trivial extensions of ordinary graded manifolds. This means that all 
GR "" -de Witt supermanifolds are in fact ROO . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the first of two papers describing the structure of 
de Witt supermanifolds, Le., Rogers supermanifolds with 
ground ring BL (L < (0) and trivial topology in odd direc
tions. I

•
2 

The machinery described in Ref. 3 is used to relate 
GR OO-(de Witt) supermanifolds to "extended" graded 
manifolds (these are essentially graded manifolds with coef
ficients in a certain Grassmann algebra B L' ). As predicted in 
Ref. 1, this relationship can be put on a formal footing as an 
equivalence of categories. The points made here are that (i) 
the definition of an "extended graded manifold" should in
corporate a B L' -module structure; (ii) since extended grad
ed manifolds of dimension (p,q) are ( ordinary) graded 
manifolds of dimension (p,q + L '), the geometrical struc
ture of a GR 00 -supermanifold S (in particular, the existence 
of a vector bundle structure) can be derived by embedding it 
in an associated ROO supermanifold S; (iii) S itself is ROO as 
soon as it corresponds to a trivially extended graded mani
fold; and (iv) Batchelor's theorem4 can be adapted to show 
that extended graded manifold transition functions can be 
continuously deformed into ordinary graded manifold tran
sition functions; Le., every extended graded manifold is the 
trivial extension of some graded manifold having the same 
dimension. 

II. THE GH'" CONDITION 

The GR 00 -supersmoothness condition was introduced 
by Rogers I in order to give a simple resolution of some diffi
culties of a technical nature that arise in Goo-theory. The 
GRoo condition is defined as follows. 

Let L denote a finite integer (considered to be sufficient
ly large that accidental cancellations in practical calcula
tions are avoided) and L' = [L 12] the largest integer no 
biggerthanLl2. LetBL (resp.BL,) denote the Grassmann 
algebra on L (resp. L ') real variables: BL = ARL with its 
fine ( = vector space = Banach algebra) topology. Here B L 

is a B L' algebra through i L ',L : B L' --+ B L given by extending a 
set of generators for B L' to a set of generators for B L' 

Rogers observed that provided 2q < L (which will in
variably be assumed in what follows) the z expansion 

Z: COO (RP) ® ARq ®BL, --+G OO(B~q) 

is an isomorphism onto its image, which we denote 
GROO(B~q) . 

Here Z is the restriction of the map that realizes the full 
algebra C "" (R P) ® AR q ® B L as an algebra of functions on 
B ~q and G "" (B ~q) is the algebra off unctions B ~q -+B L that 
are supersmooth (i.e., GOO ).5 Loosely speaking, G"" means 
smooth as a map between super-Banach spaces. 

Here Z is defined5
•
6 by sending the standard projections 

x\,x2 ,,,,,xp : RP--+R to the corresponding even projections 
B~q--+ (BL )0' elements 1T\,1T2, ... ,1Tq ofa basis for A \R qto odd 
projections B ~q --+ (B L ) \ and simple multiplication by ele
mentsofBL ,· 

Assuming 2q < L, L ' is the largest integer for which this 
trick works. To be more precise, Z is injective whenever 
q + L ' < L and this condition is equivalent to the condition 
2q < L as a simple check reveals (do even and odd L sepa
rately). 

Since Z is injective, Der GR"" is a free GROO module 
that therefore resolves one difficulty that we encounter in 
GOO theory; see Ref. 7 for an alternative approach. 

ReplacingL' = [L /2] byL' = Ointheabovediscussion 
defines the ROO class discussed in detail in Ref. 3. The prob
lem now is that constant B L -valued functions fail to be su
persmooth in the ROO sense. In GRoo this problem is circum
vented by allowing some supersmooth constant functions 
(but not too many); GR "" (B~q) is a BL, algebra whereas 
ROO (B ~q) is just an R algebra. Hence GRoo has the practical 
advantages of G"" over R "" (for modeling of supersym
metry transformations) without its technical drawbacks, 

In Ref. 1 Rogers remarks that it should be possible to 
put the (conjectured) relationship between GR 00 - (de Witt) 
supermanifolds and a category of extended graded mani
folds-yet to be defined-on a formal footing as an equiv
alence of categories. This is the first aim of the present paper. 

III. EXTENDED GRADED MANIFOLDS 

Locally, extended graded manifolds are just graded 
manifolds sheaves d with a factor B L' tensored on; the glo
bal conditions were not spelled out in Ref. 1. To motivate our 
definition of extended graded manifold we make the follow
ing remark. 
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Let S be a GH 00 - (de Witt) supermanifold: that is, S is a 
de Witt supermanifold whose transition functions all have 
GH 00 components. Here S has a body X (see Refs. 5,6, and 
8) and the structure sheaf of S (i.e., the sheaf GH s of B L -

valued GH 00 -supersmooth functions on S) is a B L' module. 
Then the direct image E* GH s of the structure sheaf along 
the body map E: S-+Xis also aBL, module. By decree this is 
to be an extended graded manifold and hence we demand 
from the outset that extended graded manifolds are Z2-
ringed spaces over B L" i.e., sheaves of Z2-graded-commuta
tive BL' algebras. 

Suppose L is finite and L ' = [L 12] as usual. 
Definition 3.1: An extended graded manifold (w.r.t. L) 

of dimension (p,q) is a Z2-ringed space over BL" (X,&8), 
consisting of a nice ( Hausdorff, smooth, paracompact) 
manifold X of dimension p and a sheaf &8 of graded-commu
tative BL , algebras together with (i) a map of sheaves of 
algebras E: &8 -+ C x (augmentation), and (ii) an open cover 
{Ui } of X and isomorphisms of sheaves of graded B L' alge
bras (local trivializations) 

For convenience as part of the definition we demand that 
L>2q. 

Examples 3.2: (i) If (X, d) is an ordinary graded mani
fold9 and L is an integer exceeding twice its odd dimension, 
one may easily extend the data for the graded manifold 
(GM) (X,d) to the data for an extended graded manifold 
over X with structure sheaf &8 = d ® B L' . Such examples of 
extended graded manifolds will be called trivially extended 
graded manifolds. As a concrete example let d be the sheaf 
of smooth differential forms on the nice manifold X. 

(ii) If S is a GHoo supermanifold of dimension (p,q) 
over BL (L > 2q) with body mapE: S-+X, thenE* GH s is an 
extended graded manifold of dimension (p,q) w.r.t. L. 

It will be shown eventually that these two examples (si
multaneously) cover all possible extended graded mani
folds. That is, every extended graded manifold (X,&8) is 
trivially extended &8 = d ® B L' and to (X,&8) one can as
sociate a GHoo supermanifold on which the algebra &8 (X) is 
represented as the algebra of globally supersmooth func
tions. 

The category EGM(L) of extended graded manifolds 
w.r. t. L is the category whose objects are defined as in Defini
tion 3.1 and whose morphisms are morphisms as Z2-ringed 
spaces 10 over B L" The justification for such a choice is to be 
found in Proposition 3.3 (iv) below. 

Trivial extension is evidently a functor 
GM(2q<L) -+EGM(L). 

On the other hand, AR q®BL, = AR q+L' so that one 
can reinterpret each extended graded manifold (X,&8) of 
dimension (p,q) as an ordinary graded manifold of dimen
sion (p,q, + L '). This gives a forgetful functor 
EGM(L) (p,q) -+GM(P,q+ L') (the superscript refers to grad-
ed dimension). The point to make immediately is that if 
&8 (X) is the B L' algebra of global sections of some extended 
graded manifold then it is also the algebra of global sections 
of some graded manifold and thus enjoys all of the algebraic 
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properties noted in Ref. 10. In particular, note the following 
proposition. 

Proposition 3.3: If (X,&8) is an extended graded mani
fold then (i) &8 is a fine sheaf (i.e., it admits partitions of 
unity); (ii) the augmentation E: &8 (X) -+ Coo (X) is surjec
tive; (iii) &8 (X) is a graded-commutative B L' algebra whose 
augmentation induces a bijection between X and 
Alg(&8 (X),R ); (iv) (X,&8) is a Z2-locally ringed space and 
we can identify the stalk &8 x at a point x in X with the local 
algebra B(X)IOx' where Ox = {aE&8 (X): there is b not in 
mx with ab = a}; (v) whenever (C,Eo) is an augmented Z2-
graded algebra and a: &8 (X) -+ C is a graded algebra map, a 
factors through the stalk map Px: &8 (X) -+ &8 x where x is 
the point corresponding to Eo' a under the identification of 
(ii); and (vi) there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
maps (X,&8) -+ (X',&8') of extended graded manifolds and 
maps &8' (X') -+ &8 (X) of graded B L' algebras. 

Proof {sketch}: The augmentation E: &8 -+ C -: has local 
sections and it follows that a smooth partition of unity over X 
can be lifted to a partition of unity for &8 (i) and hence that E 

is globally surjective (ii). Next ker E = &8~ ® &8 1 , so every 
algebra map a: &8 (X) -+R kills nilpotent elements and thus 
factors through E. But every algebra map a: Coo (X) -+R is 
an evaluation map,a(f) =f(x) for some x (iii). Writem x 

for the maximal ideal that is the kernel of the algebra map 
b -+ E (b)(x). Since p x: &8 (X) -+ &8 x is surjective the stalk 
&8 x is determined by ker Px and this is Ox (iv). If 
a: &8 (X) -+ C is a graded algebra map, a vanishes on Ox 
precisely when a(b) is invertible in C [i.e., Eo(a(b») =,;60] for 
each b not in m x • This is the case when x is related to a as 
indicated (v). Starting from a map of graded B L' -algebras 
ifJ: &8' (X') -+ &8 (X) we use the algebraic description of 
stalks in (iv) to define an associated map on stalks. This is 
enough to determine a map of Z2-ringed spaces from ifJ (vi). 

IV. THE EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 

Graded manifolds and supermanifolds are related3
,6 us

ing sets of graded algebra maps with the weak topology.3 If 
(X,d) is an ordinary graded manifold of dimension (p,q) 
and L > q then the corresponding H 00 -de Witt supermani
foldz(X,d) is given by Alg(d(X),Bd. The weak topology 
is given by pulling back the topology on B L (coarse or fine) 
through evaluation maps Alg(d(X),BL)-+BL. This is a 
more convenient description of the topology than will be 
found in the original presentation6 of the coarse case (in 
which HOO was described as Moo ). 

We shall concentrate on Hausdorff supermanifolds 
(fine B L ) although completely analogous results may be ob
tained in the coarse case.6

, 11 

The algebraic properties mentioned in the previous sec
tions suffice to reduce the problem to a local one where the 
following observation is crucial. Recall that there is a natural 
homeomorphism6 'TJ: Btq-+Alg(C 00 (R P) ® AR q,Bd that is 
a local model for the z functor. In the present case 'TJ evident
ly extends to give a natural homeomorphism 'TJ: B f q 

-+AlgBL'(C 00 (R P) ® AR q ® BL. ,BL) (the latter denotes the 
set of maps of graded B L • algebras). Here 'TJ is given by 
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(1]s,/) = (ZJ,s) whenever sEll ~q andfEC "" (R P) ® AR q or 
C""(RP) ®AR q®BL,. 

Let GH"" dW(BL ) denote the category of GH""-de 
Witt supermanifolds whose odd dimension q satisfies 2q < L. 
If S is such a supermanifold let E:S ..... X be its body map. 

Our first result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1: There is an equivalence of categories 

Ez: EGM(L) ..... GH oo dW(BL ) given by 

(X,!%l) ..... AlgBL'(!%l (X),Bd, 

(S,GH;) ..... (X,E. GH; ). 

Proof Each aEAlgBL'(!%l (X),BL ) lies inside some 
AlgBL.(!%l (Uj ),BL ) by 3.3 (v). Then 1] and Tj combine to 
give a local modeling of Ez(X,!%l ) on some super-Euclidean 
space. This gives Ez(X,!%l) a GH "" -de Witt supermanifold 
structure. Conversely, if (S,GH ;) is a GH "" -de Witt super
manifold, the evaluation map 

has an inverse found by reducing to the local case through 
3.3 again. It follows that the indicated evaluation map is a 
natural homeomorphism. 

The functor property depends on the fact that GH ""
supersmooth maps S ..... S' are precisely maps of Z2-ringed 
spaces (S,GH;) ..... (S',GH;') over BL,. 

Corollary 4.2: The body of S has the algebraic represen
tation X = Alg(GH"" (S),R ). 

We begin to draw some conclusions about the structure 
of GH "" -de Witt supermanifolds from Theorem 4.1. 

Ifwe have an extended graded manifold (X,!%l )w.r.t. L 
of dimension (p,q) then 

It follows that the GH"" supermanifold corresponding to 
(X,!%l )EEGM(L) sits inside the H"" supermanifold corre
sponding to (X,!%l )EGM(P,q+L'l [(2.15) of Ref. 3 applies 
because q + L ' < L whenever 2q < L) ]. This gives the fol
lowing proposition. 

Proposition 4.3: Every SEGH"" dW (B L ) sits as a subvec-
A 

tor bundle of some SEI!.""dW(BL ) that has the same body. 
Proof Here Sand S [defined by considering (X,!%l) as 

an extended graded manifold and as a graded manifold of 
higher odd dimension, respectively] have ,.the same body X 
(and thus the same even dimension). Also S is known to be a 
strict vector bundle l2 but the GH ""-transition functions for 
S are just restrictions of the H "" -transition functions for S. It 
follows that the action of transition functions for S on the 
fiber over xEX say is linear provided that this fiber is a sub
vectorspace ofthe fiber ofS over x. This is a simple check. 

One might be tempted also to conclude that the (H"" )
transition functions on S restrict to H "" -transition functions 
on S. The following example warns against this temptation. 

Example 4.4: Assume L > 2 in the following brief dis
cussion. Let S be the GH ""-supermanifold Btl so that 
S = Btl + L' considered as an H"" supermanifold. Then the 
GH"" map of B Zl (E some odd Grassmann number) 
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x ..... x + £fl, f) ..... f) + E, 

may be interpreted as the restriction to B Zl of the H"" map 
on B Zl +L' given by adding trivial relations E2 ..... E2, etc. to 
the above. 

The indicated map (a primitive analog of a supersym
metry transformation) is not H"" since it is parametrized by 
the odd Grassmann number E. The rather trivial observation 

A 

that S sits inside some S is the global analog of a familiar trick 
from supersymmetry; namely, one can regard the param
eters of a supersymmetry transformation as additional odd 
coordinates. 

One consequence of the fact that graded manifolds and 
exterior vector bundles are equivalent (Batchelor's 
theorem) is that every H ""-de Witt supermanifold with 
body X can be reconstructed as a vector bundle over X pulled 
back viaZX ..... X (Refs. 3 and 12). HerezXis the z extension 
zX (Ref. 12) of X, the supermanifold of dimension 
(dimX,O) associated with the graded manifold (X,C x), 
namely zX = Alg(C""(X),Bd. 

Although a similar statement is not possible for GH ""
de Witt supermanifolds (or rather those that are not trivially 
extended) we do have the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.5: If Sis a GH ""-de Witt supermanifold its 
body map E: S ..... X factors through the natural projection 
zX ..... x. 

Proof The algebra GH"" (S) is the algebra of global sec
tions not only of some extended graded manifold [dimen
sion (p,q) say] but also of some graded manifold of dimen
sion (p,q + L '). Recalling that S has body 
X = Alg(GH"" (S),R), consider the map Q: GH "" (S) 
..... C "" (X) simply given by (Qg,x) = (x,g). This is the grad
ed manifold augmentation map and Batchelor's theorem en
sures that Q has a sectionj: C "" (X) ..... GH "" (S). 

Here j gives rise to a map j*: AlgBL.(GH""(S),Bd 
..... Alg(C""(X),BLl through which the body map E factors. 
(Despite the fact that there is no sense in which a canonical 
choice for j can be made,j* is a completely natural map since 
it can be identified with the projection arising from the f) 

foliation 13 whenever this is regular.s) 
Let (X,!%l) be the extended graded manifold associated 

to the GH ""-supermanifoldS (3.2ii). Thenz(X,!%l) (i.e., the 
A 

H "" -supermanifold S of 4.2) is constructed as the vector 
bundle E(B) * ® B I pulled back to zX where E(B) denotes 
the vector bundle over X corresponding to the C x -module 
N / N 2, N the sheaf of nilpotents in !%l. It can be shown that 
(unlessBis trivially extended) the image of Ez(X,!%l) under 
the natural projection h: z(X,!%l) ..... E(B) ®B ~ is not a sub
bundle of E(B)* ®B1• 

Suppose that !%l is trivially extended, !%l = .x-f ® B L' . 
Then if E(A) is the vector bundle over X constructed from 
the nilpotent sheaf N(A) of.x-f in the same way as above, the 
image under h of Ez(X,!%l) is E(A)* ®B1 and Ez(X,!%l) is 
indeed the pullback of this bundle under zX ..... X. This is a 
consequence of the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.6: Suppose S is a GH "" -de Witt supermani
fold whose associated extended graded manifold (X,!%l) is 
trivially extended. Then Sis H"" . 
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Proof 

S = Ez(X,flJ) = AlgBL'(flJ (X),Bd 

= AlgBL . (.nf ®BL.,BL ) 

= Alg(.nf,BL ) = z(X.nf) 

and this is H'" . 
It follows from this easy proposition that in order to find 

GH '" -de Witt supermanifolds that are not H '" we must look 
for extended graded manifolds that are not trivially ex
tended. We show that this is not possible in the next section. 

V. TRIVIALITY OF EXTENDED GRADED MANIFOLDS 

In this section we will consider the structure group of 
extended graded manifolds over X (w.r.t. L) of odd dimen
sion q and compare it with the structure group of graded 
manifolds over X of the same odd dimension. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between isomor
phism classes of graded manifolds over X with odd dimen
sion q and elements of the first Cech cohomology set 
HI (X: AUT [ C x ® AR q] ). That is the structure group for 
ordinary graded manifolds is AUT [ C x ® AR q], the sheaf 
of automorphisms of Cx ® AR q as a sheaf of Z2-graded R 
algebras. We recall the main result of Ref. 4. 

Theorem 5.1 (Batchelor's theorem): If GI [ q;C x] is 
identified with the sheaf of automorphisms of Cx ® AR q 

that respect both the Cx-module structure and the Z grad
ing then we have a bijection of cohomology sets 

H1(X;AUT[C x ®AR q]) =H1(X;GI[q;Cx ]). 

Corollary 5.2: Every isomorphism class of graded mani
folds contains an exterior vector bundle. In particular, for 
every graded manifold (X,.nf), the GM augmentation 
e: .nf (X) -. C'" (X) has a section). 

Turning to extended graded manifolds we find that the 
relevant structure group is AUTBL. [C x ® AR q ®BL· ] (the 
set of automorphisms that respect the B L' -module struc
ture). Clearly isomorphism classes of extended graded man
ifolds are in one-to-one correspondence with elements of the 
Cech cohomology set H1(X;AUTBL . [Cx ®AR q®BL'])' 
The problem is to identify this set with each of the cohomo
logy sets in 5.1. 

The unit map j and the exterior augmentation 
e~ : B L' -. R induce group homomorphisms 

AUT [ C '" (X) ® AR q] 

<2AUTBL. [C '" (X) ® AR q ®BL, ]. 

The claim is that these mapsj and e~ are quasi-inverses, 
Theorem 5.3: Herej and e~ induce inverse bijections on 

cohomology 

H 1 (X;AUT [ Cx ® AR q]) 

<2H 1(X;AUTBL. [C x ®AR q®BL,]), 

Proof: Since e~ -j = id on automorphism groups we have 
H 1 e~ . H ] = id on cohomology sets. It follows that 
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H]:HI(X;AUT[Cx ®AR q]) 

-.H1(X;AUTBL. [C x ®AR q®BL,]) 

is injective. 
The idea is to use Batchelor's theorem (for odd dimen

sion q + L ') to see that H] is also surjective. 
Define Bl [q;L ';C x] to be the set of invertible 

(q + L') X (q + L') matrices with values in Cx that has the 
following block form: 

[~ :], 
where X is an invertible q X q matrix, XeGI [ q;C x] and Yis 
some q XL' matrix, 

Observe that 

BI[q;L';C x ] =GI[q+L';Cx ] 

nAUTBL·[Cx®ARq®BL,] . 

More explicitly let 1T1, ... ,1Tq be generators of ARq and 
/I""'/L' generators of BL,. Then the automorphism of 
C x ® AR q ® B L' associated with the matrix [~ n is genera
ted (in matrix notation) by 

1T-,X1T + YJ, /-./. 
These are the most general (BL , linear) automorphisms of 
C x ® AR q®BL, that areautomorphisms ofCx ® AR q+L' 
and respect both the C x module structure and the Z grad
ing. 

Batchelor's theorem applied in odd dimension q + L ' 
implies that we can make the identification 

H1(X;AUTBL. [Cx ®AR q®BL,]) 

=H1(X;BI[q;L';Cxp· 

This is the content of Proposition 4.2. 
What remains is to show that the Y part of the automor

phism group is contractible. As far as the manifold X is con
cerned the generatorsit""'/L' of BL , are constants and we 
can premultiply them by any scalar factor. The effect of the 
change of B L' generators is to absorb a scalar factor into the 
definition of Y. It follows that we can make this as small as 
we like by choosing a suitable scalar factor. By smoothly 
varying the scalar factor one shows that indeed the Y part is 
contractible. To be slightly more rigorous one needs to con
sider the kernel K of the sheaf epimorphism 
BI(q;L ';C x) -.GI(q;C x) and observe thatK (the matrices 
[~ n with Yan arbitrary q XL' matrix) is a fine sheaf. Also 
conjugation by any element of Bl(q;L ';C x) maps K onto 
itself so 3.8 of Ref. 4 completes the proof. 

We have shown that there are identifications 

H1(X;GI[ q;C x ]) = HI(X;BI[q;L ';C x]) 

= H1(X;AUTBL . [Cx ®AR q®BL,] . 

The result now follows from a direct application of Batche
lor's theorem (in odd dimension q). 

The implication for the structure of GH '" -de Witt su
permanifolds is the following corollary, 

Corollary 5.4: Every GH '" -de Witt supermanifold over 
B L (whose odd dimension q satisfies 2q < L) is H '" . 

Proof See 4.6. 
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It is known that there is no way of finding a canonical 
choice of vector bundle in the isomorphism class of a given 
graded manifold-{)r sectionj of E-in Corollary 5.2. Simi
larly there is no canonical way of choosing new coordinates 
on a GH 00 -de Witt supermanifold that exhibit its H 00 struc
ture. 

If we choose to work in the holomorphic category there 
will of course be the usual cohomological obstructions to 
results in this section [even when (p,q) = (1,1)]. 

In fact the super Riemann surfaces 14 of Crane and Ra
bin provide examples of GH 00 -de Witt supermanifolds 
(with complex coefficients). The canonical super-Riemann 
surfaces arising from (trivially extended) graded Riemann 
surfaces15 are the only super-Riemann surfaces that are ho
lorn orphic vector bundles over their bodies. 

To each super-Riemann surface M with body X we can 
associate an extended holomorphic graded manifold (X,fJJ) 
using the sheaf of superanalytic functions on M [see example 
3.2 (ii)]. This is a trivial extension only when M is canoni
cal. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We end with a few remarks assessing the possible signifi
cance of the results in this paper. 

The GH 00 concept is not redundant. First, not all super
manifolds are of de Witt type. Second, the special features of 
GH 00 that led to its original introduction are still important 
whether we are talking about de Witt supermanifolds or not. 

Our results do not just tell us about the structure of 
GH 00 -de Witt supermanifolds over a fixed B L' It is now 
possible to compute the direct limit of these categories as L 
goes to infinity: it was precisely this (formal) limit that Rog
ers introduced in Ref. 1. The result is the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.1: The Rogers direct limit of the categories 
GHoodW(BL ) is GM (or any category equivalent to it). 

Here GM really does mean the category of all graded 
manifolds: the condition 2q < L becomes vacuous as L tends 
to infinity. Especially interesting is the observation3 that 
GM is equivalent to the category of H 00 -de Witt supermani
folds over the formal Grassmann algebra Boo = AR 00. This 
means that the limit category in 6.1 can be represented as a 
category of supermanifolds over an infinite-dimensional 
ground ring. 

We emphasize that GH 00 makes no sense when L is 
taken to be 00 (for then L I is ill defined). However in this 
case the need to use GH 00 is lost because the technical blem
ishes of the full G 00 theory disappear. Indeed the category of 
Goo-de Witt supermanifolds over Boo can be shown to be 
equivalent to a category of "fully extended" graded mani
folds (defined by 3.1 with L I = 00). 
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Theorem 5.3 is an important step in analyzing the struc
ture of Goo-de Witt supermanifolds over B L since the com
putation of the cohomology sets in 5.3 is actually indepen
dent of the specific choiceL 1= [L 12]. This suggests that all 
de Witt supermanifolds over BL (L < 00) are H 00. We have 
recently shown 16 that this is indeed the case: the crucial ob
servation being that we can identify AUT [ Goo (B1f.Q

) ] with 
AUT [ Coo (R P) ® AR Q ® BL ] despite the lack ofinjectivity 
ofthe G 00 z expansion. 

Because in the Goo case we can no longer use an embed
ding S--+Softhe form employed here (see 4.3) some way of 
bypassing this step needs to be found (see Ref. 16 for de
tails). This means that we can even omit the minor restric
tion 2q < L from results in this paper. 
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A systematic method is presented for the construction of invariants for the damped oscillator 
under the action of a driving force and for the N-dimensional isotropic or anisotropic 
oscillator. Invariants for time-dependent oscillators are obtained by canonical transformation. 
The treatment holds in both classical and quantum mechanics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Variable-mass and variable-frequency oscillatorsl.2 are 
important in quantum optics,3-6 as well as in many other 
fields, such as quantum chemistry. First integrals (referred 
to as invariants) are needed for systems such as the damped 
weakly pulsating oscillator described by a Kanai-Caldirola 
Hamiltonian with mass 

met) = mo exp(2yt + 2€ sin vt), €< 1. (1.1) 

Second-degree energylike invariants can effectively replace 
the Hamiltonian in the seeking of solutions of the Schro
dinger equation.7 

Any time-dependent oscillator (TDO) may be reduced 
to a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) with Hamiltonian 

( 1.2) 

by a generalized canonical transformation. I
•
8 In principle, 

therefore, all possible first integrals of TDO are known in 
terms of the fundamental SHO invariants, 

/(q,p,t) = q cos wot - p sin wot (p = p/moWo), 

J(q,p,t) = q sin wot + p cos wot, 

or, alternatively, in terms of the complex invariant 

( 1.3a) 

( l.3b) 

C(q,p,t) = / + iJ = (q + i p)ei
""". (1.3c) 

Here C and C * (C t in quantum mechanics) are Dirac vari
ables with evolution in negative time, which evaluates them 
at a previous time t = O. In the present paper we shall extend 
this simple idea in a number of ways. We shall consider the 
N-dimensional oscillator and extend (1.3a) and (1.3b) to 
the case when a periodic driving force is applied to a damped 
oscillator. Bohlin's integral9 will be found in a natural way. 
Invariants to first order in € will be found for the system with 
mass given by ( 1.1 ). We shall concentrate on finding explicit 
forms for invariants. 

Some previous work on the damped harmonic oscilla
tor4 is extended. The hierarchy of invariants introduced by 
Colegrave et al.1O are seen very simply for the SHO (or for 
the damped oscillator) in terms of the complex invariants 
(1.3c) in Sec. III, where we construct all possible first inte
grals for the N-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator. 
Constants of the motion, consisting of angular momenta and 
elements of the Fradkin tensor, 11-14 are obtained as special 
time-independent combinations of complex invariants. 
Again, damping is easily included. The anisotropic oscillator 
is discussed in Sec. IV. 

First integrals derived from the SHO by transforma
tion 1.8 are expressed in general in terms of an auxiliary func
tion p that satisfies an equation of the type, cf. (2.18) or 
(2.21) in Ref. 4, 

(1.4 ) 

However, in addition to the case of the damped oscillator, 
explicit forms for invariants can be found for the strongly 
pulsating oscillatorl5.16 as shown in Sec. V. Some further 
cases listed in Ref. 1 would also lead to explicit invariants. 
The Lewis invariant,17-19 which is not in general explicit, is 
obtained in Sec. VI and agreement is obtained with Ref. 4 in 
the case of variable-mass and variable-frequency systems. 
Finally, in Sec. VII, we consider invariants to order € for the 
important case of variable mass given by ( 1.1 ). 

The connection of invariants with symmetries of the 

Hamiltonian is discussed by many authors, including Eliezer 
and Gray,20 Leach,14.21-25 Lutzky,26 and Prince and 
Eliezer. 27 A group-theoretic treatment of invariants for the 
damped harmonic oscillator is given by Cervero and Villar
roe1.28 

Our treatment holds equally well in classical mechanics 
and in the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics. In 
Secs. II-IV to avoid cumbersome equations, we give a classi
cal discussion, indicating the translation to quantum me
chanics only when necessary. In Secs. V and VI we employ 
quantum-mechanical notation. 

II. FUNDAMENTAL INVARIANTS FOR THE DRIVEN 
DAMPED OSCILLATOR 

It is more instructive to begin not with the SHO, but 
with the more realistic problem of a damped oscillator with a 
driving force. We shall obtain the fundamental first-degree 
invariants for this system, together with a complex combina
tion analogous to (1. 3c). 

An oscillator of mass mo with damping y «wo) acted 
on by a forcef(t) per unit mass is described by the Kanai
Caldirola Hamiltonian, 16.29-32 

H(q,p,t) = ~p2/m(t) + !m(t)w~q2 - m(t)f(t)q, (2.1a) 

where the mass is increased according to 

m(t) = mo exp(2yt) (y>O). (2.1b) 

The elimination of p from the Hamiltonian (or Heisenberg) 
equations 
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· JH p q=-=--, 
Jp m(t) 

p = _ JH = _ m(t)w~q + m(t)/(t) 
Jq 

leads to the correct equation of motion, 

ij + 2yq + w~q =/(t). 

We write, as in Refs. 4 and 10, 

w2 = w~ - r, 
p = p/(mcP>o) = qe2yt /wo 

and apply the periodic driving force 

/(t) = fo cos (At + ¢). 

Then, solving (2.3) with (2.2a) and (2.4b) gives 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.3) 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.5) 

q = e - Yt(/ cos wt + J sin wt) + (fo/r)cos(At + ¢ - ¢'), 
(2.6a) 

p = (eyt /wo) [(wJ-yl)cos wt - (wI + yJ)sin wt ] 

- [A/o/(WoZ2) ]sin(At + ¢ - ¢'), (2.6b) 

where I andJ are arbitrary, expressible in terms of q(O) and 
p(O), and 

¢' = arctan (2YA /iii) , (;)2 = w~ - A 2, Z4 = (;)4 + 4rA 2. 
(2.6c) 

Our present purpose is to solve (2. 6a) and (2. 6b) for I and J as 
fundamental invariants: 

wl(q,p,t) = (w cos cd - ysin wt)qeyt - Wo sin cdpe - yt 

- (fo/z-)eyt [w cos cd cos (At + ¢ - ¢') 

- (r+A2)1/2sincd 

X cos (At - ¢ - ¢' + ¢")], (2.7a) 

ltJ.l(q,p,t) = (w sin cd + ycos cd)qeyt + wocoswtjje- yt 

- UoIr)eyt [w sinwtcos(At + ¢ - ¢') 

+ (r+A2) I12 cosuX 

XCOS(At - ¢ - ¢' + ¢" )], 

where the phase shift ¢" is given by 

¢" = arctan (A /y). 

A complex invariant C(q,p,t) is given by 

wC = w (/ + iJ) 

= eiwt {(w + iy)qeyt + iwop e - yt 

- UoIz2)eyt [w COS(At + ¢ - ¢') 

(2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

+ i(r + A 2)1/2 cos (At + ¢ - ¢' + ¢")]}. 
(2.7d) 

A second-degree energylike invariant is 

+ y(r +A 2)1/2 COS(At + ¢ - f + r)] qeyt + {A 2 + r)I/2 COS(At + ¢ - f + ¢")pe- yt } 

+ ~mo(fo/r)2e2yt {w2 COS2(At+ ¢ - ¢') + (r +A 2) COS2(At+ ¢ - ¢' + ¢")}, (2.8) 

which reduces to the invariant K (Refs. 4 and 33) when we 
put fo = O. An interesting special case is obtained when 
y ~ wo, A ~ Wo (y A ::::; w~ ). Then ¢" ::::; 1T /2 and, if we choose 
t = 0 so that ¢ = ¢', we find that 

!mcP>~q2e2yt + ~ (p2/mo )e - 2yt + yqp + Uol A)p sin At 

::::;!mcP>~q2(O) + !p2(O)/mo + yq(O)p(O) 

(2.9) 

The quantum theory of the damped driven oscillator is 
discussed by Um et al.32 

Bohlin's integrals: Gettys et al.9 write (2.3) with 
/(t) = 0 in the form 

ij+ (A, +A2)q+A,A2q=O (2.10) 

and discuss the invariants 

DI = ~,t(q + A,q), D2 = ~,t(q + A2q), 

F=D,D2 , 

B=D/'/D/'. 

(2.lla) 

(2.11b) 

(2.11c) 

Here B is Bohlin's integral,34 rediscovered by Gordon,35 and 
D, and D2 are discussed from a group-theoretic point of view 
by Cervero and Villarroel. 28 When y < wO, AI and A2 are 
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complex, so that D" D2 , and B are complex invariants. Obvi
ously D" D2, and F can be identified (up to constant multi
pliers) with the invariants C, C*, and IC 12 given by (2.7d) 
and (2.8) withfo = O. Whenfo#Othe complex invariants C 
and C* given by (2.7d) are generalizations of D, and D2 • 

We return to the damped harmonic oscillator in Sec. V. 

III. COMPLEX INVARIANTS FOR THE N-DIMENSIONAL 
SHO 

The invariants (2.7a)-(2.7c) reduce to I, J, and C given 
by (1.3a)-( l.3c) when y = 0 and/o = O. Here Y#O can be 
retrieved by making a simple canonical transformation. All 
the invariants found in Ref. 10 can be expressed in terms of I 
and J (or in terms of C and C *). For instance, the invariants 
given by Eqs. (28d) and (28g) of Ref. 10 may be written, 
respectively, as 

11 (¢) = (q2 + p2)[q sin(wot + ¢) + p cOS(Wot + ¢)] 

= ICI 2/(q,p,t+ (¢-!1T)/Wo), (3.la) 

I:(¢) = Re C 4(q,p,t + !(¢ - ~1T)/Wo). (3.lb) 

We employ classical notation for simplicity. To translate to 
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quantum mechanics it is necessary to symmetrize all prod
ucts of q and p. 10.36 

For extension to the N-dimensional SHO it is conven
ient to adopt the following notation for the one-dimensional 
SHO (n = 1,2, ... ) 

C(n,ifJn) = (q + i p)n exp [i(nwot + ifJn)] , 

In (q,p,t;ifJn) = Re[ C(n,ifJn)] . 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

We note the relations 

(3.3a) 

In (q,p,t;ifJn) = In (q,p,t;O)cos ifJn + In (q,p,t;1T12) sin ifJn' 
(3.3b) 

The invariants I and J given by (1.3a) and (1. 3b) are, re
spectively, II (q,p,t;O) and - II (q,p,t;1T12), and are related 
by 

J(q,p,t) = - I(q,p,t + 1T12), (3.4) 

showing that there is essentially only one fundamental invar
iant for the SHOo 

Equations (2.7a) and (2.7b) show that the symmetry 
(3.4) is preserved when r = 0 and a driving force is present, 
but is lost when damping is included. However, under the 
canonical transformation Q = qeyt

, P = pe - yt (considered 
in Sec. V) (3.4) is regained provided fo = O. 

We turn our attention now to the N-dimensional iso-
tropic SHO represented by the Hamiltonian 

H I 2;" ( -.2 -2 ) - Pk (3 5 = - mowo £.. '1k + Pk , Pk = .. ) 
2 k= I (mowo) 

The linear invariants are simply the sums of one-dimension
al SHO invariants: 

N 

JI(ql, .. ·,qN;PI"",PN,t) = L I\k)(qk'Pk,t). (3.6) 
k=1 

Mixed terms enter with the quadratic invariants. For N;;;.2, 

J 2 (ql, .. ·,qN,PI,,,,,PN,t) 
N N 

= L Iik)(qk,Pk,t) + L Iik/) (qk,ql,Pk;PI,t), 
k=1 k./(>k)=1 

(3.7) 

where the I ik) are linear combinations ofIt (qk,Pk,t) given 
by (Eq. 28b) of Ref. to with a suitable shift in phase and 
If(qk,Pk) = qi + pi, just as for the one-dimensional SHO 
[Ref. to, Eqs. (7a)-(7c)]. The I ik/

) consist of second-de
gree terms constructed from the complex invariants 

C,(1,O) = (q, + ip,)exp(iwot) (r= k,l), (3.8) 

e.g., for k = 1 and I = 2, Ii 12) is a linear combination ofthe 
real and imaginary parts of C1 C2 and C tc2 • However, as in 
(3.2b) and (3.3a), the real and imaginary parts differ only in 
phase. Thus CI C2 gives the explicitly time-dependent first 
integral 

(qlq2 - PI P2)cos(2wot + ifJ) 

- (ql P2 + q2pdsin(2wot + ifJ), (3.9a) 

while the real and imaginary parts of C tC2 give the time
independent integrals 
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Al2 = qlq2 + PIP2' 

L12 = qlP2 - q2PI' 

(3.9b) 

(3.9c) 

Here A 12 is a Fradkin invariant I2
,13 and L12 is an angular 

momentum component. The energy constants 

Akk = qi + pi (k = 1,2), (3.9d) 

from the one-dimensional parts of (3.7) may be added for 
completeness. From (3.9b)-(3.9d) we find Eq. (16) of 
Fradkin, 12 

Ai2 +Li2 = A llA 22· (3.tOa) 

With [qk,pd =ifz(moWo)-lokl and Ek =~moW~Akk' the 
connection between A 12 and L12 in quantum mechanics is 

A i2 + L i2 = (moW~ )-2(4EIE2 - fz2w~). (3.tOb) 

The third-degree invariants for N>2 are given by (3.7) with 
n = 2 replaced by n = 3. For N>3 mixing occurs between 
three degrees of freedom, 

J3(ql,· .. ,qN,Pl"",PN,t) 
N N 
~ I(k)( -) ~ I(k/)( - - ) = £... 3 qk,Pk,t + £... 3 qk,ql,Pk,PI,t 

k = I k./( > k) = I 

N 

+ ~ I(klm)( - - - ) £... 3 qk,ql,qm'Pk,PI,Pm,t . 
k./(>k),m(>/) = I 

(3.11 ) 

Similarly we may write the nth-degree invariants in the form 
N N 

I n = L I~k) + L I~k/) 
k = I k./( > k) = I 

N 

+ ... + ~ I (kl, .... s) 
£... n' (3.12 ) 

k,/( > k) ..... s( > ,) = I 

where n s' the number of degrees offreedom mixed in I ~kl .... ,s) , 

is given by 

ns = min(n,N), n = 1,2, ... ,00. (3.13 ) 

The nth-degree invariant I ~I,2 .... ,n,) is constructed from 
all possible products of n complex invariants selected from 
the set {CI,C2, ... ,C N'C t,C t , ... ,C ~}, making sure that none 
of k = 1,2, ... ,ns is omitted when selecting either Ck or Ct. 
Explicitly time-dependent invariants result from the selec
tion of unequal numbers of C's and C *'s, and time-indepen
dent integrals (or constants of the motion) are obtained from 
equal numbers of C's and C *'s. For instance with N = 3 and 
n = 6 we could select for a part of I ~ 123) the product of 
C i (C t) 3C3• The real and imaginary parts of this product 
give two functionally related constants ofthe motion. How
ever, since the selected product may be factorized into 

(CICt)2(CtC3) = (A 12 - iL I2 )2(A23 + iL23 ), (3.14) 

each invariant is simply a combination of Lkl andAkl> found 
already from the two-dimensional SHOo A decomposition of 
the form (3.14) occurs with any other selection for n>3, but 
possibly also including an energy C k C t or an unpaired Cor 
C *. Thus no constants of the motion can be of odd degree 
and no new constants can arise for n>3. We reach the con
clusion that there are !N(N + 1) constants Akl = Alk and 
!N(N - 1) constantsLkl = - Llk connected by ~N(N - 1) 
relations of the form (3.10). This is in agreement with Refs. 
12-14. Furthermore, there are no other independent con-
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stants. Thus for the N-dimensional isotropic SHO there ap
pear to be !N(N + 1) independent constants of the motion. 
However, when N~4, only 2N of the constants can be deter
mined independently from the initial coordinates and mo
menta. Hence the number of independent constants is 2N 
except for N = 1 or 2 when it is one or three. 

IV. THE ANISOTROPIC OSCILLATOR 

The two-dimensional anisotropic oscillator has Hamil
tonian 

(4.1 ) 

Let us write WI = AWo, W2 = wo, m l = f.-l2mo, m2 = mo. Then 
with 

PI =PI(Af.-l2moWo)-I, P2=P2(mOwo)-I, 

H = !mowH (Af.-l)2(it + pi) + (q~ + p~)] . (4.2) 

Building blocks for the construction of complex invariants 
are 

CI(l,iP) = (ql +ipl)exp[i(Af.-lWot+iP»), 

C2(1,¢,) = (q2 + ip2)exp[i(wot + ¢'»). 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

The energy invariants are 

EI = !mo(Af.-lWo)2CICr, (4.4a) 

E2 = ~mow~ C2C!. ( 4.4b) 

If Af.-l is rational further time-independent invariants exist. 
The case Af.-l = 2 is important in the vibrational motion of 
molecules such as CO2.

37 In addition to Eland E2 , constants 
of the motion (symmetrized to apply in quantum mechan
ics) 

K = ql (q~ - p~) + PI (q2P2 + P2q2), ( 4.Sa) 

(4.Sb) 

are found from the real and imaginary parts of 
CI(O) [C!(O)]2. They are connected by the relation [cf. 
(3.lOb) ) 

K2 + L 2 = !(mow~) -3[ 4EIE~ + 1i2W~ (3EI - 8E2)] , 
(4.6) 

where we have used [q2,P2) = ili(moWo) -I. No further con
stants of the motion exist. 

The N-dimensional anisotropic oscillator is described 
by the Hamiltonian 

(4.7) 

We put Wk = AkWO' mk = f.-limo, Nk = Akf.-lk' Pk 
=Pk(Nkf.-lkmoWO)-I. Then (4.7) becomes 

( 4.8) 

All possible integrals of the motion are constructed from the 
complex invariants 

Ck = (qk + i Pk )expUNkwOt) (k = 1,2, ... ,N). (4.9) 

If the values of mkwi are commensurate, then NkEZ and 
( 4.9) can lead to strict constants ofthe motion. 
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Let us consider two examples. 
(a) N = 3: NI = 3, N2 = N3 = 1. Besides CkCr 

(k = 1,2,3), constants of the motion appear in the real parts 
ofCI(C!)3, CI(C!)2Ct, CIC!(Cn2, and CI(Ct)3. The 
imaginary parts give further constants that are not indepen
dent. No further independent constants exist. 

(b) N = 3: NI = 3, N2 = 2, NI = 1. Again, all possible 
constants of the motion, in addition to the energies, are con
tained in the real parts of CIC!ct, CI(Cn3, and 
Ci (C!)3. 

With general sets of integers N I,N2, ... ,Nn the construc
tion of constants of the motion becomes a complicated com
binatorial problem which we do not consider to be of suffi
cient interest to pursue here. 

V. COMPLEX INVARIANTS FOR THE TIME-DEPENDENT 
OSCILLATOR 

The general TDO may be canonically transformed to 
the SHO (Refs. 1 and 8) so that our present method pro
duces all possible invariants. As we remarked in the Intro
duction it is, in general, impossible to express these invar
iants explicitly and in this section we restrict our discussion 
to variable-mass oscillators for which explicit transforma
tions are available. 

For simplicity we set the driving term in (2.1a) equal to 
zero, when we are left with 

H(q,p,t) = !p2Im(t) + ~m(t)w~q2, (S.l) 

which may be transformed15,33 via 

Q = [m(t)lmo) l12q, P = [m(t)lmo) -1/2p , (S.2) 

to the new canonical Hamiltonian 

K(Q,P,t) = !p2lmo + !moW~Q2 + !(mlm)(QP+ PQ). 
(S.3 ) 

Leach I lists several masses m (t) for which explicit transfor
mations can be found to reduce (S.1) or (S.3) to the SHO 
Hamiltonian (see also Wille and Vennik38 ). We shall con
sider the damped harmonic oscillator discussed in Ref. 4 
(and in Sec. II of the present paper) and the strongly pulsat
ing oscillator. 

A. Invariants for the damped harmonic oscillator 

Damping in the harmonic oscillator may be represented 
by an exponentially growing mass as in (2.1 b) with r> O. 
Colegrave and Abdalla3 argued that for application to a de
caying field in a Fabry-Perot cavity r should ·be taken nega
tive and it should be noted that this led to r < 0 being taken in 
Ref. 4. 

WithP=PI(moWo), (S.3) gives the Hamiltonian 

K = !moW[ (Q~ + rp)2 + (1- r 2)p2], r = rlwo. 
(S.4) 

Making the canonical transformation 

qo = Q + rp, Po = P = moW;F ([qo,Po] = [Q,P]), 
(S.S) 

the Hamiltonian transforms according to 

K(Q,P) .... K(qo,Po) =!(1 - r2)p~/mo + !m~w~qo. 
(S.6) 
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We write 

OJ = (OJ~ - r) 1/2 = (1 - r2) 1/2OJo, (5.7) 

then with the further canonical transformation 

ql = (OJo/OJ)qo, PI = (OJ/OJo)Po ([ql,PI] = [qo,Po]) 
(5.8 ) 

the reduction is complete: 
- 2 2 2 

K(qo,Po) -+K(ql,PI) = ~PI /mo + ~moOJ ql' (5.9) 

The classical Poisson bracket, or alternatively the quantum
mechanical commutator, can be used to keep track of canon
icity. 

From (5.9) the complex invariant is 

C(ql'PI,t) = [ql + iPI/(moOJ) ]exp(iOJt). (5.10) 

The linear invariant 

Re C = (OJoIOJ) [Q cos OJt - (y cos OJt 

+ OJ sin OJt)P l(moOJ~)] ( 5.11) 

can easily be transformed to (2.7) with fo = 0 and agrees 
with Ref. 4 [Eq. (2.10)] when we change the sign of y. 
Higher-degree invariants may be constructed according to 
(3.2b). In one dimension the only constant ofthe motion is 
(classically) 

!moOJ2CC* = !pVmo + ~moOJ2qi = K, 

or quantum mechanically 

jmo0J2 (CCt + ctC) =K. 

(5.12a) 

(5.12b) 

A three-dimensional isotropic oscillator with damping 
coefficient y can be similarly transformed to a three-dimen
sional SHO with frequency OJ = (OJ~ - r) 1/2 and with the 
following six constants of the motion, forming the Fradkin 
tensor: 

(5.13 ) 

Alternatively, the three angular momentum constants 

Lkl = q~p~ - q~p~ (5.14) 

may be used to replace the Fradkin invariantsA kl (k ¥=l). 

B.lnvariants for the strongly pulsating oscillator 

We turn our attention to the oscillator with mass 

m(t) = mo cos2 vt, (5.15 ) 

for which (5.2) and (5.3) give 15 

K(Q,P,t) = ~ p2/mo + ~moOJ~Q2 - ~vtan vt(QP+ PQ). 
(5.16 ) 

Introducing the dimensionless coordinate and momentum 

qo= (moOJoIli )1/2Q, Po= (moOJoli)-1/2p, (5.17) 

followed by the canonical transformation 

( ql) = (OOJo) -1/2 (0 0 ) (qo) 
PI - v tan vt OJo Po ' 

02=OJ~ + V, 
(5.18 ) 

we find that the Hamiltonian 

K(Q,P,t) -+K(ql,PI) = !IiO(qi + pi)· (5.19) 
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Hence the complex invariant is 

C(ql'PI,t) = (ql + ipI)exp(iOt) 

= (molIi0)1/2[ (0 - ivtan vt)Q 

+ iP Imo]exp(iOt), (5.20) 

cf. the Dirac operator AI(t) given in Ref. 15 by Eq. (6.4a), 
but note that AI (t) lacks the factor exp(iOt) in (5.20). The 
Hermitian part of C exp (it/J) gives the linear invariant 

[0 cos(Ot + t/J) + v tan vt sin(Ot + t/J)]Q 

-sin(Ot+t/J)P/mo' (5.21) 

Similarly the Hermitian parts of cn exp(it/Jn) (n = 2,3, ... ) 
give all the higher-degree invariants, except for the special 
integral of the motion 

jliO(Cct + ctC) = K + !mov sec2 vtQ2, (5.22a) 

which may be expressed in the form 

K(t) = K(O) - !mov[Q2(0) - sec2 vtQ2(t)], (5.22b) 

cf. Ref. 16 [Eq. (55)]. We have used quantum-mechanical 
notation in (5.22a) since Ii has been introduced. However, 
this could have been avoided and (5.22b) is equally true in 
classical mechanics. 

A three-dimensional extension of the Hamiltonian 
(5.1) with mass given by (5.15) may be transformed into the 
sum of three Hamiltonians of the form (5.19). Besides the 
hierarchy of invariants of type (5.21) in each dimension, 
there are six independent integrals of the motion given by the 
Fradkin tensor 

Akl = q~q~ + p~p~ 
= (1i0) -I [mo( 0 2 + V tan2 vt)Qk Ql + PkPI/mO 

-vtanvt(QkPI +PIQk)] (kl= 1,2,3), 
(5.23a) 

where (in quantum mechanics) 

[Qk,Qd = [Pk,Pd = 0, [Qk,Pd = ifWkl · (5.23b) 

An equation of the form (5.22b) holds in each dimension. 
Again, the angular momentum integrals of the form (5.15) 
could be used to replace the off-diagonal A kl' 

VI. INVARIANTS FOR THE VARIABLE-FREQUENCY 
AND VARIABLE-MASS OSCILLATORS 

We illustrate the procedure of canonical transformation 
for the two TDO systems discussed in Ref. 4: the variable
frequency oscillator and the general variable-mass oscilla
tor. Any time-dependent oscillator can be easily expressed as 
one or the other of these systems. The variable-mass Hamil
tonian may be transformed to a variable-frequency form as 
discussed by Abdalla. 2 

A. The variable-frequency oscillator 

The system that originated in the slowly lengthening 
pendulums and led to the Lewis invariane is represented by 
the Hamiltonian 

H(q,p,t) = ~p2lmo + !moOJ2(t)q2. (6.1 ) 

We make the canonical transformation (cf. Ref. 13) 
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ql = m6/2q/p, PI = mO-1I2pp - m6/2pq, (6.2) 

wherep(t) is a solution of the auxiliary equation (1.4). Then 
with the generating function 

F3 (ql,p,t) = - mo- 1I2pql P + !ppq7, 

the Hamiltonian (6.1) transforms to 

K H aF3 1 -2 -.2 2 
(ql'PI,t) = +Tt=TP ('II +PI)' 

giving the equations of motion 

iII = PI/p2, PI = - ql/p2. 

(6.3 ) 

(6.4 ) 

(6.5) 

All that is necessary now is a change of time scale 1.8 t-+tl(t), 
where 

tl = f p-2(t')dt', 

which causes 

K(ql,PI,t) -+K(ql,PI,tl ) = ~(q7 + P7)· 

(6.6a) 

(6.6b) 

Denoting differentiation with respect to t I by a prime, the 
equations of motion (6.5) become 

q; =PI' P; = - ql' (6.7) 

It follows that the complex invariant is 

C(ql'PI,tl ) = (ql + ipI)exp[itl (t)]. (6.8) 

The Lewis invariant is 

!(Cct + CtC)/mo = (qi + pi )/mo 

= (q/p)2 + (pq _ pp/mo) 2. (6.9) 

Additional fundamental invariants are [cf. (3.2b), (5.11), 
and (5.21)] 

H cn exp(itPn) + (ct)n exp( - itPn)]' n = 1,2, .... 
(6.10) 

B. The variable-mass oscillator 

The Hamiltonian for the variable-mass oscillator is giv
en by (5.1), which may be transformed to (5.3): 

H(q,p,t) = ~p2/mo + !mo(U~q2 
+!E(t)(qp+pq), E=~m/m. (6.11) 

In Ref. 4 [Eq. (2.22)] we have shown that there exists a 
Lewis-type invariant 

I(q) = q2/cr + [up/mo - (u- EU)q]2, (6.12) 

where u(t) satisfies 

iT + «(U~ - C - E)U = lIif. (6.13 ) 

We make a canonical transformation analogous to (6.2), 

ql=m612q/u, PI=mo-1I2up-m6/2(u-EU)q. (6.14) 

Then with 

F3 (ql,p,t) = - mo- 1I2uql P + !u(u - Eu)qi (6.15) 

we find that 

H(q,p,t)-+K(ql,PI,t) = !u-2(t) (en +pi). (6.16) 

Again we obtain the complex invariant (6.8) with 

tl = f u- 2 (t')dt'. 
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The Lewis invariant is 

!(Cct + CtC)/mo = (q/U)2 + [(u - EU)q - up/mo] 2, 

( 6.17) 

further invariants being given by (6.10). An equivalent 
treatment could be based on Ref. 4 [Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)] 
(see also Moreira39

). 

C. N-dimensional time-dependent oscillators 

Invariants for the N-dimensional variable-frequency 
and variable-mass oscillators may be constructed in the 
manner we have discussed in Secs. III and IV. In particular 
the components of the Fradkin tensor, as given in (5.13) and 
(5.23), are obtained as integrals of the motion (cf. Ref. 13, 
Sec. D, and Ref. 14). 

VII. THE WEAKLY PULSATING DAMPED OSCILLATOR 

A TDO of importance in quantum optics5.6 is described 
by the Kanai-Caldirola Hamiltonian (5.1) with mass given 
by (1.1). The equation of motion is 

q + (m/m)q + (U~q = 0, (7.1a) 

with the fluctuation function 

!(m/m) = r + EV cos vt (E< 1). (7.1b) 

A driving force could be added as in Sec. II, but for simpli
city this is excluded. With E < 1 the damping acquires a slight 
modulation, corresponding to periodic supply and removal 
of energy. We must remember, however, that the energy of a 
TDO is not represented by the Hamiltonian. 

A perturbative solution has been found for (7.1) (cf. 
Ref. 40) and this may be inverted as in Sec. II to give the two 
fundamental first-degree invariants to first (or higher) or
der in E. A second-degree energylike invariant may be con
structed from them which effectively replaces the constant 
energy for a system described by a time-independent Hamil
tonian. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of such an invariant 
are easily found and may be related to solutions of the Schro
dinger equation. 7 The canonical transformation 

Q = [m(t)/mo] 1/2q = expert + E sin vt)q, (7.2a) 

P = [m(t)/mo] -1/2p = exp( - rt - E sin vt)p (7.2b) 

takes the Hamiltonian (5.1) to the new form 

K(Q,P,t) = !p2/mo + !moCU~Q2 
+ !(r+ EVCOS vt)(QP+ PQ) (7.3) 

(cf. Refs. 15 and 33). The equations of motion are now 

12= (ili)-I[Q,K] =P/mo+ (r+ EVCOS vt)Q, (7.4a) 

p= UIJ}-I[p,K] = -mo(U~Q- (r+ EVCOS vt)P. 
(7.4b) 

We introduce 

p= P /(moCUo), 1= Q(O), J = P(O), (U2 = (U~ - r. 
(7.5) 

Then the first-order solution of Eqs. (7.4) is (cf. Ref. 15) 
Eqs. (4a) and (4b) with r-+ - r, and Ref. 1, 
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Q=aI +bJ, P=cI +dJ, 

a = ao + €a), b = bo + €b), c = Co + €c)' d = do + €d), 

(7.6a) 

(7.6b) 

ao = cos OJt + (Y / OJ) sin OJt, bo = (OJo/ OJ) sin OJt, Co = - (OJo/ OJ) sin OJt, do = cos OJt - (Y / OJ) sin OJt, 

a) = (2IOJ )cos( vt /2)( 4m2 - v) -) 
(7.6c) 

X ([ Y( 4m2 
- v)sin OJt - OJ( 4r + v)cos OJt ]sin( vt /2) + 2vOJ~ sin OJt cos( vt 12)}, 

b) = (lmo/OJ)( 4OJ2 - v) -) [v sin ( vt /2) - 2y cos ( vt /2)] [2OJ cos OJt sine vt /2) - v sin OJt cos ( vt /2)] , 
(7.6d) 

c) = (2OJo/OJ)( 4m2 
- v) -) [v sin ( vt /2) + 2y cos ( vt /2)] [2OJ cos OJt sin ( vt /2) - v sin OJt cos ( vt /2) ], 

d) = (2IOJ )cos( vt /2)( 4OJ2 - v) -) 
X {[ y( 4m2 

- v)sin OJt + OJ( 4r + "z)cos OJt ] sin ( vt 12) - 2vOJo sin OJt cos ( vt /2)}. 

Equations (7.6) represent a canonical transformation for Q(O), P(O) to Q(t), pet) and consequently the determinant 

I:l=.ad-bc = 1, (7.7) 

which is easily verified, thus checking the solution to first order in €. Inverting (7.6) we find the fundamental invariants 

I(Q,P,t) = d(t)Q - b(t)P, J(Q,P,t) = - c(t)Q + a (t)P. (7.8) 

To obtain an energy like invariant that reduces to K given by (5.4), or by Eq. (5.lOb) of Ref. 4 with r -+ - y, when € -+ 0, we 
take 

I2(Q,P,t) = 12 + J2 + (Y/OJo)(IJ + JI) = [2 + ]2, 

From (7.6) and (7.9) we find 

(7.9a) 

(7.9b) 

12 = [c2 + d 2 - 2 (Y/OJo)cd ]Q2 + [a2 + b 2 - 2(y/OJo)ab ]P 2 - [bd + ac - (y/OJo)(ad + bc) ](QP + PQ) + O(~) 

=Q2+p2+ (Y/OJo)(QP+PQ) +€L(Q,P,t) +O(~), (7.lOa) 
- 2 -2 

L(Q,P,t) = 2 [COc) + dod) - (y/OJo)(cod) +c)do)Q + 2 [aOa) + bob) - (y/OJo)(aob) +a)bo)]P 

The result of substituting (7. 6c) and (7. 6d) into (7. lOb) is 
too cumbersome to display here. However, in the undamped 
case y = 0 it reduces to 

L = [2v/(4m~ - v>] 

X [ ( v sin vt - 2OJo sin 2OJot) ( Q 2 _ P 2 ) 

+ 2OJo( cos vt - cos 2OJot) (QP + PQ)]. (7.11) 

The resonance case v = 20J (YicO) or v = 2OJo (y = 0) leads 
to secular behavior which is, however, illusory from a phys
ical standpoint.4

! 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a new and unified treatment of the 
invariants for the SHO and hence for the general time-de
pendent oscillator. We have shown that the method can be 
applied when a driving force is present. An invariant com
plex combination of the solutions of the Hamilton or Heisen
berg equations of motion permits the construction of all pos
sible invariants for the harmonic oscillator in N dimensions. 
Two kinds of invariant may be distinguished for the isotropic 
oscillator: (a) those explicitly involving the time, formed 
from an unequal number of C's and C*'s, like (3.1) or 
(3.9a); (b) those, like (3.9b)-(3.9d), that contain an equal 
number of C 's and C *'s. For the SHO these are constants of 
the motion and for the time-dependent oscillator they may 
be referred to as integrals of the motion. Examples of the 
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(7. lOb) 

latter are (5.23) and the Lewis invariants (6.9) and (6.17). 
In the case of the anisotropic oscillator the position is com
plicated by the physically artificial question of the commen
surability of the numbers rnJ:2OJk' i.e., of the N k. In principle, 
however, there is no difficulty in the anisotropic case, as 
discussed in Sec. IV. Unless some of the Nk are commensur
ate strict integrals of the motion do not exist. 

The invariants of type (a) consist ofthe homogeneous 
invariants In (qk'Pk,t;¢n), n = 1,2,00.,00, as in (3.2), and 
their N-dimensional extensions, e.g., the two-dimensional 
extension (3.9a). The physical significance of these time
dependent invariants is somewhat obscure. 

Type (b) invariants are necessarily of even degree and, 
because of factorizations of the form (3.14), those of degree 
greater than 2 are combinations of the ~N(N + 1) funda
mental second-degree Fradkin invariants Akl associated in 
the TDO case with the diagonalized coordinates and mo
menta as in (5.23a) (cf. Ref. 14, conclusion of Sec. III). The 
diagonal elements Akk in the case of the SHO are energy 
constants. 

The damped harmonic oscillator, represented by a 
Kanai-Caldirola Hamiltonian with rn = rno exp(2yt), may 
be reduced to a time-free equivalent SHOo This leads to a 
particularly simple complex invariant. The strongly pulsat
ing oscillator is an example of a genuine time-dependent sys
tem for which the complex invariant may be expressed expli
citly. The variable-frequency and general variable-mass 
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oscillators have been shown to have complex invariants in
volving an auxiliary function that satisfies an equation of the 
type (1.4). 
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A special class of degenerate second-order Lagrangians, those that differ from a nondegenerate 
first-order Lagrangian by a total time derivative (or a four-divergence) of a function of both 
the coordinates and velocities, is studied in detail. Using Dirac's theory of constrained systems, 
it is shown that the canonical quantization starting from the second-order Lagrangian leads to 
the same physical results as those obtained from the nondegenerate first-order Lagrangian. 
Then some incorrect results and misleading arguments encountered in the literature on the 
subject are clarified. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In spite of the fact that most physical systems can be 
described by Lagrangians that depend at most on the first 
derivatives of the dynamical variables, there is a continuing 
interest in the so-called generalized dynamics, that is, the 
study of physical systems described by Lagrangians contain
ing derivatives of order higher than the first. I 

Besides its mathematical interest connected with gen
eral problems in the calculus of variations as first investigat
ed by Ostrogradskii,2 higher-order terms were used in the 
past as intended corrections to first-order Lagrangians asso
ciated with certain physical theories. The attempts were to 
generalize them or to get rid of bad properties of those theo
ries. To the best of our knowledge the earliest attempts in this 
direction were those by Weyl and Eddington3 who added 
curvature squared terms to the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian 
so as to extend the theory of general relativity. Modifications 
to Maxwell's electromagnetic theory have been put forward 
by Bopp4 and Podolsky5 with the goal of avoiding diver
gences such as the infinite self-energy of a point charge 
(which, in a certain sense, they succeeded in doing). Stimu
lated by those findings, Pais and Uhlenbeck6 investigated 
whether the use of higher-order field equations might lead to 
the disappearance of the divergent quantities that plague 
quantum field theory. Their general conclusion was that it is 
impossible to reconcile finiteness, positivity of free field ener
gy, and causality. In other words, ghost states with negative 
norm and possibly unitarity violation are inherent in those 
theories and these facts turned out to be serious arguments 
responsible for the bad reputation of higher-order theories. 

However, higher-order Lagrangians are endowed with 
nice properties, too, and they have been the subject of recent 
interest for many reasons. It has been shown,7 for instance, 
that curvature squared terms show up as small corrections in 
the effective action of superstring theories in the limit of zero 
slope. The same kind of corrections have been proposed in 
the quantum theory of gravitation to improve the ultraviolet 
behavior of the Einstein-Hilbert action,8 as higher-order de
rivative terms are known to improve the convergence of 
Feynman diagrams. As a mechanism for regularizing the 
ultraviolet divergences of gauge invariant supersymmetric 

theories it is the only available method that preserves both 
gauge invariance and supersymmetry.9 Just to mention one 
more example, higher-order Lagrangians come forth natu
rally when one looks for a Hamiltonian description of cer
tain nonlinear physical systems like those described by the 
equations associated with the names of Boussinesq or 
Korteweg and de Vries. 10 Last but not least, the Lagrangian 
of one of the most outstanding physical theories of our times, 
the Einstein theory of relativity, does in fact contain second
order derivatives of the metric field. It is then clear that such 
theories deserve a deeper investigation. 

On the other hand, the kinetic term of any first-order 
Lagrangian can be transformed into two terms, one of which 
is linear in the "accelerations" and the other is a divergence, 
thus generating a second-order Lagrangian. Both Lagran
gians are naively expected to describe the very same physical 
system and should not lead to different results even at the 
quantum level. But in the process of passing to the second
order formulation one necessarily ends up with a degenerate 
(or singular) Lagrangian. It was precisely this fact that gave 
rise to some controversy in the literature concerning the 
quantization of higher-order mechanical systems. 

Hayes and JankowskP I analyzed a second-order La
grangian that generates the correct equation of motion for a 
harmonic oscillator but, they claimed, yields an energy spec
trum different from the usual one upon quantization. Subse
quently Hayes l2 proposed an unorthodox and peculiar 
quantization prescription to circumvent the difficulties en
countered in his previous work. His quantization procedure 
was immediately criticized by Ryan 13 and Anderson, 14 who, 
surprisingly enough, put the blame on the Lagrangian cho
sen by Hayes because it was singular. As a matter offact they 
entirely missed the point, for the fundamental shortcoming 
in Hayes's approach was his lack of recognition that he was 
dealing with a constrained dynamical system to which Dir
ac's formalism 15 must be applied. This was perceived by 
Tesser l6 and also by Cognola, Vanzo, and Zerbini. 17 How
ever, having disregarded the need to substitute Dirac brack
ets for Poisson brackets before quantizing, Tesser did not 
apply in a fully transparent and systematic fashion Dirac's 
theory as developed for systems with second class con
straints. This was partly done by Cognola et al., who consid-
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ered only a very particular class of one-dimensional Lagran
gians. Therefore they did not investigate the drawbacks of 
Hayes's treatment in their complete generality, and it is also 
worth mentioning that their reasoning did not furnish the 
thoroughly reduced phase space as witnessed by the fact that 
their Hamiltonian and fundamental Dirac brackets retained 
a dependence on an arbitrary parameter. Furthermore, in a 
recent paper Tapia ls does not employ correctly Dirac's for
malism to constrained generalized mechanics and in his 
study of the quantum theory of the harmonic oscillator he 
arrives at an energy spectrum that again does not coincide 
with the usual one. His case is even worse than that of Hayes 
and Jankowski, because the spectrum he obtained is un
bounded below, not to mention the misleading arguments 
that led to the above mentioned spectrum. 

It is our purpose in the present paper to provide a gen
eral explanation why results such as those found by Hayes 
and Jankowski ll or Tapia ls for the harmonic oscillator are 
wrong, whereas those obtained by Barcelos-Neto and 
Braga 19 for the Klein-Gordon field are correct. It is also our 
aim to dismiss as unnecessary and groundless odd quantiza
tion procedures such as the one advanced by Hayes, and 
finally to characterize as misleading those arguments 13

•
14 to 

the effect that degenerate Lagrangians should be avoided in 
generalized dynamics. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we state and 
prove our main result for systems with a finite number of 
degrees of freedom, while its extension to field theory is 
briefly sketched in the Appendix. Section III is devoted to a 
few examples and a general conclusion. 

II. THE MAIN RESULT 

The generalization of Hamilton's least action principle 
and of the Hamiltonian formulation to nondegenerate La
grangians depending on higher-order derivatives was first 
achieved by Ostrogradskii, Z and a more modern presenta
tion of the canonical formalism is available in Whittaker's 
classical treatise. 20 With an eye to physical applications, and 
for the sake of simplicity, we shall consider only the second
order case, although our reasoning may be extended in a very 
direct way to Lagrangians involving derivatives up to an ar
bitrarily high order. 

Let I (x,x,x,t) be a second-order Lagrangian, where we 
are using the notation x = (xI, ... ,XN ), x = (xl, ... ,XN ), etc. 
The action principle 

8S=:dj ft2 I(x,x,x,t)dt = 0, 
t, 

(2.1 ) 

where the variation is performed under the condition that 
the end points remain fixed, leads to the equations of motion 

(2.2) 

For future convenience it will be useful to introduce the no
tation 

(2.3) 

The canonical momenta are defined as 
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(2.4 ) 

and 

p~ = a~ . (2.5) 
ay; 

Equations (2.5) can be solved for the y; if and only if the 
Hessian matrix W, whose elements are 

- aZI 
Wij = -a' a' , (2.6) 

Y; Yj 

is nonsingular. Assuming this is the situation, the Hamilto
nian defined as (Einstein's summation convention over re
peated indices is understood from now on) 

li(x,PI;y,Pz;t) = y;p~ + YiP~ - I (x,y,y,t) (2.7) 

generates Hamilton's equations of motion 

. ali 
x; = ap~ , 

ali .; 
PI=-ax; , 

. ali .; 
y;=-., pz = 

ali 

ap~ ay; 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

The pairs of canonically conjugate variables are (X,PI) and 
(Y,Pz), the Poisson brackets being defined as follows: 

{F,G} = aF aG _ aF aG + aF aG _ aF aG . 
ax; ap; ap'l ax; ay; ap~ ap~ ay; 

(2.9) 

In terms of these brackets the equation of motion of any 
dynamical variable Fbecomes simply 

dF = {F:li} + aF. 
dt at 

(2.10) 

Suppose now I is of the form 

-. d 
L(x,y,y,t) = L(x,y,t) + - j(X,y) , 

dt 
(2.11) 

wherejstands for an arbitrary function and L is a nondegen
erate first-order Lagrangian, that is, its Hessian matrix W, 
whose elements are 

aZL a 2L 
W .. =--=--, (2.12) 

'J ay; aYj ax; aXj 

is nonsingular. Obviously, I and L generate the same equa
tions of motion. The explicit form of I is 

L-( .) L( ) aj aj . x,y,y,t = x,y,t + -y; + -y; , 
ax; ay; 

(2.13 ) 

from which it follows immediately that tv = 0 according to 
Eq. (2.6), so that I is singular. As a consequence, we are 
sure to meet relations of functional dependence among the 
canonical variables. 

The canonical momenta are easily found to be 

; al aj 
P2=-=-' 

ay; ay; 
(2.15) 

Define the functions 
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and 

( ) aL(x,y,t) + aj(x,y) gi x,y,t = ---'-""---
aYi aXi 

hi (X,y) = aj~X'Y) 
Yi 

Then we have the following primary constraints: 

¢Ji = P; - gi (x,y,t) ::::;0, 

tPi = p~ - hi (X,y,t) ::::;0. 

(2.16 ) 

(2.17) 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

The Poisson brackets of the constraints are easily calculated 
from definition (2.9). They are 

{¢Ji,¢Jj } = agj _ agi = ~ _ ~= Yij , (2.20) 
aXi aXj aXi aYj aXj aYi 

ahj agi a 2L 
{¢Ji,lh} =-a --a = --a a = - Wij' (2.21) 

'Xi Yj Yi Yj 

ah· ah. 
{tP;.lh}=-J --' =0. (2.22) 

aYi aYj 

It is convenient to define 

(2.23 ) 

and agree that lowercase Latin indices from the beginning of 
the alphabet always run from 1 to 2N. The 2N X 2N matrix 
built up with the Poisson brackets of the constraints is, there
fore, 

(2.24) 

where Wand Yare the N XN matrices defined by Eqs. 
(2.12) and (2.20), respectively. It is readily shown that C is 
nonsingular. In fact, 

detll{xa,xb}11 = (det W)2#0, (2.25) 

since L is nonsingular by hypothesis. Thus all of our con
straints are of the second class, and no linear combination of 
the X a can become a first class constraint, so that the ex
tended Hamiltonian is nothing but the usual one given by 
Eq. (2.7). 

According to Dirac's fomalism,15 one must replace the 
original Poisson brackets by the new Dirac brackets defined 
by 

{F,G}* = {F,G} - {F,Xa} (c-I)ab {Xb,G}, (2.26) 

where C- I is the inverse of the matrix given by Eq. (2.24). It 
is an easy task to construct C- I and check that it can be put 
in the form 

C- I = [ 0 
-W- I 

W-
I 

] 

W-IYW- I . 

The Hamiltonian (2.7) may be written as 

H- i' i L aj aj . 
=YiPI +YiP2 - --a Yi --a Yi' 

Xi Yi 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

where use has been made ofEq. (2.13). Once we are working 
with Dirac brackets, we are allowed to regard the constraints 
(2.18) and (2.19) as strong equations. Therefore setting 

. aL aj . aj 
p~ =-+-, p~ =-, 

aYi aXi aYi 
(2.29) 
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and inserting these equations into Eq. (2.28), we are left 
with 

H=x. aL_ L 
'aXi . 

By defining 

aL 
Pi=-a' , 

'Xi 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

these equations can be uniquely solved for the velocities Xi 
and Eq. (2.30) ensures that 

H = H(x,p,t) , (2.32) 

where H is the ordinary Hamiltonian corresponding to the 
nonsingular first-order Lagrangian L. Notice that the mo
mentapi andp2 have been wholly removed from the theory. 
It remains to examine the fundamental Dirac brackets of the 
new presumably canonical pair (x,p). Performing a few 
straightforward computations one finds successively 

{Xi>pJ* = {Xi> ;~} - {xi,Xa} (c-I)ab {Xb' ;~} 

= - {Xi>¢Jk}(C-
I )kb {Xb' ;~} 

= -OidC-I)kb {Xb' ;~} 

= - (W-
I

)i1 {¢I' ;~}, (2.33) 

where we have made use of the explicit form ofC- 1 given by 
Eq. (2.27). From Eqs. (2.9) and (2.19) it follows at once 
that 

{¢I' aaL} = - aa
2

a
L = - Wlj' 

Yj YI Yj 
(2.34 ) 

whence, after its insertion into Eq. (2.33), one finally gets 

{xi,Pj}* = oij . (2.35) 

By using a little more effort, a similar kind of calculation 
allows us to show that 

(2.36 ) 

This establishes unequivocally that at the level of Dirac 
brackets (x,p) indeed constitute a pair of canonically conju
gate variables. 

So long as the canonical quantization then proceeds in a 
standard manner by requiring that the fundamental commu
tators be made equal to ifz times the corresponding funda
mental Dirac brackets, we have proved that the correct way 
of quantizing the classical theory associated with the singu
lar second-order Lagrangian L conduces to the same phys
ical results as the quantum theory based upon the nonsingu
lar first-order Lagrangian L. 

III. EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSION 

The Lagrangian introduced by Hayes and Jan
kowski 1I,l2 is 

(3.1) 

which gives rise to the equation of motion of a harmonic 
oscillator: 

mx+kx=O. (3.2) 
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The above Langrangian is clearly of the form (2.11) with 

L = (mI2)x2 - ~kx2 (3.3) 

and 

!(x,x) = - (mI2)xx . (3.4 ) 

Thus the correct quantum theory of the harmonic oscillator 
based on the second-order Lagrangian (3.1) is the same as 
the usual one whose starting point is the first-order Lagran
gian (3.3). The ambiguities encountered in Ref. 11 are just a 
consequence of an inaccurate threatment of the constraints. 

Tapia's approach l8 corresponds to taking L of the form 
(2.11) with L the same as the one given by the above Eq. 
(3.3) and! = O. His mistake stems from an incomplete treat
ment of the second class constraints in Sec. 5 of his paper. To 
go ahead to the quantum theory it would have been indispen
sable first to introduce Dirac brackets, which he did not. In 
the Appendix he falls into another error because he treats the 
canonical variables as independent, paying no attention to 
the constraints. Finally, it is not true that his energy spec
trum differs from the standard one merely by an additive 
constant. From his method of obtaining the energy eigenval
ues En = nfwJ, it is plain to see that n may be any negative or 
positive integer, so that his spectrum is unbounded below, 
and this is unacceptable on physical grounds. 

The results obtained for the Klein-Gordon field by Bar
celos-Neto and Braga 19 can also be easily explained as a par
ticular example of our general result (see the Appendix). 
Their Lagrangian is 

li' = - ~¢O¢ + V(¢), 

which is of the form (AI) with 

5(" = ~afl¢ afl¢ + V(¢) 

being the usual Klein-Gordon Lagrangian, and 

nfl = - ~¢ afl¢' 

(3.5 ) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Since they treat the constraints correctly, 19 it is no surprise 
that they recover the well-known quantum theory of the 
Klein-Gordon field. 

As a conclusion, let us emphasize that degenerate La
grangians are not to be rejected in generalized mechanics: all 
one has to do is apply correctly the formalism designed by 
Dirac to cope with constrained systems. In particular, Dir
ac's method can be applied to quantum gravity taking as the 
starting point the usual Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian, it be
ing apparent, then, that it is not necessary to change the 
standard action for the gravitational field through the addi
tion of a surface term, as is commonly done in quantum 
cosmology.21 
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APPENDIX: EXTENSION TO FIELD THEORY 

The extension of the results of Sec. II to field theory is 
quite straightforward and for this reason we shall only brief
ly sketch the Hamiltonian approach. We denote a set of 
fields on Minkowski space-time by I/J(x) ={~(x)}, 
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A = 1,2, ... ,N, where x={xfl}={XO,x i
}, i = 1,2,3, are the 

space-time coordinates. Derivatives of the fields will be de
noted by al/J={afl ~(x)}, a 21/J={afl av ~(x)}, etc., and, 
in particular, ao~=ir=¢A. 

The analog of the Lagrangian (2.11) in field theory is 

li' = 5(" (l/J,al/J) + afl nfl( l/J,al/J) 

anfl anfl 
=5("(I/J,al/J)+-afl~+ aflaa~. 

a~ a(aa~) 
(AI) 

We shall assume that the Hessian matrix associated with 5(" 
is nonsingular: 

a 25(" a 25(" 

WAB = air aipB = a¢A a¢B ' 

It follows from (AI) that 

W = a
2
li' =0 

AB a~A a~B ' 

so that li' is degenerate. 

det W:;60. (A2) 

(I) 

The canonical variables of the theory are (~, n A ) and 
• (2) 

(¢A = ~, n A ), with the momenta defined22 by 

n -ali' -2a ( ali' )-a (ali') 
A - a¢A k a(aOak~) ° a¢A ' 

(2) ali' n =-
A a~A 

Using (AI) we obtain 

n --+--a (I) a5(" an° (anO) 
A - a¢A a~ k a(ak~) , 

(A3) 

(2) an0 
n A =--. (A4) 

a¢A 

It is worth remarking that only n° ( l/J,al/J) shows up in the 
above expressions. This is to be expected, as one can be easily 
convinced by looking at the action functional constructed 
with the Lagrangian (A 1 ) . 

Expressions (A3) and (A4) give us the primary con
straints 

(1) 

'TJA = n A - FA (l/J,akl/J,¢,ak¢) ;:::;;0, (AS) 

(2) 

AA = nA - GA (l/J,akl/J,¢,ak¢) ;:::;;0. (A6) 

We have, after a straightforward calculation, 

{ } 
aFB aFA 

'TJA,'TJB = a~ - a¢B =5AB' (A7a) 

a 25(" 
{'TJA,AB} = - a¢A a¢B = - WAB , (A7b) 

{AA ,AB} = 0, (A7c) 

so that, as in the case of Sec. II, the constraints are second 
class. Since the matrix C constructed with the above Poisson 
brackets is nonsingular, using its inverse, C- I

, the Dirac 
brackets are now defined as 
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{A(x),B(z)}* = {A(x),B(z)} - f dw dy{A(x),Xa (w)} 

(A8) 

where Xa == (1JA ,AA)' 
In analogy with Sec. II, the constraints can be regarded 

as strong equations, thus removing from the theory the mo-
(1) (2) 

menta n A and n A' Defining 

a!f nA =--.-, 
a~ 

(A9) 

we find that the Hamiltonian ~ reduces to the ordinary 
Hamiltonian JY associated with the first-order Lagrangian 
!f, and it may be easily verified that (tf,n) constitute a 
canonical pair in terms of the Dirac brackets (A8). 
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The recursion operator and the bi-Hamiltonian structure for an integrable two-dimensional 
version of the Toda chain are algorithmically derived from the corresponding linear problem. 
The intimate relation between two-dimensional theories and non-Abelian one-dimensional 
theories is emphasized. The analogies and differences between discrete and continuous 
integrable two-dimensional systems are pointed out and discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the rich literature on integrable nonlinear evolution 
equations, two different, though related, aspects have been 
extensively and fruitfully investigated: (i) methods ofsolu
tion, like the inverse spectral (scattering) transform for 
solving the Cauchy problem or, for instance, the Backlund 
transformation approach to get large classes of special solu
tions; (ii) algebraic and geometrical properties like the exis
tence of a recursion operator, bi-Hamiltonian structure, and 
infinitely many integrals of motion in involution. 

While for integrable systems in 1 + 1 dimensions both 
aspects have been satisfactorily understood for a few 
years,I,2 only recently a similar program has been accom
plished for (2 + 1)-dimensional systems, with a nontrivial 
extension of the ideas and techniques previously used, In
deed, in 2 + 1 dimensions the solution of the Cauchy prob
lem requires the introduction of the 11 method, a natural ex
tension of the Riemann-Hilbert method,3 and the 
description of the geometric and algebraic structure is 
achieved via a suitable extension of the configuration space 
and consequently of the notions of gradients, symmetries, 
and recursion and Hamiltonian operators.4-8 In a previous 
paper,9 we have shown that the 11 method can be successfully 
used to solve multidimensional discrete spectral problems; 
specifically we have investigated the finite-difference equa
tion 

t/!(n - I,m) + /3(n,m)t/!(n,m) + a(n,m)t/!(n + I,m) 

= At/!(n,m + 1), (Ll) 

first introduced in Ref. 10, which is a natural two-dimen
sional extension of the well-known linear problem associated 
with the Toda lattice and, moreover,9 in a suitable contin
uous limit, yields the equation ut/!y + Qt/! + t/!xx = 0, 0ElR. 
The solution of the spectral problem (1.1) obviously implies 
the solution of the Cauchy problem for the associated class 
of nonlinear evolution equations in two discrete dimensions, 
whose simplest members are 

/3 ( ) - n°O a(n - 1 + j,m - j) 
t n,m -

j=O a(n + j,m - j) 

_ IT a(n + j,m + 1 - j) 
j=O a(n + 1 + j,m + 1 - j) , 

( 1.2a) 

00 a(n +J' m -J') 
at(n,m) =/3(n,m) n ' 

j = 0 a (n + I + j,m - j) 

-/3(n+l,m) IT a(n+j,m+1-j) , 
j=O a(n + 1 + j,m + 1 - j) 

/3t (n,m) = 0, 

( ) ( ) [ n°o a(n + I + j,m - j) 
at n,m =a n,m 

j=O a(n + 2 + j,m - j) 

_ IT a (n - 1 - j,m - j) ] . 
j=O a(n + j,m - j) 

( 1.2b) 

( 1.3a) 

( 1.3b) 

Here we consider the second aspect of the theory ofinte
grable systems and investigate the algebraic properties of the 
flows associated with the problem (1.1). Namely, we show 
that the notions of recursion operator and bi-Hamiltonian 
structure, first introduced for continuous systems in two 
space dimensions by Fokas and Santini,4.5 have a natural 
counterpart in the corresponding discrete case. Our ap
proach is based on the following two main points, 

(i) The first point is the crucial role played by spectral 
problems for deriving, through an algorithmic procedure, all 
the relevant algebraic properties of the associated class of 
evolution equations, This algorithmic derivation, in many 
respects similar to the analogous one holding in the contin
uous case, presents, however, relevant and intriguing com
plications, which are peculiar to finite-difference problems. 

(ii) The second point is the intimate connection be
tween (2 + I)-dimensional theories and non-Abelian one
dimensional ones, already established in the continuous 
case.6

•
7 Indeed, we will show that the evolution equations 

associated with (1, I) can be obtained as "reductions" of 
those associated with an appropriate (singular) limit of a 
matrix one-dimensional spectral problem. 

In Sec. II, we show that our discrete non-Abelian spec
tral problem yields the eigenfunctions ofthe recursion oper
ator and, algorithmically, the operator itself; moreover, the 
knowledge of such eigenfunctions leads to a definite pre
scription for identifying the bi-Hamiltonian structure from 
the compatibility condition. 

In Sec. III, we perform the reduction procedure to get 
the class of evolution equations associated with ( 1.1 ) togeth
er with their recursion and Hamiltonian operators. 
Throughout this reduction, the notion of "extended" sym-
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metries and gradients, as well as the proper operations on 
them, are naturally introduced. 

II. SPECTRAL PROBLEM, RECURSION OPERATOR, 
AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE 

A. The spectral problem 

We consider the following linear problem: 

E-tt/J= (Q+,1a)t/J, (2.1a) 

Q= (
-B 
I 

-A) (u 0) o ' a= 0 0' (2.1b) 

where E is the shift operator 

(EkF) (n): = F(n + k) (n,kEZ) , (2.2) 

A. is the spectral parameter, the fields A and B depend on the 
integer variable n (and possibly on the continuous variable 
t) and take values in some associative algebra d with unit 
element I, and u is a constant invertible element in the alge
bra. The fields A and B fulfill the following boundary condi
tions: 

lim A(n) = I, lim B(n) = O. (2.3) 
Inl-oo Inl-oo 

Note that one recovers the well-known spectral problem for 
the matrix Toda latticett if the algebra is gl(N,C) and u = I; 
the spectral problem (1.1) for the two-dimensional Toda 
lattice is instead obtained by considering matrices of infinite 
rank of the form 

A(n;m t ,m2 ) = t5m,.m,a(n,m t ), 

B(n;m t ,m2 ) = t5m"m,p(n,m t ), 

u(m t ,m2 ) =t5m,+t,m" 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

where t5,.s is the Kronecker symbol and m t and m 2 , the in
dices of the matrices, in this infinite rank limit behave as 
lattice variables. Here the connection between one-dimen
sional matrix problems and two-dimensional scalar ones is 
particularly simple and direct. 

B. Gradients and compatibility: Discrete versus 
continuous 

For our purposes, it is convenient to introduce also the 
linear problem 

EW = W(Q + ,1a), (2.5) 

which is the adjoint of (2.1a) with respect to the natural 
bilinear form (we assume the algebra d to be endowed with 
a trace form) 

+00 
(F,G) =Tr L F(n)G(n). (2.6) 

n = - 00 

An elementary variational calculation yields the following 
expression for the gradient V Q,1 of the spectral parameter A. 
w.r.t. the field Q: 

t5,1 = - ('IIW,t5Q), (2.7) 

whence 

(2.8) 

The evolution equations associated with (2.1) are ob-
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tained, in a standard way, as compatibility conditions be
tween (2.1) and 

'II/(n) = V(n + 1)'II(n). (2.9) 

Then they are embedded in the equation 

Q/(n) = V(n)Q(n) -Q(n)V(n+ 1) 

+ A. [V(n)a - aV(n + 1)), 

and arise by expanding Yin powers of A.: 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

We can assert that the evolution equation (2.10) is a 
Hamiltonian system if it can be cast in the form 

(2.12) 

when () is a Hamiltonian (or Poisson, or cosymplectic) oper
ator and Y is the gradient of some functional of the field Q, 
namely, 

()* = - () (skew symmetry), (2.13a) 

(Yt,()'[()Y2)Y3) + cyclic permutation = 0 (closure), 
(2.13b) 

(y' [F),G) = (y' [G),F) (irrotational property). 
(2.13c) 

In the above formulas, and everywhere in the following, an 
asterisk denotes the adjoint w.r.t. (2.6) and a prime denotes 
the directional derivative: 

F' [G] = ~ F( Q + tG) I . at /=0 

(2.13d) 

In order to recognize the Hamiltonian structure of 
(2.11) we have to relate V to the gradient (2.8). To this aim, 
we notice that a simple calculation shows that the quantity 

<I>(n) = 'II(n - 1)W(n) 

fulfills the following "eigenvalue" equation: 

0= <I>(n)Q(n) - Q(n)<I>(n + 1) 

+ A.[<I>(n)a - a<l>(n + 1)]. 

(2.14 ) 

(2.15) 

The function <1>, though not itself a gradient, is, however, 
related to V Q,1 by the simple formulas 

cl>(n) = (Q(n) +,1aj(VQ,1)(n) 

= (VQ,1)(n -1)(Q(n -1) +,1a). (2.16) 

Moreover, a comparison between (2.10) and (2.15), once 
both cl> and V are expanded in powers of A., 

(2.17a) 

(2.17b) 

shows that, up to boundary terms, <I>(k) = V(k) for k strictly 
greater than zero. 

It is interesting to compare this situation with the analo
gous but simpler one, characteristic of the continuous case: 

'IIx = (Q+,1a)'II, - \IIx = W(Q+,1a), 

'II/ = V(,1) 'II. 

O. Ragnisco and P. M. Santini 
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Here we have 

V Q,,1. = - 'lilli, 
and moreover (the symbol [ . , . ] denotes the commutator) 

Q, = Vx + [Q,V] +,,1. [a,V], 

0= ('IIIIi)x + [Q,'IIIIi] + A [a,'IIIIi]. 

(2.19a) 

(2.19b) 

Formulas (2.19) imply that the coefficients of the expan
sions in powers of A of 'll1Ii (the "squared" eigenfunction) 
coincide, for k> 0, with the homologous coefficients of V, 
which are themselves gradients: accordingly, Eq. (2.19a) is 
already written in bi-Hamiltonian form, the two Hamilto
nian operators being 

(2.20) 

They are easily seen to be well coupled (or compatible), i.e., 
0(,,1.) : = 01 + ,,1.02 is a one-parameter family of Hamiltonian 
operators. 

Unlike the continuous case, we have seen before that in 
the discrete case the compatibility conditions do not imme
diately yield the evolution equations in bi-Hamiltonian 
form: The deep group-theoretical reason for this different 
behavior will be investigated elsewhere. Concretely, in the 
discrete case, although it is not evident how to identify a 
priori the basic Hamiltonian structures of the theory, never
theless, the definite relation between the function V taking 
part in the compatibility (2.10) and the gradient (2.8) al
lows us to construct, for the choice (2.1 b), the proper recur
sion and Hamiltonian operators of the theory. 

c. Recursion operator and bi-Hamiltonian structure 

We first observe that, for the choice (2.1b), the funda
mental solution'll, iii of the spectral problems (2.1a) and 
(2.5) can be parametrized as follows: 

'II n _ ( I/l(n) 
( ) - I/l(n + 1) 

q;(n) ) 
q;(n + 1) , 

lIi(n) = (~(n) 
q;(n) 

- tp(n - 1)A(n - 1)) 
- cp(n - 1)A(n - 1) . 

(2.21) 

Thus the relevant entries of the gradient matrix (2.8) take 

'" 

the form 

(VB,,1.)(n) = ('IIIIi) II = I/l(n)tp(n) + q;(n)cp(n), (2.22a) 

(VA,,1.)(n) = ('II1Ii)21 = I/l(n + 1)tp(n) + q;(n + l)cp(n), 
(2.22b) 

whence it follows that the "squared eigenfunction" <I> (2.14) 
can be written as 

- (VB,,1.)(n - l)A(n -1)). 
- (VA,,1.)(n -1)A(n - 1) 

(2.23 ) 

This form of <1>, plugged into the "eigenvalue" equation 
( 2.15 ), yields the following system: 

cl>1I(n)B(n) + (VBA)(n -1) -B(n)cI>lI(n + 1) 

-A(n)(VB,,1.)(n + 1) 

= A. [a<I>lI (n) - cl>1I (n + 1 )a], 

(VBA.)(n)B(n) + (VA,,1.)(n -l)A(n - 1) 

+cI>lI(n+ 1) =A.(VB,,1.)(n)a, 

cl>1I(n) + B(n)(V BA.)(n) + A(n)(VAA.)(n) 

= A.a(V B,,1.)(n). 

(2.24a) 

(2.24b) 

(2.24c) 

Equations (2.24) enable us to express <1>11 (n) in terms of the 
gradients V B,,1. and V A,,1. through the formula 

<1>11 =P21(VB,,1.) +P22 (VA,,1.), (2.25a) 

where 

(2.25b) 

(2.25c) 

Introducing this information into Eqs. (2.24a) and (2.24b), 
one gets, after a little algebra, the explicit expression of the 
"squared eigenfunction" operator N*: 

(2.26a) 

L a j [ (Ej+ IBgl - EjglB) (n) + (Ej+ IAg2 - Ej-lgzA) (n) ]a- (j+ I) 

j=O 

(N* [~]) (n) = II (n + 1) tto Ej 
[(a II (n + 1)) -I (gl(n) + B(n + 1)g2(n»)a II (n)] (2.26b) 

- Ej+ 1 [(II (n + 1)) -I (gl (n + 1) + g2(n)B(n») II (n)]} (a II (n»)-I 

where 

'" II (n): = II a-IA(j). (2.26c) 
j=n 

The operator N * is the adjoint of the recursion operator N w.r. t. the bilinear form 
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+00 
(f,g): = Tr L (/1 (n)gl (n) + h(n)g2(n»), (2.27) 

n= - 00 

wheref(n) = (II (n),h(n») [resp. g(n) = (gl (n),g2(n»)] is an arbitrary element of the tangent (resp. cotangent) space to 
our manifold at the point (B(n),A (n»). Of course, the bilinear form (2.27) is induced by (2.6) through the reduction (2.1b). 
Taking into account (2.27), one gets the explicit form of N, which reads 

(N[~]) (n):= [~~~:~], 
fi (n) = B(n) jto aj(Ei+ 11)(n)a- (j+ I) - jto aj(Ei,)(n)a- (j+ ')B(n) + a II (n) jto Ei+ I ((a II) -I f2E II) (n) 

x (a II (n + 1») - I - II (n - 1) jto Ej - I (( a II) -I hE II) (n) (II (n») - I , (2.28) 

n (n) = A(n)c jto aj(Ei,)(n)a- (j+ I) - jto aj(Ei,)(n)a- (j+ °A(n) + a II (n) jto Ei+ I ((a II) -I f2E II) (n) 

x(a II (n + 1)) - I B(n + 1) - B(n) II (n) jto E
j 
((a II) -I f2E II) (n) (II (n + 1)) - I 

To derive the explicit form of the class of evolution equations associated with the spectral problem (2.1), one has to go 
back to the compatibility equation (2.10). By setting 

v _ (C(n) 
(n) - F(n) 

one easily gets 

E(n») 
G(n) , 

B, (n) = C(n)B(n + 1) - B(n)C(n + 1) - E(n) - A(n)F(n + 1) + A. [aC(n + 1) - C(n)a], 

A,(n) = C(n)A(n) -A(n)G(n + 1) - B(n)E(n + 1) +A.aE(n + 1), 

0= F(n)B(n) - G(n) + C(n + 1) - A.F(n)a, 

0= E(n + 1) + F(n)A(n). 

(2.29) 

(2.30a) 

(2.30b) 

(2.3Oc) 

(2.30d) 

By solving the constraints (2.3Oc) and (2.3Od) w.r.t. C(n), F(n), Eqs. (2.30a) and (2.30b) can be recast in the form 

where 

(
iJ [F]) ( aC(n+1)-C(n)a ) 

I C (n) = \A(n)F(n + 1)a- aF(n)A(n) , 

(
iJ [F]) (C(n)B(n)-B(n)C(n+1)+F(n-1)A(n-1)-A(n)F(n+1») 

2 C (n) = C(n)A(n) -A(n)C(n+2) +B(n)F(n)A(n) -A(n)F(n+ 1)B(n+ 1) . 

By expanding C and F in powers of A., 

[
F] = N j [F(N-j-I)] 
c .L A. C(N-j-I) , 

}=o 

and equating the coefficients of equal powers of A., we obtain (i) the starting point ofthe iteration (power A. N), 

[
F( - I)(n)] = [II (n)Hla (a II (n») _I] 
C<-I)(n) , 

a- nH
2
a" 

where H
"

H 2 are arbitrary constant elements of the algebra d; (ii) the recursion relation 

[
F(K+ 0] [F(K)] 
C(K+I) =M C(K) , 
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where 

M[d =~1-1~2 [d 

= [IT(n) tt Ei [(U ITt' (n)(CA -AE'C+BFA -AEFB)(n) (EIT) (n) II (u IT (n) f'] ; 
L {Ejqj(BEC - CB +AEF- E-IFA)(n)q- U+ I)} 

j=O 

and (iii) the class of evolution equations 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

However, the class (2.37) is not written in Hamiltonian form, since [~] are not gradients (and, correspondingly, ~I and ~2 
are not Hamiltonian operators) as follows from formulas (2.14), (2.16), and (2.17). On the other hand, the same formulas, 
together with (2.23) imply that the proper gradients y(k) are given by 

Y
(k) = p_1 [F(K)] 

C(K) , 

where the operator P is defined as 

(2.38a) 

(2.38c) 

the operators PW P22 having been introduced in formulas (2.25). The transformation (2.38a) enables us to cast the class of 
evolution equations (2.37) in the following bi-Hamiltonian form: 

[~:] = (}2y(N-1) = (}ly(N) , 

where the Hamiltonian operators (}1'(}2 are given by 

();: = ~;P (i = 1,2), 

that is, 

((}I [gl]) (n) = [(BgI)(n)q-q(gIB)(n) + (Ag2)(n)q-q(E-Ig~)(n)], 
g2 (AEgI)(n)q - q(gIA)(n) 

((}2 [!J) (n) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41a) 

= [(.-,g'A)(n) - (A<g,)(n) + B(n) J, U~EJ+'(Bg, + Ag,)(n)u-i - ui + '(Ei + 'g,B + g,.- 'A»)(n)u- " .. ,] 

(BgIA)(n) - (AEgIB)(n) - L~o qJ(EJ(Bgl +Ag2 - oglBq-1 - og2E- IA »)(n)q-J]A(n) 

+ [-it [Ui(Ei(~g, + Ag,»)(n)u- J 
- u'J+ "(Ei(g,B + E-'g,A»)(n)u- ""'lB(n)] . 

A(n) L qJ(EJ+2(Bgl +Ag2 - qglBq-1 - qg2E-IAq-I»)(n) q-J 
j=o 

Equivalently, the class (2.39) can be written as 
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where the recursion operator Nand its adjoint N* have been defined in formulas (2.26b) and (2.28), and the starting vector 
field K (0): = 02Y -I) is given by 

(2.43a) 

[

II (n - 1 )H1u (II (n») - 1 - u II (n )H1u (u II (n + 1)) -1 ] 
(KIO)(H1»)(n) = 1 I' 

B(n) II (n)H1u(II (n + 1)) - - u II (n)H1U(U II (n + 1)) - B(n + 1) 

(2.43b) 

[
U-nH ~B(n) - B(n)u- (n+ \)H ~+ I] 

(K(O)(H »)(n) _ 2 2 
2 2 - U-nH2~A(n) -A(n)u-(n+2)H2~+2 . (2.43c) 

The proof that Oland O2 are well-coupled (compatible) Hamiltonian operators, or, equivalently, that N is a Nijenhuis (or 
hereditary) operator, namely, it satisfies 

N'[Nflt - N'[Nflf= N(N'[flt - N'[flf) (2.44) 

for any pair of tangent vectorsf,]; and 01 is a Hamiltonian operator well coupled with N, can be achieved by direct calculation. 
We recall that such results have been already established in Ref. 12 in the special case u = I. 

D. An interesting subclass of evolution equations 
A direct calculation shows that the square of the recursion operator is reducible on the submanifold B = 0: that is, its 

restriction N 21 B = 0: = R is again a Nijenhuis operator mapping into itself the tangent bundle to this submanifold. Its explicit 
expression reads 

(Rf)(n) = - A(n) {II (n + 1 )S(n + 1) (u II (n + 2») -1 + jto uj(€j+ 2f)(n)u- (j+ 2)} 

+ {II (n - 1 )S(n - 1) (u II (n») - 1 + jto u j(€-1)(n)u- (j+ 2)} A(n), 

where we have set 

(2.45 ) 

(2.46) 

The same property is enjoyed by the Hamiltonian operator 0(2): Namely, its restriction 0(2)IB= 0: = 0 is again a Hamiltonian 
operator mapping the cotangent bundle into the tangent bundle to the submanifold B = O. It has the following form: 

(2.47) 

As is well known, 13 this "reduction by restriction" preserves the coupling between Nijenhuis and Hamiltonian operators, 
so that 0': = RO is again a Hamiltonian operator compatible with O. Then, observing that the vector fields K(0)(H2), 
K(1)(H1): = NK(0)(H1) can also be restricted to the same submanifold, giving rise to the reduced vector fields 

xIO)(H1): = KP)(H1)IB=0 = u II (n)H2u (u II (n + 2») -I - II (n - I)H1u (II (n + 1))-1 
+A(n)u- (n+2)HI~+ 1 - u- nHI~-IA(n): = 0TJlO)(H1), (2.48) 

TJI0)(H1 ) = II (n + I)H1u (II (n + 1») -I u-2 + II (n + 1) tto [(€j (U€ II) -I II) (n),H1u]) (u II (n») -I, 

XiO)(H2): =KiO)(H2)IB=0 =U-nH2~A(n) _A(n)u-(n+2)H2~+2: = 0TJiO) (H2), 

TJiO)(H2) = II (n + 1 )HzU (u II (n») -I, 

we can assert that the class of evolution equations (2.42) contains the bi-Hamiltonian subclass 

(2.49) 

At = R K(x\0)(H1) + xiO) (H2)j: = X(K)(H) = R KO(TJIO)(H1) + TJiO) (H2») = OR *K(TJlO)(H1) + TJiO)(H2»): = OTJ(K) (H). 

(2.50) 
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This subclass has been already derived by Bruschi and 
Ragnisco,14 in the special case u = I: There it has been 
shown that its continuum limit is just the non-Abelian KdV 
class. It could also be shown, but we will not go into any 
detail, that a similar continuum limit performed on the hier
archy (2.50) in the special choice (2.4) allows recovery of 
the KP class recently derived by Fokas and Santini.4.5 

E. Symmetries and integrals of motion 

It is well known2 that the existence of a compatible pair 
of Hamiltonian operators-the "bi-Hamiltonian struc
ture" --entails the existence of infinitely many commuting 
symmetries and integrals of motion in involution whenever 
certain additional algebraic properties are satisfied by the 
starting members of a given hierarchy of evolution equa
tions. 

In our case, one can show that, for the class of evolution 
equations (2.22), the starting elements of the class, namely 
K ~O) (i = 1,2), defined in (2.43b) and (2.43c), enjoy the 
following Lie-algebraic properties: 

[K~O)(HI),K~O)(H;)]L = NK~O)( [Hlu,H; u]u- I ), 

(2.51a) 

[KiO)(H2 ),K iO)(H~) h = K iO)([ H 2,H ~ p, (2.51b) 

(2.51c) 

where by the symbol [".) L we have denoted the usual Lie 
bracket between two vector fields: 

(2.52) 

Moreover, y.-I)(HI ,H2 ) is a gradient for any choice of 
H I ,H2, since it spans the null space of the Hamiltonian oper
ator 0(1): 

(f,y(-I)'[!)) - (i.y(-I)'[f]) =0. (2.53) 

Finally, N is a strong symmetry for K ~?i, namely, 

N'[ K~O)]f + NK}O)'[f] = K~O)'[Nf] (i = 1,2), 
(2.54 ) 

for any! 
Remark: Property (2.54) is also referred to as the van

ishing of the Lie derivative of N alongK }O). Actually, (2.54) 
is a consequence of the Nijenhuis property of N, of the good 
coupling between N,OI and O2 = NOI, and of the definition of 
K ~O) = 02Y~ -I). 

Due to the additional properties (2.51), (2.53), and 
(2.54), the following propositions hold true for the class of 
evolution equations (2.42). 

(i) The flows 

K(j)(H): = N jK(O)(H) 

form an infinite set of commuting symmetries 

[K(j) (H),K (I) (H) ] L = 0, 

provided that 

[Hlu,Hlu) = [H2,H2 ) = o. 

(2.55a) 

(2.55b) 

(2.55c) 

Property (2.55c) is, in particular, guaranteed whenever the 
constant elements Hi' Hi (i = 1,2) are (analytic) functions 
ofu. 
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(ii) Under the same condition (2.55c), the functionals 

I}P[V):= f djl(y(j) (p,V;H) , V), (2.56) 

where for a moment we have denoted by V the pair (B,A), 
form an infinite set of integrals of motion in involution, 
namely, 

{I}P,I}})}: = (y(j)(H),Oly(l)(H» 

(2.57) 

Analogous results are valid for the subclass (2.50), 
where, however, the Lie-algebraic properties of the starting 
elements of the hierarchy are slightly different from (2.51), 
and agree with those established for the KP class. 5 In fact 
they read 

[X~O)(HI)'X~O)(HI) h 
= RX~O)( [Hlu,Hlu)u- l ) + xiO) ( [Hlu,Hlu)u- I ), 

(2.58a) 

[x\O) (HI ),xiO)(H2 ) h = - xiO) ( [Hlu,H2 ), 

[xiO) (H2 ),xiO) (H2 ) h = xiO) ( [H2,H2 )· 

(2.58b) 

(2.58c) 

Therefore, we can again assert that, for the subclass (2.50), 
the flows 

(2.59a) 

form an infinite set of commuting symmetries, and the func
tionals 

(2.59b) 

provide an infinite set of integrals of motion in involution, 
once HI' H 2, etc., are (analytic) functions of u. 

III. RECURSION OPERATOR AND HAMILTONIAN 
STRUCTURE FOR THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL TODA 
HIERARCHY 

We have already pointed out that, by the choice (2.4), 
the spectral problem (2.1) becomes the spectral problem 
( 1.1) associated with the two-dimensional Toda lattice. In 
this section we clarify to what extent, and in what sense, the 
bi-Hamiltonian hierarchy constructed in the previous sec
tion is reducible on the submanifold (2.4). We then derive 
the main aspects of the theory associated with the recursion 
and bi-Hamiltonian operators of the two-dimensional Toda 
hierarchy through this reduction procedure, extending the 
approach presented in Refs. 6 and 7 to our discrete context. 

A. Reduction to the two-dimensional Toda class 

We first notice that, with the positions (2.4), the Hamil
tonianoperators 0i [(2.41a) and (2.41b») and the recursion 
operator N (2.28) become 

n._n(i) N'-N _n(2)[n(l)]-1 
Ui' - U 12' • - 12 - (7 12 (7 12 , (3.1 ) 

where 
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AID 2- I - D IE- IA 2] 

o ' 

(B2 -BIE)(1-EDID 2)-1 1 
XD2(AID2-I_DIE-IA2) 

(A2 -A lc)(1-EDID2)-1 ' 

XD2(AID2-I_DIE-IA2) 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

[D2 lll2(DID 2)-1 - (ED I-I lll2)] (1- ED 1-ID 2-
1) lllZI ] 

[D2 lll2 (DID2) -IEB2 - BID 1- I lllz] (1 - ED 1- ID 2- I) lliz I ' 
(3.2c) 

where (J (i) and NI2 are operator-valued matrices acting on 
arbitrary two-component vectors, and we have introduced 
the notations 

00 

= II [a(n + j,m l - j) l/[a(n + j + l,m2 - j)], 
j=O 

(Df f)(n,m l,m2) =f(n,m l + k,m2), 

(Df f)(n,m l,m2) =f(n,m l,m2 + k), 

A; = a(n,m;), B; =f3(n,m;), 

[(1- Er(DID2),-Ij](n,ml,m2) 

00 

= L fen + jr,m l + js,m2 + js). 
j=O 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

( 3.3c) 

( 3.3d) 

(3.3e) 

The structure of the operators (JwNI2 implies the following 
important commutationlike relations: 

(J 12h(m l - m 2)' = h(m l - m 2 + 1)012 ', 

(J 12h(m l - m 2)' = h(ml - m 2){}12', 

N 12h(m l - m 2)' = h(m l - m 2 - 1)N12 ', 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3.4c) 

where h is an arbitrary scalar function. Formulas (3.4) 
mean in particular that, once applied to diagonal matrices 
f(m l,m2) = ~m"m,f(ml)' 0 12 yields matrices of the form 
f( m I ,m2) = ~ m, + I,m, f( m I ), 012 yields diagonal matrices, 
and NI2 yields matrices of the form f(m l,m2) 

= ~m, -I,m, f(m l )· 

These properties entail that the M th vector field of the 
hierarchy (2.42) is given by a diagonal matrix and thus be
longs to the tangent space of the submanifold (2.4), if the 
matrices HIoH2 entering in the definition ofthe starting vec
tor field K (0) are chosen as 

H I(m l,m2) = hl~W), H2(m l,m2) = h2~\f\ (3.5) 

where hl,h2 are arbitrary real numbers and ~\~) 
= ~o,m, _ m, + k' In this case the hierarchy (2.42) becomes 
the following hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations as
sociated with the spectral problem (1.1): 

[BI"] _ ~ £(O)N M K (0) (h £(M) h £(M» A-£.. ul2 12 12 IU)2' 2u)2 
l,t m] 

. - ~ £(O)NMK(O)(h£(M» . - £.. U)2 12 12 UI2 , (3.6) 
m, 
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where 

K(O)(h ) = [B2 -BI ] h (2) 
12 12 A2 _ A I 12 

[ 
(E-I - D ID2 ) lll2 ] h (I). 

+ (BI - EB2E- ID
I
D2) lll2 12, 

(3.7) 

the vector 

is hereafter a function of m l - m2 and l:m, stands for 
l:';;,: _ 00 • 

On the other hand, formulas (3.4) also imply the com
mutation of 0I2,N12 with the multiplication by any matrix 
having equal entries [corresponding to h 12 = h, V (m l,m2 ) 1, 
so that the same class of evolution equations (3.6) can be 
obtained by the following restriction to the diagonal: 

[~I"] = L ~\~)N~K \~)(h) 
l.t m2 

. - ~ £(O)K(M)(h-)' -K(M)(h-) . - £.. U)2 12 .. - 11 • (3.8) 
m, 

We notice that the factorization property (2.42) allows us to 
cast Eqs. (3.8) in the equivalent forms 

[
BI .,] _ ~ ~(O)(J (2)y(M - 1) (h) _ ~ ~(O)(J (I)y(M) (h) A-£.. 12 12 12 - £.. 12 12 , 

l,t m 2 m 2 

where 

yg) = (0 g» -IK g) (r = 0,1, ... ), 

y\2- 1)(h 12 ) 

(3.9) 

= [ll12/(~IA2)] h(2l(m l - m2 + 1) (3.10) 

[ 
DI-I ll12/A2 ] 

+ llI2/(A IA 2)E(1- E)-I (BI III - B2 ll2) 

Xh (1)(m l - m2 + 1), 

having defined 

00 a(n + k,m; - 1 - k) 
ll; (n) = II -----::------:-

k=O a(n + k,m; - k) 

Moreover, formula (3.4b) allows us to write Eq. (3.9) in the 
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following form: 

[!:], = 0 12)rW - I) (h), (3.lla) 

It is important to remark that 0 12
), i.e., the restriction to the 

diagonal of 0 g>, is again a Hamiltonian operator: indeed, it 
is skew symmetric with respect to the (restricted) bilinear 
form 

(3.12a) 

and fulfills the closure condition w.r.t. the Frechet derivative 

O(2)'[f]: = :t 0(2)[B I + tj(l),A1 + tj(2)] 1,=0 

[f(i) =f(i)(n,m l )]. (3.12b) 

Remark: Similar considerations apply to the subclass 
B = 0 discussed in Sec. II D. The Hamiltonian operator 012 

and the recursion operator R 12 take the form 

012 = (A2 -AIc)(l- cDID 2)-1 

X (A2 - c-IDID~I)' (3.13a) 

RI2 = (A2c- 1 -Alc) (D 1-ID2 nI2DID2-1) 

X (1- cD 1-ID 2-
I )ni2 1 

+ (A2 -Alc)D~ (1- cDID 2)-I. (3.13b) 

Of course, being the restriction of 0 g> to the submanifold 
B = 0, 012 obeys again the commutation relation (3.4b), 
while R 12, being a restriction of Ni2' will instead obey the 
following one: 

(3.14) 

It follows that, in order to guarantee that the M th vector 
field of the hierarchy (2.50) be represented by a diagonal 
matrix, one has to choose the matrices Hi' entering in the 
definition of the starting vector fields, as 

H2(m l ,m2) = h (2)t5gM), (3.15a) 

H I (m l ,m2) = h (l)t5gM + I). (3.15b) 

In this case, one gets nonlinear evolution equations of the 
form 

A - ~ (R M
X

(0)(ht5(2M»)t5(0) 
1,1 - ~ 12 12 12 , 

m, 

the starting vector field X(O) being given by 

X\~)(hl2) = (A2 -A I )h(2)(m l - m2) 

+ (AI -A2 + (AIC-A2C I ) n 12 ) 

Xh (l)(m l - m 2 + 1). 

(3.16 ) 

(3.17) 

The alternative representation, corresponding to formula 
(3.8), reads 
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where 

and 
r

(r) - r(r)1 
II - 12 m,=m, 

BI(l- c) (1- cDI)-lo- Dlc-I)AI] 

AI(1- c)(l- cDI)-I(l- DICI)AI . 

A ~ £(O)R M (O)(h-)' ~ £(0) (M)(h-) 
1,1 = ~ Ul2 I2Xl2 • = ~ UI2 Xl2 

m, m, 

which can be also written in the Hamiltonian form 

~ £(O)Ll (M-I) h-' Ll (M-I)(h-) 
AI" = ~ UI2 uI2rl2 (). = ulrll , 

m, 

(3.llb) 

(3.llc) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

where the Hamiltonian operator 01 is the restriction on the 
submanifold B = 0 of 0 12

) [formula (3.11c)], namely, 

(3.20) 

We can thus answer the question raised at the beginning 
of this section, stating that the class of evolution equations 
(2.42) [or (2.50)] is reducible on the submanifold (2.4), in 
the sense that the generic vector field of the hierarchy be
longs to the tangent bundle of this submanifold, provided 
that the starting point of the iteration is suitably shifted with 
respect to the diagonal; moreover, any equation of the hier
archy so obtained is certainly endowed with a Hamiltonian 
structure. Alternatively, we can say that the same hierarchy 
of Hamiltonian vector fields, tangent to the submanifold 
(2.4), can be extracted from the general class (2.42) [or 
(2.50)], by restricting to the diagonal the vector fields gener
ated by a unique starting point, given by K(O)(li) [or iO)(h)]. 
To end this subsection, we notice that, by setting M = 0, Eq. 
(3.8) yields Eq. (1.2), while Eq. (3.18) yields Eq. (1.3). 

B. Extended directional derivative and bilinear form 

In Sec. III A, we have shown that on the manifold (2.4) 
it is natural to introduce vector and covector fields like 
K 12,rI2 and operators like N 12,012' Such fields and operators, 
which arise as special realizations of the abstract mathemat
ical objects of the non-Abelian theory developed in Sec. II, 
can be, on the other hand, considered as multidimensional 
extensions of the analogous quantities taking part in the stan
dard one-dimensional Abelian theory. In order to construct 
a self-consistent theory in terms of such extended objects, 
namely, to prove that the relevant properties derived in Sec. 
II E are preserved by the "reduction" (2.4), we need first of 
all an appropriate definition of the directional derivative. To 
this aim, we notice that the extended vector and covector 
fields as well as the extended recursion operator are con
structed in terms of the operators 012 and (possibly) of rl2' 
Moreover, the field-dependent .entries of 012 contain just 
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terms of the form 

(i) B l e'D 2-q - D'{€rB2: = BI2 (p,q,r), 

(ii) A l e'D 2-q - D'{€rA2: = AI2 (p,q,r), 

(iii) BIA2 - A I€B2: = C12. 

(3.21a) 

(3.21b) 

(3.21c) 

Hence, the directional derivative of 0 W, and consequently of 
N I2,K12,Y12' will be uniquely defined in terms of the direc-

A A A 

tional derivative of Al2>B12,CI2 , which we define here, con-
sistently with the non-Abelian origin of these operators. The 
directional derivatives ofBl2, A12, and Cl2 in an arbitrary 
direction 

[
/(1)] 

112: =/(n,m l ,m2): = I;~) 

are denoted by B 12,d [ 112]' A 12,d [ 112], C 12,d [ 112]' respec
tively, and given by 

BI2,d [/12]g\~ 
· - ~ [/(1)-"D -qg(;) Dq,Jg(i)/(1)] · - £.. 13 e' 2 32 - Ie 13 32 , (3.22a) 

m, 
A 

A 12,d [/12]g\~ 

· - ~ [/(2)-"D - qg(i) _ D q ,Jg(i) 1(2) ] · - £.. 13 e'. 2 32 Ie 13 32 , (3.22b) 
m, 

A 

C12A/12]g\~ 

- ~ [/(1)g(i)A + B g(i)/(2) - £.. 13 32 2 I 13 32 
m, 

1(2)~g(i)B A ~g(i)/(I)] 
- 13" 32 2 - I" 13 32 • (3.22c) 

Besides this d derivative (hereafter referred to also as ex
tended directional derivative), it is also natural to introduce 
the total FreclfJ!t derivative, denoted by the subscript F: for 
any operator 0 (or vector field K, or covector field Y) de
pending on A;,B; (i = 1,2), this total Frechet derivative is 
defined as 

OF[f]gI2 = i. ± O(B; + tf~/),A; + tf~/);Bj,A)gdt=O' 
at;= I 

(3.23 ) 

It is easy to check that on operator valued matrices 012, 
defined in terms of A 12,B 12'CI2, like our Hamiltonian opera
tors 0 \~ and recursion operator N 12, the following relation 
between the d derivative and the F derivative holds: 

(3.23') 

Definition (2.27) finally motivates the following definition 
of extended bilinear form: 

2 

(/12,gI2): = L L L I\~gg). (3.24) 
;=1 n m •• m2 

Due to the definition of the d derivative and of the ex
tended bilinear form, which are the ones induced by the ordi
nary directional derivative and bilinear form for the non
Abelian original structure, we can also assert, with no need 
of any further explicit proof, that in terms of these extended 
operations the following properties hold. 

(1) 0 g) and 0 g) are extended compatible Hamiltonian 
operators, and thus N12 = 0 g> [ 0 g> ] -I is a Nyenhuis oper-
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ator, well coupled with both 0 g) and 0 g). 
(2) All the extended vector fields K g) (3.8) construct

ed via the Nijenhuis operator NI2 out of the starting vector 
field (3.7) commute in pairs for any h12 of the type 
h12 = l: Ck8\~), Ck constants, namely, 

[K \~) (h 12 ),K g) (h ;2)] d = O. (3.25a) 

(3) All the quantities yg) (3.10) are extended gradi
ents, namely, 

(/I2>yg~d [g12]) = (g12,yg~d [,/;2])' 

(4) We have 

(yg) (h 12 ),O \~yg) (h ;2» = 0 

(3.25b) 

(3.25c) 

for any h12,h ;2 and for any non-negative integers r,s. 
Remark: Equations (3.25) are direct consequences of 

Eqs. (2.55) and (2.57) since h12 is nothing but an arbitrary 
function of (T in the reduction (2.4). 

C. Commuting symmetries and integrals of motion in 
involution for the two-dimensional Toda hierarchy 

In order to show that the two-dimensional Toda hierar
chy defined in (3.6) and (3.8) is endowed with infinitely 
many commuting symmetries and infinitely many integrals 
of motion in involution, we need to establish certain nontriv
ial consequences of (3.24) and properties (1 )-( 4). 

We start by introducing the notion of "extended sym
metry": An extended vector field (T12 is called an extended 
symmetry for the evolution equation (3,8) if it enjoys the 
following property: 

(T12,F[K(n)] = (8\~)K\~»d[(TI2]' (3.26) 

It is not difficult to check that the quantities 

(T\;"): =N7'zK\~)(JI) (3.27) 

are extended symmetries for any evolution equation of the 
hierarchy (3.8) for arbitrary Ii. Indeed, due to formula 
(3.23') we have 

(T\~~ [K (n)] = u7'z,d [8\~) K \~)], (3.28a) 

and moreover, 

(T\~~ [ 8\~) K \~)] - (8\~) K \~» d [ (T\;")] 
_(T(m) [£(O)K(n)] _(Nn K(O)(li'8(n») [(T(m)] - 12,d U12 12 12 12 12 d 12 

= (N\;") K \~) (li»)d [N~2K \~)(li '8\~») 

- (N~2K \~) (li '8\~»)d [N7'zK \~)(li)] 

: = [N7'zK\~)(li),N~2K\~)(li'8\~»]d 
= N~t m[ K\~)(li),K\~)(li '8\~») = 0, (3.28b) 

since the matrices associated with (li') and (li8\~» obvious
ly commute for any n. 

There are two main consequences of (3.26). 
(i) The restriction of (T12 to the diagonal, 

rr(m) _ ~ £(O)rr(m) 
VII - £.. U12 VI2 , 

m, 

(3.29a) 

is a symmetry for each equation of the two-dimensional 
Toda hierarchy, namely, 

rr(m), [K (n)] - K (n), [rr(m)] 
VII 11 - 11 VII • (3.29b) 
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(ii) The equation 

ugn ) = 0 (3.29c) 

is an auto-Backlund transformation for any equation of the 
hierarchy. 

The way to prove (i) is rather involved and, on the other 
hand, fairly analogous to the one followed in the continuous 
case (5); so we will not repeat it in detail, just summarize its 
main steps. First, we observe that property (3.26) entails 

t5 ro) u(m) _ t5(0) u(m) [t5(0) K (n)] _ t5(0) (t5(0) K (n» [u(m)] 
12 12.1 - 12 12.d 12 12 - 12 12 12 d 12 • 

(3.30a) 

Moreover, using the "commutationlike" property of N12 
with an arbitrary function of (m l - m2 ) (3.4c), one can 
establish by induction the following nontrivial identity: 

t5\~) (t5\~) K \~» d [.A2l = (t5\~) K \~»d [t5\~) .Ad (3.30b) 

(for any vector field/12 ), which allows us to rewrite (3.30a) 
in the form 

t5(0) u(m) _ (t5(0) K (n» [t5(0) u(m)] 
12 12,1 - 12 12,d 12 12 , (3.30c) 

whence, by summing up w.r.t. m2, 

U(m) - K (n)I [U(m)] 
11,1 - II 11' (3.3Od) 

or, equivalently, 

[u\;"l,K \~) h = O. (3.30e) 

To prove that (3.29c) provides an auto-Backlund transfor
mation for (3.8), we first notice that, as a functional differ
ence equation relating the fields (B1.A I ) to the fields 
(B2.A2 ), it will provide an auto-Backlund transformation 
for the flow (3.8) iff, assumed to hold at a given time to, it 
will stay valid along the flow for any time. But the time 
derivative of u\~) along the flow is just 

u(m) _ u(m) [t5(0) K (n)] 
12.1 - 12,d 12 12 , (3.31a) 

so that (3.26) implies 

u\;r:l = (t5\~)K\~».d[ui~m)] =0. (3.31b) 

The existence of infinitely many integrals of motion in 
involution for the hierarchy (3.8) is also a clear consequence 
of the analogous property of the non-Abelian hierarchy 
(2.42). Indeed we have the following results. 

(i) The functionals I}?) [A,B 1 introduced in the pre
vious section, formula (2.56) evaluated on the submanifold 
(2.4), are integrals of motion in involution for any flow of the 
hierarchy (3.8), i.e., for any positive integers n,m, we have 

~Jim)={Jim)Ji~)} =0 (3.32) dt h h 'h ext , 

where the extended Poisson brackets are defined by 

{J ~m) ,J ~~)}: = (y\~) (1i),t5\~)O\2Y\~) (Ii'», 
0\2 = og) or og). (3.33 ) 

(ii) The restriction of the extended gradients y( r) (h 12 ) 

to the diagonal 

Y
(r) _ ~ £(O)y(r) II - ~U12 12 

m, 

yields ordinary gradients, namely, 
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(3.34a) 

(3.34b) 

In order to prove Eq. (3.34b), we use Eq. (3.25b), let
ting/\2 = t5\~) 111 and gl2 = t5\~)gll' Equations (3.32) and 
(3.33) follow from (3.25c) by letting h\2 = Ii, and 1i;2 

h
-.£(n)·fn n(2) h

A

• h-.£(n+I)·fn n(\) = Ul2 1 u\2 = U 12 or 12 = uI2 1 uI2 = U 12 • 

Remarks: (i) Since the Hamiltonian operator 0 g) com
mutes with t5\~), formulas (3.32), (3.33), and (3.34a) entail 
that the ordinary Poisson bracket 

{J~m)J~'!)} = (y\;,,),O\i)y\~-I» (3.35) 

vanishes identically for any positive integers n,m. 
(ii) Analogous considerations, both for the symmetries 

and the integrals of motion, hold, of course, for the reduction 
B = 0, characterized by the hierarchy of evolution equations 
(3.16) or (3.18) and (3.19). 
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In this paper it is shown how linear, strictly nonconservative, oscillatory systems with one and 
many degrees offreedom may be analyzed by application of the theory of Hamilton and 
Jacobi. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this study we illustrate the application of the Hamilton-Jacobi method to the linear single and multidegrees offreedom 
oscillatory systems that contain nonconservative elements. The motivation for this study is that linear dissipative systems, 
possessing even one degree offreedom, have not been analyzed from the standpoint ofthe Hamilton-Jacobi method, despite 
the fact that it is of interest from practical, theoretical, and pedagogical points of view. The exception in the literature is the pa· 
per of Denman and Buch l in which a linearly damped harmonic oscillator and an uncoupled linearly damped oscillator in 
three dimensions are considered by means ofthe Hamilton-Jacobi theory. 

In our analysis the study of the oscillatory problems is analyzed along the sequence: 

Newtonian equations -+ Lagrangian function -+ Hamiltonian -+ Hamilton-Jacobi -+ solution. 

It is known that the first step has been known as the inverse problem of the calculus of variations or inverse Lagrangian 
problem. We demonstrate here that the form of the Langragian function of the problem (which is developed in the full 
accordance of the inverse Lagrangian theory) is of primary importance in our considerations. Namely, in each particular case, 
we demand that the Lagrangian function is composed of the quadratic time-dependent terms. This requirement considerably 
simplifies the Hamilton-Jacobi equations. 

For the multidegree offreedom nonconservative, linear oscillatory systems, the starting Newtonian differential equations 
of motion, are non-self-adjoint, i.e., they are not immediately derivable from a Lagrangian function. Thus we initially apply 
the indirect Lagrangian representation (as suggested in numerous contemporary references of the inverse Lagrangian prob
lem, as for example, Refs. 2-8), i.e., we find a suitably chosen set of the constant multipliers, transforming the Newtonian non
self-adjoint system into a self-adjoint one, whose Lagrangian again has the full quadratic time-dependent structure. 

II. FORCED LINEARLY DAMPED OSCILLATOR WITH 
ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM 

Let us consider the forced, linearly damped oscillator 
whose differential equation of motion is 

x + 2ldc + w~x = h cos Ot, (2.1) 

where x is the position coordinate, t is the time, k, wo, and h 
are given constants, and an overdot denotes the time deriva
tive. At the same time, consider the time-dependent Lagran
gian function 

L = {!lx - j(t)]2 - Hx - f(t) ]2}e2k', (2.2) 

where f(t) is an unknown function of time that should be 
determined in such a way that Lagrange's equation 

!!... aL _ aL = 0 
dt ax ax 

(2.3 ) 

generates the correct differential equation (2.1) up to a cer
tain multiplier. 

By inserting (2.2) into (2.3) one obtains 

(x + 2ldc + w~x)e2k' = (/ + 2kj + wif)e2k'. 

Therefore iff (t) is selected as 

/ + 2kj + wif=h cos Ot, 

Eq. (2.3) will be reduced to the equation of motion (2.1) 
multiplied by the factor e2k'. The functionf( t) is found to be 

f = A cos Ot + B sin Ot (2.4 ) 

with 

The Lagrangian function (2.2) is therefore 

L = {Hx + O(A sin Ot - B cos Ot)]2 

- ~w~ [x - (A cos Ot + B sin Ot) ]2} e2k'. (2.6) 

We will take the Lagrangian function (2.6) as a basis for 
constructing the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equa
tion. 

Hamilton's function is of the form 

H = !p2e- 2k, - pO (A sin Ot - B cos Ot) 

+ !w~ [x - (A cos Ot + B sin Ot) f e2k'. (2.7) 
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The canonical differential equations of motion are 

x = aH = pe2kt _ O(A sin Ot - B cos Ot), 
ap (2.8) 

p = _ aH = _ w~ [x - (A cos Ot + B sin Ot)] e2kt. 
ax 

It is well known from the Hamilton-Jacobi method that a 
general solution of these equations can be obtained from a 
complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi differential equa
tion 

as 1 (as)2 2kt . n as - + - - e - - (A sm ut - B cos Ot) 0 -
~ 2 & & 

+ J.- w~ [x - (A cos fit + B sin Ot) f ~kt = 0, (2.9) 
2 

where S = S(t,x) is Hamilton's field function. 
Let us try to find a complete solution of this equation in 

the form 

S = Hx - (A cos fi + B sin Ot)]2 e2ktF(t), (2.10) 

where F( t) is an unknown function of time. Substituting this 
into (2.9) we obtain 

F + 2kF + F2 + w~ = O. 

By integrating we find 

F = - [k + w tan (wt + C) ], 

where C is a constant and 

w = Jw~ - k 2 • (2.11) 

Thus a complete solution of (2.9) is 

S(t,x,C) = - Hx - (A cos fit + B sin 0t)]2 

X[k+wtan(Ot+C)]~kt. (2.12) 

According to the well-known Hamilton-Jacobi theorem 
(see, for example, Ref. 9, p. 275) the general solution of the 
canonical system (2.8) can be obtained from the complete 
solution (2.12) of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.9) by 
means of the following rules: 

as as 
p=-, -=B, 

ax ac 

where B is a new constant. 
Hence 

p = - [x - (A cos fit + B sin Ot)] 

X [k + w tan(wt + C) ]~kt, 

B = - Hx - (A cos fit + B sin Ot) fw~kt 

X [cos2(wt + C)] -I. 

From the last equation one has 

X= (-2Blw)e-ktcos(wt+C) 

+ A cos fit + B sin Ot 

= ( - 2B Iw) J/2e - kt cos(wt + C) 

h(w~ - 02)COS Ot + 2khO sin Ot 
+ , 

(w~ - 0 2
)2 + 4k 202 
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(2.13 ) 

(2.14 ) 

(2.15 ) 

which is the well-known solution of (2.1). Inserting this re
sult into the first equation (2.14) we find the momentum as a 
function of time: 

p = - ( - 2B Iw) 1/2ekt [w sin(wt + C) 

+ kcos(wt+ C)]. (2.16) 

The following special cases are of interest. 

A. Harmonic oscillator 

If the dissipative and force terms in (2.1) are negligible, 
i.e., k = 0, h = 0, the complete solution (2.12) becomes 

S = - !W~X2 tan (wot + C). (2.17) 

This solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, 

as + J.- (as)2 + W~X2 = 0, 
at 2 ax 2 

is not frequently employed in the literature, although it 
seems that it can be of use as a starting point for the study of 
nonconservative phenomena. 

B. Linearly damped oscillator 

For the linearly damped oscillator without the force 
term h = 0 (i.e., A = 0, B = 0), the Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion (2.9) and the corresponding complete solution (2.12) 
are, respectively, 

as + 1 (as)2 _ 2kt + 1 2 2 2kt _ 0 - - - e - wox e - , 
at 2ax 2 

(2.18 ) 

S(t,x,C) = - !x2[k + w tan(wt + C) ]~kt. (2.19) 

It is interesting to note that the same problem was treated in 
Ref. 1 by supposing that a complete solution of (2.18) was of 
the form 

S(t,x) = - Q(x)e2kt. 

For this case, the problem is reduced to the differential equa
tion 

(2.20) 

which cannot be solved in a closed form. The authors applied 
an implicit procedure in the application of the Hamilton
Jacobi theorem (2.13), which makes the process of finding 
the motion rather complicated. 

c. Forced oscillator 

If the oscillator is not subject to the dissipative force 
(k = 0) but to a periodic external force acting upon it 
(h #0), the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and its complete so
lution are, respectively, 

as + J.- (as)2 _ hO sin Ot as 
at 2 ax w~ - 0 2 ax 

+ 1 2 ( h cos Ot)2 0 "2 Wo x - w~ _ 02 =, (2.21) 

S(t,x,C) = - -wo x - tan (wot + C). 1 ( h cos Ot)2 
2 w~ - 0 2 

(2.22) 
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It is easy to verify that the application of the Hamilton
Jacobi theorem (2.13) will produce the familiar solution 

x = ( - 2B Iwo) 1/2 cos(wot + C) 

+ (h cos 0t)I(w6 - 0 2
) 

and the corresponding expression for the momentum fol
lows from (2.16) for k = 0: 

p = - ( - 2Bwo) 1/2 sin(wot + C). 

D.Resonance 

For the case of resonance, the differential equation of 
motion 

x + w2x = h cos wt (2.23) 

can be derived from a Lagrangian function of the form 

L 1 (. 1 h h.)2 = - X - - t cos wt - - sm wt 
2 2 2w 

1 2( ht. )2 
- - W x - - sm wt . 

2 2w 
(2.24) 

Hamilton's function becomes 

H =..! p2 + (..! ht cos wt + J!...... sin wt \n 
2 2 2w ~ 

1 2( ht. )2 + - w x - - sm wt . 
2 2w 

(2.25) 

Therefore the general solution of the canonical equations of 
motion 

. aH 1 h 1 h . 
x = - = p + - t cos wt + - - sm wt, 

ap 2 2 w 

. aH 2( ht. ) 
p = - ax = - w x - 2w sm wt 

can be obtained from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

as +..! (as)2 + (..! ht cos wt + J!...... sin W() as 
at 2 ax 2 2w ax 

1 2( ht. )2 0 + - w x - - sm wt =. 
2 2w 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

A complete solution of this equation is found to be 

S(t,x,C) = - ~w(x - (ht 12w )sin wt)2 tan(wt + C). 
(2.28) 

It is easy to verify that the equation as lac = B generates the 
familiar solution for the resonant case 

x = ( - 2B Iw) 1/2 cos(wt + C) + (ht 12w)sin wt. 

Note that the Lagrangian function (2.6) of the dynamical 
system (2.1) can serve as a basis for the study of the conser
vative laws of this system. For more details about these con
servation laws see Ref. 10. 

III. MULTIDEGREE OF FREEDOM OSCILLATORY 
SYSTEM WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS ON THE 
DISSIPATIVE TENSOR 

In the following two sections we demonstrate that under 
some circumstances the Hamilton-Jacobi method can be 
successfully applied to purely nonconservative linear sys
tems whose original (Newtonian) form of differential equa-
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tions of motion does not possess a Lagrangian function. In 
the light of the theory of the inverse Lagrangian problem, 
such dynamical systems are usually termed as non-self-ad
joint (Ref. 2, pp. 54-61). However, we confine ourselves to 
those dynamical systems with the following two important 
properties. 

(a) There exists a set of the constant integrating factors 
by means of which we can transform the equations of motion 
into a self-adjoint form. 

(b) The form of the Lagrangian function of the Lagran
gian function obtained in this way should be composed of the 
full quadratic time-dependent terms, suitable (liable) for the 
Hamilton-J acobi analysis. Let us consider the linear dissipa
tive oscillatory dynamical system 

G;=x; +bijxj +w2x; =0 (i,j= 1, ... ,n), (3.1) 

where bij and ware a set of given constants. In (3.1) and 
throughout the text, we suppose that the summation conven
tion with respect to the repeated indices is applied. In order 
to include gyroscopic forces in our considerations (whose 
tensor, as a rule, is antisymmetric: bij = - bj ;) and dissipa
tive forces (whose tensor, as a rule is symmetric: bij = bji), 
we will suppose that the coefficients bij are not symmetric, 
i.e., bij #bji' 

The differential equations (3.1) as they stand are not 
derivable from a Lagrangian function. To show this, we note 
that if a system of the differential equations 
G;(t,xl, ... ,Xn,xl, .. ·,xn ) = 0 (i = 1, ... ,n) is derivable from a 
Lagrangian function L(t,xl, ... ,xn,xl, ... ,xn ) the following 
Helmholtz conditions should hold identically for all 
i, k = l, ... ,n (for a modern treatment of this subject see Refs. 
2,3,and8): 

aG; aGk 
aXk = ax; , 

aG; + aGk =!!....[ aG; + aGk ] 
aXk ax; dt aXk ax;' 

(3.2) 

[ 
aG; aGk ] d [ aG; aGk ] 

2 aXk - ax; = dt aXk - ax; . 

Since these conditions are not satisfied for the Newtonian 
system (3.1), we turn to the possibility of transforming it 
into a Lagrangian form by means of the procedure below. As 
outlined in Refs. 2-8, the introduction of the integrating fac
tors (multipliers) into a Newtonian system can considerably 
enhance finding a Lagrangian (if it exists). Thus we replace 
the original set of Newtonian equations G; = 0 by a linear 
combination of these equations, by introducing a set of con
stant multipliers hj' with det( hj) #0. In what follows, we 
apply this procedure on the Newtonian nonconservative sys
tem. 

Let us take the first differential equation of the system 
(3.1), i.e., i = 1 as it stands, multiply the second (i = 2) by a 
constant factor ..12 , the third (i = 3) by ..13 , etc., and sum all 
equations. Thus we obtain 

(XI + ..1aXa) + (b ll + ..1aba! )X! + (b I2 + ..1aba2 )X2 

+ ... + (bin + ..1aban )Xn + W2(XI + ..1axa) 

= 0 (a = 2,3, ... ,n) (3.3) 
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or 

(XI + Aaxa)" + (b ll + Aabal ) 

[ 
. b12 + Aa ba2 " bin + Aaban . ] 

X XI + X2 + ... + Xn 
bll + Aabal bll + Aabal 

+ eu2(XI + AaXa) = O. (3.4 ) 

By introducing the new variable 

Y=x I + Aaxa, (3.5 ) 

selecting the multipliers Aa ( = 2, 3, ... ,n) in such a way that 

b12 + Aa ba2 = ..1.2"", bin + Aaban = An' (3.6) 
bll + Aabal bll + Aabal 

and denoting 

2k=b ll +Aabal , (3.7) 

we reduce Eq. (3.3) to the form 

Y + 2kY + eu2 y = 0, (3.8) 

which can be expressed in terms of Lagrangian or Hamilto
nian mechanics. 

Note that employing (3.7) we write the system (3.6) in 
the form of (n - 1) algebraic equations 

..1.2 (b22 - 2k) + A3b32 + ... + An bn2 = - b12, 

A2b32 + ..1.3 (b33 - 2k) + ... + Anbn3 = - b13, 
(3.9) 

A2b2n + A3b3n + ... + An (bnn - 2k) = - bin' 

If we solve this system with respect to A and substitute the 
solution into (3.7), we obtain the determinantal equation 

bll - 2k,b12, ••• ,bln 
b21 ,b22 - 2k, ... ,b2n 

=0, (3.10) 

which is an algebraic equation of the nth order with respect 
to (2k). 

Solving (3.10) by supposing that there are no multiple 
roots, we obtain 2k(l) , ... ,2k(n)' Substituting this into (3.9) 

we find ..1.(2) ,·.·,A(n)' 
Therefore Eqs. (3.5), (3.7), and (3.8) are, in fact, 

Y(i) =X I +Aa(i)xa, (3.11) 

2k(i) = b ll + Aa (i)bap (3.12) 
•. • 2 
Y(i) + 2k(i) Y(i) + eu Y(i) = O. (3.13) 

Note that in the last three equations and in what follows, the 
summation convention with respect to the repeated Latin 
indices in the parentheses (i), is not assumed, while this 
convention is applied to the repeated Greek indices. 

The Lagrangian and Hamiltonian corresponding to 
(3.13) are, respectively, 

L - ~ 2. [Y' 2 _ 2y2 ] 2k(i)t 
- ~ (i) eu (i) e , 

(i)=1 2 

(3.14) 

H - ~ 2. [2 -2k(i)t+ 2y2 2k(i)t] - ~ P (i) e eu (i) e , 
(i)=1 2 

(3.15 ) 

and the associated Hamilton-Jacobi equation is 
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To solve this equation we apply the method of separation of 
variables 

S(t'Y(1) 'Y(2) '''''Y(n) ) = S(1) (t'Y(1» + S(2) (t'Y(2) ) 

+ ... + S(n) (t'Y(n» (3.17) 

and, substituting this into the previous equation, we obtain n 
equations for 

S(i) (t'Y(i»' (i) = 1, ... ,n, 

as(i) +2.[(as(i) )2e -2k(i)I+ eu2Y 2 e2k(i)t] =0 
at 2 aY(i) (I) , 

(i) = 1, ... ,n. (3.18) 

Since for each particular (i), (3.18) isidenticalto (2.18), we 
have a complete solution of (3.18) in the form 

S(i) = -!Y~i)[k(i) +eutan(cut+C(i»]e2k(i)t, (3.19) 

where the C(i) are constant parameters. 
Applying the Jacobi theorem we have 

as(i) 
P(i) = --= - Y(i) [k(i) + eu tan(eut + C(i» ] e2k(i)t, 

aY(i) 
(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

From the last group of equations we find 

Y(i) = [ - 2B(i) leu] 1/2e- k(i)t cos(eut + C(i». (3.22) 

Using the last equation, we express the generalized momen
tum vector (3.20) as a function of time: 

P(i) = [k(i) ( - 2B(i) leu) 1/2 cos(eut + C(i) ) 

+ ( - 2B(i)eu)1/2 sin(eut + C(i) )]ek(i)t. (3.23) 

If the initial conditions of the system (3.1) are given we can 
find, by using (3.11) and the relation 

_ aL _ Y' 2k(<)t 
P(i) - -.- - (i) e 

aY(i) 
(3.24 ) 

for t = 0, Y(i) (0) and P (i) (0). Therefore from (3.22) and 
(3.24) we can find 2n constants B(i) and C(i) in terms of 0i 

and b i' The motion of the original system is given by (3.11). 
Namely, we suppose that this expression can be inverted to 
given Xi =xi(t). 

IV. OSCILLATORY SYSTEM WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS 
ON THE STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS 

The method of Hamilton and Jacobi can also be applied 
to dynamical systems whose differential equations of motion 
are of the form 

Gi =xi + 2kxi + oijXj = 0 (i,j = 1, ... ,n), (4.1) 

where k and oij are given constants. 
In order to include the nonconservative position forces 

in consideration, we suppose that the coefficients oij are not 
symmetric, i.e., 
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(4.2) 

therefore, on the basis ofEq. (3.2) the dynamical system is 
not describable by means of a Lagrangian function. 

However, repeating the same process as in the previous 
section, i.e., multiplying the second equation of the system 
(4.1) by a constant factor f-l2, the third equation by f-l3' etc., 
and summing all equations, including the first, we obtain 

X + 2kX + (all + f-laaal )x I + (a 12 + f-laaa2 )x2 

+ ... + (a ln + f-laaan )xn = 0, 

where 

X = XI + f-laxa (a = 2,3, ... ,n). 

By denoting 

w2 = all + f-laaal 

and selecting in such a manner that 

a l2 + f-la aa2 aln + f-laaan 
= f-lz, .. ·, = f-ln' 

all +f-laaal all +f-laaal 

we reduce Eq. (4.3) to 

X + 2kX + w2X = O. 

(4.3) 

(4.4 ) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

To determine w2 and the unknown multipliers f-la 
(a = 2,3, ... ,n), we first, by means of (4.5), express system 
(4.6) as 

f-l2(a Z2 - wz) + f-l3a3Z + ... + f-lnan2 = - alZ' 

f-l2a32 + f-l3(a 33 - WZ) + ... + f-lnan3 = - a 13, 
(4.8) 

f-lZa2n + f-l3a3n + ... + f-ln (ann - ( 2) = - aln · 

Solving this system with respect to f-la we substitute the solu
tion into (4.5), and after simple transformations we obtain 
the determinantal equation 

all - w2,aI2, .. ·,aln 

a21 ,a22 - wZ, ... ,aZn 
=0, (4.9) 

which is an algebraic equation of the nth order with respect 
to w2

• Thus from (4.9) and (4.8) we find W~Il' ... ,W~n) and 
f-l2, ... ,f-ln and from (4.4), (4.5) and (4.7) we actually have 

X(i) = XI + f-la(i)xa, (4.10) 

w~i) = all +f-laU)aal' (4.11 ) 

XU) + 2kX( i) + w~ i) XU) = 0 

[a = 2,3, ... ,n, (i) = 1,2, ... ,n], (4.12) 

where the repeated indices in the parentheses ( ) are not 
summed. Since the transformed system (4.12) can be gener
ated by means of the Lagrangian function 

L ~ 1 [X2 2 X2 ] 2kt = £.. - (i) - W(i) (i) e . 
(i) ~ I 2 

(4.13 ) 

It is interesting to note that the dynamic systems (3.1) 
and (4.1) admit some quadratic conservation laws, which 
are discussed in Refs. 11 and 12. 
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v. AN EXAMPLE 

As an illustration, consider the dynamic system (Ref. 
13, p. 87) 

x+y+3x=15e- t, X(O) =35, x(O) = -48, 

ji - 4x + 3y = 15 sin 2t, yeO) = 27, yeO) = - 55. 
(5.1 ) 

By applying the multiplier method, we reduce this system to 

X+2iX+3X= 15(e- t - (i/2)sin2t), 

Y - 2iY + 3Y = 15(e- t + (i/2)sin 2t), 

where 

(5.2) 

X=x-(i/2)y, Y=x+(i/2)y, i 2= -1. (5.3) 

By repeating the same process as in Sec. II, we find the La
grangian function of the system (5.2) in the form 

L = {H X + (3 + ~i) e - t + i cos 2t + 4 sin 2t ] 2 

- ~[X - (3 + ~i)e- t + (i12)sin 2t - 2 cos 2t] 2}e2it 

+ {! [ Y + (3 - ~i) e - t - i cos 2t + 4 sin 2t ] 2 

-HY- (3-~i)e-t 

- (i/2)sin 2t - 2 cos 2t ] 2}e - 2it, (5.4) 

and the corresponding Hamilton function is 

H = !p~e-2it + !p~e2it 
- [(3 + ~i)e- t + i cos 2t + 4 sin 2t ]PI 

- [(3 - ~i)e- t - i cos 2t + 4 sin 2t ]pz 

+ ~ [X - (3 + ~i)e - t + (i/2)sin 2t - 2 cos 2t ] 2e2it 

+HY- (3-~i)e-t 

- (i/2)sin 2t - 2 cos 2t ]2e- Zit, (5.5) 

where PI = aL lax and Pz = aL lay are the canonical mo
menta. 

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is then 

as +..!.. ( as)2 e _ 2it + ..!.. ( as)Z e2it 
at 2 ax 2 ay 

- [(3 + ~ i)e - t + i cos 2t + 4 sin 2t ] ;~ 

- [(3 - ~ i)e - t - i cos 2t + 4 sin 2t ] ;~ 

+ ~[X-(3+ ~i)e-t+ ~ sin2t-2cos2tre2it 

+ ~ [ Y _ (3 - ~ i)e- t 

- ~ sin2t-2cos2t re-2it=0. (5.6) 

Since this equation has the same structure as Eq. (2.9), we 
take, analogous to (2.10), a complete solution of (5.6) in the 
form 

S(t,X,y) = H X - (3 + ~i)e- t + (i/2) sin 2t 

- 2 cos 2t ] Z e2i'!; (t) + ~ [ Y - (3 - ~i) e - t 

- (i/2)sin 2t - 2 cos 2t ] ze - Zi'l'z(t), (5.7) 
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where .t;. (t) and h (t) are the unknown functions of time. 
This expression will satisfy (5.6) identically for every X, Y, 
and t if 

il+2ifl+fi+3=0, j;-2ih+f~+3=0. (5.8) 

Hence we find 

X=B1e-itcos(2t+ C1 ) + (3 +li)e- I 

- (i/2) sin 2t + 2 cos 2t, 

Y = B2e
it cos (2t + C2 ) + (3 - ~i) e - 1 

+ (i/2)sin 2t + 2 cos 2t. 

Since, in accordance with (5.3) 

x=!(X+ Y), Y= (-X+ Y)/i, 

(5.9) 

we find after matching the initial conditions the solution to 
(5.1) in theform 

x = 30 cos t - 15 sin 3t + 3e - 1 + 2 cos 2t, 

y = 30 cos 3t - 60 sin t - 3e - t + sin 2t, 

where we have employed the well-known identity 
eit = cos t + i sin t. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As demonstrated in Sec. II, the Hamilton-Jacobi partial 
differential equation (2.9) that is based on the "full quadrat
ic" Lagrangian function (2.6), can be easily treated. How
ever, if we base our considerations on the more "obvious" 
Lagrangian function 

Ll = (lX2 - !W~X2 + xh cos Ot)e2kt, (6.1) 

whose Lagrangian equation (2.3) also generates the correct 
differential equation (2.1), the process of obtaining a com
plete solution ofthe associated Hamilton-Jacobi equation, 

- + - - e - 2kl + _ w~x2e2kt - hxe2kt cos Ot = 0, as 1 (as)2 1 
at 2ax 2 

(6.2) 

is considerably more complicated. 
We can find a complete solution of (6.2) in the form 

S=HAx2 + 2xf(t) +F(t)]e2kt, (6.3) 

where A is the constant and f (t) and F(t) are unknown 
functions of time. For example, if k = 0, i.e., in the case of a 
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pure force oscillator, a complete solution of (6.2) is given in 
the following form [suitable for applying the Hamilton-Ja
cobi theorem (2.13)]: 

1 2' 1 .[ eOit e - Oit ] _ i t 
S = - waX z - - xhz + + Cxe Wo 

2 2 wo + 0 wo-O 

___ C_h __ [e(O-cuo)it + e- (O+cuo)il] 

2(w~ - 0 2
) 

c 2 . + __ e- 2cuolt 
4woi 

+ (a function of t free of x and C). (6.4) 

It is easy to verify that the Hamilton-Jacobi theorem pro
duces a correct solution to the forced oscillator problem dis
cussed in Sec. II C. 
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The bi-Hamiltonian structure for a large class of one-dimensional hyberbolic systems of 
conservation laws in two field variables, including the equations of gas dynamics, shallow 
water waves, one-dimensional elastic media, and the Bom-Infeld equation from nonlinear 
electrodynamics, is exhibited. For polytropic gas dynamics, these results lead to a quadri
Hamiltonian structure. New higher-order entropy-flux pairs (conservation laws) and higher
order symmetries are exhibited. 

I. HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS OF CONSERVATION LAWS 

With Gardner's discovery of the Hamiltonian structure 
of the Korteweg-de Vries equation,l and Amol'd's deter
mination of the Lie-Poisson structure underlying the Euler 
equations of fluid flow,2 the range of applications of the 
Hamiltonian formalism embraced truly infinite-dimension
al systems. Subsequent progress in the field has been rapid, 
especially after Magri proved his remarkable theorem on the 
complete integrability of bi-Hamiltonian systems.3 This has 
led to a large number of papers on the applications of Hamil
tonian methods to the integrable soliton systems arising as 
models for nonlinear wave phenomena. More recently, a 
number of researchers have exploited Amol'd's original idea 
to vastly broaden the range of Hamiltonian systems in fluids, 
plasmas, and relativity.4 Yet a third branch of infinite-di
mensional Hamiltonian mechanics was opened with the in
vestigations of Man in, 5 Cavalcante and McKean,6 Dubrovin 
and Novikov,7 and Nutku,8 into the Hamiltonian structures 
arising in first-order quasilinear systems of partial differen
tial equations, known as "systems of hydrodynamic type." 
These are beginning to have applications to the analysis of 
hyperbolic conservation laws, and the study of discontin
uous (shock wave) solutions.9

-
11 

This paper represents a further investigation of the last 
class of equations, with two-component hyperbolic systems 
of conservation laws in one spatial variable being the type of 
system under consideration, and with particular attention 
being paid to gas dynamics and some model equations aris
ing in elasticity. Our results build on earlier work of Shef
tel',12,13 who was primarily concerned with the symmetry 
structure of these systems. We connect Sheftel's results with 
the Hamiltonian framework via Magri's theorem, and de
duce the bi-Hamiltonian structure of a broad class of sys
tems of conservation laws, as well as the quadri-Hamiltonian 
structure of the equations of polytropic gas dynamics them
selves. New conservation laws (entropy-flux pairs), sub
stantially extending earlier results of Verosky,l4 are also 
found. Interesting examples of incompatible bi-Hamiltonian 
systems are found. Indeed, the fundamental message of this 
paper is that, in the case of two-dimensional Hamiltonian 
systems, and particularly for polytropic gas dynamics, na
ture appears to be overly generous in the amount of structure 

she provides. Why these systems should be this way remains 
mysterious. We hope to return to this topic, and to applica
tions of these results to the analysis of smooth solutions and 
shock waves in a subsequent paper. As a prerequisite for 
studying this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar 
with the fundamentals of symmetry groups, Hamiltonian 
systems of evolution equations, conservation laws, and Ma
gri's theorem, as presented, for instance, in Olver. 15 

The general form of a two-component hyperbolic sys
tem of conservation laws of Hamiltonian type is as follows. 
The unknowns u(x,t) = ef:::n depend on the real-valued 
temporal and spatial variables t and x. The Hamiltonian 
functional or energy is 

Jf"[u] = f H(u,v)dx, 

where the integrand or Hamiltonian density H(u,v) is a 
smooth, but otherwise arbitrary function of u and v. The 
system takes the explicit form 

(1.1 ) 

with the sUbscripts denoting partial derivatives. We can also 
write it in the convenient vector format 

u, =H'ux ' 

where 

( 1.2) 

0.3) 

and a l = (~ 6J. The system (1.2) is in the elementary Hamil
tonian form 

U, = 9'oE[H]. (1.4 ) 

Here E = ED denotes the Euler operator or variational de
rivative, and the Hamiltonian operator is the matrix differ
entialoperator 

9'0 = a1'Dx = (;x ( 1.5) 

The corresponding Poisson bracket is 
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{F,H} = f E(F)'!P oE(H)dx 

= f {Eu (F). DxEv (H) + Ev (F)DxEu (H) }dx, 

which arises in a number of physically important systems. 
There are three important examples. The equations of 

gas dynamics 16 

U, + UUx + f(v)vx = 0, v, + (UV)x = 0, (1.6) 

are of theform (1.1), with 

H(u,v) = - (!u2v + F(v»), where f(v) = F"(v). 
( 1.7) 

In physical applications, u(x,t) represents the velocity, and 
v(x,t) the density (more customarily denoted by p) of the 
fluid; the function f( v) is related to the physical pressure 
P(v) according to the equationf(v) = P'(v)lv. The equa
tions of polytropic gas dynamics correspond to the choice 
F(v) = vYlr(r - 1) for some exponent r#O,1. In particu
lar, the special case F(v) = !v2 also arises in shallow water 
theory.6 A second important example is provided by the 
Hamiltonian 

H(u,v) = ulv + vlu, ( 1.8) 

in which case ( 1.1 ) is equivalent to the Bom-Infeld equation 
from nonlinear electrodynamics. 17.18 Finally, we mention 
the simple model 

u, = [u(v) lx, v, = Ux' (1.9) 

for a one-dimensional nonlinear elastic medium.9, 10,19 In this 
case, the Hamiltonian density is 

H(u,v) = !u2 + F(v), ( 1.10) 

whereF'(v) = u(v). The case when uis a monotone func
tion of v corresponds to an ideal fluid or elastic solid; models 
of phase transitions arise with more general functions u, the 
most interesting being that of a van der Waals fluid, where 
u(v) = cl(v - b) - alv2. Furthermore, the case u(v) 
= (1 + v) - (I + Y) corresponds to the Euler equation arising 

in nonlinear acoustics. 20 

II. A PROTOTYPE: THE RIEMANN EQUATION 

A remarkable feature of the two-component Hamilto
nian system ( 1.1) is that, suitably interpreted, all the struc
ture already manifests itself in the simple scalar nonlinear 
wave equation 

(2.1 ) 

This equation has many names (Riemann, inviscid Burgers', 
Hopf, etc.), and serves as a prototype for so many of the 
phenomena associated with hyperbolic systems, that its role 
in the Hamiltonian structure and conservation laws will not 
be surprising. See Whitham 16 for a good review of the classi
cal theory of this equation. 

The purpose of this introductory section is to list some 
basic results for the Riemann equation (2.1), all of which 
have direct counterparts in the equations for polytropic gas 
dynamics (1.6) and the model elasticity equations (1.9), 
and many of which have counterparts for more general two-
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dimensional hyperbolic systems. The rather easy proofs are 
left to the reader, as they serve as good warm-up exercises for 
the much harder calculations in two dimensions. 

( 1) There is an infinite sequence of zeroth-order con
served densities 

Hn (u) = un, n = 1,2,3,... . (2.2) 

In fact, any function F( u) is a conserved density for (2.1). 
[By the orderofafunction F [u] = F(u,ux"")' we mean the 
highest order derivative of u on which it depends.] 

(2) The equation admits three first-order Hamiltonian 
operators 

!Po = Dx' !PI = 2u'Dx + Ux' !P2 = u2'Dx + uUx' 
(2.3 ) 

and so can be written in Hamiltonian form in three distinct 
ways: 

u, = !Po'E(i,H3) = !PI'E(i,H2) = !P2·E(H1). 

Moreover, since 

!P2#!P I·!PO-I.!p I' 

these Hamiltonian operators are not trivially related.21 

(3) The three Hamiltonian operators !P 0' !P I' !P 2' are 
compatible, meaning that any two of them form a Hamilto
nian pair in the sense of Magri's theorem.3,22 Therefore, Eq. 
(2.1) is a "tri-Hamiltonian system." The resulting recursion 
operators 

fit I=!P I'!PO- I, flt2 = !P2·!PO-I, flt3 = !P2'!P ii, 
(2.4 ) 

which map symmetries to symmetries, are trivially related 
by 

flt2 = flt 3·flt l, 

but are otherwise independent "integrodifferential opera
tors." 

( 4) There is an infinite sequence of commuting Hamil
tonian flows corresponding to the evolutionary vector fields 
Vn = Qn [u] ·au, with characteristics Qn [u] = un·ux' The 
nth flow can be written in Hamiltonian form in three distinct 
ways: 

u, = Qn [u] = un·ux 

= !Po'E([(n + 2)(n + 1)]-IHn+2) 

= !P 1'E([(2n + l)(n + l)]-IHn+d 

= !P2'E(n-2Hn), (2.5) 

whose Hamiltonians Hn are given by (2.2). These Hamilto
nians are in involution with respect to any of the three Pois
son brackets determined by the Hamiltonian operators: 

{Hn,Hm}j = f E(Hn)'!PjE(Hm)dx=O, j=0,1,2. 

The recursion operators (2.4) reproduce the hierarchy of 
Hamiltonian flows, 

fltl(Qn) = [(2n + 3)/(n + l)]Qn+I' 

flt 2(Qn) = [(n + 2)/(n + I)]Qn+2' 

Thus, starting with the initial flow (2.1 ), fit 1 produces every 
flow in the hierarchy (2.5), whereas fit 2 produces every oth-
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er one. Interestingly, even though there are two independent 
recursion operators, the two hierarchies of zeroth-order con
served densities and corresponding first-order symmetries of 
(2.1) guaranteed by Magri's theorem happen to coincide. 
However, this remark is special to the polynomial hierarchy 
(2.2); on other hierarchies of Hamiltonian densities Hn (u) 
defined by the recursion relation, starting with a nonpolyno
mial function Ho(u), these recursion operators will act dif
ferently. 

(5) The equation admits an additional third-order 
Hamiltonian operator 

(2.6) 

Each of the Hamiltonian systems (2.5) can be written in this 
new Hamiltonian form using the Hamiltonian operator 1&', 

(6) The Hamiltonian operators ~ 0 and I&' are compati
ble; however, I&' is not compatible with either ~ I or ~ 2' 
Thus, the Riemann equation, and its higher degree general
izations (2.5) are in the rather anomalous position of being 
"quadri-Hamiltonian systems," meaning there are four dis
tinct local Hamiltonian structures, but of the six different 
possible pairs of Hamiltonian operators, four are compati
ble, whereas two are not! 

(7) The recursion operator 

fJ)=I&'.~-I=D '(I/u )'D '(l/u) o x x x x' 

is the square of a simpler first-order recursion operator 

(2.7) 

This latter operator acts on the first-order flows according to 

~(Qn) = nQn_1> 

and so, up to multiple, "inverts" the first-order recursion 
operator ~ I' [Again, as in part (4), this is special to the 
polynomial hierarchy (2.5).] 

(8) There is a rational second-order generalized sym
metry v2 = Q2·aU = ux-

2 ·uxx ·au with corresponding flow 
governed by the evolution equation 

A- 2 
ut = Q2 = uxx/ux· 

Thus the recursion operator ~ generate~ an additional hier
archy of higher order symmetries vn = Qn ·au , where 

(2.8) 

(9) The third-order generalized symmetry V3 in the 
hierarchy (2.8) is Hamiltonian relative to the first-order 
Hamiltonian operator ~ o' Thus there is a rational first
order conserved density 

HI = l/ux 
such that the third-order evolution equation 

A- 2 4 
u/ = Q3 = (ux 'Uxxx - 3uxx )/ux (2.9) 

corresponding to V3 is in fact bi-Hamiltonian 
A- A-

u/ = ~o'E(HI) = l&"E(Ho)' 

Here 
A- 2 
Ho=xu + ~tu 
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is a (time-dependent) zeroth-order conserved density for 
(2.1 ). Consequently, every other member of the hierarchy 
(2.8), i.e., the vector fields v2n + I' is bi-Hamiltonian, corre
sponding to a hierarchy of higher-order rational conserved 
densities H n' n = 0,1,2, .... 

(to) For any solution to the general first-order flow 
(2.5) corresponding to the vector field Vn , each of the high
er-order quantities S H m [u] dx is a linear function of t (pro
vided that the integral converges). In fact, if H(u) is any 
zeroth-order conserved density, with flow U t = DxE(H), 
then 

A- a2m + IH 
H +t---

m au2m + I 

is a conserved density for such a flow. In particular, Hm is a 
conserved density for Vn whenever 2m>n - 1. 

There are some additional facts concerning higher order 
symmetries and conservation laws for (2.1) which do not 
appear to have counterparts for the equations of gas dynam
ics. [This demonstrates that one must be careful when decid
ing which of the properties of (2.1) one wishes to generalize 
to two-dimensional systems in general, and gas dynamics in 
particular.] The proof of the following complete characteri
zation of symmetries and conservation laws is not difficult. 

Theorem 2.1: Define the rational differential functions 

Ko = U, KI = X - tu, K2 = u/ux - x, K3 = uxx/u;, 

Kn + I = (l/ux )DxKn, n>3. 

(i) T[ u] is conserved density of (2.1) if and only if 

T= UX ·F(Ko,KI,K2, ... ,Kn), 

where F is an arbitrary smooth function of the differential 
functions Ko, ... ,Kn • 

(ii) Q [ u] is the characteristic of a generalized symme
try vQ = Q·au of (2.1) if and only if 

Q = Ux ·G(Ko,KI,K2,· .. ,Kn ), 

where G is an arbitrary smooth function of the functions 
Ko,· .. ,Kn • 

III. ZEROTH-ORDER CONSERVED DENSITIES 

We now return to the general two-component Hamilto
nian system ( 1.1), and investigate its symmetries, conserved 
densities, and Hamiltonian structures. We will follow the 
basic outline of the properties for the elementary one-dimen
sional wave equation (2.1) discussed in Sec. II. We therefore 
begin by discussing item (1), the existence of zeroth-order 
conserved densities. Much of this material is well
known.5.13.23 

Associated with each hyperbolic system (1.1) is a sec
ond-order linear partial differential equation 

A(u,v)Fuu =B(u,v)Fvv ' (3.1) 

with A = Hvv, B = Huu' The solutions of (3.1) are the ze
roth-order conserved densities (entropies) for the hyperbo
lic system (1.1 ).10.13 

Proposition 3.1: A functional Y[u] = SF(u,v)dx is 
conserved for the Hamiltonian system (1.1) if and only if F 
is a solution to Eq. (3.1). 

Note that H itself is always a solution to (3.1). Also, if F 
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is a conserved density for the Hamiltonian system governed 
by H, then, reciprocally, H is a conserved density for the 
Hamiltonian system governed by F. In addition, we always 
have four elementary solutions given by the functions 

1, u, v, U·V. (3.2) 

These are conserved densities for any Hamiltonian system of 
the form ( 1.1 ). 

The most important class of Hamiltonian systems ( 1.1 ) 
are those for which the corresponding partial differential 
equation (3.1) admits a separation of variables in the rectan
gular (u,v) coordinates. 

Definition 3.2: A Hamiltonian density H(u,v) is called 
separable if (a) the second-order partial derivatives H uu and 
Hvv do not vanish identically, and (b) there exist functions 
A(U) and,u(v) such that 

HuJHvv = A(U)/,u(v). (3.3) 

If the Hamiltonian density is separable, then Eq. (3.1) 
determining the zeroth-order conserved densities takes the 
form 

(3.4) 

In this paper, we will deal exclusively with separable Hamil
tonian systems (1.1); an interesting open question is how 
many of these results can be generalized to the nonseparable 
cases. Gas dynamics, (1.6), is an example of a separable 
system, where 

A ( U ) == 1 and ,u ( v) = F" (v) = f( v) = P' ( v) . 
v V v2 

In fact, the special case when A == 1 has added importance. 
Definition 3.3: Let H(u,v) be a Hamiltonian density. If 

the ratio HuJHvv = ,u(v) is a function ofv alone, then His 
said to be a generalized gas dynamics Hamiltonian density. 

The elastic models ( 1. 9) are of gas dynamics type, with 
,u ( v) = (1' ( v ). The Born-Infeld Hamiltonian (1. 8) is sep
arable, with A (u) = U -4 and,u (v) = v-4, but not of gas dy
namics type. [However, Verosky24 noticed that the transfor
mation 

U = - (u- 2 + v- 2 ), v = !UV, (3.5) 

will change the Born-Infeld system into a polytropic gas 
dynamics system with adiabatic index r = - 1, i.e., 
F( v) = 1/2v. This remarkable transformation will be dis
cussed in more detail in a forthcoming publication. 17] 

In the separable case, there are four fundamental hierar
chies of solutions to the wave equation (3.4). Each of them 
takes the form 

n 

H,,(u,v) = L F;(u)'Gn_;(v), 
;=0 

where the functions F; and G; are generated by the recursion 
relations 

aZp. 
au2' = A(u)F;_I' (3.6) 

and normalized so that 

F;(O) =F;(O) =0, G;(O) =G;(O) =0. 

The hierarchies depend on the initial selection of 
Ho = Fo' Go, and there are four obvious possibilities, given 
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by the four elementary conserved densities (3.2): 

Ho = 1, Fo = Go = 1, 

Ho=u, Fo=u, Go =l, 

Ho = v, Fo = 1, Go = v, 

Ho = uv, Fo = u, Go = v. 

In practice, it is expedient to combine the first and second, 
and the third and fourth hierarchies, leading to two funda
mental hierarchies of conserved densities, which we denote 
by Hn andHn, respectively, sothatH2n is the nth member of 
the first hierarchy, H2n + I is the nth member of the second 
hierarchy, H2n is the nth member of the third hierarchy, and 
H2n + I is the nth member of the fourth hierarchy. 

For reference, we list the first few members of each se
quence in the gas dynamics case A == 1: 

Ho= 1, 

HI = U, HI = uv, 

H2 = !u2 + GI (v), H2 = ~U2V + GI (v), 
3 - 3 -H3 = Au + uGI(v), H3 = Au v + uGI(v), 

H4 = f4u4 + !U
2GI (v) + G2 (v), 

- 4 2- -
H4 = f4U V + u GI (v) + G2(v), 

etc., where, according to (3.6), 

GI (v) = f (v - w) ',u(w)dw, 

G2 (v) = f (v - w) ',u(w) 'GI (w)dw, 

GI(v) = f (v-w)'w',u(w)dw, 

G2 (v) = f (v - w) ',u(w) ·GI(w)dw. 

(3.7) 

Note that the elastic Hamiltonian (1.10) appears in the first 
hierarchy as H 2, whereas the gas dynamics Hamiltonian 
(1.7) appears in the alternative hierarchy as - H2• 

Lemma 3.4: Let H(u,v) be a generalized gas dynamics 
Hamiltonian. If F(u,v) is a conserved density, then so is 
aF/au. 

In fact, the hierarchies (3.7) satisfy 

aHn 
--=H I au n- , (3.8) 

and similarly for H". 
For a general separable system, each of the Hamiltonian 

functions generates a Hamiltonian flow, governed by the 
corresponding evolutionary system (1.1). We let 

Qn =.@oE [Hn] = Hn 'Ux (3.9) 

[cf. (1.3) and (1.5)] denote the right-hand side of this equa
tion, which is also the characteristic for the symmetry vector 
field Vn = Qn ·au· We define Mn, Qn, and vn from the alter
native hierarchy Hn similarly. In particular, Qo = QI 
= Qo = 0, meaning that the densities Ho, HI' Ho determine 

distinguished functionals (Casimirs) for the Hamiltonian 
structure (1.5), while Q\ = Ux is the common translational 
symmetry of the systems. All the Hamiltonians Hn and Hn 
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are in involution with respect to the Poisson bracket deter
mined by the Hamiltonian operator (1.5), i.e., 

{Hn,Hm} = {Hn,Hm} = {Hn,Hm} = 0, 

for all n, m. Consequently, the vector fields v n and v m all 
mutually commute. 

IV. FIRST-ORDER HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES: 
POLYTROPIC GAS DYNAMICS 

We have already seen the first Hamiltonian structure of 
the gas dynamics system ( 1.6). We now turn to a discussion 
of the other first-order Hamiltonian structures in the case of 
polytropic gas dynamics. These results correspond to items , 

(2)-( 4) for the one-dimensional equation (2.1). Strangely, 
these results do not seem to generalize to the general gas 
dynamics system, much less the more general hyperbolic 
system (1.1). 

Nutku8 has shown that, in the case of polytropic gas 
dynamics, there are two additional first-order Hamiltonian 
structures. Using the Hamiltonian hierarchies (3.7), we find 
that we can write the polytropic gas dynamics equations 
(1.6), with f(v) = vY- 2, in the alternative Hamiltonian 
form 

U, = IiJ I'E(y-IHI), (4.1 ) 

where IiJ I is the Hamiltonian operator 

IiJ _ x x 
( 

vY-2'D +D 'vy - 2 

1- (y_ l)u'Dx + (y_ 2)ux 

(y- l)u'Dx + Ux). 

v'Dx +Dx'v 

They have yet another Hamiltonian form, 

u, = IiJ 2'E(Ho), 

where 

(4.2) 

(

UVY- 2.DX +Dx'UVY-2 

IiJ 2 = 
{!(y-l)u2+2[vY- I/(y-1)]}'Dx 

+ (y- 2)uux + vY- 2vx 

{!(y - 1)u
2 + 2[v

y
-

I
/(y - 1) ]}.DX) 

+ uUx + vY- 2vx 
uV'Dx + Dx ·uv . 

The Hamiltonian operators IiJ 0' IiJ I' IiJ 2 are mutually com
patible, leading to three distinct Hamiltonian pairs. The cor
responding recursion operators are just as in (2.4), i.e., 

~I=IiJI·IiJO-I, ~2=IiJ2·IiJO-I, ~3=IiJ2·IiJI-I, 
(4.3) 

and, as before, are trivially related by the identity 
~ 2 = ~ 3' ~ I' but are otherwise distinct. Nevertheless, they 
both give rise to the same series of gas dynamics Hamilto
nians, since 

~I(Qn) =Qn+I' ~2(Qn) =Qn+2' 

and similarly for the alternative hierarchy v n' In other 
words, just as with the one-dimensional prototype (2.1), ~ 2 

leads to every other member of the hierarchies (3.9), and so 
for some reason ~ 3 acts the same as ~ I on these hierarchies. 
(As with the Riemann equation recursion operators, these 
recursion operators will act differently on other hierar
chies.) Strangely, there does not appear to be a counterpart 
of these two recursion operators in the general nonpolytro
pic case, i.e., when the pressure is not proportional to a pow
er of the density. We do not fully understand why this should 
be the case. 

A similar situation exists for the "polytropic" versions 
of the elasticity models (1.9), i.e., when 
F(v)=vy

-
I/(y-2)'(y-1), y:;f0,1,2. Here we can 

write it in a second Hamiltonian form 

(4.4 ) 

However, even though this system cannot be written in 
Hamiltonian form using the operator IiJ 2' nevertheless it 
still admits all three recursion operators (4.3). 

The only other case of (1.9) which appears to admit a 
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I 
second Hamiltonian structure is the curious choice 
l1(v) = eO. Here we have the Hamiltonian operator 

IiJ _ ( u'e"'Dx + Dx 'u'e" (e" + !u2
) 'Dx + Dx .e"), 

1- e"'Dx +Dx'(e"+!u2) u'Dx +Dx'u 

and the equation can be written as 

u, = IiJI'E(Ho)' 

Interestingly, the resulting recursion operator ~ I 
= IiJ I . IiJ 0- I alternates between the two hierarchies of con
served densities (3.7), i.e., 

~I(Qn) =Qn+2' ~I(Qn) =Qn+2' 

Note that this also implies that the gas dynamics equations 
(1.6), withf(v) = eO, can also be written in the Hamiltonian 
form u, = IiJI·E(HI). Apart from obvious rescalings and 
translations of v, this appears to be the only nontrivial case 
where this happens. 

V. HIGHER-ORDER HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE 

In this section, we present the second Hamiltonian 
structure of a general separable Hamiltonian system (1.2). 
We begin by exhibiting the analog of the third-order Hamil
tonian operator (2.6), thereby finding analogies to items (5) 
and (6) of Sec. II. We will then show how to write the system 
itself in bi-Hamiltonian form. 

Following Sheftel' , 13 define the functions 

L(u) = f A.(s)ds, M(v) = f f1-(s)ds, 

and the matrix variables 
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(
u M(V») (L(U) 

U(u,v) = v L(u) , V(u,v) = v 

Note that CTI ' U = VT·CTI, where CTI = (~ ~). Let 

(
Ux P(V)Vx ) (U t P(V)V I ) 

Ux = and UI = 
Vx A(U)Ux Vt A(U)U I 

denote the total x and t derivatives of the matrix U; define Vx 
and Vt analogously. Also let 

U x-I = ~(A(U)Ux -P(V)Vx), 
() - Vx Ux 

V - I = ~(Ux -P(V)Vx) 
x () -Vx A(U)Ux ' 

() = A(u) ·u; -p(v) 'v;, 

denote the matrix inverses of Ux and Vx ' 

The basic third-order Hamiltonian operator for a gen
eral separable Hamiltonian system can be written compactly 
as follows. 

Theorem 5.1: The operator 

g' = Dx' Vx-I'Dx ' U x-I'CTI'Dx 

= Dx' V x-I'Dx 'CTI ' V x- T'Dx (5.2) 

is Hamiltonian. 
Proof The fact that g' is a skew-adjoint differential op

erator follows immediately from the second formula in 
(5.2). Rather than prove the Poisson form22 of the Jacobi 
identity for g', it is simpler to prove that the symplectic two
form 

0= J {dUT 1\ g'-I du}dx, 

is closed25
: dO = O. Let (fJ, tPdenote potential functions for u, 

v, respectively, so 

(fJx = u, tPx = v. 

Thus, formally, 

D x-l(d(fJ) = du, D x-l(dtP) = dv, 

and hence 

0= J {(vx d(fJ + Ux dtP) 

I\D x-I(A(U)Ux d(fJ + p(v)vx dtP)}dx 

= J {( tPxx d(fJ + (fJxx dtP) 

I\D x-I(A((fJx )(fJxx d(fJ + p(tPx )tPxx dtP)}dx. 

Let L, Mbe as in (5.1), and let 

L(u) = Iou s'A(s)ds, 

L(u) = Iou (u - s)A(s)ds = uL(u) - L(u), 

M(u) = r s'p(s)ds, 

M(u) = Iou (u - s)p(s)ds = uM(u) - M(u). 

Performing an inspired series ofintegration by parts, we find 

0= - J {(tPxd(fJ+(fJxdtP)I\(A((fJx)(fJxxd(fJ+p(tPx)tPxxdtP) 

+ d((fJx tPx) 1\ D x- I(A((fJx )(fJxx d(fJ + p( tPx) tPxx dtP)}dx 

= J {((fJxA((fJx)(fJxx - tPxp(tPx)tPxx)d(fJl\dtP 

- d((fJx tPx) 1\ (L((fJx )d(fJ + M(tPx )dtP) + d((fJxtPx) I\D x- ld (L((fJx) + M(tPx »)}dx, 

= J {(-L((fJx) +M(tPx»(d(fJxl\dtP+d(fJl\dtPx) 

- d((fJx tPx) 1\ (L((fJx )d(fJ + M(tPx )dtP) + d((fJxtPx) I\D x- ld (L((fJx) + M(tPx) )}dx. 

Therefore, 

dO = J { -(fJx A ((fJx )d(fJx 1\ d(fJ 1\ dtPx 

+ tPxp(tPx)dtPx I\d(fJx I\dtP 

+ d((fJx tPx) 1\ (A ((fJx )d(fJx 1\ d(fJ 

+ f-l (tPx )dtPx 1\ dtP)}dx, 

which clearly vanishes. This completes the proof that 0 is 
closed, and hence g' is a Hamiltonian operator. 

Proposition 5.2: The operators g' and IiJ 0 form a Hamil
tonian pair. 

Proof' Here it is more convenient to use Poisson meth-
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ods.22 Let () = (~) be the basis univectors associated with 
the variables u = (~). Since we already know that g' andIiJ 0 

are Hamiltonian operators, we need only verify the addi
tional compatibility condition26 

pr vY ,,(! (0w ) + pr VW(! (09 ,,) = 0, 

where 

0 go = ~ J (}TI\IiJo((})dx= J sl\'1/x dx 

(5.3 ) 

is the functional bivector associated with the Hamiltonian 
operator IiJ 0' and 
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0[5' = ~ f ° T 1\ 'l/(O)dx 

= ~ f [V"-TO]Tl\at'D,, [V,,-TO]dx 

is the bivector associated with the Hamiltonian operator 'l/. 
Now 0yJ" is a constant coefficient bivector, and hence 

pr VfI() (0,,),,) = 0, 

automatically. Thus, to verify (S.3), we need only compute 

pr v.'2J
o

() (0g> ) 

= f [prV.'iJo()(V"-T)·O]Tl\at·D,, [V;-T'O]dx, 

= - f [V,,-T·prv.'2Jo()(V~)·V,,-T·O]T 
l\a)'D,,[V,,-T'O]dx, 

where 

= (A(U)''Y/"" +A:(U)'U",'Y/" 

f.l(v) 's"" + f.l (v) 'V" 's" 

(S.4) 

It now appears that the only recourse is a rather long calcula
tion to check that the functional trivector (S.4) vanishes. We 
will not reproduce this calculation here, but just remark 
that, after several integrations by parts, the final result only 
depends on the four basis trivectors 

(S.S) 

S" I\s"" I\'Y/"", 'Y/" I\s"" I\'Y/"". 
Thus one need only check that the coefficient of each of these 
trivectors is zero, an exercise we leave to the reader. 

We now show how to combine the two Hamiltonian 
operators 'l/ and fj) 0 to make a separable Hamiltonian sys
tem bi-Hamiltonian. 

Theorem 5.3: Let H(u,v) be a separable Hamiltonian 
density. Then there exists a second zeroth-order conserved 
density H*(u,v) such that the corresponding Hamiltonian 
system (1.1) can be written in bi-Hamiltonian form 

u, =llJoE[H] = 'l/E[H*]. ( S.6) 

Proof Here, all the calculations are local, i.e., over a 
suitably small domain in (u,v) space. Let H *(u,v) be a sep
arable density satisfying the same equation (3.3) as H. A 
straightforward calculation using (3.3) shows that 

'l/ E [H*] = Dx(H:uvIA). 
H uvv1f.l 

This will coincide with ( 1.1) provided H * satisfies 

Hv = H~uvIA, Hu = H~vvlf.l' (S.7) 

Note first that, given H *, we can always determine a corre
sponding Hamiltonian density H, satisfying (3.3), since the 
compatibility conditions for (S.7), i.e., 
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a~ ~V (H}u ) = :u (H Juv ) 

= :v ( H;vv ) = a~:v (:~v). (S.8) 

are clearly satisfied sinceH* solves (3.3). Conversely, given 
H(u,v), which satisfies (3.3), we need to show that there 
exists a function H*(u,v), which also satisfies (3.3), and 
satisfies (S. 7). To accomplish this, we first determine a func
tion G(u,v) which satisfies 

Gu = AHv' Gv = f.lHu· 

This is possible (locally) by virtue of (3.3). Further, let 
F(u,v) be any function such that 

Fuv = G. 

Now according to (S.7), we will have H:v = G also, hence 

H*(u,v) = F(u,v) + p(u) + a(v) (S.9) 

for certain functions p (u) and a( v) of one variable. We only 
need to determinep and aso that H* satisfies (3.3). Now, 
according to (S.8) 

a~:v (F;u - ~v) = 0, 

hence 

FuulA - Fvv1f.l = q;(u) + t/J(v). (S.lO) 

If we choose p and a to satisfy 

p" = - A'q;, a" = - f.l.t/J, 

then it is not hard to see that H*, as determined by (S.9), 
satisfies (3.3), since 

H~u H~v. Fuu p" Fvv a" 
---=-+-----=0 

A f.l A A f.l f.l 
by virtue of (S.lO). This completes the construction of the 
appropriate density H *, and hence proves the theorem. 

If the Hamiltonian density H in Theorem S.3 is one of 
the densities H" in the hierarchy (3.7), then it is not hard to 
see that the corresponding density H * (u,v) can be taken to 
be the density H" + 2; similarly, if H = H", then 
H * = H" + 2' (See also Lemma 6.2 below.) 

Example 5.4: Consider Eqs. (1.6) of polytropic gas dy
namics, so that f(v) = Vl'-2. Here A(U) = 1, and 
f.l(v) = vl'- 3. Therefore the matrix variables (S.I) coincide 

U= V=(~ vl'-2/~r-2»). 

According to the proof of Theorem S.3, we can write the gas 
dynamics equations in the new Hamiltonian form 

u, = 'l/ E [H*]. 

The Hamiltonian operator is 

'l/ =Dx'Ux-t'Dx'Ux-l'at'Dx' 

and the new Hamiltonian is 

H*(u,v) =H4(u,v) =f.,u4v+u2·vl'lr(r-1) 

+ v2
1'- t/2r( r - 1 )2(2r - 1), 

provided r=l= ~ (otherwise the last summand is logarithmic). 
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Similar formulas hold for non polytropic gas dynamics. 
As discussed in Sec. IV, polytropic gas dynamics has 

two additional Hamiltonian structures. A similar, but even 
lengthier, calculation along the lines of that in Proposition 
5.2 shows that for polytropic gas dynamics, the Hamiltonian 
operators if and iiJ 1 are not compatible, nor are the Hamil
tonian operators if and iiJ 2' [In this case, there are other 
basis trivectors besides the ones listed in (5.5) which show 
up in the compatibility conditions (5.3), e.g., s/\ '/]X /\sxx, 
and one checks that the coefficient of at least one of these 
trivectors does not vanish.] Thus, as with the one-dimen
sional Riemann equation (2.1), the polytropic gas dynamic 
equations form a quadri-Hamiltonian system with four com
patible and two incompatible Hamiltonian pairs. 

VI. RECURSION OPERATORS AND HIGHER-ORDER 
SYMMETRIES 

We now tum to items (7) and (8) of Sec. II, and discuss 
the higher-order symmetries for hyperbolic systems. We be
gin by invoking Magri's theorem3 to construct recursion op
erators from the Hamiltonian pairs of differential operators. 
The first consequence of the developments in the preceding 
section is the following result of Sheftel'. 13 

Proposition 6.1: The operator 

§k = if· iiJ 0- 1 = D x . V x- I. D x . U;: 1 (6.1) 

is a recursion operator for the separable Hamiltonian 
system (1.1 ). 

Thus applying the recursion operator §k to any symme
try of the gas dynamics system leads to another symmetry. A 
straightforward calculation shows that for the zeroth-order 
conserved densities, this recursion operator does not lead to 
anything new. 

Lemma 6.2: Let v n and v n be the nth-order Hamiltonian 
symmetries determined by the two hierarchies (3.7). Then 
the recursion operator acts on their characteristics accord
ing to 

§k(Qn) = Qn-2' §k«t) = Qn-2' (6.2) 

In the case of a generalized gas dynamics Hamiltonian, 
so A (u) == 1, the matrix variables (5.1) coincide: 

U=V=(~ M~V»). 
Thus, just as in the one-dimensional case, the recursion oper
ator (6.1) is the square of a simpler recursion operator13 

::!It =Dx'Ux-
l
, (6.3 ) 

On the zeroth-order symmetries, 

(6.4 ) 

In the polytropic case, !!It is the "inverse" to the recursion 
operator ::!It 1 on the hierarchies (3.7), although as always, 
this is special to these particular hierarchies. 

Since we cannot obtain any higher-order symmetries by 
applying Sheftel's recursion operator to the first-order sym
metries, we need to look elsewhere for the analogies to the 
higher order rational symmetries of the Riemann equation. 
We begin by stating the basic condition for a generalized 
vector field to be a symmetry of ( 1.1 ) . 
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Proposition 6.3: Thefunction Q [u] = (g~) is the char
acteristic of a symmetry vector field vQ = Q·au of (1.2) if 
and only if Q [u] satisfies the identity 

DrQ = Dx (H .Q) (6.5) 

on solutions to the system (1.2). 
This result is standard27 using the fact that the operator 

D, - D x • H is the Frechet derivative operator for the system 
of differential equations ( 1.2). As a consequence of Proposi
tion 6.3 and the usual condition for a recursion operator,28 
we also deduce the following. 

Corollary 6.4: The Frechet derivative and recursion op
erators commute: 

(6.6) 

This can also be proved directly.13 The commutation 
identity (6.6) also clearly holds for the first-order recursion 
operator (6.3) in the generalized gas dynamics case. 

Theorem 6.5: Let H = H n be a Hamiltonian in the first 
hierarchy constructed in Sec. III, and let v n be the corre
sponding Hamiltonian vector field. Let v2m denote the gen
eralized vector field of order 2m with characteristic 

A A 

Q2m = !!Itm(xux )' (6.7) 
Then V2m is a symmetry for the flow generated by v n pro
vided 2m>n - 1. Similarly, V2m is a symmetry for the flow 
generated by V n corresponding to the Hamiltonian Hn pro
vided 2m>n. 

Proof: We need to verify the symmetry criterion (6.5) of 
Proposition 6.3. Using the recursion condition (6.6), (6.2), 
and (6.7), we see that, on solutions to (1.2) with H = H n , 

(D, - Dx . Hn )Q2m = (D, - Dx . Hn ). §km(xux ) 

= §km. (D, - Dx 'Hn )(xux ) 

= §km.{x'Dx (u, - Hn 'ux ) - Hn 'ux} 

= -§km(Qn) = -Qn-2m, 

which vanishes if n - 2m..;; 1. The proof for lin is the same, 
but now Qn _ 2m vanishes if n - 2m..;;O. 

In the case of generalized gas dynamics, there is a more 
extensive hierarchy of symmetries because the recursion op
erator is a first-order differential operator. The same calcula
tion yields the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.6: Suppose H = Hn be one of the nth-order 
generalized gas dynamics Hamiltonians, as in (3.7), and let 
v n be the corresponding first-order Hamiltonian flow. Let 
v m denote the generalized vector field of order m with char
acteristic 

(6.8) 

Then v m is a symmetry for the flow generated by v n provided 
m>n - 1. Similarly, v m is a symmetry for the flow generated 
by V n corresponding to the Hamiltonian H = Hn provided 
m>n. 

Finally, we note that in polytropic gas dynamics, we can 
still form additional recursion operators by combining the 
Hamiltonian operator if with the operators iiJ I' iiJ 2' even 
though they are not compatible. 29 However, the resulting 
higher-order symmetries appear to always be nonlocal since 
we cannot explicitly invert !iJ 1 or iiJ 2' 
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VII. HIGHER-ORDER CONSERVATION LAWS FOR 
GENERALIZED GAS DYNAMICS 

Proposition 3.1 gives a complete description of the ze
roth-order conservation laws for the general Hamiltonian 
system (1.1). For the classical gas dynamics Hamiltonian 
(1.6), Veroskyl4 found an additional first-order conserved 
density, 

'" Vx Vx 
HI [u,v] =-=-----

~ u~ - Ii ( v) . v~ 
(7.1) 

We now show how Verosky's conservation law fits into our 
general framework, and derive analogous laws for general
ized gas dynamics Hamiltonians. This will complete our ex
tension of the results of Sec. II to two-dimensional Hamilto
nian systems. We first note that a generalized gas dynamics 
Hamiltonian system can be cast into a suggestive matrix 
form, which is very reminiscent of the scalar Riemann equa
tion (2.1). 

Lemma 7.1: Suppose H(u,v) is a generalized gas dy
namics Hamiltonian. Then the corresponding Hamiltonian 
system (1.2) is equivalent to the matrix equation 

U,=H'Ux' (7.2) 

This follows from an elementary direct computation. 
The key to Verosky's conservation law and its higher order 
generalizations is the following matrix divergence identity. 

Lemma 7.2: Let H(u,v) be a generalized gas dynamics 
Hamiltonian. Then 

D,'(U x-
l

) -Dx(H'Ux-
l

) = - (Hx'Ux-
1 + Ux-I'Hx ) 

(7.3 ) 

holds on solutions to the system (1.2). 
Proof We first note that the matrices Hand Ux com

mute: 

H'Ux = Ux·H. 

Also, differentiating (7.2) we find 

Ux, = H· Uxx + Hx . Ux' 

Therefore we immediately deduce (7.3): 

D,'(U;:I) -Dx(H'Ux-
l

) 

- U x- I. U
X

, • U x- I - Hx . U x- I 

+ H' U x- I. Uxx . U;: I 

In particular, the (2,1) entry of the matrix identity (7.3) 
reads 

(7.4) 

For the classical gas dynamics Hamiltonian ( 1.7), H uuu == 0, 
and we recover Verosky's conservation law, with density 
(7.1). For more general gas dynamics Hamiltonians, Huuu 
will no longer be 0, and vx /8 will no longer be a conserved 
density; however, we can simply modify it to get a time
dependent conservation law. 

Theorem 7.4: Let H(u,v) be a gas dynamics Hamilto
nian. Then the function 

'" Hr = vx/~ + 2tHuuu (7.5) 
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is a conserved density for the corresponding flow (1.1). 
Proof Let T(u,v) = Huuu' Note first that according to 

Lemma 3.4, T(u,v) is a conserved density for the flow. Ac
cording to (7.4), to prove that (7.5) is also a conserved den
sity, it suffices to show that there exists a function X(u,v) 
such that the divergence identity 

D,{t· T(u,v») - Dxlt·X(u,v») = T(u,v) (7.6) 

holds. Evaluating the left-hand side of (7.6), and using Eq. 
( 1.1 ), we find that X must satisfy the pair of first-order par
tial differential equations 

Xu = HuvTu +HuuTv, Xv = HvvTu + HuvTv' 

The integrability condition Xuv = Xvu simplifies to the con
dition 

(7.7) 

But this follows immediately from Lemma 3.1, using the fact 
that Tis a conserved density. This completes the proof. 

Corollary 7.5: The integral 

~I= IV; dx, 

when it converges, is a linear function of t for any gas dy
namics Hamiltonian. 

The first-order conserved density HI = vx/~ leads to a 
Hamiltonian flow using the basic Hamiltonian operator 9 o. 
We now connect this flow with the symmetries generated in 
Theorem 6.6. This will allow us to apply the theorem of 
Magri to the Hamiltonian pair'll and 9 0 , and thereby gen
erate a new hierarchy of higher order conservation laws in 
gas dynamics. The starting point is the following straightfor
ward result. 

Proposition 7.6: The symmetry V3 is Hamiltonian with 
respect to the Hamiltonian structure determined by 9 0, and 
the corresponding conserved density is - 2 times Verosky's 
density (7.1). 

Proof' According to (6.8), the characteristic for the 
symmetry V3 is given by 

Q'" =!7l2 .(1) = -D 'U- 2 .U .U- I .(I) 
3 0 x x xx x O· 

On the other hand, the Hamiltonian flow corresponding to 
Verosky's density has characteristic 

(
Ev(HI») 

D· '" 
x Eu(HI) . 

Therefore, it suffices to verify that 

(
Ev(HI») (1) 
Eu(H

I
) =2U;:2·Uxx ·Ux-

l
• O· 

We have thus reduced the proposition to a straightforward 
computation, which we leave to the reader. 

Theorem 7.7: For a generalized gas dynamics Hamilto
nian, there is a hierarchy of higher order Hamiltonian densi
ties H m' m = 1,2'00" with m indicating the order of deriva
tives on which they depend, and corresponding commuting 
bi-Hamiltonian systems 

U, = Q2m + I = 9 oE [Hm] = 'll E [Hm _ d, m> 1. 
(7.8) 
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The Hamiltonians are in involution with respect to both the 
~ 0 and 'C Poisson brackets. 

This follows directly from Magri's theorem. 3,22 There is, 
however, a technical point to be resolved: whether we can 
always invert the differential operator ~ 0 to continue the 
recursive construction of the densities from (7.8). However 
this follows from the theorem in Ref. 30 that shows that this 
always is the case when one of the members of a Hamiltonian 
pair is a constant coefficient differential operator. 

A 

Note that if one of the higher-order densities Hm is con-
A 

served, then so is every subsequent density H k , k>m. Thus 
we need only know which is the first conserved density for 
our Hamiltonian system (1.1). 

Theorem 7.8: If H = H n is a Hamiltonian density in the 
first generalized gas dynamics hierarchy, then the higher
order density ii m is conserved for the Hamiltonian system 
(1.2) provided n<2m + 1. If H = Hn isin the second gener-

A 

alized gas dynamics hierarchy, then Hm is conserved pro-
vided n<2m + 2. 

Proof: We apply the recursion operator &t = !!J?2 to the 
( time-dc;pendent) flow corresponding to the Hamiltonian 
density HT [cf. (7.5)]. Using (3.8) and (6.4), we conclude 
that, as in the one-dimensional case, the function 

A a2m + IH 
H +1---

m au2m + I 

is a conserved density for (1.1) with H = Hn or Hn' In par
ticular, if 2m + 1 > n, the second summand vanishes; more 
particularly, if H = H n , and n = 2m + 1, then the second 
summand is just a constant multiple of I, and can be ignored. 
This completes the proof. 

For more general separable Hamiltonian systems not of 
gas dynamics type, higher order conservation laws do not 
appear to exist in general. The principal reason for this is that 
the recursion operator (6.1) is second order, and the hierar
chy of higher-order symmetries (6.7) omits the obvious 
Hamiltonian candidates. However, we do not have a com
plete proof that these systems do not have higher-order con
servation laws, and, indeed, Verosky's transformation (3.5) 
shows that at least one special example-the Born-Infeld 
equation-they do exist. This is an area that requires further 
investigation. 

In a later publication, we hope to return to the applica
tion of our results to physically interesting initial value prob
lems and discontinuous solutions/shock waves. Another in
teresting direction for further research is to try to extend 
these results to three-dimensional systems of conservation 
laws, especially those of nonisentropic gas dynamics for 
which Verosky has discovered additional higher order con
servation laws.31 
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In the framework of two-particle relativistic quantum mechanics, a Poincare-invariant scalar 
product and the corresponding physical Hilbert space of states are constructed. This is 
achieved by finding a tensor current of rank 2,j,.." (X I,X2 ), satisfying two independent 
conservation laws, relative to particles 1 and 2, respectively. Then the scalar product is 
obtained by integrating the currentj,.." over two three-dimensional spacelike hypersurfaces. 
The Hermiticity of the Poincare group generators is ensured by the fact that the kernel of the 
currentj,.." is translation invariant and covariant. A simple expression of the scalar product is 
obtained when one chooses for the two spacelike hypersurfaces two constant parallel 
hyperplanes. The positivity of the norm is, in general, ensured if the spectrum of the 
eigenvalues of the total mass squared operator comes out to be positive. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to have a general framework of two-particle 
relativistic quantum mechanics,I-3 it is necessary to define, 
in addition to the wave equations, the physical Hilbert space 
in which the states are considered, and more precisely, to 
construct the scalar product of the theory. It is this last prob
lem that we intend to solve throughout this work. 

The main property that we demand from the scalar 
product is its Poincare invariance, which then guarantees, 
with the covariance of its kernel, the Hermiticity property of 
the Poincare group generators and permits a unitary realiza
tion of the Poincare group. Of course, one also has to ensure 
the positivity of the norm of physical states. 

In free, one-particle relativistic quantum mechanics a 
Poincare-invariant scalar product is constructed by means 
ofa conserved four-vector current,j,.. (x), built up from two 
wave functions that are solutions of the corresponding wave 
equation. The conservation of the current guarantees that its 
three-dimensional integral over a spacelike surface, which 
defines the scalar product, is independent of that surface, 
and this in tum ensures the Poincare invariance of the scalar 
product itself.4 

In the two-particle case one naturally should extend this 
procedure. One should construct, from two wave functions, 
a tensor current ofrank 2, j,.." (x I'X2 ), so that it satisfies the 
two conservation laws 

a~ j,..v(X I,X2) = 0, 
(1.1 ) 

a rj,..v(X I,X2) = 0. 

The scalar product should then be constructed as a dou
ble three-dimensional integral of this current over two space
like hypersurfaces ~l and ~2: 

('11,<1» = ( j,..v(Xl,X2)d(T~(XI)d(Tr(X2)' Jl: 1 • .I.2 

( 1.2) 

It can easily be seen that the two conservation laws 
(1.1) guarantee the independence of the integral (1.2) from 
the types ofthe surfaces ~l and ~2' and, more particularly, 

a) Laboratory associated with Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. 

ensure the Poincare invariance ofthe scalar product defined 
by (1.2). 

It is this procedure that we shall adopt to construct the 
scalar product of the theory. The difficulty of the problem 
consists in finding the tensor currentJ~v satisfying the con
servation laws ( 1.1 ). Contrary to one-particle mechanics, in 
the two-particle case the interaction potentials depend in 
general on the total four-momentump of the system,3 that is, 
in particular, on the energy, except perhaps in the c.m. (cen
ter of momentum) frame. This is because the potentials de
pend on the relative coordinate X=X l - X2 only through its 
transverse components with respect to p, that is, through the 
variables 

X~ = x,.. - [(p·X)/p2]p,.., XT2 = X2 _ [(p·X)2/p2]. 

(1.3 ) 

In the c.m. frame, XT reduces to the variable (O,x) and hence 
becomes independent of p. However, for realistic potentials, 
the latter may also exhibit-through the coupling constants, 
for instance-an explicit dependence on the total mass 
squared and display a form like 

(1.4 ) 

where the dots stand for other possible variables such as the 
relative momentum or Dirac matrices. 

This means that for two wave functions that are eigen
functions of two different eigenvalues of p2, the interaction 
potential will not be the same for each of them. It is this 
feature that makes it difficult to build up the tensor current 
j,..v' The problem can be solved, however, as we shall show in 
this paper. The expression for the resulting currentj,..v turns 
out to be a complicated nonlocal function of the correspond
ing wave functions and potentials. 

We construct the scalar product (1.2) by choosing for 
the surfaces ~ I and ~2 two parallel hyperplanes perpendicu
lar to a constant timelike vector n. With this choice, the 
expression for the scalar product is considerably simplified 
and takes a local form. It differs from the expression for the 
scalar product of two free particles by terms taking into ac
count the total momentum dependence of the potential. 
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In order to relate the quantum-mechanical wave func
tions to field-theoretic quantities (such as matrix elements of 
currents), it is necessary to fix the normalization constants 
of the former by comparing their norm to that obtained from 
the Bethe-Salpeter equation with approximations leading to 
local potentials.5 This comparison fixes the overall normali
zation constant of the norm. It is not equal to unity, as long 
as the scale of the norm is fixed by the normalization condi
tion of the field theory state Ip), and this merely reflects the 
fact that quantum-mechanical two-particle wave functions 
are only projections of field theory states Ip) onto two-parti
cle states. This normalization constant depends on the char
acteristics of the quantum-mechanical wave function, such 
as its total mass squared and the mean value of its relative 
momentum squared. 

Expressions for scalar products in the case ofp2-depen
dent potentials have also been obtained, in the three-dimen
sional formalism, by Lepage6 and Caswell and Lepage,7 who 
used a three-dimensional reduction method on the Bethe
Salpeter equation. Their formulas cannot, however, be ap
plied in our case, since the three-dimensional wave equations 
they obtain differ from ours. In Lepage's work6 there is an 
asymmetric treatment of the two constituents of the system, 
while in our wave equations the two particles are treated in a 
symmetric way. However, this feature does not prevent them 
from satisfying the requirement that if the mass of one of the 
particles is taken to be infinite, the other particle satisfies a 
Klein-Gordon or a Dirac equation in an external potential. 
In the work of Caswell and Lepage 7 the asymmetry phenom
enon is absent, but still their wave equations are different. 
These features do not mean that there is a contradiction 
between these works and ours. It is well-known that by 
wave-function transformations one can always modify the 
structure of a wave equation and, correspondingly, the ker
nel of the scalar product. Furthermore, there are many ways 
of reducing the Bethe-Salpeter equation to a three-dimen
sional one. The result depends on the trial three-dimensional 
kernel one chooses as the zeroth-order kernal to iterate in 
order to reach the Bethe-Salpeter kernel. 

We would also like to emphasize the difference in our 
approach in constructing the scalar product. Our main ob
jective has been the formulation of two-particle relativistic 
quantum mechanics from the general principles of the Ham
iltonian formalism (more precisely, the manifestly covariant 
formalism with constraints) without any reference to quan
tum field theory, parallel to the way nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics is formulated. This is why the wave equations and 
the corresponding scalar products are constructed by self
consistent methods and not by using known properties of 
field-theoretic quantities. Furthermore, we also provide the 
expressions for conserved currents, which therefore contain, 
at least explicitly, more information about the local proper
ties of wave functions than in previous work. On the other 
hand, Ref. 5 establishes the connection between the two 
types of formalism: the one obtained from field theory, the 
other from relativistic Hamiltonian quantum mechanics. 

In order to introduce the method we use to construct the 
tensor currentjl'Y' we first consider, in Sec. II, the case of 
one-particle relativistic quantum mechanics with energy-de-
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pendent potentials. This problem is not generally well 
known, although a particular case of it already occurs in the 
problem of a spinless particle placed in an external electro
magnetic potential. 8 General aspects of this question have 
been treated by several authors,9-12 and in Ref. 13 a sum
mary of related properties was presented. One main feature 
of energy-dependent potentials is the possible occurrenceof 
the so-called associated vectors. 13-15 These states usually ap
pear when zero-norm states occur in the spectrum, and thus 
they modify with their special properties the completeness 
relation of ordinary states. Associated vectors occur, how
ever, for particular domains of the coupling constants or for 
particular shapes of the potentials. We shall assume 
throughout this work that the potentials we are considering 
are so chosen as to be free of such pathologies, and no zero
norm states occur in the spectrum. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we consider 
one-particle relativistic quantum mechanics with energy-de
pendent potentials and construct the corresponding scalar 
product. In Sec. III we consider two spin-O particle systems. 
(A summary of this section was already presented in Ref. 
16.) Section IV is devoted to the study of the particular prop
erties of the scalar product, as constructed on two constant, 
parallel, spacelike hyperplanes. In Sec. V we consider spin-~ 
fermion-antifermion systems, and Sec. VI concerns systems 
composed of one spin-~ fermion and one spin-O boson. The 
Conclusion follows in Sec. VII. 

II. ONE-PARTICLE RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM 
MECHANICS WITH ENERGY-DEPENDENT 
POTENTIALS 

One-particle relativistic equations with external poten
tials lose, in general, part of their Poincare invariance. For 
instance, with static potentials one loses at least spatial trans
lation invariance and Lorentz invariance. Therefore, in this 
case, one is mostly interested in the Hermiticity property of 
the Hamiltonian of the system, which guarantees the ortho
gonality of energy eigenfunctions with different eigenvalues. 
If the potential is rotation invariant, then one would also 
check the Hermiticity property of the total angular momen
tum operator, which is usually an easier task than for the 
Hamiltonian case. In general, the expressions for the con
served currents that are found in the free case remain true 
also in the presence of such external potentials, and continue 
to serve to define the scalar product of the system and to 
ensure the Hermiticity property of the Hamiltonian. 

In this section we shall consider the more complicated 
case of static potentials depending on the Hamiltonian itself 
or, more particularly, on the energy of the system when act
ing on energy eigenfucntions. A well-known example of such 
a case is provided by the Klein-Gordon equation for a 
charged spinless particle in the presence of a static electric 
potential.8

•
9 Here the effective potential, resulting from the 

minimal coupling, displays a linear dependence on the ener
gy. More complicated dependence may arise when one con
siders effective potentials obtained from approximations of 
field theoretic quantities, as in the quasi potential approach 
to the Bethe-Salpeter equation 17-19 for the two-body relative 
motion. 
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We shall therefore consider general static potentials of 
the type 

V=V(x,Po), (2.1) 

where Po is the energy operator acting as the time-derivative 
operator i a laxo. The potential V may also depend on the 
three-momentum p. But this kind of dependence, provided it 
is appropriately symmetrized, will not play any particular 
role in the subsequent discussions and therefore will be omit
ted from the notation. 

Strictly speaking, with arbitrary energy-dependent po
tentials (2.1), one partly loses the Hamiltonian description 
of the system at the level of the initial-value problem. In 
general, with energy-independent (or, at most, linearly or 
quadratically dependent) potentials, one can predict for an 
arbitrary state I t/!(to) ), given at time to (with its first-order 
derivative, if we deal with the Klein-Gordon equation), its 
evolution at later times. This is obtained by spanning the 
state It/!) by means of the completeness relation along the 
eigenstates of the energy operator, the time evolution of each 
of them being well known. It turns out, however, that for 
potentials of the type (2.1), the kernel of the scalar product 
will be also energy dependent, which, in turn, reappears in 
the completeness relation. Therefore an arbitrary state ItI'), 
given at time to, can no longer be decomposed along the 
eigenstates of the energy operator, since the completeness 
relation will involve, usually in a complicated form, the time
derivative operator i a lat. The procedure to be adopted in 
this case is the following. One must first solve the energy 
eigenvalue problem. Then one has to consider, in general, 
only those states that are known superpositions of energy 
eigenstates. For such states the time evolution problem will 
be completely solved. This is the price to be paid for the 
Hamiltonian treatment of wave equations with energy-de
pendent potentials. 

We now turn to the question of construction of the sca
lar product of the theory. As we described in Sec. I, we 
search for a conserved currentjll (x) built up from two ener
gy eigenfunctions \{I and <1>. We writejll in the form 

• - '(0) + '(1) (2.2) 
ill -ill ill' 

where j~O) represents the current obtained in the free theory 
(orin theories with energy-independent potentials), andj~l) 
is a remainder. In general,j~O) does not alone ensure current 
conservation. We therefore seek an expression for j~l) that 
will ensure the current conservation ofjll' 

We shall consider the two cases ofspin-O and spin-~ par
ticles. 

A. The Klein-Gordon equation 

The wave equation with potential (2.1) is 

(a 2 + m 2 + V(x,i ao»)\{I(x) = o. (2.3 ) 

The potential V(x,po) is assumed to be superficially 
Hermitian in the sense that when Po is replaced by a real 
eigenvalue, then V is Hermitian in the usual L2 norm. Fur
thermore, we assume that the shape of V, its coupling con
stant, and its Po dependence are such that all the eigenvalues 
of Po come out to be real. 

We first consider the case of two different eigenvalues Po 
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and pb of the energy operator i ao, with corresponding eigen
functions <I> and \{I, respectively; they can also be decom
posed as 

<I>(x) = e-iPuX'l{J(x), \{I(x) = e-iPQx"t/!(x). (2.4) 

The expression for the norm of a wave function will be 
obtained as a limit, with pb --+ Po, of the expression for the 
scalar product defined for pb '#Po' With this aim we shall 
introduce from the start a small negative imaginary part, 
- iE, into the eigenvalues Po and pb and define the corre

sponding wave functions (2.4) as limits, with E --+ 0: 

<I>(x) = lim <1>£ (x) =e - i(pu - i£)X'l{J(x) (E> 0), 
£-0 

\{I(x) = lim \{IE (x) =e - i(po- i£)X'tI'(x) (2.5) 
£-0 

(Po and pb are real). The wave functions <I> E and \{IE satisfy 
Eq. (2.3) in the limit E = O. 

The "free" currentj~O) built up from \{I and <I> is 

j~O)(x) = i\{l:(x)all<l>£(x). (2.6) 

For simplicity we shall use these notations in the following 
discussion: 

V= V(x,po - iE), V'= V(x,pb - iE), (2.7) 

where Po and pb are the eigenvalues of <I> and \{I, respectively. 

tion 

By using the equations of motion, we get 

allj~O) = i \{I: ( V'* - V)<I>E' (2.8) 

Therefore the currentj~l), (2.2), must satisfy the equa-

aIlJ·(1) = - i \{I * ( V'* - V)<I> p. £ E· (2.9) 

The solution of this equation is easily obtained. We in
troduce the advanced Green's function GA (x), 

GA (x) = - iO( - xO)A(x,m = 0), (2.10) 

which satisfies the equation 

(2.11 ) 

It can be considered the limit as E--+O, E> 0, of the E-depen
dent function GA (X,E): 

GA (x) = lim GA (X,E) =GA (x)eEX
', (2.12) 

£_0 

the Fourier transform of which is 

(2.13 ) 

Thenj~l) is given by the expression 

j~l)(x) = all f GA (x - x')\{I:(x') 

x [V(x',pb + it:) - V(x',po - iE) ]<1>£ (x')d 4x'. 
(2.14 ) 

The scalar product of the two wave functions \{I and <I> is 
now 
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('1',<1» = J d 3xjo(x) 

= J d 3x(j60) (X) + j61)(X») 

= J d 3x'l':(x)(po +PO)<I>e(X) 

+ J d 3xd 4x'aOGA (X-X') 

X '1': (X')( V'* - V)<I>e (x'). (2.15 ) 

We shall concentrate below on the second term 
Sd 3x j61) (X). We use the expressions (2.5) of '1' .. and <1> .. : 

J d 3xj6 1)(X) = J d 3x d 4x' aOGA (x - x') 

X ei(Po - Po + 2ie)x'() 

X{I/'*(x')(V'* - V)(,6(x')}. (2.16) 

Notice that the term in the curly brackets is now indepen
dent ofx'o. We make the following change of variables: 

(2.17) 

Expression (2.16) then becomes 

J d 3xj61)(X) = ao J d 3y dY G
A 

(y',2E)e - i(pQ_Po)y'° 

xei(pQ-po+2ie)x"{t/'*(y)(V'* - V)(,6(y)}, 

(2.18) 

where we have used definition (2.12) ofGA (y,E). The inte
gration with respect to y' gives the Fourier transform (2.13) 
ofGA (y',2E): 

J d 3X j6 I) (x) 

'a J d 3-+ i(Po - Po + 2ie)x
o 

= I ° xe 

1/'* (X) [V(X,PO + iE) - V(X,PO - iE) ](,6(X) 
X----~--------------------~---

(Po - Po)2 + 4is(po - po) 

= - J d 3x '1': (X) 

[ V(X,PO + is) - V(X,PO - is)] 
X <1> .. (x), (2.19) 

Po - Po + 2iE 

where we incorporated the exponentials in the wave func
tions, according to (2.5). 

Finally, we get for the scalar product 

('1',<1» = J d 3x'l'*(x) {Po +Po 

[ V(x,Po + is) - V(x,Po - is)] } 
- <I>(x). 

Po -Po + 2iE 
(2.20) 

It can be checked, by using the equations of motion, that 
this scalar product is independent of xO, and that for Po;6 Po it 
is zero, which is a manifestation of the orthogonality proper
ty of two energy eigenfunctions with different eigenvalues. 
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The Hermiticity property of the operator Po is also easily 
checked. 

For the evaluation of the norm of states we take Po = Po 
and then the limit s--+O. This gives 

('I'a,'I'b) = J d 3X'l':(X)[2Po- av~~:o)] 'l'b(X) 

= 2Po8ab , (2.21) 

where the labels a,b distinguish different eigenfunctions with 
the same energy. 

If the potential was independent of Po we would get the 
expression for the free norm of states for the Klein-Gordon 
equation. It is a well-known fact in this case that the norm is 
positive for positive-energy solutions and negative for nega
tive-energy solutions.s.13 The physical Hilbert space is then 
chosen to correspond to the subspace of solutions with posi
tive energies. 

In the general case (2.21), the question of the positivity 
of the norm for positive-energy solutions is less straightfor
ward. The potential V must satisfy appropriate conditions 
concerning its shape and its coupling constant, as well as its 
energy dependence, in order to maintain the positivity of the 
norm of states with positive energies. We then have to as
sume that the physically acceptable potentials are those that 
satisfy the above conditions and permit again the definition 
of the physical Hilbert space as the one corresponding to the 
subspace of positive-energy solutions of Eq. (2.3). (See also 
the discussion at the end of Sec. III.) 

The scalar product (2.20) can be straightforwardly gen
eralized to wave functions 'I' and <1>, which are known super
positions of energy eigenfunctions (see the discussion at the 
beginning of this section). The kernel of the scalar product 
(2.20) is written now in an operator form, with a self-evident 
notation: 

B. The Dirac equation 

The wave equation is 

[iy·a - m - vex,i ao,y) ]'I'(x) = 0, (2.23 ) 

with V superficially Hermitian (when i ao is replaced by a 
real eigenvalue Po): 

yovtyo = V. (2.24) 

As in the spin-a case, we assume that the choice of V has 
been such that the spectrum of Po is real. 

For two different eigenfunctions ofthe energy operator, 
'I' and <1>, with different eigenvalues Po and Po, respectively, 
the free current is 

j~O) = 'lieYI'<I>... (2.25) 

where we have used notation (2.5), and it satisfies the equa
tion 
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al'j~O)(x) = iWe(x)[V(x,Po +iE,y) 

- V(X,po - iE,y) ]cI>e (X). (2.26) 

The currentj~l), (2.2), can be constructed as in the spin
O case. Its expression is 

j~I)(X) = a!, f GA(X-X')We(x') 

X [ V(X',PO + iE,y) - V(X',po - iE,y) ] 

XcI>£ (x')d 4x'. (2.27) 

Following similar calculations as in the spin-O case we 
end up with the scalar product 

('I',cI» = f d 3x W(x) 

{ 
[ V(x,po + iE,y) - V(x,po - iE,y) ] } 

X Yo - -=------'-------'--.::... 
Po - Po + 2iE 

XcI>(x), (2.28) 

and the norm 

('I'a,'I'b) = f d 3xWa(X)[yo- aV(;~o,Y)] 'l'b(X) 

= 2lPoloab' (2.29) 

The remarks made in the spin-O case as to the physically 
acceptable potentials, which must guarantee the positivity of 
the norm of positive-energy states, hold also here. 

III. TWO SPIN-O PARTICLE SYSTEMS 

In the manifestly covariant relativistic quantum me
chanics the wave function of the two spin-O particle system 
satisfies two independent wave equations,3 each of them be
ing a generalization of the Klein-Gordon equation for parti
cle 1 or 2: 

Ha 'I' (X I,X2) = (p! -m! - V)'I'(X I,X2) =0 (a= 1,2), 
(3.1) 

where V is a Poincare-invariant interaction potential. 
The compatibility condition of these two equations 

reads 

(3.2) 

which, considered in its strong sense, gives the constraint 
on V: 

(3.3 ) 

The Poincare-invariant general (local) solution of this 
equation is 

V= V(X T2,XT'V,p2,V2,p'v), 

where we use the following notation: 

P=PI +P2' V=!(PI-P2)' X=!(x i +x2), 

x = XI - X2, x! = xI' - (j)"x)pl" 

PI' =pl'/(p2)1/2, p2>0, XT2=X2_ (p'X)2, 

VI'I= all' + a21" a!, = !(all' - a21')' 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

and for any vector Y we shall define its "transverse" and 
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"longitudinal" parts with respect to the total momentum P 
by 

Y! = YI' - (p' Y)pl" 

Y~ = (p' Y)pl" YL = (p' Y). 
(3.6) 

By subtracting the two equations (3.1) from each other 
we get an equation that determines the covariant relative 
time evolution of the system: 

(pi - p~)'I' = 2p'v'I' = (mf - mD'I', (3.7) 

the solution of which, for eigenfunctions of PI" is 

'I'(X 1,X2) = e-iP'X¢(x) 

= e - ip'Xe - i(mi - m~)p'xl(2P2)¢(xT), (3.8) 

and ¢(XT) defines a three-dimensional "internal" wave 
function. 20 Taking the sum of the two equations (3.1), we 
get the "eigenvalue" equation 

[!p2 _ !(mi + m~) + (1/4p2)(mi - m~)2 

+ VT2 _ V]¢(XT) = 0, (3.9) 

which is a three-dimensional Schrodinger-type equation. 
The potential V, (3.4), can also be generalized so as to 

include nonlocal functions in XT, but in this work we shall 
only consider potentials of the local form in XT, (3.4). We 
assume V to be superficially Hermitian, in the sense that 
when the PI' are replaced by real eigenvalues, then V is Her
mitian in the usual L2 norm. 

We notice that the longitudinal operators P'PI and P'P2 
commute with Eqs. (3.1), or with (3.7) and (3.9), which 
means that they have simultaneously Lorentz-invariant 
eigenvalues.3 We assume that the physically acceptable po
tentials are those that lead to real eigenvalues of both (p'P I) 2 

and (P'P2)Z, and that these in turn lead for each P'PI and 
P'P2 to two distinct eigenvalues with opposite signs. These 
different eigenvalues split the general Hilbert space J1' of 
normalizable solutions (also extended to Dirac's distribu
tional sense) of Eqs. (3.1) into four subspaces, according to 
the signs of the eigenvalues of P'PI and p·pz. The physical 
Hilbert space J1'* is defined as the subspace of J1' corre
spondng to the positive signs ofbothp'PI andp'P2: 

P'PI = !(p2) I/Z(1 + (mi _ m~ )/p2), pZ> Imi - m~ I, 
(3.10) 

This ensures, among other things, the positivity of 
(p2) 1/2, and is a direct generalization of a similar condition 
in one-particle relativistic quantum mechanics.8

•
l3 One also 

requires that the norm of states in J1'* be positive. 
To construct the conserved tensor current of rank 2,jl'v' 

we shall follow the method already utilized in the one-parti
cle case. We definejl'v as the sum of two quantities: 

(3.11 ) 

wherej~~ is the "free" current,13,ZI 

j~~)(XI,x2) = P'I':(XI,X2)all' a2v cI>e (xl,xz); (3.12) 

where we have considered the case of two eigenfunctions of 
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iV,." IIJ and <1>, with different eigenvalues P~ and P,." respec
tively; and where we have introduced, as in (2.5), a small 
negative imaginary part in the energies 

p,.,-p,.,-i£n,." n=(1,<l), £>0, 
(3.13) 

A notation similar to (2.7) will also be used in the following: 

v = V(x,p - i£n, ... ), V' = V(x,p' - i£n, ... ), (3.14 ) 

where the transverse variables XT, (3.4), are calculated with 
respect top,., - i£n,., andp~ - i£n,." respectively. 

In view of the two conservation laws (1.1), j~O) satisfies 
the two equations 

au~O;-=Flv = IIJ:[ - (V'* - V)a2v +a2V (V'* - V) 

+(a2v (V'*+ V»)]<I>e 

= IIJ: [(i12)( V'* - V) (p~ + Pv) 

+ (V'* - V)av -av(V'* - V) 

- (av ( V'* + V»)]<I>o (3.15a) 

a i j~O; -=F2,., = IIJ: [ - (V'* - V)al,., + al ,., ( V'* - V) 

+ (al,.,(V'* + V»)]<I>e 

= IIJ:[ (i12)( V'* - V) (p~ + P,.,) 

- (V'* - V)a + a (V'* - V) ,., ,., 
+ (a,., (V'* + V»)]<I>e. (3.15b) 

This means that j~~, (3.1), must be a solution of the 
equations 

atj~~(XI,X2) = -Flv (X I,X2), (3.16a) 

aij~~(XI,X2) = -F2,.,(XI,X2)· (3.16b) 

These two equations should be compatible with each 
other, that is, we should find 

aiFlv = atF2w (3.17) 

It can be checked that this equation is actually satisfied 
as a consequence of the compabitility of the two wave equa
tions (3. 1 ). One finds 

aiFlv = atFI,., -=F(XI,X2 ) 

= 1IJ:{2 aa (aav,*) + 2(aa V)aa 

+ (V'* - V) [!Cp - i£n)2 - a2 l 

- [!Cp' + i£n)2 - a 2
]( V'* - V) 

+ (a 2( V'* + V»)}<I>e. (3.18) 

The solution of Eqs. (3.16), which vanishes when the 
interaction is switched off, is 

j~~)(XI,X2) = - ial,., J GA (XI - x; )Flv(x; ,x2)d 4x; 

- ia2v J GA (x2 - x; )F2,., (xl,x; )d 4x; 

- al,.,a2v J GA (XI - x; )GA (X2 - x;) 

(3.19) 

where GA has been defined in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). 
If we factorize in F lv , (3.15a), F2,." (3.15b), and F, 

(3.18), the wave functions IIJ and <1>, we can easily check that 
the kernel of the current j~~), and hence that of j,.,v' (3.1), is 
translation invariant and is a pure Lorentz tensor of rank 2, 
as a consequence of the Poincare invariance property of the 
potential V. These two features, together with the current 
conservations ( 1.1 ) , ensure the Hermiticity properties of the 
Poincare group generators and therefore the unitary realiza
tion of the whole group. 

For the subsequent calculations we can use the factori
zation property of the F's in terms of the wave functions and 
make appropriate changes of variables in the integrals of the 
expression forj~~, (3.19). We can write, using the total co
ordinate dependences of the wave functions (3.8), 

Fav (xl>x2) = Fav(X,x) = ei(p'-p+2ien)'XPav(x) 

(a = 1,2), 

F(XI,X2) = F(X,x) = ei(P'-p+2ien)'xp(x), (3.20) 

where the expressions for Fav (x) and F(x) can be obtained 
from (3.15), (3.18), and (3.8). 

By using these expressions for Fav and Fin (3.19), one 
can also write j~~) in the form 

j~~)(X,x) = - i J d 4x'(a,.,G
A 

(x - x'»)e- (i/2)(P'-p+2ien)'(x-x')Flv (X,x') 

+i J d 4x'(avG
A

(x' _x»)eU!2)(p'-p+2ien)'(x-x')F2,.,(X,x') 

(3.21 ) 

In order to construct the scalar product relative to the wave functions IIJ and <1>, we shall choose for the surfaces ~ I and ~2 
of formula ( 1.2) two parallel spacelike hyperplanes, perpendicular to a unit timelike four-vector n, which we choose, as usual, 
parallel to the X O axis (3.13): 

n'xI = II' n = (1,0), n'x2 = 12 , 

Then the scalar product is 

(IIJ,<I» = J joo(X,x)d 3X d 3-x = J [j~)(X,x) + j~/(X,x) ]d 3X d 3-x. 
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We shall now concentrate on the second term of (3.23). Using expression (3.21), we have 

f j[.}/(X,x)d 3X d 3x = - i f d 3X d 3x d 4x'(aOGA (x - x'»)e- (i/2)(p' -P+ 2iCn)'(x-x')FIO (X,x') 

+ i f d 3X d 3X d 4x'(aOG
A 

(x' - x) )e(i/2)(P' - P+ 2icn)'(x - x') F20 (X,x') 

+ 4 f d 3X d 3x d 4X'd 4x'(aOGA qx -!x' - X'»)(aOGA (!x' -!x - X'»)ei(P'-p+2icnJ-X'F(X,x'). 

(3.24 ) 

By using theX dependence of the F's (3.20), the integration with respect tod 3Xyields the factor (21T)383(p - p'). In the 
first two integrals of (3.24) one can also perform the integration easily with respect to d 3X, using the formula 

f aOGA (x)d 3x= iO( _xo). (3.25) 

In the third integral the changes of variables 

X' -+ - X', Y = X' - !x + !X', Y = !x - !x' + X' 
are needed between X' and x; then one uses formula (3.25) again. Finally one is left with an integral over X '0, which is carried 
out in a straightforward way. One obtains 

f j[1/(X,x)d 3X d 3x = (21T)383(p' - p)/(PO-Pu + 2ic)X
U 
{f d 4x' O(x'o - xO)e(i/2)(Po-Pu+ 2iC )(X'U-x")PIO(X') 

+ i fd4X' e(i/2)(PO-PU+2iC)IXO-X"'lp(X')} , (3.26) 
(pb - Po + 2ie) 

where the expressions for the P's are defined in (3.20), (3.15), (3.18), and (3.8). 
The remaining calculations are carried out by using the explicit expressions for the P's. One mainly transfers, by partial 

integrations, the derivative operators acting on the potentials on the other terms of the integral, and one also uses the wave 
equations (3.1). One arrives at the expression 

f Al/(X,x)d 3X d 3x = (21T)383(p' _ p)/(Po-Pu+ 2i£)X
O 

x{f d 4x'e(i/2)(Po-Po+2i£)Ix"-x,ol ~ (pb +Po)f/!*(x')(V'* - V)¢(x') 

+ ~ f d 4x' e(xo - x,o)e(i/2)(Po- Po + 2i£)Ix"- x"'If/!*(x') 

X [(ab( V'* + V») - (V'* - V)ab + ab(V'* - V) ]¢(X,)}. 

At this stage one uses the following properties and relations: 

( '/2)( , +2' ) (i/2)(PO-Pu+ 2i£)Ix"-x,ol_ I Po - Po Ie e -

(Po - ie)ao¢ = p·a¢ - (i/2)(mf - m~ )¢, 

(Po - ie) WoV) = (p·aV), 

2£( 0 '0) a' [ (0 '0) (i/2)(Po-Po+2i£)Ix"-x'OI] - u x -x - 0 e x -x e , 

( 3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

the latter two relations being simple transcriptions of relations (3.7) and (3.3), respectively. These relations yield surface 
terms that may be dropped. One finally obtains the following expression for the scalar product of two eigenfunctions <I> and II' 
of iV p with different eigenvalues Pp and p~, respectively: 

(lI'p"ct>p) = f joo(X,x)d 3X d 3x 

1626 

= f d 3X d 3x 11'* (X,x) {p a
w 
a20 - (pb + Po) [V(x,p' + ien, ... ) - V(x,p - ien, ... )] } ct>(X,x) 

(pb - Po + 2ie) 

= (21T)383(p' - p)/(PO-Po+2i£)X
O 

f d 3x f/!*(x) 

X {41 (pb + PO)2 + (a~ - 2 ao ao + a~) - (pb + Po) [V(x,p' + ien, ... ) - V(x,p - ien, ... )] } ¢(x), (3.31) 
(pb - Po + 2ie) 
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where the limit E = 0 is understood. 
By using the equations of motion and the property 

(3.29) and by dropping surface terms, one checks that this 
scalar product is independent of XO as it should be. This also 
shows that for pb i=po (i.e., p'2i=p2) it vanishes, and hence 
the two wave functions are orthogonal. 

To calculate the norm, we take pb = Po and then the 
limit E = O. We obtain 

('I' p',a' 'I' p,b ) p" = p' 

= f d 3X d 3x eip"Xt/J!(x) [i2 alO a20 - 4p~ ;;] 

Xt/Jb(x)e- ip'X 

= (21TY2Poo3 (p' - P)Oabia (p2), (3.32) 

where the labels a,b distinguish different eigenfunctions with 
the same mass squared p2. The origin and the meaning of the 
additional normalization factor fa (p2) on the right-hand 
side of (3.32) will be explained below. 

To check the independence of the scalar product on the 
relative time xc, it is sufficient to consider the case of the 
norm (3.32), since for two different eigenvalues p,2 and p2 it 
is already zero for any value of p. On deriving Eq. (3.32) 
with respect to XO one uses the properties (3.29) and (3.30) 
and converts the whole quantity into a surface term, which 
can be dropped, thus displaying the independence of the sca
lar product on the two times XO and xc. 

The expressions for the scalar product and the norm are 
simplified in the c.m. frame. In this frame the operators i alO 

and i a20 become identical to the operators P'PI and P'P2' 
which have well-defined eigenvalues (3.10). 

Furthermore, in this frame the transverse vector x T re
duces to (O,x), which is independent of p2. Therefore the 
only p2 dependence of the potential V arises now from its 
explicit dependence on this variable in the c.m. frame, and no 
longer also from its implicit kinematic dependence through 
x T

. 

The expressions for the internal parts of the scalar prod
uct (3.31) and the norm (3.32) then become, respectively, 

(t/Jp.2 ,,pp, )c.m. 

= f d 3x t/J*(x) {(Pio + PIO)(P;O + P20) - (pb + Po) 

[ V(x,pb + iE, ... ) - V(x,pb - iE, ... ) ] } '" 
X 'I'(x), 

(pb - Po + 2iE) c.m. 

(3.33 ) 

(t/Jp2,a,t/Jp2,b) = f d 3xt/J!(XT) 

X [4p'PJr p2 - 4p2 a~] t/Jb (XT) 
ap c.m. 

(3,34 ) 

We now tum to the interpretation ofthe normalization 
factor f in (3.32) and (3.34). If the Hilbert space of phys
ical states is identified with the physical Hilbert space of two
particle relativistic quantum mechanics, then the complete
ness relation implies that f = 1. However, if the physical 
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states IP) are supposed to belong to a larger space than that 
of two-particle quantum mechanics, such as in quantum 
field theory, then the two-particle Hilbert space is only a 
subspace of the total physical Hilbert space. A quantum field 
theory bound state Ip) is not made up of only two constitu
ents, but also contains contributions from multiconstituent 
subspaces. For this reason it is the global normalization con
dition of the quantum field theory state Ip) that should fix 
the normalization factor of the two-particle quantum-me
chanical wave function. This factor cannot be determined by 
quantum mechanics itself, but by its relationship with quan
tum field theory. This problem was solved by the author in a 
previous work,5 where the connection of two-particle rela
tivistic quantum mechanics with the Bethe-Salpeter equa
tion was exhibited. In particular, the normalization condi
tion of the quantum-mechanical wave function was obtained 
from that of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function in the c.m. 
frame and for the case of local potentials. It is this relation 
that fixes the normalization factor f of the norm (3.34). 

Upon comparing formula (3.34) and formula (6.18) of 
Ref. 5 we reach two conclusions. First, the kernel of the 
norm in (6.18) of Ref. 5 is the same as in (3.34). This is not a 
trivial result. Formula (6.18) of Ref. 5 was obtained from a 
general field-theoretic normalization condition, mainly with 
the use of the "relativistic instantaneous approximation." It 
outlines the consistency of the latter approximation as a rela
tivistic approximation for physical quantities. Second, it 
yields the expression for the normalization factor f, 

_ [ P'PI + P'P2 ] -I 
f - 2(m~ _ (UT2» 1/2 2(m~ _ (un» 1/2 ' 

(3.35) 
wherep'PI andp'P2 are given by (3.10), and the mean value 
(U T2 ) is calculated in the c.m. frame-in the L2 norm, for 
instance. (It is an approximate value.) 

Knowledge of the factorf, (3.35), is crucial when relat
ing the quantum-mechanical wave function to physical 
quantities typical offield theory, such as decay coupling con
stants,22 mainly in the case ofnonperturbative interactions. 

We end this section by examining the question of the 
positivity of the norm. Since the norm is Poincare invariant, 
it is sufficient to examine this question in the c.m. frame. If 
the potential Vis independent of p2 there, then the kernels of 
the scalar product and of the norm, (3.33) and (3.34), be
come identical to those of the free expressions of two-particle 
relativistic quantum mechanics. In particular, if the eigen
values of P'PI and P'P2 have been chosen positive, as in 
(3.10), then the norm is positive. This condition was actual
ly imposed3 as one of the defining conditions of the two
particle physical Hilbert space .:W"* . 

If V depends on p2 in the c.m. frame, then the norm is no 
longer manifestly positive. However, one can still show, by a 
general argument, that it is actually positive. 

This argument is based on results mentioned in Ref. 13, 
Sec. 1 C concerning the properties of the so-called associated 
vectors, which may occur in the case of energy-dependent 
potentials. The appearance of such states in the theory has 
the following three consequences: (a) the occurrence of zero 
norm states; (b) the disappearance of the mass gap between 
the spectrum of the physical Hilbert space .:W"* and that of 
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the space of unphysical solutions; and (c) the occurrence of 
multiple poles in the Green's functions. 

If the potential is characterized by a set of coupling con
stants {a} == {a I,. •• ,an }, then the particular values {a-} that 
produce associated vectors delineate the frontier of the do
main f!iJ of {a} inside which the physical Hilbert space dY'* 
can be unambiguously defined. Behind this frontier, some 
eigenvalues of p2 become negative or complex, and also com
plex norms appear. 

Therefore the domain f!iJ of the values of the coupling 
constants {a} that permits the definition of a physical Hil
bert space dY'* (characterized by jrpI>O, jrp2> ° [Eqs. 
(3.10)] and a mass gap with respect to the space ofunphysi
cal solutions) ensures at the same time the strict positivity of 
the norms of physical states. The occurrence of nonpositive 
norms would contradict the fact that for {a} belonging to 
f!iJ, all eigenvalues of p2 are real and positive. 

As a matter of example, we consider the case of the at
tractive Coulomb-like scalar potential 

(3.36) 

The corresponding bound-state spectrum, obtained 
from Eq. (3.9), is given by the formulas 

p2± = mi + m~ ± 2m 1m2(1 - a2/16(l + n + 1)2)1/2, 

( 3.37) 

where I and n are the usual orbital and radial quantum 
numbers. In order for p2 to be real and positive, with a mass 
gap between p2+ and p2_ , it is necessary that a < 4. The 
physical Hilbert space dY'* corresponds to the positive 
square root of p2+ , that is, to jrpi > ° and jrp2 > ° (for any 
positive values of m 1 and m 2 ). 

The norm of the internal part of the wave functions of 
physical states takes this form in the c.m. frame: 

(rPnlm,rPnlm) =4m 1m2(I-a2/16(l+n+ 1)2)1/2 

X J d 3-X rP~/m (x) rPnlm (X). (3.38 ) 

It is also positive for a < 4. 
For a = 4, the norm ofthe ground state of dY'* (I = 0, 

n = 0) becomes zero, thus indicating the presence of an as
sociated vector. For this value of a, the eigenvalues of p2 are 
still real and positive. But in this case, the mass gap between 
p2+ and p2_ disappears. 

For a > 4, some eigenvalues of p2 become complex, and 
similarly for the norms of the corresponding states. 

IV. PROPERTIES OF THE SCALAR PRODUCT 
CONSTRUCTED ON PARALLEL HYPERPLANES 

The relative simplicity of the expression of the scalar 
product [(3.31) and (3.32)] as compared to the complicat
edformofthecurrentjJlV [(3.11), (3.12), and (3.19)] is not 
fortuitous. It is a consequence of the fact that we chose for 
the spacelike hypersurfaces 1:.1 and 1:.2' (1.2), two parallel 
hyperplanes perpendicular to the same constant timelike 
vector n, (3.22), and not, for instance, two unrelated hyper
planes defined by two different vectors n I and n2• This fea
ture actually simplifies the construction of the scalar prod
uct in that particular case, and it can be shown that here the 
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exact knowledge of the currentjJlV' satisfying the two conser
vation laws (1.1), is not necessary. It is sufficient to con
struct another current JJlV satisfying a single conservation 
law, 

aOJlV +a~JVJl =0, (4.1) 

corresponding to the global translation in variance of the sca
lar product, in order to find expressions (3.31) and (3.32). 
The reason is that the difference between the current JJlV, 
(4.1), and the true currentjJlv' (1.1), yields, for the choice of 
parallel hyperplanes (3.22), surface terms that then do not 
contribute in the expression of the scalar product. In this 
section we intend to show the validity of the above property. 

Let us choose for the surfaces 1:.1 and 1:.2 of the scalar 
product 0.2) two parallel hyperplanes perpendicular to a 
constant timelike vector n, defined by Eqs. (3.22). The sca
lar product (1.2) can then be written as 

('11,<1» = J d 4
xI d 4

x 2 D(n-X I - t l ) 

(4.2) 

We impose on the scalar product (global) translation 
invariance, that is, invariance under the changes 
tl-->tl + n-a, tr .. t 2 + n-a (aJl: a constant vector). This im
poses on the covariant current j JlV' after dropping surface 
terms, the condition 

afjJlv+a~jVJl=o. (4.3) 

Let us then construct a current JJlV that satisfies this 
equation [or (4.1)]. Because the current j JlV satisfies two 
independent equations (1.1), it is clear that the single equa
tion (4.3) has no unique solution (once the boundary condi
tions are fixed). We assume that one chooses among the 
solutions ofEq. (4.3) or (4.1) the one that has the simplest 
form. We construct the currentJJlV by the same methods as 
before, that is, by decomposing it into two terms, 

": - '(0) + ":(1) (4.4) lJlv - l"v l"v' 
the first termj~~ corresponding to the "free" current (3.12), 
and the second termJ~~ to a remainder. 

In general,j~~ alone does not satisfy, except in the free 
case, Eq. (4.1). One then constructsJ~~ in such a way that it 
cancels the nonvanishing part of the quantity af j~~ 
+ a ~ j~~). Because of the Poincare invariance of the wave 
equations and their compatibility ,J~~ will have the following 
structure: 

1":(1) = 'II**K *<1> (4.5) 
MV J.lV' 

where the kernel K"v is translation invariant and is a pure 
Lorentz tensor of rank 2; the stars on both sides of K"v mean 
that this kernel may involve integral operators. The transla
tion invariance of K"v implies that the only X dependence of 
J~~) is contained in the wave functions'll and <1>, and there
fore, using their structure (3.8),J~~) can also be written as 

l":(l)(XX) = ei(p'-p+2iEn)'X"'**K *A. 
J.J.V , 'f/ fLY ¥', (4.6) 

where, as usual, we have considered'll and <I> as eigenfunc
tions of iV Jl with eigenvalues P~ and P", respectively, and the 
limit £ = ° is to be taken at the end. 

By specializing to the vector n = (l,il), we consider the 
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scalar product built up from the current]JlV, (4.4)-(4.6) 
above: 

(4.7) 

Because]Jlv satisfies Eq. (4.1), this scalar product is 
translation invariant and hence independent of Xo. Using the 
structure (4.6) or]2,; and a similar structure of j~~, one 
immediately deduces that for p'2=fp2, the scalar product 
(4.7) is zero, which expresses the orthogonality of eigen
functions of the total energy operator with different eigen
values. This result is true for any value of the three-momen
tum .0 =.0'. 

The Lorentz invariance of the scalar product (4.7) re
quires also its independence on the relative time variable xo. 
However, since the scalar product (4.7) is zero for different 
eigenvalues pb and Po for anyp, it is then sufficient to verify 
this property on the norm alone. This involves the same 
function on both sides of its kernel and the same potential V 
through the kernel KJlv (4.5). By using the properties (3.29) 
and (3.30) of «I> and V, one can then transform the derivative 
operator ao, applying on the norm, into surface terms, which 
can then be dropped. Therefore the scalar product (4.7) is 
Poincare invariant. Furthermore, the translation invariance 
and covariance property of the kernel of the current]l'v en
sures the Hermiticity property of the Poincare group genera
tors. The scalar product (4.7) is therefore identical to the 
one constructed from the currentjl'v satisfying the two con
servation laws (1.1). 

In the rest of this section we shall construct explicitly a 
current]JlV and the resulting scalar product. 

From Eqs. (3.15) we deduce 

a Jl '(0) + aJl '(0) - F + F I jJlV 2 jVJl - Iv 2v 

='I':i(V'*-V)(p~+PV)«I>£. (4.8) 

Then]~~ must satisfy the equation 

aJlj-:(I) +aJl j-:(I) = - 'I'*i(V'* - V)(p' +p )«1> 1 J.lv 2 VJ.l £ V v E· 

(4.9) 

Among the solutions of this equation, one can choose 
those which are symmetric tensors in fl, v: 

(4.10) 

Then the left-hand side of Eq. (4.9) becomes 

(4.11 ) 

Taking into account the fact that the total coordinate X is 
contained, on the right-hand side ofEq. (4.9), in the wave 
functions alone, one easily obtains the following solution, 
which vanishes when the interaction is switched off: 

(V'* - V) 
X «1>£. 

(p,2 _ p2 + 2i£(pb + Po» 
( 4.12) 

The scalar product constructed from]l'v, (4.4), is then 
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('I'p.,«I>p) 

= f d 3X d 3'X]oo(X,x) 

= f d 3Xd 3'X'I'*(X,x) {PBIO B20 - (pb +Po) 

X [V(x,p' + i£n, ... ) - V(x,p - i£n, ... )] } «I>(X,x), 

(pb - Po + 2i£) 
(4.13) 

which coincides with the scalar product (3.31), and a simi
lar conclusion is reached for the norm (3.32). (We have 
used the fact that because of the d 3X integration, .0 = .0' and 
hencepb2 _ p~ = p,2 _ p2.) 

In conclusion, if one builds up the two-particle scalar 
product on parallel hyperplanes defined by a common con
stant timelike vector n, then the knowledge of a current satis
fying one conservation law, that of translation invariance 
( 4.1 ), is sufficient to find the correct result. This property 
considerably simplifies the corresponding calculations and 
yields the scalar product in an almost straightforward way. 

In the two following sections, where we deal with sys
tems involving fermions, we shall continue, for the sake of 
generality, to present both methods of calculation. 

V. SPIN-I FERMION-ANTIFERMION SYSTEMS 

The fermion-antifermion wave function satisfies two in
dependent wave equations3 which are generalizations ofthe 
Dirac equations relative to the fermion (particle 1) and to 
the antifermion (particle 2), and are the analogs of Eqs. 
(3.1) of the spin-O case: 

HI'I'= [Y-PI - m l - ( -1]'P2 + m2) V] 'I' = 0, 

H 2'1'= [1]'P2 + m2 + (Y-PI + m l ) V] 'I' = 0, 

( 5.Ia) 

(5.Ib) 

where the wave function 'I' is a 16-component spinor of 
rank 2: 

'I' = 'l'a,a, (X I,X2 ) (a l ,a2 = 1, ... ,4). (5.2) 

The matrices Y and 1] are the Dirac matrices acting on the 
fermion and antifermion spinor indices, respectively (la
beled by subindices 1 and 2) : 

YJl 'I'=YIJl 'I' = (YI' )a,p, 'l'p,a" 

1]Jl 'I' = 'l'Y21' = 'I' a,p, (YJl ) p,a,; 

we shall also define 

(5.3 ) 

UJlV = (1/2i) [YI',Yv] , 51'v = (1120 [1]Jl,1]v]' (5.4) 

(The yand 1] matrices commute.) 
The potential V is a Poincare-invariant function of the 

coordinates, momenta, and Dirac matrices. The compatibil
ity condition (3.2) of the wave equations requires that V 
depend on the relative coordinates x through the transverse 
components x T alone3 (3.5): 

V = V(X T ,PI,P2,Y,1]) (5.5) 

[V satisfying Eq. (3.3)]. 
Equations (5.1) completely determine the longitudinal, 

relative coordinate XL dependence of the wave function 
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through Eq. (3.7), which here is a consequence of Eqs. (5.1) 
and whose solution is, for eigenfunctions of the total momen
tump, given by the decomposition20 (3.8). 

In the following we assume that V is superficially Her
mitian, so that 

V=Yo7JovtYo7Jo = V (5.6) 

in the usual L2 norm and when the PI-' in V are replaced by 
real eigenvalues. 

In order to construct the currentjl-'v satisfying the two 
conservation laws (1.1), we again decompose it into two 
parts (3.11), where now the trial currentj~~ is not chosen as 

I 

The currentj~~ satisfies the two equations 

the "free" current but as a modified one that proves more 
convenient in the following: 

j~~ = Tr[\II£YI-'7Jv<I>£ - \II£V'*YI-'7Jv V<I>£], (5.7) 

where the trace bears on the spinor indices, \II = [Yo7Jo'l1]t, 
and the notation V' is as in (3.14); the complex conjugation 
of V' comes from the presence of the E term in the energy 
eigenvalues (to be taken to the limit zero at the end). Be
causeof(5.6), V*' = V*'. For the sake of simplicity in nota
tion we shall omit, until the final formulas, the function "Tr" 
from the various expressions, but it must be understood that 
the trace is always taken. 

af j~~) =Flv = \11£ [( V'* - V)a2v - a2v (V'* - V) - (a2v (V'* + V) )]<1>£ - i a n\ll£ (Sva V - V'*Sva )<1>£ ] 

= \11£ [ - (i12)( V'* - V)(p~ + Pv) - (V'* - V)av + ave V'* - V) + (av( V'* + V»)]<I>£ 

- i an\ll£ (Sva V - V'*Sva )<1>£], 

a ~ j~~ =F21-' = \11£ [( V'* - V)all-' - all-' (V'* - V) - (all-' (V'* + V) )]<1>£ - i an\ll£ (O'I-'a V - V'*O'I-'a )<1>£] 

= \11£ [ - (i12)( V'* - V) (p~ + PI-') + (V'* - V)al-' - al-' (V'* - V) - (al-' (V'* + V»)] <I> £ 

-ian\ll£(O'l-'a V - V'*O'l-'a)<I>£]· 

The remaining currentj~IJ, (3.11), must then satisfy the two equations 

a l-' .(1) - F 
I il-'v - - lv' 

av·(I)- F 2il-'v - - 21-" 

and be a solution of them. 
The two equations (5.9) are compatible among themselves (i.e., integrable). One finds 

- \11£ {2 aa (aav,*) + 2caa V)aa + (V'* - V) Wp - iEn)2 - a 2] 

- Wp' + iEn)2 - a 2] (V'* - V) + (a 2( v'* + V»)}<I>£. 

( 5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

( 5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

(5.10) 

We notice that, except for a global minus sign, this expression is formally the same as in the spin-O case (3.18). Further
more, the expressions of F lv ' (5.8a), and F21-" (5.8b), are also formally the same as in the spin-O case, Eqs. (3.15), except for 
the last total derivative terms involving the spin matrices, and a global minus sign. 

The solution ofEqs. (5.9), which vanishes when the interaction is switched off, is given by formula (3.19). The construc
tion of the scalar product follows similar lines as in the spin-O case. We choose for the surfaces ~I and ~2 ofEq. (1.2) the two 
parallel hyperplanes defined by Eqs. (3.22). Because of the antisymmetry of the spin operators O'va and Sva' the total 
derivative terms [present in F lv and F21-" (5.8a) and (5.8b)] will lead to surface terms in the scalar product, and therefore 
their contributions may be dropped. This means that the contribution ofj~lJ to the scalar product will be formally the same as 
in the spin-O case, up to a global minus sign. 

One finally gets for the scalar product 

('I1p' ,<I>p) = f joo(X,x)d 3X d 31 

= f d 3X d 31 Tr {\II (X,x) [Y07JO - V'*Yo7JoV + (p~ + Po) [V(x,p' + iEn, ... ) - V(x,p - iEn, ... )] ] <I>(X,X)} 
(pb - Po + 2iE) 

= (21T)3{PCp' - p)/(po-Po+2i£)X
O f d 31 Tr {'¢(X) [Yo7Jo - V'*Yo7Jo V 

+ Po +Po 'f' X , ( , ) [V(x,p' + iEn, ... ) - V(x,p - iEn, ... )] ] A.( )} (5.11 ) 
(p~ - Po + 2iE) 
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the limit e = 0 being understood. 
For the norm one obtains 

(IIJ p',a' IIJ p,b ) p" = p'-

= (21T)3~3(p' - p) f d 3x Tr 

X {¢a (x) [ro1'Jo - Vro1'JoV + 4p~ ~;] ¢'b (x) } 

= (21T)32po~3(P'-P)~abfa(p2). (5.12) 

The X O independence of the scalar product (5.11) can 
be checked by using the wave equations (5.1). In particular, 
these can be combined to yield the following equation: 

(1 + ro1'JoV)pollJ = (mlro - m21'Jo - roY' v + 1'JoTJ'v) 

X (1 - ro1'JoV)lIJ, (5,13) 

which is useful for the above demonstration. 
The XO independence concerns mainly the norm (5.12), 

since the scalar product is zero for different eigenvalues p,2 
andp2, for any p. One then uses the properties (3.29) and 
(3.30) of the wave function and of the potential to show the 
XO independence of the norm. 

The normalization factorJofthe norm (5.12), which 
has a field-theoretical origin, can be obtained by comparing 
formula (5.12) to that of the normalization condition of the 
Bethe-Salpeter equation derived within the framework lead
ing to local potentials. The corresponding expression was 
given in Ref. 5, formula (6.29), in the c.m. frame. One de
duces thatJ has the same expression, (3.35), as in the spin-O 
case. 

If the potential V is explicitly independent of p2 in the 
c.m, frame, the expression of the norm (5.12) shows that its 
kernel still depends on V. This implies that V must satisfy 
some inequality conditions to guarantee the positivity of the 
norm. This question was examined in more detail in Ref. 3, 
Sec. VII A. In this case one can also apply the transforma
tion 

IIJ = [1- (y-p1'J'pV)2]-1/2I1J' 

on the wave function in order to transform the kernel of the 
norm to that of the "free" norm3 in the c.m. frame. 

We end this section by constructing the scalar product 
(5.11) by the method described in Sec. IV, that is, by con
structing a current} pv' (4.4), satisfying the conservation law 
(4.1). We take forj~o,; the same current as in (5.7). One then 
obtains 

apl'(O) + apl'(O) 
I pv 2 vI' 

- l'\jl E (V'* - V) (p~ + Pv )<1> .. 

- i a~(\II .. Ava<l>E) - i af(\IIEBva<l>E)' (5.14 ) 

where 

Ava = (Sva V - V'*Sva)' 
(5.15 ) 

Bva = (CTva V - V'*CTva )' 

The first term on the right-hand side of (5.14) is the 
same, up to a minus sign, as the one appearing in the spin-O 
case (4.8). Therefore its contribution to the scalar product 
will be analogous. 
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The remaining current}~~, (4.4), must satisfy the equa
tion 

at }~~ + a~ }~~) = l"\if .. (V'* - V) (p~ + Pv )<I>E 

+ia~!tva+iafhva' (5.16) 

where 

!tva = \ilEA va <l>E , hva = \II .. Bva<l>... (5.17) 

A simple solution of Eq. (5.16) is 

}~~ = \liE (p~ + PI' )(p~ + Pv) 

(V'* - V) 
X <1> .. 

(p,2 _ p2 + 2ie(p~ + PO») 

- alp f GA (XI - Xi )a~ Jlva (xi ,x2)d 4xi 

-a2v f GA(X2-X~)afhpa(XI,X~)d4x~, (5.18) 

whereGA is defined in (2.10) and (2.11). 
Because of the antisymmetry of the tensors!tva andhva 

and the presence of the total derivatives a ~ and a f in the last 
two terms ofj~~), (5.18), these will yield only surface terms 
in the corresponding scalar product and therefore will not 
contribute in it. Consequently one finds the same expression 
(5.11) for the scalar product. 

VI. SPIN-l-SPIN-O PARTICLE SYSTEMS 

In this section we consider systems composed of one 
spino! fermion (particle 1) and one spin-O boson (particle 
2). The wave function is a four-component spinor, 

(6.1 ) 

and satisfies two independent wave equations3 that are gen
eralizations of the Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations, re
spectively: 

H,IIJ=,(y-p,-m , - V)IIJ=O, (6.2a) 

(6.2b) 

The potential V is a Poincare-invariant function of the 
coordinates, momenta, and Dirac matrices. The compatibil
ity condition (3.2) of the wave equations requires that V 
depend on the relative coordinates x through the transverse 
components x T alone3 (3.5): 

(6.3) 

[V satisfying Eq. (3.3)]. 
Equations (6.2) completely determine the longitudinal, 

relative coordinate XL dependence of the wave function 
through Eq. (3.7), which is a consequence of Eqs. (6.2) 
here, and whose solution is, for eigenfunctions of the total 
momentump, given by the decomposition (3.8). 

In the following we assume that V is superficially Her
mitian, so that 

- t V=.roV ro = V (6.4) 

in the usual L2 norm and when the PI' in V are replaced by 
real eigenvalues. 
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In order to construct the currentjJLV satisfying the two 
conservation laws (1.1), we decompose it into two parts, 
(3.11), where j~~) is chosen as being the "free" current: 

'(0) _ - .. 
lJLv - IW E rJL a2v <1>", 

where \i/ = 'l'tro. 
The currentj~~ satisfies the two equations 

at j~~) =.Flv = \i/E [ - (V'* - V)a2v + a2V (V'* - V) + (a2v (V'· + V»)] <l>E 

( 6.5) 

= \i/E [(i/2)( V'· - V) (p~ + Pv) + (V'* - V)av - av (V'* - V) - (av (V'· + V»)]<I>E' (6.6a) 

a; j~~=.F2JL = \i/E [ - (V'· - V)alJL + a lJL (V'· - V) + (a lJL (V'· + V»)]<I>E - i an\i/E (V'·UJLa - UJLa V)<I>E] 

= \i/E [(i/2)( V'· - V) (p~ + PJL) - (V'· - V)aJL + aIL (V'· - V) + (aJL (V'· + V»)]<I>E 

(6.6b) 

Compared to Eqs. (3.15) we notice thatFlv has the same formal expression as in the spin-O case, whileF21L differs only by 
the last total derivative term. 

Now F lv and F2JL also satisfy the compatibility equation 

a;Flv = atF2IL =.F(x t ,x2) = \i/E {2 aa (aav'·) + 2(aa V)aa + (V'· - V) UCp - iEn)2 - a 2] 

- UCP' + iEn)2 - a 2]( V'· - V) + (a 2( V'· + V»)}<I>E' (6.7) 

where formally F has the same expression as in the spin-O case (3.18). 
The remaining currentj~~) has the expression (3.19) in terms of the F's. The construction of the scalar product follows 

similar lines as in the spin-O case. We choose for the surfaces ~I and ~2 ofEq. (1.2) the two parallel hyperplanes defined by 
Eqs. (3.22). Because ofthe antisymmetry of the spin operator UILa , the total derivative term present in F2IL , (6.6b), leads to 
surface terms in the scalar product, and therefore their contributions may be dropped. This means that the contribution ofj~~ 
to the scalar product will be formally the same as in the spin-O case. 

One finally gets for the scalar product 

('I' P' ,<I>p) = f joo(X,x)d 3X d 3.x 

= f d 3X d 3.x \i/(X,x) {iro a20 - (pb + Po) [V(x,p' + iEn, ... ) - V(x,p - iEn, ... )] } <I>(X,x) 
(pb - Po + 2iE) 

= (21T)303Cp' _p)ei(PO-Po+2i£) XOf d 3.x¢(x) 

{
I ( , ) 'J" ( , ) [V(x,p' + iEn, ... ) - V(x,p - iEn, ... )]} "'(x), 

X -2 Po + Po ro - 1 oro - Po + Po 'f' 
(pb - Po + 2iE) 

(6,8) 

where the limit E = 0 is understood. 
For the norm one obtains 

( 'I' p',a , 'I' p,b ) p" = p' 

= (21T)303(p' - p) f d 3.x ¢a (x) 

X [ropo - iro ao - 4p~ ;;1 tPb (x) 

= (21T)32Poo3(p' -P)Oabia(p2). (6.9) 

The X 0 independence of the scalar product (6.8) can be 
checked by using the wave equation (6.2a) and the property 
(3.29), and by dropping surface terms. Thexo independence 
of the norm is checked by using the properties (3.29) 
and (3.30). 

The normalization factor i is obtained by comparing 
formula (6.9) with the expression of the norm obtained from 
the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the c.m. frame. It is given in 
Ref. 5, Eq. (6.41). One finds that i has the same expression 
as in the spin-O case, Eq. (3.35). 

The construction of the scalar product by the method of 
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Sec. IV follows similar lines as in the fermion-antifermion 
case. One obtains 

at j~~ + ai j~~) = 1'\Ii£ (V'· - V) (p~ + Pv )<1>£ 

( 6.10) 

Bva being given by (5.15). 
The termJ~~) is then given by 

(V'· - V) 
X <l>E 

(p,2 _ p2 + 2iE(pb + Po») 

+ a2v f GA (x2 - x~ )af hILa (XI'X~ )d4X~, 
(6.11 ) 

hILa being defined by (5.17). One finally finds the same 
expression (6.8) for the scalar product. 

In the c.m. frame the expression for the kernel of the 
norm (6.9) becomes simplified, since the operator i a20 be-
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comes identical to the operator P'P2, which has a well-de
fined eigenvalue given by (3.10). 

The comments made at the end of Sec. III about the 
positivity of the norm in the spin-O case remain valid in the 
present case as well. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We constructed in this paper the scalar product corre
sponding to the Hilbert space of states in two-particle rela
tivistic quantum mechanics. The method adopted here was 
that of finding a tensor current of rank 2,j,..v (X\1X2 ), satisfy
ing two independent conservation laws relative to particles 1 
and 2, respectively. Then the scalar product was obtained by 
integratingj,..v over two three-dimensional spacelike hyper
surfaces defined by the elementry areas duf(x j ) and 
dU~(X2)' 

The two conservation laws of j,..v ensure the Poincare 
invariance of the scalar product. The fact that the kernel of 
the current j,..v is translation invariant and covariant then 
ensures the Hermiticity property of the Poincare group gen
erators and the unitary realization of the group. 

A simple expression for the scalar product is obtained 
when one chooses for the two integration hypersurfaces two 
constant parallel hyperplanes. What is new in the kernel of 
the scalar product is essentially the presence of terms repre
senting the total momentum dependences of the interaction 
potential V. One also finds, by a limiting procedure, the 
expression for the norm of states. In order to be in contact 
with field-theoretic quantities, the normalization constant of 
the norm is fixed by comparison with the normalization con
dition of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function through the link 
between two-particle relativistic quantum mechanics and 
field theory.5 It was also shown that the positivity of the 
norm can, in general, be ensured if the spectrum of the eigen
values of the total mass squared operator comes out to be 
positive. Furthermore, the choice of positive eigenvalues for 
each of the longitudinal momentap'pj andp'P2 enters into 
the definition of the physical Hilbert space JY*. 

The construction of a Poincare-invariant scalar product 
and the corresponding physical Hilbert space, together with 
the construction of Poincare-invariant wave equations and 
the unitary realization of the Poincare group, provides the 
basis for a consistent formulation and treatment of two-par
ticle relativistic quantum mechanics in the interacting case. 
The connection established between this framework and the 
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Bethe-Salpeter equation5 permits, in addition, the evalua
tion of physical quantities having a field-theoretic interpre
tation. 
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Coherent states for the harmonic oscillator representations of the noncom pact supergroup 
Osp( 1/2N,lR) are introduced and the invariant integration measure is calculated by studying 
transformation properties of supercoset variables. The generalized Bogoliubov transformation 
for mixed systems of bosons and fermions is also obtained. An example for the simple 
harmonic oscillator is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Starting with their first application in quantum optics, I 
coherent states played an important role in the study of 
quantum mechanical systems,2 especially for establishing 
the correspondence between classical and quantum mechan
ics.3 Coherent states for the group SU(2), the so-called 
Bloch states, were introduced by Radcliffe4 and by Arecchi, 
Courtens, Gilmore, and Thomas5 to study two-level atoms 
in quantum optics. After an earlier attempt,6 the concept of 
coherent states was generalized to arbitrary Lie groups inde
pendently by Perelomov7 and Gilmore and co-workers. 8 

Generalized coherent states for a group are defined by the 
action of some representation of this group acting on a fixed 
vector in a given space. This fixed vector should be chosen in 
such a way that the coherent states obtained are "closest to 
classical states." Various authors elaborated on the precise 
meaning of this statement and gave specific criteria,9.10 
which we discuss in the forthcoming sections. 

In a parallel development, supersymmetry concepts 
were successfully used to provide a unified description of 
mixed systems of bosons and fermions. II The generators of 
supersymmetry transformations form a superalgebra whose 
even generators belong to an ordinary Lie algebra. Although 
the representation theory of superalgebras has recently been 
studied in some detail, 12 little attention has been paid to the 
coherent states for supergroups. Such states can be very use
ful, for example, to exploit the geometry associated with the 
supercoherent spaces in the nuclear physics applications of 
supersymmetry.13 Bars and Giinaydin examined the unitary 
irreducible representations of the noncompact SU (M,P I 
N + Q)-type supergroups in terms of supercoherent states 
constructed out of particle states in a super-Fock space. 14 

These supercoherent states form holomorphic functions of a 
graded matrix in a way analogous to the analytic representa
tions of ordinary noncompact groups. More recently, 
Bowick and Giirsey have shown that l5 a system with first-

a) Permanent address after 15 August 1987. 

class bosonic constraints obeying a Lie algebra can be BRST
quantized l6 using the nonlinear representations of an asso
ciated superalgebra, obtained by considering the fractional 
linear transformations of the supercoset variables. 

In this paper we wish to extend previous results for co
herent states to the harmonic oscillator representations of 
the orthosymplectic supergroups. We introduce coherent 
states associated with the noncompact superalgebra Osp( 1/ 
2,lR) in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we show how the one dimensional 
simple harmonic oscillator can be represented with these co
herent states. In Sec. IV, we introduce the Osp ( 1/2N,lR) 
coherent states, obtain the generalized Bogoliubov transfor
mations for mixed systems ofbosons and fermions, and cal
culate the invariant integration measure by studying the 
transformation properties of the supercoset variables. Final
ly, in Sec. V we summarize our work and discuss future ex
tensions and applications of our results. 

II. Osp(1/2,lR) COHERENT STATES 

In this section we will consider the noncompact Osp( 1/ 
2,lR) superalgebra. In our notation the noncompact superal
gebra Osp(N /2M,lR) has the compact subalgebra O(N) 
that acts on the fermionic subspace and the noncom pact sub
algebra Sp(2M,lR) that acts on the bosonic subspace. The 
commutation-anticommutation relations of the Osp( 1/ 
2,lR) superalgebra are given by 

[ Ko, K ± ] = ± K ± ' 

[K+, K_l = - 2Ko, 

[ Ko, F ± ] = ±!F ± , 
[K+,F+l =0= [K_,F_l, 

[K±,F"F]=+F± ' 

{F ±' F ±} = K ± ' 
{F +' F _} = Ko , 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

(2.1d) 

(2.1e) 

(2.10 

(2.1g) 

where Ko, K ± ' and F ± are the five generators of the super
algebra. Osp( 1/2,lR) has the subalgebra Sp(2,lR) -SUe 1,1) 
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spanned by K ± and Ko [cf. Eqs. (2.la) and (2.lb)]. The 
representations ofOsp( 1I2,vt) are studied in detail in Ref. 
17 and further in Refs. 14, 18,and 19. Useful results from the 
representation theory ofOsp( 1I2,vt) and Sp(2,vt) are brief
ly summarized in Appendix A. In the following discussion 
we restrict ourselves to the positive, discrete series represen
tations for both Osp( 1I2,vt) and Sp(2,vt). 

The coherent state for the discrete series representation 
ofSp(2,vt), characterized by the label k, is given by7 

la) = N exp(aK+) Ik,m = k) , (2.2) 

where a is a complex number. Ifthe coherent state is normal
ized to unity the normalization constant in Eq. (2.2) is given 
by N = (I - I a 12) k. Since the set of coherent states given by 
Eq. (2.2) is overcomplete, the decomposition of identity is 
given by 

f djl(a*,a)la)(al = ~Ik,m)(k,ml = 1, 

where the measure is given by 

(2.3a) 

d (a*a) = d
2
a (2k-l) 

Il, 'IT (1 _ la1 2 )2 ' 

and 

d (a*a) _ d
2
a I 

Il , - 'IT (1 _ lal 2 ) , 

for k #~, (2.3b) 
2 

I 
for k=-. 

2 
(2.3c) 

These states satisfy the criterion 9.10 for being "closest to clas
sical," i.e., they minimize the dispersion 

fJ.C2 = (C2) - (KO)2 + (K+)(K_) , (2.4a) 

where the Casimir operator ofSp(2,vt) is given by20 

C2 = K~ - !(K+K_ + K_K+) . (2.4b) 

Vector coherent-state representations for noncom pact sym
plectic groups were studied in Ref. 21. In this paper we re
strict ourselves only to the so-called harmonic oscillator rep
resentations of the orthosymplectic supergroup Osp( 11 
2N,vt). A study of the coherent states based on generic low
est-weight representations for Osp( 1I2N,vt) is beyond the 
scope of the present article. 

In analogy with Eq. (2.2) we define the coherent states 
for Osp( 1I2,vt) as 

la,O) = N exp(aK+ + OF +) 17,k = 7,m = 7), (2.5) 

where a is a complex number and 0 is a Grassmann number. 
The appropriate representations of the Osp( 1I2,vt) are giv
en in Appendix A and we refer the reader to Ref. 22 for the 
description of the properties of Grassmann numbers. The 
expansion of the state I a,O ) into the Osp ( 1I2,vt) basis states 
is given in Appendix B, Eq. (B I ). If we normalize the coher
ent states la,O ) to unity, the normalization constant in Eq. 
(2.5) can easily be evaluated using Eq. (Bl) and the ortho
normality of the Osp( 1I2,vt) states. We get 

(a,O la',O') = N 2(l - a*a') -21"[1 + 00'7/(1- a*a')] 

= 1 . (2.6a) 

where 0 is the complex conjugate of O. We find it convenient 
to write this normalization in the form 

N = [Sdet vR (a*,a;O,O)] - 1" , (2.6b) 
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where the matrix vR is given by 

//( * ' Lin') (1 O'I/i) 
vU a ,a; U,u = Ol/i (I _ a*a') . (2.6c) 

In writing Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b) we used the fact that, since 
00 = 0, a power series expansion of a function of 0 is finite. 
The superdeterminant of the graded matrix 

(2.7a) 

is defined as 

SdetvR = det(d' - .%'9- 1'G')/det 9. (2.7b) 

In Eq. (2.7a), the elements of the matrices d' and 9 are 
commuting variables and those of the matrices.%' and 'G' are 
anticommuting variables. 

One can again calculate the decomposition of identity 
by introducing a suitable measure. In Sec. IV we calculate 
the measure for Osp ( 1I2N,vt) coherent states. Here we only 
quote the result: 

f djl(a*,a;O,O)la,O)(a,O I 

= L 17,7,m) (7,7,ml + L 17,7 + !,m') (7,7 + !,m'l 
m m' 

= 1, (2.8a) 

where the measure is given by 

djl(a* ,a;O,O) = (21'IT)dO dO d 2a Sdet vR (a*,a;O,O) . 
(2.8b) 

In the above integrations over the Grassmann variables, we 
fix our normalizations as 

f dO dOe 1,0,0) = 0, 

f dOdOOO= I. 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

In Ref. 9, it was shown that coherent states, invariably 
constructed from the highest-weight state of a Lie algebra, 
are closest to the classical states. Namely, they minimize 

(2.10) 

where the Xi are the generators of the algebra, gij is the Car
tan-Killing metric tensor, and C2 = gijXiXj is the quadratic 
Casimir operator. 20 Using the expectation values of the 
Osp( 1I2,vt) generators between our coherent states, given 
in Appendix B, one can easily show that the above result 
generalizes to the Osp( 1I2,vt) superalgebra. The states giv
en in Eq. (2.5) minimize the dispersion 

fJ.C2 = (C2) - (KO)2 + !(K+)(K_) + (K_)(K+» 

(2.11 ) 

where the quadratic Casimir operator is given by Eq. (AI). 

III. EXAMPLE: APPLICATION TO THE HARMONIC 
OSCILLATOR 

Let band b t be the annihilation and creation operators 
for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. The three opera
tors 
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K -lbtb t 
+ - 2 ' 

K_ = ~bb, 

Ko = ~(b tb + ~) 

( 3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

(3.1c) 

form an Sp (2,9l) algebra, the quadratic Casimir operator of 
which is - fc, (cf. Ref. 20). Consequently for the realization 
given in Eq. (3.1), k is either A or ~. Since the operators K ± 

change the harmonic oscillator quantum number, n, by 2, 
the even-n and odd-n states correspond to separate represen
tations ofSp(2,9l). We choose to include the even-n states 
(including the ground state) in the k = A representation, and 
the odd-n states in the k = a representation. By formally in
troducing a grading between even-n and odd-n states, one 
can embed both representations into a single irreducible rep
resentation ofOsp( 1I2,9l) with 7 =~. The odd generators of 
this superalgebra are 

F + = ~b t, (3.2a) 

F_=~b. (3.2b) 

The superalgebra Osp( 1I2,9l) generated by K ± ' Ko, and 
F ± given in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) appears to be the largest 
symmetry algebra of the one-dimensional harmonic oscilla
tor. To be precise, the right-hand side of the above equations 

should be multiplied by a term of the form ( 11 {l) (at + a), 
where a and at are annihilation and creation operators for a 
single fermion. However, the commutation-anticommuta
tion relations of Eqs. (2.1) would be satisfied if this term 
commutes with the harmonic oscillator operators and if its 
square is unity. Consequently, the identity operator can be 
substituted for this term. Aspects of symmetries and super
symmetries of the quantum harmonic oscillator are further 
discussed in Refs. 23 and 24. In Ref. 25, the eigenstates of the 
supersymmetric annihilation operator of the supersymmet
ric harmonic oscillator are named as supercoherent states. 
Those supercoherent states are the supersymmetric general
ization of Glauber coherent states. The group structure and 
properties of our coherent states are rather different. 

We can now write the coherent state for the above real
ization of Osp ( 1I2,9l) in terms of harmonic oscillator states. 
One can easily make the identification 

17 = ~,k = a,m = a + p) = 12p) , 

17= !,k= ~,m = a +p) = 12p-l), 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

where p is an integer, between the Osp(1/2,9l) (left-hand 
side) and harmonic oscillator (right-hand side) states. The 
coherent state is 

le,a) = N [f [(2p)!] 1/2 ~ 12p) 
p~O 2Pp! 

+ i. f viJ[ (2p)!] 1/2 a
P

-

1 

12p - 1)] , 
2 P~ I 2Pp! 

(3.4a) 

with 

N = (1 -laI 2
) 1/4( 1 + ~eo 1(1 - lal 2

)) • (3.4b) 

The coherent-state wave functions, i.e., the overlap between 
the coherent state and the position eigenstates, are 
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(xla,e) = N(mwhrli) 1/4e- ;212(1 + a) -1/2 

Xexp -~-- 1 +- ~ , ( 
r2a )[ 1 er ] 

1 + a 2 (1 + a) 
(3.5 ) 

where m and ware the mass and the frequency of the oscilla

tor and ~ = ~ mwlfl x. 

IV. CALCULATION OF THE INTEGRATION MEASURE 
FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
REPRESENTATIONS OF Osp(1/2N,fJt) 

In this section we introduce the Osp ( 1I2N,fJt) coherent 
states and calculate the invariant integration measure. 
Osp( 1I2N,fJt) superalgebras are of particular interest, since 
they are the only superalgebras for which the direct products 
of all finite-dimensional representations are completely re
ducible. 26 By introducing the boson creation (annihilation) 
operators b ;(bj ), i,j = 1, ... ,N, we can write the generators 
of the noncompact Sp (2N,9l) [the even generators of 
Osp( 1I2N,fJt)] as bilinear products20

: 

bib], b;bj , b;bj +b]b;. (4.1) 

By further introducing the creation and annihilation opera
tors for one single fermion, at and a, we can write the odd 
generators ofOsp( 1I2N,fJt) as l4 

(1I{l) (a + at )b;, (1I{l) (a + at)b; . ( 4.2) 

Note that the fermion operator appears only in the combina

tion (1I{l) (a + at), the square of which is unity. 
We now consider the most general linear transforma

tion of the boson-fermion creation and annihilation opera
tors: 

b;--+b: = uijbj + V;kb! + e;(lI{l)(a + at) , 

b; --+b ;t = vtbj + utb] + (11{l)(a + at )e; , 

( 11 {l) (a + at) --+ ( 11 {l) (a' + a't ) 

'" t - t =A(lIv2 )(a+a) +X;b; +X;b;, 

( 4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

( 4.3c) 

where uij' vij' and..t are complex (commuting) numbers and 
ej , 0;, Xi> and X; are Grassmann (anticommuting) numbers. 
The transformation given in Eq. (4.3) is manifestly super
symmetric, since it mixes bosons and fermions. We want this 
transformation to be canonical, i.e., the transformed opera
tors should also satisfy the boson commutation and the fer
mion anticommutation relations. This condition imposes 
certain relations between the variables u, v, e, e, X, and X. We 
find it convenient to express these relations in a matrix form. 
Introducing the (2N + 1) X (2N + 1) supermatrix 

ff~(~ ~ -:). (4.4) 

we find that the transformation (4.3) is canonical if 

ffHff ST =H, (4.5 ) 

where ffST is the supertranspose of the matrix ff, and 

H=(G 0) o l' ( 4.6a) 

with the 2N X 2N matrix G being 
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G=( 0 I). 
-I 0 

(4.6b) 

In the above equations I is an N X N unit matrix. The super
transpose of a matrix 

(4.7a) 

where the matrices d and !!lJ have complex elements and 
the matrices !!iJ and ~ have Grassmann elements, is defined 
as 

(4.7b) 

Equation (4.5) indicates that the matrix JV is an element of 
the Osp( 1I2N,90 supergroup.27 To summarize, a transfor
mation of the form 

(4.8) 

is canonical if JV is an element of the Osp ( 1I2N,9t) super
group. The transformation given in Eq. (4.8) can be consid
ered a generalization ofthe Bogoliubov transformation28 to 
the mixed systems of bos~ns and fermions. 

In order to define the coherent states, it is convenient to 
introduce the operator 

T = exp [!Zijb;b J] exp [!tP; (a + at)b T] , (4.9) 

where Z is an N X N complex, symmetric matrix and tP is an 
N X 1 Grassmann column vector. One can easily show that 

Tb;T-I=b;-Zijb]-!tP;(a+at ) , (4.10) 

from which it follows that the transformation (4.3a) can be 
written in the form 

(4.11a) 

if 

Zjk= -uJiIVfk' tPj= _{iujfl()f. (4.11b) 

Consequently if we define the Osp ( 1I2N,9t) coherent state 
as 

IZ,tP) =exPUZijb;bJ]exp[!tP;(a +at)bT] 10) , (4.12) 

where 10) is the common vacuum for the boson and fermion 
operators, one can identify quasiparticle operators annihilat
ing the coherent state: 

[bj - Zjkbl- !tPj(a + at») IZ,tP) = O. (4.13) 

We postulate that the coherent state defined in Eq. (4.12) 
would minimize the dispersion of the Casimir operator, Eq. 
(2.10). However, since we have not constructed the basis 
states of the representations of Osp ( 1I2N,9t) for N> 2, we 
cannot explicitly prove this statement and verify the analog 
ofEq. (2.11). 

We now apply the transformation (4.3) to Eq. (4.13). 
We find that, for the coherent state to be left invariant under 
this transformation, one needs 

1637 

z .... Z' = (ut + Zvt - (lI{i)tPe T)-I 

X (vT + ZuT + (l1{i)tPe T) , 
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( 4.14a) 

tP .... tP' = (ut + Zvt - (l1{i)tPe T)-I 

X (AtP - {i X - {iZXT) . ( 4.14b) 

Alternately, if we define the N X (N + 1) graded rectangu
lar matrix 

g == (Z,tPl{i) , 

and the matrices 

/3==(v T,-x) , 
r==( _V~T)' 
8==(~: -;j, 

(4.15 ) 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

( 4.16c) 

(4.16d) 

we find that Eq. (4.14) can be reexpressed as a linear frac
tional transformation of the graded vector g: 

g .... g' = (Z',tP'I{i) = (a + gr) -1(/3 + g8) . 
(4.17) 

Furthermore, using Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), one finds that the 
matrix 

(4.18 ) 

is also an element of the supergroup Osp( 1I2N,9t). 
The next step is to express the matrix % in terms of Z, 

tP, and u. Since any complex matrix can be expressed as a 
product of a Hermitian and a unitary matrix29 we write 

u=UB, ( 4.19) 

where UisanN X Nunitarymatrix andBisanN XN Hermi
tian matrix. Using Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) we find that the 
matrix % can be written as a product of two matrices 

%=%1%2' (4.20a) 

where % 2 is an element of the U (N) subgroup ofSp(2N,9t), 

(
ut 0 

%2= ~ ~T (4.20b) 

and %1 is an element of the supercoset Osp(l/2N,9t)1 
U(N), 

( 

1 
%1 = _zt 

¢TI{i ~T D 
(4.2Oc) 

In the above equations A can be obtained from 

A2_ (l-Z*Z)ijl[¢j _ZjttPdA2tP; = 1, (4.21) 

and X from 

X= (l-ZZ*)-I[tPl{i-Z¢I{i)A. (4.22) 

Finally B satisfies the equation 

(4.23) 

We now wish to evaluate an invariant measure Il (g) 
such that 
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(4.24 ) 

where J(!!!',!!!) is the Jacobian of the transformation 
(4.17) that transforms !!! into !!!'. Differentiating Eq. 
( 4.17) we get 

(a-(38- l y)d!!!'=d!!!8. (4.25) 

In the above equation the matrix (a - (3o-l y ) at the left
hand side transforms bosonic and fermionic coordinates sep
arately, without mixing them, whereas the matrix 8 at the 
right-hand side mixes them as well [cf. Eqs. (4.16) ]. Hence 
Eq. (4.25) yields the Jacobian 

[det(a - (30- Iy) ] 2(N - 1) IJeO,!!!) I = [Sdet t5] 2N • (4.26) 

Hence the invariant measure in the decomposition of unity 
in terms of the Osp(112N) coherent states IZ,¢, > of Eq. 
(4.12), 

is 

I dp,(Z,¢') iZ,¢,) (Z,¢'i = 1, (4.27a) 

dp,(Z,¢') = constxdBdOd 2NZ 

X [Sdet 0] 2N I[ det(a - (3t5- ly) ] 2(N - 1) • 

(4.27b) 

ForOsp(1/2,lR) (N= 1) this gives Eq. (2.8b). 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we introduced the coherent states for the 
harmonic oscillator representations of the noncom pact su
pergroup Osp( 1!2N,lR), obtained the generalized Bogoliu
bov transformations for mixed systems of bosons and fer
mions, and calculated the invariant integration measure by 
studying transformation properties of the supercoset vari
ables. We also exemplified the use of these coherent states for 
the simple harmonic oscillator. It would be straightforward 
to extend our results to the harmonic oscillator representa
tions of the compact version of Osp ( 1!2N,lR). In a separate 
article,3° we investigate the coherent states for Osp(2! 
2N,9t), in which case one needs to treat typical and atypical 
representations 19 individually. It would be interesting to in
vestigate Osp (1 12N,9t) coherent states based on the most 
general lowest-weight representations (e.g., those with a 
vectorial structure). Such an undertaking would result in 
orthosymplectic supergroup coherent states generalizing 
symplectic group coherent states discussed in Ref. 21. 

In many-body systems, the pairing-type interactions 
between particles alter the structure of the vacuum state. For 
example, in the BCS theory ofsuperconductivity31 correlat
ed Cooper pairs contribute to the physical vacuum. Bogoliu
bov transformations and the resulting quasiparticle opera
tors provide a natural framework to study such correlations. 
The generalized Bogoliubov transformation given in Eq. 
(4.8) could be used to analyze the possible relationships 
between the pairing and the boson-fermion exchange forces 
in mixed systems ofbosons and fermions. Such a possibility 
is presently being investigated. 

Orthosymplectic supergroups are the invariance groups 
of second moments arising in the study of compound nucleus 
scattering32 and of the action in the path-integral derivation 
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of symmetry relations for disordered electron systems.33 

Furthermore, one can associate supersymmetric quantum 
mechanical systems with classical, nonlinear Langevin 
equations and show that the averages over a Gaussian noise 
distribution are the same as the quantum mechanical expec
tation values calculated with a supersymmetric effective ac
tion.34 One can show that the supersymmetry transforma
tions leaving this effective action invariant are also 
orthosymplectic transformations. In future pUblications, we 
plan to study the possible uses of our coherent states in the 
Grassmann integration approach to the compound nucleus 
scattering and other problems in stochastic quantum phys
ics. 
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APPENDIX A: REPRESENTATIONS OF Osp(1/2,!R) 

The quadratic Casimir operator ofOsp( 1!2,9t) is given 
by 

C2(Osp( 1!2,lR») = A 2 + A 12, 

where 

(AI) 

A = [F+,F_J , (A2) 

and the quadratic Casimir operator of the subalgebra 
Sp(2,lR) -SU(1,I) is given by 

C2(Sp(2,!R») =A 2 +A. (A3) 

The eigenvalues of the Casimir operator of Osp ( 1!2,lR), Eq. 
(A 1), are denoted by r( r - p, where the label r character
izes irreducible representations. The eigenvalues of the Casi
mir operator of Sp (2,!R), Eq. (A3 ), are denoted by 
k(k - I). There are two irreducible representations of 
Sp(2,!R), corresponding to k = rand k = r + !, embedded 
in a single representation ofOsp(1/2,!R). Here we consider 
only the discrete series representations and label the states 
with r, k, and m, the eigenvalue of Ko: 

C2(Osp(1/2,lR»)ir,k,m) = r(r- ~)ir,k,m), 

C2(Sp(2,!R»)ir,k,m) = k(k - l)jr,k,m), 

Koir,k,m) = mjr,k,m) . 

(A4a) 

(A4b) 

(A4c) 

In Eq. (A4c), m takes values k,k + 1,k + 2,k + 3, .... The 
result 

K ± ir,k,m) = [(m ± k) (m + k ± 1)] l/2ir,k,m ± 1) 
(AS) 
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follows from the standard representation theory ofSp(2,!R). 
Finally imposing F ~ = F _ and choosing all the phases to 
be real we obtain 

F ± Ir,k = r,m) = (1I.J2) [m ± r] 1/21r,k = r + !,m ±!> ' 
(A6a) 

and 

F ± Ir,k = r+ !,m) 

= (1I.J2) [m + r ±~] 112Ir,k = r,m ±!> . (A6b) 

Equations (A4 )-(A6) completely specify the representa
tions of Osp ( 1I2,!R). 

APPENDIX B: COHERENT STATE EXPECTATION 
VALUES OF Osp(1/2,!R) GENERATORS 

Expectation values of the Osp( 1I2,!R) generators 
between the coherent states can easily be calculated using the 
expansion of the coherent state la,O) into the Osp( 1I2,!R) 
basis states: 

co [ re2r+n) ]112 
la,O) =N I 

n=O r(n+1)re2r) 

Xanlr,k = r,m = r + n) 

'" [ r(2r+n) ]112 + N I fT ----'---'-----'-----
n= I r(2r + 1)ren) 

xan-10Ir,k=r+!,m=r+N+!>, (Bl) 

where the normalization factor N is given by Eq. (2. 6b ). We 
get 

(a,OIK+la',O') =2ra*Sdetv&"(a*a"00') (B2) 
(a,O la',O') , " , 

(a,OIK_la',O') = 2ra' Sdetv&"(a*a"OO') (B3) 
(a,O la',O') , " , 

(a,O IKola',O ') = r( 1 + a*a')Sdet v&"(a* a"O 0') 
(a,O la',O') , " , 

(a,O IF+la',O') 

(a,O la',O') 

(a,O 1F_la',O') 

(a,O la',O') 

(B4) 

- r(O + a*O')Sdetv&"(a*,a';O,O') , 

(B5) 

- r( 0' + a' 0) Sdet v&" (a* ,a' ;0,0 ') , 

(B6) 

where v&" (a*,a';O,O') is given by Eq. (2.6c). 
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Spin-fluid sources and their metric are obtained for an infinite rotating cylinder. The 
calculation is performed in general relativity and the Cartan theory. The spin fluids are 
significantly different in the two theories. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Rotating fluids are often used in astrophysical and cos
mological model calculations. Rotation can be included in 
relativistic fluid calculations in several ways. The fluid can 
be contained within a space-time gllv (j1,v = 0-3) that has 
an off-diagonal componentgoi (i = 1-3). This can introduce 
fluid rotation, which is described by the vorticity tensor! 

(1) 

where Ull is the fluid velocity and ifll = UIl;v UV the accel
eration. 

In addition to the rotation given by W IlV , fluids can have 
an angular velocity that is related to an intrinsic spin density. 
In these spin fluids, the rotation associated with the spin 
density can be described by the tensor WIlV ,2 

(2) 

where a~i) is an orthonormal tetrad chosen so that all(O) lies 
along the velocity Ull. Tetrad indices are in parentheses 
(i) = (0-3) and are raised and lowered with the Minkowski 
metric 7J (if) = (- 1, + 1, + 1, + 1). Tsoubelis,3 using the 
spin-fluid stress-energy tensor of Ray and Smalley,4,5 has 
shown that a Cartan spin fluid has the same frame dragging 
properties as a fluid with conventional vorticity. His result 
indicates that a spin fluid can serve as a source of angular 
momentum for astrophysical and cosmological models. 
Spin-fluid interiors can be matched to stationary vacuum 
exteriors. 

In addition to direct astrophysical applications, spin 
fluids can also be used to model superfluid rotation detectors 
like those being developed by Cerdoni06 for use in experi
mental relativity. The purpose of this paper is to explore the 
use of rotating spin-fluid sources. The calculation is per
formed in both general relativity and the Einstein Cartan 
self-consistent formalism. We impose cylindrical symmetry 
since the most immediate application of spin fluids is to ro
tating detectors. For constant rotational velocity, we find 
metric solutions of the van Stockum 7 type containing an un
accelerated spin fluid. There are some interesting differences 
between the Cartan and general relativistic fluid sources. 
The sources are compared and discussed in the last part of 
the paper. In the next sections we briefly review the spin
fluid stress-energy tensor and write the field equations lead
ing to our solutions. 

II. FORMALISM 

A. Metric and tetrad 

The space-time we consider is stationary and cylindri
cally symmetric with metric 

ds2= -Jd(2_2Kd¢dt+/d¢2+e"(dr+dr). (3) 

The orthonormal tetrad that diagonalizes this metric is 

all(O) = (1I..jJ,0,0,Q), 

all (1) = (0,e- 1l/2,0,0), 

all (2) = ( - K /D..jJ,O,O,..jJ /D), 

all (3) = (O,O,O,e- Il12 ), 

(4) 

where D 2 = J / + K 2. In terms of this tetrad, the comoving 
velocity is 

Ull = all(O) = (1I..jJ,0,0,0). (5) 

B. Stress-energy tensor 

A spin fluid is a fluid with an angular momentum den
sity SIlV defined throughout its extent. The spin density is 
constrained by the Frenkel8 condition 

UIlSIlV = 0. (6) 

Ray and Smalley4 have developed a self-consistent La
grangian formulation of the Einstein-Cartan theory with 
spin density. The stress-energy tensor derived from the La
grangian variation can be written5 as the sum of two parts: 

(7) 

where TIlV(fluid) is the perfect fluid stress-energy tensor 

(8) 

where c is the energy density and p the pressure. 
The spin-fluid portion of the stress-energy tensor is 

TIlV(spin) = 2U(IlSV)uifu + V: [U(IlSV)U] - WU(IlSV) u' 

(9) 

The spin density S IlV is related to the proper torsion S IlV U by 

Sllvu=!(81TG)SllvUu, (10) 

The proper torsion is the trace-free part of the torsion SIlV u, 

(11 ) 
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The quantity Sva a is the torsion vector and describes 
that part of the torsion that does not satisfy the Frenkel con
dition. It is zero in our calculation. The V! derivative is 
V! = Va + 2Saa a. It will be the covariant derivative in both 
calculations. Although the stress-energy tensor was con
structed for self-consistent Cartan fluids, it is also valid in a 
self-consistent general relativity.5 The only difference is in 
the derivative operator V!. It is the ordinary covariant deriv
ative in general relativity. It is also the covariant derivative 
in the Cartan theory but with an additional spin connection 
calculated from the torsion: 

(12) 

Before writing the stress-energy tensor, it is useful to 
define the parameters describing the fluid. 

c. Fluid parameters 

The fluid parameters of interest are the acceleration and 
the rotation function f1}Jl.Y' The acceleration is the same in 
general relativity and the Cartan theory, 

(13 ) 

We are interested in unaccelerated fluids so that/is a con
stant. We will choose 

/= 1. (14) 

The fluid angular speed in Cartan theory is 

f1}r", = Kr12,fJ - Sr",/2, f1}rO =1r12,fJ. (15) 

The term Sr", in f1}r", comes from the spin connection. In 
general relativity these velocities are 

(16) 

Only f1}r", will be nonzero in the unaccelerated fluid. Because 
we have an unaccelerated fluid, the angular velocity asso
ciated with the spin, wJl.Y' is identical to the fluid vorticity 

f1}Jl.Y· 

III. FIELD EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONs-GENERAL 
RELATIVITY 

A. Field equations 

Using the fluid parameters discussed in the last section, 
the stress-energy tensor components are found to be 

Too=E- Wo, 

Trr =peJl. + (S""ID 2)Kr• 

Tzz=peJl., 

T",,,, =EK 2+D 2p-KW", +S""e-Jl.Kr, 

To", = EK - ~(W", + KWo)' (17) 

The quantity WJl. is the spin divergence WJl. = (SJl. Y);Y' 

The field equations in general relativity are 

GJl.Y = TJl.Y· 

We have taken 817"0 = 1. It is convenient to use the tetrad 
indexed components in writing the field equations: 

1641 

G(ij) = a(i) Jl.a(j) YGJl.Y' 

T(ij) = ali) Jl.a(j) YTJl.Y' 
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(18) 

G(ij) =T(ij)' (19) 

The field equations are 

3K; Drr I"rr Kr 
(00): ------=EeJl.+S""-

4D2 D 2 D 2 ' 
(20) 

K2 liD K 
(11): _'_+_r'_r_r = eJl.+S _r 

4D 2 2D P "" D 2 ' 
(21) 

Kr2 JLrr Kr 
(22): --+-=peJl.+S.I.-

4D2 2 r", D2 ' 
(22) 

_K2 D D 
(33): __ r __ ~+-.!!:...= eJl. 

4D2 2D D P , (23) 

(02) + (20): (~ )r = (S; t (24) 

B. Solutions 

1. Spin and vorticity 

One of the most interesting results of the calculation 
follows from integrating Eq. (24), 

where c' is an integration constant. or 

f1}r",ID = Sr",/2D + c'. 

(25) 

(26) 

This is a driving relation between the spin density and the 
vorticity or spin angular speed. Associated with the spin and 
rotation tensors are vector functions 

SJl. = (rt'yaP 12r-i) UySap , 

if = (rt'vaP 12~ - g ) Uyf1}ap. 
(27) 

The driving relation is linear when written in terms of these 
vectors: 

f1}z = Sz/2 + c, 

where c = C'1J°r.pz. 

2. Metric functions 

(28) 

Comparing Eqs. (21) and (22) the metric potential 
I" ( r) can be related to D: 

I"r(DJD) =I"rr 

or (29) 

I"r = AD. 

where A is a constant of integration. 
Using this and eliminating the pressure between Eqs. 

(20) and (21), a differential equation for D is found: 

DrrlD - ADr + 2(S/14 - c2) = O. (30) 

One solution of this differential equation is 

D=r. (31 ) 

This solution corresponds to a constant spin Sz' and there
fore a constant vorticity f1}z. 

Sz = const. f1}z = const. (32) 

Equation (30) then gives the constant A: 

A = 2(Sz 2/4 - c2). (33) 
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The other metric functions are 

K = wzi2 + C1, U = Ai2!2 + C2, 1= i2 - K2, (34) 

where C 1 and C2 are integration constants. This is a metric of 
the van Stockum type. The comparison will be made in detail 
in the last part of the paper. 

3. Pressure and energy density 

Since the choice D = r requires Sz and W z to be constant, 
the driving relation, Eq. (28), can be reparametrized by de
fining 

(35) 

and 

(36) 

The pressure and energy density follow from the field equa
tions 

pe/.l= -wzSz =wz
22(1-n), 

Ee/.l = 2wz 2(5 - 3n). 

(37) 

(38) 

The relation between the pressure and energy density is 

E - 3p = e-/.l4wz 2, (39) 

where n = 1 is a spinless dust solution. Positive pressure and 
energy require the range of n to be 

(40) 

IV. FIELD EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS-CARTAN 

A. Field equations 

The tetrad indexed stress-energy tensor is 

T(oo) = E - Wol.jJ, 

T(\!) =p+e-/.l(S,,,,ID 2 )(K, -S,,,,), 

T(22) =p+ (S,,,,e-/.lID 2 )(K, -S,,,,), 

T(33) =p, 

T(02) = (KWo - W",)/2D. 

The field equations in the Cartan theory are 

G/.lY = T/.lv + V:(T/.lYO" + TO"/.lY - TyO"/.l)' 

where T/.lv 0" is the modified torsion 

(41 ) 

(42) 

T/.lv 0" = S/.lvO" + 280"[/.lSYla a. (43) 

Since the torsion vector is zero, T~y 0" is just the Cartan spin 
connection and V: is the Cartan covariant derivative. The 
field equations are 
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B. Solutions 

1. Spin and angular speed 

Integrating (48), a result similar to Eq. (25) is found: 

KJ2D = S",,/2D + c'. (49) 

The Cartan vorticity is 

W,'" = K,!2 - S,,,,/2. (50) 

Equation (50) is not a driving relation between vorticity and 
spin but a statement that the Cartan vorticity is constant. 

The equation satisfied by D follows by eliminating the 
pressure between (44) and (45): 

- DrrlD + AD, + 2c2 = O. (51) 

Because of the constraint on the Cartan vorticity, given by 
Eq. (50), the solution D = r imposes no restrictions on the 
functional form of the spin density and rotation. The con
stantA is 

A = - 2c2
, (52) 

JL is the same as the general relativistic function 

JL, = AD, JL = Ai2 12 + c2 , (53) 

and A is, of course, different in general relativity and the 
Cartan theory. 

The functional dependence of the metric potential K de
pends on the spin. Equation (49) can be written 

KJ2D=Sz/2+c, K= jszrdr+ci2+C1, 

and 

A constant spin, for example, gives 

K = Szi212 + ci2 + c,. 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

A constant spin generates a metric of the van Stockum 7 type. 

2. Pressure and energy density 

The pressure and energy density can be obtained from 
the field equations 

pe /.l = - cSz ' Ee /.l = 4c2 + cSz , 

with pressure and energy density satisfying 

E + p = 4c2e-2
• 

(57) 

(58) 

For the special case of constant spin density, the van 
Stockum example, we can again define c = Wo (2 - n), with 
Wo that part ofthe Cartan vorticity due to KJ2D. This is a 
useful step to take in order to compare with the general rela-
tivity. The results are . 

(59) 

The range of n for physical solutions is n<.l and n> 3, 
where n = 1 gives a dust solution without spin. 
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V. COMPARISON TO THE VAN STOCKUM SOLUTION 

The van Stockum interior solution can be written9 as 

d~ = - dt 2 + 2ar dtd¢ + r(1- a 2r)d4i 

+ e- a2"(dr + dr). (60) 

The fluid contained in this space-time is dust with energy 
density 

(61) 

The general relativistic metric is of this form with c I 
= C2 = 0 in Eq. (34): 

d~ = - dt 2 
- 2wzr dtd¢ + r(1- w/r)d</i 

+ e[S/14-c'I"(dr + dr) 

= - dt 2 - 2wzr dtd¢ + r(1- Wz 2r)d¢2 

+ (dr + dr)e<u/(2n-3)", (62) 

where Wz is the fluid vorticity vector. This is identical to the 
van Stockum solution for n = 1 and Iwz I = a. The fluid is 
the van Stockum spinless dust. For other n values there is 
both spin and pressure. If I n I is very large, the fluid equation 
of state approaches e = 3p. 

ten 
The Cartan metric for constant spin density can be writ-

d~= -dt 2 -2r(c+Sz/2)dtd¢ 

+ r[1- (c + Sz/2)2r ]dcP 

+ (dr + dr)e-c'i'. (63) 

The constant c is the Cartan vorticity vector, n = 1, and 
c = - a generates the spinless dust van Stockum solution. 
For other n values, there is spin and pressure with an asymp
totic equation of state p = e. These constant spin van 
Stockum solutions will not match pressures to an exterior 
vacuum. This is always true for the general relativistic solu
tion with its required constant spin. The Cartan solution 
allows nonconstant spins, and a vacuum match is possible in 
this case. 

VI. THE VACUUM MATCH FOR THE CARTAN 
SOLUTIONS 

The general solution for the Cartan calculations is 

d~ = - dt 2 - 2K d¢ dt+ I d¢2 + e"'(dr + dr), 

fl = - c2r, 
K r12r = Srt/>/2r + c, 

pe'" = - S""c/r, 

l=r-K2, 

ee'" = cSrt/>/r + 4c2
, 

where S"" and Kr are not yet specified. 

(64) 

This metric can be matched to a van Stockum exterior 
solution found by Bonner lO

: 

1643 

e jl = e - 114(R /r) 112, 

7 = (rR /4)[3 + log (r/R)], 

K = -!r[ 1 + log (r/R)], 

1= (r/R)[I-log (r/R)]. 
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(65) 

This metric is one of three exterior van Stockum metrics 
found by Bonner; it is Petrov II. Here R is the boundary 
between interior and exterior. 

The matching conditions II identify the first and second 
fundamental forms of the bounding surface, r = R. Match
ing the metrics, one finds two conditions 

K(R) = -R/2. 

(66) 

(67) 

Identifying the second fundamental forms, there is one new 
relation 

Kr(R) - Srt/> (R) = Kr(R) 

or (68) 

Kr(R) - S"" (R) = - 1. 

Using the relation requiring the Cartan vorticity to be con
stant, 

Kr - Srt/> = 2rc, 

the sign of c in Eq. (66) is determined as 

c= -l/2R. (69) 

The functional form of K(r) and Srt/> (r) is constrained by 
these matching conditions: 

K = f Srt/> dr + rc + Co, 

where Co is an integration constant. At r = R, this becomes 

K(R) =f S"" dr-.!i+ Co· 
(r=R) 2 

(70) 

Therefore at the boundary we have the spin constraint 

f Srt/> dr = const. (71) 
(r=R) 

In addition, if the pressure is to be zero at the vacuum bound
ary then the spin density is constrained to be zero at the 
boundary: 

S",,(R) =0 (72) 

Any function satisfying (71 ) and (72) is acceptable. Choos
ing Srt/> (r) = rj(r), j(r) regular at r = 0, will produce finite 
pressure and energy at the origin. 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

General relativity and the Cartan theory both admit 
physical spin-fluid solutions for a rotating cylinder. The so
lutions in general relativity are only for constant spin and 
angular speed. The Cartan theory also has a constant spin 
solution but it is only one of many possibilities. Both con
stant spin sources lead to van Stockum-type metrics. The 
general relativistic source approaches the equation of state 
e = 3p, and the Cartan source approaches e = p, in the high 
spin limit. 

There is another important difference between the Car
tan and relativistic solutions in the case of constant spin. In 
both theories, the spin and Wo = KJ2D are related through 

Sz = 2wo (n - 1). 

Both theories allow n< 1, giving Sz the opposite sense to 
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lUO' The Cartan theory also allows n> 3; Sz and lUo can be 
parallel. 

There is a very interesting driving relation between spin 
and cylinder speed in general relativity: 

Vortex formation in rotating superfluids is one of the 
possible applications of the spin-fluid formalism. This driv
ing relation, although in the continuum limit, could be inter
preted in this context. Here c would be the critical speed for 
vortex formation to begin. 

In conclusion, there are some similarities and also some 
fundamental differences between the two spin-fluid sources 
used for this calculation. With spin fluids being used as mod
els in astrophysics and condensed matter physics, it is hope-
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ful that a test of the two theories might occur in the near 
future. 
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In this paper exact solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Weyl equations in some rotating 
universes are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The study of gravitational interaction on quantum me
chanical systems is a field of investigation recently explored 
by a number of authors. The Klein-Gordon equation and 
the Dirac equation in covariant form have been used in 
curved space-times for such studies. 1-6 The electromagnetic 
equation in Godel's universe have been studied by Cohen et 
aC The Klein-Gordon and the Weyl equations have also 
been studied in the same universe by Pimentel and Macias.8 

In this paper we consider the same two equations in three 
other well-known rotating universes, viz., Som-Raychaud
huri, Hoenselaers-Vishveshwara, and Rebouc;as universes. 
Exact solutions of the two equations in all three cases are 
presented in this paper. 

II. SCALAR SOLUTIONS 

The governing equation for a massive scalar field with 
arbitrary coupling to the gravitational field can be taken in 
the form 

( - Va va + 5R + m2
) "" = 0, (2.1 ) 

where 5 is a real dimensionless coupling constant and 
R = Rf.Lvlt'v is the Riemann scalar. 

A. Som-Raychaudhuri (SR) metric 

The general form of the Som-Raychaudhuri metric is 
given by 

d~ = dt 2 - dr- - dz'2 + 2qr- dtjJ dt - (r- - ir4)dtjJ2. 
(2.2) 

On assuming q = 1, the metric (2.2) takes the form 

d~ = dt 2 - dr- - dz'2 + 2r- dtjJ dt - r-(1 - r-)dtjJ2. 
(2.3) 

To calculate the Ricci scalar we consider the following 
basis one-forms: 

()I=dr, ()2=rdtjJ, ()3=dz, ()o=(dt+r-dtjJ), 
(2.4 ) 

so that 

gij = diag{ - 1, - 1, - 1, + n. 
Taking the exterior differentials of (2.4), expressing 

them in terms of the basis two-forms () i 1\ () i, and comparing 
the expressions with the first equation of structure 

d() i = _ m~ 1\ () i, 

we get the following set of connection one-forms: 

ml2 = ()O _ (lIr)() 2 = _ m\, 

mOl = ()2 = mlo, m02 = - () 1= m2
o' 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

We get the curvature two-forms O~ from the second 
equation of structure 

O~ = dm~ + mik I\mki' (2.7) 

and, finally, the components of the Riemann tensor R ~k/ 
from 

(2.8) 

The nonvanishing components of O~ and Rf.Lv are found 
to be 

0\=3()11\()2= _012, 

001 = () 11\ ()O = _ 001, 

and Roo = 2, R II = 2, R22 = 2, and R 02 = 0. The Ricci sca
lar is found to be 

R= -2. (2.10) 

With Eqs. (2.2) and (2.10), Eq. (2.1) reduces to 

[(1- r-)a;t - a;r - (lIr-)a~ - a~ 

+2a~t - (1/r)ar _p2]",,=0, (2.11) 

where 

p2 = m2 - 25. 

Let us choose"" in the form 

"" = eia(cut+ /,p+ kz) R(r), 

(2.12) 

(2.13 ) 

where I, m, and k are constants. Substituting (2.13) in (2.11) 
we obtain 

R "(r) + (lIr)R '(r) 

+ a2[ - F/r- - r-m2 + A 2]R(r) = 0, (2.14) 

with 

A 2 = m2 _ k 2 + 2ml + m2/a2 - 25/a2. (2.15 ) 

Equation (2.14) is reduced to the confluent hypergeometric 
differential equation 

yF" + [(al+ 1) -y]F' 

- [(1 + a/)/2 - aA 2/4m]F= 0, 

if we make the substitution 

(2.16) 

R(r) =yal12e - y12F(y), (2.17) 

wherey = amr-. 
Equation (2.16) has two independent solutions given by 

and 

i - c IFI [( 1 + b - e),2 - e,y], 

where 

b=(I+a/)/2-aA 2/4m, e=l+al. (2.18 ) 
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The general solution, which satisfies the usual boundary 
condition that R(r) will decay when r- 00, is given by 

r(1- c) 
U(b,e,y) = IFI (b,e,y) 

r(1 + b - c) 

r(e - 1) 1- c [1 b 2 ] + y IF] ( + - c), - e,y . 
r(b) 

(2.19) 

B. Hoenselaers-Vlshveshwara (HV) metric 

The Hoenselaers-Vishveshwara metric is given by 

ds2 = dt 2 - dr - dz'l +!A 2(e - 1)(e - 3)d¢i 

+ 2(e - 1 )df/J dt, (2.20) 

where e = cosh JK r and A JK = 1. On assuming A = 1, 
K = 1, the metric (2.20) takes the form 

ds2 = dt 2 - dr - dz'l + !(e - l)(e - 3)df/J2 

+2(e-l)df/Jdt. (2.21) 

The Ricci scalar is calculated as in the previous case 
considering the following basis one-forms: 

O]=dr, 02=~(e2-1)/2df/J, 

03=dz, OO=dt+(e-l)df/J. (2.22) 

The nonvanishing components of w~, O~, and R,.,v are 
found to be 

w\ = OO/Yl- (e/~)02 = - w2], 

WO I = ~02 = Wlo, W02 = - (lIYl)O] = w2
0, 

012=!01/\02= _012
, 

001=!01/\00= -0°1, 

002 = !02 /\00 = _ 0°2, 

R II = 0, R22 = 0, R 02 = 0, Roo = 1. 

The Ricci scalar is then 

R = 1. (2.23) 

Using (2.21) and (2.23) in (2.1) we get 

~a 2 2 a2 a2 e - 3 a2 4 a2 
rr ---2 <# + zz +-- It --- tt/> 

l-e e+l e+l 

+ (~ + ~) a, + /LJ ¢ = 0, 
e-l e+l J 

(2.24) 

with/L2 = m2 + s. Let us now choose ¢ in the form 

¢=eia(OJt+It/>+kz)R(r), (2.25) 

wherew, I, and k are constants. Substituting (2.25) in (2.24) 
we get the equation 

R "(r) +R'(r) cothr 

+ [A] +A2 cothrcschr+A3 csch2r]R(r) =0, 
(2.26) 

with 

1646 

A] = m2 + 5 - a2w2 
- a2k 2

, 

A2 = 4a2w(w + I), 
A3 = - 402(12/2 + wi + ( 2). 
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(2.27) 

Substituting 

R(r) =ym+n(1_ y)nu(y), 

where 

y = (1 + cosh r)/2, m = - allYl, n = - V1aw, 
(2.28) 

in Eq. (2.26), we get the following equation: 

y(1-y)U"(y) + [(1 +VlaI-2Vlaw) 

- (2 - 2VlaI- 2V1aw)y] U'(y) 

- [2a2
/
2 + a2w2 + 4a2w/- Vlal 

- Vlaw - a2k 2 + m2 + 5] U(y) = 0. (2.29) 

Equation (2.29) is the Gauss hypergeometric equation. The 
two linearly independent solutions of (2.29) are 

F( a' ,b ' ;a' + b ' - e' + 1; 1 - y) 

and 

(1 - y)c' -a' - b'F(e' - a',e' - b ';e' - a' - b' + 1;1 - y). 

The general solution, which satisfies the general boundary 
condition that R(r) will decay when r- 00, is 

F(a' b "e'. ) = r(e')r(e' - a' - b ') 
, ,;Y r(e' - a')r(e' - b') 

XF(a',b ';a' + b' - e' + 1;1 - y) 

+ (1 _ )c' -a' - b' r(e')r(a' + b' - e') 
y r(a')r(b') 

XF(e' - a',e' - b ';e' - a' - b' + 1;1 - y), 
(2.30) 

with 

a' = ! [ 1 - 2v2al - 2Vlaw + ~ 1 + 402w2 + 402k 2 - 4/L2 ] , 

b' =![ 1 - 2Vlal- 2V1aw - ~1 + 402w2 + 402k 2 - 4,lP] , 

e' = 1 - Vlal- 2Vlaw. (2.31) 

c. Rebou~as metric 

The Rebouc;as metric is 

d~ = dt 2 - dr - dz'l + 4 cosh 2rdf/J dt 

+ (3 cosh22r + 1 )df/J2, (2.32) 

The Ricci scalar is calculated as before considering the 
following basis one-forms: 

0 1 = dr, 0 2 = sinh 2rdf/J, 0 3 = dz, 

0° = dt + 2 cosh 2r df/J. 
(2.33) 

The nonvanishing components of w~, O~, and Rij in this 
case are found to be 

WO I = 20 2 = Wlo, W02 = - 20 1= w2
0, 

W
l 2 = - 2 coth 2r02 + 200 = _ W

21' 

0 1
2=80 1/\0 2= _012

, 

0° I = 40 I /\ 0 ° = - 0°1, 

002 = 40 2 /\ 0° = _ 0°2, 

Roo = 8, R II = 4, R22 = 4. 

The Ricci scalar for the metric is found to vanish, i.e., 
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R = 0. (2.34) 

Using (2.32) and (2.34) in (2.1) we get 

[
a 2 1 a 2 + a 2 + 3 cosh

2 
2r + 1 a 2 

" + sinh2 2r H zz sinh2 2r tt 

_ 4 ~osh 2r a:~ + 2 coth 2ra, + m2] '" = 0. (2.35) 
smh2 2r 

Let us choose'" as before in the form 

"'=eia(D)'+l~+kz)R(r), (2.36) 

where a, ll), I, and k are constants. 
Putting (2.36) in (2.35) we get 

R "(r) + 2 coth 2rR '(r) + [ - (a2/2 + 4a2ll)2)csch2 2r 

+ 4a2ll)1 coth 2r csch 2r + (m2 _ 3a2ll)2 _ a2k 2)] 

xR(r) = 0. (2.37) 

Equation (2.37) is reduced to Gauss' hypergeometric 
differential equation, 

y(l- y)U"(y) 

+ [( - all) - al12 + 1) - (2 - loll)YU'(y) 

_ Ha2ll)2 - 4all) - a2k 2 + m2 ] U(y) = 0, (2.38) 

if we make the following substitutions: 

R (r) = yP(l - y)qU(y), 

with 

y =!(l + cosh 2r), p = - (aI2)(ll) + 112), 

q = - (a/2)(ll) - 1/2). (2.39) 

The general solution ofEq. (2.38), which satisfies the 
usual boundary condition that R(r) will decay when r-+ 00, 

is 

F(bcd ) = r(d)r(d-b-c) 
",y r(d-b)r(d-c) 

XF(b,c;b + c - d + 1;1 - y) 

+ (1- )d-b-c r(d)r(b+c-d) 
y r(b)r(c) 

XF(d-b,d-c;d-b-c+ 1;I-y), 
(2.40) 

where 

b = ~{1 - loll) + ~1 - m2 + 3a2ll)2 + a2k 2
} , 

c = ~[1 - 2all) - ~1 - m2 + 3a2ll)2 + a2k 2] , 

d = 1 - all) - a112. 

III. SPINOR SOLUTIONS 

(2.41) 

The Weyl equations for a massless spin-! field are 

YZVa '" = 0, (3.1) 

(1 + r)'" = 0, (3.2) 

where 

and 

(3.3) 
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The yz are generalized Dirac matrices and are given in 
terms of the fiat space-time gammas y(a) ,and h(a) a are vier
beins defined by the relations 

h ah P7J(a)(b) - ,.a/J 
(a) (b) -~ .• (3.4) 

A.SR metric 

First we consider the Weyl equations in the SR metric. 
For this metric we shall use the following set ofvierbeins: 

h(l) a = 8a
l , h(2) a = r[8a

o - (l/~)8a2]' 

h(J) a = 8a
3, h(o) a = 8a

o• 

Now we have 

Va'" = [aa - Ta ] "', 

where 

and 

T - ly(a)y(b)h Vh a - -" (a) (b)v,a' 

h(b)v,a = aah(b)v - r!.h(b),t. 

Using Eqs. (3.6)-(3.8) we obtain 

T. = _ !yl0)yl2), 

T2 = (r/2)yluyl0) + !(~ _ 1)yl2)yI.), 

T3 = 0, To = !yl2)yl1l. 

We now choose '" in the form 

'" = e - ;a(." + 1~ + kz) (71. (r») , 
7J2(r) 

where 71. and 712 are two-component spinors. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

Using the standard representations of gamma matrices 
Eq. (3.2) is reduced to 

(R.(r») 
7J.(r) = 7J2(r) = \R2(r) . 

On using Eqs. (3.6)-(3.10) in Eq. (3.1) we get 

[ 
all] . [ 1 ] a, +-;-all)r- 2r R 2 =la k+ll)+2; R., 

[a, - a: + all)r - ;r] R. = ia[ ll) - k - ~] R 2• 

Eliminating RI from (3.11) and (3.12) we get 

~R;-rR2 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

(3.12) 

+ [(~ - a/- a2/ 2
) + A, 2~ - a2ll)2""]R2 = 0, (3.13) 

where 

A, 2 = 2a2ll)/- all) + a2ll)2 - a2k 2 + ak -l. (3.14) 

This equation can be reduced to the following confluent 
hypergeometric differential equation: 

yF" + (2k.-y)F' - (k.-A, 214all)F=0, (3.15) 

if we make the substitutions 

(3.16) 

where y = all)~, and k. is a constant. 
Equation (3.15) has two independent solutions given by 

IF. (k. - A, 214all),2k.,y) 

and 
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The general solution, which satisfies the usual boundary 
condition that R(r) will decay when r- 00, is given by 

U(k l - ~: ,2kl ,y) 

r(l - 2kl ) (A 2 ) 
----'---:::--- IFI kl - 4a,.' ,2kl>Y r(1 - kl - A 214a(() W' 

+ r(2kl -1) 1-2k, 

r(kl -A 214a(() y 

X IFI (I-kl - ~: ,2-2kl ,y). (3.17) 

B. HVmetrlc 

For the HV metric we choose the following set of vier
beins: 

h(o) a = ~ao, h(!) a = ~al> h(3) a = ~a3' 

h(2)a=[ -\12 ~a2+ ~~ao]. 
v?=T \j c+ 1 

Using Eqs. (3.6)-(3.8) in this case we obtain 

TI = - (\I214)rO)r21, 

T2 = (v?=T/4)ri)rO) - (\I214)r2)ri), 

T3 = 0, To = (\I214)r2)ri)· 

As before, we choose 

tP = e- ia(IlJ'+ 1.,,+ lcz) ('TIl (r») , 
'TI2(r) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

where 'TIl and 'TI2 are two-component spinors. Using standard 
representation of gamma matrices, Eq. (3.2) is reduced to 

(RI(Y») 
'TII(Y) ='TI2(Y) =\R2(Y) . (3.21) 

UsingEqs. (3.6)-(3.8) and (3.18)-(3.21) inEq. (3.1) 
we get 

[
a + Y'lal _ \I2(c-l) a(()- c ] R2 

r v?=T v?=T 2v?=T 

= ia[ (() + k + ~] R I, (3.22) 

and 

[
a _ Y'lal + \I2(c - 1) a(() _ c ] RI 

r v?=T v?=T 2v?=T 

= ia[ (() - k - !] R 2. (3.23) 

Eliminating R2 from (3.22) and (3.23) we get 

R ~ -cothrR; 

+ [A + B coth rcsch r + D csch2 r]R I = 0, (3.24) 

where 

A = - a2(()2 - a2k 2 - (l1\12)ak + I. 
B = 4a2(()2 + 4a2(()1 + Y'la(() + Y'lal, (3.25) 

D = - 4a2(()2 - 4a2(()1_ 2a2[2 - Y'la(() +~. 

y(1 - y) U" (y) + [(! - Y'lal- 2Y'la(() 

- (2 - 2Y'lal- 2Y'la(()y] u' (y) 

- (A + 2a2[2 - Y'lal + a2(()2 - Y'la(() 

+ 4a2(()1- a2k 2 - (l1\12)ak )U(y) = 0, 

if we make the following substitutions: 

RI(r) =ym+n(1_ y)mu(y), 

m = - (lI\l2)al + ~, n = - V2a(() - !, 
y =!(1 + cosh r). 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The two linearly independent solutions of (3.26) are 

F( a,b;a + b - c + 1; 1 - y) 

and 

(1 - y) C - a - b F( c - a,c - b;c - a - b + 1; 1 - y). 

The general solution, which satisfies the usual boundary 
conditions that RI (r) will decay when r- 00, is 

F(a,b;c;y) = r(c)r(c - a - b) 
r(c - a)r(c - b) 

XF(a,b;a + b - c + 1;1 - y) 

+ (1_y)c-a-br(C)r(a+b-c) 
r(a)r(c) 

XF(c - a,c - b;c - a - b + 1;1 - y), 
(3.28) 

where 

a = ! [1 - 2..j2al - 2..j2a(() 

+ ~! + 4a2(()2 + 4a2k 2 + 2..j2ak ], 

b =![t - 2..j2al- 2..j2a(() (3.29) 

- ~! + 4a2(()2 + 4a2k 2 + 2..j2ak ]. 

c = ! - ..j2al - 2..j2a((). 

c. Rebouc;as metric 

For the Rebou'!as metric we choose the following set of 
vierbeins: 

h(!) a = l)a l , h(3) a = ~a3' h(o) a = l)ao, 

h(2) a = (l/v?=T) [2cl)ao - ~a2]' 

We have as before 

VatP= [aa - TaW, 

with 

T - 1 (a) (b)h vh a - - 4Y Y (a) (b)v,a 
and 

h(b)v,a = aah(b)v - r~h(b)A' 
whence we get 

TI = - y(O)y(2), 

T2 = v?=T y(l)y(O) + 2cy(2)y(l>, 

(3.30) 

(3.31 ) 

Equation (3.24) will be reduced to Gauss' hypergeometric T3 = 0, To = y(2)y(l). 
equation, As before we consider 
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'" = e- ia(<>.J' + 14> + kz) (111 (r») 
112(r) 

(3.32) 

where 111 and 112 are two-component spinors. We get from 
(3.2) 

(R1(r») 
111(r) = 112(r) = \R2(r) . 

Using (3.31)-(3.33) in (3.1) we get 

[
a + a/ _ 2caw _ c ] R2 
, rcr=T rcr=T rcr=T 

=ia[W+k+ !]R 1, 

[
a _ a/ + 2caw _ c ] RI 
, rcr=T rcr=T rcr=T 

= ia[ W - k - !] R 2• 

Eliminating R2 from (3.34) and (3.35) we get 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

[a;, - 2 coth 2ra, + (3 - a2[2 - 4aw - 4a2
(

2 )csch2 2r 

+ (20/ + 4a2w/)coth 2r csch 2r 

(3.36) 

Equation (3.36) is now reduced to Gauss' hypergeometric 
equation, 

y(1-y)U"(y) 

+ [( ~ - ~ - aw) - (1- 2aW)y] U'(y) 

[
a2w2 a2k 2 ak 1 ] - 4-4-2-4" U(y) =0, 

if we make the following substitutions: 

RI (r) = yP(1 - y)qU(y), 

where 
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(3.37) 

y =!(1 + cosh 2r), 

p = - aw/2 -a//4 +!, 
q = - aw/2 + a/ /4 +!. 

(3.38) 

The general solution ofEq. (3.37), which satisfies the usual 
boundary condition that RI (r) will decay when r ..... 00, is 

F(a' b' c'. ) = r(c')r(c' - a' - b') 
, ,~ r(e' - a')r(c' - b') 

xF(a',b ';a' + b' - e' + 1;1 - y) 

+ (1 _ )c'-a'-b' r(e')r(a' + b' - c') 
y r(a')r(b') 

XF(e' - a',e' - b ';e' - a' - b' + 1;1 - y), 
(3.39) 

with 

a' = - aw + !~3aZwZ + aZk Z + 10k + 1 

b' = - aw - !~3aZw2 + aZk Z + 10k + 1 

e' = ! - a/ /2 - aw. 
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The framework of Lie-Backlund (or generalized) symmetries is used to give a unifying view of 
some ofthe known symmetries of Einstein's field equations for the vacuum or perfect fluid case 
(with a f-l = p or a f-l + 3p = 0 equation of state). These symmetries occur if space-time admits 
one or two Killing vectors (orthogonal or parallel, respectively, to the four-velocity in the 
perfect fluid case). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When looking for exact solutions of Einstein's field 
equations with a perfect fluid source, 

Rab = Tab - Tgab/2 = (f-l + p)uaub + (f-l - p)gab/2 , 
(1.1 ) 

it certainly is good advice to use the symmetries of the prob
lem as much as possible. Although an infinite number of 
those symmetries does always exist, it is very difficult and in 
most cases even practically impossible to find and to use 
them. The symmetries we have in mind are the Lie-Back
lund, or generalized, symmetries l

-
3

; we shall discuss them 
briefly in Sec. II. 

Symmetries of the vacuum field equations are known if 
one or more Killing vectors are assumed. Then it is also well 
known how to exploit these symmetries for generating new 
solutions. For the case of one Killing vector, we will formu
late the relevant results in terms of Lie-Backlund symme
tries in Sec. III. These results can easily be generalized to 
perfect fluid solutions if they obey an equation of state f-l = p 
( or f-l + 3p = 0), and if the Killing vector is orthogonal (or 
parallel) to the fluid's four-velocity ua

. We will do this in 
Sec. IV. 

Ifthere are two commuting Killing vectors that possess 
two-surfaces orthogonal to the group orbits, then in the 
vacuum case there exist numerous techniques to use the 
many symmetries explicitly known. We will sketch briefly in 
Sec. V how they are related to Lie-Backlund symmetries. If 
the Killing vectors are orthogonal to ua

, then all this can be 
carried over to the perfect fluid case. But an additional sym
metry also exists that can be used to generate the general 
perfect fluid solution (with f-l = p) from the vacuum (Sec. 
VI). 

We close with some remarks on possible generalization 
to other symmetries and/or sources (energy-momentum 
tensors) in Sec. VII. 

II. LIE-BACKLUND SYMMETRIES OF EINSTEIN'S FIELD 
EQUATIONS 

By definition, Lie-Backlund symmetries map solutions 
of ordinary or partial differential equations into solutions. If 
such symmetries exist and form a group depending on (at 

least) one arbitrary parameter E, then any (general) solution 
{gab,Ua,f-l,p} of Einstein's equations (1.1) will be a member 
of a one-parameter set {gab (E),Ua (E),ji,(E),P(E)} of solu
tions connected by the action of the symmetry. 

To any such symmetry, an infinitesimal generator X de
fined by 

a a a a 
X = lab -- + Va --+ m - + 17' -, 

agab aUa af-l ap 

can be associated. Since the symmetry under consideration 
maps solutions into solutions, the field equations have to be 
invariant under the action of X, i.e., we must have 

(2.2) 

To evaluate the left-hand side we have, of course, to extend X 
to the derivatives of the metric. Since X commutes with tak
ing the partial derivative, 

Xgab.i = (Xgab ) ,i = lab,i , (2.3) 

we find after a short calculation that 

xr;t = 'lzgrn(ln.;t + Int;. - J.t;n) (2.4) 

and 

XRab = !(Ina;bn + I\;an - lab;n;n - Inn;ab) (2.5) 

hold. 
Conversely, if we can find functionslab' va' m, 17'SO that 

the symmetry condition (2.2) is satisfied, then these func
tions determine the generator of a symmetry, and the finite 
symmetry transformation can be constructed by exponen
tiating this generator. Application ofthis transformation to 
a known solution will yield a one-parameter family of solu
tions. 

The difficulties hidden in this appearingly simple ap
proach to symmetries are, first of all, that the symmetry con
dition (2.2) has to be fulfilled for all solutions of the field 
equations, i.e., for all solutions to which the symmetry will 
be applied. That means that (2.2) must hold identically in 
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the field variables {gab ,Ua ,p,p} and all their derivatives [oc
curring, e.g., in the covariant derivatives in (2.5)]. We 
therefore have to expect, e.g., thelab to depend on the metric 
gab (and on Ua, p, and p) in a very complicated, nonlocal 
way, possibly by depending on the curvature tensor and its 
derivatives of arbitrary high order. To make the symmetry 
condition less stringent one therefore often narrows the class 
of solutions for which it has to be satisfied by imposing an 
extra constraint, mostly by assuming the existence of a Kill
ing vector. This constraint has to be invariant under X, too, 
but it can be used to eliminate terms from the symmetry 
condition. 

The second difficulty arises when one tries to exponen
tiate the infinitesimal generator X. If for brevity we denote 
the set of independent functions by VA' then the equations 
we have to exponentiate are of the form 

XVA = WA , (2.6) 

where the WA depend on the VA and their derivatives. In fact, 
this means that the system 

aVA - - -a;-= WA(VA'VA.a •... ) , VAIE=O = VA (2.7) 

we have to solve to obtain the finite symmetry transforma
tions VA = VA ( VB ,E) is a system of partial differential equa
tions of perhaps greater complexity than the original field 
equations it was invented to be used for. The way out here is 
to find new variables (or generators) for which no deriva
tives will appear on the right-hand sides of (2.6) and (2.7), 
so that the integration is easier to perform (the Lie-Back
lund symmetries then reduce to Lie point symmetries). 

People often speak of "hidden" symmetries of Einstein's 
equations when they have found an unexpectedly rich set of 
solutions to these equations. In particular the symmetries on 
which the generation techniques for stationary axisymmet
ric vacuum solutions rest have earned this attribute. Because 
of the very definition of a Lie-Backlund symmetry as 
sketched above, it is clear that any generation method must 
rest on them; they are those hidden symmetries. It is the aim 
of this paper to show that this is indeed the case, and to 
indicate how the two difficulties mentioned above have been 
overcome. 

For a detailed treatment of Lie-Backlund symmetries 
and their applications we refer the reader to textbooks on 
this subject. 1-3 

III. A SYMMETRY OF THE VACUUM EQUATIONS WITH 
ONE KILLING VECTOR 

Finding symmetries of the vacuum field equations 
Rab = 0 means finding solutions lab of the symmetry condi
tion 

(3.1) 

As pointed out in Sec. II, it is very difficult to find solutions 
to this equation. In the general case, only the trivial solution 

lab = £gab + Mgab , M = const , 
S 

(3.2) 

is known. It corresponds to arbitrary coordinate transforma
tions 
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(3.3 ) 

and to the multiplication of the metric by a constant factor. 
If, however, one assumes the existence of a non-null 

Killing vector sa (SaSa = A. *' 0), then a Lie-Backlund 
symmetry can be constructed that leaves the system 

Rab = 0, £gab = Sa'b + Sb:a = 0 (3.4) s . . 
offield equations and Killing equations invariant. This sym
metry was found by Kramer and Neugebauer4 and redis
covered by Geroch.5 In the notation of Geroch, it rests on 
the existence [guaranteed by (3.4) ] of a scalar w (the twist 
potential) and two vectors aa and /3a' which can be deter
mined from the system of partial differential equations 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Since these equations determine aa and/3a only up to gradi
ents, we can impose the gauge conditions 

saaa=w, sa/3a=w2+A. 2, k=Sasa (3.8) 

(which slightly differ from Geroch's conditions). In terms 
of these quantities the generator of the Lie-Backlund sym
metry is then given by 

Xgab = lab = - 2wgab + 2(Saab + Sbaa) , 

XSa=o, XSa =Uaa · 
(3.9) 

One can easily check that lab satisfies (3.1) so that 
XRab = 0 holds, and that also £gab = 0 is invariant under X. 

s 
Moreover one can derive from (3.9) and (3.5)-(3.8) how X 
acts on A., w, aa' and /3a. The result is 

XA. = 2wA., Xw = w2 - A. 2, (3.10) 

Xaa =2waa -/3a' X/3a =2(w2+A.2)aa· (3.11) 

In particular, Eq. (3.9) shows the (expected) complicated 
dependence of the generatorlab on the metric quantities and 
the Killing vector field. 

To construct the finite symmetry transformations, the 
general advice was to introduce variables such that in terms 
of these variables the generator X does not depend on their 
derivatives. As Eq. (3.10) shows, the variables A. and ware of 
this type, i.e., nO derivatives appear on the right-hand side 
(and no new variables either). To take them means to take 
the Ernst potential 

16'=A.+iw (3.12) 

as variable. Also aa and /3a may fit into this framework, but 
an even better choice is the tensor hab defined by 

hab = gab - SaSb/A., (3.13) 

which, because of (3.9), obeys 

Xhab = - 2whab . (3.14) 

It is best to start with (3.10) and (3.14) in order to 
determine the finite symmetry transformations. The final 
result is 
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1 = A /[ 1 - 2EW + ~(A 2 + ( 2
)] , 

w=l [W-E(A 2 +W2 )]IA, 

gab = Ahab/1 + tatb/1 , 

ta =Sa + 1 (2Eaa -~Pa)' 

(3.15 ) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

It says how to construct the "new" metric gab if the "old" 
metric gab (and A, w, aa' and Pa constructed from it) are 
known. The Killing vector components S a remain un
changed. 

When inspecting all the formulas given above, one im
mediately sees that most of them are valid only for A *' O. 
But it has been noticed already by Gerochs that the final 
transformation (3.17) of the metric is valid also for null 
Killing vectors with SaS a = A = O. Here we want to sketch a 
different approach, which runs as follows. 

It is known that for a null Killing vector not only A, 
but-for vacuum solutions-also the twist W vanishes. 
Moreover it follows from the definitions (3.6) and (3.7) of 
aa and Pa that both are parallel to Sa' So in generalizing 
(3.9) to the null Killing vector case we may suspect that the 
symmetry generator has the form 

Xgab = Nsasb , Sasa = 0, Sa;b + Sb;a = 0, (3.18) 

with some (unknown) function N. When starting with this 
ansatz, it turns out that the symmetry condition (3.1) leads 
to 

(3.19) 

N ,;'SiSk + 4NsmS'Rmi'k - 2N"(Sr;kSi + S,;iSk) = 0 
, (3.20) 

(also the second set is in fact only one equation, all terms 
being proportional to SiS k ). Since these two equations are 
compatible with XN = 0, XSa = 0, Xs ms 'Rmi'k = 0, there 
exist functions N which do not depend on those components 
of the metric that change under the symmetry operation. 
That is, (3.18) generates a simple Lie-point transformation, 
the finite transformation being given by 

gab = gab + EN(xi)SaSb , (3.21) 

whereN(xi
) is a solution of (3.19) and (3.20). These trans

formations can be used to generate the pp waves from flat 
space-time and all other vacuum solutions (with a null Kill
ing vector) from a special type D metric.6 

IV. A SYMMETRY OF THE PERFECT FLUID EQUATIONS 
WITH ONE KILLING VECTOR 

If one analyzes the conditions for the existence of the 
functions wand aa defined by Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), Le., if 
one checks when the right-hand sides of these equations sat
isfy the necessary integrability conditions, then one arrives 
at 

Eab" maa;b;m = 4S aRa" = O. (4.2) 

In deriving these equations use has been made of the identity 

Sa;b;c = R icbaSi , (4.3) 
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which is valid for Killing vectors Sa' If (4.2) holds, P a also 
can be introduced. 

It is evident from the integrability conditions (4.1) and 
(4.2) that functions w, aa' and Pa exist also in the perfect 
fluid case if only 

RabS b = 0 (4.4) 

holds. Since the existence of these functions was crucial for 
the construction of the Lie-Backlund symmetry (3.9), one 
may suspect that a symmetry will exist in the perfect fluid 
case, too. Indeed it turns out that if only RobS a = 0 holds, 
then also XRab = 0 follows with X given by (3.9), and the 
generator X can be extended to the variables ua,p, andp so 
that X( Tab - Tgab /2) is satisfied and both sides ofthe per
fect fluid equations ( 1.1) are invariant under X. In detail this 
runs as follows. 

The condition RabS a = 0 can be satisfied in two distinct 
cases: the Killing vector S a has either to be parallel or or
thogonal to the fluid's four-velocity ua

• 

In the first case we have 

(4.5) 
Rab =j,u(gab + uaub) =j,uhab , 

and from the symmetry condition X,uhob = 0 and the struc
ture of X given in Sec. III we obtain 

X,u = 2wp, Xuo = - wuo, 

Xua = -wua-2aa.f=7:. (4.6) 

In the second case we have 

Saua=O, p=p, Rab=2,uuaub , (4.7) 

and the symmetry condition X,uuaub = 0 yields 

Xp = W, XUa = - WUa ' Xua = wua - 2S a(u"a,,) . 
(4.8) 

The finite symmetry transformations are given by 
(3.15 )-( 3.17) for the metric and the two Killing vector in
variants A and w, and -upon integrating (4.6) and (4.8)
bv 

and 

(4.10) 
Ua = Ua FI/2, for,u = p. 

They associate a one-parameter family of perfect fluid solu
tions to any given solution (with,u + 3p = 0 or,u = p), each 
of them admitting the Killing vector Sa. Since Rab and 
Tab - Tgab /2 are separately invariant under X, it is not pos
sible to generate perfect fluid solutions from the vacuum by 
means of this specific Lie-Backlund symmetry. 

V. SYMMETRIES OF THE VACUUM EQUATIONS WITH 
TWO COMMUTING KILLING VECTORS 

If there are two Killing vectors, then it is obvious that a 
symmetry of the kind discussed in Sec. III is connected with 
both of them. Moreover it turns out that an infinite number 
of Lie-Backlund symmetries can be found (the Geroch 
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group) if these two Killing vectors commute and if there are 
two-spaces orthogonal to the group orbits of these Killing 
vectors. 7 This infinite-dimensional Lie group is the basis of 
the many generating techniques developed during the last 20 
years. 

We do not want, and are not able, to give a detailed 
account of how the many thousands of pages written on this 
subject can be translated into the language of Lie-Backlund 
symmetries. Any transformation that generates (new) solu
tions from given solutions is a Lie-Backlund symmetry, 
since it maps solutions into solutions, although it need not be 
a member of a continuous group in every case. So such a 
translation is always possible. But it may prove difficult to 
find the underlying group explicitly. The two typical ques
tions one should always try to answer when discussing a 
special generating technique are ( 1 ) do the symmetries form 
a continuous group, and which is the generator X, and (~) 
how did the author manage to write this symmetry as a L1e 
point symmetry? A third. ques!ion (whic~ w.e h~ve not ~ur
sued in this paper so far) 1S wh1ch are the s1mllanty solutlOns 
of a given symmetry, i.e., which are the fixed points in the 
space of solutions defined by Xgab = O. 

VI. SYMMETRIES OF THE PERFECT FLUID EQUATIONS 
(FOR .... =p) WITH TWO KILLING VECTORS 

It is clear from the results of Sec. IV that all the Lie
Backlund symmetries and all the generation techniques that 
rest on the existence of two Killing vectors exist and can be 
used also in the perfect fluid case if only (4.4) holds for both 
Killing vectors. For two Killing vectors these conditions can 
be satisfied only if both are orthogonal to the four-velocity, 
i.e., for 

uaS a=ua1]a=o, f.l=p, Rab =2f.luaub . (6.1) 

As Ua is timelike, the Killing vectors have to be spacelike. 
Thus one can pursue the same program as in the vacuum 

case, repeating everything for the perfect fluid case (the first 
to do this was Belinski8

). But in a certain sense this is unnec
essary, since all these perfect fluid solutions can be generated 
from the vacuum by means of a Lie-Backlund symmetry. 
The existence of this additional symmetry is mainly due to 
the fact8 that because of the Bianchi identities the vector 

Sa = uafiii has to obey 

~ = 0 ~(s b - Sb ) = 0 , ;a , Q, ,a (6.2) 

and that in two dimensions (orthogonal to sa and 1]a) the 
second part of these equations implies that Sa is a gradient. 
The field equations 

Rab =s.as,b' ~;a =0 (6.3) 

then admit the symmetry with generator 

Xgab = n [gab - (l/W2) {1]a 1]bS nSn 

+ SaSb 1]n1]n - (1]aSb + Sa 1]b)S n1]n}] , (6.4) 

XSa = T,a' (6.5) 

where the functions T and n have to satisfy 

~;a =0, (6.6) 
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na = (4W/W,bw,b)(T,nW,nS,a + S'nW,nT ,a -T,nS,nW,a) 
, (6.7) 

and the invariant W is defined by 

(6.8) 

This symmetry is in fact a Lie point symmetry, and it can 
easily be exponentiated. The finite transformation is best giv
en in coordinates adapted to the Killing vectors 5 = a x and 
1] = ay , i.e., in terms of the line element 

ds2 = eM(dr - dt 2
) + W[e"'(dx + A dy)2 + e-'" dr] , 

(6.9) 

cf. Ref. 6. All metric functions except M are invariant, and 
the finite symmetry transformation is 

M= M + a, s=S+ ET, (6.10) 
A 

where T satisfies (6.6) and n is to be determined from 

a,a = 2W [2E( T ,nWns a + S'nw nT a - T .ns n W,a) W W,b . , " , 
.b 

+C(T·nW,nT,a -T,nT,nW,a)]' (6.11) 

(The existence of the possibility of generating the vacuum 
from the perfect fluid by choosing ET = - S was first no
ticed by Tabensky and Taub9 and Wainwright et 01. 1°) 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is clear from the examples given above that the Lie
Backlund symmetries provide a framework to understand 
and to classify other classes of solutions and generating tech
niques, too, e.g., for Einstein-Maxwell fields. Here we want 
to give an example of a different character. 

If one sets out to linearize, e.g., the Einstein-Maxwell 
(or vacuum) equations on a given background (gab ,Fab ), 
then one usually starts with an ansatz 

gab = gab + EJab' Fab = Fab + E'Pab , (7.1) 

where the parameter E indicates thatlab and 'Pab are small 
and that products of these terms are to be neglected. Obvi
ously the linearized field equations then coincide with the 
conditions that lab and 'P ab are components of a symmetry 
generator X, the difference being only that in the context of 
symmetries the fields gab and Fab are arbitrary whereas when 
linearizing one usually starts from afixed background. 

One sometimes is interested to find out whether (and for 
which background fields) the solutions of the linearized field 
equations are also solutions to the exact field equations, i.e., 
whether gab and Fab are exact solutions. From the symme
tries' point of view the answer is simple. In the notation of 
Sec. II, the question is when 

VA = VA + EWA, WA =XVA (7.2) 

is the solution to Eq. (2.7), and the answer is that (7.2) is the 
solution only if WA does not depend on E. That is, the solu
tions Jab ,'P ab are solutions also of the exact equations with 
background gab ,Fab if 

XXgab = Xlab = 0, 

XXFab =X'Pab = 0 
(7.3) 

holds. An example where this problem is discussed (without 
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referring to symmetries) can be found in Xanthopoulos. 11 

The result that so many solutions can be understood, 
and could have been found, in terms of Lie-Backlund sym
metries makes one hope that more new solutions can be ob
tained by exploiting this method. 
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The spinor structure associated with the local gauge group G L( 4,R) of the nonsymmetric 
gravitation theory (NGT) is based on a spinor wave equation constructed from a vierbein, a 
GL ( 4,R) spin connection, and the infinite-dimensional irreducible representations of the 
universal covering group / .Y' (4,R) of the noncompact group SL( 4,R). The multiplicity-free 
irreducible representations of / .Y' (4,R) correspond to bivalued spinorial representations of 
SL ( 4,R) that contain an infinite number of half-odd integer spin particles. By adjoining the 
translations T4, the extended group.;;/ = T4 X GL( 4,R) replaces the Poincare group !? The 
properties of the mass spectrum are obtained from an infinite-component wave equation and 
the physical spinor field consists of an infinite sum of finite, non unitary representations of the 
Lorentz group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The classical nonsymmetric gravitation theory (NGT) 
has been developed in a series of papersl

-
5 in which it has 

been shown that the macroscopic predictions of the theory 
are consistent with observational data. The local gauge 
group of general relativity (GR), associated with the four
dimensional fiber bundle, is the homogeneous Lorentz 
group SO(3,1). In NGT, the gauge group SO(3,1) is ex
tended to a larger gauge group U(3,I,n), based on the hy
perbolic complex ring of numbers .0, which is isomorphic to 
GL( 4,R). Moreover, we find that a complete dynamical so
lution of space-time can be achieved within the classical 
framework of NGT. It is mainly for these reasons that an 
intensive study of the consequences of NGT has been pur
sued. In the following, we shall investigate the role played by 
spinor fields in NGT. 

In GR the introduction of a pseudo-Riemannian metric 
reduces the structure group of the frame bundle from 
GL( 4,R) to the group of transformations SO(3,1) that pre
serves the metric. In NGT, the underlying mathematical 
structure of the theory can be formulated in a real eight
dimensional fiber bundle space which has a hyperbolic com
plex structure imposed upon it, generated by a complex op
erator E satisfying E 2 = + 1.6--9 The hyperbolic complex 
number system forms a ring and not a field as with ordinary 
complex numbers. The subgroup ofGL(8,R) of the eight
dimensional fiber bundle space that preserves E is isomor
phic to GL(4,R) xGL(4,R); this group reduces to 
GL( 4,R) when a metric is introduced. Thus the group 
GL(8,R) reduces to GL(4,R) XGL(4,R) when it is re
quired that V E = 0, where V denotes the covariant deriva
tive with respect to the connection in the fiber bundle. The 
introduction of a metric g in the fiber bundle, which satisfies 
Vg = 0, then reduces GL(4,R) xGL(4,R) to GL(4,R). 
This latter group preserves the nonsymmetric fundamental 
tensor gpv (p"v = 0,1,2,3), which decomposes according to 

gpv = g(pv) + g[pv I' 

where 

g(P.V) = !(gpv + gvp.), g[pvl = !(gp.v - gvp)' 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

In (1.1), g[pvl is a pure imaginary skew tensor g[pvl = Eapv' 
where o[pv I is a real quantity and e = + 1. The tensor gp.v is 
hyperbolic complex Hermitian gp.v = gvp.' The inverse of gp.v 
is defined by 

( 1.3) 

For a sesquilinear, hyperbolic complex-valued g,.v' 
there exists a local GL( 4,R) gauge symmetry, which corre
sponds to "orthogonal" (i.e., gpv preserving) rotations of 
the generalized frames. It should be stressed that, in NGT, 
the GL( 4,R) appears as an internal symmetry group, which 
is not a priori related to the linear subgroup GL( 4,R) of the 
group of general coordinate transformations 1: over the 
four-dimensional space-time manifold M4 (group of diffeo
morphisms) under which NGT is invariant. 

It is only in NGT that the group GL( 4,R) appears cor· 
rectly as the local gauge group of the fiber bundle in the space 
of anholonomic coordinates. This is in complete analogy 
with the existence of the Lorentz group SO(3,1) as the local 
gauge group of G R. 

We can define hyperbolic complex vierbeins by means of 

e; = Re(e;) + Elm(e;), (1.4) 

where a = 0,1,2,3. The sesquilinear form of gp.v is given by 

( 1.5) 

Here "'ab = diag( 1, - 1, - 1, - 1) is the Minkowski flat
space metric and e; is the complex conjugate of the hyperbo
lic complex vierbein e;. This formalism has been extended to 
an n-dimensional space.7

,10 It has been proved that in the 
linear approximation to the field equations ofNGT, the hy
perbolic complex structure is free of ghost poles. 11.12 

II. GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE OF NGT 

The hyperbolic complex vierbeins e; obey 

e:e! = 8~, e~e,; = lY; 

and satisfy (e;.u = aue;) 

e;.u + (Cl)u)~e~ - W~pe; = 0, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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where Wu is the spin connection in NGT and W~v is the 
nonsymmetric affine connection defined by 

W~v = W11'v) + Wtl'vi' (2.3) 
A' ., W A LA The skew part W [I'v I IS pure Imagmary, [I'v I = € [I'V I 

(L tl'vi is a real skew-symmetric tensor). 
We can solve for Win terms of e and w: 

W W lj (D a )-b (24) uAp = g5p uA = TJab ueA ep, . 

where Du is the covariant derivative operator defined by 

Due~ = e~,u + (wu)~e~. (2.5) 

By differentiating (1.5), we obtain 

gl'v,u - gpv W~u - gl'P W~u = 0, 

where we have used the condition that 

(2.6) 

(wu)ca = - (&u)ac' (2.7) 

Thus the spin connection (w u ) ab is skew-Hermitian in the 
indices a and b. The connection W ~v is assumed to be Her
mitian: W~v = W~I" giving the compatibility condition 

g -g WP -g WP =0. (2.8) I'V,U pv I'U I'P av 

A group of isometries is defined by 

e~ = e~b( U)~, (2.9) 

where Uis an element ofGL( 4,R) that leaves the fundamen
tal form g invariant. Moreover, the connection W will re-JlV 
main invariant under the transformation (2.9) provided we 
satisfy the non-Abelian transformation 

(wu)~ - [ UWu U -I - (au U) U -I]:. (2.10) 

A curvature tensor can be defined by 

(2.11 ) 

where 

(Rl'v)~ = (wv)~,Jl - (wJl)~'v + qwl"wv])~' (2.12) 

In terms of the transformation (2.10) with 

(U-I)~ =TJbd(U):TJea, (2.13) 

we have 

(R )a_ua(R )c(U-I)d. (2.14) JlV b c I'V d b 

The curvature tensor in holonomic coordinates is given 
by 

R A UJlV = (RJlv )~~e~ (2.15 ) 

and the scalar curvature takes the form 

R = eJlaeVb(Rl'v)ab' (2.16) 

The action for the theory in the absence of matter is 

(2.17 ) 

where lei = (ee) 1/2 with e = det(e~) and G is the Newtoni
an constant of gravitation. A variation ofthe action (2.17) 
with respect to wand e yields the field equations 

[lei (eJlaevb - eva~b) l.v + lei [(wI' )~(eJlaevc _ eva~c) 

+ (wJl)~(evc~b_eJlCevb)] =0, (2.18) 

RJla = 0, 

where 

1656 

(2.19) 
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Rl'a = eVb(RJlv)ab' (2.20) 

By contracting (2.18) over the indices a and b, we obtain 

[lel(eJlae~ -evae;:)],v =0, (2.21) 

which is equivalent to 

( - g) 1/2g [Jlvl ),v = 0. (2.22) 

III. SPINORS IN GL(4,R) SPACE 

In GR a spinor transforms according to the law 

I/!-I/! + os'/', os'/' = - 5uautP, (3.1 ) 

where 5 (x) is defined by the infinitesimal transformations 

xu-xu + 5U(x). (3.2) 

The I/! belongs to a finite-component non unitary spinor rep
resentation of the universal covering group Y tJ (3,1 ) 
=SL(2,C) of the Lorentz group. Under infinitesimal Lor
entz transformations with the coefficients aab (x) 

= - a ba (x), a Dirac spinor transforms under the infinitesi-
mal Lorentz transformations according to 

OL I/! = - !aabU[ab II/!, (3.3) 

where the six generators u[abl can be constructed from the 
Dirac matrices r" = V~ 'Y' using the (real) vierbein V~ de
fined at every point x = x' by 

va = (axa(x») '. (3.4) 
I' axJl X=X 

The xa correspond to a set of anholonomic coordinates that 
are locally inertial at x = x'. The Dirac matrices satisfy the 
rules 

(3.5 ) 

In NGT, the covariant derivative operating on a spinor 
I/! is defined by 

~I'I/!(x) = [aJl + (WJl(X»ab:Iab]l/!(x), (3.6) 

where I/!(x) transforms under the group of transformations 
of GL( 4,R) as an infinite-component spinor. The GL( 4,R) 

representations whose 0(4) reduction yields multivalued 
representations become single-valued for the covering 
groups :5 !f ( 4,R) and tJ ( 4 ). The double covering of the 
group :5 !f ( 4,R), taken as a matrix group, exists only for 
infinite matrices .. 

The generalized Dirac scalar operator is defined by 

~ (x)l/!(x) = yu~ u (x)l/!(x) 

= gUVeva ya~ u(x)l/!(x). (3.7) 

In (3.6) we have 

(wu(X»)ab = (wu(X»)(ab) + (wu(X»)[ab I' 
(3.8) 

:Iab = :I(ab) + :I[ab I. 

The Y" are algebraic operators determined by an infinite 
irreducible representation of the algebra GL( 4,R) and the 
:Iab are the 16 generators of the noncompact group 
GL(4,R). 

For a generic infinite-component spinor \11, which can 
represent a spinor I/! or a Rarita-Schwinger spinor carrying a 
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"world" suffix "'1" the infinite-component wave equation, in 
NGT, takes the form lO 

(i~ (x) - K)'II(X) = 0, (3.9) 

where K is a constant. The action for NGT now takes the 
form 

S=SR +SIIJ, 

where SIIJ is given by 

SIIJ = f d 4x q;(x)(i~ (x) - K)'II(X). 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

IV. PROPERTIES OF THE GROUP GL(4,R) AND THE 
ALGEBRA SL(4,R) 

The generators l'.ab ofthe noncompact group GL( 4,R) 
can be split into the one-parameter group of dilations and the 
SL( 4,R) group, with the latter being the group of volume 
preserving transformations in a nonsimply connected pa
rameter space. We picture the group elements ofGL(4,R) 
as being described by 4 X 4 matrices. Then the subgroup of 
dilations consists of constant, diagonal matrices that com
mute with those of the semisimple noncompact Lie group 
GL(4,R). The maximal compact subgroup ofGL(4,R) is 
SO(4) and the universal covering group of SL(4,R) is 
Y.2"(4,R), which has the same Lie algebra as SL(4,R). 
Here Y .2" ( 4,R) is simply connected and contains the maxi
mal compact subgroup Y & (4), which is isomorphic to 
SU(2) XSU(2). The factor group of Y.2"(4,R) with re
spect to Z2 is isomorphic to SL ( 4,R) : 

Y.2"(4,R)/Z2 =SL(4,R). (4.1) 

Moreover, Y .2" (4,R) and Y & (4) are the double-covering 
groups ofSL(4,R) and SO(4), respectively. The complete 
center Z4 of Y.2"(4,R) gives the factoring Y .2"(4,R)1 
Z4=SO(3,3). The spinor representations, in NGT, are the 
infinite-dimensional irreducible representations, which are 
double-valued representations of SL( 4,R). The fact that in
finite-dimensional multi valued spinor representations of 
SL( 4,R) exist was proved by Ne'eman. 13 The homogeneous 
Lorentz group SO(3,1) is a subgroup ofSL(4,R) and, con
sequently, the Lorentz double-covering group 
Y tJ (3,1) =SL(2,C) is a subgroup of Y.2"(4,R). 

We identify l'.[ab) = M[ab) as the six generators M[ab) 
of the homogeneous Lorentz group formed from the angular 
momentum operators Ji and the boost operators Ki 

(i = 1,2,3). The remaining nine generators of SL( 4,R) are 
the shear tensor Scab) with Tr(S(ab) ) = O. The dilation gen
erator Sand the nine generators SCab) together determine the 
ten generators l'.(ab) . The commutation relations of the alge
bra SL(4,R) arel4,15 

1657 

[M[ab ),M[ed d = - i(llaeM [bd] -lladM [bc] 

-llbcM [ad) + llbdM [ae)' 

[ M[ab ),S(ed) ] = - i( llaeS (bd) + lladS(bc) 

- llbcS (ad) - llbdS (ae) ), 

[S(ab) ,Seed) ] = i( llaeM [bd ) + lladM [bc] 

+ llbcM [ad) + llbdM [ae)' 
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(4.2) 

We can write the commutation relations (4.2) in the more 
compact form 

(4.3) 

where K(ab) = Scab) and K[ab ) = l'.[ab ) = M[ab ). From the 
commutators with the angular momentum generators 
Ji = !EijkM[jk) (i,j,k = 1,2,3) that form the subalgebra 
SU (2), we find that the Scab) separate into J = 2 associated 
with the S(jk)' J = 1 associated with the S(Oj)' and J = 0 
associated with the Soo. The generators l'.ab of the algebra 
GL( 4,R) are given by 

l'.~ = !(M~ + S~ + !8~S) (4.4) 

and satisfy the commutation relations 

[l'.ab,l'.ed] = hhel'.ad - iTJadl'.eb· (4.5) 

SL(4,R) has the subgroup SL(3,R) that exists in the 
spatial subspace of Minowski space. The latter group has 
eight generators formed from the angular momentum opera
tors M[ij] (i,j = 1,2,3) and the five shear operators S(ij) , 

which transform under the subgroup SO(3) ofSL(3,R) as a 
quadrupole operator. The noncompact subgroup SO (3,3 ) 
possesses the compact subgroup SO(3) XSO(3) with the 
double covering SU(2) XSU(2). The generators ofthe lat
ter group can be constructed as follows: 

JI I
) = !EijkM[jk] + !S(Oi» 

J (2) -1.<:' M IS 
i - 4~ijk [jk] - 2 (Oi), 

(4.6) 

The Lie algebra SL ( 4,R) is isomorphic to the algebra 
SO(3,3). The generators ofSO(3,3) can be written in terms 
of Dirac matrices. 16 Let us introduce the notation 

r'" = yl,y,y3, - iT,f, - iI, m = 1,2,3,4,5( =0),6, 
(4.7) 

and set 

Q[mn) = !y[my"]. (4.8) 

The commutation relations for the algebra SO(3,3) read as 
[Q [mn),Q [pq]] = h npQ [mq) _ h mpQ [nq] 

_hnqQ[mp]+hmqQ[np], (4.9) 

where the metric h mn is given by h mn 

= diag( - 1, - 1, - 1, + 1, + 1, + 1). The SL(4,R) gen
erators Kab that satisfy the commutation relations ( 4. 3) can 
be identified with the 15 generators Q[mn) • 

In NGT, the Poincare algebra &1 is replaced by the alge
bra d = T4XGL(4,R), where T4 are the translations in 
space-time. However, the algebra d cannot be gauged di
rectly by the fiber bundle structure in NGT. This situation is 
analogous to GR, in which the Poincare algebra &1 cannot 
be obtained directly as a local gauge structure. The algebra 
d can be used to obtain kinematical information about 
masses in NGT since the momentum operator PI' satisfies 
PpPP = m2

• The algebra of d is obtained by supplementing 
the commutation relations (4.2) with 

[M[ab]'Pe ] =i(TJbePa -TJaePb)' 

[S(ab»Pe ] = - i( TJaePb + TJbcPa - !TJabPe), 

[Pa,Pb ] = 0, [S,M[ab ]] = [S,S(ab) ] = 0, 

[S,Pa] = - iPa· 

J. W. Moffat 
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V. UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF.Y .2"(4,R) 

Ne'eman and Sijackil7 have constructed a classification 
of the multiplicity-free irreducible unitary representations of 
SL( 4,R) using the representations of the maximal compact 
subgroup SU(2) XSU(2). Work on this problem has also 
been done by Kihlberg,18 Speh,19 and Friedman and Sor
kin.20 At present there does not exist a complete classifica
tion of all the unirreps ofSL( 4,R). We shall list the classifi
cation for the multiplicity-free set obtained by Ne'eman and 
Sijacki l7

: 

(i) the principal series, 

fij PriO(e2;jlj2): e2ER, 

jl = 0, j2 = 0, {I JII + 1 J21}=0 (mod 2), 

jl = 1, j2 = 0, {I JII + I J21}= 1 (mod 2); 

(ii) the supplementary series, 

fijsUP(e l;jl,j2)' O(lel l)l, jl=l, j2=0; (5.1) 

(iii) the discrete series, 

fijdisc(j,O) and fijdisc(O,j), 

{j}=P,P, ... IJII-IJ21>j, IJII + IJ21=j (mod 2); 

(iv) the ladder series, 

fijladd( J), {j} = O,!, 1 Jd = 1 J21 = j + IZ I. 
The j I' j2 denote the coordinates of the lowest Y & ( 4 ) 

submultiplets. Also, e = el + ie2, el,e2ER, where e denotes 
the Y .2" ( 4,R) representation label. 

The second-order Casimir operator for Y !f' ( 4,R) is 
given by 

C2 = KabK
ob = - 4 + l(e l + ie2)2. (5.2) 

The C2 for the principal and ladder series is 

C2 = -4-!eL (5.3) 

while for the discrete and supplementary series, we obtain 

C2 = - 4 + l(jo - 1)2 (5.4) 

and 

C2 = -4+1ei, (5.5) 

respectively, where jo = !,1,1,2, .... 
It has been noted by Ne'eman and SijackFI that the 

Y !f' (4,R) algebra commutation relations (4.2) are invar
iant under the automorphism 

J; = J;. K; = iNi, N; = iK;. (5.6) 

where Ni = S(Oi) and the ( J;.iKi) make up a new compact 
algebra SO(4)' and the (Ji,iNi ) make up the algebra 
SL(2,C),. 

VI. DYNAMICAL FIELD EQUATIONS OF NGT 

The field equations, in NGT, obtained from a variation 
of the Lagrangian density, including a matter Lagrangian, 
take the form in holonomic coordinates,2 

GJLv(W) = 81TGTJLv , (6.1) 

g [JLvJ = 41TSP ,v , (6.2) 

where GJLV (W) is the Einstein tensor, formed from the W 
connection 
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(6.3) 

g[JLvJ = ( _ g) 1 12g(JLvJ, and SJL = ( _ g) 1/2 SI' is a conserved 
current density 

sP.JL = o. (6.4) 

The field equations (6.1) and (6.2) are invariant under 
the group '1fJ of nonlinear coordinate transformations (dif
feomorphism group) in the base manifold, as well as the 
Abelian U ( 1) (or R +) gauge transformation 

W~ = WI' + A..JL , (6.5) 

where Wit is the torsion vector defined by Wit = wtiM J' 

This Abelian gauge invariance gives rise to the conservation 
law (6.4) by virtue of Noether's theorem. The four conser
vation laws obeyed by the nonsymmetric energy-momentum 
tensor Tltv follow from the invariance of the Lagrangian 
density with respect to the group of transformations '1fJ. 

A possible model for SIt is to interpret it as a fermion 
number current density 

(6.6) 

where the J; are coupling constants for the i species of fer
mions and ni is the number density offermions; / has the 
dimensions of a length. The coupling constants / and G set 
two mass scales in NGT, /-1>106 GeV and 
G -1/2 = 1.2 X 1019 GeV, where the latter mass scale corre
sponds to the Planck mass. The precise value of the constant 
/ will be determined by gravitational experiments.5 Thus we 
can anticipate that, in NGT, the lowest mass scale is at 
m = 0, corresponding to the standard hadron and weak in
teraction mass scale, while there exists an intermediate mass 
scale at > 106 GeV before we reach the Planck mass scale 
=1019 GeV. 

In NGT, we can choose a local inertial frame at a point 
x = x' such that the metric tensor g(JLv) takes its Minkowski 
valuesg(ItV) = 'TlJLv' Accordingly, in the definition ofthe met
ric tensor in terms of the (real) vierbeins E ~ , 

(6.7) 

we have E ~ = D~ at the point x = x'. The equivalence of 
inertial and gravitational masses still holds in NGT,5 al
though a new composition-dependent force occurs in the 
post-Newtonian order of approximation that behaves like 1/ 
r 5, which will cause test particles to fall at different rates in 
the gravitational field of a spherically symmetric body. In 
the local inertial frame, the NGT Christoffel symbol defined 
by 

{A.} _ 1 (AU) ( ) 
f./,V - 2" r g(JLU),v + g(O-V).JL - g(JLv).u , (6.8) 

where r(ltv) satisfies r(ItV) g = /jv will vanish at the (UIt) 0" 

space-time point x = x'. 

VII. THE MASS SPECTRUM AND.Y .2"(4,R) 

In standard relativistic quantum field theory, the phys
ical particle states are characterized by their three-momen
tum, spin, and mass and are Wigner's basis states for a uni
tary irreducible representation of the Poincare group. The 
fields transform as finite and nonunitary representations of 
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GL(4,R) when tensorialandofSO(3,1)-oritsdoublecov
er SL(2,C)-when spinorial. We require that a Lorentz 
boost acting on, say, a proton with J = ! should increase its 
linear momentum or velocity, but not change its nature. If 
the proton field were associated with a unitary representa
tion ofSL(2,C), then the Lorentz boost would transform the 
J = ! state partly into a J = ~ state which is unphysical. 
Thus if we use unitary representations of SL( 4,R), then the 
Lorentz subgroup SL(2,C) will also be represented unitari
ly, leading to unphysical results. 

Infinite-component fields were first introduced by Ma
jorana,22,23 who implemented the two irreducible represen
tations of SL(2,C) to introduce an invariant, linear wave 
equation 

(iX'" a,.. - K)t/I(X) = 0, (7.1) 

where the operators X,.. close on the algebra 
..Y &' (4,R) "","y tT (3,2) and the ladder representation of 
Sp( 4,R) is unitary and separates into the direct sum of the 
two Majorana22,23 representations. Because of Major
ana's22,23 use of unitary infinite-dimensional representations 
dfSL(2,C), Eq. (7.1) leads to unphysical results. The mass 
spectrum predicted by Eq. (7.1) decreases in mass with in
creasing spin, contrary to our experience. Infinite-compo
nent wave equations were studied by Barut,24 Fronsdal,25 
and Nambu26 in the context of the hydrogen atom using 
representations of SO ( 4,2) and the correct hydrogen spec
trum was obtained by fixing certain parameters in the non
relativistic limit. 27 Relativistic field theories of infinite-com
ponent fields have been studied25,28,29 and various potential 
difficulties inherent to a particular form of these theories 
have been noted: (i) problems with spin and statistics and 
the associated peT theorem, and (ii) spacelike solutions 
with P,..P'" <0. These difficulties can all be associated with 
the use of unitary infinite-dimensional representations of the 
Lorentz group. 

A new motivation for studying infinite-component 
fields and noncom pact groups comes from recent develop
ments in string theories/O,31 in which the boson string or 
superstring spectrum is generated by infinitely many excited 
particle states with all spins. 

Let us now consider the GL( 4,R) invariant wave equa-
tion 

(iY'" a,.. + K(x) - KJt/I(X) = 0, (7.2) 

where the operators Y'" and t/I(x) take their values in the 
Hilbert space J¥" of the representations of ..Y !f ( 4,R) and 
the operator-valued function K(x) is 

K(x) = Y"'(w,.. (x»abl:ab. (7.3) 

The mass spectrum and its mass scales depend on the form of 
K (x). The specific dependence of K (x) depends on the solu
tion for (W(X),.. Jab -the NGT spin connection-which is de
termined by the field equations. This is analogous to the situ
ation in quantum electrodynamics, in which the minimal 
coupling assumption 

(7.4) 

is used in the Dirac equation, where the potential A'" (x) is 
determined by Maxwell's equations. 
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The skew part of the spin connection (w,.. (x) hab I' in 
(3.8), is associated with the gravitational field whose cou
pling constant G possesses the Planck mass scale 
G -1/2 = 1.2X 1019 GeV, while the symmetric part 
(w,.. (x) J(ab) is proportional to the NGT coupling constant f 
that measures the strength of the coupling of g[,..v J to matter. 
The latter coupling constant has the mass scale f- l ;;;d06 

GeV. We expect that there will be three mass scales in NGT, 
namely, m = 0, m> 106 GeV, and m"", 1019 GeV. 

In the case of the standard treatment of the Dirac equa
tion, each particle is labeled with a mass m and a spin J in 
terms of the four-component Dirac spinor. Each particle, in 
NGT, is labeled by the two spin variables jl, j2 associated 
with the compact subgroup ..Y tT ( 4 ) "'" SU (2) X SU (2). It 
has been shown that a Lorentz invariant infinite-component 
wave equation with a local spinor field that is an infinite 
unitary irreducible representation of SO(3,1) "",SL(2,C) 
has a degenerate mass spectrum.32-35 A field theory with an 
infinite-component field that is associated with a unitary 
representation of the Lorentz group that is invariant under 
Lorentz transformations violates locality unless the masses 
in the towers of particles are all degenerate. This theorem 
will also hold true in our case if we extend the transformation 
group SO(3,1) to that ofGL(4,R). This difficulty can be 
circumvented in the following way. As noted in Sec. V, the 
commutation relations (4.2) are invariant under the auto
morphism (5.6). We can use the "Weyl unitary trick" (5.6) 
to convert the irredicible representations of ..Y tT ( 4 ) 
"",SU(2) XSU(2) into nonunitary finite representations of 
the Lorentz group SO(3,1).21 The boost operators K; be
come anti-Hermitian operators under the unitary trick ana
lytic continuation. Once the finite nonunitary representa
tions of SO (3,1 ) are identified correctly, the physical spinor 
field representations will be described by infinite sums of 
finite, nonunitary representations of the Lorentz group. 
Only nonunitary spinor representations in SO (3,1) have a 
physical meaning because the scalar density t/lt t/I = E 1m has 
the correct boosting property. The anti-Hermitian intrinsic 
spin pieces cancel in the angular momentum operator, so 
that the boost acts only orbitally, as in the case of standard 
finite-component spinors. This avoids the unphysical excita
tion of a given spin state to other spins and masses. 

We are required to decompose the infinite-dimensional 
representations of SL( 4,R) into those of ..Y tT (4), while at 
the same time we implement the unitary trick to obtain the 
infinite sums of physical nonunitary, finite spinor represen
tations of the Lorentz group. The unitary trick corresponds 
to the transition from an Euclidean space to the Minkowski 
space-time with the signature (1, - 1, - 1, - 1). We could, 
as an alternative, have started with non unitary infinite-di
mensional representations ofSL ( 4,R) and proceeded direct
ly to the infinite sum of non unitary, finite representations of 
the Lorentz group. However, working with the unitary trick 
accomplishes the same results and the classification of uni
tary irreducible representations of SL( 4,R) is more com
plete at this time. 

This decomposition scheme avoids all the standard 
problems associated with infinite-component spinor equa
tions; the infinite-component field theory will be free of any 
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fundamental difficulties such as spacelike solutions and 
spin-statistics problems. 

Cant and Ne'eman l6 have presented an SL(2,C) invar
iant, infinite-component wave equation with a spinor that is 
a unitary irreducible representation of Y !t' ( 4,R) given by 
gJdiSCUI' j2)' for jl = PI + 1, j2 = Oor jl = 0, j2 = PI + 1, 
where PI = - M,M,.··,P2 = 0, and Ijl - j21>PI + 1. The 
physical spinor particles will be described by I/J(x) 
=gJdiscq,O) E!) gJdisc(O,p. 

The Y J.L operators that take values in the Hilbert space 
jf' of the representations of SL( 4,R) transform as an 
SL(2,C) vector, i.e., we demand that yJ.L be a covariant vec
tor only under Lorentz transformations. With this require
ment the Y !t' ( 4,R) towers of particles that make up the 
representations describing I/J are not mass degenerate and the 
field theory underlying this formalism should display local
ity. 

Ne'eman and Sijacke6 have shown that the spin content 
described by (jl' j2) in the SL( 4,R) unirreps in (5.1) can be 
used to provide a shell-model-like description of the baryon 
and meson resonances for each flavor. The infinite-dimen
sional representations of the subgroup SL( 3,R) have been 
shown to be associated with a Regge behavior. 37

•38 This 
scheme provides a phenomenological basis for the towers of 
particle states at the lowest mass scale. The hadron descrip
tion that emerges from this program complements the dy
namical calculations based on quantum chromodynamics. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

The nonsymmetric gravitation theory possesses the lo
cal gauge symmetry GL( 4,R) with a spin connection that is 
constructed from the 16 generators ~ab ofGL( 4,R). Multi
valued spinor representations of the unimodular group 
SL ( 4,R) exist only for infinite irreducible representations of 
SL( 4,R) and its covering group Y !t' (4,R). This represents 
a fundamental departure from the physics of Einstein's theo
ry of gravitation. The particle spectrum ofNGT consists of 
infinite towers of particles with all spins, whereas GR is con
sistent with a finite number of particles that are described by 
nonunitary representations of SL (2, C). This picture of the 
particle spectrum in NGT, which is forced upon us by the 
nature of the covering group of Y !t' ( 4,R), is similar to the 
one predicted by string theories. The GL( 4,R) symmetry of 
NGT is broken down to the experimentally observed Lor
entz invariance corresponding to SO (3,1), with the associat
ed finite non unitary particle representations displaying mass 
splittings. The infinite-component wave equation is Lorentz 
invariant, with spinors that are described by infinite sums of 
finite nonunitary representations of Y !t' ( 4,R). 
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A gauge formulation of gravity, based on the notion of the connection of Cartan, is given. The 
Cartan connection involves two principal fiber bundles P and P' with groups G and G " 
respectively; G' is a subgroup of G and can be regarded as a symmetry group to which Gis 
broken. When the differential form defining the connection in P gives absolute parallelism in 
P', one speaks about the Cartan connection. General geometric framework is specialized to the 
case in which G is the de Sitter group SO ( 4,1) and G' is the Lorentz group SO (3,1 ). The 
action of the Yang-Mills type is similar to, but not identical with, the action derived earlier by 
Townsend. The field equations in P are translated into a system of coupled equations for 
curvature and torsion in P'. Under contraction ofSO( 4,1) to the Poincare group ISO(3,1), 
and for vanishing torsion, the equations become Yang's equation and Einstein's equation in 
vacuum. The BRS invariance of the theory, supplemented by Faddeev-Popov and gauge fixing 
terms, is analyzed in some detail. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Early attempts to formulate gravity as a gauge theory 
emphasized the similarity of the gravitational field and the 
non-Abelian field of Yang and Mills.1 Geometrically, the 
Yang-Mills field potential can be identified with the connec
tion form in a principal fiber bundle P(M,G) with structure 
group G over space-time M. Since all known gauge formula
tions of gravity assume that the Lorentz group 0(3,1) is 
contained in G, the bundle P is then the bundle L(M) of 
frames, and the connection in P is a linear connection in L. In 
contrast to P, in which only connection form OJ is defined, L 
is also endowed with the canonical form (solder form) B. 
That the gravitation, regarded as a theory based on OJ and B, 
is richer than other gauge theories has on various occasions 
been stressed by Trautman.2 A comprehensive discussion of 
gauge treatment of gravity can be found in the review of 
Ivanenko and Sardanashvily.3 

In a different yet related context, gauge invariance is 
obtained as a consequence of the spontaneous breaking of a 
larger symmetry.4 The massless gravitational field emerges 
then automatically as the corresponding Goldstone field. 
Typical examples are provided by breaking of the general 
linear group GL(4) to SO(3,1),5 the Poincare group 
ISO (3,1) to SO (3,1 ),6 and the de Sitter groups SO (3,2) and 
SO(4,1) to SO(3,1).7 The last two schemes, involving the 
Poincare and de Sitter groups, enjoy a special feature, not 
shared by GL( 4). To explain it, denote the initial symmetry 
group as G and the subgroup to which G is broken as G'. 
When G is identified with ISO(3,1), SO(3,2), or SOC 4,1), 
and G' is identified with SO (3,1). then dim ( G I 
G') = dim M, the dimension of space-time. This, however, 
is one of the ingredients of the soldering condition to M of a 
fiber bundle E(M,GIG',G,P) with fiber GIG' associated 
with P(M,G).8 Corresponding to two structural groups G 
and G " one obtains two principal fiber bundles P and P'; P' 
C P. A connection in P is called a connection of Cartan 8.9 if it 
satisfies the following condition: the differential form iII de
fining the connection in P gives absolute parallelism in p" 

[The last phrase simply means that dim G' + dim(G IG') 
vectors form a basis of T u (P') for every u EP ' .] The notion 
of a fiber bundle with Cartan connection has become of con
siderable interest in physics as a basis of geometric descrip
tion of gravity 10 and strong interactions. II 

We note that the de Sitter gauge theory of gravity was 
already discussed earlier, starting with the papers of Town
send 12 and MacDowell and Mansouri. 13 From a geometric 
viewpoint, however, Townsend works with the bundle 
P (M,SO ( 4,1 ») facing interpretive problems of the form B, 
which exists only in P(M,SO(3,1»). Furthermore, Town
send's action, in which the group indices are contracted with 
the aid of the unit metric in the tangent plane, is not of the 
Yang-Mills type, as advocated in this paper. MacDowell 
and Mansouri, on the other hand, construct an action invar
iant under SO (3,1 ), and not under SO ( 4,1). 

The purpose of this paper is to set up a general frame
work to describe gravity in terms of the gauge formalism on a 
fiber bundle with Cartan connection. In this description, the 
metric tensor will be regarded as an auxiliary quantity to 
satisfy general covariance7.14 and is considered as a certain 
background without dynamical role. Such an approach, in 
which only the connection forms are regarded as dynamical 
fields, allows us to bypass the problems of ghosts and ta
chyons that appear in metric theories linearized about the 
Minkowski metric. 15 On the other hand, when the theory is 
supplemented by the Faddeev-Popov (FP) ghosts and aux
iliary gauge fixing fields, it becomes a quantum gauge theory 
satisfying the unitarity postulate for the S matrix. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Sec. II, we outline the formalism of Cartan connection. The 
specification to fiber bundles with the de Sitter structure 
group is the subject of Sec. III. This is followed, in Sec. IV, by 
a formulation of the gauge theory based on SO ( 4,1 ). Al
though SO ( 4,1) yields ISO (3,1) under contraction, the re
sulting theory is quite different from the existing theories l6 

based on gauging of the Poincare group. Rather, it is remi
niscent of the theory ofLopez l7 with a quadratic Lagrangian 
in curvature and torsion. The field equations of our theory 
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are obtained from a Lagrangian having the Yang-Mills 
form. One can contrast this approach with the Yang theory 
of gravity. IS In both formulations, the Lagrangian is qua
dratic in curvature. While Yang's theory uses the curvature 
of the connection in P', we use the curvature of the Cartan 
connection. In Sec. V, we introduce the FP fields and discuss 
the Becchi, Rouet, and Stora (BRS) transformation. In the 
spirit of the findings of Kugo and Ojima,19 the BRS invar
iance is regarded as an underlying principle for constructing 
a quantum gauge theory. 

II. CONNECTIONS OF CARTAN 

A convenient starting point of our discussion is the de
finition of soldering of a fiber bundle E(M,F,G,P) with fiber 
F associated with the principal fiber bundle P(M,G).20 In 
conformity with Ehresmann21 and Kobayashi,S 
E(M,F,G,P) is soldered to M, if the following conditions are 
satisfied. 

(s.l) G acts on F transitively; F can be identified with 
the homogeneous space G / G " where G ' is the stability group 
at a point 0 of F. 

(s.2) dim F = dim M . 

(s.3) The structure group G of E can be reduced to G '. 
(When E is considered as the fiber bundle with the structure 
group G', it will be denoted as E'; similarly, P' denotes the 
principal fiber bundle associated to E'. ) 

(s.4) If Tx (M) is the tangent space of M at x and 
T * (M) is the space of all tangent vectors to Fx ' then for x 
running through M one can identify Tx (M) and T*(M) by 
an isomorphism. 

Let ~ and ~' be the Lie algebras of G and G', respec
tively. A homogeneous space F = G /G' is called weakly re
ductive, if there is a vector subspace.7 satisfying the condi
tions 

(I) 

and 

[~',.7]c.7 . (2) 

For a weakly reductive homogeneous space F = G / G ' a 
fiber bundle E is soldered to M, if and only if there exists an 
.7 -valued linear differential form 0 on P' with the following 
properties. 

(0.1) If XeT(P') and O(X) = 0, then 1T(X) = 0; 1T be-
ing the projection of P' onto M. 

(0.2) O(Xa) = a-IO(X)a, XeT(P'), aeG'. 

(0.3) O(Xa) = 0, XeP', aeT(G'). 

Let us now assume that a connection in Pis defined by a 
one-form m with values in ~ . Since P is an extension of P', 
there exists an injective map y: P' -+ P. Then the pullback 
(J = y*m (the restriction of the form m to P') is a ~ -valued 
linear differential form; (J does not give a connection in P', 
because it is not ~' valued. A connection in P defined by m is 
called a connection of Cartan, if the restricted form (J satis
fies the following condition: If X'eT(P') and (J(x') = 0, 
then X' is the zero vector. This implies that (J defines an 
absolute parallelism in P'. 
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(3) 

be the decomposition corresponding to Eq. (1), so that CtJ is a 
~'-valued form on P' and 0 is a .7-valued form on P'. If 
F= G/G' is weakly reductive, then Eq. (3) expresses the 
correspondence between a connection of Cartan in P and a 
unique pair of a connection form CtJ and a solder form 0 in P'. 

The structure equation of the Cartan connection reads 

ii = dm + Hm,m] . (4) 

By restricting both sides of Eq. (4) to P' and by comparing 
the ~' -components and the .7 components, we obtain 

(5) 

e = dO + HO,CtJ] + HCtJ,O] . (6) 

Here 

.0. = dCtJ + HCtJ,CtJ] (7) 

is the curvature form of the connection in P " and 

e=n~, -HO,O]~, (8) 

is the torsion form of the connection of Cartan. 
If, in addition to Eqs. (1) and (2), the condition 

[.7,.7] C~' (9) 

also holds, then .7 is called a symmetric space. In this case
to be dealt with in Sec. III-Eq. (8) simplifies to e = n~" 
whereas .0. is given by .0. = n~, - HO,O]. For the sake of 
completeness, we mention that if the homogeneous space 
F = G / G ' satisfies the stronger condition [.7,.7] = 0, then 
e = n.7 and .0. = n~,. In that case, a connection in P' is 
called a linear connection. 

We shall denote by {X A } the set of generators of the Lie 
algebra ~ , with the Lie brackets 

[XA,xB]=f~BXC' (10) 

Following the notation introduced by MacDowell,22 the 
generators of the subgroup G' will be denoted by {X A } and 
the generators of the coset space G /G' will be denoted by 
{X A, }. In terms of the set {XA }, the connection form and the 
curvature form of the Cartan connection in P can be written 
as 

(11) 

where the one-forms mA and the two-forms iiA are related by 

(12) 

In P', Eq. (12) can be rewritten in terms of the pulled back 
forms (JA and nA. As in Eq. (3), we first write 

(JA = CtJAoX + (JA,X (13) 
Au AI ' 

where CtJAo and 0 A, are the connection forms and solder forms 
on P'. Furthermore, we set 

- -A - -
n.~, = .0. °XAo ' .0..7 = n.A,XA, . (14) 

Then, in P', after splitting into the components Ao and AI' 
Eq. (12) becomes 
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(15) 

(16) 

Equations ( 15) and ( 16) will allow us to relate the com
ponents of the curvature of the Cartan connection in P to the 
components of the curvature and torsion in P'. 

III. FIBER BUNDLES WITH THE de SITTER STRUCTURE 
GROUP 

The de Sitter Lie algebra .Y tJ ( 4, 1) has generators 
Mab = - Mba' a,b = 0, ... ,4, satisfying 

[Mab,Mcd] = 1/acM bd + 1/bdMac - 1/adMbc - 1/bcMad , 

(17) 

where 

1/ab = diag( 1, - 1, - 1, - 1, - 1) . (18) 

Let now M4i = I'll;. i = 0, ... ,3, where t'is the de Sitter 
length. Then 

[Mij,Mk/] = 1/ik~/ + 1/J/M ik - 1/i/~k - 1/Jk Mi/, 

[lli'~k] = 1/ik llj -1/ijllk , 

[ll;.llJ ] = - (1/t'2)Mij' 

(19a) 

(19b) 

(19c) 

where 1/ij = diag( 1, - 1, - I, - 1, - I). In the limit, 
1'.- 00 , the algebra .Y tJ ( 4, I) contracts to the Poincare alge
bra ..F.Y tJ (3, I ). Equations (19) show that SO (4,1) / 
SO(3,1) is a symmetric space. The structure constants!ACB 
of .Y tJ (4, I) are seen to have the form 

!/lli = 1/ik8j 87 + 1/J/8,!,8'k - 1/i/8j8'k - 1/jk8'!'8i , 

!ijk = 1/ik8j - 1/ij8;: , 

!ijn = - (1/t'2)8(;8j j • 

Therefore, the Cartan metric tensor, defined as 

CAB =!Jd;D' 
is given as23 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(2Oc) 

(21 ) 

Let x"', JL = 0, ... ,3, denote local coordinates in M, the 
space-time, and yA denote local coordinates in SO(4,1). 
Then, since the bundle P (M,SO ( 4, I ») is locally trivial, the 
pair (x"',yA) defines local coordinates in P. In the (x,y) space 
the one-forms wA of the Cartan connection can be written as 

wA = w~ dx'" + C~ dyB. (23) 

Here the forms dx'" and dyA locally span the cotangent bun
dle T*(P). Similarly, the curvature forms nA are 

nA = H R ~v dxl-' 1\ dxV + R ~B dxl-' 1\ dyB 

+ R ~v dyB I\dxv + R ~c dyB I\dyc) . (24) 

Because the curvature form is horizontal, the last three 
terms in Eq. (24) vanish.24 This will be of importance in Sec. 
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V, where we derive the BRS transformation for the gravita
tional field. By choosing a section u: M.- P, one can pull 
back w and .0 to M. For simplicity, the pullbacks U*W and 
u*n will be denoted as wand n. 

We now restrict the forms wand .0, defined on P, to the 
bundle P' = P '(M,SO (3,1»). The restricted forms, after be
ing pulled back to M, become .Y tJ (4,1) -valued one-forms 
defined on M; they are denoted Ai and 0, respectively. Equa
tion (1), specified to the de Sitter case, is 

.Y tJ (4,1) = .Y tJ (3,1) + R4
, (25) 

whereas Eqs. (15) and (16) become 

Oij = do/j + (i)~ 1\ (i)Jk - (i)~ 1\ (i)Jk - (1/21'2)0 i 1\ OJ, (26) 

n/=doi-(i)~I\Ok+Okl\(i)~. (27) 

The curvature and torsion tensors of the Cartan connection 
(reduced to P') are introduced through the equations 

nij = lR- ij dx'" I\dxv 
11£ 2 p:v , 

If we write 

(i)ij = - ~(i)Z dx"', () i = e~ dxl-' , 

then Eqs. (26) and (27) yield 

Ii. ij = _ l(R ij + (2/t'2)e liej1 ) 
p.v 2 P,V Jl v , 

T~v = T~". 
Here 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

R ij = a (i)ij - a (i)ij + (i)i (i)kj - (i)kJ(i)i (33) 
,.." /1-" v,.. ,..kv ,..vk 

and 

T~v = a,..e~ - ave~ + (i)~ke~ - (i)vike! (34) 

are the curvature and torsion tensors of the connection (i) in 
P'. 

IV. SO(4,1) GAUGE SYMMETRY 

In this section, we consider a model of the classical grav
ity, based on the local gauge group SOC 4, I). By classical we 
mean a theory without FP and gauge fixing terms. We define 
a gauge configuration to be a Cartan connection w on the 
principal fiber bundleP = P (M,SO ( 4,1») over space-timeM. 
Once a section 0': M.- P of Pis chosen, the pulled back forms 
w~, related to w through w = W~XA' define the potentials in 
gauge 0'. For each point U E P, the vectors {a,..,DA } span 
Til (P); {a,..} are coordinate basis vectors in M, whereas 
{D A} are the fundamental vector fields corresponding to 
XA .20 Alternatively, another basis is provided by {D,..,DA }, 

where 

D,.. = a,.. + W~DA (35) 

are the horizontal lifts of a,.. . 
Under the action of an infinitesimal group element 

U = exp(e4DA )::::: 1 + e4DA , (36) 

the connection coefficients w~ (gauge potentials) transform 
as 
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where the second line ofEq. (37) defines DI-' in the adjoint 
representation of the group. On the other hand, the curva
ture coefficients (gauge fields) 

(38) 

(39) 

To write the field equations for w~, we use the Yang
Mills Lagrangian density 

L = - (KI2)CABOA 1\ .OB, (40) 

where K is a coupling constant and where the Hodge. opera
tor defines the dual form .0. In curved space, the Hodge 
operation involves the metric gl-'v' in terms of which Eq. (40) 
becomes 

L = - (K14 )CABgJUlgvaR ~)~ fa !g!I/2 dxO 1\ ... 1\ dx3 
• 

(41 ) 

We stress that, as in Ref. 7, the dynamical variables are the 
gauge potentials w~ that make up R ~v, while gl-'v is a specta
tor and does not participate in the dynamics. This viewpoint 
also implies that a possible link between the metric and the 
solder form in P' can be established only afterS the variation 
of the action based on the Lagrangian density given by Eq. 
(41 ). 

By making use ofEqs. (33) and (34) and of the explicit 
form of the Cartan metric, Eq. (22), the Lagrangian density 
(41) can be expressed in terms of the connection and solder 
forms in the fiber bundle P '(M,SO( 3, 1»). Dropping the in
variant volume element, we obtain 

+ (l/2t'4)g"'AgVU(TJi/TJjk -TJjlTJik )e~e~e~e~ 

- (l/2t'2)Til-'vTiI-'V]. (42) 

The interpretation of different terms in Eq. (42) was given 
by Townsend. 12 As mentioned in Sec. I, Townsend does not 
use the Cartan metric to contract the group indices in Eq. 
( 41), but rather the diagonal metric TJ ab; this results in dif
ferent coefficients of the terms in the Lagrangian. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations deduced by varying w~ 
in the action (41) are 

(43) 

According to the decomposition of the Lie algebra 
Y tJ ( 4,1), described by Eq' (25), we can convert Eq. (43) 
to a pair of equations in the bundle P'(M,SO(3,1»). By split
ting Eq. (43) into components along the generators X A and 
X A ,we obtain 0 , 

VI-'(Jg!I/2R iil-'v + (21t'2)e[iil-'iejj, + (2/t'2) !g!I/2TjiV = 0, 
(44) 
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where V I-' denotes the covariant derivative in P' defined in 
terms of wZ. Explicit formulas are 

V R iil-'v = a R iil-'V + w i R kjl-'v + w iR jk!-'v I-' I-' I-' k I-'k' (46) 

V TYtv=a Til-'v+ W i Tk!-'v I-' I-' I-' k • (47) 

As a consistency check, the same field equations can be de
rived from Eq. (42), when the action is varied with respect 
towZ and e~. 

Let us now assume thatgl-'v = TJiie~e~ and that the con
nection wZ is a metric connection, related to the vierbein 
field in a standard way. If SO(4,1) is contracted to 
ISO (3,1), and the torsion is required to vanish, Eq. (45) 
yields the Einstein limit in vacuum. Equation (44), on the 
other hand, becomes the Yang equation, the physical con
tent of which was discussed by Fairchild.26 The theory de
scribed by Eqs. (44) and (45) is therefore equivalent to Ein
stein's gravity when the de Sitter length is large. The 
differences, which emerge only for small t; can be significant 
in quantum gravity. 

v. THE BRS SYMMETRY 

We now supplement the Lagrangian of the Yang-Mills 
(YM) theory by gauge fixing (GF) and FP gauge-compen
sating terms. The total Lagrangian density for the quantum 
gauge theory of gravity thus becomes 

L =LYM +LOF +LFP , 

where 

L YM = - (K/4)RAI-'VR AI-'v, 

LOF = W~al-'BA + (aI2)BABA, 

(48) 

(49a) 

(49b) 

LFP = - i a~A (DI-' )~CB . (49c) 

Here c and ~ are the FP ghost fields, with Hermitian assign
ment: 

ct=c, ~=~, (50) 

whereas B A are the Kugo--Ojima 19 auxiliary fields. The pa
rameter a in Eq. (49b) specifies the choice of gauge. 

The presence of the LOF and LFP terms results in the 
BRS symmetry of L, replacing the original gauge symmetry 
given by Eq. (36). A geometric derivation of the BRS trans
formation relies on vanishing of the last three terms in Eq. 
(24). If, in addition, one imposes a constraint ~ = BA, 
where {) = dyA aA , then theBRS equations read 

(51a) 

(SIb) 

(SIc) 

(SId) 

In a similar way, the anti-BRS transformation is obtained by 
considering a fiber bundle locally homeomorphic to 
M X SO ( 4, I ) X SO ( 4, 1).27 The requirement that the curva
ture form be horizontal then yields three more conditions 
involving the anti-BRS operator 8' = dy,A aM 
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6'(jjA = (D )A~ ,.. ,.. B , 

6'CA = - !f1F~ A~, 

~ + 6'(:A + f ~~E A Cf' = 0 . 

(52a) 

(52b) 

(52c) 

Equivalently, Eq. (52c) can be written as 

6'(:A = - f~F~E ACf' - iBA, 6'B A = - f~F~E ABF. 
(53) 

As usual, the operators 6 and 6' satisfy the nilpotency condi
tions 

(54) 

There are more general methods, based entirely on the BRS 
symmetry, to construct the correct quantum Lagrangian 
from the classical one.28 The Lagrangian given by Eqs. (48) 
and (49) is known, however, to be invariant under both the 
BRS and anti-BRS transformations.29 

Thus far, both the Lagrangian of the theory and the BRS 
transformations have been written in the fiber bundle 
P (M,SO( 4,1»). To obtain the BRS equations in the bundle 
P'(M,SO(3,l)), we follow the by now familiar procedure. 
First, we restrict the FP forms c and ~ to P' to get c and c. 
Second, similarly to Eq. (30), we write 

(55) 

Then, after projecting Eqs. (51a) and (51b) along the gener
ators of Y tJ (3,1) and R4, we obtain 

6{J)Z = Veij + (2/t'2)eUei], 

6ei = Vei + ekei 
,.. ,.. k.' 

(56a) 

(56b) 

&ij = 2e~ A ckj + (1/2t'2)ei Ad, (56c) 

&i = e~ Aek
• (56d) 

Similar equations can be written in place of the remaining 
BRS equations and the anti-BRS equations. 

Finally, we note that the Noethercurrents]! and]!' of 
the BRS and anti-BRS transformations, as well as the ghost 
current ]~, 19,29 can be introduced in a standard way: 

(58) 

(59) 

As has been shown by Kugo and Ojima, 19.29 the unitarity of 
the S matrix results when physical states are subject to the 
foIIowing subsidiary conditions: 

QB Iphys) = Qc Iphys) = Q ~ Iphys) = 0 , (60) 
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where the Q's are the charges associated with the Noether 
currents. The initial proof, carried out for compact groups, 
was already extended in Ref. 29 to the noncompact group 
S1(2,C). In the absence ofa formal prooffor the simple, but 
noncompact, SO ( 4,1), we follow the trend to recognize the 
BRS invariance principle as a general procedure for gauge 
theory. 28 

An argument in favor ofunitarity goes as follows. If ~ 
denote the canonical momenta conjugate to (jj~, the equal
time commutation relations 

imply that the fields (jj~ for f.L = 0 and A = 1,2,3,12,23,31, 
and for f.L = 1,2,3 and A = 0,01,02,03 are nonphysical nega
tive-metric fields; this is similar to the situation encountered 
in the quantization of the SI(2,C) Yang-Mills field.30 As
sume now that by using the gauge freedom, one can elimi
nate the fields (jj~, where f.L = 1,2 and where 
A = 0,3,01,02,03. Then, by following the proof of Kugo and 
Ojima,19 one checks that the quartet mechanism-implied 
by the BRS equations-leads to exact cancellation between 
the nonphysical classical modes (longitudinal and scalar) 
and the ghost modes. The remaining ten fields (jj~, where 
f.L = 1,2 and A = 1,2,12,23,31 are all positive metric. We also 
note that a different construction of gauge theory of non
compact groups was proposed by Cahill.31 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have formulated the gravity as a gauge theory with 
the structural group SOC 4,1) or its contraction32 ISO(3,1). 
The natural setting for this theory is a fiber bundle endowed 
with a connection of Cartan, and not a bundle of frames in 
which one can define the forms of linear connection and of 
soldering. In the bundle P (M,SO( 4,1») the torsion is thus 
undefined; the only gauge fields of the theory being the com
ponents of the curvature tensor. By postulating a quadratic 
Lagrangian, we are thus led to Yang's formulation of gravity 
expressed in terms of the Cartan connection. In the restrict
ed bundleP'(M,SO(3,1 »), we recover a theory with torsion, 
thus extending Einstein's gravity. The quantum gauge theo
ry-with the gauge symmetry taken over by the BRS sym
metry-is also formulated naturally in P(M,SO(4,1»). To 
include the matter fields, one can set up a gauge theory with 
sources. A better method, however, seems to be provided by 
supergravity; the theory would then remain sourceless. 
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Discrete velocity Boltzmann models with three or four independent densities and only one 
independent binary collision term are considered. As has been suggested, multiplying the 
binary collision term by 1 + 'TM, Mbeing the total mass (the sum of all densities), one could 
include ternary collisions. However, a phenomenological point of view is adopted, 'T being an 
effective parameter for multiparticle collisions, while the restriction 1 + 'TM> 0 ensures the 
validity of the H theorem. Exact solutions for three (1 + 1 )-dimensional models, the six
velocity Broadwell model and the four- and the six-velocity planar models, are discussed. Both 
similarity shock-wave solutions and (1 + 1 )-dimensional solutions with two exponential 
variables are obtained. These last solutions are either periodic solutions or infinitely weak 
shock solutions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a result of many difficulties occurring in the study of 
the continuous Boltzmann equation, physicists and math
ematicians have suggested simpler models where the veloc
ity can only take the discrete values V;. The oldest model, the 
four-velocity planar model, is attributed to Maxwell. Since 
the discovery of the popular six-velocity Broadwell l model 
many others have been proposed? To each discrete velocity 
V;, Iv; I = 1, is associated a density N; and in 1 + 1 dimen
sions (space x, timet) the number of independent densities is 
in general less than the number of velocities. 

For the Boltzmann collision term it is assumed that only 
binary collisions between the particles can occur. Conse
quently for the Boltzmann discrete models the N; satisfy a 
system of semilinear coupled partial differential equations 
with quadratic nonlinearities. The similarity shock-wave so
lutions are rational solutions with one exponential variable, 
exp(yu), with u = x + et and e, lei < 1, being the shock ve
locity: 

N f = no; + n;l D , D = 1 + d exp( yu), u = x + et. 
( 1.1) 

It has recently been understood3 that the (1 + 1 )-dimen
sional rational solutions are simply the sums of two such 
similarity waves and four classes of solutions were found: (i) 
(1 + 1 )-dimensional shock waves,3 (ii) periodic solutions 
in space propagating when the time is growing,3 (iii) period
ic nonpropagating solutions,3-5 and (iv) densities N; not re
laxing towards constant Maxwellians.3 

The first motivation of the present work is to investigate 
whether or not similar exact solutions exist when the colli
sion term includes ternary collisions. Then the semilinear 
discrete model equations have a mixing of cubic and qua
dratic nonlinearities. 

The problem of the inclusion of triple collisions (more 
generally, of mUltiple collisions) is not simple; however, in 
1 + 1 dimensions a recipe has been proposed by Harris,2 

Gatignol,2 and PIatkowski. 6 Let us consider discrete models 
(more than two v;) having only one independent collision 
term. The system of equations being of the type 

Nil + N;x = CoIf, it was suggested that ternary collisions be 
included by the substitution 

Colf .... CoiT = (1 + 'TM)Colf, M = "i N; , (1.2) 

with M being the total mass and 'T> 0 being interpreted as 
the ternary cross section. For such cubic nonlinearities the 
exact similarity shock-wave solution is no longer a rational 
solution with pole singularity but a solution with algebraic 
branch point of the square-root type 

NT = no; + n;D -1/2, 

D= 1 +dexp(yu) , u=x+et. (1.3) 

To my knowledge, similarity solutions (1.4) were not pre
viously known and their study is the second motivation of 
this work. 

As in the binary case, the exact (1 + 1) -dimensional 
solutions are the sums of two similarity waves: 

N f = no; + "i nj;D; I , 
j~ 1.2 

N T ~ D- 1I2 ; = no; + £.. nj; j , 
j~ 1.2 

nO;,nji>Yj,pj,d; being constants. 

(1.4 ) 

As recalled above 'T has been considered as a positive 
quantity. However, here we adopt a phenomenological view
point and the collision term (1.2) is more like an effective 
collision term including the multiple collision process, 'T be
ing a phenomenological parameter. If corrections to the bi
nary collisions have to be included, there is no physical rea
son why the additional factor 1 + 'TM would be always 
larger than 1. Of course the character of gain minus loss 
terms must be respected and we must require 1 + 'TM>O for 
the H theorem. However, it seems reasonable that the cor
rective factor be sometimes larger than 1 and sometimes 
smaller than 1. So the third motivation, a phenomenological 
one, is to compare both the 'T> 0 and 'T < 0 possibilities. 

We study two (1 + 1 )-dimensional models with three 
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independent N i : first, the six-velocity Broadwell model with 
equations 

Not + Nox = N2t - N2x 

= - bNlt = (1 + rM)(Ni - NoN2)' (1.5) 

with M = No + N2 + 2bNI being the total mass and b = 2; 
second, the four-velocity (GatignoI2

) planar model with 
b = 1 in ( 1.5). We report also some results for the hexagonal 
six-velocity planar model with four independent Ni , 

Not + Nox = N3t - N3x = - 2Nlt - Nix 

= - 2N2t + N2x = (1 + rM) (NIN2 - NoN3) , 
( 1.6) 

with the total mass M = No + N3 + 2(NI + N2). For these 
models the conservation laws of mass and momentum are 
satisfied; however, for the H theorem with H = "2Ni log Ni, 
the condition 1 + rM>O is necessary: 

H t + ax ( ... ) = (1 + rM) (Ni - NoN2)log(NoN2/Ni) , 

H t + ax ( ... ) = (1 + rM)log(NoN3ININ2) . (1.7) 

In Sec. II, for ( 1.5) we study the exact similarity shock 
waves, both from the macroscopic and microscopic view
points. Weare mainly interested in the ratio of the two shock 
thicknesses whether ternary collisions are included or not. 
For the macroscopic study we find that the nonlinear differ
ential equation satisfied by the total mass M is quadratic in 
the binary case (MB) and cubic in the ternary (MT) one. 
Assuming in both cases the same shock limits and the same 
shock velocity we find, in the variable u = x + ct, 

M B = mo + mIDB, DB = 1 + exp(yBu), 7 = 0; 

MT=mo+m/~DT, D T=I+exp(yTu), 7#0. 
( 1.8) 

We notice the change of analytical structure at 7 = O. Fur
thermore 7 is not arbitrary, being fixed by the macroscopic 
shock limits. We determine the shock thickness w = Imll 
MaxlMu I and compute the ratio R = wT IWB. We find 

R < 3vf3/8 < 1 if 7> 0 [compare with the Gatignol result2 for 
the model ( 1.6) ] while if 7 < 0 we cannot draw that conclu
sion, both R > 1 and R < 1 being allowed. Then starting from 
the same knowledge of macroscopic quantities we construct 
the exact microscopic similarity solutions and build up their 
total mass. The results of the microscopic study confirm 
those of the macroscopic one. From explicit examples we 
show that in the 7 < 0 case we can have both ratios R larger 
or smaller than 1. 

In Sec. III, always for the models (1.5), we build up the 
(1 + 1) -dimensional solutions of the type (1.4). We have 
obtained two classes of exact solutions for 7 < O. In the first 
class the two similarity components are real and we find 
solutions with infinitely weak shocks. In the second class, 
the two components are complex conjugate and we obtain 
periodic solutions 

Ni = nOi + 2 Re niD -1/2, D = 1 + d exp(iYlx + PRt) , 
( 1.9) 

with d,n i complex and YI,pR real which means that the solu
tions are non propagating. 

In Sec. IV we sketch briefly some results for the model 
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( 1.6) with four independent N i • We still construct solutions 
that are periodic in the space variable but nonpropagating 
when the time is growing. 

II. EXACT SIMILARITY SHOCK WAVE SOLUTIONS FOR 
THE MODELS WITH THREE INDEPENDENT N, 

Equation (1.5) with the u = x + ct variable becomes a 
nonlinear differential system 

(c + 1 )Nou = (c - l)N2u 

= - bNlu = (1 + 7M)(Ni - NoN2)' (2.1) 

From (2.1) we can deduce the nonlinear differential equa
tion satisfied by MB (binary collisions) and MT (ternary 
included). All N iu as well as their linear combination M u are 
proportional. Consequently all Ni and M are proportional 
(up to constants) and the rhs of (2.1) becomes a quadratic 
polynomial for MB and a cubic one for MT. In order to 
compare the shock profiles in both binary and ternary colli
sions included we assume the same shock limits and the same 
shock speed. Here Mu must vanish at the shock limits and 
we deduce from (2.1), 

M~ = A(M B - a)(MB - {3) , 
(2.2) 

M~ =A(1 +rMT)(MT _a)(M T -{3), 

with A,a,{3 being constants. We notice that for the nonlinear 
(2.2) equation, M is not necessarily analytic at 7 = 0, and 
for the exact solutions (1.8),7 = 0 is a singular value. From 
both a macroscopic and a microscopic studies we build up 
M B,M T and compare the ratio of their shock thickness. 

A. Macroscopic study 

We seek exact solutions of (2.2) depending only on the 
variable exp ( yu) (in the following sometimes we suppress 
the superscript B or T when no confusion is possible). As
sumingin (2.2) denominators.ff', then the balance of linear 
versus nonlinear parts gives p = 1 in the binary and p = 1/2 
in the ternary cases. We find the ansatz ( 1. 8) that we substi
tute into (2.2) and get in the binary 7 = 0 case 

mo=a, m+mo={3, yB=Am, wB=4/IyBl, 
(2.3 ) 

with, as usual, w = Iml/MaxlMu I, MaxlMu I being ob
tained at u = 0 and ns = 2. In the ternary case Max 1M u I is 
for yTu = log 2 or D T = 3; substituting MT into (2.2) we 
find a constant term (1 + 7mo) (mo - a) (mo - {3) = 0 
which leads to two different classes A and B depending on 
whether 1 + tmo = 0 or not. Further, for class B we find two 
subclasses 1 + tmo = ;7m, ; = + 1: 

Class A: 7= -mo-I, mo+m=a, mo-m={3; 

Class B: 7= (;m - mo)-I, mo = a, mo + m~={3; 
Classes A and B: yT = Urm2, wT = 3vf3/lyTI . (2.4) 

We find for the ratio R = wT IWB = 13vf3yB 14yTI , 

R = 3vf3(817mj)-I. (2.5) 

We note the different 7 values in classes A and B determined 
by the shock limits mo,mo + m. WemusthaveM>Oor (due 
to D> 1) mo>O, mo + m>O. Further, for the H theorem we 
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require 1 + 'TM>O or 1 + 'Tmo>O, 1 + 'T( m + mol >0. Tak
ing into account these constraints and (2.2)-(2.5) we find 
the following. 

(i) If 'T> 0, then MT belongs to class B, t = 1 with 

m>mo>O, l'Tml- 1 = 1 - molm < 1, leading to R <3../3/8 
< 1. The ternary collision thickness is smaller than the bina
ryone. 

(ii) If 'T<O we find for class A - mo.;;;;m.;;;;O or 
l'Tm I-I > 1. Then R > 3yj/8 which can be either larger or 
smaller than 1. For the subclass B, t = 1 with - mo.;;;;m.;;;;O, 
l'Tml- 1 = 1 + mollml > 2 or R> 3yj/4> 1, it is the only 
case where we can conclude that the ternary thickness is 
larger than the binary one. For the other subcase B, 
t = - 1, then m > 0, and R = 3yj( 1 + molm)/8 can be ei
ther larger or smaller than 1. We summarize the results: 

'T>O: class B, t = 1: R < 3YJ/8 < 1; 

'T < 0: class A or class B, t = - 1: R > 3YJ/8; 

'T<O: classB, t= 1: R>3YJ/4> 1. (2.6) 

In conclusion, if 'T> 0 then necessarily R > 1 while if R < 1 
we cannot draw that conclusion. 

B. Microscopic study 

We assume that mo,mo + m positive shock limits and 
the shock velocity e are given macroscopic quantities. We 
wish to construct the associated classes of positive micro
scopic densities N;. For the binary collisions alone and the 
ternary collisions included we start with 

Nf = n~ + nflDB, DB = 1 + exp(yBu) , 

NT = n{;; + nTI(D T)-1I2 , D T = 1 + exp(yTu), 

u =x+el, (2.7) 

and build up MB and MT of the (1.8) type. In both cases 
M = No + N2 + 2bNI , mo = noo + n02 + 2bnol , m = no 
+ n2 + 2bn I (where the omitted superscripts Band T must 

be understood). We get, if we substitute (2.7) into (2.1 ), the 
relations between the parameters in both binary alone or not 
alone collisions. In the binary case, the constant present only 
in the collision term gives noon02 - n~1 = 0, while in the ter
nary case (1 + 'Tmo) (n~1 - noon02 ) = 0 still leads to two 
classes A and B. As in the macroscopic formalism for the 
class B we get 1 + 'Tmo = t'Tm with two subclasses t = + I 
(we drop the superscripts Band T): 

Binary: bn l (no + n2) + 2nOn2 = 0, n2 + no = e(n2 - no), - 2bey = 2nl + b(no + n2), 
2n lnol = nOn02 + n2noo + nOn2 - ni, n~1 = noon02 ; (2.8a) 

Ternary class A: 'T = - mo- I, bn l (no + n2) = - 2nOn2' n2 + no = e(n2 - no) , 
eby= - 'Tm(2nl + b(no + n2»), 2n lnol = noon2 + n02nO' n~1 = noon02 - ni + nOn2; (2.8b) 

Ternary class B: 'T= (tm - mol-I, bnl(no + n2) = - 2nOn2' n2 + no = e(n2 - no) 
eby = - 'Tm(2nl + b(no + n2»), 2n lnol = nOn02 + n2noo + t(nOn2 - ni), n~1 = noon02 ' (2.8c) 

As in the macroscopic formalism, 'T has the same values fixed by the shock limits mo and m + mo. For the ten remaining 
parameters no;, no y, e, mo, m we have seven relations, so that we can choose (mo,m,e) as the three arbitrary macroscopic 
quantities. We notice for the subclass B, t = 1, that the relations are the same as the binary ones (except 
for y). 

From the second and third (2.8a)-(2.8c) relations we find yT = 2mryB, leading to a thickness ratio R = wT IWB = 3YJ 
(81'Tml) -I, which is the same as the macroscopic one (2.5). 

We want to show that the shock-limit difference m and the shock speed e give the same n; values or nf = n{. For this 
result we remark that the first and second (2.8a)-(2.8c) relations are the same. We introduce intermediate parameters 
Y = noln2 and n l = nl/n2' functions of e alone while n2 can be expressed in terms ofm and e. Finally, multiplying by n2, we re
cover the original parameters no,n l, functions of e,m (no = yn2' n l = nln2): 

y = noln2 = (l + e)/(l - c), 

nl = nl/n2 = - 2ylb( 1 + y), 

n2 = m( 1 + y)/( 1 _ y)2 . 

(2.9) 

When n;,'Tare known as functions of (m,mo,e), from the third (2.8a)-(2.8c) relation we determine yB and yT as functions of 
these free parameters. 

We determine the no; parameters. In the binary formalism and the ternary B, t = 1 subcase these no; are the same while in 
the other cases the relations are different. We notice that even if at the macroscopic level mo = mg = m'{;, at the microscopic 
level ng; and n{;; can be different. There exist two linear relations between the no; and a third one which is quadratic. There is a 
common relation 2nol = (mo - noo - yno2 )lb while the two others can be different: 

Binary: 2nol = (noo + yn02 + n2(y - ni »)/n l, n~1 = noon02' 
Ternary class A: 2nol = (noo + yno2 )ln1, n~1 = noon02 + n2(y - ni), 
Ternary class B: 2nol = (noo + yno2 + tn2(y - ni »)/n l, n~1 = noon02' 

(2. lOa) 
(2. lOb) 
(2.1Oc) 

Choosing anyone no; with i fixed, we find a second degree 
algebraic equation with two solutions. This means, for in
stance, that for class B we have four subcases. 

For the N; being constructed we must check their 
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positivity as well as the positivity of 1 + 'TM which is trivially 
tested from m, mo, and 'T. The necessary and sufficient condi
tions for N;>O are n;>O and n; + no; >0. We must use the 
computer for the numerical resolution and as an illustration 
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we give some numerical examples. The reader can check the 
physical constraints: mo, mo + m, 1 + rmo, 
1 + r(m + mo)' no;. no; + n; are non-negative quantities. 
In all cases we choose mo = 1 and discuss first the Broad
well, b = 2 model for different m,e values. In Fig. 1 we plot 
only the total mass M B,M T. For r> 0, as explained above, 
we must choose class B, t = 1 for which we know R < 3v'3/ 
8 < 1 and ng; = n~, nf = n;' In Fig. l(a) we choose 
m = 1.1, e = - 0.9 and deduce r = 10, R = 0.06, as well as 
nIX) = 0.29, no, = 0.16, noz = 0.085, no = 0.94, n, = 0.05, 
nz = - 0.05, yB = 0.52, yT = 11.53. For r < 0, we begin 
with class A knowing only that R > 3v'3/8 and give examples 
with R < 1 and R > 1. In Fig. 1 (b), starting with m = - 0.9, 
e= -0.9 we find r= -1, R=O.72<I, 
no = - 0.769 - 0.043, nz = 0.04, and for the no; and y 
which are different, yB = - 0.43, yT = - 0.77, n~ 
= 0.76, n6; = 0.046, n'&. = 0.045, n~ = 0.773, ngl 

= 0.056, ng2 = 0.04. Moving on, in Fig. 1 (c) starting with 
m = - 0.1, e = 0.3 we find an example r = - 1, 
R = 6.5> 1 and no = 0.01, n, = - 0.022, n2 = - 0.019, 
yB = 0.05, yT = 0.01, n~ = 0.36, n6; = 0.14, n'&. = 0.058, 
n~ = 0.34, ngl = 0.15, ng2 = 0.06. Finally for the last r < 0 
subclass B, t = - 1 for which macroscopically both R> 1 
and R < 1 are allowed, taking into account the microscopic 
positivity N; > 0, we have not found numerical examples 
with R < 1 but only examples with R > 1. 

For the four-velocity planar Gatignol model with b = 1 
in (2.1), we give only one example of class A for which r < 0 
but R < 1 in Fig. 1 (d). Starting with mo = 1, m = - 0.95, 
e = - 0.98, we find R = 0.68, no = - 0.92, n l = - 0.018, 
nz = 0.93, yB = - 0.48, yT = - 0.92, n~ = 0.92, n6; 
= 0.03, n'&. = 0.01, n~ = 0.93, ngl = 0.031, ng2 = 0.001. 

In order to show that the M ~ - M ~ sign cannot be only 
r dependent, it is sufficient to remark that for r fixed, this 
sign depends on u. For instance, in Fig. 1 (a) this sign is 
positive for uE(0,0.5) and negative outside; while in Fig. 
l(b) M~ - M~ positive for U <0.7 is negative for u > 0.7. 

I 
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C. Scaling property 
In (2.1) we note the invariance 

(N;.M,u,r) -+ (tPN;,tPM,tP-Iu,tP-Ir), tP being a scaling pa
rameter. We directly find this invariance from the micro
scopic relations (2.8a)-(2.8c). If the macroscopic quanti
ties (mo,m,e) become (tPmo,tPm,e) then no; -+tPno;. n; -+tPn;, 
r -+ rtP - 1, Y -+ tPy, while the thickness ratio R proportional to 
I yB / yT I is invariant. In consequence the same shock profiles 
(in particular Fig. 1) are represented by r -+ tP - I r if we scale 
the u axis by utP -I and the M total mass axis by MtP. Doing 
that transformation, Fig. 1 represents arbitrarily small r val
ues as well as arbitrarily large ones. What remains invariant 
is the product rM. This transformation, while giving the pos
sibility of small r parameter values, does not modify the con
tribution of the ternary collisions into 1 + rM. 

Can we have IrMI small or at least less than l?Werecall 
that rME(rmo,r(mo + m»). For class A or subclass B, 
t = - 1, either rmo = - 1 or r(mo + m) = - 1 and the 
answer is no. The same result holds for subclass B, t = 1 and 
r>O for which m>mo>O leads to r(mo + m»O. The re
maining case is for the subclass B, t = 1, r < 0 for which 
-mo<m<O and IrMIE(mo/(mo-m), (mo+m)/ 
(mo - m») can be less than 1 but at least IrM I>!. 

III. (1 +1)-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE 
MODELS WITH THREE INDEPENDENT N, 

We still study the model ( 1.5), b real being a parameter, 
explain the algebraic determination of the solutions (all de
tails are in Appendix A), and finally, make explicit the re
sults for the physical cases: b = 1,2, N; >0, 1 + M>O. We 
start with the ansatz ( 1.4) for the N;, write the associated M, 

I 
0 

N; = no; + I nj;D j- 112, 

j= 1.2 

(3.1) 

0.9 

I I .. 
50 150 U FIG. \. Similarity shock waves: 
(c) mo = \. (a)-(e) Broadwell model 

(b = 2). (d) Gatignol four-velocity 

(lass A model (b = I). 

m=-0.95 c=-0.98 
T=-1 R=0.684 
,T =-0.92 
f=-0.48 

I .. 
8 U 

(d) 
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and substitute into (1.5). The collision term has a constant 
(1 + rmo) (n~1 - nOOn02 ) = 0. Depending on whether the 
first or the second factor is zero, we should have the 1 + 1 
generalization of the classes A and B of Sec. II. It turns out 
that class B leads to impossibilities and there remains only 
the class A of solutions: 

(3.2) 

If the two jth components are complex conjugate we define 
n; = n\j = n!;, Y = YI = 11 (Y = YR + iy[ = iy[ for peri
odic solutions), P = PI = p!, m = m I = m! and we rewrite 
(3.1 ), 

N; = no; + 2 Re n;D -1/2, D= 1 + dexp(yx +pt) . 
(3.1') 

A. Relations 

The ansatz (3.1) has 13 parameters and 12 relations, 
leaving one arbitrary parameter. It is in fact a scaling param
eter with two opposite effective values + 1. We explain the 
method for the determination of the parameters and note 
that once the no; are known, r has a fixed value. 

First, we have five relations among the six nji> 

m l = {;m2' {; = + 1, bnjl (njO + nj2 ) = - 2njOnj2 , 

nJI - njO nj2 = {;(nton22 + n20n 12 - 2n lln21 ) 

=nOOn02-n~I' j=I,2. (3.3) 

Besides the last of relations (3.3) mixing the nj ; and the no;, 
there exist two other relations for the no; : 

2nol njl = n02njO + nOOnj2 . (3.4) 

Second, the linear (3.4) and quadratic (3.3) relations give 
two possible solutions for the no; which will be distinguished 
by a parameter 7] = + 1. Third, once the nji>nO; are known, 
there exist four relations giving thepj'Yj: 

bpj + rmj(2njl + b(njo + nj2 ») = 0, 
(3.5) 

Yj(njO +nj2 ) =pj(nj2 -njo )' 

Finally both the scaling parameters {; and 7] give eight possi
ble algebraic solutions. 

B. Determination of the solutions 

Our strategy is the following. First, we solve the nji 
equations, leaving one scaling parameter n 12; second, we 
solve those for the no; (then all nji,nO; are functions of noo); 
finally, we solve those for the Pj and Yj' The first step leads 
to discrete possible values for the two ratiosYj = njOlnj2 and 
for fiji = njl /n j2 = - 2y/b(1 + y). The relations (3.3) 

give two coupled polynomials inYI'Y2 which can be written 
[(AI2)] in terms of P = YJY2' S = YI + Y2: 

(3.6) 

withApq polynomials inS. Equation (3.6) has a simple solu
tion: 

P = 1, S = S ~ = ( - 3 + ~ 1 + 48b 2 ) 12, 

Yl or Y2=Y~ = (S+~S2-4). 
(3.7) 

For b;;;. I,S_ givesrealYj whileS+ forb> 1 leads to complex 
conjugate Yj (in fact Y = iy [, P = P R or periodic nonpropa-
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TABLE I. Sums of two real similarity shock waves. 

Noinoo = ! + bO + y)(D 1- 112 + y-ID z- l/z)/4 

Nz =No(y-lIy,Dj -Dj ) noo>O y'F=y y+y-=! 

y++y-=S DI=I+dlexp(yx+pt) 

Dz = I + dz exp( - yx +pt) yO + y) =pO- y) 

Broadwell model: b = 2 S= S- = - (3 + .,ff3)/2 

2y'F = - (3 + .,ff3)/2 =+= bo + .,ff3)/2 

NI _ .,ff3 - ! ! ~ D - I/Z 
noo ---4--2""" j 

~ = ! +.,ff3 - (7 +.,ff3) ~ ~ D.- I/Z 
noo 4""" ) 

TO + .,ff3)/noo = - ! 

Four velocity planar model: b = 1 S = S - = - 5 

2y'F = - 5 =+=ffi 7T/noo = - 2 

~=~_~ ID- I12 ~=~_~ ID-I12 8p =7 
noo42 ) noo 2 4) noo 

gating solutions). Once the Yj are fixed in (3.7), then all nji 
are functions of n l2 with two classes of solutions 
n22 = YI{;n 12' {; = + 1, njO = yj nj2 , nj I = fij I nj2 . In the 
second step we find n02 = noo, nOI = - b(S + 2)nool4, and 
(nI2InOo)2 is a knownYj-dependent number. We must dis
tinguish between the two cases, n l2 real or complex. For 
instance, n 12 = 7]noob (1 + Y 1 ) 14y 1 with two possible solu
tions 7] = + 1 for n 12 real. Finally, all nji and no; are func
tions of the scaling parameter noo and of discrete values for 
theYj' {;, and 7]. From (3.5) we see that this property holds 
also for Y and p. Among these solutions, we must select the 
physically relevant ones, which can be found in Tables I and 
II. 

c. Solution sums of two real similarity shock waves 
(Table I) 

We note that 1 + rM proportional to a positive constant 
multiplied by ~D j - 112 is positive. For the N; ;;;.0, we begin 
with the Broadwell model b = 2 and look at Ixl- 00. The 
limits for (No,N2) are either (3 +y)/2>0 or (3y+ 1)1 

2> 0, while those for NI are (m - 3 )14 > ° with Y = y'f 
and noo = 1. Then for the positivity at fixed x values and 
t = 0, we can always manage the dj constants in Dj •

3 We 
notice the invariance: if Y ~ +-+Y ± and d 1~2 then No+-+N2' 
N1+-+NI , M+-+M. In Fig. 2 we present the solution for Y = y+. 
We note that for the total mass the shock limits are the same; 
there are no discontinuities when Ix 1- 00. This corresponds 
to an infinitely small shock. 

TABLE II. Periodic solutions for the Broadwell model b = 2. 

S=S+=(-3+.,ff3)/2 y=YR+iYI IYI=! 2YR=S 

2y/=b(.,ff3-1)/2 noo<O T(.,ff3-l)=noo 

- N /noo = - 1 + Re(O + .,ff3)/4 + iy/)D -1/2 

N2 =No(y/- -YI'D-D) -NI/noo= (1 +.,ff3)/4-ReD- I/2 

-M/noo=.,ff3 -I + (.,ff3 -7)ReD- I/2/2 

D = ! + d exp(7 - .,ff3)(t - ix4YJ/(1 + .,ff3»)(noolI6) 
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FIG. 2. Broadwell model. 

We go on with the planar four-velocity model with 
b = I and we can check that the asymptotic x positivity for 
the N; are satisfied. In Fig. 3 we present the exact solution 
for y = y+ and remark that still the two shock limits are the 
same. 

D. Periodic nonpropagating solution for the Broadwell 
model b=2 (Table II) 

Choosing noo<O, thenpR =p<O. We can check that 
no; + 2 Re n; and - 2 Re m!mo, which are the t-+ 00 limits 
of, respectively, N; and 1 + rM, are positive. Then we can 
always choose3 the complex d parameter in D so that N; >0 
and I + rM>O will be satisfied for all x values and all t>O. In 
Fig. 4 we present the relaxation curves for this solution peri
odic in x, damped but non propagating in t. 

IV. SIX-VELOCITY PLANAR MODEL WITH FOUR 
DIFFERENT N, 

We sketch some results for the model (1.7). With the 
nonlinear differential equation satisfied by the similarity M 
solutions being (GatignoI2

) the same as (2.2) for three dif
ferent N;, the macroscopic results are the same as in Sec. II. 
If r> 0 we find for the ratio of the two shock thickness 
R = wT !wB < I while if r<O we cannot draw that conclu
sion. At both macroscopic and microscopic levels we must 
distinguish the two classes 1 + rmo = 0 or =1= 0, with 
MB,MT,Nf,Ni of the type (2.7). Physically acceptable 
similarity exact shock-wave solutions exist. 

In Appendix B we determine a class of solutions (see 
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TABLE III. Periodic solutions for the hexagonal six-velocity model. 

noo= -I -1.26<n03< -0.79 YR = (-l7+~)/l2 

~ = 1 - ~ z = (5 + 3YR )/8 

n~R/( - 4z3) = n~3 + n~ + nOOn03( 1 - lOr)/3r 

2mo = - 3(1 + YR )(noo + n03 ) mciJR = - (1 - ~ )(3n3R /4z)2 

No = noo + 2n3R Re{l + iYr/( + YR »)D -1/2 

NI =z(nOO -3n03 ) -Z-ln3R Re(1 +iYr/(2(1 +YR»))D- 1/2 

N3 = No(nOO -no3,Yr- - Yr,D-D) 

N2 = N I(nOO-no3,Yr- - Yr,D-D) 

M = mo - (3/2z)n 3R (l - YR )Re D -1/2 

D= 1 + d eXPPR(t - iYrx/(1 + YR») 

Table III) periodic in the space variable and non propagating 
when the time is growing. As in Sec. III we find solutions 
only for rmo = - 1 with M = mo + 2 Re miD, 
D = 1 + d exp(PR 1 + iy1x). These solutions depend on two 
arbitrary parameters nOO,n03 and for noo = - 1, 
- 1.26 < n03 < - 0.79 we find physically acceptable solu

tions (N; ;>0,1 + rM;>O) with mo > 0 andpR < O. For 1-+ 00 

we can check that the limits no; + 2n;R' - 2mlmo for both 
N; and 1 + rM are positive. When the asymptotic 1 -+ 00 pos
itivity is satisfied we can manage the complex d parameter in 
D such that N; ;>0, 1 + rM;>O for 1;>0. We report in Fig. 5 a 
numerical example for noo = - 1, n03 = - 1.1, d = 0.1 
(1 + i), the other parameter values being obtained from Ta
ble III, for instance, PR = - 0.2, YI = 0.22. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the first determination of exact solu
tions for discrete models when ternary collisions are includ
ed. We find fewer I + I exact solutions than for the binary 

o 

o 

1673 
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d=0.1(1+i1 
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0.2 

o 

collisions alone, the reason being that the presence of both 
quadratic and cubic nonlinearities require more relations to 
be satisfied while the number of parameters is the same. 

For the present exact solutions, two classes occur de
pending on whether rmo = - 1 or not. While the second 
class is close to the exact binary solutions (but the limit r-+O 
is singular), the first class is really new, being due to the 
presence of ternary collisions. It is clear that going from qua
dratic to cubic, quartic, etc., nonlinearities some solutions 
have links while other entirely new solutions are due to the 
introduction of higher nonlinearity. 
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION SUM OF TWO SIMILARITY 
WAVES FOR THREE DIFFERENT N, 

We seek solutions 

N; = no; + L nj;D j- 112, 
j= 1.2 

M=mo+ L mjD j- I12, 
j= 1.2 

Dj = 1 + dj exp(yjx + Pi), 

(AI) 
mo = noo + n02 + 2bnol , 

mj = nfJ + nj2 + 2bnjl , 

ofthe nonlinear PDE 

Not + Nox = N2t - N2x 

= - bNlt = (I + rM) (Ni - NoN2) , (A2) 

where we assume r = - mo-I. We cover both cases where 
the twojth components in (AI) are real and where they are 
complex conjugate. In the last case we put n; = nu = n2i*' 
m = m l = m2*,p =PI =P2*' Y= YI = Y2*' 

0.5 

X'=1,X/2n 
I • 

FIG. 5. Six-velocity planar model. 
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1. Relations 

We substitute (Al) into (A2). The terms 
D - I D - 112D - I and D - ID - 112 are present in the non-

j 'I 2' j k 

linear part and not in the linear one: 

mj (2nolnjl - n02njO - nOOn,2 ) = 0 , 

L m k (2nOlnjl - n02njO - nOOn,2 ) = 0, /=1= k , 
j 

(A3) 

n1 - njOnj2 + mj (2n l1n21 - n lOn22 - n20n 12 )lmk = O. 
(A4) 

The first terms representjth similarity component relations 
while the others are compatibility relations between them for 
a sum solution. The terms D j-1I2 and D j- 3/2, which are 
otherjth component relations, are present in both linear and 
nonlinear parts: 

njO (Pj + Yj) = nj2 (Pj - Yj) 

= - bnjlPj = 2rmj (n;1 - njO nj2 ) 

= 2rmj(n02nOO - n~l) . (AS) 

We have 13 relations; however, mj = 0 forj = lor 2 is not 
possible; otherwise (AS) becoming zero for that component 
leads to an impossibility. Consequently 

2nolnjl = n02njO + nOOnj2 (A3') 

in the first two (A3) relations while the third one is identi
cally zero. We have 12 relations for 13 nOi,nji'Yj'Pj param
eters leaving only one arbitrary scaling parameter. Later on, 
we choose noo to be the scaling parameter so that at the final 
stage all noJnoo, njilnoo, p/noo, y/noo ratios will only de
pend on b, and for the physical b = 1 and b = 2 models, these 
ratios will be fixed numbers. 

From the last (AS) relation we see that nJ; 
- njO nj2 = n02 nOO - n~1 is independent of the two j = 1,2 

values and we can rewrite (A4): 

mk (n02 noo - n~1 ) + mj (2n lln21 - n lOn21 - n20n 12 ) = 0 , 

k i=j. (A4') 

We cannot have n02nOO - n~1 = 0 or all the (AS) relations 
equal to zero and we must have mi = m~ : 

m l = ~m2' ~ = ± 1 (A~') 

(m = ~m· for complex conjugate components), 

nJI - njO nj2 = ~(nlOn22 + n20n 12 - 2n ll n21 ) 

= nOOn02 - n~I' j = 1,2. (A6) 

The elimination ofpj'Yj into (AS) leads to 

bnj(njo + nj2 ) = - 2njOnj2 

and the determination of the Pj'Yj from the nji 

bpj + rmj (2njl + b(njo + nj2 ») = 0, 

Yj(nj2 +njo ) =pj(nj2 -njo )' 

(A7) 

(A8) 

Our strategy for the determination of the parameters as 
functions of noo is the following. First, in (AS)-(A7) we 
have five relations among the six nji , leaving one scaling pa
rameter chosen to be n 12 and two possible ~ = ± 1 values. 
Second, (A3') and (A6) give two linear and one quadratic 
relation for the nOi ' so that the ratio (n12/nOO)2 is only b 
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dependent, leaving two possible solutions n 12 = Tjnoo( ... ) 

distinguished by two values Tj = ± 1. Third, (A8) gives 
Yj'Pj as nji (or noo) dependent. Finally, the noo scaling pa
rameter can be either positive or negative, so that for b fixed 
we shall find eight different possible types of solutions with 
~ = ± 1, Tj = ± 1, noo = ± 1. 

2. Determination of the nJI as a function of n12 

We introduce intermediate parameters and use (A7): 

Yj = njO Inj 2 , njl = njl /nj2 = - 2y/b(1 + Yj) . (A9) 

As we shall see the Yj are fixed numbers when b is fixed. 
From the definition of mj and (A3') we find a first expres
sion for the ratio n12/;n22: 

n12/;n22 = (1 + Y2 + 2bn21 )/(1 + YI + 2bn ll ) . (AW) 

From (A4'), (AS'), and (A6) we obtain 

;(2n ll n21 - n lOn22 - n20n 12 ) = nJI - njO nj2 , j = 1,2, 

and two other expressions for the above ratio: 

n12/;n22 = (YI + Y2 - 2nlln21)/(nI12 - YI) 

= (n21
2 

- Y2)/(YI + Y2 - 2n ll n21 )· (AW') 

In (AW) and (AW') we have two independent relations for 
the Yj' Introducing the sum S = Y I + Y2 and the product 
P = YtY2 we find 

(1- Yj)2Yk P2(Yk) +X(1- Yk)2 = 0, k i=j, 
P2(Yd = (1 + Yk)2 - 4/bYk , (All) 

X = S(P + 1) + S2 - 8P /b 2. 

Equations (All) give two second-order polynomials in P 
with S-dependent polynomial coefficients: 

A 2pP 2 +AlpP+Aop = 0, p = 1,2, A21 = 1, 

All = S2 - 4S - 6 + (24 - 8S)b -2 , 

AOI = S3 + 1 - 4Sb -2, 

A22 = - 2s 2 + 6S + (20S - 24)b -2 (AI2) 

+ 4(1 - 6b -2) (1 + b -2) , 

A12 = 3s 3 _S2 + 2S+ 16S(S+ l)b -2, 

A02= _S2(S+I)2. 

We have found solutions for P i= 1 with (S,P) = (2.79,4.79), 
(0.58,0.208), ( - 1.79,0.208), ( - 8.58,4.79), correspond
ing either to real or complex conjugate components. How
ever, we have not found, for these values, solutions sharing 
both Ni >0 and 1 + rM>O. In the following we assume 
P = Y tY2 = 1 for which the two (A 12) polynomials have a 
common factor: 

(S-2)Q(S) =0, 

(S2 + 2S - 4 - 4b -2)Q(S) = 0, 

Q = S2 + 3S + 2(1 - 6b -2) . 

(A13) 

Here Q = 0 leads to two S ± values for S and with P = 1 we 
determine the Yj : 

2S± = - 3 +B, (YI or Yz) = (S +..1S 2 
- 4)/2, 

S = S+ or S_, B = ..11 + 48b 2. (A13') 

Let us consider b as a continuous parameter b> 1. Due to 
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3(S2_4)/2=8b-2-B we see that theYj are complex 
conjugates for S = S+, b> 1 and real for S = S_, b> 1. For 
b = 2 we have both complex conjugate and real Yj roots, 
while for b = 1 the acceptable Yj are real. Once the Yj are 
known numbers, we recover the original parameters 
njO = yjnj2 , njl = njl nj2 as functions oftwo parameters n 12 

and n22; however, if in (AlO) we substitute for the njl their 
Yj dependence, we get a relation between n l2 and n22: 

nI2/n2~= (1 + YI)(1- Y2)2/(1 + Y2)(1- YI)2 = 1IYI' 
(A14) 

Finally all the nij depend only on the scaling parameter n 12: 

;n21 = n ll = - 2yln12/b(1 + YI)' n20 = ;nlolYI = ;n I2 · 
(A15) 

3. Determination of n OI,n12 as functions of noo 
We rewrite (A3') and (A6) in terms of the known inter

mediate parameters: 

2 - 2 2 ( - 2) noo + n02 Yj = nOlnjl , nOI - nOOn02 = n12 YI - nl1 • 

(A16) 

Writing the first relation both for YI and Y2' using YIY2 = 1, 
we get (noo - n02 ) (1 - Yj) = O. Then with noo = n02 in the 
Ihs of this relation we find nOI' Finally the second relation 
determines ni2 : 

n02 = noo, nOI = - b(S + 2)nool4, 

(n 12/noo )2 = (b( 1 + YI)/4yd2, 
(AI7) 

where we have used the identities 

(1 + y)2 = (2 + S)Yj' 

(b(S + 2)/4)2 - 1 = (b 2(S + 2) - 4)/16. 

The last of relations (AI7) is the crucial one because either 
n 12'YI are complex or they are real and we must distinguish 
between these two cases. 

4. Sums of two real Similarity solutions (b> 1) 

In this case, Yj'nj; are real, we choose S = S_, and the 
last real relation (AI7) gives two solutions 

n l2 = 1]noob( 1 + YI)/4YI' 1] = + 1. (AI8) 

With (AI5), (AI7), and (AI8), all nji>nO; have noo as a 
scaling factor. Similarly mo,m;, which are linear combina
tions of these parameters, factorize noo also and we write the 
four types of solutions in closed form: 

Noinoo = 1 + b( 1 + Y) (D 1- 112 + y-ID;: 112;)1]/4, 

N2/nOO= 1 +b(1 +y)(y-ID 1-112 + D 2-
112;)1]/4 , 

NI/noo = b(B - 1 )/8 - 1](D 1- 112 + ;D 2- 112)/2, 

4r1noo= -8-b 2(B-1)<0, (AI9) 

M /noo = 2 + b 2( - 1 + B)/4 -1]b(7 + B) 

X (D 1- 112 + ;D 2- 112)/8 , 

whereyis any one of the twoYj defined in (A13') forS = S_ 
and B is given in (A13'). It remains to find rj,pj' which in 
(A8) are deduced from the nji,mj of (AI9), 

PI = P2 = 1](7 + B)noolI6, 
(A20) 
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For physical solutions we must have 1 + rM> 0 with 

1 + rM = b(7 + B)1](D 1- 112 + D;:I12;)/ 

2(8 + b 2(B - 1)). (A20') 

Since the sign is given by 1](D 1- 112 + D 2- 112;), looking at 
the limits Ix 1- 00 we see that necessarily; = 1] = 1. Coming 
back to (A20) with 1] = 1, noo>O, we seethatpj >0 and the 
limits N; = no; are positive when t- 00. We do not discuss 
the positivity conditions anymore and for the physical case 
b = 1 and 2 quoted in Table I and discussed in Sec. III C, we 
require noo > 0, 1] = ; = 1 (and appropriate values for the dj 
inDj ). Finally we notice that while N/nooand M /noohave 
fixed numbers for coefficients, on the contrary Noinoo and 
N2/nOO depend on the choice of the two Y numbers: either YI 
or Y2' However, due to YIY2 = 1, we notice the invariance: if 
y~1Iy, then DI~D2' rl~r2' No~No, N2~N2 if we choose 
d l =d2inDj . 

5. Sums of two complex conjugate similarity solutions 
(b>1) 

For the intermediate parameters we have Y2 =YI*' 
n2; = nli*' We define n; = n;R + in;I = n li , m = m R 
+ iml , Y = YR + iYI = YI (YR = S+/2), P = PR + ipI' 
r = rR + ir[> while the other parameters remain real. Re
callingP= 1 = lyl 2, we chooseS = S+ in (A13') and (A5') 
becomes m l = m = ;m*. We restrict our study to ; = 1, 
which means m = mR, mI = O. We rewrite the expressions 
(A13 )-(AI7), where the n; are now functions of n2R , the 
no; functions of noo, and a quadratic relation (n2R / noo) 2 still 
allows us to express the solutions in terms of the scaling 
parameter noo: 

n2=y*n l*, nO*=n2' nl*=n l = -2yn2/b(1+y), 

nOR =n2R , nlR = -2n2R /b(I+YR)' nl/=O, 

nOI = - n2I = Yl n2R/(1 + YR)' .0 + ~ = 1, (A21) 

noo = n02' nOI = - b( 1 + YR )nool2, 

n~ = (noob( 1 + y)/4y)2, n2R = 1]noo( 1 + YR)b /4. 

We still obtain two possible solutions with 1] = ± 1. We 
notice that m I = nil = nOI + n2I = nOR - n2R = 0 and, in
serting these results into relations (A8) for the determina
tion of p,r, we find 

bp + 2rmR (n iR + bn2R ), PI = 0, 
(A8') 

r = iPRn2I/n2R' rR = O. 

It follows that the solutions are periodic r R = 0 in the space 
variable, but nonpropagatingpl = 0 with the time and they 
are written with the substitution 16n2R = 1]b( 1 + B)noo: 
Noinoo = 1 + 1] Re( (1 + B)/8 + iYI/2)bD -1/2, 

N2/nOO = 1 + 1] Re( (1 + B)/8 - iYJ/2)bD -1/2 , 

NI/noo = - b( 1 + B)/8 -1] ReD -112, 

M /noo = 2 - b 2( 1 + B)/4 + 1]b( -7 + B)/4 ReD -112, 

B = ~ 1 + 48b 2, (A22) 

PR/nOO = (B -7)( - 4 + b + bB)/8(8 - b 2 - b 2B), 

rl = - 4pRYI/(1 + B) , 

D= 1 + (dR +idl)exp(PRf+irlx), 
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For the physical b = 2 value, 1 + rM = Re D -1/2( - '1/) 
X (7 - '1113)/2('1113 - 1) having the - '1/sign, we choose 
'1/ = - 1. Always for b = 2, let us choose noo > 0; then 
PR = (7 - v13)noolI6>O, lim D -1/2 = 0, lim NI = nOI 
= - (1 + V 13)nool4 <0 when 1-+ 00, and the positivity 

property is violated. It follows that we must choose 
'1/ = - I, noo < 0 for the Broadwell b = 2 model for which 
r = l/noo( '1113 - 1) < O. We still notice in (A21) that NIl 
noo and M Inoo have fixed number coefficients while No/noo 
and N21 noo depend on the choice of Y I or y. However, when 
y++y*, we find D++D *, No++No, N2++N2, if we choose 
d=dR, dl =0. 

6. Specular reflection at a wall x=O 

It is worth noticing that these solutions have a physical 
meaning for specular reflection at a wall x = O. The specular 
reflection condition for the densities No,N2 associated with 
the two opposite velocities perpendicular to the wall is 

No(x = 0,1) - N2(x = O,t) = o. (A23) 

First, for the sums of two real similarity solutions (A 19), let 
us choose d I = d2 = d in Dj ; then we find 

DI(x=O,t) =D2(x=O,t) = 1 +dexp(pt) 

and (A23) is satisfied. Second, for the periodic (A22) solu
tions, let us choose d = dR' dl = 0 in D; then 
D(x = O,t) = 1 + dR exp(PR 1) is real and we find 

No(x = O,t) - N2(x = O,t) 

= (D(x = 0,1»)-1/2 Re(no + no* - n2 - n2*) = O. 

APPENDIX B: SOLUTION SUM OF TWO COMPLEX 
CONJUGATE SIMILARITY WAVES FOR FOUR 
DIFFERENT N, 

We seek solutions 

N; = no; + 2 Re n;D -'/2, 

D= 1 + dexp(rx +pt), 

M = mo + 2 Re mD -1/2, 

mo = noo + n03 + 2(nol + nOl), 

m = no + n3 + 2 (n I + n2), 

no/ real, n;.r,p complex, ofthe nonlinear PDE 

Not + Nox = N3t - N3x = - 2N't - N,x 

(Bl ) 

= - 2N2t + N2x = (1 + rM) (N,N2 - NoN3) , 
(B2) 

where we assume r = - m o- I. We seek periodic solutions in 
space, r = rR + irl' rR = 0, and nonpropagating in time, 
P =PR + ipI' PI = O. 

1. Relations 

We subsitute (B 1 ) into (B2). We assume m # 0 (in fact, 
m = 0 leads to impossibilities). The terms proportional to 
D -',ID I-I, D -' /2 ID I-I present only in the collision term 
give the relations 

nOl n2 + n02nl = nOOn3 - n03nO' 

nln~ + n2nT - nonr - n3n~ + (n,n2 - non3)mlm* = 0, 
(B3) 
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while D -1/2,D -3/2 present everywhere lead to 

no(r+p) =n3(p-r) = -nl(2p+r) 

= n2 ( - 2p + r) 
= 2rm(n ln2 - nOn3) 

= 2rm(nOOn03 - nOln02 ) . (B4) 

We have two arbitrary parameters among the no/,nor,p and 
we choose (nOO,n03 ). From the last (B3 )-(B4) relations we 
find mlm* real and we choose m = mR real. Similar to Ap
pendix A we write the relations in three different groups. 
First, 

m = m*, - 2nOn3 = nl(no + 3n3) = n2(n3 + 3no), 

n ln2 - nOn3 = nonr + n3n~ - nln~ - n2nT (B5) 

= nOOn03 - nOln02 , 

allowing the determination ofthe n/ from a scaling param
eter n3R (we define n/ = n/R + ina)' Second, the first (B3) 
and the last (B5) relations give two linear and one quadratic 
relation between the no/' leading to a quadratic equation for 
n3R . Then n3R as well as all other n/ are functions of the 
arbitrary nOO,n03' Finally, from (B4) we obtain P, r from the 
n/,no/, 

2p = mIni + n2 + 2(no + n3»)/mo, 

reno + n3) + p(no - n3) = o. 
(B6) 

Let us define y = no/n3; then from the last relation we get 
rR =O,PI =Oifflyl = 1. 

2. n, functions of n3R 

We introduce other intermediate parameters n, = n,1 
n3 = - 2yl(3 + y), n2 = n21n3 = - 2yl( 1 + 3y). Equa
tion (B5) gives four indentities: 

n3/nr =A *IA =BIC= C*IB, 

A = 1 + y + 2(n l + n2 ), 

(B7) 

and C = n,n2 - y. We have two relations among y and y*. 
Seeking solutions such that Iyl = I, S = Y + y*, S2 < 4, we 
obtain 

A *IA = l/y, 

B = 3(S + 2) (3S 2 + 14S - 8)/(3S + 10)2, (B7') 

C = - 3y(S + 2)/(3S + 10) . 

Consequently we find 3S 2 + 17 S + 2 = 0, 6S =t= 

= - 17 +.J265 with (S -)2>4, which is excluded. We put 
y = YR + iYI withrl + ~ = I, 2YR = S and the acceptable 
solution is for S + or 

YR = ( - 17 + v'265)/12 = - 0.0601 <0. (B8) 

The first (B7) relation gives nYJ = nr and, recalling the 
definitions of y, nl , n2 , 

no = nr, n l = n~, n31 = - yl n3R I( 1 + YR)' 

n'l = - yl n3R I( 1 + YR )4z, nlR = - n3R I2z, 

m = mR = 3(YR - 1 )n3R I( 4z), z = (5 + 3YR )/8 > 0, 
(B9) 
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where, for simplicity, we have introduced a new numerical 
parameter z. All the n; are expressed as functions of n3R . 

3. Relation between n 3R and nOO,n03 

From the two linear relations (B3) and the quadratic 
relations (B5) we find 

nO! = z(noo - 3n03 ), n02 = z(n03 - 3noo ), 

mo = ( - 312) (1 + YR) (noo + n03 ), 

(n03lnOO)2 + (n03lnOO) (1 - 1Oz2)/3z2 + 1 

= - (n3R 12znoo) 21z . 

(BlO) 

Here n3R solutions exist algebraically only if the Ihs of the 
last of relations (BlO) is negative or 0.53 < n031nOO < 1.884. 
Notice that we have two determinations, n3R > 0 and 
n3R <0. 

4. Determination of p. 'Y 

We find from (B6) 

mOPR = - ( 3n3RI4z)2(1 -.Y1) <0, 

YI = - PRyII( 1 + YR) . 

5. Physical solutions 

(Bll) 

We have both the analytical results m R n3R < 0, 
mo(noo + n03 ) <0, mOPR <0 and the two physical con-
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straints: when t- 00, lim N; equals either no; > 0 (ifpR > 0) 
or nO;+2n;R>0 (if PR<O) and l+rM= -(ml 
mo) 2 Re D -1/2> 0 or mom < O. The only possible choice is 
noo + n03 <0. 

Starting with noo < 0, n03 < 0, it follows from the analyti
cal results that mo > 0, P R < 0, m R < 0 if we choose the solu
tion n3R > O. Then we find 1 + rM-;,O and it remains to 
check the condition no; + 2n;R > O. Choosing noo = - 1, 
numerically we have found physically acceptable solutions 
for - 1.26 < n03 < - 0.79. 
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A theory for the pair correlation function of a ferinion fluid is developed in terms of a function 
sCm) defined as a certain sum over graphs. The theory is further extended to derive expressions 
for the radial distribution function and for the four distinct direct correlation functions. These 
four direct correlation functions are combined together leading to an integral equation for 
fermion quantum fluids, which is much simpler and is expressed in a computationally 
convenient form. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, much progress has been made in the 
theory of the ground state fermion system. 1-3 The most suc
cessful approach has been the Feenberg-Jastrow variational 
method, in which a trial many-body wave function is chosen 
as4,5 

tPF = tPBct>, 
where 

(1.1 ) 

tPB = nexp[~ U2(i,j)] = OJ 1 + Fij] 1/2 , (1.2) 
1<) 2 1<) 

is a bosonic wave function, and ct> is an antisymmetric func
tion describing a state of the N-particle fermion system in the 
absence of interaction. For a normal Fermi liquid, ct> is taken 
to be a Slater determinant constructed from products of 
plane wave orbital and spin functions,3,6 

ct>=a[i~lexp(iki·ri)Si(mi)]' (1.3) 

where a is the antisymmetrizer and the Si are spin functions. 
Equation (1.1) has been used to develop a cluster ex

pansion of the distribution function in terms of diagrams 
containing F- and/-bonds, where/is defined by 

/(kfr) = 3 [sin(kFr) - (kFr)cos(kFr)]/(kFr)3, (1.4) 

where kF = (6-rrpls) 1/3 is the Fermi momentum at density 
p and the factor s gives the degeneracy of the system (s = 2 
for the paramagnetic state of 3He or neutron matter, s = 4 
for nuclear matter). 

The graphical theory7-9 for the correlation functions of 
fermion fluids described by the function of the form of Eq. 
( 1.1) has been developed. The cluster expansion for the cor
relation functions is expressed in terms of diagrams involv
ing F- and/-bonds. In this case, a diagram is a collection of 
circles (vertices or points) and F- and /-bonds connecting 
some pairs of circles. The /-bonds are directional bonds and 
always connect circles in such a way that they form a closed 
loop or ring. For example,/-loops with two and three circles 
may be constructed by connecting these circles with two and 
three /-bonds, respectively: 

Each loop connecting P circles is associated with a factor 
( - s) 1- p. There are two types of circles: black and white. 
The white circles are labeled, but the black circles are unla
beled. The value of a diagram is defined in terms of F- and/
functions and an integration over the position; which can be 
assigned to each black circle. 

Most of our theory for calculating distribution functions 
of fermion fluids is, however, obtained under different ap
proximations, by neglecting different sets of diagrams. Of 
these, the Fermi hypernetted chain (FHNC) approximation 
has been the most widely used. 8,9 By partial summation in 
the FHNC method, one tries to take into account the anti
symmetry correctly, but this method is not expected to give 
good results, at least not at high densities. 10 Another method 
for calculating the distribution function is the Fermi-Born
Green-Yvon (FBGY) approximation." Recently Camp
bell et a/. 12 have used the FBGY method to calculate the 
ground state properties of the fermion quantum liquid and 
found that this approximation also provides good results 
only at low densities. 

Recently, we7 have developed a method, which we have 
called a "modified" FHNC method for calculating the dis
tribution function of the fermion system, in which the series 
is expressed in terms of the boson distribution functions and 
the permutation expansions of the antisymmetry are partial
ly summed. This approach differs from the FHNC method 
in the selection of the subseries of diagrams to be summed in 
the permutation expansion for the antisymmetry, and in ex
pressing the series in terms of the boson distribution func
tions. 

At high density, a large set of diagrams should be in
cluded in the series to give a reasonally accurate description 
of the fermion system. 

In this paper, we develop a theory that includes a large 
set of allowed diagrams and is computationally convenient. 
Much of the diagrammatic analysis presented here is based 
on our previous work 7 on the Fermi system. 

In Sec. II, we present the theoretical background for the 
cluster series of correlation functions in terms of F- and /
bonds. Section III is devoted to reducing the expansion in 
terms ofthe pair correlation function hB (generated by the 
F-bond) and a new function sCm) defined by Eq. (3.2). The 
series is divided into five classes of diagrams. The five classes 
of diagrams are summed and expressed in compact form in 
Sec. IV. Final expressions for the radial distribution function 
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and direct correlation functions are reported there under 
different approximations. Section V is concerned with de
veloping an integral equation for the correlation function of 
the fermion fluid. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The spin-averaged pair distribution function for the fer
mion system is defined as 7 

2 (1 2) _ 0;:--1 ~ 1 
P g , - - ~2 (N - 2)! 

X J-.J iVI Z(i)WN (1,2, ... ,N)iV3 dri, (2.1) 

where 

_ IffN. N ::. = L - ... IT z(z) WN (1,2, ... ,N) IT dr i 
N>O N! ;= 1 ;= 1 

(2.2) 

is a generating functional for the distribution functions of the 
fermion system and WN is the spin-averaged Slater sum 

(2.3) 

Here l:u indicates the summation over all spin states and the 
constant A is the norm ofthe wave function'll F' 

With the help ofEqs. (2.1 )-(2.3) we obtain the cluster 
expansion of the pair correlation function h( 1,2) [where 
h(1,2) = g(1,2) - 1] in terms of composite diagrams con
taining F and / bonds. We adopt the standard terminology 
and notation of Refs. 13 and 14. These diagrams have the 
following specific features.? 

(i) The exchange bond/is a directional bond. 
(ii) The /-bonds form a closed loop or ring. Each loop 

with p circles is multiplied by a factor ( - s) 1 - P • 

(iii) Each circle is attached to at most one/-loop. 
(iv) A black circle attached to an f-bond, must be at

tached to at least one F-bond. 
An allowed diagram is a diagram that does not violate 

these restrictions, along with the usual restrictions adopted 
for simple classical fluids 13

•
14 or boson quantum fluids. In 

terms of these diagrams, we can obtain the cluster expan
sions of the pair correlation function h ( 1,2) and the direct 
correlation function c( 1,2) for a Fermi fluid. In the absence 
of the exchange bond, the problem becomes analogous to 
one discussed by Stell l4 for classical fluids. We follow the 
method of Stell l4 for deriving a cluster expansion for the 
Fermi fluid (in the presence of the exchange bond). Thus the 
cluster series for the pair correlation function h( 1,2) and 
direct correlation function c ( 1,2) are given by the following: 

1679 

h ( 1,2) = [sum of all distinct connected composite dia
grams (CCD) with two white one-circles la
beled 1 and 2, respectively, some or no black 
p-circles, some or no F-bonds, some or no f
bonds forming a closed loop, at least one F
bond and/or f-loop and no articulation cir
cles], (2.4) 

c (1,2) = [the sum of all nodeless diagrams in h ] . (2.5 ) 
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We have adopted the diagrammatic notation of Refs. 13 and 
14. Thus an articulation circle is a circle in a connected dia
gram such that its removal divides the diagram into two or 
more components of which at least one component contains 
no white circles. The first few diagrams in the cluster series 
for the correlation functions h( 1,2) and c( 1,2) are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) thus give a graph theoretic 
recipe for the pair correlation function and direct correlation 
function. 

III. TOPOLOGICAL REDUCTION 

In this section we use the topological reduction tech
nique and eliminate F-bonds from Eq. (2.4) in favor of h B

bonds [where hB (r) is the pair correlation function genera
ted by F-bonds only]. Thus we obtain 

h(1,2) = hB (1,2) + H(1,2), (3.1) 

whereH(1,2) is the sum of all allowed CCD with two white 
one-circles labeled 1 and 2, respectively, any number of 
blackp-circles, at least onef-loop, some or no hrbonds, no 
articulation circles, no articulation/-loop, and no articula
tion h B -bonds. 

The expansion series of H(1,2) includes (a) diagrams 
with a single loop off-bonds connecting all the circles asso
ciated with a diagram and (b) diagrams with one or more 
loops of /-bonds, connecting only some of the circles of a 
diagram. It is clear from the definition of H( 1,2) that the 
circles associated with anf-loop may be connected by some 
or no h B -bond, such that each black circle must be conected 
with at least one h B -bond. Further anf-loop may be connect
ed with another /-loop or free circle by at least one h B -bond. 
By free circle we mean a circle not associated with a loop. 

We first consider a set of diagrams of type (a) with two 

hCl,2) = o ,t 0 

2 

+~ 
, 2 

+ .!I'\ + 

'Y2 
f~"l. + 

~ 

++[] 
I 2 

+ ... 

FIG. 1. The first few diagrams of h(1,2) for a fermion fluid. The dotted line 
represents the F-bond and the dashed line with an arrow denotes thef-bond. 
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C 11,2) = 

+ 
FIG. 2. The first few diagrams of the direct correlation function c( 1,2) for a 
fermion fluid. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 1. 

white one-circles appearing in the expansion of H( 1,2). We 
denote this set by a function S (2) ( 1,2). The first few diagrams 
of S(2)(1,2) are demonstrated in Fig. 3, where hr and 
(1 + hB )-bonds are represented by solid and curly lines, re
spectively. Similarly we get a function SCm) (1,2, ... ,m) 

(m > 2) with m white one-circles defined as 

sCm) (1,2, ... ,m) = [sum of all allowed CCD with m 
white one-circles labeled 1,2, ... ,m, 
respectively, some or no blackp-cir
cles, some f-bonds forming a closed 
loop connecting all circles, some or 
no h B -bonds connecting circles in all 
possible ways such that each black 
circle is connected with at least one 
h B -bond, no articulation circles and 
no articulation h B -bonds]. (3.2) 

In terms of the function SCm) , one can obtain an expres
sion for H(1,2) in a compact form. We first evaluate the 
function S(2)( 1,2) appearing in Fig. 3. Each diagram of 
S (2) ( 1,2) may be considered as the product of two chain dia
grams at the white circles. Considering all the diagrams, the 
function S (2) can be expressed in terms of a new function 
L( 1,2), which is defined by 

(2) 
S 11,2) + ~). , , 

2 _-¥ I 

+ + 

+ ~' I It 

2 - I 

+ 

FIG. 3. The first few diagrams of SI2l( 1,2). The solid and curly lines repre
sent the hB- and gB-bonds, respectively, and the dashed line with an arrow 
denotes thef-bond. 
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L( 1,2) = [sum of all chain diagrams with two white 
one-circles consisting of only one path of f
bonds, h B -bonds connecting in all possible 
ways such that each black circle is connected 
with at least one h B -bond, each black circle 
has a vertex function (-pis)]. (3.3) 

The first few diagrams of L( 1,2) are shown in Fig. 4. The 
function L can be expressed in a compact form in terms of 
the 'G'(n) -bond, which is defined in our previoud paper,7 
where a method of summing these chain diagrams has been 
discussed in detail. In the present paper, we only mention the 
final result. If CG' (0) is the sum of the simple chains off- and 
(jhB )-bonds, then CG'(O) can be expressed as7 

where f and 73 are the Fourier transforms of f(kFr) and 
f(kFr) her), given by 

f= ~p f dre-ik-rf(kfr), (3.5) 

73= ~p f dre-ik-rf(kfr)hB(r). (3.6) 

We can sum the complex chains by replacing thef-bond by 
the 'G'(O)-bond in Eq. (3.4). We can repeat the process of 
summing the chain diagrams except that the basic link in 
each chain is not f but CG' (n - 1) to obtain the new link 'G' (n) • 

Thus CG' (n) is expressed byEq. (3.4) using CG'(n - \) in place of 
f The L can be expressed as 

L(I,2) = 0-' +. ~ + 

+ [more complex elementary diagrams with 

more than two black circles]. (3.7) 

Here 0-,-, -+ ,-,0 represents the CG' (n) -bond. In terms 
of the function L, S (2) can be expressed as 

L 11,2 ) 

+ 

+ 

0- "'--0 
I 2 

+ ~"-<l + o- ... ~ 
I 2 I 2 

o- .. ~ .... -o + H 
I 2 Vb 

.... 
+~ 

2 2 

~ + ---

2 

FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of L( 1,2). The symbols are the same 
as in Fig. 3. 
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S(2)(1,2) =gB (1,2)€(1,2) , 

where 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Here 0-.. ~ .. -0 denotes the L-bond. Similarly one can 
obtain an expression for s<m) (m > 2) as 

s(m)(l,2, ... m) =gB(l,2, ... ,m)L(l,2)L(2,3) "'L(m,1) . 
(3.10) 

By including the elementary diagrams in the expres
sions of Land S (2), one can obtain an exact expression for S (2). 
However, one can neglect the elementary diagrams to obtain 
S (2) approximately as 

S(2)( 1,2) =gB (1,2)r(n)( 1,2) 

=gB(1,2)[ - (1/s)«f(n)2(1,2)]. (3.11) 

This approximation for S (2) is expected to provide a reasona
bly accurate expression for h ( 1,2) of the Fermi system. 

In terms of s(m) (m>2), Eq. (2.4) can be expressed as 

h(I,2) = hB (1,2) + [sum of all allowed CCDwith two 
white one-circles labeled 1 and 2, 
respectively, any number of black 
p-circles, at least one S<m) -bond 
connecting any m circles (m>2) 
such that each black circle at
tached to an S<m) -bond is also at
tached to at least one h rbond, 
some or no hB-bonds, no articula
tion circle, no articulation S
bonds, and no articulation h B -

bonds]. (3.12) 

In this description of h ( 1,2), the pair of circles is singly con
nected either by an hB-bond or an s(m) -bond. The first few 
diagrams of h(1,2) are shown in Fig. 5, where a solid line 
represents the h B -bond, a helical line denotes the S (2) -bond, 
and a helical triangle denotes the S (3) -bond. In Fig. 5, the first 

hrl,21 ~ + ~+ A + A 
I 2 I 2 

+.~+~+n+Vl 
I 2 I 2 2 2 

+ f::] + rq + VI + ---
222 

+ ~ + t=4 +---
2 2 

FIG. S. The first few diagrams of h( 1,2). The solid line represents hB -

bonds, the helical line denotes the SI21-bond, and the helical triangle repre
sents the SI31-bond. 
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diagram contains no S-bond, the last two diagrams contain 
an S (3)-bond, while the rest contain an S (2)-bond. The second 
diagram of Fig. 5 contains no h B -bond. 

Similarly the direct correlation function C can be written 
as 

c(1,2) = CB (1,2) + [sum of all nodeless diagrams in h]. 
(3.13 ) 

Equation (3.12) can be written as 

h(1,2) =c(1,2) + [sum of diagrams with one or more 
model circles]. (3.14) 

Using the relation 

g(1,2) = I + h(1,2), (3.15 ) 

we can write the pair distribution function g(1,2) for the 
fermion system as 

g(1,2) =gB(1,2)[1 +D(1,2)], 

where 

(3.16) 

D(1,2) = [sum of all hB (1,2) irreducible diagrams in h], 
( 3.17) 

where an hB (1,2) irreducible diagram means there is no di
rect h B -bond between the white circles 1 and 2. 

In order to obtain an expression for D, we write it as a 
sum of five classes of diagrams, 

(3.18 ) 

where Dd is the subset of diagrams in D for which white 
circles are linked directly with the S(2)-bond, Do is the subset 
of diagrams in D for which no white circle is the s(m) -circle, 
D/ is the subset of diagrams in D for which the left white 
circle is the S (m)-circle, Dr is the subset of diagrams in D 
with the right circle being a S<m) -circle, and Db is the subset 
of diagrams in D for which both white circles are S (m)-cir
cles, but with no direct S(2l.bond between white circles. The 
five classes of diagrams are shown in Fig. 6. A simple differ
ence between D d and Db is that the former has a direct link 
of the S(2)-bond, but the latter has no such direct link. 

Similarly, the direct correlation function can be ex
pressed as a sum of five classes of diagrams 

c=cd+co+c/+cr+cb , (3.19) 

whre Cd' Co, c/, Cr, and Cb are the sets ofnodeless diagrams in 
h corresponding to Dd, Do, D/, Dr' and Db' respectively. 

IV. THE SUMMATION OF SERIES 

We first consider the contribution of simple chain dia
grams appearing in Eq. (3.18), namely those diagrams of 
Do, D/, D" and Db' which consist of only one path of lines 
joining the white circles I and 2. The diagrams of these types 
consist of alternate hB - and S(2l-bonds, which may be con
structed by repeatedly inserting a "propagator" of Fig. 7 (e), 
in place of black points. The few diagrams of series are 
shown in Figs. 7(a)-7(d). In the previous paper,7 we have 
discussed the Fourier transform approach to summing these 
series. These diagrams can alternatively be summed to give 

(4.1 ) 
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I\+~+rxl+() 
+(1+ ('i+{1+(::j 
+CJ+ ~+ 

( 0.1 

Dr (1,21 = !\+~+I><l+(l 

+f)+~+C1+~ 
+0 + ~ +---

( bl 

00 (1,21 = n + V1 + F::::r + t5<l 
+N+(71+0 
+ EJ+~ 

(C) 

°b(I,2)= ri + rq + {/1 + N 
+~+O+(7) 
+~+.---

(d 1 

Dd (I,2) = y(n)(1,21[ I + n + ~ 

+ 171 + !Xl + 0 +--- J 
(G!) 

FIG. 6. The first few diagrams of (a) D,(1,2), (b) D,(1,2), (c) Do(1,2), 
(d) Db (1,2), and (e) Dd (1,2). The symbols are the same as in Fig. 5. 
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P
l 

(1,2 ) - f\ + n + rl -

+ ---
(a) 

P
T 

( 1,21 1\ + rl+r- eon- t 

Po (1,21 

P
b 

(1,21 

+ ---
(bl 

n+jj 
(c 1 

n+r--l 
(d) 

) 

(G! 1 

+ ---

+ ---

FIG. 7. Simple chains of hB - and S(21-bonds: (a) P,(1,2), (b) P, (1,2), (c) 
Po(l,2), (d) Pb (l,2), and (e) propagator. 

Pr (1,2) = Qr(1,2) + p f Qr (1,3)Pr (3,2)dr3 , (4.2) 

Po(1,2) =p f hB (1,3)PI (3,2)dr3 , (4.3) 

Pb (1,2) =p f PI (1,3)S(2)(3,2)dr3 , 

where 

Q,(l,2) ~ /\,_ 

Q,(l,2)~ A· 

(4.4) 

( 4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

Numerically, QI = Qr and PI = Pr. For a given hB and S(2), 
we can solve these linear integral equations to obtain PI' Pr , 
Po, andPb • 

The expansion of D can now be given in terms of h B -, S-, 
and P-bonds. This prescription includes a chain diagram (of 
P-bonds), nodal diagrams, and elementary diagrams. 

We now define a new set of chain sums by including the 
set of nodal diagrams with one nodal point and one P-bond, 
as shown in Fig. 8, in Eqs. (4.1 )-( 4.4). These new chain 
sums are given by 

GI (1,2) = PI (1,2) + AI (1,2), 

Go(1,2) = Po(1,2) + AoO,2), 

Suresh K. Sinha 
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(d) 

Ar (1.2) 

(b) 

Ao (1, 2) 

(e) 

(d) 

FIG. 8. Diagrams of (a) A{(I,2), (b) A,(I,2), (c) Ao (l,2), and 
(d) Ab (l,2). 

Gb (1,2) = Pb (1,2) + Ab (1,2) , 

where 

(4.8) 

Al (1,2) = p f [PI (1,3) + Pb (1,3)] hB (1,3 )hB (3,2)dr3 

+p f S(2)(1,3)Po(3,2)hB(3,2)dr3 , (4.9) 

Ao(1,2) = 2p f [Pr (1,3) + Po(1,3 )]hB (1,3 )hB (3,2)dr3 , 

(4.10) 

Ab (1,2) = 2p f S(2)( 1,3 )Pr (3,2)hB (3,2)dr3 • 

Here Gr = GI . 

( 4.11) 

Let 8 represent the remaining nodal diagrams with two 
or more P-bonds, and/or two or more nodal points. For con
venience, we may call these diagrams "complex" nodal dia
grams, while the diagrams of A may be called "simple" nodal 
diagrams. Some complex nodal diagrams are shown in Fig. 
9. The elementary diagrams appearing in the expansion of D 
are given by 

( 4.12a) 

E, (1,2) ~ r><l + ... , (4.12b) 
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%11,2) = ?"l.~ 

+ (/'J + [7() .... 

0,11,» - ~ + Vi 
·n +~., •• 

= 

FIG. 9. Diagrams of (a) 8{ (1,2), (b), 80 (1,2), and (d) 8. (1,2). 

( 4.12c) 

Now the diagrammatic expansion of D can be expressed 
in terms of y(n) , G, 8, and E. This prescription consists of 
summing these diagrams and their products at the white 
circles. Introducing a new function B defined by 

Bo = Go + 80 + Eo, 

BI =GI +81 +E/, 

Br = Gr + 8r + Er , 

Bb = Gb + 8b + Eb . 

(4.13a) 

(4.13b) 

(4.13c) 

( 4.13d) 

We now construct the "composite" diagrams by connecting 
the two white circles 1 and 2 by two or more B-bonds. Then 
we can write the expansion of D in the compact form as 

Dd (1,2) = y(n) (1,2) + [a set of composite diagrams 
with two white one-circles, la
beled 1 and 2, one y(n) -bond 
and one or more Bo-bonds con
necting the two white cir
cles], (4.14a) 

Do( 1,2) = Bo( 1,2) + [a set of composite diagrams 
with two white one-circles la
beled 1 and 2, two or more Bo
bonds connecting the two white 
circles], (4.14b) 
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DI (1,2) = BI (1,2) + [a set of composite diagrams 
with two white one-circles la
beled 1 and 2, one Brbond and 
one or more Bo-bonds connecting 
two white circles], (4.14c) 

Db (1,2) = Bb (1,2) + [a set of composite diagrams 
with two white one-circles la
beled 1 and 2, one Bb-bond and 
one or more Bo-bond, or one B I , 

one Br -, and any number of Bo
bonds connecting the two white 
circles]. (4.14d) 

Finally using Lemma 4 of Mortia and Hiroike,13 the 
expansions of Dd , Do, DI, Dr' and Db can be expressed in 
compact form. Thus 

Dd = yen) + y(n) [exp(Go + Do + Eo) - 1], (4.15a) 

Do = [Go + Do + Eo] + [exp(Go + Do + .6'0) 

-1- (Go+Do+Eo)] , (4.15b) 

DI = [GI +DI +Ed + [GI +DI +Ed 

X [exp(Go + Do + Eo) - 1] , 

Dr=DI' 

Db = [( Gb + Db + Eb ) 

+ (GI +DI +EI)(Gr +Dr +Er)] 

X [ (Gb + Db + Eb ) 

+ (GI + DI +EI)(Gr + Dr + Er)] 

X [exp(Go + Do + Eo) - 1] , 

(4.15c) 

( 4.15d) 

( 4.15e) 

where Do, DI, and Db are sets of the complex model diagrams. 
The first few diagrams of Do, /)1' and Db can be evaluated to 
give 

Do =p[ To*To + To*(Go + GI ) + (Go + Gr)*To] , 

D = p[ S (2)* ( To - hB Po) + 2GI*TI 

+ (TI + Tb)*(GO + To)], 

Db = p[ TI*Tr + 2Tb*(Gr + Tr) 

( 4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

+ 2(GI + Gb)*Tr + 2S(2)*(Tr - hB Pr}] , 
(4.16c) 

where 

To = gB [exp Go - 1] - Go, 

TI = gB GI exp Go - GI , 

TB = gb [Gb + GI Gr ] exp Go - Gb . 

Here * denotes a spatial convolution, i.e., 

(4.17a) 

(4.17b) 

(4.17c) 

(A *B)(fl,f2) = fA (fl,f3)B(f3,f2)df3 . (4.18) 

With the help of Eq. (4.15), D can be expressed as 

D = exp[lo + Eo] [1 + yen) + (11 + EI) + (1r + Er) 

+ (1b +Eb) + (11 +EI)(tr +Er)] -1, (4.19) 

where 
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(4.20) 

Then the final results for g is 

g = gB exp[lo + Eo] [1 + y(m) + (11 + EI) 

+ (1r + Er) + (tb + Eb) + (11 + EI) (tr + Er)] , 
(4.21 ) 

and for direct correlation functions 

Cd = gB yen) exp[lo + Eo] , 

Co = gB exp [10 + Eo] - 1 - [h B - C B + 10 ] , 

CI =gB[tl + Edexp[to + Eo] -tl' 

Cr = gB [tr + Er ]exp[to + Eo] - tr , 

Cb =gB[tb +Eb + (11 +EI)(tr +Er)] 

Xexp[to + Eo] - tb . 

(4.22a) 

(4.22b) 

(4.22c) 

( 4.22d) 

(4.22e) 

In deriving Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22), we have not consid
ered the diagrams with sCm) -bonds (m:>3) such as the last 
diagrams in Fig. 5(a)-5(d). It is, however, possible to in
clude some of these diagrams in the summation by simply 
replacing Q [defined in Eq. (4.5)] by (! in the expressions 
of PI and Pr, respectively, where the (! are defined as 

Q;(1,2) ~ Q,(I,2) + ~, 
I 2 

(4.23 ) 

(4.24) 

Expressions of P thus include a set of diagrams with S(3)_ 
bonds. Equations ( 4.21 ) and (4.22) thus give formally exact 
expressions for the correlation functions of the fermion sys
tem. However, it is important to emphasize that different 
approximations can be obtained from Eqs. (4.21) and 
( 4.22) by neglecting a different set of diagrams. 

If we set all E = 0, this set of equations sums all dia
grams of the HNC type, which we may term a modified 
FHNC approximation. Thus under this approximation the 
pair distribution function (PDF) is given by 

gFHNC = gB exp[lo] [1 + yen) + tl + Ir + tb + tllr ] 
(4.25 ) 

and the direct correlation functions are expressed as 

Cd = gBy(n) exp to, 

Co = gB exp to - 1 - [hB - CB + to] , 

CI = gBII exp to - II' 

( 4.26a) 

(4.26b) 

(4.26c) 

(4.26d) 

(4.26e) 

It is interesting to note that this approximation is a close 
analog to the FHNC approximation of Fantoni and Rosati 
(FR).9 However, it differs from the FR-FHNC in the sense 
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that it is expressed in terms of h B' When compared with our 
previous expressions 7 for g, we find that the present result 
includes lj and A, which are not considered previously. 

The corresponding Percus-Y evick (PY) analog is ob
tianed by further linearizing t. Thus we get 

Cd = S(2)=gBy(n), 

Co = CB + hBtO' 

C/ = hBt/, 

(4.27a) 

(4.27b) 

(4.27c) 

( 4.27d) 

Cb = hBtb . (4.27e) 

This may be termed as a modified Fermi-Percus-Yevick 
(FPY) approximation. 

Another approximation can be obtained by setting all 
lj = O. Thus we obtain an expression for g as 

g(r) =gB(r)exp[Go(r)] [1 + y(n)(r) + G/(r) 

+ Gr(r) + Gb(r) + G/(r)Gr(r)] , (4.28) 

and for the direct correlation function as 

Cd = gBy(n) exp Go, 

CO=gB expGo-l- [hB -CB + Go], 

C/ =gBG/ exp Go - G/, 

(4.29a) 

(4.29b) 

(4.29c) 

(4.29d) 

( 4.2ge) 

Equations (4.28) and (4.29) give approximate expres
sions for correlation functions. They are obtained by neglect
ing highly connected diagrams, namely lj and E, whose con
tributions are expected to be small. It is interesting to note 
that this approximation is in a close analog to the Exp ap
proximation considered by Andersen and Chandlerl5 for a 
simple atomic fluid. We may call this an F-EXP approxima
tion. 

Retaining the term of lj given in Eq. (4.16), we obtain an 
expression for g; 

g(r) = gF-EXP (r)exp ljo(r) [1 + {lj/ (r) + ljr (r) + ljb (r) 

+ G/(r)ljr(r) + lj/(r)Gr(r) + lj/(r)ljr(r)} 
X{1 + yen) + G/(r) + Gr(r) + Gb(r) 

+ G/(r)Gr(r)}-I] . (4.30) 

This is an improvement over the F-EXP approximation. 
This approximation corresponds to the RHNC approxima
tion of Stell and Weis l6 for simple atomic fluids. 

V.INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

We first take into consideration only the simple linear 
chains and write the pair correlation function her) of the 
Fermi system as 

her) =hB(r) +S(2)(r) +Po(r) 

+P/(r) +Pr(r) +Pb(r), 

where r = 1 r I - r 21. The Fourier transform of it yields 

h(k) = hB (k) + S(2)(k) + PoCk) 
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(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

Using the Fourier transforms ofEqs. (4.1)-( 4.4) we get 
an expression for h (k) in the matrix form 

HO = h - S(2) = cucBcu/(1 - PCUCB) (5.3) 

or 

HO = CUCB [cu + ph ], 

where cu is the matrix with elements 

cu(k) = 1+ pS(2)(k) 

and CB is the matrix with the element 

CB (k) = JCB (r)exp [ - lk·r]dr. 

(5.4 ) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Here C B (r) is the direct correlation function of boson system 
generated by F-bonds only. From Eq. (5.4), one gets 

X = 1 + ph==.cu + pH o = [1- pcucB ] -ICU. (5.7) 

In Eq. (5.7), the contribution of diagrams involving S (2)_ 
bonds to the direct correlation function C are neglected. In 
order to improve the result, their contribution should be tak
en into account. One can improve the result by replacing the 
direct correlation function CB by c. Thus Eq. (5.7) takes the 
form 

(5.8) 

The bears a resemblance to the reference interaction site 
model (RISM) integral equation 17 for the site-site correla
tion function for the molecular fluid, where the exchange 
bond S (2) is replaced by the intramolecular bond. However, 
this approximation includes some unallowed diagrams, 
which do not appear in the usual expansion. In this sense, 
Eq. (5.8) is not a proper integral for the Fermi system. 

When four direct correlation functions, discussed in the 
previous section [Eq. (4.22)], are used, the cluster series for 
the pair correlation function is expressed in the form 

X=cu+pH~ = (1-p!lco)-ln, (5.9) 

where 

and 

n = (1 - pc/) -I (cu + PCb) (1 - pcr ) -I = CU + ~n, 
(5.10) 

(5.11 ) 

Here Cd is the Fourier transform of Cd ( r) given by Eq. 
(4.29a). Equation (5.9) is the principal result, which is 
identical to the proper integral equaiton of Chandler et al. 18 

for the site-site correlation function of the molecular fluid. 
No unallowed diagrams are included in Eqs. (5.9) and 
(5.10). With the expressions for Co, c/, Cr , Cb, and Cd given by 
Eq. (4.29), one can evaluate X and h easily. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have developed a method that provides two routes 
for calculating the correlation functions for the fermion 
fluids. One is in terms of D obtained under different approxi
mations and the other is the integral equation in terms of the 
four distinct direct correlation functions. The integral equa
tion is much simpler and given in the computationally con
venient form. 

Using cluster expansion and topological reduction, we 
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have obtained systematically a set of computationally con
venient approximations for the correlation functions of the 
fermion system. These approximations are expressed in 
terms of S(2), which represents a partial summation of the 
exchange expansion. A set of diagrams involving S (m) 

(m ~ 3), which have a very compact structure, are not taken 
into consideration in these approximations. They are, how
ever, highly connected diagrams, whose contributions are 
expected to be small. The approximations developed here 
are expected to yield the correlation functions of fermion 
fluids with the same accuracy as their counterparts have 
been found to yield in the case of classical fluids. The appli
cation of this theory to some fermion systems will be a sub
ject of future publication. 
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A method for constructing explicit solutions of classical, two-dimensional, Euclidean (T models 
on Grassmann manifolds of noncompact type, and their supersymmetric extensions, is 
presented. It generalizes the "holomorphic" method developed by Din, Zakrzewski, and Sasaki 
in the compact case, by taking properly into account the geometry of indefinite metric spaces. 
The solutions obtained are local, in the sense that they may become singular on certain curves 
in the plane, and the signature of the solution may change across such a curve. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION OF THE MODEL 

There are many reasons for considering two-dimension
al (T models on noncom pact manifolds. In the Minkowskian 
regime, they have arisen in a number of physical situations, 
such as the Gross-Neveu model, I relativistic string theory,2 
gravitation3 (black holes, Ernst equations), supergravity 
models,4 and gauge equivalence with various nonlinear dy
namical systems.s In quantum field theory, Euclidean (T 

models on Grassmann manifolds have been used quite often 
as a laboratory for gauge and string theories, but almost al
ways in the compact case.6 On the other hand, Euclidean 
noncompact (T models, even supersymmetric ones, are used 
in solid state physics, for describing (Anderson) localization 
properties in disordered conductors 7 and superconductors. 8 

Finally the mathematical interest is obvious. A classical so
lution of a (T model is nothing but a harmonic map into some 
(pseudo- ) Riemannian manifold, and such objects have 
great geometrical significance. Grassmannian models, in 
particular, have received some attention recently,9 but in the 
compact case only. 

Since the object of a (T model is a massless field con
strained to live on a manifold M, but otherwise free, the 
geometry of M is of central importance. In a previous pa
per, 10 we have clarified this issue for models on Grassmann 
manifolds, both of compact and noncom pact type. Then we 
have discussed the implications of our results for the Back
lund transformation method ofHarnad etal., II and we have 
also shown the validity of that method for Euclidean models, 
in addition to the usual Minkowskian ones. 

Now, for Euclidean models, the most popular method of 
solution is the so-called "holomorphic" method, introduced 
by Borchers and Garberl2 and developed systematically by 
Din and Zakrzewski 13 and by Sasaki, 14 but only for the com
pact case (except for some brief remarks in the last paper). 
In the present paper we will show that the method (denoted 
DZS in the sequel) works for noncompact models as well, 
provided one takes properly into account the geometry of 
indefinite metric spaces. The same is true for the supersym
metric extensions of those models considered by Din et al. IS 

and Fujii et af. 16,17 Indeed the key point in the DZS method 
consists in constructing an orthonormal basis for a subspace 
of eN out ofa family of homomorphic vectors/=/(x + it), 

a) Chercheur IISN (Belgium). 

using for instance the familiar Gram-Schmidt procedure. 
Now for a noncompact model, the metric on eN is indefinite, 
and the construction breaks down in general. The best one 
can do is to construct an orthogonal family, but some of the 
vectors may have zero norm. An additional condition is 
needed to exclude this behavior, namely, that the subspace 
be nondegenerate. 

To be more specific, let V = (;P + q (we may take RP + q as 
well), equipped with the inner product given by the metric 
t = Ipq = diag(1p' - lq] : 

( ) 
t p - p+q-

Ilg =1 tg= L laga - L Ipgp. 
a=1 P=p+1 

(1.1 ) 

This metric is indefinite, but nondegenerate, in the sense that 
no vector is orthogonal to the whole space: vn V 1 = {o}. 
The geometry of such a space is described for instance in the 
monographs of Bognar 18 or Deheuvels. 19 The crucial prop
erty of a subspace we Vis the equivalence between the fol
lowing three conditions: 

(i) Wis nondegenerate: wn W 1 = {o}; 
(ii) W is orthocomplemented: V = W 6) W 1 

; 

(iii) W is the range of an orthogonal projection P: 
W = pv, where P is a (p + q) X (p + q) matrix 
satisfying the relations P 2 = P and 
(PIlg) = (/IPg). 

This last aspect is the key one for Grassmannian (T models, 
since the field of such a model is precisely a projection 
P = P(x), xER2, as we discussed at length in Ref. 10. 

Before proceeding, we have to introduce some notation. 
LetF= {/1, ... ,fm} be a family ofm vectors in eN. We will 
denote by the same symbol F the N X m matrix 
F = [I V ... Jm ], whose columns are the vectors.t,; , and by 
(F) the vector subspace of eN generated by F. If P is an 
orthogonal projection in eN (as defined above), its action on 
the subspace (F) is given by 

P(F) = (PF)=(PI1, ... ,Plm)' ( 1.2) 

Finally, if the subspace (G) is nondegenerate, we denote the 
corresponding projection by P G or P[ G). 

For the sake of completeness we recall the main defini
tions of (complex) Grassmannian (T models. The target 
manifolds are the following symmetric spaces: 
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(i) compact type: 
G pq (C) = SU(p + q)/S(U(p) XU(q)); ( l.3a) 

(ii) noncompact type: 
Gpi;qj (C) = SU(p,q)/S(U(p - i,q - j) XU(i,j )), 

O<J<p, 0< j <q . ( l.3b) 

The field Z = Z(x), xER2, is a (p + q) X r matrix verifying 
the relations 

Ztt Z= tz , (1.4) 

wherer=q,t= lp+q,andtz = lqinthecompactcase,and 
t = lpq, tz = lij' with i + j = r, in the noncompact one. 
The Lagrangian reads 

2"=!Tr[(DpZ)tt(DPZ)tz ] , p;=0,1, (1.5) 

the covariant derivative being defined as 

DpZ = apz - ZtzZtt apz 

= (l-p)apZ, ( 1.6) 

where P= ZtzZtt is the projection on the r-dimensional 
subspace spanned by the columns of Z. The Euler-Lagrange 
equations derived from the Lagrangian (1.5) are 

DpDPZ-Ztz(DpZ)tt(DPZ) =0 (1.7) 

or, in terms of the projection-valued field P = P(x), 

( 1.8) 

Equations (1.5 )-( 1.8) are general, but from now on we con
sider only the Euclidean metric on R2. Then, going over to 
complex coordinates x ± = (x ± iy)/2, Eqs. (1.7) and 
( 1. 8) become, respectively, 

( 1.9) 

( 1.10) 

The self-dual solutions are those fields that verify the simpli
fied equation 

or, equivalently, 

a_p·p= O. 

( 1.11) 

(1.12) 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe 
the general method of solution, valid for all complex or real 
Grassmannian models, compact or not. It generalizes the 
constructions of Din and Zakrtewski 13 and Sasaki. 14 The 
key technical ingredient is a recursive process for construct
ing an orthonormal basis in an indefinite metric space; this 
process, which is described in detail in the Appendix, is a 
proper substitute for the Gram-Schmidt procedure. We also 
consider the particular case of the symplectic models; these 
have no self-dual solutions, since the target manifold is not 
Kiihlerian. In Sec. III we discuss somewhat further the prop
erties of our solutions. As mentioned above the solution of a 
Grassmannian model is a projection-valued field, of a cer
tain rank and signature. The rank of the solution may be 
specified a priori; it is simply the number oflinearly indepen
dent vectors one starts from. But a novel feature appears for 
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noncom pact models: the signature of the solution is not 
known beforehand, it can only be computed after the con
struction is completed. Worse yet, the signature of the pro
jection P(x) may vary across some lines of the x+ plane, on 
which the solution becomes singular! In the same section, we 
indicate how to evaluate the action of the solutions (not all 
solutions have finite action!). 

In Sec. IV, finally, we extend to the noncompact case the 
supersymmetric versions of the models introduced original
ly by Din et alY and Fujii et al. 16

,17; more precisely, we 
examine successively the case of a fermion in the field of a 
bosonic background, and then the fully coupled supersym
metric equation. 

II. SOLUTIONS OF THE NONCOMPACT 
GRASSMANNIAN 0' MODELS 

In this section we will construct explicit solutions of the 
Euclidean (T model on the complex Grassmann manifold 
Gpi;qj (C) = SU(p,q)/S(U(p - i,q - j) XU(i,j )). Theba
sic field of the model is a projection on a subspace of dimen
sion (i + j) and signature (i,j) of CPH. The method of 
construction is an extension of the one used by Din and 
Zakrzewski 13 and by Sasaki 14 for the compact case. 

A. Self-dual solutions 

As usual the simplest solutions are the self-dual ones, 
and actually they will be needed later on for constructiI1g 
more general ones. So we start with the self-dual case. 

For any r, I <r<p + q, choose a set of r linearly indepen
dent holomorphic vectors F = {.iJ, ... .r,.}, ImECPH, 
a_I m = 0 (m = l, ... ,r), and define the corresponding 
(p + q) Xr matrix F= [/1, ... ,1,]. Assume that the (rXr) 
matrix tF = Ftt F is nonsingular. Then PF = FtF -IFtt is 
the projection on the subspace (F) spanned by the columns 
of F. Following the arguments of Macfarlane,20 one shows 
readily that P F verifies the self-dual equation a _P F' P F = O. 
We emphasize that, whereas rank PF = dim(F) = r has 
been chosen a priori, its signature is not: to obtain it, one 
must diagonalize the matrix t F, which is not so easy in gen
eral. So we meet here the basic ambiguity of noncompact 
Grassmannian models: the method yields a solution of the 
model on Gpi;qj ,for some pair (i,j ) with i + j = r, but oth
en vise unknown. We will come back to this point in Sec. III. 
It is interesting to notice that the same ambiguity was found 
already 10 in the Biicklund transformation method. 

B. More general solutions 

In the compact case, quite general, not necessarily self
dual, solutions have been obtained by Din and Zakrzewski 13 

and by Sasaki. 14 For noncompact models, their methods ap
ply, too, up to a point, because a given set of independent 
vectors need not always be orthonormalizable. The relevant 
information and algorithms are described in the Appendix, 
with the main result summarized in Sec. I above. 
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Again the starting point is a set of linearly independent 
holomorphic vectors F= {j., ... ,J;}, a_1m = 0 for m 
= 1, ... ,1. We emphasize that the set F is completely arbi

trary; for instance, a vector 1; might very well be the deriva
tive of another one, say Ik: 1; = a + Ik' Now we partition F 
in an arbitrary way into subsets F"F2, ... ,Fk , some of which 
may be empty (k is arbitrary). As usual each Fn may be 
considered as a (p + q) Xrn matrix, where rn is the number 
of vectors in Fn. Then we extend our set of vectors by adding 
derivatives of the 1m's, through the following recursive pro
cess: 

H'=F
" H2 = {a+H 1,F2}, (2.1) 

H n = {a+Hn- "Fn} (2..;n..;k). 

In those relations, ifHmis the subset {/lm),Jim
), .. .}, a+H m 

denotes the set {a+/lm),a+lim), .. .}, in the same order. 
Furthermore, it is understood that, at each step of the recur
sion, every vector linearly dependent on its predecessors is 
dropped. Then taking together all the blocks H 1 , ••• ,H k, we 
obtain our basic set of holomorphic vectors, 

H={HI,H2, ... ,Hk}, (2.2) 

where we may assume without loss of generality that 
(H) = CP + q. Next, we select out of H a certain number of 

connectedsubsetsE
"

E2, ... ,E" with En = {Hk', ... ,Hkn}, and 
denote by G1,G2, ... ,G, + 1 the blocks of Hm,s left out 
("gaps") , 

(2.3 ) 

where all blocks En,Gn are nonempty, except possibly G, 
and Gs + ,. Finally, we consider the following subsets of H: 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

H(Gn) = {GI,EI,G2,E2,···,En_I,Gn}, l..;n";s+ 1. 
(2.4c) 

The following relations are immediate: 

H(Gn)CH(En)CH(Gn+, ) , 

a+Gn C:.H(En) , 

a+EnC:.H(Gn+, ) . 

(2.Sa) 

(2.Sb) 

(2.Sc) 

We say that the partition (2.3) of H is completely nondegen
erate if all subspaces (H(En) ),(H(Gn», for n = 1, ... ,s, are 
nondegenerate. In addition, any set of holomorphic vectors 
E constructed by the process above will be called a DZ set 
(for Din and Zakrzewski13

), and a completely nondegener
ate one if the partition of H is. This definition is motivated by 
the following property. 

Lemma 2.1: Any completely nondegenerate partition 
H = {G"E1,G2, ... ,Es,Gs+ I} generates an orthonormal basis 
{oGI,OEI,OG2, ... ,oEs,oGs+ I} ofCp+q. 
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Proof: By assumption, for each n = 1, ... ,s, the ortho
complement of (H(Gn» in (H(En» is a nondegenerate 
subspace, namely, (En), where En = (1 - P [H( Gn)] )En 
and P [H(Gn) ] is the projection on (H(Gn», 

(H(En» = (H( Gn» Gl (En) . (2.6a) 

Similarly, for each n = 1, ... ,s + 1, 

(H(Gn» = (H(En_ , »Gl(Gn) , (2.6b) 

with Gn = (1 - P [H(En _ l ) ])Gn • Applying systematical
ly this procedure to the given partition of H, starting, e.g., 
from the left, we obtain a new parametrization of CP + q, 

iI = {GI,E"G2, ... ,Gs,Es,Gs+ I}' (2.7) 

where the subspaces (Em), (G n) are mutually orthogonal 
and have orthonormal bases °Em,oGn, respectively. Putting 
all those bases together, we obtain the required orthonormal 
basis of CP+ q, and in particular for the sets (H(En» and 
(H(Gn »· • 

The construction described in the proof of Lemma 2.1 is 
a block-by-block version of the Gram-Schmidt procedure, 
valid for any completely nondegenerate partition of H. The 
bases oEm, °G n verify the following relations that will be used 
in the sequel [compare with (2. S ) ] : 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

An explicit construction of the bases oEm' °G n is described in 
the Appendix. We emphasize that, whereas the vectors of 
Em,Gn are holomorphic by construction, those of Em:Gn 
and OEm' °Gn are not, in general. 

For each n = 1,2, ... ,s, we define the following subsets of 
ii, which also span nondegenerate subspaces: 

(2.9a) 

G(n) = {G"G2, ... ,Gn}. (2.9b) 

We also call Pn (resp. Qn) the projections on (E (n» 
(resp. (G (n»), and denote by Zn =.°E (n) = {OE1,oE2, ... , 
°En} (resp. Wn =.°G(n) = {OG1,OG2, ... ,oGn }) the corre
sponding orthonormal bases. 

Proposition 2.2: Let E = {E" ... ,E.} a completely nonde
generate DZ set of dimension r, P = Ps the projection on the 
corresponding subspace. Then P is a solution of the Euclid
ean u model on a Grassmann manifold Gpi;qj (C), where 
i+ j = r. 

Proof: We follow Refs. 13 and 14. The projection 
Ps + Qs = P [H(Es) ] is a self-dual solution of rank r (since 
it consists of r consecutive vectors, with no gaps). Hence 

a _ (Ps + Qs) . (Ps + Qs) = 0 . 

From (2.8b), with n = s, we get 

(Ps + Qs)a+Qs =a+Qs 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

and, using the analyticity of the starting vectors {1m}' 

(2.12) 

Taking conjugates, we get [a ± Qs'Ps + Qs] = O. From this 
and the relation PsQs = 0, (2.10) becomes 
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(2.13 ) 

Taking conjugates again and deriving, one obtains finally 

[a+a_ps'ps ] = [a+a_Qs,Qs] , (2.14) 

which means that Ps is a solution if Qs is a solution. Now we 
iterate the process: Ps- I + Qs = P [H( Gs)] is also a self
dual solution. By the same argument, we obtain 

(2.15 ) 

i.e., Qs is a solution if Ps- I is one. Proceeding in the same 
way, we end up with a last set, namely, {E I } if GI is empty, 
{GI} otherwise, for which the corresponding projection is a 
self-dual solution. Hence P='Ps is a solution, and it has rank 
r by construction. • 

Exactly as in the case of self-dual solutions, the rank of 
P, i.e., dim E, has been specified a priori, but the construction 
gives no information whatsoever on the signature, i.e., we 
know that P is a solution of some model, but we do not know 
a priori which one! We come back to this point in Sec. III 
below. 

In view of Proposition 2.2, completely nondegenerate 
DZ sets are the key ingredients for solving the noncompact 
models, and in fact they are easy to construct with help of 
Proposition A3. Let F= {fl"",j/} be any set of linearly 
independent holomorphic neutral vectors: a _ fm = 0 and 
(fm Ifm) = Oform = 1, ... ,1. Theneveryderivativea+ k fm is 
also a holomorphic neutral vector; thus the set H generated 
by Fis composed of neutral vectors, and so is every DZ set E 
contained in H. To get a completely nondegenerate DZ set E, 
it is therefore sufficient to verify the nonorthogonality 
asumption of Proposition A3; clearly this condition will be 
satisfied in general, especially if dim E is large. 

For the sake of clarity, it is useful to extend to our non
compact model the terminology introduced by Din
Zakrzewski l3 and Sasaki.14 Let again H = {G I ,EI ,G2, ••• , 

Es,Gs+ I} the set generated from {f I"",j/}, P the solution 
corresponding to E = {EI, ... ,E.}. Then, that solution Pis 
called (i) generic if s = 1 (i.e., H = {GI,EI,G2}) and 1= r; 
(ii) degenerate if s = 1 and 1< r; (iii) self-dual if s = 1 and 
GI is empty: H = {EI,G2}; (iv) anti-self-dualifs = 1 and G2 
is empty: H = {GI,EI}; and (v) reducible in all other cases; 
indeed 14.2 I a solution corresponding to {. .. ,EI ,G2,E2, ••• } is 
the direct sum oftwo solutions corresponding to EI and E2, 

respectively. 
Before closing this subsection, let us be more specific 

about the solutions. Let L stand for En G n ,Zn, Wn ,Mn 
=.{GI,EI,G2, ... ,En_I,Gn} or Nn =.{GI,EI,G2, ... ,Enl Then 
the following relations determine, respectively, an orthogo
nal basis of (L ) and the corresponding orthonormal one, 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 

where tL =.L ttL, ItL I =. (t itL ) 1/2, and UL is a unitary ma
trix diagonalizing t L , 

v _ _ t _ v t v 
t L = (tL )diag - U LtL UL - L t L . (2.17) 

We will use these various bases in Sec. III below. 
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c. The ~m and ~1 transformations 

For the Cp n model, Din and Zakrzewski 13 have found 
all the finite action solutions. For compact Grassmannian 
models, Sasaki 14 has proposed a different method. The idea 
is to start from an arbitrary solution and to construct a new 
one, orthogonal to the first, using the so-called l:m transfor
mation. However, it is still not known whether the combined 
DZS methods yield all finite action solutions. Those have 
been constructed recently by Wood,9 but it is not clear 
whether his solutions are all different from the DZS solu
tions. We show here that Sasaki's l:m transformation may be 
generalized and extended to the noncompact Grassmannian 
models, without, however, yielding a complete characteriza
tion of all finite action solutions. 

Let XOEGpi;qj (tC) be a solution of rank r = i + j and 
signature (i,j ). Its covariant derivative, which is given as 
(see Ref. 10, §5) 

(2.18 ) 

is a matrix of, say, rank m and signature (k,i). Sasaki as
sumes the rank of D + ° XO to be maximal, but it is enough to 
supposethatD+ °Xoisnondegenerate, i.e., k + i = m. With
out loss of generality, we may write D + ° XO under the form 
D+ °xo = [Y;YA ], where Yis of order (p + q) Xm and of 
maximal rank, and A is of order m X (p + q - m). Since 
D+ °xo is assumed to be nondegenerate, it follows that 
t y = yt t Y is invertible. Let U y be a unitary matrix that 
diagonalizes t y and define X I = Y It y 1- 1/2 U y, where 
It y I = (t ~t y ) 1/2. Then X I is an orthonormal basis of the 
subspace (D + °XO) and, exactly as in Ref. 14, one shows that 

D_IXI=.(1- PX ' )a_xl 

= -XOtxoBltyll/2U, whereB= [1;A p', 
(2.19) 

and that X I is a solution ofthe model on Gpk;q/ (tC). Notice 
that Uis irrelevant in the compact case, since it is then a mere 
gauge transformation. If D+ °xo is of maximal rank, we re
cover Sasaki's result. 

The l:m transformation just described is not sufficient to 
yield all solutions. This prompted Sasaki 14 to introduce an
other one, called the l: I transformation, that we now extend 
to the noncompact case as well. 

Let Z = [ZI"",Zr] (r = i + j) be a solution of the 
Gpi;qj (tC) model. WeassumeZ tobeinthetrianguiargauge, 
i.e., 

(2.20) 

If D +Z 1=.(1 - P z) a +ZI is not neutral, we can define the 
vector 

(2.21 ) 

Then, as in Sasaki's paper, 14 ijZ' = [Z2"",Zr,zr+ I ] is in the 
triangular gauge, one can show that it is a solution of the 
Gpt;qj' (tC) model (i' + j' = i + j), wherei' andj' depend 
on the signature of Z I and Z r' The proof, and all the remarks 
of Ref. 14, go over from the compact case to the noncompact 
one. 
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D. Solutions of the symplectic models 

In the case of the symplectic models, with target spaces 
Gp;;qj (lEI) = Sp(p,q)/Sp(p - i,q - j) xSp(i,j), the pro
jection Pmust satisfy the additional constraint (see Ref. 10 
for the notation) 

P= -tfPJt. (2.22) 

Then the self-dual equation a_p·p= 0 implies, by (2.22), 
the relation a+p·p= 0 and therefore a+p= p·a+p. Thus 
we get a _P = a +P = 0, i.e., the only self-dual solutions of 
the symplectic models are constant. This is, of course, well
known, since the symplectic Grassmann manifold is not 
Kiihlerian. 

In order to get nontrivial solutions, we may proceed as 
follows. LetF= {I 1, ... ,It} be a family of hoi om orphic vec
tors in e2N

, N = p + q, and Hbe an extended set, in the sense 
of Eq. (2.2), of dimension at most N (so here we take 
(H > = eN). Applying to this H the procedure of Sec. II B, 
we construct a solution of the G2P,;;2q,j model, for some i,j, 
namely a projection Tofrank (i + j ) and signature (i,j ) in 
e2N

• Assume now that (H) and its conjugate (iI), where A _ 

H = - Jt H, verify the following orthogonality conditions: 

iftt H = 0, (2.23a) 

iftta H-O ± - (2.23b) 

(notice that tH = tii, i.e., the two subspaces have the same 
dimension and signature). Then T = - Jt Tt J is another 
solution of the same model, orthogonal to T. It follows that 

A A A a _ T· T = a _ T· T = 0, and therefore P = T + T satisfies 
condition (2.22). This means that P, a projection of rank 
2(i + j) and signature (2i,2j ),isasolutionofthesymplec
tic model. 

A practical way of implementing this construction is to 
start from a set Fwith special symmetry properties. For that 
purpose it is convenient to revert to the standard parametri
zation ll of the Gp;;qj (lEI) model, in which both t and J are 
independent of i and j: 

lq_ j' - 1 j ] • 

In this parametrization, only the indices k and N + k 
(k = 1, ... ,N) are coupled by the matrix J; we call them dual. 
Let now the matrix F= [Fam] (1,a,2N, I,m, 1) verify 
the following condition. 

(S) For each row of F, one has either (i) it is identical to 
its dual row, or (ii) one of them consists of zeros only. 

It is easy to check that the set H generated from such an 
Findeed verifies Eqs. (2.23), and thus yields solutions of the 
symplectic models. 

We give some explicit examples. Let p = 2, q = 1, so 
that J = J3, t = diag [12, - 1, 12, - 1]. Take for F the single 
vector IT(x+) = (u,O,v,u,O,O), where U = u(x+) and 
v = v(x+) are two arbitrary holomorphic functions; this 
vector obviously verifies condition (S} Then t~ matrix 
H = [I ,a + I] is indeed orthogonal to H = - Jt H. Select-
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ing G I == 0, EI = {I}, G 2 = {a+/}, we obtain T 
= (/1/)-1. Iltt, T= (/1/)-1. Iltt, where/= -Jtl. 
(III) = (III) = 21uI2 -lvI2, and (III) = O. The re
sulting solution is the 6 X 6 matrix, 

P= (21u1 2 -lvI 2 )-I'{lltt + Iltt}. (2.24) 

This solution is clearly singular whenever 21ul 2 = Iv12, its 
rank is 2, and its signature is (2,0) or (0,2) depending on the 
sign of (/lf) = 21ul 2 -lvI 2

: if (III) >0, (i,j) = (1,0) 
and P is a solution of the Sp(2, 1)/Sp (1 , 1) X Sp(1) model; 
and if (II I) < 0, (i,j) = (0,1) and P is a solution of the 
Sp(2,1 )/Sp(2) XSp( 1) model. The generic form of this ex
ample is given by the vector IT = (u,v,w,u',v',w'), where 
u' = u or 0, v' = v or 0, w' = w or O. It can easily be general
ized to arbitrary p and q, with the following result: if 
(III) >0, (i,j) = (1,0) andPisasolutionoftheSp(p,q)/ 
Sp(p-l,q)XSp(1) model; and if (/11)<0, 
(i, j) = (0,1) and P is a solution of the Sp (p,q) / 
Sp (p,q - 1) X Sp ( 1) model. Another class of examples is 
obtained by taking for F two nonorthogonal neutral vectors 
and applying the procedure described in the Appendix. For 
instance, in the case p = q = 1, one may start from the vec
tors IT = (u,u,O,O) and gT = (v,ve;~,O,O), where ¢ is a non
zero constant phase; then, indeed, (III) = (gig) = 0 and 
(/Ig) = uv( 1 - e;~), so that the assumption of Proposition 
A3 is satisfied. We leave the rest as an exercise to the reader. 

III. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS 

As we have mentioned several times already, the solu
tions of the noncom pact Grassmannian models constructed 
in Sec. II have a prescribed rank but their signature can only 
be ascertained a posteriori, through a calculation that in
volves the diagonalization of a potentially large matrix. In 
other words, we do not know to which model they belong! 
Actually, starting from a given set of hoi om orphic vectors, 
one may choose different partitions H = {G1,EI, ... ,Gs + I}' 
which lead to solutions of different models. An explicit ex
ample is given in the Appendix, for rank 1 solutions. 

In fact the situation is worse. Indeed, everything is a 
function ofx+, i.e., this is a local theory, as already pointed 
out by Din and Zakrzewski 13 and by Sasaki. 14 As we have 
seen in Sec. II, an easy way to get a well-defined solution is to 
construct a completely nondegenerate DZ set from a family 
of neutral vectors F = {I 1, ... ,It}, provided that the non
orthogonality condition of Proposition A3 is satisfied. But it 
may happen that this is possible only locally, i.e., in some 
region r c C. Then one gets a local solution that has no glo
bal extension. Furthermore, even if the solution is globally 
defined, the norm (gig) = gt tg of some basis vector g from 
°E may vanish, necessarily along certain lines in the x+ 
plane; there the solution becomes singular. Moreover the 
norm (gig) may change sign across such a line, and then the 
signature of the solution P will change across that line. The 
only reasonable interpretation of this pathology seems to be 
to consider the element ofU (p,q) corresponding to P, name
ly Q = /p+ q_; _j,;+j (1 - 2P), as a singular solution of the 
principal model, which reduces locally to solutions of some 
Grassmannian models on Gp;;qj . 

Let us give an example. Take G = U(2,1), t = /21' and 
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consider the rank 1 self-dual solutions generated from the 

vector IT(x+) = (l,x+ 2,X+~), a>O. The norm of the 
vector is (II I) = Ix+ 14 - 2alx+ 12 + 1. So there are three 
cases. 

(i) a < 1: (II I) > 0 for all x+; we get a global solution 
of positive signature, i.e., a solution of the model on 
G21;1O = U(2,l)!U(1,l) xU(1), with finite action (see be
low). 

(ii) a = 1: (II I) = 0 for Ix+ I = 1, positive otherwise; 
we get a solution of the same model, but now singular on 
Ix+l=l. 

(iii) a> 1: writing a = cosh A., A. > 0, we get the follow-
ing picture: (a) (III) >0 for Ix+1 <e- A

, Ix+1 >e": solu
tion of the G21 ;1O model; (b) (I I I) = 0 for Ix+ I = e ± A: 

two lines of singularity; and (c) (III) <0 for e- A 

< Ix+1 <e": solution of the model on G20;11 = U(2,I)1 
U(2)xU(1). 

As indicated above, one should rather consider this as a 
solution of the principal U (2, 1) model, which reduces local
ly to solutions of the two Grassmannian models, depending 
on the value ofthe parameter a. 

Whatever point of view is adopted, one is interested 
mostly in finite action solutions; hence it is necessary to indi
cate how the action of our solutions can be computed. It is 
important to notice that the action Y (Z) == S d 2X 2" (Z) 
corresponding to the Lagrangian (1.5) is in general not 
bounded below. However, when the Grassmann manifold is 
a Riemannian space, the action does have a definite sign: it is 
positive definite for the compact model (1.3a) and negative 
definite for the noncom pact model (1. 3b) with i = 0, j = q, 
that is, the SU(p,q)/S(U(p) XU(q») model. In the latter 
case, IZ 12 is positive, hence IJ!'Z 12 must be negative, since 
they are orthogonal to each other, which proves our asser
tion. Thus the Feynman quantization procedure can be per
formed in this case, too; it suffices to change sign in the La
grangian density (1.5). For pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, 
however, only the classical models seem viable. 

In the compact case, the action is usually 13 computed in 
terms of the topological charge of the solution. But here we 
have to be more careful. Indeed, the (T model on a manifold 
M possesses a topological charge only if the second homo
topy group 1T2(M) is nontrivial and discrete. When M is a 
symmetric spaceM = G IH, the group1T2(M) may be com
puted from the (exact) homotopy sequence22.23 of the prin
cipal bundle G --> M. If M is simply connected, the latter takes 
the following form: 0-->1T2(M)-->1TI (H)-->1TI (G)-->0. Let 
now M be the noncompact Grassmann manifold 
Gp;;qj (C) = SU(p,q)/S(U(p - i,q - j) xU(i,j»). First, it is 
pseudo-Hermitian, hence simply connected.24 Next we have 
1TI(G) =Z. Thus the result depends only on 1TI(H). A 
straightforward analysis shows that three cases may arise, 
depending on the number of noncompact factors in 
H = S(U(p - i,q - j) XUU,j»): (i) two non-compact fac
tors: 1TI (H) = ZXZXZ, 1T2(M) = ZXZ; (ii) one non-com
pact factor: 1TI (H) = ZXZ, 1T2 (M) = Z; and (iii) both fac
tors compact: 1TI (H) = Z,1T2(M) = O. Thus in cases (i) and 
(ii), which are pseudo-Riemannian, a topological charge 
may be defined. But in case (iii), once again the Riemannian 
one, it is not possible to define a topological charge for the 
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corresponding model. Nevertheless, for computing the ac
tion of a solution Z ofthe Gp;;qj model, it is useful to intro
duce the following quantity: 

q(Z) = 2 Tr[ (D+Z)tt (D+Z)tz - (D_Z)tt (D_Z)tz ] 

(3.Ia) 

= 2 Tr[ (J+Z)tt (J+Z)tz - (J_Z)tt (J_Z)tz] . 

(3.Ib) 

Although it is not of topological origin, q(Z) can still be 
called a charge, since it takes only integer values, as will be 
shown below. It is interesting to note that the Riemannian 
case (iii) is the most frequent one in the applications; it 
shows up, for instance, in supergravity4 and in solid state 
physics. 7

•
8 The reason is, presumably, that the correspond

ing Grassmannian is a Kahler manifold; and indeed, these 
play an increasingly important role in physical applica
tions.25 

Using the relation D ± Z = (J ± P)Z, with P==Pz 
= ZtzZtt, we get 

Tr[ (D ± Z)tt (D ± Z)tz ] = Tr[ p.J+p.J ± P] . (3.2) 

Let now E = {EI,. .. ,E.} be a completely nondegenerate DZ 
set and Zn' Wn the subsets defined in Sec. II, with projections 
Pn ,Qn' respectively. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2, one 
has, for each n = I, ... ,s, 

J-Pn 'Pn = - Qn 'J-Qn' J+Pn 'Qn = - J+Qn 'Qn , 
(3.3 ) 

and therefore 

Tr[ Pn 'J+Pn ·J_Pn ] = Tr[Qn 'J-Qn 'J+Qn] 

= Tr[Pn_ 1 'J+Pn_ 1 'J_Pn_ l ] • 

(3.4) 

Using (3.4), we may express the Lagrangian density of the 
solution Zn in terms of the charge densities (3.1), 

2"(Zn) = 2 Tr[(D+Zn)tt(D+Zn) tz. 

+ (D_Zn )tt (D_Zn )tz.] 

= q(Zn) + 2q( Wn ) + 2q(Zn _ I ) 

+2q(Wn_d+'" +2q(WI ) (3.5) 

[here we have assumed GI #0; otherwise the last term is 
2q(ZI)]' Since the subspaces (Em ),(Gk ) are mutually or
thogonal, the charges are completely additive and we get 

n 

2"(Zn) = L [(2n + 1 - 2m)q(oEm ) 

m=l 

+ (2n + 2 - 2m)q(oGm )] • (3.6) 

To get the charge and the action, it remains to integrate 
q(oEm ) and q(oGm ) over the whole complex plane. In the 
compact case,13 the Gram-Schmidt procedure is available. 
Here it is not in general (see the remarks below, however), 
so we have to make a detour. 
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From the definitions (2.16) and (2.17), we have 

q(oEm) =q(oNm) -q(oMm) , (3.7a) 

q(oGm) =q()Mm) -q(oNm_ I ). (3.7b) 

Letgk bethekthvectorofMm andek =gk'!(gklgk)I-1/2. 
Then a direct calculation shows l3 that [we write U(L) for 
UL and teL) fortL ] 

(J+ek )tt (J+e k )te• - (J_ek )tt (J_ek )te• 

=J+J_In(gltgkte) + [(J+U(Mm))tJ+U(Mm) 

-(J_U(Mm»)tJ_U(Mm)]kk' (3.8) 

Using the cyclicity of the trace, one gets from there 

q(oMm) = IJ+J_ln(gltgkte.) 
k 

Similarly 

q(Wm) = Tr[ J+J_ In t(Nm)] 

and therefore, by (3.7), 

q(oEm) = Tr[ J+J_ In t(Em)] , 

q(oGm) =Tr[J+J_ln t(Gm)]. 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

(3.9c) 

(3.lOa) 

(3.lOb) 

The expression (3.10) for the charge density makes sense if 
oEm is a global solution, for then the elements of the diagonal 
matrix teEm ) have no zero in the x+ plane. In this case, the 
charge may be computed as in the compact case, 

!!2 (gk):: r dx+ dx_ J+J_ In(gttgkte ) = 21T/3k , JR2 k 

(3.11 ) 

where/3 k is defined by the asymptotic behavior of the matrix 
element, 

(3.12) 

and the full charge is obtained by additivity from (3.lOa) 
and (3.6). 

Now it may happen that the Gram-Schmidt procedure 
is applicable for orthonormalizing H; a necessary and suffi
cient condition 19 is that the principal minors of H t tH do not 
vanish. In this case one can also use the wedge product for
malismY Let {h l,h2, ... ,h N} denote the vectors (columns) of 
Hand define 

g(m)b = (h(m-I)t· h (m»b 

= [h (m-l)t]Q""Qn-'[h (m)] 
Qlo··an_l b ' 

where the contractions are performed with the metric t. 
Then the vectors g(m) form an orthonormal basis of 
(H) = CN, equivalent to the one obtained by the Gram
Schmidt procedure and 
(g(m)lg(m» = (h(m)lh(m»/m(h(m-I)lh(m-I). (3.13) 
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So, if I (h (m)lh (m» 1_lxla(m), modulo an overall factor, 
when Ixl- 00, then, by (3.11), one has, up to constants, 

!!2(g(m» = 21T[a(m) -a(m-l)]. (3.14) 

Then, inserting (3.14) into (3.5) or (3.6), we getthe action 

n 

=21T I [a(um) +a(Vm)] ' (3.15) 
m=1 

where g(Um),g(Vm) are the last columns of OEm ,OGm , respec
tively. So whenever Gram-Schmidt is applicable, the action 
is given directly in terms of the starting vectors{/m}. If it is 
not the case, one has to use (3.11) and the vectors {gk}' i.e., 

v 
evaluate first the columns of Mm. 

In the compact case, the action is finite if and only if the 
starting vectors {/m} are polynomials in x +. In the noncom
pact case, the condition is sufficient, if the solution is globally 
defined [as for the U (2,1) solution given above, in the case 
a < 1], but not necessary! Take, for instance, the Gpl,tfJ mod
el and start from the single vector, 

gT(X+) = {/(x+),sT(x+);j(x+),rT(x+)} , (3.16) 

with t::lpq; sand r are vectors of length p - 1 and q - 1, 
respectively, with polynomial components and/an arbitrary 
holomorphicfunction. Then (gig) = (sis) - (rlr) is a poly
nomial inx+,x_. If (glg);60 (take, e.g., r::O), then the self
dual solution corresponding to the vector g is globally de
fined and has finite action, yet g is not necessarily 
polynomial. The same argument applies to non-self-dual so
lutions, as one can show easily. 

IV. SUPERSYMMETRIC MODELS 

Like many classical models, Grassmannian (T models 
admit supersymmetric extensions. In the compact case, a 
detailed description was given by Din et al. IS and by Fujii et 
al. 16

,17 Here again the analysis extends to the noncompact 
models in a straightforward way; hence our treatment will be 
very sketchy, following Refs. 16 and 17 almost verbatim. 

LetZbe a solution of the bosonic Gp;;qj (C) model, with 
projection Pz = ZtzZtt. The corresponding superfield 
reads, as usual, 

t/J(x,O) = Z(x) + ;OaXa(x) + (i/2)()rsOF(x) , (4.1) 

where the Grassmann variable 0 = [0 .. 02 ] T is a real two
component spinor, X(x) a two-component (anticommut
ing) spinor field, and F an auxiliary scalar field; rl,r2' and 
r S = r 1 r 2 are the familiar 2 X 2 r matrices. In terms of the 
supercovariant deri~ative, 

V=lP-A, (4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

where A is a gauge superfield, the action of the model is 

.7= Jd2XdOTrsdOTr[(Vt/J)trst(Vt/J)tz] , (4.3) 
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and it yields the equation of motion for A, 

A=tzt/}tgt/J· 

The action (4.3) may be written more explicitly as 

Y = f d 2x Tr[ (DI'Z)tt (DI'Z)tz - l'l1ttrI'DI''I1tz 

+ !{('I1t t'l1tz )2 + ('I1tYs'I1tZ)2 

- ('I1t ty I' '11 t z )( 'I1t t1''11 t z ) } 

- (Gt + ptz Ys'I1t )t( G - 'I1Ystz p)tz ] , 

where we have put 

'11 = (1 - Pz)X , 

G=(1-Pz )F, 

P = (i12)(Xtt Z - Ztt X) . 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 

Actually the equation of motion for G implies the vanishing 
ofthe last term of (4.5), which we will drop henceforth. 

A. The linearized fermion equation 

Following Ref. 16 we treat first the linearized fermion 
equation in the fixed bosonic background Z, obtained by 
dropping the four-fermion interaction in (4.5), namely, 

(1-Pz )YI'DI''I1=O, Z tt'l1=O, (4.7) 

where Zn = {OEI, ... ,oEn} is a solution of the bosonic model 
with GI =1=0, thus non-self-dual (Sec. II). Ifwe write 

'11= [~J'I1(+) + [!]'11(_) , (4.8) 

the equation of motion (4.7) decouples: 

(1-Pz )D± '11(±) =0, xtt'l1(±) =0. (4.9) 

Then, exactly as in Ref. 16, the solutions of Eqs. (4.9) are 
easily found to be 

'11( +) = P [Gd [r~ + )aT;r~ + )aL ... r7 + )a~] , 
(4. lOa) 

'11(_) =(I-P[H(En») 
x[r~_)al-It(oEI); ... q_)a,;-lt(OEn)] ' 

(4. lOb) 

where 

aj = (oEj )ttH(En ), j = 1,2, ... ,n, (4.11 ) 

and r t ±) are arbitrary (anti- )holomorphic Grassmann-val
ued matrices 

( 4.12) 

B. The general equation 

Going back to the full action (4.5), we rewrite it, as in 
Ref. 17, using the x ± coordinates: 

Y = f d 2x Tr[2(D+Z)tt(D+Z)tz 

+ 2(D_Z)tt (D_Z)tz 

- 4i('I1i +) tD_ '11 ( _) + 'I1i _) tD+ '11 ( +) )tz 

+ 4'11i + ) t '11 ( + ) t z'l1i _ ) t '11 ( _ ) t z 

-4'11i+)t'l1(_)tz 'l1i_)t'l1(+)tz ] , (4.13) 

with the constraint term 

Y c = f d 2x Tr[ A(ZttZtz - 1) + ,uztt '11( +) 

+ 'I1i + ) t Z,u t + vZ t t '11 ( _) + 'I1i _ ) t Zvt] , 

where A,,u, v are matrix Lagrange multipliers. Minimizing 
y + Y c' one gets the Euler-Lagrange equations 

D+D_Z + Ztz(D_Z)tt (D_Z) - i{(D+Z)tz 'l1i _)t '11( +) + (D_Z)tz'l1i +)t '11( _) 

+ l'l1( +) tz 'l11 _) tJ+Z + l'l1( _) tz 'l1i +) t J_Z = 0, 

(1 - P) D _ '11 ( _) + i{ '11 ( + ) t z 'I1i _ ) t '11 ( _) - '11 ( _ ) t z 'I1i _ ) t'l1 ( + ) = 0 , 

(1 - P) D + '11 ( +) + i{ '11 ( _ ) t z 'I1i + ) t'l1 ( +) - '11 ( + ) t z 'I1i + ) t'l1 ( _ ) } = 0 . 

(4.14 ) 

In the compact case, Fujii et al. 17 have given explicit 
solutions of the supersymmetric equations of motion, under 
the assumption that the fermion field be treated as a com
muting (c-number) field. The same restriction was imposed 
already by Din et al. IS for the Cp n model. Here we will ex
tend the method of Ref. 17 to the general case and exhibit an 
explicit solution to Eqs. (4.14), with the same proviso that 
'11 ( ±) are commuting fields. As in Sec. II we start with a set 
of holomorphic vectors and build the set H = {H I , ... ,H k} 
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using the procedure (2.1). Then introduce a further parti
tion of the even-numbered blocks, 

'H 2 j = {F(-I) F(O)} (4.15) 
) ') , 

where the only restriction is that the number of vectors in 
F} - I) must be smaller or equal to that in F }O). Upon defin
ing F} I) == J +F ~ - 1), the odd-numbered blocks take the form 

H 2 j + I = {F(l) G. } 
} , 2} + I • (4.16 ) 
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Thus we get for the basic set of holomorphic vectors 
(j = 1,2, ... ,n), 

H {G 'F( -I) F(O) F(I)'G 'F(-I) = I' 1 • 1 , 1 , 3, 2 , ••• , 

G 'F( - 1) F(O) F(I)'G .} 2j - 1 , j , j , j , 2j + 1 ,... • ( 4.17) 

Assuming that the partition (4.17) is completely nondegen
erate, we orthogonalize it, 

Y} -I) = (1 - P [H(G2j _ I)] )F} - I) , 

Y}O) = (1 _ P [H(F} -I» ])F}O) , 

and normalize the resulting blocks, 

(4.18 ) 

X}k) = y}k)lt(y}k»I- I12 U(y}k», k= -1,0,1. 
( 4.19) 

Then it is easy to show, exactly as in Ref. 17, that the follow
ing quantities are solutions of the general supersymmetric 
equations (4.14): 

'I' ( ±) = ['I' ~ ± ) ; 'I'~ ± ) ; .•• , 'l'Z ± ) ] • 

Z= [ZI;Z2; ... ,zn], 

where 

'l'j = [O"c .X<'-I)(a(-l)t)-I]a(O)t 
(+) J' +J J J J ' 

(4.20) 

'l'j = [O.c .X(\)t(X(.I)a(.I)] (a(.O»-lt(X<'O) ) 
(-) J -J J J J J J' 

Z j = X}O) , (4.21) 

and 

a<'k) = X (k)ttF(.k), k = - 1,0,1 . (4.22) 
J J J 

In Eq. (4.21) OJ denotes the (p + q) X mj null matrix. with 
mj = dim(X}O» - dim(X} -I», and c ± j are arbitrary 
constants subject to the constraint 

c + j ·c _ j = i. (4.23) 

The proofthat these are indeed solutions follows exactly the 
one of Ref. 17 and we shall not repeat it. Our solutions are 
more general, in that they allow arbitrary degenerate solu
tions for the bosonic sector. The crucial property that en
ables us to obtain this generalization is the following rela
tion: 

(y~k»tt(a+ y}m» = 0, for i=lj, k,m = - 1 or 0, 
(4.24) 

which results in a factorization of the problem. 
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APPENDIX: ORTHOGONAL BASES IN INDEFINITE 
INNER PRODUCT SPACES 

The treatment of noncom pact Grassmannian u models 
requires some facts about the existence and construction of 
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orthogonal bases in a complex vector space with an indefi
nite metric. Part of those results are, of course, standard and 
may be found, for instance, in the monographs of BognarI8 

and Deheuvels. I9 Some statements, however, Seem to be 
new, especially PropositioI). A3 below. 

Throughout this Appendix we consider the space 
V=CN with a nondegenerate inner product. For any two 
vectors l,gECN

, we denote their inner product as 
(/Ig) = Ittg, (AI) 

where t is a Hermitian N X N matrix, and the inner product is 
assumed to be indefinite, so that V contains neutral vectors 
«III) = 0), and nondegenerate, i.e .• t is invertible or, 
equivalently, vn V 1 = {O}. A family of vectors {e j }eV is 
called orthogonal if (e i Ie j ) = ° for i "" j, and orthonormal if 
I (e i Ie j ) I = 8ij . 

Now we turn to subspaces of V. Let {I I""'/"} be a set 
of r linearly independent vectors, F = [I H''''/''] the corre
sponding N X r matrix, and W= (F) the r-dimensional sub
space it generates. Then the following results are stan
dard. '8,19 

Proposition Al: The subspace W = (F) always has an 
orthogonal basis X. Furthermore the following three condi
tions are equivalent: (i) W has an orthonormal basis; (ii) W 
is nondegenerate: wn W 1 = {O}; and (iii) the rX r matrix 
tF = FttF is invertible. • 

The construction of those bases runs as follows. Since t F 

is Hermitian, it may be diagonalized by a unitary matrix U: 
ut t F U = t F' with t F diagonal. Then X = FU is an orthogo
nal basis of (F). Some vectors of X may have zero norm, 
however. This is excluded iff t F' hence t F' is invertible. Then 
the orthonormal basis associated with X is 

Z = F ItFI- I12 U, (A2) 

where It F I = (t ~t F) 112. One has indeed, by direct verifica
tion, 

t v v _I v 

Z tZ = t F '1 t F I = sgn (t F) , (A3) 

that is, a diagonal matrix whose entries equal ± 1. By a suit
able permutation ofrows and columns, (i.e., by choosing a 
different U), one may write 

ZttZ=Iij=diag[I;.-lj] U+j =r), 

where (i,j) is the signature of the r-dimensional subspace 
(F). 

An orthogonal projection in V = CN [t ] is a symmetric, 
idempotent operator P, i.e., a N X N matrix such that 

ptt =tP, p 2 =P. (A4) 

Then, since V is nondegenerate and finite dimensional, we 
have the following. 18,19 

Proposition A2: Given a subspace W = (F), the follow
ing three conditions are equivalent: (i) Wis nondegenerate: 
wn W 1 = {o}; (ii) W is the range of an orthogonal projec
tion; and (iii) W is orthocomplemented: V = W E& W 1. • 

In that case, the projection P on W is given by 
P = Ft F IFtt, with tF = FttF. Its rank is r = dim (F) and 
the signature is (i, j) with i + j = r as above. Then, of course, 
W 1 = (1 - P) V is also nondegenerate. For r = 1, in partic
ular, the projection on the one-dimensional subspace 
spanned by the vector lis 
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(AS) 

Now we describe the explicit construction of orthogonal 
bases. The trouble with formula (A2) is that it requires diag
onalizing the matrix t F' and this becomes cumbersome when 
r is not small. In practice one has to proceed differently and 
use a step-by-step approach. In the positive definite case, the 
Gram-Schmidt procedure is all one needs and it is always 
available. In the indefinite case, however, the method is ap
plicable only if all principal minors of t Fare nonvanishing, 19 
which is rather exceptional. Thus a different algorithm is 
required. The one we present below is based on the following 
property, which is rather surprising, and apparently new. 

Proposition A3: Let F = {f I, ... ,jk} be a set oflinearly 
independent neutral vectors, none of which is orthogonal to 
all the other ones. Then the subspace (F) spanned by F is 
nondegenerate: (F) n (F)l = {O}. 

Proof: Choose j such that if ,If j ) :;6 0 We may assume 
that if ,lfj ) is not purely imaginary, otherwise we multiply 
II by a phase. Define hI = II + fj. Then (h , lh , ):;60 and 
PI =P[hd is well-defined by (AS). Defining the vectors 
im = (I - PI )Im, m = 2,3, ... ,k, we get a new set 
F, = {hl,J;, ... ,jk}' where eachim is orthogonal to hI' The 
vector im need not be neutral, but if it is, it cannot be orthog
onal to all the other ones. Suppose the contrary: (); li;) = 0 
and (); lim) = 0, for each m = 2, ... ,k. Since/; is neutral, the 
first condition implies (/;IPI/;) = 0, hence (/;Ih , ) = 0, 
and therefore, by the second condition, (/; I In) = 0, for ev
ery n = 1,2, ... ,k, which contradicts the assumption of the 
proposition. Now we may proceed, according to the follow
ing alternative. 

(A) If every im, m = 2, ... ,k, is neutral, the assumption 
of the proposition is satisfied and we may repeat the argu
ment above. 

(B) If, say,]; is not neutral, define h2 =];, P2=P [h2], 
and!m = (1- P2)im' m = 2, ... ,k, m:;6l. 

In either case, after relabeling the vectors! m 's, we get a 
new set F2 = {h l,h2,g3, ... ,gk}' where hI and h2 are non-neu
tral and orthogonal to each other, eachgm is orthogonal to h I 
and h2, and no neutral gm is orthogonal to all vectors of F2• 

Iterating the process, using either (A) or (B) above, we end 
up with an orthogonal basis {hl, ... ,hk }, with (h m Ihm):;60 
for every m; in other words, (F) is nondegenerate, with or
thonormal basis {el, ... ,ek }, where em = hm I (h m Ihm) 1- 1

/
2. 

Remark: Instead of}j = (1 - PI)fj, on<: may also use 
the following vector, which is proportional tofj, but easier to 
compute:}j = II - (fj If,) if,l fj ) - Ifj . 

With the help of Proposition A3, we are finally ready to 
construct an orthogonal basis for an arbitrary subspace. It 
suffices obviously to consider a set of linearly independent 
vectors F = {el,. .. ,ek,g}, where E={el, ... ,ek } is an orthogo
nal family. Denote by 1, (resp. J) the subsets of E consisting 
of neutral (resp. non-neutral) vectors. Then the subspace 
(J) is nondegenerate, with projection P, and the vector 
g = (1 - P)g is orthogonal to J. Define further 

If g is neutral, we may apply Proposition A3 to the set 
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l' U {g}, and get an orthonormal basis H. If g is not neutral, 
we do the same, using branch (B) of the alternative. In either 
case, X = JU HU 1" is an orthogonal basis of (F), with neu
tral part 1". Clearly (F) is nondegenerate iff 1" = 0. 

Using this construction repeatedly, we obtain a step-by
step algorithm that is a genuine substitute for the Gram
Schmidt procedure, this one valid for an arbitrary subspace. 

We give two examples of the orthogonalization proce
dure. 

Example 1: We take first p = 2, q = 1, t = 121 and start 
with the single holomorphic vector IT(X+) = (1, 

x+ 2,X+Ji). Then our basic set isH = {f, B+I,B+ 2 I}. This 
is a case where the Gram-Schmidt procedure works. From 
H we obtain an orthogonal family {hI = l,h2,h3}, with 
square lengths, 

(h,lh , ) = (1-lx+12)2, 

(h2Ih2) = - 2 , 

(h3Ih3) =4(1-lx+12)-2. 

The corresponding projections are 

Pm = (hmlhm)-"hmh~t= (hmlhm)-'·(Ihm)(hml>. 

From the single vector f, we may get three different solutions 
of rank 1. 

(i) With GI = 0, E, = {I}, G2 = {B+I,B+ 2 I}, we 
obtain the self-dual solution PI' which is singular on the 
circle Ix+ I = 1; the signature is positive everywhere, i.e., it is 
a solution of the model on G21 ,1O = U(2,1 )IU( 1,1) XU( 1). 

(ii) With G, = {I}, E, = {B+/}, G2 = {B+ 2 I}, we 
obtain the generic solution P2; this one is regular everywhere 
(it is a global solution) and its signature is negative; in other 
words, it is a solution of the model on the Riemannian sym
metric space G 20," = U ( 2, 1 ) IV ( 2) X U ( 1 ) . 

(iii) Finally, with G, = {/,B+ I}, E, = {B+ 2 I}, we 
get the anti-self-dual solution P3, also singular on Ix+ I = 1, 
and with positive signature; of course, PI + P2 + P3 = 1. 

The (anti- ) self-dual solutions PI ,P3 are the noncompact 
equivalent of the two-(anti- )instantons 12: up to normaliza
tion, the corresponding vectors have polynomial compo
nents of degree at most two, in x+ and x_, respectively, but 
their action is infinite. 

Example 2: Consider now the model on G21,21 
= U(2,2)1U(1,l) xU(1,l), with t = 122, and start with 

the two neutral vectors, 

IT = (r,r + 1,r,r + 1), gT = (s,s + l,s + l,s) , 

where r = r(x+), s = s(x+) are two arbitrary polynomials. 
One has 

(III) = (gig) = 0, (/Ig) = 1 . 

Gram-Schmidt is inapplicable, but the algorithm of Propo
sition A3 may be used. We define indeed 

h=l+g, 

h =1 - (gl/)(/lg)-lg=1 -g, 
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and check 

(h Ih ) = 2, (h Ih ) = - 2, (h Ih ) = 0 . 
The corresponding self-dual solution of rank 2 has indeed 
signature (1,1) and it is globally defined. 
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Massless, conformally invariant Bargmann-Wigner equations with gauge freedom are found. 
An invariant indefinite metric quantization is described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The opinion gains ground that if local fields are funda
mental, they should be massless. Having no scale, their 
space-time invariance group should be the conformal group 
SU (2,2). Another feature peculiar to massless particles is 
their gauge freedom, as most prominently documented in 
the case of electrodynamics. This in tum is considered as a 
major tool to formulate interactions between the fields. 

Massless integer spin fields are customarily described by 
employing fully symmetric tensors. 1.2 For mass 0 they have a 
gradient type gauge freedom, like Av -Av + avA. These 
equations are in general not conformally invariant, even if 
the corresponding equations for field strengths are. The irre
ducible massless representations of the Poincare group can 
be extended to the conformal group, but not the indecom
posable ones that appear in the gauge theories. 

Manifestly conformally invariant gauge theories using 
tensors for spin 1 and 2 have been formulated3

,4 but to do the 
general case requires new techniques for dealing with inde
composable representations. 

Half-integer spin fields can be described very similarly 
using Rarita-Schwinger fields. 5 

A different approach uses fully symmetric multispinors. 
The massless Bargmann-Wigner equations6 describe parti
cles in an irreducible representation, without gauge freedom; 
they are also conformally invariant. 7 For spin! another for
mulation is possible, which does have gauge freedom of the 
current type.3 It was originally found and discussed in con
formal space.8

-
11 The object of this paper is to extend this 

approach to arbitrary spins. For Poincare-invariant Barg
mann-Wigner types of equations with gauge freedom (see 
Ref. 12). 

Our notation will be the same as in Ref. 10. The quan
tum numbers to label states are given by the maximal com
pact subgroup U(1) xSU(2) XSU(2) ofa covering of the 
conformal group. The U ( 1) eigenvalues are called (confor
mal) energy; the SU(2) eigenvalues (jiJmi), i= 1,2, give 
the spin properties of a state. 

Irreducible lowest weight representations can be 
uniquely labeled as D(Eo,jl,j2) by the quantum numbers of 
the lowest weight. The representations with 
Eo - (j 1 + j2) = 1, kJ2 = 0 give, when restricted to the 
Poincare group, the massless representations with helicity 
A =il-j2' 

In Sec. II we first review conformal space and some 
properties of the representations used here. Then we find 
manifestly conformally invariant field equations for all spins 
s;;;.~. They have a current type gauge freedom. In Sec. III we 
find invariant two-point functions of these fields, which give 
an invariant indefinite metric quantization. Section IV 
transforms the field equations in flat Minkowski space so 
that comparison with earlier work is simplified. The princi
pal tools for Sees. II and III are the tensor products between 
certain finite and infinite representations of the conformal 
group, which are reduced in Appendix A. Appendix B gives 
some formulas used in calculations. 

II. WAVE EQUATIONS FOR MASSLESS CONFORMAL 
MUL TISPINORS 

A. Transformation of fields in conformal space 

The nonlinear action of the conformal group on flat 
space causes unnecessarily complicated transformation 
properties of fields over Minkowski space. Therefore we first 
prefer to discuss manifestly conformally invariant field 
equations in conformal space, which will be transformed lat
er (see Sec. IV) to flat space. 

On four-dimensional conformal space 

X2 = 1JabXaXb = xi + x~ + x~ - x~ + x; - x~ = 0, 

Xa =A.Xo , A. > 0, (1) 

the conformal group acts linearly. 8,13 To avoid any dynamics 
along the rays, we fix the degree of homogeneity of all fields 
by imposing 

x'a'II=xo ao'll = n'll. (2) 

The scalar fields with positive energy and degree n < - 1 
carry a representation D( - n,O,O). 

As there are two inequivalent fundamental (four-di
mensional) representations D( - !,!,O) and D( - !,O,P of 
SU(2,2), we have two inequivalent spinor fields which we 
denote by 'lI 0 (x) and 'lI a (x). The generators of the confor
mal group are 

Jab = Mob + Sab' 
Mob = - i(xaab - Xb aa), (3) 

Sab = - (i/4)(/3aYb -/3bYa) 

on the undotted spinors. For dotted spinors, the spin part of 
the generators is 
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Sab= -(i/4)(ra{3b-rb{3a)' 

The 4 X 4 matrices {3, r have to satisfy 

{3a rb + {3b ra = 21Jab' 

A possible realization is 

{3i = ri = (0. iUOi ) , i = 1,2,3, 
-lUi 

{34 = r4 = (~ ~ J {3s = rs = (~ ~), 

{36 = - r6 = (~ ~). 
On multispinors 'II a," 'ap,," ''',' the spin part is 

r s 

Sab = L Sab + L Sab , 
i = I (i) i = I (i) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where Sab acts on the ith undotted and Sab on the jth dotted 
(i) (i) 

index. 
Massless particles with helicity A = ! (resp. A = -!) 

can be described with undotted (resp. dotted) spinor fields. 
Therefore we expect to describe massless particles with 
helicity A > ° by fully symmetric multispinor fields 
'II,,(x)='II(a""au)(x) and those with helicity ..1<0 by 

'II" (x) ='11(""""12."1) (x). 
In the sequel we will give details only for the A > ° cases. 

The A < ° cases can be obtained by exchanging dotted and 
undotted spinors, {3 and r, jl and j2' and by replacing A 
by -A. 

The constant multispinor 'II(a ... a ) carries a finite 
I 21A I 

representation D( - ..1,..1,0) of the conformal group. So the 
field'll" (x) with degree of homogeneity n < - 1 carries the 
tensor product 

D( - A,A,Q) ® D( - n,O,O). (7) 

In Appendix A it is shown that this tensor product contains 
for n = - (2..1 + 1) the Gupta-Bleuler triplet 

D(2 + ..1,..1 - M) -+D( 1 + ..1,..1,0) -+D(2 + ..1,..1 - M). 
(8) 

We will refer to the representations (and their states) as 

scalar -+ physical-+ gauge. 

The physical massless helicity A representation 
D(1 + ..1,..1,0) has gauge freedom D(2 + ..1,..1 - !,!). The 
conventionally termed "scalar" representation is necessary 
for an indefinite metric quantization, as we will describe in 
Sec. III. 

B. Field equations 

In order to construct wave equations for the fields we 
will use the second-order Casimir operator 

!J 2=!JObJab = ~M2 + MS + !S2. (9) 

Each term commutes with the others and with the operator 
x·a. Therefore they must have a common set of eigenfunc
tions. For the orbital part we get 

~2 = x 2 a 2 + (x·a)2 + 4(x·a). (10) 
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On conformal space it only depends on the degree n, for 
which we have 

(x·a)'II" = - (21..1 1+ 1)'11". (11 ) 

The eigenvalue of the second-order Casimir operator is, 
for the lowest weight representation D(Eo,jl,j2)' 

Eo(Eo-4) +2jl(j1 + 1) + 2j2(j2 + 1). (12) 

For acting on'll" (x) we get the eigenvalue of D( - ..1,..1,0), 
i.e., 

!S2 = 3..1(..1 + 2). ( 13) 

We further use 

2" 
MS = 2..1 (x·a) - L ({3·x).(r·a) =U(x·a) - Q. (14) 

i=1 (I) 

The physical and gauge modes of the Gupta-Bleuler triplet 
(8) are eigenfunctions of!J 2 with eigenvalues 3 (A 2 - 1). So 
they satisfy the equation 

Q'II" = - [!J2-3(A 2 -1)]'II" =0, (15) 

where Q is defined in Eq. (14). For the scalar modes we have 
to expect 

since the irreducible gauge and scalar representations (on a 
quotient space) are equivalent. That this actually happens 
can be checked by applying Q to the ground state (A 17). So 
the full Gupta-Bleuler triplet satisfies the field equation 

(16) 

For A = !, we have Q 2 = ° automatically. In this case the 
tensor product (7) contains the Gupta-Bleuler triplet only; 
it is not necessary to project on a subspace. 

For negative helicities the same equations [( 15) and 
( 16)] hold, with 

-u 
Q= L (y-x)( {3·a). 

i= I (I) 

(17) 

The field'll" describes massless particles with gauge free
dom. In the usual electrodynamics it corresponds to the field 
potential All' Equation (15) corresponds to the Lorentz 
condition. Next we want to find a field X that describes mass
less particles irreducibly as the field strength Fpv does. It 
must be zero for the pure gauge states. Inspecting the state 
(AI4) suggests 

u 
X" = II (y-x) 'II", for A > 0, 

i=1 (I) 

(18) 

-u 
X" = II ({3: x) 'II", for A < 0. 

i=1 (I) 

(19) 

Note that X" has dotted indices for A > ° and undotted ones 
for ..1<0. 

Clearly X" has a degree of homogeneity 

x·ax-< = - X", (20) 

and satisfies 

({3'x)X" =0, for ..1>0, 
(i) 

(y-x) X" =0, for ..1<0, i= 1, ... ,21..1 I· 
(i) 
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For fields with degree ( - 1) the wave operator a 2 is intrinsi
cally defined on conformal space. Using the ground state 
(A13) of the physical modes it is straightforward to show 
that 

a2X = 0 (22) 

holds. This can also be derived from the "Lorentz condi
tion" (15). 

In usual electrodynamics, the pure gauge modes have 
the form A I' = a I' A. Inspecting the ground state (A 14) we 
see that in our cases the corresponding relation is 

2,< 

l{I(a .... a2A) = L (P'x)aj34>P(a""a""a2Al' for .,1.>0, (23) 
i=1 

-2'< 

l{I(a .... a_2.<) = L (y·x)ap4>p(a ... :ii" .. a2Al' for A. <0, 
i=1 

where a means that a is missing. 
The field 4>(x) has degree 

(24) 

(x·a)4>,< = - (21.,1.1 + 2)4>,<. (25) 

From the Casimir operator we get the field equation 

[ Y'x p·a + I p·x .r.a]cI>,< =0, for .,1.>0, 
(I) i= 2 (I) 

(26) 

(27) 

Thus for all helicities A. =1= 0 we have a field potentiall{l,< with 
gauge freedom, a field strength X,<, which carries the irredu
cible representation, and a field 4>,<, which describes pure 
gauge only. For the field potentials we have field equations 
(11) and (16) whose solutions carry the Gupta-Bleuler 
triplets (8). The first-order equations ( 15) project on phys
ical and gauge modes only; they are the generalized "Lor
entz conditions." This structure gives an indefinite metric 
quantization, which we discuss next. 

III. QUANTIZATION OF THE GAUGE FIELDS 

In the last section ten~or products between finite- and 
infinite-dimensional representations of the conformal group 
were used to discuss the field equations. Such a structure is 
also very helpful to find the invariant two-point functions, of 
which the Pauli-Jordan commutation functions are built. It 
can provide the commutators of the free quantum fields, 
even in the case of a Hilbert space with indefinite metric, as it 
is encountered in gauge theories. 

The invariant two-point functions of the scalar, unitary, 
positive-energy representations D(n,O,O) are 

D + ( ')-n [ "( I 1)]-2 n = X' X + = X' x + IE X4X6 - X~4 , (28) 

and the invariant two-point functions of the tensor products 
(7) are 

{j( P, . .. {jP2A) 
F - (a, a2,) (29) 

2,1,0 - (x'x' )\+2A 

We have raised the second index of each Kronecker delta, so 
we can denote the independent symmetrization of the a's 
and P's most easily. The symmetrizations stem from the use 
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of fully symmetric spinors. The notation F 2'<,0 is motivated 
by using more general invariant functions later; see Eq. (39) 
below. For the tensor product (A2) we have the same 
expression with dotted indices. 

In the case s = ~ these are precisely the invariant two
point functions of the Gupta-Bleuler triplets (see Ref. 10). 

For s = 1 we have additional terms D(4,0,1) [resp. 
D( 4,1,0» in the tensor products (AI) and (A2). Using Eq. 
( 40) below we can show that 

(p. x Y'x')l~: (p·x Y'X')~~ 
F2,2 (30) 

(X'X')5 

satisfies 

(Q-4)F2,2 =0, (31) 

and therefore it is the invariant function of D( 4,0,1). The 
irreducible pure gauge representation D( 3,!,!) has the invar
iant function 

G=F2,2 -F2,1, 
(p·x Y'X')(P, tY!..,) 

with F = (a, a,) 

2,1 (X'X,)4 

It satisfies [see Eq. (40)] 

QG=O. 

(32) 

(33) 

The invariant function D t of the helicity-one Gupta
Bleuler triplet 

(34) 

must be a linear combination of F2,o and F2,2' which fulfills 
the field equation Q 2 D 1 = 0. It is only defined up to a factor 
and the addition of the invariant function G of pure gauge. 
We obtain 

D 1+ = F2,o - W2,I . (35) 

For the helicity-( - 1) Gupta-Bleuler triplet 

D(3,!,!) --+D(2,0,1) --+D(3,M), (36) 

the invariant function is 

D ~ 1 = F 2,o - ~F2,1; (37) 

F is obtained from F by replacing (p. x Y' x') aP by 
(Y' x p. x')aP and {jap by {jap. 

In the cases with 1.,1. 1 > 1, we have 21.,1. 1 - 1 terms in the 
reduction, in addition to the Gupta-Bleuler triplets. To get 
the invariant function of the helicity-.,1. Gupta-Bleuler triplet 
D,<' we have to subtract from F

1
,< 1,0 invariant functions in 

such a way that 

Q2D,< = 0 (38) 

is satisfied. It is not necessary that we give explictly all invar
iant functions of the irreducible representation in the reduc
tions (A 1 ) and (A2), but we must be sure that the subtract
ed terms do not contain the physical massless modes. 

This latter condition is satisfied for the invariant func
tions 

where 

)=(p·x y·x'), n=U>O, m;d. (39) 

To calculate QFn,m' we first apply Q to one of the terms in 
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Fn,m (without symmetrization) and then symmetrize, with 
the result 

QFn,m = - (n - m)(n + m + 1)Fn,m + I 

- 2m(m - 1)Fn,m' 

To solve Eq. (16), for A> 0, we make the ansatz 
2-t-1 

D / = L amF2-t,m' 
m=O 

and obtain the recursion relation 

am_ 1 = [m2dml{(U+m)(U-m+ 1)}]am, 

with 

d2A _ I = -4, dm _ 1 = -4(1 + lIdm ). 

For helicity ~ we get explicitly 

D i~2 = F3,o - 4F3,I + iF3,2' 

and for helicity 2 we get 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

D 2+ =F4,o -lfF4,1 +~F4,2 -¥F4,3' (45) 

The commutation relations between the quantum field oper-
ator 

"'-t(X) = "'(a .... au) (x), A>O, 

and its conjugate 

\iI-t ="'(t···"u) (r4)",p, ... (r4)"z"pu 

are 

(46) 

(47) 

["'-t (x),\iI-t (x')] ± = D -t+ (x,x') + D -t- (x,x'), 

D-(x,x') = (D+(x,x'»)*. (48) 

The sign in the commutator can be chosen as - for integer 
A and + for half-integer A, to conform with the spin statis
tics theorem. For A < 0 replaceDby D, and r4 in Eq. (47) by 

/34' 

IV. THE FIELD EQUATIONS IN MINKOWSKI SPACE 

Conformal space (1) is a compactification of flat Min
kowski space. The usual flat space coordinates can be writ
ten as 

yv=xv/(X5+X6), v=1,2,3,4. (49) 

Calculations are simplified if we also introduce 

B = x2/(x5 + X6)2, y+ = X5 + x6, (50) 

which satisfy B = 0, y + =Ay + in conformal space. 
Spinor fields in flat space have translational generators 

P" = - i a lay", and they do not depend on y +. These re
quirements are met by 

XM,-t =y+U2-tX-t, "'M,-t =y~+ I U2AX-t , A>O, (51) 

where 
2-t 

U 2-t = II Ua,p" Ua,p, = (1 + y"rvr - )a,p" 
;=1 

(52) 

We also will need the transformation matrix of the dotted 
spinors, which has U replaced by 

(53) 

In the sequel we again give details only for A > 0 (the equa-
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tions for A < 0 are obtained by r--/3, r ± -+ r =F , A -+ - A). 
First we want to write the field equations of the X field in 

flat space; they describe massless particles in irreducible rep
resentations of the conformal group. 

The subsidiary conditions (y-x) X-t = 0 [Eq. (21)] 
(i) 

give in flat space [see Eq. (B7)] 

r XM,-t =0. 
(i) 

So the only non vanishing components are 
2A 

II r- XM,-t =:XM,:i' -. 
;= I (,) 

The field equation (22) becomes 

0= u2-ta 2(U 2-t)-IXM,-t 

=y:;: I{D + 2 k~1 /J(k) ret) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

+ L rej) r(J) rv(k) r(k) }XM,-t. (57) 
j'F k 

Using Eq. (54) above we get, by applying appropriate pro
jection operators, 

h 11 _ v a 
were "(k) =r(k) -, 

ayV 

rV rv XM.-t-"· - = O. (59) 
(k) (j) 

The latter equations are automatically satisfied for symmet
ric spinors [see (B9)]. If we use a basis for the r matrices 
(6) in which r6 and r5 are diagonal, e.g., 

'}{I = ir5' J11 = ir4' (60) 

then the projection operators become 

r+ = (~ ~). r- = (~ ~). (61) 

So X- becomes a two-spinor and Eq. (58) is the Weyl equa
tion acting on each two-spinor index. We have the usual 
massless Bargmann-Wigner equations for symmetric spin
ors.6 The corresponding field equations for negative helici
ties are 

/J(j) X~,,i"+ =0, A<O, j= 1,oo.,2IA I. 
The two multispinors for A = s, A = - S can be taken to
gether to a Dirac multispinor, which satisfies the massless 
Dirac equation and describes massless helicity A = ± s par
ticles. Next we rewrite the field equations of the '" field, 
which has gauge freedom, in flat space. 

The pure gauge states satisfy (r'x)x-t = 0, which be
comes, by using (B7), 

"'~,,i"+ =0, A>O. (62) 

The "Lorentz condition" (15) becomes [see (B8)] 

I r(}) {/J(j) +2 L r(k)}"'M,-t =0. (63) 
j=1 k'Fj 

From this we obtain, by acting with appropriate projection 
operators, 

(64) 
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i.e., the Weyl equation acting on each two-spinor index of 
,II + '" + 't"M.,t . 

In the case ofhelicity-! there is no further equation, and 
any function '1'- describes gauge. For helicity 1 there is, in 
addition to Eqs. (64), 

(65) 

and similar equations for higher helicities. They project on 
those functions 'I' + - ... , which carry pure gauge, but not the 
additional representations in the tensor products (A 1 ). The 
full Gupta-Bleuler triplet has for spin ~ no field equation, 
and for higher spins we have Q 2'1' = 0; see Eq. ( 16). This can 
be transformed in flat space as before. For helicity 1 we ob
tain, e.g., 

(66) 

This equation has the "scalar" modes as a solution, in addi
tion to the physical and gauge modes that already solve Eqs. 
(64) and (65). 

Again the equations for negative helicity are obtained by 
exchanging r+ +-+ - r-. So, e.g., the equivalent ofEq. (64) 

is 

(67) 

It is also possible to rewrite the invariant two-point functions 
of Sec. III in flat space, as was done in Ref. 10 for spin !. 
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APPENDIX A: REDUCTION OF THE TENSOR 
PRODUCTS 

The aim of this appendix is to give the reduction of the 
tensor product 

D( - A.,A,O) ®D(1 + 2A.,0,o) 

= {D(2 + A.,A - ~,p -+D( 1 + A.,A.,O) 

-+D(2 + A.,A - ~,~)} 
2,t 

Ell L D( 1 + A. + i,A - iI2,iI2), A. > O. (AI) 
1=2 

Then also a similar formula holds, with the two angular mo
mentajl,J~ exchanged: 

D( - s,O,s) ® D( I + 2s,0,0) 

= {D(2 + s,!,s -!) -+D( 1+ s,O,s) 

-+D(2 + s,~,s - ~)} 
2$ 

Ell L D(1 + s + i,iI2,s - iI2), s> O. (A2) 
i=2 

Comparing weight diagrams as described in Ref. 10, Appen-
dix B, gives the reduction except for the leaks between Weyl
equivalent representations, which we denote by an arrow 
(-+). Note that the massless representation D( 1 + A.,A.,O) 
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has a reduced weight diagram, which "lost" a 
D(2 + A.,A. -!,!) as compared to the general case. 

To prove the leaks, we act with step operators on lowest 
weights of the representations. We call 

. 1 2,t(_1 0) 
J46 = -1(X+J+-x_J_)+- L l' 

2 j= 1 0 

J 
J . 

± =--, x± =X4 ±IX6, 
Jx± 

(j) 

(A3) 

the conformal energy. The generators of the two SU (2) sub-
groups are 

Jl 1
,2) = !(€ijJjk ± JiS )' 

Their components are explicitly 

1 2A. 
(~ ~), 

+- L (m) 

2 m=1 

(~ ~J, 
(m) 

(A4) 

i,j,k cyclic. (A5) 

The other noncompact generators of SU(2,2) we write as 
energy raising and lowering operators 

J r± = Jro ± iJ 1'4' r = 1,2,3,5, 

or explicitly 

(A6) 

J/= -2xiJ+-X-Ji+k~I(~i ~), i=I,2,3, 
(k) 

(A7) 

i = 1,2,3, 

(AS) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

The lowest weight of the infinite representation D(Eo,O,O) is 
x:;:: E" and the states at energy E = Eo + 1 are xrx:;: (E" + \), 

r = 1,2,3,5. For finite representation D( - A.,A,O), the low
est weight with eigenvalues (E, (j l' j~ ), ( j2' j~ ») = ( - A., 
(A., - A.),(O,O») is 

mx ... x(~} (All) 

~ 
2 A terms 

and the state with eigenvalues (1 - A.,(A. -!, - A. - ~), 
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(AI2) 

So the lowest state in the tensor product (AI) is 

1 Po>,. = X~2"_I(!)X'" x(!). 
\.;0 0;1 --

(A13) 

2A. - 1 terms 

If this lowest weight belongs to an irreducible representation, acting with the raising operators J,+ on it would only produce 
states at (E,jl,j2) = (2 + A,A + M). But in our case here it also gives states at (2 + A,A - M), e.g., the state with 
j~ = - A +!, ji = -!: 

1 

-2,. - 2 
go>,. =x+ 

2...:t - 1 terms 

--~----

X (PjV~~x .. x0+··+mx .. xmx(p.x)m, 
"" 2,. terms 

(AI4) 

It can, e.g., be obtained by 

1 gO>,. = ll/(U + 1)]{!(iJt +J2+)J~) 

- A(iJ 3+ - J 5+ )}I Po),., (AI5) 

where J~) = J \ I) + iJ i I) is the raising operator in the first 
SU(2).14 The state Igo),. itself is a lowest weight 

J ,-I go),. = 0 (AI6) 

of the irreducible representation D(2 + A,A - !,p. 
There is another independent state in the tensor product 

(AI) with the same quantum number as Igo),., namely 

Iso),.=X~2"-I(S), (AI7) 

where (s) is the statefrom Eq. (AI2). Acting with the ener
gy lowering operators J ,- on it gives the state Ipo>,.. It is 
only a relative lowest weight. 

So we could prove the reduction (A I ). The explicit 
form of the lowest weights given above is also used in Sec. II. 

APPENDIX B: SOME USEFUL RELATIONS 

Using the property (5) ofthe p, Y matrices we get 

(P'x)(Y'x) = (Y'x)(P'x) = x2, (BI) 

(P'x y-J)2 = - x 2 J2 + (4 + 2x·J)p·x y-J. (B2) 

The trace of matrices acting on different spinor indices is 

P p,a, (Yo) p,a, l/la,a, = 2l/lp,p" 

r'/J,a, (Yo )p,a, l/la,a, = 2(l/lp,p, -l/lp,p,). 

(B3) 

(B4) 

To show this, transform into a matrix product P 0l/Jr~ and 
use the explicit basis of Eq. (6). With (B4) we get 
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The transformations U in Sec. IV satisfy 

U- I = l-jr-, 

(l-jr+)(y-x)(l-jr-) =y+r+, 

(B5) 

(B6) 

(B7) 

UP'x Y'JU- 1 = -r-[yv~-2(2+y+J+)]. 
Jyv 

(B8) 

The trace of Y matrices acting on different spinor indices of X 
(or l/l) is, for the various components r ± r ± l/l = l/l ± ±, 

(I) (2) 

Again we transform in a matrix product, e.g., 
yVr + X ( r + ) T X ~ and use the explicit matrices ( 6) and 
r,Z",rr from Eq. (60). 
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On the Heisenberg and orthosymplectic superalgebras of the harmonic 
oscillator 
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The new invariance superalgebra osp(2,2n)Etsh(2,2n) for an n-dimensional quantum 
harmonic oscillator is proposed, and the corresponding supersymmetric Hamiltonian is 
constructed. This superalgebra is related to the structure osp(3,2n) recently studied by 
Englefield [J. Phys. A 21, 1309 (1988)]. By interchanging the even and odd characters of the 
fundamental generators belonging to the Heisenberg superalgebra sh(2,2n), the connection 
between both structures is established and its consequences exploited. The specific cases 
n = 1,2,3 are discussed and compared with recent contributions. Some general conclusions are 
also summarized. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The invariance superalgebra of the n-dimensional har
monic oscillator was first recognized by de Crombrugghe 
and Rittenberg 1 as the orthosymplectic structure 
osp(2n,2n) after the advent of supersymmetric quantum 
mechanics.2 Since this proposal two other superstructures 
have been pointed out. On the one hand, Beckers, Dehin, and 
Hussin3 have incorporated the harmonic oscillator in the 
superconformal context and have shown that the largest su
peralgebra of the harmonic oscillator is the semidirect sum 
of the de Crombrugghe-Rittenberg structure and the Hei
senberg superalgebra sh (2n,2n), i.e., the superalgebra 
osp(2n,2n) El-sh(2n,2n). They have extended the conformal 
symmetries displayed by Niederer4 to the supercontext by 
combining Witten's2 and Fubini-Rabinovici's5 studies lead
ing to type-Q and type-S supercharges. This largest superal
gebra is the maximal dynamical invariance algebra ofthe n
dimensional harmonic oscillator containing dynamical6 as 
well as kinematical7 symmetries and supersymmetries.3 On 
the other hand, Englefield8 has just proposed the superalge
bra osp(3,2n) by starting from the metaplectic representa
tion of osp (3,2) with a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator 
with spin,9 and by extending it to the supersymmetric con
text in n dimensions. 

Here our main purpose is to construct a new superalge
bra osp (2,2n) El-sh (2,2n) for an n-dimensional harmonic os
cillator, appearing as a substructure of the superalgebra 
osp(2n,2n) El-sh(2n,2n), which will be clearly related to the 
Englefield superstructure osp(3,2n). Then we want to take 
advantage of this relation between osp (2,2n) El-sh (2,2n) and 
osp (3,2n) in order to understand both structures in connec
tion with the physics of the harmonic oscillator and with 

a) Chercheur Institut Interuniversitaire des Sciences Nuch!aires. 
b) On leave from Liege University. Liege. Belgium. 

different procedures of supersymmetrization already used in 
the literature. In particular, we think of the standard proce
dure2 and the spin-orbit coupling procedurelO,ll first dis
cussed by Balantekin in the three-dimensional context and 
generalized by Kostelecky, Nieto, and Truaxl2 to the arbi
trary n case. We will see the fundamental role played by the 
Heisenberg superalgebras exhibited in the above structures. 

In Sec. II we construct the superalgebra 
osp (2,2n) El-sh (2,2n) by looking for two degrees of freedom 
in the fermionic variables and 2n in the bosonic variables 
describing an n-dimensional supersymmetric harmonic os
cillator. From previous results3 we easily get all the genera
tors in terms of the operators of the Heisenberg superalge
bra, and we explicitly construct the corresponding 
supersymmetric Hamiltonian. Section III is devoted to the 
connection between our superalgebra and osp (3,2n), the 
one proposed and discussed by Englefield.8 We also give the 
explicit form of the corresponding Hamiltonian in this 
osp( 3,2n) context, as well as a realization of all its genera
tors. In Sec. IV we then come back to the specific physical 
cases n = 1,2,3 and make some comments in connection 
with different procedures of supersymmetrization and with 
other recent contributions. 13

-
17 Finally, Sec. V contains 

some general conclusions, putting the accent on the Heisen
berg generators and their fundamental role in the under
standing of these superalgebras. 

In order to fix our conventions and units let us mention 
that the mass m is taken as unity, although we maintain f.tJ, 

the angular frequency of the harmonic oscillator, in our for
mulas. In general, the summations on Latin indices go from 
1 to n except for specific mentions; they are always under
stood on repeated indices. In connection with the Heisen
berg superalgebras and their dimensions, we frequently omit 
the ( + 1) dimension associated with the central extension 
they always exhibit due to the presence of the identity opera
tor in the corresponding structures. 
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II. THE SUPERALGEBRA osp(2,2n) 6- sh(2,2n) AND THE 
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

After the first N = 2 supersymmetric quantum-me
chanical system was given and recognized by Witten2 (with 
a suitable superpotential) as a supersymmetric version of the 
I-dimensional harmonic oscillator, it was a trivial task to 
extend these considerations to arbitrary (n) spatial dimen
sions, maintaining the famous cancellation between the Bose 
and Fermi contributions to the ground-state energy in such a 
supersymmetric theory. Then the extension to osp(2n,2n) 
with respect to dynamical 6 symmetries and supersymme
tries has also been proposed. I Moreover, the corresponding 
discussion within the so-called nonrelativistic conformal 
contexe has been pointed out by the present authors/· II 

leading to the largest dynamical invariance superalgebra 
osp(2n,2n) 6- sh(2n,2n) when the standard procedure of 
supersymmetrization2 is enhanced. Such considerations in
clude dynamical as well as kinematical 4 (super ) symmetries 
and refer to the same number (2n) of bosonic and fermionic 
degrees of freedom. 

Let us now proceed to construct osp(2,2n) 6- sh(2,2n) 
as the invariance superalgebra of a harmonic oscillator by 
starting with osp(2n,2n) 6- sh(2n,2n), the superalgebra3 of 
the harmonic oscillator in the well-known standard proce
dure. Let us recall that the above (Sn2 + 4n( + 1))-dimen
sional superalgebra is formed by the Sn2 generators 
Tkl , C±.kl' Ykl , Z±.kI> Q ±.kl, andS ±.kl ofosp(2n,2n), and 
the (4n( + 1») generators P ±.k and T ±.k (and I) of 
sh(2n,2n). We have noticed3 that the first Sn2 generators 
can be expressed only in terms of those generating the Hei
senberg superalgebra sh(2n,2n). Indeed, we have 

Tkl =!{p -.k'P +,/}, 

C ± .kl = =+= (i14) {p ±.k'P ± ./}' 
Ykl = (m/2) [T + .k,T -.d, 

Z±.kl = ± (imI2) [T ±.k,T ±.d, 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

(2.1d) 

Q±.kl = (lI,fi)P~.kT ±.I = (l/2,fi){P~.k,T ±./}' (2.1e) 

S±.kl = (lI,fi)P ±.kT ±.I = (l/2,fi){P ±.k,T ±./}' (2.1f) 

where the Heisenberg generators are given by 

P ±.k = ± i{iWe~i"'ta±.k 
and 

T ~i"'tJ:-±.k = e ~ ±.k· 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

Here the a ± .k'S are the components of the creation ( + ) 
and annihilation ( - ) operators in the n-dimensional space 
(k = 1, ... ,n) satisfying 

[a_.k,a+.d =Okl' (2.3) 

while the 5 ± .k 's are Grassmannian variables such that 

{5 +.k,5 -./} = 0kl' {5 ±.k,5 ±,/} = O. (2.4) 

These operators clearly refer to 2n bosonic and 2n fermionic 
degrees of freedom, which enter, respectively, into the bo
sonic and fermionic parts of the supersymmetric Hamilto
nian for the harmonic oscillator given by 
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H~o. = (mI2){8+,8_} + (mI2)[S+,S_] = {Q+,Q_}, 
(2.5) 

where the supercharges 

Q± =Q±.kk = =+=i~a~·s± = (lI,fi)P~.T± (2.6) 

are conserved (as expected): 

[Q± ,H~o.] = O. (2.7) 

Let us now restrict ourselves to two fermionic degrees of 
freedom and seek to obtain the superalgebra osp(2,2n) 
6-sh(2,2n) in a similar manner as before, but with only two 
Grassmannian variables, 5+ and 5-. So we will be working 
with the simplest two-dimensional Clifford algebra, 18 

{91 a,91 b} = Dab, a,b = 1,2, 

with 

91 1 =5++5-, 912=i(5_-5+)' 

(2.Sa) 

(2.Sb) 

The generators (2.2b) then become the only two generators 
T + and T _, so that the Heisenberg superalgebra becomes a 
[2 + 2n ( + 1)] -dimensional structure that we call 
sh(2,2n). Correspondingly we immediately see through 
Eqs. (2.1) that the algebra sp (2n ) generated by the 
(2n2 + n) operators (2.1a) and (2.1b) is unchanged, while 
the (2n2-n) generators (2.1c) and (2.1d) ofso(2n) re
duce to the single generator 

(2.9) 

associated with a so(2) algebra. Moreover, the 4n2 charges 
(2.1e) and (2.1f) reduce to the 4n operators 

Q±.k = (l1,fi)P~.kT ±' S±.k = (lI,fi)P ±.kT ±. 
(2.10) 

In this way we get (2n2 + 7n + 3( + 1)) generators, which 
form the superalgebra osp (2,2n) 6-sh (2,2n). Let us just take 
note here of the structure relations of the Heisenberg super
algebra sh (2,2n) : 

[P-.k,P+.d =2mokJ, [P±.k,P±.d =0, (2.11) 

[P±.k,T+] =0, [P±.k,T_] =0, (2.12) 

{T+,T_} =1, {T±.,T±}=O. (2.13) 

The other structure relations for osp(2,2n)6-sh(2,2n) can 
evidently be obtained from the preceding ones due to the 
definitions of the osp (2,2n) generators in terms of those of 
the Heisenberg superalgebra. 

Let us summarize by saying that we are dealing with 
(2n2 + 3n + 1) even generators Tkl , C ± .kl' Y, and P ± .k, as 
well as with (2 + 4n) odd generators T ± ' Q ± .k, and S ± .k' 
These even (~) or odd (&) properties of the operators are 
closely related to the fact that they effectively satisfy the 
structure relations 

[~,~] =~, [~,&] = &, {&,&} =~. (2.14) 

So we can look for the explicit forrp of the supersymmetric 
Hamiltonian for a harmonic oscillator with the invariance 
superalgebra osp (2,2n) 6-sh (2,2n). From the type-Q super
charges (2.10), we define in this N = 2 supersymmetric the
ory2 the two other supercharges, 

(2.15 ) 
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where the a ± ,k'S are actually arbitrary coefficients. Then by 
using the relations [see Eqs. (2.1 a) and (2.11)] 

P _ ,kP + ,I = 2Tkl + wDklI, P + ,IP _ ,k = 2Tkl - WDkJ, 

and [see Eqs. (2.9) and (2.13)] 

T ± T'1'- =!(/ ± (2/w) y), 

we easily get 

{Q+,Q_} =!a +,ka_,/{P _.kT+,P +,IT_} 

= a+,ka_,ITkl + a +,ka_,k Y = H Ss
• 

(2.16) 

Due to the constraints2 on the supercharges (2.15) in an 
N = 2 supersymmetric theory, we then require that the coef
ficients A satisfy 

a_,k =a'!..,k' Vk= 1, ... ,n, (2.17a) 

so that the purely fermionic part ofEq. (2.16) becomes (as 
expected) 

HF=nY, 

if we require, moreover, 

la+,kI 2 = 1, Vk= 1, ... ,n. 

(2.1Sa) 

(2.17b) 

The last condition immediately results if the purely bosonic 
Hamiltonian6 has to be included (as expected) in the expres
sion of the supersymmetric Hamiltonian: 

HB = Tkk • (2.1Sb) 

In fact, by introducing for k =1= I the skew-symmetric L kl and 
symmetric Mkl operators defined by 

Lkl = (i/w)(Tkl - Tlk ), Mkl = (l/w)(Tkl + Tlk ), 
(2.19) 

we obtain 

(2.20) 

where the skew-symmetric Pkl and symmetric rkl coeffi
cients are defined, respectively, by 

Pkl = - (i/2)(a+,ka_,J -a+,la_,k), 
(2.21 ) 

rkl =!(a+,ka_,J +a+,la_,k)' 

Finally, the supersymmetric Hamiltonian (2.16) takes the 
form 

H SS = HB + nY + ~ L PklLkl + ~ L rklMkl' 
2 k".,1 2 k".,1 

(2.22) 

Let us note that, with the properties (2.17), we can 
write the coefficients (2.21) in the form 

Pkl = sin(ak - al ), rkl = cos(ak - al ), 

where the numbers ak are defined by 

(2.23) 

a+,k=exp(iad. (2.24) 

For n> 1 we immediately conclude that all the Pkl and rkl 
cannot be taken equal to zero simultaneously. Finally, real
izing the Grassmannian variables in terms of the usual Pauli 
matrices of the form 
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5 + =0"+ = !(O"\ + i0"2), 5 _ =0"_ = !(O"\ - i0"2)' 
(2.25a) 

or, conversely, 

5+=0"+, 5-=0"+, (2.25b) 

we get the two specific Hamiltonians 

Hf:) = HB + nE W0"3 + ~ ) PklLkl 
2 2 /1.1 

w + - L rklMkl' (2.26) 
2 k".,1 

The cases E = + 1 and E = - 1 correspond to the choices 
(2.25a) and (2.25b), respectively. 

III. A CONNECTION WITH THE SUPERALGEBRA 
osp(3,2n) 

Starting from the metaplectic representation of the su
peralgebra osp(3,2) discussed by Van der Jeugt9 for a one
dimensional harmonic oscillator with spin, Englefield8 has 
very recently proposed its generalization to the orthosym
plectic superalgebra osp(3,2n) for an n-dimensional super
symmetric harmonic oscillator. In fact, Englefield has 
shown that the bound states of such an n-dimensional super
symmetric oscillator span an irreducible representation of 
osp (3,2n) containing the supersymmetric Hamiltonian. 

In connection with this result we want to point out that 
the dimension of osp (3,2n) is 

d=![(2n+3)2+2n-3] =2n2+7n+3, (3.1) 

so that it coincides with the dimension of the superalgebra 
osp(2,2n) <hh(2,2n) discussed in Sec. II (if we omit the gen
erator I of the central extension). 

In order to go deeply into such a remark let us first come 
back to the one-dimensional context and compare the super
algebras osp(3,2) and osp(2,2)6-sh(2,2), characterized by 
the same dimension, 12. The last structure corresponds to 
the twelve generators H B , e ± [associated with 
so(2,1) -sp(2)], Y [associated with so(2)], Q ± ' S ±

these eight operators being associated with osp(2,2)-and 
P ± ' T ± [associated with sh(2,2) up to the identity opera
tor]. The main point is that the interchange between the 
even and odd characters of the nontrivial generators belong
ing only to the Heisenberg superalgebra sh (2,2) immediate
ly transforms osp(2,2)6-sh(2,2) into osp(3,2). In fact, the 
even part of osp(3,2) will contain the algebra sp(2) Ell so(3), 
here generated by {HB,e ± } for sp(2), and by {Y,T ± } for 
so (3) when we consider the generators T ± as even [see Eq. 
(2.9)]. Then the odd part of osp(3,2) is generated by the 
supercharges Q ± and S ± ' as well as by the odd generators 
P ± 0"3 corresponding to the previous even P ± 'so In particu
lar, these generators P ± 0"3 must now satisfy anticommuta
tion relations according to Eqs. (2.14) so that (03 = l) 

{p +0"3'P -0"3} = {p +,P _} = 4HB • (3.2) 

Let us here point out the fundamental role played by the new 
operators P ± 0"3 and T ± ' since all the others can be obtained 
from their products as particular cases of Eqs. (2.1). For 
example, the supercharges 
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Q± = (l/{l)P~ T ±' S± = (l/{l)P ± T ± (3.3) 

can be written as 

Q<';) = (l/{l)(P_(T3)T<';), Q~) = (l/{l)T~)(P+(T3)' 
(3.4a) 

S<';) = (l/{l)(P+(T3)T<';), S~) = (l/{l)T~)(P_(T3)' 
(3.4b) 

according to the choice (2.25a) with t: = + 1, or as 

Q 'r-I) = (l/{l) T'r- l)(p _(T3)' 

Q ~-I) = (l/{l)(P +(T3)T~- I), 

S<;-I) = (l/{l)T'r- 1)(P+(T3)' 

S ~- I) = (l/{l)(P _(T3) T~- I), 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

according to the choice (2.25b) with t: = - 1. Indeed, the 
expressions (3.3) immediately result from (3.4) or (3.5) by 
the fact that we have 

(T3(T ± = ± (T ±' (T ± (T3 = + (T ± . (3.6) 

Let us also note that the relations (3.4) and (3.5) immedi
ately show the correspondences Q <.;) ++S ~- 1), Q ~) ++S 'r- 1) 

in connection with the choices t: = + 1 or t: = - 1, interest
ing information for the evaluation of the supersymmetric 
Hamiltonian proposed by different authors.3

,8,11 

By combining these results with those of Sec. II, it is now 
easy to extend the present considerations to the n-dimen
sional case and to the corresponding superalgebra osp (3,2n) 
containing the even algebra sp (2n) EB so ( 3 ). By maintaining 
the preceding so (3) algebra and extending the two odd gen
erators (P

l 
(T3) t02ngenerators (P ±,k(T3)' we getthe whole 

set of (2n + 7n + 3) generators ofosp(3,2n). Once again 
we point out the main role played in such a construction by 
the (odd) P ± ,k (T 3 and (even) T ± generators belonging 
originally to the fundamental Heisenberg superalgebra 
sh(2,2n). 

For arbitrary n we effectively have (2n2 + n + 3) even 
operators [ explicitly, the n (2n + 1) T kl and C ± ,kl of 
sp(2n) and the three generators of so(3)] and (6n) odd 
operators (explicitly, the 2n P ± ,k(T3 and the 4n "super
charges" Q ± ,k and S ± ,k ) • 

In correspondence with Eqs. (2.2), we clearly define 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

so that the definitions (2.1a) and (2.1b) of the Tk/s and 
C ± ,kl'S are unchanged (due to the fact that 03 = I ), while 
the generator Yis still given by Eq. (2.9). Now if for brevity 
we take (2.25a) corresponding to E = + 1 for the variables 
5 ± ' we have (without superscript) the 4n charges extended 
from Eqs. (3.4): 

and 
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Q+.k = (l/{l)(P _.k(T3)T+, 

Q-.k = (l/{l)T_(P +.k(T3) 

S+,k = (l/{l)(P +.k(T3)T+, 

S_,k = (l/{l)T_(P _.k(T3)· 
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(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

The structure relations of osp(3,2n) can then be summa
rized by taking into account the new even or odd character of 
the above generators. Let us only insist here on the relations 
between the generators T ± and P ± .k(T3: 

and 

{p _ ,k(T3'P + .1(T3} = 4Tk/J 

{p ± .k(T3'P ± .1(T3} = ± 4iC ± .kl, 

[P±,k(T3,T±] = ±2{lS±.k' 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

[where (2.9) == (3.11)]. In fact, they can be used to define 
the generators {Tkl , C±,kl,Y,Q±,k,S±.k} ofosp(2,2n) in
side osp(3,2n). They clearly show that the operator I of a 
central extension does not appear here. 

From these considerations and those developed in Sec. 
II, we clearly get the explicit form of the supersymmetric 
Hamiltonian for osp (3,2n), new information with respect to 
the Englefield contribution. 8 

IV. SOME SPECIFIC PHYSICAL CASES AND 
COMMENTS 

Having at our disposal the arbitrary n-dimensional con
text, let us now come back to the specific cases n = 1 (Sec. 
IV A), n = 2 (Sec. IVB), and n = 3 Sec. IVe), which cover 
an important number of contributions dealing with physical 
applications in supersymmetric quantum mechanics. 

A. The one-dimensional context 

If n = 1, the numbers of bosonic and fermionic variables 
are the same, and we are working within the standard proce
dure of super symmetrization "a fa Witten.,,2 Our superalge
bra is the osp(2,2)0-sh(2,2) structure already discussed, 11.17 

which corresponds to the largest or maximal dynamical in
variance superalgebra of the one-dimensional harmonic os
cillator. Through the considerations of Sec. III, it is related 
to the superalgebra osp(3,2) studied by Van der Jeugt9 and 
Englefield. 8 Let us point out once again the inclusion 

osp( 3,2) ::> so(2, 1) EB so( 3). (4.1) 

In order to make clear the connections between our genera
tors and those defined in Englefield,8 let us mention once the 
twelve correspondences: 

(HB,C+,C_ )++(2to, 2it+,2iC), 

(T+,T_,Y)++(s_,s+, -so), 

(Q+,Q_,S+,S_)++( - iR_ 1_,iR 1+, - iR_1+,iR 1_), 

(P ± ( 3)++(2iRo.± ). 

We also notice that the Englefield choice of the Grassman
nian variables corresponds to t: = - 1 [cf. Eq. (2.25b)], so 
that the supercharges leading to the supersymmetric Hamil
tonian are of type S. The Englefield results8 clearly apply 
here, and it is easy to recognize the osp(l,2) and osp(2,2) 
substructures, etc. 
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From Secs. II and III we get the well-known and expect
ed Hamiltonian 

H~~=I) =HB + Y, HB = Til> (4.2) 

whose specific form (with £ = + 1) is, according to Ravn
dal,13 

H~~ = 1) = !(p2 + W2X2) + (w/2)u3. (4.3) 

This appears to be a particular case ofEq. (2.22) or (2.26) 
where there are neither Lkl nor Mkl terms (k = 1=1). 

B. The two-dImensional context 

If the dynamical and kinematical (super) symmetries of 
the two-dimensional harmonic oscillator are considered, we 
know3 that the maximal dynamical invariance algebra is 
osp ( 4,4 ) Et-sh ( 4,4) within the standard procedure, while it is 
osp (2,4) Et-sh (2,4) within the spin-orbit procedure. The lat
ter superstructure may clearly be put in correspondence 
with the Englefield superalgebra osp(3,4) in the way devel
oped in Sec. III. The 25 generators of both contexts can be 
associated with each other, and all the above conclusions 
apply here (dimension, even and odd generators, fundamen
tal role of sh (2,2) generators, etc.). Let us note that we 
clearly obtlJ.in now eight "supercharges" of type Q and type 
S, and there are four Heisenberg operators that have to be
come odd ones through multiplication by u3 , besides the two 
even operators T ± . 

This n = 2 context of the harmonic oscillator is particu
larly interesting from a physical point of view; it is directly 
connected3.14.19.2o with the problem of an electron interact
ing with an external constant magnetic field. Such an appli
cation enhances the spin-orbit coupling supersymmetriza
tion procedure in a very natural way.3 Indeed, in this 
two-dimensional case the supersymmetric Hamiltonian 
(2.22) contains at most one P and one ycoefficient, defined 
by Eqs. (2.21), such that Eqs. (2.23) are satisfied. It is clear
ly impossible to suppress both coefficients simultaneously: 
either the term L12 or the term MI2 will survive. 

Let us consider the first case, the most interesting one, 
since LI2=L is clearly the third component of the orbital 
angular momentum. Then we define the following super
charges according to Eqs. (2.15) with (2.17). Constrained 
by the embedding of the n = 1 context, they become 

Q± = Q±.I ± iQ±.2· (4.4) 

This corresponds to the choice of coefficients 

a+.1 =a_.1 = 1, a+.2 = -a_.2 =i, (4.5a) 

ensuring the cancellation of the symmetric terms 
(Y12 = Y21 = 0) and the reduction of the skew-symmetric 
ones to a single term (P12 = - P21 = - 1) in the Hamilto
nian. We then get 

H~~<:')2) = HB + 2Y - wL. (4.6a) 

Let us also note that the choice (4.5a) is not unique. If we 
take, for example, 

a+.1 =a_.1 = 1, a+.2 = -a_.2 = -i, 
we correspondingly get 

H~~c:.)2) = HB + 2Y + wL. 
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(4.5b) 

(4.6b) 

Moreover, if we combine the above contexts with the possi
ble realizations (2.25) of the variables S ± ' we can construct 
four different types of Hamiltonians (4.6). In particular, 
with £ = - 1, and the context (a), we get the already stud
ied Hamiltonian3 that coincides with the Englefield one8 in 
this n = 2 case. It is written 

(4.7) 

All the results (4.6) and (4.7) are typical of the spin
orbit coupling procedure of supersymmetrization for which 
we have associated an algebra3 modified with respect to the 
usual Clifford algebra (2.8). Indeed, we have shown that in 
this N = 2 supersymmetric quantum theory we have 

{s +.k'S _,I} = Dkl - i=kl' (4.8) 

where = kl = - =Ik' (=) t = =. It is easy to identify these 
quantities in the present context. For example, in connection 
with Eq. (4.7) and £ = - 1 we get 

S +.1 = - is +.2 = u_, S -.1 = is -,2 = u+, 

=12 = - =21 = I. 

Further discussions on corresponding Pauli Hamiltonians 
can be found elsewhere.3.14.21 

c. The three-dimensional context 

This case is physically the most interesting one and has 
evidently been considered in different contributions from the 
supersymmetric point of view (see the references previously 
mentioned and compared).3,IO,II.16 

Within the standard procedure,2 we have extended the 
de Crombrugghe-Rittenberg resule [osp(6,6)] to the su
peralgebra osp(6,6)Et-sh(6,6) as the maximal dynamical in
variance algebra of the three-dimensional harmonic oscilla
tor. 

Besides these considerations we also know, since the Ba
lantekin contribution, 10 that the spin-orbit coupling proce
dure leads to the maximal superstructure osp (2,2) al so (3 ) 
[ which has been generalized to osp ( 2,2) al so (n) by Koste
lecky et al. 12 in the n-dimensional case]. In particular, we 
know ll that the symmetries ofP ± and T ± types belonging 
to sh(6,6) are broken Que to the presence of the spin-orbit 
coupling term in the Hamiltonian. 

Following the arguments of Sec. II, we propose here the 
new superalgebra osp(2,6)Et-sh(2,6) and determine its su
persymmetric Hamiltonian. In addition, we relate this struc
ture to the superalgebra osp(3,6) proposed by Englefield.8 

So we immediately get the 42 generators and their structure 
relations. We notice that the six even generators P ± belong
ing to sh(2,6) are replaced by the odd generators P ± U 3 in 
order to give osp(3,6). 

From the above arguments it is evident that neither the 
osp(2,6) Et-sh(2,6) northeosp(3,6) superalgebras can be as
sociated with the spin-orbit coupling procedure. Another 
interesting way to show this is to study once again the ex
pressions (2.23) ofthe coefficients Pkl and Ykl in this n = 3 
context in a way parallel to the one discussed for n = 2. It is 
easy to show that the maximal simplification always main
tains three terms in Lkl and Mkl in the Hamiltonian, but that 
at most two of them a~e angular momentum operators. 
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In particular, by embedding the n = 1,2 cases in the 
three-dimensional context, let us construct here the two su
percharges according to the choice (4.5a) as follows: 

Q± = Q±.I ± iQ±.2 ± iQ±,3' (4.9) 

The corresponding coefficients 13k' and rkl (k #1, 
k,l = 1,2,3) are easily determined, and we get Eq. (2.22) in 
the form 

H~~<':)3) = HB + 3 Y - w(L12 + L\3) + WM23, (4.10) 

and, more precisely, with the choice e = + 1 [cf. Eq. 
(2.25a) ], 

H~~<':)3)(£= \) = HB + ~W0'3 - w(L 12 + L\3) + WM23· 
(4.11 ) 

Such supersymmetric Hamiltonians admit the superalgebra 
osp(2,6) Ell sh(2,6) or osp(3,6) as an invariance superalge
bra. 

V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Since our first contribution 17 to the symmetry superal
gebras of the harmonic oscillator we have insisted on the 
prominent part played by the Heisenberg operators. Such a 
role is once again remarkable here not only in the structures 
osp(2n,2n)Et-sh(2n,2n) and, consequently, in osp(2,2n) 
Et-sh(2,2n), but also through the relation with osp(3,2n). 
Remember (as detailed in Sec. III) that by considering only 
the operators belonging originally to the fundamental Hei
senberg superalgebra, we have explained the connection 
between osp(2,2n) Et-sh(2,2n) and osp(3,2n). We have also 
shown that all the other generators belonging to these struc
tures can be expressed in terms of the Heisenberg generators. 
Here, moreover, we want to point out that these expressions 
in terms of the Heisenberg operators can be considered as 
definitions in the context of osp(2,2n) Et-sh(2,2n), but that 
they become structure relations of osp(3,2n). As an exam
ple, compare the definitions given by Eqs. (2.1a) and (2.1b) 
in osp(2,2n)Et-sh(2,2n) and the structure relations summa
rized in Eqs. (3.9) for osp(3,2n). 

Another conclusion here lies in summarizing much in
formation concerning the invariance superalgebras for the n
dimensional harmonic oscillator. The superalgebra 
osp (2n,2n) Et-sh (2n,2n) is the largest or maximal dynamical 
invariance superstructure containing dynamical as well as 
kinematical (super)symmetries when the standard proce
dure ofsupersymmetrization is under study.3 We also have 
the following "dynamical:::) kinematical" inclusion3: 

[osp(2n,2n)Et-sh(2n,2n) ] 

;;d[[osp(2,2) EIlso(n)]Et-sh(2n,2n)], (5.1) 

where the last superalgebra is the maximal kinematicalone. 
Let us also insist on the (trivial) inclusion 

[[osp(2,2) EIlso(n) ] Et-sh(2n,2n)]:::)osp(2,2) EIlso(n), 
(5.2) 

where we recognize the superalgebra found by Kostelecky et 
al. 12 as the (kinematical) invariance structure obtained 
within the spin-orbit coupling procedure, as a result general
izing the Balantekin study. \0 Moreover, let us mention the 
other (trivial) inclusion 
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osp(2n,2n)Et-sh(2n,2n) ;;dosp(2,2n) Et-sh(2,2n) (5.3) 

[the equalities in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3) being ensured only for 
n = 1], where the last superalgebra appears (see Sec. II) if 
we require a minimum number of fermionic degrees of free
dom. Finally, from Sec. III we also have 

osp(2,2n) Et-sh(2,2n) -osp(3,2n), (5.4) 

connecting the Englefield structureS with ours and showing 
that osp (3,2n) does contain dynamical as well as kinematical 
(super) symmetries. 

If n = 1, then only the standard procedure is meaning
ful, and in this context the dynamical or kinematical superal
gebra iss.17 

osp(2,2)Et-sh(2,2) -osp(3,2), (5.5) 

the Kostelecky et al. result12 being excluded for n = 1. 
If n = 2, then the standard and spin-orbit procedures 

differ and lead, respectively, to the osp(4,4)Et-sh(4,4) and 
osp(2,4 ) Et-sh(2,4 ) superalgebras,3 which evidently are such 
that 

osp( 4,4 ) Et-sh ( 4,4) :::)osp(2,4 ) Et-sh(2,4 ) -osp(3,4). (5.6) 

In addition, we also have 

osp(3,4) :::)osp(2,2) EIlso(2), (5.7) 

an inclusion that allocates the place of the Kostelecky et al. 
contribution and ignores the Heisenberg (super)symme
tries. 

If n = 3, then both procedures once again differ, and 
from the largest dynamical superalgebra3 we have 

osp(6,6)Et-sh(6,6) :::)osp(2,6) Et-sh(2,6) (5.8) 

and 

osp(2,6)Et-sh(2,6) -osp(3,6). (5.9) 

From the results of Sec. IV C, we immediately see that the 
Balantekin structure [osp(2,2) EIlso(3)] has nothing to do 
with the structure (5.9), but only, through (5.2), with 

[osp(2,2) Ell soC 3)] Et-sh( 6,6) :::)osp(2,2) Ell so(3). (5.10) 

This says that for the spin-orbit coupling procedure all the 
Heisenberg (super) symmetries are broken II in this three
dimensional context. Let us recall I I that an easy way to re
cover these spin-orbit coupling results \0 is the construction 
of 4 X 4 supercharges Q + and Q _ defined by 

Q± = O'k ®Q±.k, (5.11) 

which can be compared with our present definitions Eqs. 
(2.15). We immediately see that, with e = + 1, we get here 
four Grassmannian variables 

5 ±.k = 0' k ® 0' ± ' (5.12) 

satisfying (4.8) instead of (2.4). They lead to the Balantekin 
Hamiltonian 

H SS _ = (HB + ~w + wa-L 0 ) 
(n-3) 0 HB -lw-wa-L ' 

(5.13) 

admitting only osp(2,2) Ell so(3) as the invariance superal
gebra. 
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Three-dimensional scattering of impulsive acoustic waves by a semi-infinite 
crack in the plane interface of a half-space and a layer 
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The three-dimensional diffraction of a pulsed acoustic wave by a semi-infinite crack located in 
the interface of a uniform layer and a half-space is investigated theoretically. In the analysis the 
influence of shear stresses in the material structure is neglected. The incident acoustic wave is 
taken to be generated by an impulsive compressional point source located at the top boundary 
of the layer. With the aid ofthe Wiener-Hopftechnique and a modified version of the 
Cagniard-de Hoop technique implemented in an iterative scheme, closed-form expressions for 
the particle velocity within any finite time window anywhere at the top boundary of the layer 
are obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of diffraction of acoustic waves by a crack 
in the interface of two different solids is of interest in the field 
of nondestructive evaluation of material structures. With 
this application in mind, we investigate the diffraction of 
acoustic waves by a semi-infinite crack in the interface of a 
uniform layer and a half-space. The configuration is excited 
by an impulsive compressional point source located at the 
top boundary of the layer, where the receiver is also located. 
The resulting acoustic wave motion is analyzed as far as its 
compressional components are concerned, i.e., the influence 
of shear stresses is neglected (the equivalent fluid model). 

Considerable work has already been done in the field of 
diffraction of transient waves by a semi-infinite crack in a 
homogeneous medium of infinite extent. In this respect we 
mention the paper by Sommerfeld I on diffraction of tran
sient electromagnetic waves by a semi-infinite screen and the 
papers by Cagniard,2 De Hoop,3 and Du Cloux4 on diffrac
tion of transient acoustic waves by a semi-infinite crack in a 
medium of infinite extent. The time-domain diffraction of 
electromagnetic waves by a semi-infinite screen in the inter
face of two different half-spaces has been studied by Du 
Cloux.5 However, unlike in Du Cloux's5 problem, in our 
case the presence of the layer next to the diffracting edge 
gives rise to multiple reflections and repeated diffraction, 
with considerable consequences for the analysis. Multiple 
edge diffraction has been studied by Shirai and Felsen,6 who 
investigated the diffraction of pulsed electromagnetic waves 
by a strip. We solve the problem by a proper combination of 
a modified version of the Cagniard-de Hoop technique2

-4,7-9 

and the Wiener-Hopf technique, or factorization meth
Od,IO,11 for three-dimensional configurations, These tech
niques are implemented in an iterative scheme that has the 
property that an exact analytic expression for the time-do
main solution is obtained within any finite time window. In 
this paper the emphasis lies on the methodological aspects in 
the analysis. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONFIGURATION 

The configuration consists of a uniform layer DI and a 
semi-infinite medium occupying the half-space D 2 : Their 

acoustic properties are characterized by a positive constant 
volume density of mass P and a positive constant compress
ibility K. The corresponding compressional wave speed is 
C = (pK) -1/2. We let 

P = PI' K = Kl> C = CI in D I , 

P = P2' K = K2, C = C2 in D2 • 

(1) 

(2) 

To locate a point in the configuration, we employ the coordi
nates {x, y, z} with respect to a given orthogonal Cartesian 
reference frame that is specified by an origin 0 and three 
mutually perpendicular base vectors of unit length {i" ,iy ,iz } 

that in the given order form a right-hand system. The posi
tion vector is denoted by r = xi" + yiy + ziz. The reference 
frame is chosen such that (see Fig. 1) 

D( = {rER3 1 (x,Y)ER2
, zE(O,d)} , (3) 

D2 ={rER3 1(x,y)ER2
, zE(d,oo)}. (4) 

The semi-infinite gap S coincides with the half-plane 

S = {rER3IxE(O, 00), JER, Z = d}. (5) 

The time coordinate is denoted by t. Partial differentiation is 
denoted by a and V = i" a" + iy ay + iz az • 

s AIR receIver source 
z=o t t . 

\\\··:·······:·:·1;: ::: :'~':':'»":"""" 
....... ~ ........ L~ ..... : ...... :. 

z-c:l·······.···~········.··········.n····.·.·.·.·.····· - ........................ :.:. :.:.:. :':':': .. ~:":":':::':':'::' :.:.: 

FIG. 1. Geometrical configuration. 
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III. THE ACOUSTIC WAVE FIELD IN THE 
CONFIGURATION 

The acoustic wave field in the configuration is described 
in terms of the acoustic pressure P and the particle velocity v. 
In the interior of the domains DI and D 2, these quantities 
satisfy the source-free acoustic equations 

vp+pa,v=o, (6) 

V·v + K a,p = 0 . (7) 

In accordance with the notation adopted in Sec. II, we write 

P=PI and V=VI in D I , (8) 

P=PZ and V=V2 in D 2 • (9) 

At the upper boundary of the layer a pressure-type source is 
located atx = xs,y = ys' Z = O. Then, we have the boundary 
condition 

lim PI (x,y,z,t) = P(t)o(x - Xs'y - Ys) . (10) 
zlO 

At the interface of the two media the following boundary 
conditions hold: 

(11) 

and 

limpI=limp2=0 when O<x<oo, yER. (12) 
zld zld 

We assume that the source starts to act at the instant t = O. 
Prior to this instant, no acoustic wave field is present in the 
configuration (the initial condition). 

IV. FORMULATION OF THE SPECTRAL-DOMAIN 
ACOUSTIC WAVE FIELD PROBLEM 

To carry out our analysis, we cast the field representa
tions in a particular form characteristic of the modified Cag
niard technique. First we subject the field quantities to a one
sided Laplace transformation with respect to time. One of 
the characteristic features of the Cagniard technique is that 
the relevant transform variable s is taken to be real and posi
tive. To show the notation we write the transformation of the 
acoustic pressure as 

p(x,y,z,s) = 100 

exp( - st)p(x,y,z,t)dt . (13) 

Next, we subject the quantities to a spatial Fourier transfor
mation with respect to the coordinates x andy. In view of the 
future application of the modified Cagniard-de Hoop tech
nique we write this Fourier transformation as a two-sided 
Laplace transformation (Van der Pol and Bremmerl2 ) for 
which the transform variables a and {3 are purely imaginary. 
For the acoustic pressure we have 

p(a,/3,z,s) = J: 00 J: 00 p(x,y,z,s)exp[s(ax + {3y) ]dx dy, 

with aEl, {3El , 

with the inverse transformation 
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(14) 

p(x,y,z,s) = (~)2fioo. d{3 fioo. p(a,{3,z,s) 
21Tl - 100 - 100 

Xexp[ - s(ax + {3y) ]da. (15) 

In (14) and (15),sis real and positive. 
After applying the transformations (l3) and (14) to 

Eqs. (6) and (7) and eliminating v x and v y we are left with a 
system of two first-order differential equations in z in which 
p and Vz occur as unknowns. These equations have constant 
coefficients and hence have exponential functions as their 
solutions. We write 

PI = A 1+ exp( - srlz ) + A 1- exp[ - sri (d - z)] , 

(16) 

P2=A 2+ exp[ -sr2(z-d)], with d<z<oo, (17) 

vI.z = YI{A t exp( - srlz) - A \- exp[ - sri (d - z) n, 
with O<z <d, (18) 

v2•z = YzA 2+ exp[ - Sr2(Z - d)], with d <z < 00, (19) 

in which A 1~2 = A 6 (a, {3, s) do not depend on z and where 

Y\.2 = rl.2/PI.2 (20) 

is the vertical acoustic wave admittance and 

rl.2 = (1/~.2 _a2 _{32)1/2, with Re(rl.2)>0 (21 ) 

is the vertical slowness. Using the boundary condition (10) 
and the continuity of the pressure at z = d [cf. (11) and 
(12)] it follows from (16) and (17) that 

At = [Pi - At exp( - sr\d)]/[ 1 - exp( - 2srld)] 
(22) 

and 

A 1- = [A 2+ - pi exp( - sr1d) ]/[ 1 - exp( - 2srld)] , 
(23) 

with 

pi=P(s)exp[s(axs + {3ys» . (24) 

Next we introduce the two-media plane-wave reflection co
efficient R as 

(25) 

and the two-media plane-wave transmission coefficient T as 

(26) 

In order for the boundary conditions that are x dependent to 
be satisfied sufficient conditions are further provided by [cf. 
(11) and (12)] 

At = G R (27) 

and 

Tpi exp( - srld) - At [1 + R exp( - 2srld)] 

=H L [I-exp( -2srld )]I[PI(Y\ + Y2)], (28) 

in which G R = G R (a, {3,s) is an analytic function of a in 
DRCC with G R =o(1) as \a\-+oo in DR and HL 
= H L (a, {3,s) is an analytic function of a in D Lee with 

HL = 0(1) as \a\-+ 00 inD L while{3El. The regions DRand 
D L are shown in Fig. 2. After substituting A 2+ from (27) 
into (28), the resulting equation constitutes the Wiener
Hopf equation 
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FIG. 2. The contour I that divides the complex a plane into the regions D R 

andD L
• 

TP; exp( - syld) - G R [1 + R exp( - 2syld)] 

= HL [1 - exp( - 2sy l d) ]I[PI (YI + Y2 )], 

with aEl. 

v. SOLUTION OF THE WIENER-HOPF PROBLEM 

(29) 

In this section we solve (29) in an iterative way. To this 
end we write 

(30) 

(31) 

in which the terms G ~ = G ~(a, p, s) and H ~ 
= H ~ (a, p, s) will be shown to be of the exponential order 

exp[ - (2n + 1 )syld]. We start by solving 

G~+H~/[pI(YI + Y2)] 

= TP; exp( - syld) , with aEl. (32) 

Next, we relate G~ and H~ to G~_I andH~_1 via 

G~+H~/[pI(YI + Y2)] = iT~, with aEl, (33) 

in which 

iT~ ={H~_I/[pI(YI + Y2)] -RG~_I} 

xexp( - 2sy l d) , with nE{I,2,3, ... }. (34) 

The function iT ~ = iT ~ (a, p, s) can be viewed as the excita
tion function in the nth Wiener-Hopf equation (32). By de
fining iT~ as 

iT~ = TP; exp( - syld) , (35) 

we can rewrite (33) as 

G~ = p2H~/[ (PI + P2)yIK] + iT~, 
with aEl and ndO,I,2, ... } , (36) 

in which 

K= (Y2IYI +P2IPI)/(l +P2IPI). (37) 

The kernel function K = K(a, P) has been constructed such 
that IK(a, P) 1--+ I as lal--+ 00 uniformly in the complex a 
plane. The formal solution of the Wiener-Hopf problem 
(29) follows from (36) provided that the series expansions 
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in (30) and (31) converge. The proof of this convergence 
depends on the detailed structure of the solutions to the Wie
ner-Hopf equations of the type (36). The solutions of (36) 
follow by the application of the standard Wiener-Hopf 
method (see Appendix A). In this method we need the fac
torized parts of the kernel function K and the propagation 
coefficient YI. The factorized parts K R,L of the kernel K, i.e., 
the representations analytic in D R,L, respectively, can be ob
tained in the manner indicated by Du Cloux,5 who also de
rived useful approximate representations for them. The fac
torized parts 11,L of YI' i.e., the representations analytic in 
D R,L, respectively, can be found by inspection and are given 
by 

11,L= [!lI(P) ±a]1/2, when aElUDR,L, PEl, (38) 

in which 

(39) 

In (38) the upper sign corresponds to the quantities with the 
superscript R and the lower sign to the quantities with the 
superscript L. By introducing the function Qn 
= Qn (a, p, s) as 

Qn = iT~KR11, when aEl, with nE{0,1,2, .. .}, (40) 

the solutions of the Wiener-Hopf equations (36) become 
R - R R.fi. R { } G n = Q nlK f1' when aElUD , with nE 0,1,2, ... 

(41 ) 

and 
L .,1. L- L 

Hn = (1 +pl/P2)rl K Qn' 

when aElUD L, with nE{0,1,2, .. .}, (42) 

where for any Qn' Q~,L = Q~,L (a, p, s) are defined as 

Q~,L = <l>fif(Qn), with nE{0,1,2, ... }. (43) 

In (43) we have used the integral operator <l>fif that is de
fined as 

and 

<l>fi.t (Qn (a,p,s») = += (~) r Qn (q,/3,s) dq, 
2m JL q - a 

when aEDf,L 

<l>fi.t(Qn (a,p,s») 

= ~ Q- (a,/3s) ,-I-f Qn (q,/3,s) d 
2 n "2· q, m L q-a 

when ad 

(44) 

(45) 

for any contour L that divides the complex plane into a part 
D f to the right and a part D f to the left of it and any func
tion Qn that satisfies a Holder condition on L. In our case the 
contour L thus far corresponds to the imaginary axis I; in 
this case D f,L = D R,L. In (44) and (45) the upper signs 
correspond to the quantities with the superscript R and the 
lower signs to the quantities with the superscript L and in 
( 45) the integral is a Cauchy principal-value integral. The 
expression for Q ~,L with aEl [cf. (43) and (45)] can be 
derived from (44) by applying a limiting procedure when a 
approaches L via the regions D f or D f, respectively. In 
Figs. 3 and 4 the location of the integral contour on the 
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FIG. 3. The contour L pertaining to the operator $fL) with aeL, which 
divides the complex q plane into the regions D ~ and D f. 

imaginary axis and the semicircle around the pole on I are 
shown pertaining to the functions Q ~ and Q:;, respectively. 

VI. TRANSFORM-DOMAIN WAVE CONSTITUENTS 

For the transformation of the particle velocity i\z [cf. 
( 18) ] back to the space domain it is necessary to distinguish 
between the different wave constituents, i.e., the different 
terms in the representation of vI,z that have a particular ex
ponential function of the type exp( - 2msYld), with mEN. 
First we derive from (18), using (22)-(24) and (27), an 
expression for the z component of the particle velocity taken 
at the surface of the layer. When expressed in terms of G R, 

we have 

i\z (a,p,O,s) 

X[I-exp(-2syl d)]-I, withaElUD R (46) 

and in terms of H L, using (29) in (46), we have 

FIG. 4. The contour L pertaining to the operator $tL) with aeL, which 
divides the complex q plane into the regions D ~ and D f. 
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VI •Z (a,p,O,s) 

= YI{1>i[ 1 - R exp( - 2syld)] 

+ 2H L exp( - syld)/[PI (YI + Y2 )]} 

X [1 + R exp( - 2syld)] - I, with aElUD L • 

(47) 

We expand vI,z in the series 
00 

vI,z (a,p,O,s) = L v~;> (a,p,O,s) , (48) 
n=O 

in which v~;) has a particular exponential function of the 
type exp( - 2nsyld). Next we rewrite (46) and (47) by us
ing the expansions (30), (31), and (48) in such a way that 
we can capture the different wave constituents. This yields 

00 

[1 - exp( - 2syld)] L v~~) 
n=O 

= YI {pi[ 1 + exp( - 2syld)] 

-2n~o G~exp( -SYld)}, with aElUD
R 

and 
00 

[1 + R exp( - 2syld)] L v~;> 
n=O 

= YI {pi[ 1 - R exp( - 2syld)] 

00 H L exp( - sy d) } + 2 L n I, with aElUD L , 

n=O PI(YI + Y2 ) 

(49) 

(50) 

respectively. From Eqs. (49) and (50) we can derive the 
following recurrence relations by capturing the wave con
stituents. The recurrence relation pertaining to v~;> in terms 
of G ~ is given by 

v~;> = v~;- \) exp( - 2sYld) - 2YIG~_1 exp( - syld), 

with nE{2,3, ... } and aElUD R , 

while 

v~?l = YIP i, with aEC, 

and 

with aElUD R , 

in which [cf. (41) and (43)] 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

G~ = ct>fl) (On )IKRyf, when aElUD R. (54) 

Alternatively, the recurrence relation pertaining to v~;> in 
terms of H:; is given by 

v~;> = - R V~;-I) exp( - 2syld) 

+ 2YIH:; exp( - syld)/[PI (YI + Y2 )], 

with aElUD L and nE{2,3, ... }, (55) 

while 
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and 

v(O) = y pi with aEC 
1,z l' 

- 2YIPiR exp( - 2sr1d) 

+2YIH~exp( -sy1d)/[PI(YI + Y2)], 

with aElUD L , 

in which [cf. (42) and (43)] 

(56) 

(57) 

HI; = (1 +P1/p2)yfK L<I>fI) (Qn), when aElUD L . 
(58) 

VII. THE SPACE-TIME DOMAIN ACOUSTIC WAVE FIELD 

The particle velocity v1,z (x,y,O,s) in the Laplace trans
form-domain can, with the aid of ( 48), be written as 

00 

v1,z (x,y,O,s) = L v\~ (x,y,O,s) , 

in which 
v\~ (x,y,O,s) 

n=O 
(59) 

( )

2 IiOO Iioo = ~ . exp( - s/3y)d/3 . exp( - sax) 
2ffl -100 -100 

x v\~ (a,/3,O,s)da . (60) 
I 

To transform the acoustic wave field back to the space-time 
domain we apply the modified Cagniard-de Hoop method: 
This method can only be applied successfully if we know the 
s dependence of the integrand explicitly. The representation 
of v1,z (x,y,O,s) consists of a series, the terms of which are 
multidimensional integrals of the second or higher order. 
The integrand in each of the terms contains the s dependence 
only through the exponential functions exp( - smy1d), 
with mEN. This invites the application of the modified Cag
niard method to each integral in each term separately, each 
with its own "time variable." 

A. Analytic continuation 

It is anticipated that difficulties will arise during the 
deformations in the path of integration that occur in the 
modified Cagniard technique with respect to the wave con
stituents (51), (53) and (55), (57). This is due to the fact 
that the wave constituents contain the decomposition inte
gral operator <l>fl [cf. (44) and (45)]. From Eqs. (51)
(54), (40), (24), and (B 1) we obtain the following recur
rence relations: 

-(1) -i R - R.fi. v1,z = 2Y1P exp( - 2sy1d) - 2Y1 exp( - sy1d)<I>(l) (Qo)/K rl , 

with Qo=TP(s)exp[s(axs +/3Ys)]exp(-sy1d)K Ryf and aElUDR, (61) 

v\~ = V\~-I) exp( - 2sYld) - 2Y1 exp( - sy1d) <l>fI) (Qn-I )IKRyf, with aElUD R and nE{2,3, ... }, (62) 

and 
- - R - . R Qn = Qn-l exp( - 2sy1d) - Texp( - 2sy1d)<I>(/) (Qn-I)' With aElUD and nE{1,2, ... }. (63) 

Alternatively, from (55)-(58), (40), (24), (Bl), and (B3) we obtain the recurrence relations 

vL~) = - 2YIP
iR exp( - 2sy1d) + 2Y1 exp( -sy1d)<I>fl) (Qo)KLyfIKY1' 

with Qo = Texp( - sy1d)P(s)exp[s(axs + /3ys )]Ky/KLyf and aElUDL, (64) 

v\~ = - RV\~-I) exp( - 2sy1d) + 2Y1 exp( - sy1d)<I>fl) (Qn-I )KLyfIKYI' with aElUD L and nE{2,3, .. .}, (65) 

and 

Qn =RQn_1 exp( -2sy1d) + Texp( -2sy1d)<I>fl) (Qn-I), with aElUD L and nE{1,2, ... }. (66) 

Each time we apply the recurrence relation we have to deal 
with the integration contour pertaining to the decomposi
tion operator. These contours will be denoted collectively by 
{Ci ; iEN}. It is observed that in the expression for vl~) at 
most n contours occur. For the analytic continuation of vI:> 
and Qn we have to distinguish between the different loc~
tions that the source and receiver have with respect to the 
edge of the diffracting crack; these cases are (i) x > 0, x s > 0; 
(ii)x<O,xs<O; (iii) x>O,xs <0; and (iv)x<O,xs>O. 

1. Thecasex>O,x.>O 
Since x > 0, the Cagniard-de Hoop contours associated 

with the different terms in vl~) in the complex a plane are 
located in the part DR to the right of the imaginary a axis; 
hence (61 )-( 63) are to be used. Further, since Xs > 0, those 
Cagniard-de Hoop contours pertaining to the decomposi-
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I 
tion operators <l>fl) that act on Qo are located in the part D L 

to the left of the imaginary axis. The relevant decomposition 
operators transform into <l>fe

i
), in accordance with the defi

nitions (44) and (45). The subsequent decomposition oper
ators, those that do not act directly on Qo, require no contour 
deformation in view of the fact that the corresponding Cag
niard contour coincides with the imaginary axis. Carrying 
out these steps, the recurrence relations (61 )-( 63) result in 
an expression for vl~ with nEN in which no singularities are 
encountered during the deformation of the original contours 
into the Cagniard-de Hoop ones provided that the functions 
KR and yf as they occur in Qo [cf. (61)] are continued 
analytically into D L according to 

{KR(q),yf(q)} 

= {K(q)IKL(q)'YI(q)/yf(q)}, when qElUDL. 
(67) 
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We also assume that K and rl are analytic and free from 
zeros in the part of the complex q plane between the original 
and deformed contours. 

2. The casex<O, x.<O 
Since x < 0, the Cagniard-de Hoop contours associated 

with the different terms in ii\~ in the complex a plane are 
located in the part D L to the left of the imaginary a axis; 
hence (64 )-( 66) are to be used. Further, since x. < 0, those 
Cagniard-de Hoop contours pertaining to the decomposi
tion operators <l>fl) that act on Qo are located in the part D R 

to the right of the imaginary axis. The relevant decomposi
tion operators transform into <l>fe

l
) , in accordance with the 

definitions (44) and (45). The subsequent decomposition 
operators, those that do not act directly on Qo, require no 
contour deformation in view ofthe fact that the correspond
ing Cagniard contour coincides with the imaginary axis. 
Carrying out these steps, the recurrence relations (64 )-( 66) 
result in an expression for ii\~ with neN in which no singu
larities are encountered during the deformation of the origi
nal contours into the Cagniard-de Hoop ones provided that 
the functions K Land yf as they occur in Qo [cf. (64») are 
continued analytically into DR according to 

{K L(q),yf(q)} 

= {K(q)IKR(q),rl(q)/yf(q)}, when qeJUDR. 
(68) 

We also assume that K and rl are analytic and free from 
zeros in the part of the complex q plane between the original 
and deformed contours. 

3. Thecasex>O,x.<O 

Since x > 0, the Cagniard-de Hoop contours associated 
with the different terms in ii\~ in the complex a plane are 
located in the part D R to the right of the imaginary a axis; 
hence (61 )-( 63) are to be used. Further, since x. < 0, those 
Cagniard-de Hoop contours pertaining to the decomposi
tion operators <l>fI) that act on Qo are also located in the part 
DR to the right of the imaginary axis. The relevant decompo
sition operators transform into <l>f e

l
) , in accordance with the 

definitions (44) and (45). However, depending on the loca
tion of the different contours with respect to each other, we 
also need analytic continuation of <l>fe

j
) into the part D t 

The subsequent decomposition operators, those that do not 
act directly on Qo, require no contour deformation in view of 
the fact that the corresponding Cagniard contour coil}cides 
with the imaginary axis. 

For a systematic approach we start from the recurrence 
relations (61) and (63), from which we derive analytically 
continued expressions for iil,l) and QI' The analytic contin
uations of ii\~ and Qn with ne{2,3, ... } are derived recursive
ly from the analytically continued expressions ofii\~ - I) and 
Qn _ 1 • In the procedure of recursive analytic continuation, 
only the decomposition operators <l>fc~ that act on Qo and 
map into the corresponding parts D 2,R of the complex a 

plane require analytic continuation into those parts. The 
analytic continuations of those decomposition operators 
<l>ft.) that act on a product of the type Qo exp( - isrld) W, I _ _ 

where W = W( a, /3) is some analytic amplitude function, 
follow from Plemelj's theorem as 

RL - . - RL 
RL - . - {<I>(Cj)[QoexP(-lsfld)W], when aElJ e; UC;, 

<I>(b [Qo exp( -ISrld ) W) = - . - LR - .-
, Qo exp( - ISrld) W - <1>«;1) [Qo exp( - ISrld) W), when aElJ2,RUC; . 

(69) 

The regions D ~;L and one of the deformed contours C; are 
shown in Fig. 5. 

4. Thecasex<O,x.>O 
Since x < 0, the Cagniard-de Hoop contours associated 

with the different terms in ii\~ in the complex a plane are 
located in the part D L to the left of the imaginary a axis; 
hence (64 )-( 66) are to be used. Further, since x. > 0, those 
Cagniard-de Hoop contours pertaining to the decomposi
tion operators <l>fl) that act on Qo are also located in the part 
D L to the left of the imaginary axis. The relevant decomposi
tion operators transform into <l>f e

l
) , in accordance with the 

definitions (44) and (45). However, depending on the loca
tion of the different contours with respect to each other, we 
also need the analytic continuation of <l>fe,l into the part 
D ~ . The subsequent decomposition operators, those that do I _ 

not act directly on Qo, require no contour deformation in 
view of the fact that the corresponding Cagniard contour 
coincides with the imaginary axis. 

For a systematic approach we start from the recurrence 
relations (64) and (66), from which we derive analytically 
continued expressions for iil,l) and QI' The analytic contin-
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I 
uations of W) and Qn with ne{2,3, ... } are derived recursive
ly from the analytically continued expressions of ii\~ - I) and 
Qn _ 1 • In the procedure of recursive analytic continuation, 
only the decomposition operators <l>ft,) that act on Qo and 
map into the corresponding parts D 2,R of the complex a 

plane require analytic continuation into those parts. The 
analytic continuations of those decomposition operators 
<l>ft.) that act on a product of the type Qo exp( - isrld ) W, 
wh~re W = W(a,/J) is some analytic amplitude function, 
follow from Plemelj's theorem [cf. (69»). 

B. Time inversion by the modified Cagnlard-de Hoop 
method 

In the analytically continued integral expression of the 
particle velocity in the space-Laplace domain we can de
compose the field into a geometric part that contains twofold 
integral terms and a diffracted part that contains higher
order multiple-integral terms. The expression of the wave 
constituent vI;) (x,y,O,s) [cf. (60) ) is obtained from the suit
able recurrence relations (61 )-( 66) using the recursive pro
cedure of analytic continuation outlined in Sec. VII A. A 
typical term if g in the geometric part of ii\~ is of the shape 
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FIG. 5. A typical Cagniard--iie Hoop contour pertaining to the decomposi
tion operators cf>ft,) in the complex q plane. 

in which 

kq, = kq, = ... = kqM = 2 and ka + kqo = 2n - 2M, 

with ka,kq"EN and ka,kqo odd. (72) 

In (71), A d(P, qo, ql, ... ,qM' a) represents a spectral ampli
tude that is independent of s. Application of the modified 
Cagniard~e Hoop method (Du Cloux4

) to each integral in 
(71) separately results in the following paths of integration: 

{
Re[Xo{}+YI({})kod] =To, (73) 

Co: Im[Xo{}+YI({})kod] =0, 

where {} represents one of the variables of integration 
{a,%,ql, ... ,qM} and the parameter Xo is defined in Table I. 
The parametric expression of {} = {} d ( To) is then given by 

(}d(To) = {XOTo + ikod [~- (t~.0)2] 1I2} 

X (X~ + k~d2)-I, with t~.o<TO < 00 , 

(74) 

where 

t ~.o = 0 1 (P)(X~ + k ~d 2) 1/2 (75) 

is the value of To, where Co intersects the real {} axis. The 
contour pertaining to the parametric expression {} d ( To) [cf. 
(74)] is a branch of a hyperbola. Introduction of the nor
malized time variable OJo, defined by 

TABLE I. Representation of Xe' 

e 

x 
-x, 
o 
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Ug(x,y,O,s) = S2P(S) f~~oo exp[ - sP(y - ys)]dP 

X f~~oo Ag(a,P)exp[-sa(x-xs )] 

Xexp[ - nSYI(a)d ]da, (70) 

in which A g(a,p) represents a spectral amplitude that is 
independent of s. In view of the fact that the time inversion 
by the modified Cagniard~e Hoop method of the geometric 
part of V\;l runs along the same lines as the time inversion of 
the diffracted part of v\~, we only consider the ti~e inver
sion of the diffracted part of v\~. A typical term U d in the 
diffracted part of v\~ in which the decomposition operators 
are written out in their integral form [cf. (44) and (45)] is 
given by 

OJo = Tolt~.o (76) 

as the variable of integration, changes expression (71) into 

xexp[ -sP(Y-Ys) -SOI(P) 

X ... dOJqM dOJa dP, 

in which, using the identities (75) and (76), 

Q(OJqo ,OJq, , ... ,OJqM,OJa ) = +[ .f Tqp + Ta] 
~£I p~o 

(77) 

The amplitude function Hd(P,OJqO'OJq, , ... ,OJqM,OJa ) is the re
sult of the application of Schwarz's reflection principle to the 
productJA d, whereJ denotes the Jacobian that occurs in the 
change of the integration variables. Its expression is deter
mined recursively. By defining lIt = lId the simplest 
scheme starts in the a plane with 

II g (P,qg ,qt , ... ,qr;"OJ a ) 

(79) 

The successive substitutions lead to the recursive relations 
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xa.., qf, with ke{I,2,3, ... ,M}, (80) 
". 

in which the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Final-
ly, the path of integration in the {3 plane is deformed into a 
Cagniard-de Hoop contour defined through 

C : {Re[(Y-Ys){3+!lI({3)Q] =7"p, (81) 
p Im[ (y - Ys){3 + .0. 1 ({3)Q ] = 0, 

where Q is given by (78). The parametric expression of 
{3={3d(7"p) is 

{3 d( 7" p) = { (y - Ys) 7" p + iQ [ ~ - (t :,p)2] 1/2} 

X[(Y_Ys)2+Q 2]-1, with t:,p,7"p<oo, 

(82) 
I 

where 

= (lIc l ) [(y - Ys)2 + Q2(Wqo,Wq" ... ,WqM,Wa)] 112. 

(83) 

The contour pertaining to the parametric expression of 
{3 d ( 7" p) [cf. (82) ] is a branch of a hyperbola. Performing the 
{3-contour deformation and rearranging the orders of inte
gration in (77) yields, on account of Lerch's theorem, the 
space-time domain expression 

Ud(x,y,O,t) = a: r' p(t - 7"p)r/(x,y,O,7"p)d7"p , J,b 
d,{J(I.I, ...• I.I) 

(84) 

in which 

r/(x,y,O,t) = 2 (..,~ [~ C'~-l ... c:~ (% Re [~d({3;Wq,,'Wq, "",wqM,wa ).0.1 (~:)] 
JI I 1; 1; JI [t - t d,P (wq",Wq, "",wqM'wa )] 

Xdwq" dwq, ... dWqM dwa€[t - t:,p(1,I, ... ,I,1)] , (85) 

where E[ t] denotes the unit step function. In (85) the upper 
limits w~ with ie{O,I, ... ,M} are found by solving 

t = t ~,p (1, ... , I,w~,Wqi+ 1 , ••• ,wqM,wa ), with ie{O, I, ... ,M} , 
(86) 

and w~ is found as the solution of 

t = t~,p(1, ... ,I,w~) . (87) 

If C I > C2 all contour deformations are admissible and joining 
arcs at infinity do not contribute. 

c. Head waves 

If C I < C2 the modified contours are tempted to intersect 
the real (a,qo) axes at the branch cut associated with the 
vertical slowness Y2 that is present in the spectral amplitude 
lid. Whether or not this happens depends on the location of 
the points of observation and excitation; it only occurs in a 
finite region of {3 values. For points of observation in the 
region 

1 <X/(X2 + k~d2)1/2<CI/c2' (88) 

the integral contours with respect to a in the expressions for 
the geometric field and the diffracted field are tempted to 
intersect the real a axis in the intervals 

(89) 

and 

- 00 < Re{a} < -!l2({3), when x<O. (90) 

For points of excitation in the region 

I<x/(x2+k 2 d 2)1/2<c/c (91) s s qo I 2' 

the integral contours with respect to qo in the expression for 
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the diffracted field are tempted to intersect the real qo axis in 
the intervals 

(92) 

and 

(93) 

The inequalities (89), (90) and (92), (93) are only satisfied 
if {3 satisfies the inequality 

1{31 < (cos2 t,6/ ~ - lIc~) 1/2/sin t,6 , (94) 

where 

(95) 

in which () represents one of the variables {a, qo}' When the 
Cagniard-de Hoop contours are tempted to intersect the real 
axis in the regions indicated in (89), (90) and (92), (93), 
the path of integration has to be supplemented by a loop 
around the branch cut in the relevant complex plane (see 
Fig. 6). The parametric expression for the loop in the com
plex (a, qo) plane is found from (73) and is 

()'iI( 7"8) = {X87"8 - k8d [(t :,8)2 - ~ r12} 

X (X~ + k~d2)-1 + iO, 

h t H b 
W en d,8,7"8 < t d,8 , (96) 

where t:'8 follows by substituting () = ° in (73): 

t:'8 = k8 dO.l ({3) . (97) 

In (96) and (97), () represents one of the variables {a, qo} 
and further Xa = X, Xqo = - Xs' The supplementary loops 
in the complex a and qo planes result in additional contribu
tions to the wave functions; they represent the head wave 
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q plo.ne 

Re(q> 

FIG. 6. A typical Cagniard-de Hoop contour with a supplementary loop 
integral around the branch cut of the branch point - 1/ C2' 

contributions. The head wave contributions can be separat
ed into the terms 

Ud,H(X,y,O,s) = Ud,HH(X,y,O,s) + Ud,BH(X,y,O,s) 

+ Ud,HB(X,y,O,s) . (98) 

Here, the head wave contribution Ud,HH(X,y,O,s) arises from 
the coinciding paths of integration in the supplementary 
loop integrals that are present simultaneously in the complex 
a and qo planes. The head wave contribution Ud,BH(X,y,O,s) 

arises from the path of integration in the supplementary loop 
integral with respect to qo that does not coincide with the 
loop in the a plane. The head wave contribution 
Ud,HB(X,y,O,s) arises from the path of integration in the sup
plementary loop integral with respect to a that does not co
incide with the loop in the qo plane. In the same way as we 
arrived at time-domain expressions for the body waves, we 
can find time-domain expressions for the head wave contri
butions. In the latter, the following normalizing substitu
tions for the supplementary loop integrals are used: 

We = (1"e - t:I.e)/(td,e - t:I.e), with O,we,l, 

in which () represents one of the variables {a,qo}' 

D. Time windowing 

(99) 

It is verified easily with the aid of the Cagniard-de Hoop 
method that each higher-order wave constituent arrives lat
er than its previous one. Hence the analytically continued 
field expression obtained after n iteration steps in the recur
rence relations (61)-(63) or (64)-(66) yields an expres
sion in the time-domain that is exact within some finite time 
window. The upper limit ofthis window is determined by the 
minimal arrival time of the (n + 1) st wave constituent. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an analytic scheme is developed for the 
three-dimensional diffraction of acoustic waves by a semi
infinite crack in the interface of a uniform layer and a half
space. Both media consist of a material in which the shear 
stresses are neglected. The iterative scheme presented in this 
paper yields an exact solution for the time-domain particle 
velocity anywhere at the surface of the layer within a certain 
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time window. The solution obtained from the scheme con
sists of a summation of multiple integrals which can be com
puted numerically within any degree of accuracy. 
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APPENDIX A: STANDARD WIENER-HOPF TECHNIQUE 

The solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation (36) is 
found by rewriting (36) in the form 

[U~ - G~]K=P2H~/[(pl +p2)Yd, (Al) 

in which K is given by (37). Factorization of K and YI leads 
to 

U~KRyf - G~KRyf =p2H~/[ (PI +P2)yfK L
] , 

when aEl. (A2) 

We denote the first term on the lhs of (A2) by Qn. Applica
tion of the additive decomposition to the function Qn, i.e., 
Qn = Q~ + Q~ on I[cf. (43)-(45)] yields 

Q~ - G!KRyf =p2H~/[ (PI +P2)yfK L
] - Q~, 

when aEl. (A3) 

The lhs of (A3) is regular in DR and is at most o(a1l2 ) as 
lal ..... 00 in DR and the rhs is regular in D L and is at most 
o(a- 1/2

) as lal ..... 00 inD L. According to Liouville's lemma, 
the lhs and the rhs are then identically zero in their domains 
of regularity. Hence 

G~ = Q!/(KRyf), with aElUD R (A4) 

and 

H~ = (1 +Pl/p2)yfKLQ~, with aElUD L. (A5) 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THE CONVERGENCE OF THE 
RECURRENCE SCHEME 

In order to prove the convergence of the recurrence 
scheme presented in Sec. V, we have to prove the conver
gence of the series expansions (30) and (31 ). In this Appen
dix we shall prove this convergence. First, we derive a recur
rence relation for Qn using (36), with n replaced by n - 1, 
and (34), (40), and (54): 

Qn = Qn-I exp( - 2sy,d) 
R -- Texp( - 2sy,d)<I>(l) (Qn-I) . (Bl) 

The operator <l>fif is defined by (44) and (45). For aEl we 
can write <l>fif [cf. (45)] as 

<l>fI)(f(a»)=!(/-iH)(f(a»), when aEl, (B2) 

and 

<l>ZI) (f(a») = !(/ + iH)(f(a») 

= (/- <l>fl) )(f(a»), when aEl, (B3) 

in which! denotes the unit operator and H the Hilbert opera-
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tor on 1. Since for the norm of these operators we have 
11111 = 1 and IIHII = 1 (Hochstadt,B pp. 21 and 183), the 
norm of <t>fjf (f (a») with aEl satisfies the following in
equality: 

II<t>fjf(f(a)III<llf(a)lI, when aEl. (B4) 

The function Qn in (Bl) can be rewritten in terms of Qo, 
using (B2), as 

Qn = {exp( - 2sy1d)[ (1 - T 12)1 

+ i( T 12)H])" - I(QO), with aEl. (B5) 

It is important to notice that the norm of the operator acting 
on Qo satisfies the inequality 

lIexp( - 2sy1d)[ (1 - T 12)1 + i(T 12)H 111 < 1 (B6) 

and hence this operator is a contraction operator (Hoch
stadt,!3 p. 26). Substitution of (B5) in (A4), using (B2), 
yields for G ~ the following representation in terms of Qo: 
G ~ = (2K Rrf) -I (l- iH){exp( - 2sy1d)[ (1 - T 12)1 

+ i(T 12)H ]}n-I(Qo), when aEl. (B7) 

Similarly, substitution of (B5) in (A5), using (B3), yields 
for H ~ the following representation in terms of Qo: 
H~ = [(1 + P1lp2)K Lrf/2] (l + iH){exp( - 2sy1d) 

X [(1- T 12)1 + i(T 12)H ]}n-I(Qo), 

when aEl. (B8) 
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With the aid of (B7) and (B8) the series expansions (30) 
and (31), respectively, can be rewritten in terms of Qo. Since 
the operators acting on Qo are contraction operators, the 
series expansions of(30) and (31) converge (Hochstadt13 ). 
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